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PREFACE 
When we started our teaching career in 1938 we had the good fortune of having 

been assigned to teach the subject of “Torts and Damages.” In looking for teaching 
materials we found that the textbooks, notes and outlines then available were patterned 
and based on the American law on torts. Upon reflection we felt that the presentation of 
the subject along the same lines as the American law on torts was fundamentally 
erroneous in so far as the Philippine law on torts was concerned for the reason that the 
basic legal provisions governing most legal wrongs which were known in American law 
as torts were found in Articles 1902 and 1910 of the Spanish Civil Code. Teaching the 
law on torts along the lines and patterns of American tort law created the belief and 
impression in the minds of many students that the foundation of the law on torts in the 
Philippines was common and not civil law. 

Guided by these considerations and there being no teaching materials available 
along the lines which we thought should be followed in teaching the subject, we had no 
other alternative but to prepare teaching materials based on Articles 1902 to 1910 of the 
Spanish Civil Code. These provisions of the Civil Code dealt with what was known as the 
“Culpa extra-contractual” or the “Culpa Aquiliana” of the Roman Law. The provisions of 
the Civil Code were only eight in number but there was a wealth of jurisprudence in the 
decisions of our Supreme Court as reported in the Philippine Reports. We decided to 
present and expound the subject of “Torts and Damages” from the viewpoint of 
Philippine law and to emphasize the point we entitled our outline on the subject as 
“TORTS AND DAMAGES IN PHILIPPINE LAW...” 

Years later we developed our outline into mimeograph notes because many 
students, especially the working students, had no access to the Philippine Reports. We 
tried to improve the materials as the years went by. We were happy to note that our 
material have found acceptance among law professors and our modest efforts were 
rewarded by our materials being used as the text in most law schools and as reference by 
or courts and law practitioners. 

Members of the higher courts, colleagues in the teaching profession, law 
practitioners and friends have persuaded us to put our modest contribution to legal 
writing in the book form. 

This book is intended for use in the law schools as a text on “Torts and 
Damages.” It is also intended to provide our courts and law practitioners with a handy 
volume on the subject. 

 

July 8, 1972 

Manila 

       THE AUTHOR 

  



 

PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION 

 
The latest decisions of the Supreme Court have been incorporated in the 

appropriate sections of the book. The discussion of the rules governing the prosecution of 
the civil action arising out of criminal offenses has been totally revised for greater clarity 
and effectiveness. The discussion of the law governing moral damages has also been 
revised. Outside of these changes the basic format of the book has been maintained. 

 

We are grateful to the law professors, the law profession and the law students for 
their continued encouragement in improving this book. 

 

        THE AUTHOR 

 

Mandaluyong, Metro Manila 

 

May 20, 1983 
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TO THE AUTHOR’S CENTENNIAL EDITION 

 
In April 19, 2007, the Centennial edition to the original interpretation of Torts and 

Damages in Philippine Law by Law Professor, Hilarion U. Jarencio, will be available 
through the internet. We springboard his book into a reference material accessible to 
everyone. This Centennial edition revives the 1983 version, and Chapters IX to XI will be 
replaced with Chapter IXA – The Intellectual Property Code, that repealed the various 
laws in reference to Intellectual Property. 

To the practitioner and the law student this edition includes links (when available) 
to legislation and Supreme Court sources available on-line and other accessible legal 
precedents available in the public domain. It focuses on a visual reading/study guides to 
the concepts, eliminating the need for highlighting (yellow marker) printed text. 

On the Author’s hundredth birthday, this is the family’s tribute to a conscientious 
man who in his brilliance has simplified thought and interpretation… and in appreciation 
of his legacy and his love for imparting legal knowledge, we share this Centennial (or 
fifth) edition. 
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This version released April 19, 2007, is a historical document of a Textbook used 
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completion and change pending finalization and further review of present law 
academicians and editorial review. 
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TORTS AND DAMAGES 
IN PHILIPPINE LAW 

 
CHAPTER I: GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The field of tort liability 

Ordinarily, civil liability of one person to another may arise from one 
of three main sources. It may arise from “contracts,” it may arise from 
“crimes” or it may arise from “torts”. The field of “torts” lies between the 
field of “contracts” and the field of “crimes” but the boundary lines among 
these three fields of civil liability are not clearly defined. Between civil 
actions for breach of contract and tort, on the one hand, and civil actions for 
tort and crimes, on the other, there exists a twilight zone, so to speak, where 
it is difficult to determine sometimes whether the civil liability is based on a 
contract, on a tort, or on a crime. 

Origin and meaning of “tort 

“Tort” is an old French word derived from the Latin “tortus” which 
means “twisted” or crooked”. At one time it was in common use in English 
as a general synonym for “wrong.” In time, however, the word passed from 
the realm of general literature into that of the law, ceased to be used in its 
earlier general sense, and acquired its more specialized meaning as 
designating a class of legal wrongs.1 

Difficulty of defining “tort” 

A really satisfactory definition of tort has yet to be found. The 
numerous attempts which have been made to define the term have succeeded 
only in achieving language so broad that it includes other matters than torts, 
or else so narrow that it leaves out some torts themselves.2 

                                                 
1 Thockmorton’s Colley on Torts, p. 1; Prosser, “Handbook of the Law of Torts,” 1955 ed. P2. 
2 Prosser, “Handbook of the Law of Torts,” pp. 1-2; Clark & Lindsell, “The Law of Torts, 10th p. 1; Harry 
Street, “The Law of Torts,” 1955, p.3. 

 



 
2 TORTS & DAMAGES 

The difficulty of defining tort, it has been well said, is due to the fact 
that there is no such thing as a typical tort, that is to say, an actual tort which 
contains all the elements entering into the rest. One tort is as perfect as 
another and each tort differs from the other in its legal constituents. 
Particular torts can be defined well enough but the term “tort” is also used to 
denote wrong in general. It includes the unclassified residuum as well as the 
specific definable wrongs. It is used alike for all sorts of wrongs, nominate 
and innominate, other than breaches of contract.3 

The demarcation line between civil liability for contract and torts, on 
the one hand, and between torts and crimes, on the other, is not clearly 
defined. Between actions plainly ex contractu and those clearly ex delicto 
there exists what has been termed a borderland where the lines of 
demarcation are shadowy and obscure, and the tort and contract so approach 
each other, and become so nearly coincident, as to make their practical 
separation somewhat difficult. Also, the same act may sometimes constitute 
breach of a contract as well as a tort, or the same act may constitute both a 
tort and a crime.4 

Broadly speaking, a tort is a civil wrong, other than breach of 
contract, for which the court will provide a remedy in the form of an action 
for damages. This, of course, says nothing more than that a tort is one kind 
of legal wrong, for which the law will give a particular redress. But even this 
vague statement is inaccurate in one respect, since one important form of 
remedy for a tort is an injunction, granted in a court of equity, before any 
damage occurs, while another is the restitution of what has been wrongfully 
taken, and still another is self-help by the injured party. But the availability 
of all such remedies will depend on the first instance upon the possibility 
that an action for damages would lie for the wrong thus averted, and so the 
statement made is sufficiently accurate to serve the purpose. 

It might be possible to define a tort by enumerating the things that it is 
not. It is not a crime, it is not breach of contract, it is not necessarily 
concerned with property rights or problems of government, but is the 
                                                 
3 Chapin on Torts, p. 2; Street, Foundations of Legal Liability, Vol. 1. pp XXV-XXVI 
4 Rich vs. New York Cent etc. 37 N.Y. 382; Bouvier’s Law Dict. Rawle’s 3rd Rev., Vol 3, p. 3285. 
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occupant of a large residuary field remaining if these are taken out of the 
law. But this again is illusory, and the conception of a sort of legal garbage-
can to hold what can be put nowhere else is of no help. In the first place, tort 
is a field which pervades the entire law, and is so interlocked at every point 
with property, contract and other accepted classifications that, as the student 
of law soon discovers, the categories are quite arbitrary and there is no virtue 
in them. In the second, there is a central theme, or basis or idea, running 
through the cases of what are called torts, which, while it is difficult to put 
into words, does distinguish them in a greater or less decree from other types 
of cases.5 

Definition of “tort” 

The earlier written defined “tort” as “an unlawful violation of a 
private legal right, not created by contract, which gives rise to a common-
law action for damages.”6 Cooley, Burdick, Salmond and others also defined 
tort in substantially the same manner7. Later writers have, however, found 
this definition unsatisfactory and proposed other definitions. Winfield 
proposed the following definition: 

“Tortious liability arises from the breach of a duty primarily fixed by 
the laws: such duty is toward persons generally, and its breach is 
redressible by an action for unliquidated damages.”8 

Clerk and Lindsell agree with this definition.9 

Prosser did not attempt to define tort. Instead, he tried to describe tort 
as follows: 

“Tort is a term applied to a miscellaneous and more or less 
unconnected group of civil wrongs, other than breach of contract, for 
which a court of law will afford a remedy in the form of an action 
for damages. The law of torts is concerned with the compensation of 

                                                 
5 Prosser, “Handbook of the Law of Torts,” pp. 2-3. 
6 Chapin on Torts, p. 1. 
7 Throckmorton’s Colley on Torts, p. 2; Burdick on Torts, 3rd ed. 1913, p. 12; Salmond, Law of Torts, 8th 
ed. 1934, p. 15; Bouvier’s Law Dict. Rawie’s 3rd Rev., Vol. 3, p. 3285. 
8 Winfield, Province of the Law of Tort, 1931, 32. 
9 Clerk & Lindsell, “The Law of Torts, p.1. 
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losses suffered by private individuals in their legally protected 
interests, through conduct of others which is regarded as socially 
unreasonable.”10 

However, as already pointed out, there is a general agreement among 
writers on the subject that a satisfactory definition of tort has yet to be found. 
That is the reason why some writers on torts do not attempt to define the 
term.11 

Tort distinguished from crime 

A tort is not the same thing as a crime, although the two sometimes 
have many features in common. The distinction between them lies in the 
interests affected and the remedy afforded by the law. A crime is an offense 
against the public at large, for which the state, as the representative of the 
public, will bring proceedings in the form of a criminal prosecution. The 
purpose of such a proceeding is to protect and vindicate the interests of the 
public as a whole, by punishing the offender or eliminating him from 
society, either permanently or for a limited time, by reforming him or 
teaching him not to repeat the offense, and by deterring others imitating him. 

The civil action for a tort, on the other hand, is commenced and 
maintained by the injured person himself, and its purpose is to compensate 
him for the damage he has suffered, at the expense of the wrongdoer. If he is 
successful, he receives a judgment for a sum of money, which he may 
enforce by collecting it from the defendant. 

The same act may be both a crime against the state and a tort against 
an individual. In such a case, since the interests invaded are not the same, 
and the objects to be accomplished by the two suits are different, there may 
be both a civil tort action and a criminal prosecution for the same offense. 

Tort distinguished from breach of contract 

A tort consists in the violation of a right given, or the omission to 
perform a duty imposed by law; while in a breach of contract the right is 
                                                 
10 Prosser, Handbook of the Law on Torts, p. 1. 
11 Street, The Law of Torts, p. 8. 
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granted and the obligation is assumed by agreement of the parties. Hence, to 
determine the form in which the redress must be sought, it is necessary to 
ascertain the source or origin. It if be found that the right or duty was created 
independently of the consent of the parties concerned, the action is in tort; if 
because of such consent, it is on contract. However, the existence of a 
contractual relation between the parties does not necessarily imply that all 
obligations that may arise between them will be contractual. The obligor 
may break the contract under such conditions that the same act which 
constitutes a breach of contract would constitute a tort if no contract existed 
between the parties, in which case an action in tort will lie. Again, the breach 
of contract may give rise to a tort, as for example, one who wrongfully 
induces a party to a contract to break such contract will be liable for 
interference of a contractual relation.12 

The rule as to parties to an action on the contract and on the tort varies 
materially. Parties to a contract are determined by its terms. Contract rights 
are in personam. Parties to a tort are indeterminate. Many persons may be 
held liable for tort who cannot bind themselves by contract. Rights of 
contribution between defendants and judgment debtors are different in the 
two classes of action. 

Finally, the remedy in an action on a tort is the award of damages 
only. On the other hand, while damages may be awarded in an action ex 
contractu, the contract may also be reformed and specifically enforced. 
There is a material difference as to the measure of damage and the extent to 
which liability for consequences can be carried.13 

The social policy of tort law 

Modern writers on American tort law have devoted considerable 
attention to determining what is the basic principle underlying the 
development of this law in order to achieve a more systematic exposition of 

                                                 
12 38 Cyc. 426-429 Atr.1314, Civil Code; Cangco vs. Manila Railroad, 38 Phil. 768 People’s Bank vs. 
Dahican Lumber, 20 SCRA 84;  Singson vs. Bank  of P.I., 23 SCRA 117; Air France vs. Carrascoso, 18 
SCRA 135; Araneta  vs. De Joya, 57 SCRA 50.  
13 Jaggard on Torts, Vol. I, pp. 21-22. 
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the subject and rationalize its development and growth. It is now well 
accepted that the unitary character of American tort law is found not in its 
doctrinal development but in the broad notions of policy from which these 
doctrines derive and that it is in the social rather than the legalistic basis of 
tort law that affords the unifying principles.14 Liability for tortious acts must 
be based on conduct which is socially unreasonable and, in determining 
whether an act is unreasonable or not, it must be viewed from the social and 
not the individual viewpoint.15 It should not be understood, however, that 
the theory of social policy is applicable to tort law only. In 1920 Dean Pound 
advanced the Theory of Social Interests as the basis of law in general.16 But 
in no other field of law does the theory find a better application than in the 
field of torts. 

Professor Harper explains these ideas as follows: 
“Law, as a social institution has to do with human relations from 
which emerge the wants, needs and desires of life. Society is 
composed of interested men. It is these interests that demand and 
dictate the mores, habits, and laws of a community. Thus, the 
process of making and applying law is one of creating legal 
protection for human interests. Life being what it is, the interests of 
one man conflict with those of many others. However comfortable 
may be a social philosophy that in the ultimate ideal social order, the 
welfare of every man depends upon the welfare of all, the realities of 
the moment constantly disclose a continuous clash of interests, now 
of this individual with that, and again of one group with another. The 
law, in some way, must effect a reasonable compromise between 
conflicting interests, marking out the limits of permissible invasion 
of one man’s interests by another to advance his own adverse 
interests. 
“But such a process implies an evaluation of interests. Some norm of 
standard must be available whereby the compromise or adjustment 
may take place. This norm is concealed in the philosophic notion of 
justice. Interests are to be adjusted in a manner that is just. It is not 
quite an accident that the words ‘justice’ and ‘adjustment’ have an 

                                                 
14 Harper on Torts, preface, pp. v-vi. 
15 Prosser on Torts, pp. 8-9 
16 4 Pub. Am. Soc. Society. 
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etymological kinship. But again the question is begged, for there 
must be some basic postulate or assumption of value concealed in 
the notion of justice. How can the abstract concept of justice assist in 
the determination of the line beyond which A shall not go in 
invading B’s interests to advance his own? A standard of reference 
or a value standard is inevitable. This value-standard is to be found 
implicit in the general notions and culture of a people. Here, we need 
to concern ourselves with its origin or development. Among Anglo-
Americans peoples, it is tacitly assumed that the collectivist welfare 
is the norm to which all individual conflicts of interests shall be 
referred for adjustment. This is expressed in various ways. The 
judges, in the step-by-step development of the common law have 
been guided by and have often expressly referred to “public policy” 
as the final standard of ‘justice.’ Dean Pound has elaborated the idea 
more scientifically, describing it as a process of weighing or 
balancing individual interests to arrive at a result which will best 
advance and preserve the paramount ‘social interests’ involved. 
Upon an analysis, it will be observed that general notions of policy 
incorporating tacitly assumed social objectives have shaped the law 
and have furnished the final standard by which the adjustments of 
the conflicting individual interests have been made. 
“Interests of individuals may be classified and arranged in a number 
of different ways. It has been found convenient to organize them, for 
purposes of the study of tort law, according to the following outline: 

(a) The interests in personality, that is, the physical integrity of the 
body, and freedom from confinement. 

(b) The interests in property, that is tangible or physical things and 
such intangible ‘property’ rights as are ordinarily treated 
under the head of property. 

(c) The interests in honor and reputation. 

(d) The interests in economic relations and transactions, including, 

 1) The interest in obtaining accurate knowledge concerning 
the subject-matter of the transactions, 

 2) The interest in the integrity of contracts already made, and 

 3) The interest in entering into advantageous economic 
relations. 

(e) The interests in the domestic relations, including, 

 1) Marital interest, 
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 2) Parental interests, and 

 3) Filial interests. 

(f) Miscellaneous interests, such as 

 1) The interest in freedom from annoying litigation. 

 2) The interest in privacy, 

 3) The interest in reputation of goods and title to property, 
and 

 4) Political interests.” 

“Each interest which receives recognition and protection by the law, 
receives such protection to the extent of the social significance of the 
individual interests, as compared with the other conflicting 
individual interests. In other words, public policy requires that some 
interests not be invaded too far in the advancement of other interests. 
These principles of policy have become crystallized in rules and 
doctrine, as found in ensuing chapters. The extent and measure of 
the application of any legal rule, therefore, [is] determined by the 
social policy represented thereby. Thus law is, in the phrase of an 
American judge, ‘practical politics’ which the courts are working out 
a system to promote the public good by a fair and workable 
adjustment of the interest of the individual citizens.”17 

Dean Prosser calls this balancing of conflicting interests “social 
engineering.” He discusses the subject as follows: 

“Perhaps more than any other branch of the law, the law of torts is a 
battleground of social theory. Its primary purpose, of course, is to 
make a fair adjustment of the conflicting claims of the litigating 
parties. But the last half century has brought an increasing 
realization of the fact that the interests of society in general may be 
involved in disputes in which the parties are private litigants. The 
notion of ‘public policy’ involved in private cases is not by any 
means new to tort law, and doubtless has been with us ever since the 
troops of the sovereign first intervened in a brawl to keep the peace; 
but it is only in recent decades that it has played a predominant part. 
Society has some concern even with the single dispute involved in a 
particular case; but far more important than this is the system of 
precedent on which the entire common law is based, under which a 

                                                 
17 Harper, “A Treatise on the Law of Torts,” 1933, pp. 3-6. 
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rule once laid down is to be followed until the courts find good 
reason to depart from it, so that others now living and even those yet 
unborn may be affected by a decision made today. There is good 
reason, therefore, to make a conscious effort to direct the law along 
lines which will achieve a desirable social result, both for the present 
and for the future. 
“Individuals have many interests for which they claim protection 
from the law, and which the law will recognize as worthy of 
protection. Various interesting attempts have been made to classify 
these interests into categories, which of course have no virtue in 
themselves, and only serve to suggest the wide extent to which the 
law is concerned with human welfare. Men wish to be secure in their 
persons against harm and interference, not only as to their physical 
integrity, but as to their freedom to move about and their peace of 
mind. They want food and clothing, home and land and goods, 
money, automobiles and entertainment, and they want to be secure 
and free from disturbance in the right to have these things, or to 
acquire them if they can. They want freedom to work and deal with 
others, and protection against interference with their private lives, 
their family relations, and their honor and reputation. They are 
concerned with freedom of thought and action, with opportunities 
for economic gain, and with pleasant and advantageous relations 
with their fellow men. The catalogue of their interests might be as 
long as the list of legitimate human desires; and not the least of them 
is the desire to do what they please without restraint and without 
undue consideration for the interest and claims of others. 
“In any society, it is inevitable that these interests shall come into 
conflict. When they do, the primitive man determines who shall 
prevail with sword and club and tomahawk; and there is recent 
melancholy evidence that the law of the jungle is not yet departed 
from the affairs of nations. But in a civilized community, it is the 
law which is called upon to act as arbiter. The administration of law 
becomes a process of weighing the interests for which the plaintiff 
demands protection against the defendant’s claim to untrammeled 
freedom in the furtherance of his own desires together with the 
importance of those desires themselves. When the interest of the 
public is thrown into the scale and allowed to swing the balance for 
or against the plaintiff, the result is a form of “social engineering” 
that deliberately seeks to use the law as an instrument to promote 
that ‘greatest happiness of the greatest number,’ which by common 
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consent is the object of society. This process of ‘balancing the 
interests,’ is by no means peculiar to the law of torts, but it has been 
carried to its greatest lengths and has received it most general 
conscious recognition in this field. 
“The process is not a simple one and the problems which arise are 
complex, and seldom easy of solution. It is usually far easier to 
describe what has been done than to give a clear reason for it, and 
harder still to predict what the future may hold. It is a simple matter 
to say that the interest of individuals are to be balanced against one 
another in the light of those of the general public, but far more 
difficult to say where the public interest may lie. Most of the writers 
who have pointed out the process have stopped short of telling us 
how it is to be done. It is easy to say that the law will require of 
every man reasonable conduct not unduly harmful to his neighbors; 
but what is reasonable and what is undue harm? In determining the 
limits of the protection to be afforded by the law, the courts have 
been pulled and hauled by many conflicting considerations, some of 
them ill defined and not often expressed, no one of which can be 
said always to control. Often they have had chiefly in mind the 
justice of the individual case, which may not coincide with the social 
interest in the long run. If we are to have general rules, and the law is 
to have no favorites, occasional injustice is inevitable to someone 
who does not fit into the rule; and the constant struggle is to make 
the rule sufficiently flexible to allow for the particular circum-
stances, and yet so rigid that lawyers may predict what the decision 
may be and men may guide their conduct by that prediction. It is 
only by a slow, halting, confused and often painful progress that any 
agreement is reached as to the best general rule. Ultimately, the law 
must coincide with public opinion, and cannot stand against it; but 
when that opinion is in a state of division and flux, it is not 
surprising that the courts’ decisions reflect the battle which is raging 
about them.”18  

Tort in Philippine law 

“Tort” is a common law term. It came to be used in the Philippine 
legal system only after the advent of the American regime. The English 
word “tort” has no exact equivalent in Spanish legal terminology. However, 
                                                 
18 Prosser, Handbook of the Low(sic) Law of Torts, pp. 12-14. 
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an act or conduct is sometimes referred to in Spanish as “torticero” or 
tortious. 

Many of the legal wrongs classified as “torts” in common law are 
actionable in Philippine law as quasi-delicts, while other are considered and 
treated as crimes and, therefore, governed by the Revised Penal Code. 

There are some differences between the common law on torts 
obtaining in the United States and the law governing quasi-delicts in the 
Philippines. This arises from the fact that some provisions of the Philippine 
Civil Code prescribe different rules from those prescribed by the common 
law. 

The Philippines is a civil law country. A great number of Philippine 
laws are found in codes mainly based on the Spanish codes which were 
continued in force with certain modifications after the advent of the 
American regime and in laws passed by the Philippine legislature from time 
to time. These later laws were based on, or greatly influenced by, American 
ideas and principles. In the interpretation and application of our codes and 
legislation our courts have freely drawn upon American precedents and 
authorities. The result is that many common law principles have been 
engrafted in our law. 

Another factor that contributed to the rapid assimilation of many 
common law principles in our law is the fact that a great majority of the 
members of the bar were educated and trained along the American system of 
legal education and although they studied the Spanish codes they became 
thoroughly familiar with the common law system obtaining in the United 
States. 

This has resulted in the harmonious blending of the two great legal 
systems of the modern world – the civil law and the common law – in the 
Philippines and has given rise, so to speak, to a legal system different in 
certain respects from both its civil and common law parents.19 This blending 
did not stop when the Philippines became independent. It is still going on. It 

                                                 
19 In re Shoop, 41 Phil. 213. 
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will continue because of the close historical, cultural, economic and friendly 
ties that bind the Filipino and American peoples together. 

The influence of American legal thought on Philippine law and 
jurisprudence is likely to increase because of the commanding importance of 
the United States in world affairs. However, it may be confidently asserted 
that the American influence will not obliterate or supersede the civil law 
system in the Philippines. Three centuries of Spanish domination had left its 
permanent imprint in Philippine law, culture and customs. The inherent 
merit and excellence of the civil law system, which enabled it to emerge 
triumphant through the dark ages and the barbarian invasion and caused it to 
be adopted in many civilized countries of the world today, is the main reason 
why the civil law system will continue to be the basic legal system of the 
Philippines. 

Perhaps in no branch of Philippine law is the blending of the common 
law and the civil law systems better exemplified than in the field of torts. A 
true understanding of the Philippine law on torts cannot be attained without 
a correct appreciation of the proper place of the civil and the American laws 
on the subject. 

It should be emphasized, however, that the legal provisions governing 
fault and negligence, which are the principal sources of tort liability, are 
found in the Civil Code. It is, therefore, indisputable that the Philippine law 
on torts is basically civil law, and not common law. This important fact must 
constantly be borne in mind because the philosophy underlying some of the 
provisions of the Civil Code are different from those of the common law 
and, in applying the provisions of the Civil Code to actual cases, our courts 
may arrive at conclusions different from those arrived at by American 
courts. 

It must be remembered that the codal provisions and decisions of our 
Supreme Court are primary authority and possess an imperative force. On 
the other hand, American precedents and authorities are merely secondary 
authority and have only a persuasive force in our jurisdiction. This 
persuasive force of American precedents becomes stronger when the laws to 
be interpreted are of American origin. But sometimes this obvious truth has 
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been overlooked by our courts in the consideration of tort problems. This is 
due to over-emphasis on American cases and authorities even on questions 
that called for the application of specific provision of our Civil Code. Often 
American cases applying the common law are cited and followed by our 
courts when the law to be applied and interpreted is the civil law. While such 
a practice if discriminately followed is beneficial, a slavish reverence for 
American precedents as such is not desirable because it tends to create 
confusion in our legal system which is basically civil law. 

Bearing these fundamental considerations in mind, we have tried to 
expound and illustrate the subject with cases decided by our Supreme Court 
except on those rare occasions when no Philippine case or precedent is 
available. It must also be explained that in the exposition of our law on 
damages we have availed ourselves of American sources because some 
changes effected by our Civil Code on our law on damages have been 
patterned after the American Law on damages. But even on the subject of 
damages we have tried to illustrate the application of the law with decisions 
of our Supreme Court. 
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CHAPTER II: QUASI-DELICTS 

Civil liability arising from quasi-delicts 

Many legal wrongs which are known or considered as torts in 
common law are considered and treated as quasi-delicts in Philippine law. 
The law governing civil liability for quasi-delicts is found in Arts. 2176 to 
2194 of the Civil Code, Rep. Act. No. 386.  

Although the term “torts” was widely known and used in Philippine 
law and jurisprudence at the time the Civil Code was approved on June 18, 
1949, the Code Commission preferred to use the term “quasi-delict” instead 
of “tort” in the Civil Code. The Code Commission explained its reasons as 
follows: 

“A question of nomenclature confronted the Commission. After a 
careful deliberation, it was agreed to use the term “quasi-delict” for 
those obligations which do not arise from law, contracts, quasi-
contracts, or criminal offenses. They are known is Spanish legal 
treatises as “culpa aquiliana,” “culpa extra-contractual” or “cuasi-
delitos.” The phrase “culpa extra-contractual” or its translation 
“extra-contractual fault” was eliminated because it did not exclude 
quasi-contractual or penal obligations. “Aquilian fault” might have 
been selected, but it was thought inadvisable to refer so ancient a law 
as the “Lex Aquilia.” So “quasi-delicts” was chosen, which more 
nearly corresponds to the Roman Law classification of obligations, 
and is in harmony with the nature of this kind of liability.” 
“The Commission also thought of the possibility of adopting the 
word “tort” from Anglo-American law. But “tort” under that system 
is much broader than the Spanish-Philippine concept of obligations 
arising from non-contractual negligence. “Tort” in Anglo-American 
jurisprudence includes not only negligence, but also intentional 
criminal acts, such as assault and battery, false imprisonment and 
deceit. In the general plan of the Philippine legal system, intentional 
and malicious acts are governed by the Penal Code, although certain 
exceptions are made in the Project.1 

                                                 
1 Report, Code of Commission, pp. 161-162. 
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Civil liability for personal acts and omissions 

Art. 2176 of the Civil Code holds a person civilly liable for the 
damage caused by his act or omission constituting fault or negligence. This 
article provides: 
“Art. 2176. Whoever by act or omission causes damage to another, there being fault or negligence, 
is obliged to pay for the damage done. Such fault or negligence, if there is no pre-existing 
contractual relation between the parties, is called a quasi-delict and is governed by the provision of 
this chapter. 

The first sentence of the above-quoted legal provision is similar to the 
provisions of Art. 1902 of the Spanish Civil Code. The second sentence was 
added for better clarity but the essence of the precept contained in Art. 1902 
of the Spanish Civil Code has not been changed. Consequently, the decisions 
of the Supreme Court construing and applying the provision of Article 1902 
of the Spanish Civil Code are also applicable to Article 2176 of the Civil 
Code. 

Art. 2176 of the Civil Code covers a very broad field. The situations 
to which it is applicable are innumerable. It must, therefore, be carefully 
studied and analyzed. 

Liability for personal acts and omissions is founded on that 
indisputable principle of justice recognized by all legislations that when a 
person by his act or omission causes damage or prejudice to another, a 
juridical relation is created by virtue of which the injured person acquires a 
right to be indemnified and the person causing the damage is charged with 
the corresponding duty of repairing the damage. The reason for this is found 
in the obvious truth that man should subordinate his acts to the precepts of 
prudence and, if he fails to observe them and causes damage to another, he 
must repair the damage.2 

In order that liability under Art.2176 of the Civil Code will arise, the 
following requisites must exist: 

(a) There must be damage or prejudice which must be proven by 
the party claiming it; 
                                                 
2 8 Manresa, 28-32 
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(b) There must be an unlawful act or omission amounting to fault 
or negligence; and 

(c) There must be a direct causal connection between the damage 
or prejudice and the act or omission.3 

Fault, in general, signifies a voluntary act or omission which causes 
damage to the right of another giving rise to an obligation on the part of the 
actor to repair such damage. But fault in civil law must be distinguished 
from dolo. If the act or omission causing the damage is committed with 
intent to cause such damage, it is dolo, the act becomes a crime, and is 
governed by the Revised Penal Code. When intent is absent, it is fault or 
culpa. This distinction between the two concepts depends on the will of the 
actor rather than on his intelligence. 

In its restricted concept, “fault” is of two kinds, to wit: 

(a) “Fault substantive and independent” which, on account of its 
origin, gives rise to an obligation between two persons not similarly bound 
by any other obligation; 

(b) As “an incident in the performance of an obligation” which 
already existed, which cannot be presumed to exist without the other, and 
which increases the liability arising from the already existing obligation. 

The fault referred to in Art. 2176 of the New Civil Code is “fault 
substantive and independent” which in itself is a source of obligations. This 
kind of fault is also known as “culpa extra-contractual” or “culpa 
aquiliana.” 

Fault as an incident in the performance of a pre-existing contract is 
known as “contractual fault” or “culpa contractual.” 

The distinction between these two kinds of fault is important because 
fault substantive and independent, which in itself is a source of obligations, 

                                                 
3 12 Manresa, 640-641: Taylor vs. Manila Electric Co., 16, Phil. 8 
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is governed by Art 2176 of the Civil Code, while contractual fault is 
governed by Articles 1170, 1172 and 1173 of the same Code.4 

Liability under Art. 2176 may arise either from “fault” or 
“negligence”. In other words, liability may be incurred either by an “act” or 
through an “omission”. Fault requires the execution of a positive act which 
causes damage to another, while negligence consists in the omission to do 
acts which result also in damage to another. The act or omission must be 
without intent to cause damage, because if there is intent to cause damage, 
the act or omission becomes a crime and civil liability for such act or 
omission will be governed by the Revised Penal Code in accordance with 
the provisions of Art. 1161 of the Civil Code.5 

The following cases illustrate the broad scope of the application of 
Art. 2176 of the Civil Code: 

Rakes vs. Atlantic Gulf 
7 Phil. 359  

Facts: Plaintiff was one of a gang of eight laborers employed by the 
defendant to transport rails from a barge in the harbor to the 
company’s yard near the Malecon in Manila. The rails were being 
transported on two-hand cars immediately following one another. The 
rails lay upon two cross pieces or sills secured to the cars but without 
side pieces or guards to prevent them from slipping off. At a certain 
spot at or near the water’s edge the track sagged, the tie broke, the car 
either canted or upset the rails lid off and caught the plaintiff, breaking 
his leg which was afterwards amputated at about the knee. The 
sagging of the track and the breaking of the tie, which was the 
immediate occasion of the accident, was due to the dislodging of the 
crosspiece or piling under the stringer by the water of the bay raised by 
a recent typhoon. It appeared that a day before the accident the 
attention of the defendant’s foreman was called by one of the laborers 
to the defect in the track but the same was not repaired. Action was 
instituted by plaintiff to recover damages from his employer the 
defendant. One of the questions was whether under the facts the 
defendant was negligent or not. 

                                                 
4 Manresa, 33-34: Rakes vs. Atlantic Gulf & Pacific Co., 7 Phil. 359; Cangco vs. Manila Railroad Co. l, 38 
Phil. 768; Castro vs. Acro Taxicab, 82 Phil. 359. 
5 12 Manresa, 630-631; Francisco vs. Onrubia, 46 Phil. 327. 
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Held: “… On the principles it was the duty of the defendant to build and to 
maintain its track in reasonably sound condition, so as to protect its 
workingmen from unnecessary danger. It is plain that in one respect or 
the other it failed in its duty, otherwise the accident could not have 
occurred; consequently the negligence of the defendant is 
established.”  

Defendant was held liable. 

Gilchrist vs. Cuddy, et al. 
29 Phil. 542 (source) 

Facts: Cuddy leased a cinematograph film “Zigomar” to Gilchrist who 
owned a theatre in Iloilo for one week beginning May 26, 1913 at an 
agreed rental of P125. Defendants Espejo and Zaldariaga induced 
their co-defendant Cuddy to break his contract of lease with plaintiff 
Gilchrist by offering Cuddy a rental of P350. One of the questions 
raised in the case was whether such acts of Espejo and Zaldariaga 
were actionable and if so under what legal principle. 

Held: “The liability of the appellants (Espejo and Zaldariaga) arises from 
unlawful acts and not from contractual obligations, as they were under 
no such obligation to induce Cuddy to violate his contract with Gilchrist. 
So that if the action of Gilchrist had been one for damages, it would be 
governed by Chapter 2, title 16, book 4 of the (Spanish) Civil Code. 
Article 1902 of that code provides that a person who, by act or 
omission, causes damage to another when there is fault or negligence, 
shall be obliged to repair the damage so done. There is nothing in this 
article which requires as a condition precedent to the liability of a tort-
feasor that he must know the identity of a person to whom he causes 
damage. In fact, the chapter wherein this article is found clearly shows 
that no such knowledge is required in order that the injured party may 
recover for the damage suffered.” 

Wright vs. Manila Electric 
28 Phil. 122 (source) 

Facts: Defendant was operating an electric street railway in the City of 
Manila and its suburbs, including the municipality of Caloocan. 
Plaintiff’s residence in Caloocan fronted the street along which 
defendant’s tracks ran, so that to enter his premises from the street 
plaintiff was obliged to cross defendant’s tracks. On the night of August 
8, 1909 plaintiff drove home in a calesa and in crossing the tracks to 
enter his premises the horse stumbled, leaped forward, and fell, 

http://www.lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1915/feb1915/gr_l-9356_1915.html
http://www.lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1914/oct1914/gr_l-7760_1914.html
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causing the vehicle to strike one of the rails with great force. The fall of 
the horse and the collision of the vehicle with the rails, resulting in a 
sudden stop, threw plaintiff from the vehicle and caused the injuries 
complained of. It was found that at the point where plaintiff crossed the 
tracks on the night in question not only the rails were above-ground, 
but that the ties upon which the rails rested projected from one-third to 
one-half of their depth out of the ground, thus making the tops of the 
rails rise some 5 to 6 inches or more above the level of the street. 

Held: “A street car company which maintains its tracks in the public 
highway, at a point where they are crossed by travelers, in such 
condition that the rails and a considerable portion of the ties are above 
the level of the street, is negligent and is responsible to a person who, 
having to pass over said tracks at right angles with a vehicle in the 
nighttime, is injured by reason of the condition of the tracks, he using 
ordinary care and prudence in making the crossing”.  

Defendant was held liable. 

Samson vs. Dionisio, et al. 
11 Phil. 538 (source) 

Facts: The defendants constructed a dam closing the southern end of the 
Magos Creek which empties into the Bocaue River. In consequence, 
the water rose during the rainy season for lack of an outlet, and the 
neighboring lands, including the plaintiff’s fishpond, became flooded. 
About two thousand fishes valued at P100 escaped and plaintiff filed 
an action for damages against the defendants. 

Held: “Hence, upon the theory already proven, that the creek in question 
was of public ownership, and not the property of the defendants, it is 
clear that the latter had no right whatever to construct the aid dam, 
closing its entrance into and communication with the Bocaue River; 
and, inasmuch as they did it without any authority to the loss and 
prejudice of the plaintiff, they are under obligation to indemnify the 
latter for the reasons alleged by him in his complaint, in accordance 
with the provisions of Article 1902 of the Civil Code.”  

Defendants were, therefore, condemned to pay the plaintiff P100. 

Uy Piaoco vs. Osmeña 
9 Phil. 299 (source) 

Facts: The defendant sheriff levied a writ of attachment upon certain 
properties alleged to belong to Dy-Siongco and Uy Chiam-Liong who 

http://www.lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1907/dec1907/gr_l-3935_1907.html
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were defendants in a civil case instituted against them by one Martina 
Rodriguez. Upon the levy of the attachment the plaintiff through his 
attorney filed with the defendant sheriff an affidavit claiming that the 
attached properties belonged to him and not to Dy-Siongco and Uy 
Chiam-Liong. The defendant, however, refused to lift the attachment 
and the plaintiff filed a suit against the defendant sheriff to recover 
damages for the wrongful attachment. During the trial the plaintiff 
proved that the properties attached belonged to him and not to Dy-
Siongco and Uy Chiam-Liong. 

Held: “The defendant sheriff in disregarding the claim of the plaintiff’s 
attorney-in-fact and maintaining the attachment on the property of the 
said plaintiff, the same not being subject to the liability of the Chinese 
by depriving him of the possession of his personal property for about 
seventy-five days, and in consequence thereof is bound to repair the 
injury caused, in accordance with the provisions of Article 1902 of the 
Civil Code, which treats of obligation arising from fault of negligence.” 

Bernal & Enverso vs. House, et al. 
54 Phil. 327 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff Enverso and her five-year old daughter were passing along 
a public street one night. The little girl was allowed to go a short 
distance in advance of her mother. When in front of the electric and ice 
plant of the defendant House, an automobile suddenly appeared from 
the opposite direction. This frightened the little girl and she turned to 
run and fell into a street gutter or ditch where hot water coming from 
the defendant’s electric and ice plant was allowed to flow. The child 
died later as a result of the burns which she sustained from the hot 
water. This action was instituted to recover damages for her death. 

Held: “…The mother and her child had a perfect right to be on the 
principal street of Tacloban, Leyte on the evening when the religious 
procession was held. There was nothing abnormal in allowing the child 
to run along a few paces in advance of the mother. No one could 
foresee the coincidence of an automobile appearing and of a 
frightened child running and falling into a ditch filled with hot water. The 
doctrine announced in the much debated case of Rakes vs. Atlantic 
Gulf & Pacific Co., 7 Phil 359, still rules. Article 1902 of the Civil Code 
must again be enforced. The contributory negligence of the child and 
her mother, if any, does not operate as a bar to recovery, but in its 
strictest sense could only result in the reduction of the damages.” 

http://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1930/jan1930/gr_l-30741_1930.html
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Defendant House was held guilty of fault and negligence when he 
caused hot water from his ice plant to flow to the public street which 
endangered the lives of passers-by who may fall into the gutter. 

Tenchavez vs. Escaño 
15 SCRA 355 (source) 

Facts: Pastor Tenchavez and Vicenta Escaño married secretly. They, 
however, did not live together and Vicenta continued living with her 
parents. Vicenta cooled off and they became estranged. Later Vicenta 
went to the United States. She obtained a divorce in Nevada from 
Tenchavez on the ground of extreme cruelty entirely mental in 
character. She married an American in Nevada, lived with him in 
California and had several children with him and acquired American 
citizenship.  

Tenchavez filed an action against Vicenta in Cebu asking for legal 
separation and P1,000,000 damages. Vicenta interposed her divorce 
and her marriage to her American husband as defenses. 

Held: “From the preceding facts and considerations, there flows as a 
necessary consequence, that in this jurisdiction Vicenta Escaño’s 
divorce and second marriage are not entitled to recognition as valid; for 
her previous union to plaintiff Tenchavez must be declared to be 
existent and undissolved. It follows likewise, that her refusal to perform 
her wifely duties, and her denial of consortium and her desertion of her 
husband constitute in law a wrong caused through her fault, for which 
the husband is entitled to the corresponding indemnity (Civil Code, Art. 
2176…)…” 

Plaintiff was held entitled to legal separation from Vicenta Escaño 
who was ordered to pay plaintiff P25,000 damages. 

Responsibility for negligence under Art. 2176 distinct and separate 
from that under the Penal Code 

Art. 2177 of the Civil Code provides: 
“Responsibility for fault or negligence under the preceding article is entirely separate and distinct 
from the civil liability arising from negligence under the Penal Code. But the plaintiff cannot recover 
damages twice for the same act or omission of the defendant.” 

http://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1966/jul1966/gr_l-19671_1966.html
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The distinction between civil liability arising from a quasi-delict and 
civil liability arising from a crime was lucidly discussed by our Supreme 
Court in the following case: 

Barredo vs. Garcia and Almario 
73 Phil. 607 (source) 

Facts: A head-on collision between a taxicab owned by Barredo and a 
carretela occurred. The carretela was overturned and one of its 
passengers, a 16-year old boy, the son of Garcia and Almario, died as 
a result of the injuries which he received. The driver of the taxicab, a 
employee of Barredo, was prosecuted for the crime and was convicted. 
When the criminal case was instituted, Garcia and Almario reserved 
their right to institute a separate civil action for damages. 
Subsequently, Garcia and Almario instituted a civil action for damages 
against Barredo, the employer of the taxicab driver. 

Held: “The pivotal question in this case is whether the plaintiffs may bring 
this separate civil action against Fausto Barredo thus making him 
primarily and directly responsible under Article 1903 of the Civil Code 
as an employer of Pedro Fontanilla. The defendant maintains that 
Fontanilla’s negligence being punishable by the Penal Code, his 
(defendant’s) liability as an employer is only subsidiary, according to 
said Penal Code, but Fontanilla has not been sued in a civil action and 
his property has not been exhausted. To decide the main issue, we 
must cut thru the tangle that has, in the minds of many, confused and 
jumbled together delitos and cuasi delitos, or crimes under the Penal 
Code and fault or negligence under Articles 1902-1910 of the Civil 
Code. This should be done because justice may be lost in a labyrinth, 
unless principles and remedies are distinctly envisaged. Fortunately, 
we are aided in our inquiry by the luminous presentation of this 
perplexing subject by renowned jurists and we are likewise guided by 
the decisions of this Court in previous cases as well as by the solemn 
clarity of the considerations in several sentences of the Supreme 
Tribunal of Spain. 

“Authorities support the proposition that a quasi-delict or ‘culpa aquiliana’ 
is a separate legal institution under the Civil Code, with a substantivity 
all its own, and individuality that is entirely apart and independent from 
a delict or crime. Upon this principle, and on the wording and spirit of 
Article 1903 of the Civil Code, the primary and direct responsibility of 
employers may be safely anchored. 

x x x x x 

http://www.lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1942/jul1942/gr_l-48006_1942.html
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“It will thus be seen that while the terms of Article 1902 of the Civil Code 
seem to be broad enough to cover the driver’s negligence in the instant 
case, nevertheless Article 1903 limits cuasi-delitos to acts or omissions 
‘not punishable by law.’ But inasmuch as Article 365 of the Revised 
Penal Code punishes not only reckless but even simple imprudence or 
negligence, the fault or negligence under Article 1902 of the Civil Code 
has apparently been crowded out. It is this overlapping that makes the 
“confusion worse confounded.” However, a closer study shows that 
such a concurrence of scope in regard to negligent acts does not 
destroy the distinction between the civil liability arising from a crime 
and the responsibility for cuasi-delitos or culpa extra-contractual. The 
same negligent act causing damages may produce civil liability arising 
from a crime under Article 100 of the Revised Penal Code; or create an 
action for cuasi-delito or culpa extra-contractual under Articles 1902-
1910 of the Civil Code. 

“The individuality of cuasi-delito or culpa extra-contractual looms clear and 
unmistakable. This legal institution is of ancient lineage, one of its early 
ancestors being the Lex Aquilia in the Roman Law. In fact, in Spanish 
legal terminology, this responsibility is often referred to as culpa 
aquiliana. The Partidas also contributed to the genealogy of the 
present fault or negligence under the Civil Code: x x x . 

“The distinctive nature of cuasi-delitos survives in the Civil Code. 
According to Article 1089, one of the five sources of obligations is the 
legal institution of cuasi-delito or culpa extra-contractual: ‘los actos …. 
En que inteervenga cualquier genero de culpa o negligencia.’ Then 
Article 1093 provides that this kind of obligation shall be governed by 
Chapter 11 of Title XVI of Book IV, meaning Articles 1902-1910. This 
portion of the civil Code is exclusively devoted to the legal institution of 
culpa aquiliana. 

“Some of the differences between crimes under the Penal Code are: 
“1. That crimes affect the public interest, while quasi-delitos are only of 

private concern. 
“2. That consequently, the Penal Code punishes or corrects the criminal 

act, while the Civil Code, by means of indemnification, merely repairs 
the damage. 

“3. That delicts are not as broad as quasi-delicts, because for the former 
are punished only if there is a penal law clearly covering them, while 
the latter, cuasi-delitos, include all acts in which ‘any kind of fault or 
negligence intervenes.’ However, it should be noted that not all 
violations of the penal law produce civil responsibility, such as begging 
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in contravention of ordinances, violation of the game laws, infraction of 
the rules of traffic when nobody is hurt. 

x x x x x 
“The foregoing authorities clearly demonstrate the separate individuality of 

cuasi-delitos or culpa aquiliana under the Civil Code. Specifically they 
show that there is a distinction between civil liability arising from 
criminal negligence (governed by the Penal Code) and responsibility 
for fault or negligence under Articles 1902 to 1910 of the Civil Code, 
and that the same negligent act may produce either a civil liability 
arising from a crime under the Penal Code, or a separate responsibility 
for fault or negligence under Articles 1902 to 1910 of the Civil Code, 
and that the same negligent act may produce either a civil liability 
arising from a crime under the Penal Code, or a separate responsibility 
for fault or negligence under Articles 1902 to 1910 of the Civil Code. 
Still more concretely the authorities above cited render it inescapable 
to conclude that the employer – in this case the defendant-petitioner – 
is primarily in this case the defendant-petitioner – is primarily and 
directly liable under Article 1903 of the Civil Code.” 

The Barredo case was decided by the Supreme Court prior to the 
present Civil Code. However, the principle enunciated in said case that 
responsibility for fault or negligence as quasi-delict is distinct and separate 
from negligence penalized under the Revised Penal Code, is now 
specifically embodied in Art. 2177 of the Civil Code. 

In the case of Batangas Laguna Tayabas Bus Co. vs. Court of 
Appeals, 64 SCRA 427 (source), the Supreme Court again found occasion 
to discuss quasi-delict as a separate and distinct source of civil liability. The 
case involved an action for damages arising from a vehicular accident. A bus 
of the Batangas Laguna Tayabas Bus Co. driven by Andres Ilagan collided 
with a car driven by Ricardo de los Reyes resulting in the deaths of Ricardo 
de los Reyes and Jean Elizondo and serious physical injuries to Eufrocina 
Alcalde Cardena. Actions for damages were instituted by Cardena and the 
heirs of Elizondo against the bus company and Ilagan both of whom 
interposed the defense that the accident was due to negligence of de los 
Reyes, the driver of the car. The trial court found Ilagan negligent and held 
the defendants liable in damages. The decision was affirmed by the Court of 
Appeals. On appeal by certiorari to the Supreme Court the bus company and 
Ilagan argued that under Art. 33 of the Civil Code, in cases of defamation, 
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fraud and physical injuries, a civil action for damages, entirely separate and 
distinct from the criminal action, may be brought by the offended party. 
Since reckless imprudence or criminal negligence is not one of the crimes 
mentioned in Art. 33 of the Civil Code there is no independent civil action 
for damages that may be instituted in connection with said offense. Hence, 
the petitioners contended, the criminal action against Ilagan must first be 
resolved by the Court of Appeals and, until final resolution thereon, it was 
premature to proceed with the civil action against them. The Supreme Court 
overruled this contention and said: 

“.. .. It is to misread the opinion of Justice Capistrano in Paje if it is 
made to yield a significance that would under the circumstances of 
this case reduce to a barren form of words the jural concept of a 
quasi-delict as an independent source of obligation. The law is 
anything but that. The Civil Code speaks unequivocally to the 
contrary. Article 2176 provides: “Whoever by act or omission causes 
damage to another, there being fault or negligence, is obliged to pay 
for the damage done. Such fault or negligence, if there is no pre-
existing contractual relation between the parties, is called a quasi-
delict and is governed by the provision of this Chapter.”  

The liability of an employer is made clear under Article 2180 in this 
way.  
“Employers shall be liable for the damages caused by their employees and household helpers 
acting within the scope of their assigned tasks, even though the former are not engaged in any 
business or industry.”  

So it was under the former Civil Code, although there is a slight 
difference in phraseology. What is more, there is this new provision in 
Article 2177: 
“Responsibility for fault or negligence under the preceding article is entirely separate and distinct 
from the civil liability arising from negligence under the Penal Code. But the plaintiff cannot recover 
damages twice for the same act or omission of the defendant.” (Art.2177) 

This Court in appropriate cases has given force and effectivity to the 
mandates thus so clearly expressed. That was the tenor of decisions when the 
former Civil Code was still operative, starting from Donaldson, Sim and 
Co. v. Smith, Bell and Co., (2 Phil 766) promulgated in 1902. Then in 1907 
in the leading case of Rakes v. Atlantic Gulf and Pacific Co., (7 Phil 359). 
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Manresa was quoted to the effect that culpa or negligence or culpa aquiliana 
is an independent source of obligation between two persons not so formerly 
bound by any juridical tie. The civil liability that may arise according to 
Justice Tracey in his opinion  

“was not intended to be merged in the criminal * * * Where an 
individual is civilly liable for a negligent act or omission, it is not 
required that the injured party should seek out a third person 
criminally liable whose prosecution must be a condition precedent to 
enforcement of the civil right.”  

As was well put by Justice Torres in Novo v. Ainsworth (26 Phil. 
380) decided in 1913:  

“This liability is contracted without agreement or consent of the 
person found liable, on the principle that in all cases where harm, 
loss, or damage has been caused to a person or to his rights by an act 
or omission, the aggrieved party is entitled to be indemnified ***.”  

Justice Fisher in another leading case, Cangco vs. Manila Railroad 
Co. (38 Phil. 768) turned once more to Manresa’s formulation of the basic 
doctrine that  

“liability arising from extra contractual culpa is always based upon a 
voluntary act or omission which, without willful intent, but by mere 
negligence or inattention, has caused damage to another.”  

As correctly stressed by Justice Street, what was set forth in Article 
1902 of the former Civil Code is a “general doctrine of jurisprudence.” 

“The first assigned error relying on the rather forced interpretation 
accorded passages in Corpus vs. Paje is thus clearly bereft of any 
persuasive force.” 

Art. 2177 of the Civil Code provides that the plaintiff cannot recover 
damages twice for the same act or omission of the defendant. This means 
that if the plaintiff recovers damages from the defendant under the Civil 
Code, he cannot recover damages for the same negligence act under the 
Penal Code. Or, if the plaintiff chooses to pursue his civil remedies arising 
from the criminal fault or negligence of the defendant under the Penal Code 
on the premise that a person criminally liable is also civilly liable and 
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recovers damages in said criminal action, he cannot again recover damages 
from the accused in a civil action based on a quasi-delict. 

Virata vs. Ochoa 
81 SCRA 472 (source) 

Facts: Arsenio Virata died as a result of having been bumped while 
walking along Taft Ave., Pasay City by a passenger jeepney driven by 
Maximo Borilla and registered in the name of Victorio Ochoa. Borilla 
was prosecuted for homicide through reckless imprudence. At the 
hearing of the criminal case the private prosecutor made a reservation 
to file a separate civil action for damages against the driver. Later the 
private prosecutor withdrew the reservation and actively took part in 
the prosecution of the criminal case. Still later the heirs of Virata 
reserved their right to institute a separate civil action. On July 19, 1976 
the heirs of Virata commenced a civil action in the Court of First 
Instance of Cavite for damages based on quasi-delict against the 
driver Borilla and the owner of the jeepney Ochoa. On Sept. 8, 1976 
the Court of First Instance of Rizal at Pasay City rendered a decision 
acquitting Borilla on the ground that he caused the injury by mere 
accident. On Jan. 31, 1977 the Court of First Instance of Cavite, 
dismissed the civil action for damages upon motion of the defendants. 

Held: “it is settled that in negligence cases the aggrieved parties may 
choose between an action under the Revised Penal Code or for quasi-
delict under Article 2176 of the Civil Code of the Philippines. What is 
prohibited by Article 2177 of the Civil Code of the Philippines is to 
recover twice for the same negligent act. 

x x x x x 
“The petitioners are not seeking to recover twice for the same negligent 

act. Before Criminal Case No. 3162-P was decided, they manifested in 
said criminal case that they were filing a separate civil action for 
damages against the owner and driver of the passenger jeepney 
based on quasi-delict. The source of the obligation sought to be 
enforced in Civil Case No. B-134 is quasi-delict, not an act or omission 
punishable by law. Under Article 1157 of the Civil Code of the 
Philippines, quasi-delict and an act, or omission, punishable by law are 
two different sources of obligation.” 

Order of lower court set aside and case remanded to the lower court 
for further proceedings. 

http://www.lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1978/jan1978/gr_46179_1978.html
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Liability of employers for the acts or omissions of their employees 

The law does not only hold persons liable for their personal acts and 
omissions. In certain situations persons may also be held civilly liable for the 
acts or omissions of others. Among such persons are owners and managers 
of establishments or enterprises and employers. 

Paragraphs 1, 4 and 5 of Art. 2180 of the Civil Code provide: 
“The obligation imposed by Article 2176 is demandable not only for one’s own acts or omissions, 
but also for those of persons for whom one is responsible. 
“The owners and managers of an establishment or enterprise are likewise responsible for damages 
caused by their employees in the service of the branches in which the latter are employed or on the 
occasion of their functions. 
“Employers shall be liable for the damages caused by their employees and household helpers 
acting within the scope of their assigned tasks, even though the former are not engaged in any 
business or industry.” 

The provisions of paragraph 4 of Art. 2180 of the present Civil Code 
are similar to the provisions of paragraph 4 of Article 1903 of the Spanish 
Civil Code. Hence, the decisions of the Supreme Court interpreting and 
applying paragraph 4 of the Spanish Civil Code are applicable to paragraph 
4 of Article 2180 of the present Civil Code. 

The provision of paragraph 5 of Art. 2180 of the present Civil Code is 
a new provision not found in Art. 1903 of the Spanish Civil Code. Hence, 
the decisions of the Supreme Court holding that under Art. 1903 of the 
Spanish Civil Code, employers not engaged in business or industry are not 
liable for the damage caused by the negligence of their employees while 
engaged in the performance of their duties, are no longer applicable. 

The liability imposed by the above-quoted provisions of the Civil 
Code upon owners, managers and employers is based on the owners’, 
managers’ and employers’ own negligence in the selection of their 
employees (culpa in eligiendo) or in the supervision over their employees 
(culpa in vigilando). This can be clearly deduced from the provisions of the 
last paragraph of Art. 2180 of the Civil Code which states that the 
responsibility therein mentioned shall cease if they prove that they observed 
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all the diligence of a good father of a family to prevent damage.6 This theory 
of liability adopted in the Civil Code is in striking contrast to the American 
doctrine of respondeat superior where the negligence of the employee is 
conclusively presumed to be the negligence of the employer.7 

The following cases illustrate the application of the provisions of 
Article 2180 of the Civil Code. 

Yu Biao Sontua & Co. vs. Ossorio 
43 Phil. 511 (source) 

Facts: A fire broke on board the motor boat Alfonso owned by the 
defendant while it was about to weigh anchor from the Pasig River. 
The fire spread to and the steamer of the plaintiff causing damages on 
its deck. It appears that 2,000 cases of petroleum and 8,473 cases of 
gasoline were loaded on the motor boat Alfonso, of which 5,000 cases 
of gasoline and 2,000 cases of petroleum were placed in the hold of 
said motor boat, and the balance on the deck; and that the loading was 
done without permission from the customs authorities; that the loading 
was by means of straps supporting 10 to 12 cases at a time; and the 
said cases were placed in the hold about 14 feet from the boiler of the 
main engine and about 4 feet from the boiler of the smaller engine. It 
was shown by expert testimony that after several transshipments of 
more than 8,000 cases of gasoline and 2,200 cases of petroleum there 
is bound to be a leakage due to the fact that the loading was effected 
by means of straps supporting from 10 to12 cases at a time which, 
quite frequently, receive violent bumps resulting in damage to the 
cans. It was also shown that the gases formed by the volatilization of 
the gasoline or petroleum leaking from the cases are apt to accumulate 
in a compartment, such as the hold of a ship, without sufficient 
ventilation causing the gases to ignite upon coming in contact with a 
spark or upon the temperature being sufficiently raised.  

Held: “Under these circumstances we are constrained to hold that the fire 
which caused the damages for which the plaintiff seeks to be 
indemnified was the inevitable effect of explosion and fire which 
occurred in the motor boat Alfonso; that this explosion and fire in said 
motor boat is, with good ground, imputable to the negligence of the 
persons having charge at the time of said motor boat and under whose 

                                                 
6 12 Manresa, 657: Bahia vs. Litonjua & Leynes, 30 Phil.624; Cangco vs. Manila Railroad Co., 38 Phil. 
768; Castro vs. Acro Taxicab, 82 Phil. 359. 
7 Bahia vs. Litonjua & Leynes, 30 hil. 624; Cangco vs. Manila Railroad Co., 38 Phil. 768. 

http://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1922/jun1922/gr_l-17690_1922.html
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direction the loading of the aforesaid cases of petroleum and gasoline 
had been performed. 

“It is proven that the agents and employees through whose negligence the 
explosion and fire in question occurred were agents, employees and 
mandatories of the defendant. Where the vessel is one of freight, a 
public concern or public utility, its owner or agent is liable for the 
tortious acts of his agents. This principle has been repeatedly upheld in 
various decision of this Court.” 

Defendant was ordered to pay damages to the plaintiff in the amount 
of PHP54,486.70. 

Cuison vs. Norton & Harrison Co. 
55 Phil. 18 (source) 

Facts: Defendant leased a truck from one Antonio Ora at the same time 
employing him as capatas in connection with its use of said truck. On 
the date in question, the truck was transporting lumber. The loading of 
the lumber had been negligently done by the defendant's employees 
Telesforo Binoya and Francisco Bautista who were minors. During the 
trip the lumber became loosened and the truck stopped in order that 
the lumber may be rearranged. However, before the rearrangement 
could be effected, Moises Cuison, a boy 7 years of age, the son of the 
plaintiff, passed by the truck company with his sister on his way to 
school. At that instant large pieces of lumber fell from the truck pinning 
the boy beneath and caused his death. This action was instituted by 
the father of the boy to recover damages from the defendant for the 
death of his son. 

Held: “The basis of civil law liability is not respondeat superior but the 
relationship of pater-familias. This theory bases the liability of the 
master ultimately on his own negligence and not that of his servant.” 

x x x x x 
“It is well to repeat that under the civil law an employer is only liable for the 

negligence of his employees in the discharge of their respective duties. 
The defense of independent contractor would be a valid one in the 
Philippines just as it would in the United States. Here Ora was a 
contractor, but it does not necessarily follow that he was an 
independent contractor. The reason for this distinction is that the 
employer retained the power of directing and controlling the work. The 
chauffeur and the two persons on the truck were the employees of 
Ora, the contractor, but Ora, the contractor, was an employee of 
Norton & Harrison Co., charged with the duty of directing the loading 

http://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1930/oct1930/gr_l-32774_1930.html
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and transportation of the lumber. And it was the negligence in loading 
the lumber and the use of minors in the truck which caused the death 
of the unfortunate boy. On the facts and the law, Ora was not an 
independent contractor, but was the servant of the defendant, and for 
his negligence defendant was responsible.” 

Yamada vs. Manila Railroad & Bachrach Garage 
33 Phil. 11 (source) 

Facts: The plaintiffs with three companions hired an automobile from the 
defendant Bachrach Garage & Taxicab Co. for a trip to Cavite Viejo. 
The automobile was hired by the driver of the taxicab company. On the 
return trip to Manila, while crossing the tracks of the railroad company, 
the automobile was struck by the train and the plaintiffs were injured. 
Plaintiffs sued both the railroad and the taxicab companies. The lower 
court absolved the railroad company and condemned the taxicab 
company to pay damages to the plaintiff.  

The question was whether the driver of the car was negligent and in the 
affirmative whether the employer owner of the car was responsible in 
damages to the plaintiffs. 

Held: The driver was negligent when he did not reduce his speed upon 
nearing the railroad crossing to determine whether there was an 
oncoming train. 

The defendant also contended that even if the driver was negligent, 
still it was not liable since it had performed its duty to the plaintiffs when it 
furnished a suitable and proper car and selected a driver who had been with 
the company for five or six years and who had not had an accident or 
misadventure before. The Supreme Court, however, held that  

“… it was the duty of the company not only to furnish a suitable and proper 
care and select a competent operator, but also to supervise and, 
where necessary, instruct him properly.”  

Defendant taxicab company was held liable to the plaintiffs. 

Lilius vs. Manila Railroad Co. 
59 Phil. 758 (source) 

Facts: Lilius accompanied by his wife and daughter was driving his car for 
Pagsanjan, Laguna. At about 7 to 8 meters from the railroad crossing 
at Dayap he saw a truck parked on the left side of the road with several 
people who have alighted from the truck walking on the opposite side. 

http://www.lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1915/dec1915/gr_l-10073_1915.html
http://www.lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1934/mar1934/gr_l-39587_1934.html
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He slowed down to about 12 miles an hour and sounded his horn for 
the people to get out of the way. While his attention was thus occupied, 
he heard two short whistles and immediately thereafter his car was hit 
by a passing train dragging it at a distance of about 10 meters. The 
train was not able to stop until about 70 meters from the crossing. The 
approach of the train could not be noted because there were houses, 
shrubs and trees along the road. Lilius, his wife and daughter were 
injured and this case was instituted to recover damages. 

Held: “Upon examination of the oral as well as of the documentary 
evidence which the parties presented at the trial in support of their 
respective contentions, and after taking into consideration all the 
circumstances of the case, this court is of the opinion that the accident 
was due to negligence on the part of the defendant-appellant 
company, for not having had on the occasion any semaphore at the 
crossing at Dayap to serve as a warning to passers-by of its existence 
in order that they might take the necessary precautions before crossing 
the railroad; and, on the part of its employees - the flagman and 
switchman, for not having remained at their posts at the crossing in 
question to warn passers-by of the approaching train; the station 
master, for failure to send the said flagman and switchman to their 
posts on time; and the engineer, for not having taken the necessary 
precautions to avoid an accident, in view of the absence of said 
flagman and switchman, by slackening his speed and continuously 
ringing the bell and blowing the whistle before arriving at the crossing. 
Although it is probable that the defendant-appellant entity employed 
the diligence of a good father of a family in selecting its aforesaid 
employees, however, it did not employ such diligence in supervising 
their work and the discharge of their duties because, otherwise, it 
would have had a semaphore or sign at the crossing and, on previous 
occasions as well as on the night in question, the flagman and 
switchman would have always been at their posts at the crossing upon 
the arrival of a train. The diligence of a good father of a family, which 
the law requires in order to avoid damage, is not confined to the careful 
and prudent selection of subordinates or employees but includes 
inspection of their work and supervision of the discharge of their duties. 

x x x x x 
“In view of the foregoing considerations, this court is of the opinion that the 

defendant Manila Railroad Company alone is liable for the accident by 
reason of its own negligence and that of its employees, for not having 
employed the diligence of a good father of a family in the supervision 
of the said employees in the discharge of their duties.” 
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Same; Employer liable for damages caused by employee although 
not engaged in business or industry. 

Under paragraph 5 of Article 2180 of the present Civil Code 
employees are liable for the damages caused by their employees and 
household helpers acting within the scope of their assigned tasks even 
though they are not engaged in any business or industry. The following case 
illustrates the application of this provision. 

Ortaliz vs. Echarri 
101 Phil. 947 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff filed a complaint alleging that he is the father of Winston 
Ortaliz who was struck by a car owned by defendant and driven by 
Segundino Estanda, a driver employed by defendant. The complaint 
avers that Estanda has been convicted of the crime of slight physical 
injuries through reckless imprudence and has served the penalty 
imposed on him. Plaintiff asked indemnity for the injuries sustained by 
his child as well as moral damages. Defendant moved to dismiss the 
case on the ground that he cannot be held subsidiarily liable because 
he is not engaged in any industry. The trial court sustained the motion 
and dismissed the case. 

Held: Whoever by act or omission causes damage to another, there being 
fault or negligence, is obliged to pay for the damage done. The 
obligation imposed by the foregoing rule is demandable not only for 
one's own acts or omissions but also for those persons for whom one 
is responsible. The fact that defendant is not engaged in industry 
cannot constitute a defense because Par.5 of Article 2180 cleary (sic) 
clearly provides that employers shall be liable for the damages caused 
by their employees acting within the scope of their assigned tasks, 
even though the former are not engaged in any business or industry. 

The order of dismissal was revoked and the case was remanded to the 
trial court for further proceedings. 

Same; Employer not liable when injury did not occur in the course of 
duty or service. 

An employer is liable for the damage caused by his employees only 
when said employees are “in the service of the branches in which they are 
employed or on the occasion of their functions.” 

http://www.lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1957/jul1957/gr_l-9331_1957.html
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Marquez vs. Castillo 
68 Phil 568 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff seeks to recover damages from the defendant for the 
death of Fernanda Marquez which was caused by the reckless 
imprudence of Mariano Capulong, the defendant's driver. It was proven 
that at the time of the accident defendant was not in his car and that he 
did not know that the car was taken by his chauffeur Capulong. 

Held: “This fact decides the question because it clearly shows that the 
accident did not occur in the course of the performance of the duties or 
service for which said chauffeur Mariano Capulong had been hired. 
The defendant did not hire him to do so as he pleased, using the 
defendant's car as if it were his own. His duties and service were 
confined to driving his master's car as the latter ordered him, and the 
accident did not take place under said circumstances...”  

Defendant was absolved from liability. 

Same; Due diligence as a defense.  

When an injury is caused by the negligence of an employee, there 
instantly arises a presumption that the employer has been negligent either in 
the selection of his employees (culpa in eligiendo) or in the supervision over 
their acts (culpa in vigilando). This presumption is, however, only a 
disputable presumption and not a conclusive one. Consequently, such 
presumption of negligence may be rebutted. This is so provided in the last 
paragraph of Article 2180 of the Civil Code which reads as follows: 
“The responsibility treated of in this article shall cease when the persons herein mentioned prove 
that they observed all the diligence of a good father of a family to prevent damage.” 

This means that if the owner, manager or employer proves to the 
satisfaction of the Court that in the selection of, and supervision over, his 
employees he has exercised the care and diligence of a good father of the 
family, the presumption of negligence is overcome and he is consequently 
relieved from liability. 

Bahia vs. Litonjua & Leynes 
30 Phil. 624 (source) 

Facts: Ramon Ramirez was the owner and manager of a garage. His 
mother, Fausta Litonjua, purchased an automobile and turned it over to 

http://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1939/sep1939/gr_46237_1939.html
http://www.lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1915/mar1915/gr_l-9734_1915.html
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her son in order to assist him in his business. This car was rented by 
Ramirez to Mario Leynes to be used by the latter in transporting 
persons from Balayan to Tuy, both towns of Batangas. A chauffeur and 
a machinist were furnished by Ramirez to Leynes together with the car. 
Leynes agreed to pay Ramirez a rental of P20.00 a day for the car. 

While the car was passing from Balayan to Tuy, the automobile by reason 
of a defect in the steering gear refused to obey the direction of the 
driver in turning a corner in a street of Balayan and, as a consequence, 
ran across the street and into the wall of a house against which the 
daughter of the plaintiff was leaning at the time. The front of the 
machine struck the child in the center of the body and crushed her to 
death. 

This action was brought by the plaintiff Bahia mother of the deceased child 
to recover damages from Litonjua and Leynes. Ramirez was not 
included by the plaintiff in her complaint. The lower court absolved 
Litonjua and condemned Leynes to pay plaintiff damages of P1,000. 
Leynes appealed. Plaintiff also appealed from the dismissal of the 
complaint against Litonjua. 

Held: “We are of the opinion that the judgment against Leynes must be 
reversed and the complaint dismissed as to him. While it may be said 
that at the time of the accident, the chauffeur who was driving the 
machine was a servant of Leynes, inasmuch as the profits derived 
from the trips of the automobile belonged to him and the automobile 
operated under his direction, nevertheless, this fact is not conclusive in 
making him responsible for the negligence of the chauffeur or the 
defects in the automobile itself. Article 1903 of the Civil Code only 
establishes liability in cases of negligence, but also provides when that 
liability shall cease. It says: 

“‘The liability referred to in this article shall cease when the persons 
mentioned therein prove that they employed all the diligence of a good 
father of a family to avoid the damage.’ 

“From this article two things are apparent: (1) That when an injury is 
caused by the negligence of a servant or employee there instantly 
arises a presumption of the law that there was negligence on the part 
of the master or employer either in the selection of the servant or 
employee, or in the supervision over him after the selection, or both; 
and (2) That the presumption is juris tantum and not juris et de jure and 
consequently, may be rebutted. It follows necessarily that if the 
employer shows to the satisfaction of the court that in selection and 
supervision he has exercised the care and diligence of a good father of 
a family, the presumption is overcome and he is relieved from liability. 
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“This theory bases the responsibility of the master ultimately on his own 
negligence and not on that of his servant. This is the notable peculiarity 
of the Spanish law of negligence. It is, of course in striking contrast to 
the American doctrine that, in relations with strangers, the negligence 
of the servant is conclusively the negligence of the master. 

“In the case before us the death of the child caused by a defect in the 
steering gear of the automobile immediately raised the presumption 
that Leynes was negligent in selecting a defective automobile or in his 
failure to maintain it in good condition after selection, and the burden of 
the proof was on him to show that he had exercised the care of a good 
father of a family. He obtained the machine from a reputable garage 
and it was, so far as appeared, in good condition. The workmen were 
likewise selected from a standard garage, were duly licensed by the 
Government in their particular calling, and apparently thoroughly 
competent. The machine had been used but a few hours when the 
accident occurred and it is clear from the evidence that the defendant 
had no notice, either actual or constructive, of the defective steering 
gear. From the commencement of the use of the machine until the 
accident occurred sufficient time had not elapsed to require an 
examination of the machine by the defendant as a part of his duty of 
inspection and supervision. While it does not appear that the defendant 
formulated rules and regulations for the guidance of the drivers and 
gave them proper instructions designed for the protection of the public 
and the passengers, the evidence shows, as we have seen, that the 
death of the child was not caused by a failure to promulgate rules and 
regulations. It was caused by a defect in the machine as to which the 
defendant has shown himself free from responsibility. 

“The defendant Leynes having shown to the satisfaction of the court that 
he exercised the care and diligence of a good father of a family is 
relieved of responsibility with respect to the death of plaintiff's child.” 

Walter Smith & Co. vs. Cadwallader Gibson 
55 Phil. 517 (source) 

Facts: The steamer Helen C. belonging to the defendant, in the course of 
its maneuvers to moor at the plaintiff's wharf in the port of Olutanga, 
Zamboanga, struck said wharf, partially demolishing it and throwing the 
timber piled thereon into the water. The wharf was an old wharf and at 
the time of the accident was heavily loaded with timber belonging to 
the plaintiff. Plaintiff brought an action for damages against defendant 
for the damage to the wharf and the loss of the timber piled thereon. 

http://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1930/dec1930/gr_l-32640_1930.html
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Held: “The defendant contends in its answer that the captain and all the 
officers of the steamer Helen C, were duly licensed and authorized to 
hold their respective positions at the time when the wharf in question 
collapsed, and that said captain, officers, and all the members of the 
crew of the steamer had been chosen for their reputed skill in directing 
and navigating the steamer Helen C safely, carefully and efficiently. 
The evidence shows that Captain Lasa at the time the plaintiff's wharf 
collapsed was a duly licensed captain, authorized to navigate and 
direct a vessel of any tonnage, and that the appellee contracted his 
services because of his reputation as a captain, according to F.C. 
Cadwallader. This being so, we are of the opinion that the presumption 
of liability against the defendant has been overcome by the exercise of 
the care and diligence of a good father of a family in selecting Captain 
Lasa, in accordance with the doctrines laid down by this court, in the 
case cited above, and the defendant is, therefore, absolved from all 
liability.” 

Ong vs. Metropolitan Water District 
104 Phil. 397 (source) 

Facts: Dominador Ong, 14-year old son of plaintiffs, in company with two 
of his brothers went to swim at the defendant's swimming pool. After 
paying the admission fee they went to one of the small pools where the 
water was shallow. Later Dominador told his brothers that he was 
going to the locker room in an adjoining building to drink a bottle of 
coke. Upon hearing this, his two brothers went to the bigger pool. Later 
another boy in the swimming pool informed a lifeguard employed by 
the defendant that somebody was swimming underwater for quite a 
long time. The lifeguard immediately jumped into the big swimming 
pool and retrieved the apparently lifeless body of Dominador Ong from 
the bottom. Artificial respiration and a resuscitator were applied by 
employees of the defendant upon Dominador for the purpose of 
reviving him. A doctor was summoned by employees of the defendant 
to revive the boy but all to no avail. This action was instituted by the 
parents of the boy to recover damages from the defendant for the 
death of their son. 

Held: There is sufficient evidence to show that the defendant has taken all 
necessary precautions to avoid danger to the lives of its patrons or 
prevent accident which may cause their death. The swimming pools 
were provided with a ring buoy, toy roof, towing line, oxygen 
resuscitator and first aid medicine kit. The bottom of the pool was 
painted with black colors to ensure clear visibility. Rules and 
regulations were displayed in a conspicuous place. Six trained 

http://www.lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1958/aug1958/gr_l-7664_1958.html
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lifeguards were employed and their schedules were arranged so that 
two guards were on duty at a time. A male nurse, a sanitary inspector 
and security guards were also employed. When the body of Dominador 
was retrieved the employees of the defendant did everything possible 
to bring him back to life. Under these circumstances the defendant 
proved that it did what was humanly possible to restore the life of the 
deceased. Defendant was, therefore, absolved from liability to the 
plaintiffs. 

Same; Distinction of liability of employers under Art. 2180 and their 
liability for breach of contract. 

The liability of owners, managers and employers for the negligence of 
their employees under Art. 2180 of the Civil Code should be distinguished 
from the liability of such owners, managers and employers for the 
negligence of their employees resulting in a breach of contract. The liability 
of owners, managers and employers for the negligence of their employees 
constituting breach of contract is governed by Arts. 1170, 1172 and 1173 of 
the Civil Code and not by Art. 2180 of the same Code. This distinction and 
the legal consequences arising therefrom is clearly discussed by the Supreme 
Court in the following cases: 

Cangco vs. Manila Railroad Co. 
30 Phil. 768 (source) 

Facts: The plaintiff was a passenger in the train owned by the defendant. 
When the train was slowing down at the station of plaintiff's destination, 
the plaintiff stepped from the train to the station platform but in so 
doing he stepped upon a sack of watermelons which were piled at the 
station platform and which the plaintiff did not see because it was 
about 7:00 or 8:00 o'clock at night and the station was dimly lighted. As 
a result thereof, the plaintiff slipped and fell violently on the platform. 
His body rolled from the platform and he was drawn under the moving 
car and his right arm was badly crushed and lacerated. Plaintiff 
instituted an action to recover damages from the defendant. 

Held: “It is important to note that the foundation of the legal liability of the 
defendant is the contract of carriage, and that the obligation to respond 
for the damage which plaintiff has suffered arises, if at all, from the 
breach of that contract by reason of the failure of defendant to exercise 
due care in its performance. That is to say, its liability is direct and 
immediate, differing essentially, in the legal viewpoint from that 

http://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1918/oct1918/gr_l-12191_1918.html
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presumptive responsibility for the negligence of its servants imposed 
by Article 1903 of the Civil Code, which can be rebutted by proof of the 
exercise of due care in their selection and supervision. Article 1903 of 
the Civil Code is not applicable to obligations arising ex contractu, but 
only to extra-contractual obligations . . . . . or to use the technical form 
of expression, that article relates only to culpa aquiliana and not to 
culpa contractual. 

x x x x x 
“The act to which these articles (1902 and 1903 of the Civil Code) are 

applicable are understood to be those not growing out of pre-existing 
duties of the parties to one another. But where relations already 
formed give rise to duties, whether springing from contract or quasi-
contract, then breaches of those duties are subject to Articles 1101, 
1103 and 1104 of the same code. 

“This distinction is of the utmost importance. The liability, which under the 
Spanish law, is, in certain cases imposed upon employers with respect 
to damages occasioned by the negligence of their employees to 
persons to whom they are not bound by contract, is not based, as in 
the English Common Law, upon the principle of respondeat superior - 
if it were, the master would be liable in every case and unconditionally 
- but upon the principle announced in Article 1902 of the Civil Code, 
which imposes upon all persons who by their fault or negligence, do 
injury to another, the obligation of making good the damage caused. 
One who places a powerful automobile in the hands of a servant 
who[m] he knows to be ignorant of the method of managing such a 
vehicle, is himself guilty of an act of negligence which makes him liable 
for all the consequences of his imprudence. The obligation to make 
good the damage arises at the very instant that the unskilled servant, 
while acting within the scope of his employment, causes the injury. The 
liability of the master is personal and direct. But, if the master has not 
been guilty of any negligence whatever in the selection and direction of 
the servant, he is not liable for the acts of the latter, whether done 
within the scope of his employment or not, if the damage done by the 
servant does not amount to a breach of the contract between the 
master and the person injured. 

x x x x x 
“This distinction was again made patent by this Court in its decision in the 

case of Bahia vs. Litonjua and Leynes (30 Phil. Rep 624), which was 
an action brought upon the theory of the extra-contractual liability of 
the defendant to respond for the damage caused by the carelessness 
of his employees while acting within the scope of his employment. The 
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Court, after citing the last paragraph of Article 1903 of the Civil Code, 
said: 

“From this article two things are apparent: (1) That when an injury is 
caused by the negligence of a servant or employee there instantly 
arises a presumption of law that there was negligence on the part of 
the master or employer either in the selection of the servant or 
employee, or in the supervision over him after the selection, or both; 
and (2) That the presumption is juristantum and not juris et de jure, and 
consequently, may be rebutted. It follows necessarily that if the 
employer shows to the satisfaction of the court that in selection and 
supervision he has exercised the care and diligence of a good father of 
a family the presumption is overcome and he is relieved from liability. 

“This theory bases the responsibility of the master ultimately on his own 
negligence and not on that of his servant. This is the notable peculiarity 
of the Spanish law of negligence. It is, of course, in striking contrast to 
the American doctrine that in relation with strangers, the negligence of 
the servant is conclusively the negligence of the master. 

“The opinion there expressed by this Court to the effect that in case of 
extra-contractual culpa, based upon negligence, it is necessary that 
there shall have been some fault attributable to the defendant 
personally, and that the last paragraph of Article 1903 merely 
establishes a rebuttable presumption, is in complete accord with the 
authoritative opinion of Manresa, who says that the liability created by 
Article 1903 is imposed by reason of the breach of the duties inherent 
in the special relations of the authority or superiority existing between 
the person called to repair the damage and the one who, by his act or 
omission, was the cause of it. 

“On the other hand the liability of masters and employers for the negligent 
acts or omissions of their servants or agents, when such acts of 
omissions cause damages which amount to the breach of a contract, is 
not based upon a mere presumption of the master's negligence in their 
selection or control, and proof of exercise of the utmost diligence and 
care in this regard does not relieve the master of his liability for the 
breach of his contract. 

“Every legal obligation must of necessity be extra-contractual or 
contractual: Extra-contractual obligation has its source in the breach or 
omission of those mutual duties [which] that civilized society imposes 
upon its members or which arise from these relations, other than 
contractual, of certain members of society to others, generally 
embraced in the concept of status. The legal rights of each member of 
society constitutes the measure of the corresponding legal duties, 
mainly negative in character, which the existence of those rights 
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imposes upon all other members of society. The breach of these 
general duties, whether due to willful intent or more inattention, if 
productive of injury give rise to an obligation to indemnify the injured 
party. The fundamental distinction between obligations of this 
character and those which arise from contract rests upon the fact that 
in cases of non-contractual obligation it is the wrongful or negligent act 
or omission itself which creates the vinculum juris, whereas in 
contractual relations the vinculum exists independently of the breach of 
the voluntary duty assumed by the parties when entering into the 
contractual relation. 

“With respect to extra-contractual obligation arising from negligence, 
whether of act or omission, it is competent for the legislature to elect - 
and our legislature has so elected - to limit such liability to cases in 
which the person upon whom such an obligation is imposed is morally 
culpable or, on the contrary, for reasons of public policy, to extend that 
liability, without regard to the lack of moral culpability, so as to include 
responsibility for the negligence of those persons whose acts or 
omissions are imputable, by a legal fiction, to others who are in a 
position to exercise an absolute or limited control over them. The 
Legislature which adopted our Civil Code has elected to limit extra-
contractual liability - with certain well-defined exceptions - to cases in 
which moral culpability can be directly imputed to the persons to be 
charged. This moral responsibility may consist in having failed to 
exercise due care in the selection and control of one's agents or 
servants, or in the control of persons who, by reason of their status, 
occupy a position of dependency with respect to the person made 
liable for their conduct. 

“The position of a natural or juridical person who has undertaken by 
contract to render service to another, is wholly different from that to 
which Article 1903 is related. When the source of the obligation upon 
which plaintiff's cause of action depends is a negligent act or omission 
the burden of proof rests upon plaintiff to prove the negligence - if he 
does not his action fails. But when facts averred show a contractual 
undertaking by defendant for the benefit of plaintiff, and it is alleged 
that plaintiff has failed or refused to perform the contract, it is not 
necessary for plaintiff to specify in his pleadings whether the breach of 
contract is due to willful fault or to negligence on the part of the 
defendant, or of his servants or agents. Proof of the contract and of its 
non-performance is sufficient prima facie to warrant a recovery. 

“As a general rule x x x it is logical that in case of extra-contractual culpa, 
a suing creditor should assume the burden of proof of its existence, as 
the only fact upon which his action is based; while on the contrary, in a 
case of negligence which presupposes the existence of a contractual 
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obligation, if the creditor shows that it exists and that it has been 
broken, it is not necessary for him to prove the negligence. (Manresa, 
Vol. 8, p.71). 

“As it is not necessary for the plaintiff in an action for breach of a contract 
to show that the breach was due to the negligent conduct of defendant 
or of his servants, even though such be in fact the actual cause of the 
breach it is obvious that proof on the part of defendant that the 
negligence or omission of his servants or agents caused the breach of 
the contract would not constitute a defense to the action. If the 
negligence of servants or agents could be invoked as a means of 
discharging the liability arising from contract, the anomalous result 
would be that persons acting through the medium of agents or 
servants in the performance of their contracts, would be in a better 
position than those acting in person. If one delivers a valuable watch to 
a watchmaker who contracts to repair it, and the bailee, by a personal 
negligent act caused its destruction, he is unquestionably liable. Would 
it be logical to free him from his liability for the breach of his contract, 
which involves the duty to exercise due care in the preservation of the 
watch, if he shows that it was his servant whose negligence caused 
the injury. If such a theory could be accepted juridical persons would 
enjoy practically complete immunity from damages arising from the 
breach of their contract if caused by negligent acts or omission or 
commission on the part of their servants, such juridical persons can of 
necessity only act through agents or servants, and it would no doubt 
be true in most instances that reasonable care had been taken in the 
selection and direction of such servants. If one delivers securities to a 
banking corporation as collateral, and they are lost by reason of 
negligence of some clerk employed by the bank, would it be just and 
reasonable to permit the bank to relieve itself of liability for the breach 
of its contract to return the collateral upon the payment of the debt by 
proving that due care had been exercised in the selection and direction 
of the clerk?” 

Defendant was held liable. 

Vasquez vs. De Borja 
74 Phil. 560 (source) 

Facts: Action filed by De Borja against Vasquez and Busuego to recover 
damages for failure to comply with their contract to sell palay. Vasquez 
answered alleging that the contract was made with the Natividad-
Vasquez Sabani Development Co., Inc., a corporation of which he was 
the acting manger at the time the transaction took place. Lower court 
awarded damages against Vasquez. The Court of Appeals modified 

http://www.lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1944/feb1944/gr_l-48930_1944.html
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the judgment by reducing the damages awarded. But by a subsequent 
resolution upon Vasquez motion for reconsideration, it set aside its 
judgment and remanded the case to the lower court for further 
proceedings. Vasquez instituted the instant proceedings before the 
Supreme Court to reverse the judgment of the Court of Appeals. 

Held: “The trial court found him (Vasquez) guilty of negligence in the 
performance of the contract and held him personally liable on that 
account. On the other hand, the Court of Appeals found that he ‘no 
solamente obro con negligencia, sino interviendo culpa de su parte, 
por lo que de acuerdo con los arts. 1102, 1103 y 1902 del Codigo Civil 
el debe ser responsable de la demanda’. We think both the trial court 
and the Court of Appeals erred in law in so holding. They have 
manifestly failed to distinguish a contractual from an extra-contractual 
obligation or an obligation arising from contract from an obligation 
arising from culpa aquiliana. The fault and negligence referred to in 
Articles 1101-1104 of the (Spanish) Civil Code are those incidental to 
the fulfillment or non-fulfillment of a contractual obligation; while the 
fault or negligence referred to in Article 1902 is the culpa aquiliana of 
the civil law, homologous but not identical to tort of the common law, 
which gives rise to an obligation independently of any contract… The 
fact that the corporation, acting thru Vasquez as its manager, was 
guilty of negligence in the fulfillment of the contract did not make 
Vasquez principally or even subsidiarily liable for such negligence. 
Since it was the corporation’s contract, its non-fulfillment, whether due 
to negligence or fault or to any other cause, makes the corporation and 
not its agent liable. 

“On the other hand, if independently of the contract Vasquez by his fault or 
negligence caused damage to the plaintiff, he would be liable to the 
latter under Article 1902 of the (Spanish) Civil Code. But then the 
plaintiff’s cause of action should be based on culpa aquiliana and not 
on the contract alleged in his complaint herein; and Vasquez’s liability 
would be principal and not merely subsidiary, as the Court of Appeals 
had erroneously held. No such cause of action was alleged in the 
complaint or tried by express or implied consent of the parties by virtue 
of Section 4 of Rule 17. Hence the trial court had no jurisdiction over 
the issue and could not adjudicate upon it. Consequently it was error 
for the Court of Appeals to remand the case to the trial court to try and 
decide such issue.”  

Judgment of Court of Appeals reversed and complaint dismissed. 
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Same; Due diligence not a defense for employer in cases of breach 
of contract. 

In case the fault or negligence of the employee results in a breach of 
contract, due diligence in the selection of his employee and in the 
supervision over his acts, is not available as a defense on the part of the 
employer. 

Castro vs. Acro Taxicab 
82 Phil. 359 (source) 

Facts: In the afternoon of July 13, 1938 plaintiff Castro took a taxi owned 
by defendant corporation and driven by its driver Sancho Ruedas. The 
taxi was driven very fast along Rizal Avenue and in attempting to turn 
right to Zurbaran St., it collided with another taxi owned by the same 
defendant which was coming from the opposite direction. Both cars 
were heavily damaged and the plaintiff suffered injuries which required 
hospitalization and medical treatment. Plaintiff instituted an action 
against defendant to recover damages. 

Held: (a) That under the facts the case is governed by Arts. 1101, 1103 
and 1104 of the Spanish Civil Code and not by Arts. 1902 and 1903 of 
the same code since the relationship between the plaintiff and the 
defendant was contractual and not culpa aquiliana; (b) that when the 
plaintiff took the taxicab to the address where he was bound for, a 
contract of transportation was perfected between the parties from 
which arose the obligation of the defendant to transport him safely to 
his destination; (c) that the defendant did not comply with its 
undertaking by reason of the collision; (d) that the obligation of the 
defendant being contractual the defense of due diligence in the 
selection and supervision over its employees was not available to the 
defendant such defense being available only in cases of culpa 
aquiliana but not in cases of culpa contractual as enunciated in 
Cangco vs. Manila Railroad, 38 Phil.768; (e) that in cases of breach 
of contract fortuitous event or force majeure is available as a defense 
under Art. 1105 of the Civil Code.  

Defendant was held liable in damages to plaintiff. 

http://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1948/dec1948/gr_49155_1948.html
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De Guia vs. Manila Electric 
40 Phil. 706 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff was a passenger of a street car belonging to the 
defendant. Upon coming out of a switch in the track, the rear wheels of 
the car ran over a piece of stone which was accidentally lodged 
between the rails at the juncture of the switch, and the car was 
derailed. Upon derailment the car ran for some distance along the 
macadam filling and struck a concrete post at the left of the tract. The 
post was shattered and as the car stopped the plaintiff was thrown 
against the door with some violence, receiving bruises. 

Held: “Even supposing that the derailment of the car was due to the 
accidental presence of such a stone as suggested, we do not think that 
the existence of negligence is disproved. x x x On the whole, we are of 
the opinion that the finding of negligence in the operation of a car must 
be sustained, as not being clearly contrary to the evidence; not so 
much because of the excessive speed as because of the distance 
which the car was allowed to run with the front wheels of the rear tract 
derailed. It seems to us that an experienced and attentive motorman 
should have discovered that something was wrong and would have 
stopped before he had driven the car over the entire distance from the 
point where the wheels left the tract to the place where the post was 
struck. x x x  

“From the nature of the liability thus incurred, it is clear that the defendant 
company cannot avail itself of the last paragraph of Article 1903 of the 
Civil Code, since that provision has reference to liability incurred by 
negligence in the absence of contractual relation, that is, to the culpa 
aquiliana of the Civil Law. It was, therefore, irrelevant for the defendant 
company to prove, as it did, that the company had exercised due care 
in the selection and instruction of the motor man who was in charge of 
its car and that he was in fact an experienced and reliable servant. 

“At this point, however it should be observed that although in case like this 
the defendant must answer for the consequences of the negligence of 
its employee, the court has the power to moderate liability according to 
the circumstances of the case (Art. 1103, Civil Code). Furthermore, we 
think it obvious that an employer who has in fact displayed due 
diligence in choosing and instructing his servants is entitled to be 
considered a debtor in good faith, within the meaning of Article 1107 of 
the same Code. Construing these two provisions together, and 
applying them to the facts of this case, it results that the defendant’s 
liability is limited to such damages as might, at the time of the accident, 
have been reasonably foreseen as a probable consequence of the 

http://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1920/jan1920/gr_l-14335_1920.html
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physical injuries inflicted upon the plaintiff and which were in fact a 
necessary result of those injuries. x x x” 

Del Prado vs. Manila Electric 
52 Phil. 900 (source) 

Facts: The plaintiff attempted to board a streetcar belonging to the 
defendant at a point not intended for stopping. He raised his hand as 
an indication to the motorman of his desire to board the car and in 
response to which the motorman eased up a little without stopping. 
The plaintiff held the handpost with his left hand and placed his left foot 
upon the platform. Before plaintiff’s position had however become 
secure, the motorman applied the power and the car gave a slight 
lurch forward. The sudden impulse to the car caused the plaintiff’s foot 
to slip and he fell to the ground with the result that his right foot was 
caught and crushed by the moving car. 

Held: “The motorman was negligent in accelerating the speed of the 
street-car before the position of the intending passenger in the car had 
become secure. 

“The relation between a carrier of passengers for hire and its patrons is of 
a contractual nature; and the failure to use due care in conveying its 
passengers safely is a breach of obligation under Article 1101 and 
related provisions. 

“The defense indicated in the last paragraph of Article 1903 of the Civil 
Code is not available to the master when his servant is guilty of a 
breach of duty under Article 1101 and related provisions of said Code.” 

To the same effect are the rulings of the Supreme Court in Manila 
Railroad Co. vs. Compania Trans-Atlantica, 38 Phil. 875 and Mercado 
vs. Lira, 3 SCRA 124, 131). 

Same; Proof of defendant’s fault or negligence not necessary in 
cases of breach of contract of carriage. 

In cases of breach of contract of carriage it is not necessary for the 
plaintiff to prove that the defendant or his employees are guilty of fault or 
negligence in order to recover. The burden is on the part of the defendant to 
show that his failure to comply with the contract is not due to his fault or 
negligence or that of his employee. (See Mercado v. Lira, 3 SCRA 124, 
131). 

http://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1929/mar1929/gr_l-29462_1929.html
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Brito Sy vs. Malate Taxicab 
102 Phil. 483 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff was a passenger in defendant’s taxicab. At the intersection 
of Dewey Boulevard and Katigbak Drive the taxi collided with an army 
wagon. Plaintiff suffered bruises and contusions and his right leg was 
fractured. He filed an action for damages against the defendant. The 
lower court ordered the defendant to pay plaintiff P4,200 actual, 
compensatory and moral damages. Defendant appealed and alleged 
as one of the errors that the lower court did not make an express 
finding in its decision that the defendant was responsible for the 
collision and hence civilly liable to the plaintiff. 

Held: “Evidently, under these provisions of law (Arts. 1733, 1755 and 
1756, Civil Code) the court need not make an express finding of fault 
or negligence on the part of the defendant-appellant in order to hold it 
responsible to pay the damages sought for by the plaintiff, for the 
action initiated therefore is based on a contract of carriage and not on 
tort. When plaintiff rode in defendant-appellant’s taxicab, the latter 
assumed the express obligation to transport him to his destination 
safely, and to observe extra-ordinary diligence with a due regard for all 
the circumstances, and any injury that might be suffered by the 
passenger is right away attributable to the fault or negligence of the 
carrier (Article 1756, supra). This is an exception to the general rule 
that negligence must be proved, and it was therefore incumbent upon 
the carrier to prove that it has exercised extra-ordinary diligence as 
prescribed in Articles 1733 and 1755 of the New Civil Code. It is 
noteworthy, however, that at the hearing in the lower court defendant-
appellant failed to appear and has not presented any evidence at all to 
overcome and overwhelm the presumption of negligence imposed 
upon it by law; hence, there was no need for the lower court to make 
an express finding thereon in view of the provisions of the aforequoted 
Article 1756 of the New Civil Code.” 

Castro vs. Acro Taxicab  
82 Phil. 359 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff Castro took a taxicab owned by the defendant. The driver 
of the taxi drove very fast along Rizal Ave. and upon turning right 
towards Zurbaran St. it collided with another taxicab also owned by the 
defendant coming from the opposite direction. Plaintiff was injured and 
sued the defendant for damages. 

Held: The obligation of the defendant to the plaintiff was contractual it 
being based on the contract of carriage. The defendant had the duty to 

http://www.lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1957/nov1957/gr_l-8937_1957.html
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transport the plaintiff safely to his place of destination. Under the 
doctrine laid down in the leading case of Cangco vs. Manila Railroad, 
38 Phil. 768, it was not necessary for the plaintiff to prove the fault or 
negligence of the defendant in order to recover. It was sufficient that 
the defendant failed to comply with its obligation to transport the 
plaintiff safely to his place of destination. Defendant was held liable to 
the plaintiff. 

Same; Injured party may sue negligent employee or both employer 
and employee jointly. 

Belizar vs. Brazas et al. 
2 SCRA 526 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff filed an action against defendants in their capacity as 
employees of the Bureau of Public Highways. Plaintiff alleged that the 
defendants were negligent in not providing the ferry boat operated by 
them with safety devices as a result of which one of his auto-trucks fell 
into the river while being transported from one bank to the other and 
was submerged in the water for over 30 hours. One of the defendants 
moved that the complaint be dismissed because they were being sued 
in their official capacities and therefore the claim for damages should 
be directed against the State. The lower court sustained the motion 
and dismissed plaintiff’s complaint. Plaintiff appealed. 

Held: “It is apparent from the records that although the government is the 
one operating the ferry boat from which plaintiff’s truck fell, because of 
the absence of safety devices, the plaintiff has elected to sue the 
defendant employees personally for their negligent acts under the 
doctrine of quasi-delict. Article 2180 of the Civil Code provides for the 
liability of an employer for the tortious acts of his employees. This, 
however, does not exempt the employees from personal liability, 
especially if there are no persons having direct supervision over them, 
or if there is proof of the existence of negligence on their part. So the 
injured party can bring an action directly against the author of the 
negligent act or omission, although he may sue as joint defendants 
such author and the person responsible for him.”  

Decision of lower court reversed and case remanded for further 
proceedings. 

http://www.lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1961/may1961/gr_l-15992_1961.html
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Same; Distinction of liability of employers under Art. 2180 from their 
liability under the Revised Penal Code. 

Under Art. 103 of the Revised Penal Code employers, persons and 
corporations engaged in any kind of industry are subsidiarily liable for the 
damage resulting from felonies committed by their servants, workmen or 
employees in the discharge of their duties. The liability imposed upon 
employers by paragraphs 4 and 5 of Article 2180 of the Civil Code for the 
damage caused by the negligence of their employees is distinguished from 
the liability imposed by Article 103 of the Revised Penal Code in the 
following respects: 

1. Under the Civil Code, the liability of employers is direct and 
primarily, while under the Revised Penal Code, their liability is subsidiary. 
In other words, under the Civil Code, the injured party may immediately sue 
the employer without first suing the negligent employee. On the other hand, 
under the Revised Penal Code, the liability of the employer arises only when 
the employee who caused the damage fails to pay for such damage.8 

2. If an employer is sued under his direct and primary liability 
imposed by the Civil Code, he may interpose the defense of due diligence in 
the selection of his employee and in the supervision over his acts. Such a 
defense is not available to the employer under the Revised Penal Code.9 

3. Under the Civil Code, employers are liable for the damage 
caused by the negligence of their employees and household helpers even 
though they are not engaged in any business or industry. Under the Revised 
Penal Code, however, employers are liable for the damage caused by the 
felonies committed by their employees only when such employers are 
engaged in a business or industry.10 

                                                 
8 Cangco vs. Manila Railroad Co., 38 Phil. 768; Bahia vs. Litonjua, 30 Phil.624; Marquez vs. Castillo 68 
Phil. 568. 
9 Arambulo vs. Manila Electric Co, 55 Phil. 25; Yumul vs. Juliano and Pampanga Bus Co., 72 Phil.911; De 
Guia vs. Manila Electric, 40 Phil. 706; De Prado vs. Manila Electric, 52 Phil. 900. 
10 Par.5, Art. 2180, Civil Code: Ortaliz vs. Echarri, 201, 949; Steinmetz vs. Valdez, 72 Phil. 40; Clemente 
vs. Foreign Mission Sisters, 38 OG. 1591. 
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Mendoza vs. La Mallorca Bus Co. 
82 SCRA 245 (source) 

Facts: On April 3, 1950, at Plaridel Bulacan, a collision occurred involving 
a freight truck of the plaintiff and a bus of the Defendant’s driver 
Claudio Arceo was prosecuted for damage to property thru reckless 
imprudence and was convicted. The conviction was affirmed by the 
Court of Appeals. In the criminal case the plaintiff made express 
reservation for the filing of a separate civil action. In affirming the 
conviction the Court of Appeals modified the fine imposed with the 
observation that the freight truck of the plaintiff was worth only P5,000 
and not P7,000. On May 8, 1956 plaintiff filed a separate civil action for 
damages against the defendant based on quasi-delict under the Civil 
Code. This action was dismissed by the trial court on the ground that 
the action has already prescribed. Subsequently the plaintiff filed an 
action against the defendant based on the subsidiary liability of the 
defendant under the Penal Code. The lower court dismissed the action 
on the ground that the dismissal of the civil action was a bar to present 
action. 

Held: “We hold that, the two actions, namely, the civil action based on 
quasi-delict (Civil Case 2137) and the civil action based on criminal 
liability (Civil Case 2626) are two separate and independent actions 
based on distinct causes of action   

x x x x x 
“Civil Case 2137 was an action for damages based on culpa aquiliana 

under Articles 2176 to 2194 of the New Civil Code for which the 
defendant-appellee, as employer, was to be made primarily and 
directly for reason of his own negligence, either in the selection or 
supervision of his driver; the present action stems from the conviction 
by final judgment of defendant-appellee’s driver in the previous 
criminal case filed against said driver for damage to property through 
reckless imprudence (Crim. Case No. 1230), damages for which 
defendant – appellee, as employer, is made subsidiarily liable under 
Art. 103 of the Revised Penal Code.”  

The Supreme Court, therefore, held that there was no res judicate and 
reversed the judgment of the lower court. Case remanded to the lower court 
for further proceedings. 

http://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1978/mar1978/gr_26407_1978.html
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Same; Practical importance of foregoing distinctions. 

The foregoing distinctions are of practical importance because in 
some cases the success or failure of a litigation involving fault or negligence 
of employees depends upon the adoption of the correct theory. For example, 
if the remedy against the employer is pursued under the provisions of the 
Revised Penal Code, the injured party must first establish the guilt of the 
employee by proof beyond reasonable doubt. He must also prove that the 
employee primarily liable for the damage failed to pay the same. On the 
other hand, if the case is brought under the Civil Code, only a preponderance 
of evidence of the negligence of the employee is required. But at the same 
time the employer may escape liability by proving that he has exercised due 
diligence in the selection of his employee and in the supervision over his 
acts – a defense which is not available to him under the Revised Penal 
Code.11 

Whether a case should be brought on the theory of a quasi-delict 
under the Civil Code or on the theory of the subsidiary liability under the 
Revised Penal Code, would depend upon the facts of each particular case. It 
is believed, however, that a clear understanding of the principles already 
discussed will greatly help the practitioner in adopting the correct theory of 
his case, in preparing his pleadings, in presenting his evidence and in 
arguing his case – factors which very often determine victory or defeat. 

Liability of parents or guardians for their children or wards 

The first, second and third paragraphs of Art. 2180 of the Civil Code 
provides:  
“Art. 2180. The obligation imposed by Article 2176 is demandable not only for one's own acts or 
omissions, but also for those of persons for whom one is responsible. 
“The father and, in case of his death or incapacity, the mother, are responsible for the damages 
caused by the minor children who live in their company. 
“Guardians are liable for damages caused by the minors or incapacitated persons who are under 
their authority and live in their company.” 

                                                 
11 Joaquin vs. Aniceto, 12 SCRA 308. 
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The above-quoted provisions of the present Civil Code are similar to 
the provisions of the first, second and third paragraphs of Art. 1903 of the 
Spanish Civil Code. 

The liability imposed by these provisions is based on the principle that 
since children and wards do not have the capacity to govern themselves, 
their parents and guardians have the duty of exercising special vigilance over 
them so that damage to third persons due to the ignorance , lack of foresight 
or discernment of such children and wards may be avoided. If the parents 
and guardians fail to comply with that duty imposed upon them by law, they 
will be held liable for the damage caused by their own negligence.12 The 
liability of parents and guardians for the damage which may be caused to 
third persons by their children or wards is based on their own negligence in 
failing to properly care or supervise them so as to prevent their causing such 
damage. This is the necessary consequence of the provision of the last 
paragraph of Art. 2180 of the Civil Code which states that “The 
responsibility treated of in this Article shall cease when the persons herein 
mentioned prove that they observed all diligence of a good father of a family 
to prevent damage”.13 

If the minor or insane person causing the damage has no parent or 
guardian, the minor or insane person shall be answerable with his own 
property in an action against him in which case a guardian ad litem is 
appointed.14 

The following cases illustrate the meaning and the application of the 
law: 

Cuadra vs. Monfort 
35 SCRA 160 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff's daughter Maria Teresa Cuadra, 12, and defendant's 
daughter Maria Teresa Monfort, 13, were classmates and friends in 
Grade Six. On July 9, 1962 their teacher assigned them to weed the 

                                                 
12 12 Manresa 649-650. 
13 12 Manresa 649-650. 
14 Art.282, Civil Code. 

http://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1970/sep1970/gr_24101_1970.html
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grass in the school premises. While thus engaged defendant's 
daughter fount a plastic headband and jokingly she said aloud that she 
found an earthworm. To frighten plaintiff's daughter she tossed the 
object at her and hit her right eye. Plaintiff's daughter rubbed her eye 
and treated it with some powder. The eye became swollen and 
although she underwent medical treatment and surgical operation she 
lost the eye. Plaintiff instituted this action for damages against the 
father of Monfort. 

Held: “The legal issued posed in this appeal is the liability of a parent for 
an act of his minor child which causes damage to another under the 
specific facts related above and the applicable provisions of the Civil 
Code, particularly Articles 2176 and 2180 thereof, which read: 

'Art. 2176. Whoever by act or omission causes damage to another, there being fault or negligence, 
is obliged to pay for the damage done. Such fault of negligence if there is no pre-existing 
contractual relation between the parties is called a quasi-delict and is governed by the provisions of 
this Chapter. 
'Art 2180. The obligation imposed by Article2176 is demandable not only for one's own acts or 
omissions, but also for those persons for whom one is responsible. 
‘The father and in case of his death or incapacity, the mother, are responsible for the damages 
caused by the minor children who live in their company. 
x x x x x 
'The responsibility treated in this Article shall cease when the persons herein mentioned prove that 
they observed all the diligence of a good father of a family to prevent damage.’ 

“The underlying basis of the liability imposed by Article 2176 is the fault or 
negligence accompanying the act or the omission, there being no 
willfulness or intent to cause damage thereby. When the act or 
omission is that of one person for whom another is responsible, the 
latter then becomes himself liable under Article 2176 is the fault or 
negligence accompanying the act or omission, there being no 
willfulness or intent to cause damage thereby. When the act or 
omission is that of one person for whom another is responsible, the 
latter then becomes himself liable under Article 2180, in the different 
cases enumerated therein, such as that of the father or the mother 
under circumstances above quoted. The basis of this vicarious 
although primary, liability is, as in Article 2176, fault or negligence, 
which is presumed from that which accompanied the causative act or 
omission. The presumption is merely prima facie and may therefore be 
rebutted. This is the clear and logical inference that may be drawn from 
the last paragraph of Article 2180, which states “that the responsibility 
treated of in this Article shall cease when the persons herein 
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mentioned prove that they observed all the diligence of a good father 
of a family to prevent damage.” 

“Since the fact thus required to be proven is a matter of defense, the 
burden of proof necessarily rests on the defendant. But what is the 
exact degree of diligence contemplated, and how does a parent prove 
it in connection with a particular act or omission of a minor child, 
especially when it takes place in his absence or outside his immediate 
company? Obviously there can be no meticulously calibrated measure 
applicable; and when the law simply refers to “all the diligence of a 
good father of the family to prevent damage.” it implies a consideration 
of the attendant circumstances in every individual case, to determine 
whether or not by the exercise of such diligence the damage could 
have been prevented. 

“In the present case there is nothing from which it may be inferred that the 
defendant could have prevented the damage by the observance of due 
care, or that he was in any way remiss in the exercise of his parental 
authority in failing to foresee such damage, or the act which caused it. 
On the contrary, his child was at school, where it was his duty to send 
her and where she was, as he had the right to expect her to be, under 
the care and supervision of the teacher. And as far as the act which 
caused the injury was concerned, it was an innocent prank not unusual 
among children at play and which no parent, however careful, would 
have any special reason to anticipate much less guard against. Nor did 
it reveal any mischievous propensity, or indeed any trait in the child's 
character which would reflect unfavorably on her upbringing and for 
which the blame could be attributed to her parents. 

“The victims, no doubt, deserves no little consideration and sympathy for 
the tragedy that befell her. But if the defendant is at all obligated to 
compensate her suffering, the obligation has no legal sanction 
enforceable in court, but only the moral compulsion of good 
conscience.” 

Plaintiff could not recover. 

Exconde vs. Capuno 
101 Phil. 843 (source) 

Facts: Dante Capuno was a student of the Balintawak Elementary School. 
He attended a parade in honor of Rizal upon instruction of the city 
school supervisor. From the school Dante with other students boarded 
a jeep and when the same started to run he took hold of a wheel and 
drove while the driver sat on his left side. The jeep turned turtle and 

http://www.lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1957/jun1957/gr_l-10134_1957.html
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two passengers died. This action was brought against Dante and his 
father Delfin Capuno for damages. 

Held: “Plaintiff contends that defendant Delfin Capuno is liable for the 
damages in question jointly and severally with his son Dante because 
at the time the latter committed the negligent act which resulted in the 
death of the victim, he was a minor and was then living with his father 
and inasmuch as these facts are not disputed, the civil liability of the 
father is evident. And so, plaintiff contends, the lower court erred in 
relieving the father from liability. 

“We find merit in this claim. It is true that under the law above quoted 
‘teachers or directors of arts and trades are liable for any damages 
caused by their pupils or apprentices while they are under their 
custody.’ But this provision applies to an institution of arts and trades 
and not to any academic educational institution. (Padilla, Civil Law, 
1953 Ed., Vol. IV, p.841; see 12 Manresa 4th Ed., p. 557). Dante 
Capuno was then a student of the Balintawak Elementary School and 
as part of his extra-curricular activity, he attended the parade in honor 
of Dr. Jose Rizal upon instruction of the city school's supervisor. And it 
was in connection with the parade that Dante boarded a jeep with 
some companions and while driving it, the accident occurred. In the 
circumstances it is clear that neither the head of the school, nor the city 
school's supervisor, could be held liable for the negligent act of Dante 
because he was not then a student of an institution of arts and trades 
as provided for by law. 

“The civil liability which the law imposes upon the father, and in case of his 
death or incapacity, the mother, for any damages that may be caused 
by the minor child who lives with them, is obvious. This is a necessary 
consequence of the parental authority they exercise over them which 
imposes upon the parents ‘duty of supporting them, keeping them in 
their company, educate them and instructing them in proportion to their 
means”; while, on the other hand, gives them the ‘right to correct and 
punish them in moderation’ (Article 154 and 155, Spanish Civil Code). 
The only way by which they can relieve themselves of this liability is if 
they prove that they exercised all the diligence of a good father of a 
family to prevent damage (Article 1903, last paragraph, Civil Code). 
This defendants failed to prove.”  

Defendants Dante Capuno and his father Delfin Capuno held jointly 
and severally liable to plaintiff. 
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Mercado vs. Court of Appeals 
108 Phil. 414 

Facts: Plaintiff Manuel Quisumbing, Jr. and defendants Augusto Mercado, 
9 years old, were students in the Lourdes Catholic School. They 
quarrelled over an empty nutshell used by children as a piggy bank. 
Augusto Mercado wounded Manuel Quisumbing, Jr. on the right cheek 
with a piece of razor blade. Quisumbing, Jr. and his father brought an 
action for damages against Augusto Mercado and his father. 
Defendant Mercado contended that since the incident occurred while 
his son was in school it should be the teacher or the head of the school 
and not Mercado the father who should be held responsible. 

Held: “This precise question was brought before this Court in Exconde 
vs. Capuno and Capuno, G.R. No. L-10134, promulgated June 30, 
1957, but we held, through Mr. Justice Bautista: 

‘We find merit in this claim. It is true that under the law above-quoted 
teachers or directors of art and trades are liable for damage caused by 
their pupils or apprentices while they are under their custody,’ but this 
provision only applies to an institution of arts and trades and not to any 
academic educational institution (Padilla, Civil Law, 1953 Ed., Vol. IV, 
p. 841; See 12 Manresa, 4th Ed., p. 557)’. 

“The last paragraph of Article 2180 of the Civil Code, upon which 
petitioner rests his claim that the school where his son was studying 
should be made liable, is as follows: 

'Art. 2108. 
'Lastly, teachers or heads of establishments of arts and trades shall be 

liable for damages caused by their pupils and students or apprentices, 
so long as they remain in their custody.’” 

“It would seem that the clause ‘so long as they remain in their custody’, 
contemplates a situation where the pupil lives and boards with the 
teacher, such that the control, direction and influence on the pupil 
supersedes those of the parents. In these circumstances, the control or 
influence over the conduct and action of the pupil would pass from the 
father and mother to the teacher; and so would the responsibility for 
the torts of the pupil. Such a situation does not appear in the case at 
bar; the pupils appear to go to school during school hours and get back 
to their homes with their parents after school is over. The situation 
contemplated in the last paragraph of Article 2180 does not apply, nor 
does paragraph 2 of said article, which makes the father or mother 
responsible for the damages caused by their minor children. The claim 
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of the petitioner that responsibility should pass to the school must 
therefore, be held to be without merit.”  

Defendant Mercado, the father, was held liable. 

Gutierrez vs. Gutierrez 
56 Phil. 177 

Facts: A passenger truck and an automobile of private ownership collided 
while attempting to pass each other on the Talon Bridge on the Manila 
South Road in Las Pinas, Rizal. As a result of the collision a passenger 
in the truck. Narciso Gutierrez, suffered a fracture in his right leg. The 
truck was owned by the defendant Saturnino Cortez. The automobile 
was operated by Bonifacio Gutierrez, a lad 18 years of age, and was 
owned by Bonifacio's father and mother, Mr. & Mrs. Manuel Gutierrez, 
also defendants in this case. At the time of the collision, the father was 
not in the car, but the mother together with several other members of 
the Gutierrez family, seven in all, were in the car. The court found that 
both drivers of the truck and the car were negligent. 

Held: “In amplification of so much of the above pronouncement as 
concerns the Gutierrez family, it may be explained that the youth 
Bonifacio was an incompetent chauffeur, that he was driving at an 
excessive rate of speed, and that, on approaching the bridge and the 
truck, he lost his head and so contributed by his negligence to the 
accident. The guaranty given by the father at the time the son was 
granted a license to operate motor vehicles made the father 
responsible for the acts of his son. Based on these facts, pursuant to 
the provisions of Article 1903 of the Civil Code, the father alone and 
not the minor or the mother, would be liable for the damages caused 
by the minor.” 

Defendants Manuel Gutierrez, Abelardo Velasco, the truck driver, and 
Saturnino Cortez, were held jointly and severally liable for P5,000 to 
plaintiff. 

Salen & Salbanera vs. Balce 
107 Phil.748 (source) 

Facts: Gumersindo Balce, a minor below 15 years and son of defendant 
Jose Balce, killed Carlos Salen, a minor son of plaintiffs. Gumersindo 
Balce was convicted of homicide. Plaintiffs brought an action for 
damages against defendant Jose Balce, father of the minor 
Gumersindo Balce. The trial court dismissed the case stating that the 
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civil liability must be determined under the provisions of the Revised 
Penal Code and not under Art. 2180 of the New Civil Code. Plaintiff 
appealed. 

Held: “It is true that under Art. 101 of Revised Penal Code, a father is 
made civilly liable for the acts committed by his son only if the latter is 
an imbecile, an insane, under 9 years of age, or over but under 15 
years of age, who acts without discernment, unless it appears that 
there is no fault or negligence on his part. This is because a son who 
commits the act under any of those conditions is by law exempt from 
criminal liability (Article 12, subdivision 1, 2 & 3, Revised Penal Code). 
The idea is not to leave the act entirely unpunished but to attach 
certain civil liability to the person who has the delinquent minor under 
his legal authority or control. But a minor over 15 who acts with 
discernment is not exempt from criminal liability, for which reason the 
Code is silent as to the subsidiary liability of his parent should he stand 
convicted. In that case, resort should be had to the general law which 
is our Civil Code. 

“The particular law that governs this case is Art. 2180, the pertinent 
portion of which provides: 'The father and, in case of his death, or 
incapacity the mother, are responsible for damages caused by the 
minor children who live in their company.' To hold that this provision 
does not apply to the instant case because it only covers obligations 
which arise from quasi-delicts and not obligations which arise from 
criminal offenses, would result in the absurdity that while for an act 
where mere negligence intervenes the father or mother may stand 
subsidiarily liable for the damage caused by his or her son, no liability 
would attach if the damage is caused with criminal intent. Verily, the 
void which apparently exists in the Revised Penal Code, is subserved 
by this particular provision of our Civil Code as may be gleaned from 
some recent decisions of this Court which cover equal or identical 
cases.”  

Decision of the trial court reversed. 

Fuellas vs. Cadano 
3 SCRA 361 (source) 

Facts: Pepito Cadano and Rico Fuellas, son of defendant-appellant 
Agapito Fuellas, were both 13 years old and classmates. While they 
were in school they had a quarrel. Their teacher separated them and 
told them to go home. After going down the schoolhouse Rico Fuellas 
held Pepito Cadano by the neck and pushed him to the ground. Pepito 
fell on his right side with his right arm under his body, whereupon, Rico 

http://www.lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1961/oct1961/gr_l-14409_1961.html
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rode on his left side. Pepito's right arm was broken. Elpidio Cadano, 
father of Pepito, filed two separate actions: (a) One filed on October 1, 
1954 for damages against Agapito Fuellas, father of the minor Rico, 
and (b) the other on November 11, 1954 against Rico Fuellas for 
serious physical injuries. The cases were tried jointly. On May 18, 1956 
Rico Fuellas was convicted of the offense charged in the criminal case. 
No pronouncement was made in the criminal case on his civil liability 
by the court stating that the same shall be determined in the civil case. 
On May 25, 1956 the same court rendered a judgment in the civil case 
holding Agapito Fuellas liable in damages in the total amount of 
P9,600 under Art. 2180 of the Civil Code. The Court of Appeals 
modified the judgment by reducing the moral damages. Agapito 
Fuellas appealed to the Supreme Court on questions of law. In the 
Supreme Court Fuellas contended that since the act of his minor son 
was deliberate and intentional Art. 2180 of the Civil Code was not 
applicable. Fuellas also contended that the only way by which a father 
can be made responsible for the criminal act of his son committed with 
deliberate intent and with discernment, is an action based on the 
provisions of the Revised Penal Code on subsidiary liability of parents. 

Held: The subsidiary liability of parents for damages caused by their minor 
children imposed by Art. 2180 of the New Civil Code covers obligations 
arising from both quasi-delicts and criminal offenses. 

The subsidiary liability of parents arising from the criminal acts of 
their minor children who act with discernment is determined under the 
provisions of Art 2180, New Civil Code and under Art 101 of the Revised 
Penal Code, because to hold that the former only covers obligations which 
arise from quasi-delicts and not obligations which arise from criminal 
offenses, would result in the absurdity that while for an act where mere 
negligence intervenes the father or mother may stand subsidiarily liable for 
the damage caused by his or her son, no liability would attach if the damage 
is caused with criminal intent. Judgment affirmed. 

Elcano vs. Hill 
77 SCRA 100 (source) 

Facts: Reginald Hill son of defendant Marvin Hill was charged criminally 
for the killing of Agapito Elcano son of plaintiffs, the Elcano spouses. At 
the time of the killing Reginald Hill was a minor, married and was living 
with his father Marvin Hill and receiving subsistence from him. 
Reginald Hill was acquitted on the ground that his act was not criminal 
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because of lack of intent to kill coupled with mistake. Subsequently the 
Elcano spouses filed a civil action for damages against Reginald Hill 
and his father Marvin Hill arising from the killing of their son. The case 
was dismissed by the lower court on defendants' motion to dismiss and 
plaintiffs appealed to the Supreme Court. One of the questions raised 
was whether the father of the minor who was already married but living 
with, and receiving subsistence from said father was liable in damages 
for the crime committed by the minor. 

Held: “Coming now to the second issue about the effect of Reginald's 
emancipation by marriage on the possible civil liability of Atty. Marvin 
Hill, his father, it is also our considered opinion that the conclusion of 
appellees that Atty. Hill is already free from responsibility cannot be 
upheld. 

“While it is true that parental authority is terminated upon emancipation of 
the child (Article 327 Civil Code) , and under Article 397, emancipation 
takes place “by the marriage of the minor (child)”, it is, however, also 
clear that pursuant to Article 399 emancipation by marriage of the 
minor is not really full or absolute. Thus emancipation by marriage or 
by voluntary concession shall terminate parental authority over the 
child's person. It shall enable the minor to administer his property as 
though he were of age, but he cannot borrow money or alienate or 
encumber real property without the consent of his father or mother, or 
guardian. He can sue and be sued in court only with the assistance of 
his father, mother or guardian. 

“Now under Article 2180, 'The obligation imposed by article 2176 is 
demandable not only for one's own acts or omissions, but also for 
those persons for whom one is responsible. The father and, in case of 
his death or incapacity, the mother, are responsible for the damages 
caused by the minor children who live in their company.’ In the instant 
case, it is not controverted that Reginald, although married was living 
with his father and getting subsistence from him at the time of the 
occurrence in question. Factually, therefore, Reginald was still 
subservient to and dependent on his father, a situation which is not 
unusual. 

“It must be borne in mind that, according to Manresa, the reason behind 
the joint and solidary liability of parents with their offending child under 
Article 2180 is that it is the obligation of the parent to supervise their 
minor children in order to prevent them from causing damage to third 
persons. On the other hand the clear implication of Article 399, in 
providing that a minor emancipated by marriage may not, 
nevertheless, sue or be sued without the assistance of the parents, is 
that such emancipation does not carry with it freedom to enter into 
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transactions or do any act that can give rise to judicial litigation. (See 
Manresa, id. Vol. II, pp. 766-767, 776). And surely, killing someone 
else invites judicial action. Otherwise stated, the marriage of a minor 
child, while still a minor, does not relieve the parents of the duty to see 
to it that the child, while still a minor, does not give cause to any 
litigation, in the same manner that the parents are answerable for the 
borrowings of money and alienation or encumbering of real property 
which cannot be done by their minor married child without their 
consent. (Art. 399; Manresa, supra.) Accordingly, in our considered 
view, Article 2170 applies to Atty. Hill notwithstanding the emancipation 
by marriage of Reginald. However, inasmuch as it is evident that 
Reginald is now of age, as a matter of equity, the liability of Atty. Hill 
has become subsidiary to that of his son.”  

Order of the lower court reversed. 

Liability of the State for acts of special agents 

Pargraph 6 of the Civil Code provides: 
“The State is responsible in like manner when it acts through a special 
agent; but not when the damage has been caused by the official to whom 
the task done properly pertains, in which case what is provided in Art. 
2176 shall be applicable.” 

This provision of the Civil Code is similar to the provisions of 
paragraph 5 of Art. 1903 of the Spanish Civil Code. 

Under the above-quoted legal provision the State is liable only if it 
acts through a special agent but not when the damage has been caused by the 
official upon whom the task done properly pertains. A special agent is one 
who receives a definite and fixed order or commission foreign to the 
exercise of the duties of his office if he is a special official. The 
responsibility of the State is limited to that which it contracts through a 
special agent, duly empowered by a definite order or commission to perform 
some act or charged with some definite purpose which gives rise to the 
claims and not where the claim is based on acts or omissions imputable to a 
public official charged with some administrative or technical office who can 
be held to the proper responsibility in the manner laid down by the law of 
civil responsibility. 
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Meritt vs. Government of the P.I. 
34 Phil. 311 

Facts: Plaintiff, while riding on a motorcycle on Padre Faura Street 
crossing Taft Avenue, was struck by an ambulance of the General 
Hospital and suffered physical injuries as a result thereof. The accident 
was caused by the negligence of the ambulance driver. This action 
was brought against the Government to recover damages which 
plaintiff sustained by reason of his injuries. 

Held: “That according to paragraph 5 or Art. 1903 of the Civil Code the 
responsibility of the state is limited to that which it contracts through a 
special agent, duly empowered by a definite order or commission to 
perform some act or charged with some definite purpose which gives 
rise to the claim, and not where the claim is based on acts or 
omissions imputable to a public official charged with some 
administrative or technical office who can be held to the proper 
responsibility in the manner laid down by the law of civil responsibility. 
x x x 

“It is, therefore, evident that the State (the Government of the Philippine 
Islands) is only liable for the acts of its agents, officers and employees 
when they act as special agents within the meaning of paragraph 5 of 
Article 1903, supra, and that the chauffeur of the ambulance of the 
General Hospital was not such agent.” 

Rosete vs. The Auditor General 
81 Phil. 453 (source) 

Facts: Rosete filed a claim with the Auditor General in the amount of 
P35,376.00 for damages caused to the buildings belonging to her 
which were destroyed by fire that came from the contiguous 
warehouses of the Emergency Control Administration due to the 
negligence of the latter's employee Jose Frayno, in igniting recklessly 
his cigarette lighter near a drum of gasoline in said warehouse contrary 
to provisions or ordinances of the City of Manila. 

 Held: “There being no showing that whatever negligence may be 
imputed to the Emergency Control Administration or its officers, was 
done by a special agent, because the officers of the Emergency 
Control Administration did not act as special agents of the Government 
within the above-defined meaning of that word in Article 1903 of the 
Civil Code in storing gasoline in the warehouse of the ECA, the 
government is not responsible for the damages caused through such a 
negligence.” 

http://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1948/aug1948/gr_l-1120_1948.html
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Palafox vs. Province of Ilocos Norte 
102 Phil. 1186 

Facts: Plaintiffs' father was run over by truck owned by the provincial 
Government of Ilocos Norte. They filed an action against the province 
of Ilocos Norte, the District Engineer and the Provincial Treasurer. The 
lower court dismissed the complaint on the ground that the province 
was not engaged in industry and, therefore, not liable under Art. 103 of 
the Penal Code where the employers' liability is subsidiary. Plaintiffs 
appealed. 

Held: The defendant province was not liable for the acts of the driver of 
the truck because he was not a “special agent” of the government as 
the term was used in Art. 1903 of the Spanish Civil Code. The province 
was a part of the government and the construction and maintenance of 
roads was a governmental function.  

Judgment of the lower court was affirmed. 

Republic vs. Palacio 
38 SCRA 899 (source) 

Facts: Ildefonso Ortiz sued the Handong Irrigation Association and the 
Irrigation Service Unit, an office or agency under the Department of 
Public Works and Communications. For failure to appear and answer 
the complaint the Irrigation Service unit was declared in default. On 
February 16, 1962 the Sheriff of Manila garnished the deposits and 
trust fund in the account of the Irrigation Service Unit in the Philippine 
National Bank in Manila. The Republic of the Philippines questioned 
this garnishment before the Supreme Court. 

Held: The Irrigation Service Unit was an office in the Government of the 
Republic of the Philippines and the Pump Irrigation Trust Fund which 
was garnished was a public fund. “The ISU liability thus arose from tort 
and not from contract; and it is a well-enriched rule in this jurisdiction, 
embodied in Article 2180 of the Civil Code of the Philippines, that the 
State is liable only for torts caused by its special agents, specially 
commissioned to carry out the acts complained of outside of such 
agent's regular duties (Meritt vs. Insular Government, supra; Rosete 
vs.Auditor General, 81 Phil.453). There being no proof that the 
making of the tortious inducement was authorized, neither the State 
nor its funds can be made liable therefor.”  

Garnishment declared null and void. 

http://www.lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1968/may1968/gr_l-20322_1968.html
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Liability of teachers or heads of establishments of arts and trades 

Paragraphs 1 and 7 of Article 2180 of the Civil Code provides: 
“The obligation imposed by Article 2176 is demandable not only for one's own acts or omissions, 
but also for those of persons for whom one is responsible. 

x x x x x 
“Lastly, teachers or heads of establishments of arts and trades shall be liable for damages caused 
by their pupils and students or apprentices, so long as they remain in their custody.” 

The provision of paragraph 7 of Art. 2180 is the same as that of 
paragraph 6 of Art. 1903 of the Spanish Civil Code. 

The basis of liability imposed upon teachers or heads of 
establishments of arts and trades is failure to exercise that degree of care, 
custody and supervision over their pupils, students and apprentices in order 
to prevent damage to third persons (culpa in vigilando).15 

Palisoc vs. Brillantes et al. 
41 SCRA 548 (source) 

Facts: Dominador Palisoc, 16, and Virgilio Daffon were classmates at the 
Manila Technical Institute, a non-academic, technical vocational and 
industrial school. In the afternoon of March 10, 1966 they were in the 
laboratory room located on the ground floor of the school. At that time 
the classes were in recess. While Daffon and another classmate were 
working on a machine, Palisoc was looking at them. Daffon made a 
remark that Palisoc was acting like a foreman and because of the 
remark Palisoc slapped Daffon slightly on the face. Daffon gave 
Palisoc a strong blow on the face and other blows on the stomach. 
They exchanged blows and Palisoc stumbled on an engine block 
which caused him to fall face downward. From the injuries he 
sustained Palisoc died. This action was instituted by the parents of 
Palisoc to recover damages against the president and teacher-in-
charge of the school and against Daffon. 

Held: “In the law of torts, the governing principle is that the protective 
custody of the school heads and teachers is mandatorily substituted for 
that of the parents, and hence, it becomes their obligation as well as 
that of the school itself to provide proper supervision of the students' 
activities during the whole time that they are at attendance in the 

                                                 
15 12 Manresa 647-648 
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school, including recess time, as well as to take necessary precautions 
to protect the students in their custody from dangers and hazards that 
would reasonably be anticipated, including injuries that some student 
themselves may inflict willfully or through negligence on their fellow 
students. 

 “Defendants Valenton and Quibulue as president and teacher-in-
charge of the school must therefore be held jointly and severally liable 
for the quasi-delict of their co-defendant Daffon in the latter's having 
caused the death of his classmate, the deceased Dominador Palisoc. 
The unfortunate death resulting from the fight between the 
protagonists-students could have been avoided had said defendants 
but complied with their duty of providing adequate supervision over the 
activities of the students from harm, whether at the hands of fellow 
students or other parties. At any rate the law holds them liable unless 
they relieve themselves of such liability, in compliance, with the last 
paragraph of Art. 2180, Civil Code, by “(proving) that they observed all 
the diligence of a good father of a family to prevent damages.' In the 
light of the factual findings of the lower court's decision, said 
defendants failed to prove such exemption from liability.”  

All defendants held jointly and severally liable. 

Comment: The justice, wisdom and correctness of this six (6) to four 
(4) decision is open to serious doubts. Liability for quasi-delicts is based on 
fault or negligence. In the case of teachers or directors of arts and trades it is 
based on their failure to exercise due care and supervision over their students 
and apprentices in order to prevent damage to third persons (culpa in 
vigilando). The majority decision held the director and teacher liable for 
their alleged “lack of supervision” over their students. What were the acts or 
omissions of the director and teacher which formed the basis of the 
conclusion that they failed to exercise supervision over their students was 
not pointed out in the decision. 

The majority decision also stated that the defendants failed to prove 
that they exercised due diligence to prevent the damage. But again the 
decision failed to point out what precautions ought to have been taken by the 
defendants to prevent the damage. The incident happened during recess. It 
does not appear that any of the defendants were present when the incident 
occurred. The fats before the court were clear and simple. There was no need 
to resort to presumptions or inferences. The defendants had nothing to do 
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with the incident and the facts did not show that they failed to do anything to 
prevent damage to the plaintiff. No one is “responsible for those events 
which could not be foreseen, or which, though foreseen, were inevitable.”16 

The majority decision also advances the reason to support its view 
that school heads and teachers are liable for the tortious acts of their pupils 
and students so long as they remain in their custody, because they stand, to a 
certain extent, as to their pupils and students, in loco parentis and are called 
upon to exercise reasonable supervision over the conduct of the child. 

It is true that under Art. 345 number (2) of the Civil Code “teachers 
and professors” exercise substitute parental authority. But this “substitute 
parental authority” conferred upon them is evidently only for the purpose of 
enabling them to exercise the necessary authority and discipline so that they 
can conduct their classes and instruct their pupils in an orderly manner. 
Teachers have no right or authority to inflict “corporal punishment” upon 
their pupils.17 On the other hand, the law expressly empowers the parents “to 
correct them and to punish them moderately.”18 School heads are not 
conferred substitute parental authority by the law. Under the reasoning of the 
majority decision, the area of civil responsibility of teachers and heads of 
schools would be wider than that of parents although their authority over 
their pupils is very much less than that given by law to the parents of such 
pupils. 

We humbly believe that, on the facts appearing in the decision, the 
case should be considered as one of domnum absque injuria (damage 
without injury in the legal sense) in so far as the teacher and director of the 
school were concerned. Only Virgilio Daffon, the person who committed the 
crime, should be held liable to the plaintiffs. We also believe that the reasons 
given in the dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Makalintal are more weighty, 
more just and more in accord with the spirit and letter of the law. 

                                                 
16 Art.1174, Civil Code. 
17 Art. 352, Civil Code. 
18 Art. 316, Civil Code 
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Mercado vs. Court of Appeals & Quisumbing 
108 Phil. 414 

Facts: Plaintiff (respondent herein) Manuel Quisumbing, Jr. and Augusto 
Mercado son of defendant (petitioner herein) Ciriaco Mercado, were 
both pupils of the Lourdes Catholic School in Quezon City. On 
February 22, 1956 they quarrelled over an empty nutshell used by 
children as a piggy bank. As a result Augusto Mercado wounded 
Manuel Quisumbing, Jr. on the right cheek with a piece of razor. 
Manuel Quisumbing, Jr. and his father instituted an action for damages 
against Ciriaco Mercado, father of Augusto. Defendant contended, 
among other defenses that since the incident occurred in a Catholic 
School, during recess time, through no fault of his (Ciriaco Mercado) 
the teacher or head of the school should be held responsible instead of 
himself. 

Held: “This precise question was brought before this Court in Exconde 
vs. Capuno and Capuno, G.R. No. L-10134, promulgated June 29, 
1957, but we held, through Mr. Justice Bautista. 

“We find merit in this claim. It is true that under the law above-quoted, 
teachers of directors of arts and trades are liable for any damage 
caused by their pupils or apprentices while they are under their 
custody, but this provision only applies to an institution of arts and 
trades and not to any academic educational institution (Padilla, Civil 
Law 1953 ed. Vol. IV, p.841; See 12 Manresa, 4th ed., p.557).’ 

“The last paragraph of Article 2180 of the Civil Code, upon which 
petitioner rests his claim that the school where his son was studying 
should be made liable, is as follows  

‘Art. 2180 * * * 
“Lastly, teachers or heads of establishments of arts and trades shall 

be liable for damages caused by their pupils and students or 
apprentices, so long as they remain in their custody.” 

“It would seem that the clause ‘so long as they remain in their 
custody,’ contemplates a situation where the pupil lives and boards with the 
teacher, such that the control or influence over the conduct and actions of the 
pupil would pass from the father and mother to the teacher; and so would the 
responsibility for the torts of the pupil. Such a situation does not appear in 
the case at bar: the pupils appear to go to school during school hours and go 
back to their homes with their parents after school is over. The situation 
contemplated in the last paragraph 2 of said article, which makes father or 
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mother responsible for the damages caused by their minor children. The 
claim of petitioner that responsibility should pass to the school must, 
therefore, be held to be without merit.” 

Right of reimbursement 

Art. 2181 of the Civil Code provides: 
“Whoever pays for the damage caused by his dependents or employees may recover from the 
latter what he has paid or delivered in satisfaction of the claim.” 

While it is true that, as regards the injured party, parents, guardians, 
employers, the State and teachers or heads of establishments of arts and 
trades are liable for the damage caused by their dependents or employees, it 
is ultimately the dependents and employees who should bear the loss caused 
by their fault or negligence. Hence, the law justly provides that whoever 
pays for the damage caused by his dependents or employees may recover 
from the latter what he has paid or delivered in satisfaction of the claim. 

Art. 2181 of the present Civil Code is similar to Art. 1904 of the 
Spanish Civil Code. 

Same; due diligence as a defense. 

The liability imposed by Art. 2180 upon parents, guardians, and 
teachers, or heads of establishments of arts and trades is based on their 
presumed negligence in failing to exercise the necessary care, vigilance and 
supervision over their dependents in order to prevent damage to third 
persons. This is the clear implication from the provisions of the last 
paragraph of Art 2180 which reads as follows: 
“The responsibility treated of in this article shall cease when the persons herein mentioned prove 
that they observed all due diligence of a good father of a family to prevent damage.” 

Hence if the parents, guardians and teachers or heads of 
establishments of arts and trades prove that they exercised the diligence of a 
good father of the family to prevent damage, they are exempt from 
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liability.19 Explaining the legal basis of this responsibility, the Supreme 
Court in Cuadra vs. Monfort, 35 SCRA 160, 162-163, said: 

“The underlying basis of the liability imposed by Article 2176 is the 
fault or negligence accompanying the act or the omission, there 
being no willfulness or intent to cause damage thereby. When the act 
or omission is that of one person for whom another is responsible, 
the latter then become himself liable under Article 2180, in the 
different cases enumerated therein such as that of the father or the 
mother under the circumstances above quoted. The basis of this 
vicarious, although primary, liability is as in Article 2176, fault or 
negligence, which is presumed from that which accompanied the 
causative act or omission. The presumption is merely prima facie 
and may therefore be rebutted. This is the clear and logical inference 
that may be drawn from the last paragraph of Article 2180, which 
states ‘that the responsibility treated of in this Article shall cease 
when the person therein mentioned prove that they observed all the 
diligence of a good father of a family to prevent damage.’ 
“Since the fact thus required to be proven is a matter of defense, the 
burden of proof necessarily rests on the defendant. But what is the 
exact degree of diligence contemplated, and how does a parent prove 
it in connection with a particular act or omission of a minor child, 
especially when it takes place in his absence or outside his 
immediate company? Obviously there can be no meticulously 
calibrated measure applicable; and when the law simply refers to ‘all 
the diligence of a good father of the family to prevent damage’, it 
implies a consideration of the attendant circumstances in every 
individual case, to determine whether or not by the exercise of such 
diligence the damage could have been prevented.” 

Same; liability does not apply to teachers and heads of academic 
schools. 

The liability imposed by Art. 2180 upon teachers or heads of 
establishments of arts and trades of the Civil Code does not apply to teachers 
and heads of academic educational institutions. This was so held by the 

                                                 
19 12 Manresa 657; Bahia vs. Litonjua, 30 Phil 624; Walter Smith vs. Cadwallader, 35 Phil. 317; Ong vs. 
Metropolitan Water Dist., 104 Phil 397. 
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Supreme Court in Mercado vs. Court of Appeals, 108 Phil. 414, when it 
ruled: 

“It would seem that the clause ‘so long as they remain in their 
custody’, contemplates a situation where the pupil lives and boards with the 
teacher, such that the control, direction and influence on the pupil supersedes 
those of the parents. In these circumstances, the control or influence over the 
conduct and actuations of the pupil would pass from the father and mother to 
the teacher; and so would the responsibility for the torts of the pupil. Such a 
situation does not appear in the case at bar; the pupils appear to go back to 
their homes with their parents after school is over. The situation 
contemplated in the last paragraph of Article 2180 does not apply, nor does 
paragraph 2 of said article, which makes the father or mother responsible for 
the damages caused by their minor children. The claim of the petitioner that 
responsibility should pass to the school must, therefore, be held to be 
without merit.” 

In the case of Exconde vs. Capuno, 101 Phil. 847, the Supreme Court 
also held that the liability imposed by the penultimate paragraph of Article 
2180 of the Civil Code applies only to institutions of arts and trades and not 
to academic educational institutions. Reputable Spanish commentators 
express the same view.20 

There is good and sound reason to hold teachers of establishments of 
arts and trades liable for the damage caused by their pupils and apprentices. 
In establishments of arts and trades the students and apprentices usually 
handle machineries, instruments or substances which in the hands of 
untrained or ignorant persons may cause damage to their fellow students or 
third persons if they are not properly supervised. Hence the law properly 
imposes upon the teacher the duty to exercise supervision over them in order 
to prevent damage. This reason does not exist in academic educational 
institutions where the primary responsibility of the teacher is to teach his 
students. 

                                                 
20 12 Manresa, 4th Ed., p. 557; Scaevola, 1961, Ed., Vol 31, pp. 479-481; Encyclopedia Juridica Espanola, 
Vol. 21, p.535. 
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To apply the law to teachers and heads of academic educational 
institutions will result in imposing upon teachers a greater and wider area of 
responsibility than that imposed upon parents because parents are liable for 
the damage caused by their children only when they are minors and live with 
them. Parents have the power to correct their children and punish them 
moderately.21 Such power is not enjoyed by teachers. Teachers may not 
impose corporal punishment upon their students.22 

The argument that when the student is in school the custodial 
authority of the parent is transferred to the teacher, and therefore, the 
liability for damage which the student may cause is also transferred to the 
teacher is based on Art. 349 of the Civil Code which states that teachers and 
professors “shall exercise substitute parental authority.” This provision is 
obviously intended to give the teacher, the professor and the head of the 
school sufficient authority to maintain order and discipline during classes so 
that they can discharge their duties and responsibilities as teachers and 
educators. We believe that this provision of the Civil Code was not intended 
to provide a legal basis for holding the teacher, professor or the head of a 
school liable for the damage which may arise from the crimes or negligent 
acts of their pupils and students while they are in school. Civil liability of 
teachers or heads of establishments of arts and trades for the damage caused 
by their pupils and students or apprentices is established by Art. 2180 of the 
Civil Code which springs form an entirely different rationale than Art. 349. 

It is also significant to note that under Art. 103 of the Revised Penal 
Code teachers are subsidiarily liable for the damage resulting from the 
crimes committed by their pupils only when they are engaged in industry. 
Academic educational institutions, as distinguished from vocational schools, 
are not considered as industries or industrial enterprises. 

The authority and responsibility of a teacher or the head of an 
establishment of arts and trades over the students and apprentices of his 
establishment is entirely different from the authority and responsibility of a 
teacher in an academic educational institution over his students. It is 
                                                 
21 Art. 316, Civil Code. 
22 Art. 352, Civil Code. 
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reasonable to assume that if the law intended to hold a teacher in an 
academic educational institution liable for the damage which may be caused 
by his students the law would have provided in a separate paragraph in Art. 
2180 as it did in the case of parents, guardians, employers, and the State. 

Liability of possessors or users of animal 

Article 2183 of the Civil Code provides as follows: 
“The possessor of an animal or whoever may make use of the same is responsible for the damage 
which it may cause, although it may escape or be lost. This responsibility shall cease only in the 
case the damage should come from force majeure or from the fault of the person who has suffered 
damage.” 

This provision is similar to the provisions of Art. 1905 of the Spanish 
Civil Code. 

The obligation imposed by the above-quoted provision is not based on 
the negligence or on the presumed lack of vigilance of the possessor or user 
of the animal causing the damage. It is based on natural equity and on the 
principle of social interest that he who possesses animals for his utility, 
pleasure or service must answer for the damage which may be caused by 
such animals. 

Under the above provision possessors or users of animals are liable 
for the damage caused by such animals even if such damage was not due to 
their fault or negligence. It is only when the damage caused by the animal is 
due to force majeure or to the fault of the injured party himself that its 
possessor or user is exempt from liability. 

With respect to damage caused by animals through the fault of a third 
person, a distinction must be made. If the possessor or user of the animal 
could foresee the act of the third person or could prevent the damage and he 
failed to take appropriate measures to prevent such damage, the possessor or 
user is liable. But if the acts of a third person cannot be foreseen or 
prevented, then the situation is similar to that of force majeure and the 
possessor or user is not liable. In this latter case, the injured party can 
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recover from the third person under the provisions of Art. 2176 of the Civil 
Code.23 

In American law, the keeper of an animal of a kind likely to do harm 
to the land of others if it escapes is liable, without wrongful intent or 
negligence, for its trespass upon the land of another, and for any damage it 
may do to the land, or to the person or property of the owner, of a kind 
normally to be anticipated as flowing from the trespass. In this respect, the 
rule is the same as that provided for in Art. 2183 of our Civil Code. 

However, apart from damage caused by trespass, the American law 
distinguishes between animals which, by reason of their species are by 
nature ferocious, mischievous and intractable, and those of a species 
normally harmless. In the first category are lions and tigers, bears, elephants, 
wolves and monkeys, and other similar animals. No individual of such 
species, however domesticated, can ever be regarded as safe, and liability 
does not rest upon any experience with the particular animal. In the second 
class are cattle, sheep, horses, dogs and cats, and other creatures regarded as 
usually harmless. As to these, it must be shown that the defendant knew, or 
had reason to know, of the dangerous propensity of the animal in question. 
The special notice of the character of the particular animal which is required 
in such case is known technically as “scienter.”24 In this respect the 
Philippine law differs from the American law for under Art. 2183 of the 
Civil Code possessors or users of animals are liable for the damage caused 
by such animals although they may escape or be lost. The Philippine law 
makes no distinction whether the animal is ferocious or tame. 

Afialda vs. Hilsole, et al. 
85 Phil. 67 

Facts: Action for damages for injuries caused by a carabao owned by the 
defendants. Loreto Afialda was employed by the defendants as 
caretaker of their carabaos at fixed compensation. On March 21, 1947, 
while tending said carabaos, he was gored by one of them and later 
died as a consequence of his injuries. 

                                                 
23 12 Manresa, 659-668. 
24 Prosser on Torts, pp.432-439. 
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Held: “Plaintiff seeks to hold defendants liable under Article 1905 of the 
Civil Code. The statute names the possessor or user of the animal as 
the person liable for any damages it may cause and this for the 
obvious reason that the possessor or user has the custody and control 
of the animal and is therefore the one in a position to prevent it from 
causing damage. 

“In the present case, the animal was in the custody and under the control 
of the caretaker, who was paid for his work as such. Obviously, it was 
the caretaker’s business to try to prevent the animal from causing 
injury or damage to anyone including himself. And being injured by the 
animal under those circumstances was one of the risks of the 
occupation which he had voluntarily assumed and for which he must 
take the consequences.” 

Liability of owners of motor vehicles 

Articles 2184, 2185 and 2186 of the Civil provide: 
“Art. 2184. In motor vehicle mishaps, the owner is solidarily liable with his driver, if the former, who 
was in the vehicle, could have, by the use of diligence prevented the misfortune. It is disputably 
presumed that a driver was negligent, if he had been found guilty of reckless driving or violating 
traffic regulations at least twice within the next preceding two months. 
“If the owner was not in the motor vehicle, the provisions of Art. 2180 are applicable. 
“Art. 2185. Unless there is proof to the contrary, it is presumed that a person driving a motor 
vehicle has been negligent if at the time of the mishap, he was violating any traffic regulation. 
“Art. 2186. Every owner of a motor vehicle shall file with the proper government office, a bond 
executed by a government controlled corporation or office, to answer for damages to third persons. 
The amount of the bond and other terms shall be fixed by the competent public official.” 

The above-quoted provisions are new. Their object is to minimize the 
alarming increase of motor vehicle mishaps. 

Under Art. 2184 if the owner was in the vehicle at the time of the 
mishap and could have prevented it by the exercise of diligence he is 
solidarily liable with the driver for the damage caused by the mishap. This 
provision of the Civil Code was based on the decision of the Supreme Court 
in Chapman vs. Underwood. 
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Chapman vs. Underwood 
27 Phil. 374 

Facts: Plaintiff was attempting to board a street car at Sta. Ana bound for 
Manila. Defendant was riding in his automobile driven by his driver 
towards Sta. Ana. Upon nearing the plaintiff defendant’s driver 
suddenly turned the automobile towards the wrong side of the street 
and hit the plaintiff causing him injuries. There was no question that 
defendant’s driver was negligent. The question was whether the 
defendant was liable for the negligence of his driver. 

Held: “…. An owner who sits in his automobile or other vehicle, and 
permits his driver to continue in a violation of the law by the 
performance of negligent acts, after he has had a reasonable 
opportunity to observe them and to direct that the driver cease 
therefrom, becomes himself responsible for such acts. On the other 
hand, if the driver, by a sudden act of negligence, and without the 
owner having a reasonable opportunity to prevent the act or its 
continuance, injures a person or violates the criminal law, the owner of 
the automobile, although present herein at the time the act was 
committed, is not responsible, either civilly or criminally, therefore. The 
act complained of must be continued in the presence of the owner for 
such a length of time that the owner by his acquiescence makes his 
driver’s act his own.” 

Caedo vs. Yu Khe Thai 
26 SCRA 410 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff Caedo was driving his Mercury car at about 5:30 in the 
morning of March 24, 1958 along E. de los Santos Ave., in the vicinity 
of San Lorenzo Village bound for the airport. Several members of his 
family were in the car. Coming from the opposite direction was the 
Cadillac car of defendant Yu Khe Thai driven by his driver Rafael 
Bernardo. The two cars were traveling at a moderate speed with their 
headlights on. Ahead of the Cadillac was a caretela (rig). Defendant’s 
driver did not notice it until he was about eight (8) meters away. 
Instead of slowing down behind the caretela defendant’s driver veered 
to the left with the intention of passing by the caretela but in doing so 
its rear bumper caught the ream of the caretela’s left wheel wrenching 
it off. Defendant’s car skidded obliquely to the other end and collided 
with the on-coming vehicle of the plaintiff. The plaintiff on his part, 
slackened his speed and tried to avoid the collision by veering to the 
right but the collision occurred just the same injuring the plaintiff and 
members of his family. Plaintiff brought an action for damages against 

http://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1968/dec1968/gr_20392_1968.html
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both the driver and owner of the Cadillac car. There was no question 
that defendant’s driver was negligent and liable. The question, 
however, was whether defendant Yu Khe Thai, owner of the car, who 
was in the car, was solidarily liable with the driver under Art. 2184, of 
the Civil Code. 

Held: “The basis of the master’s liability in civil law is not respondent 
superior but rather the relationship of pater familias. The theory is that 
ultimately the negligence of the servant, if known to the master and 
susceptible of timely correction by him, reflects his own negligence if 
he fails to correct it in order to prevent injury or damage. 

x x x x x 
 “Negligence on the part of the (employer), if any, must be sought in the 

immediate setting and circumstances of the accident, that is, in his 
failure to detain the driver from pursuing a course which not only gave 
him clear notice of the danger but also sufficient time to act upon it. We 
do not see that such negligence may be imputed. The car as has been 
stated, was not running at an unreasonable speed. The road was wide 
and open, and devoid of traffic that early morning. There was no 
reason for the car owner to be in any special state of alert. He had 
reason to rely on the skill and experience of his driver. He became 
aware of the presence of the caretela when his car was only twelve 
meters behind it, but then his failure to see it earlier did not constitute 
negligence, for he was not himself at the wheel. And even when he did 
see it at the distance, but could not have anticipated his driver’s 
sudden decision to pass the caretela on its left side in spite of the fact 
that another car was approaching from the opposite direction. The time 
element was such that there was no reasonable opportunity for Yu Khe 
Thai to assess the risks involved and warn the driver accordingly. The 
thought that entered his mind, he said was that if he sounded a sudden 
warning it might only make the other man nervous and make the 
situation worse. It was a though that, wise or not, connotes no absence 
of that due diligence required by law to prevent the misfortune.” 

Under the facts the owner of the car was not liable. 

If the owner is not in the vehicle at the time of the mishap his liability 
is governed by the provisions of Art. 2180. 

Owners of motor vehicles are required to file a bond executed by a 
government-controlled corporation to answer for the damages that may be 
caused to third persons. 
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Art. 2185 establishes a disputable presumption that the driver is 
negligent if, at the time of the mishap, he was found violating any traffic 
regulation or had been found guilty of reckless driving or violating traffic 
regulations at least twice within the next preceding two months. The object 
of the law is establishing such a presumption is to require owners of motor 
vehicles to exercise greater care and diligence in selecting careful and 
competent drivers and in supervising over their acts. 

Liability of manufacturers and processors 

Art. 2187 of the Civil Code provides: 
“Manufacturers and processors of foodstuffs, drinks, toilet articles and similar goods shall be liable 
for death or injuries caused by any noxious harmful substances used, although no contractual 
relation exists between them and the consumers.” 

This provision is new. No similar provision is found in the Spanish 
Civil Code. The framers of present Civil Code based this provision on the 
rule obtaining in most states of the United States to the effect that a 
consumer may recover damages against a manufacturer for the negligent 
preparation or manufacture of food irrespective of any contractual relations 
between the parties.25 For example, in the United States it has been held that 
a manufacturer was liable for negligently bottling beer with broken glass in 
the bottle.26 Another manufacturer was held liable for negligent preparation 
of mincemeat put up in a package.27 And still in another case a manufacturer 
was held liable for the careless and negligent canning of spoiled meat.28 

The liability imposed by Art. 2187 of the Civil Code is limited only to 
“manufacturers of foodstuffs, drinks, toilet articles and similar goods for 
death or injuries caused by any noxious or harmful substances used.” In the 
United States the principle generally accepted is that a seller or other 
supplier of chattels for a consideration may be liable for harm to the person 
or property of third person who may be expected to be in the vicinity of the 

                                                 
25 Harper on Torts, Sec. 106, pp. 248-249. 
26 Watson vs. Augusta Brewing Co., 124 Ga.121, 52 S.E. 152. 
27 Salmon vs. Libby, 219 Ill. 421, 76 N.E. 573. 
28 Tomlinson vs. Armour & Co., 76 N.J.L. 718, 70 Atl. 314. 
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chattel’s probable use if he has failed to exercise reasonable care to make the 
chattel safe for the use for which it is supplied.29 Thus, in the leading case of 
MacPherson vs. Buick Motor Co., 217, N.Y. 382, 111 N.Y. 1050, it 
appeared that plaintiff was hurt when an automobile which he had bought 
from a retail dealer collapsed as a result of a defective wheel. Defendant was 
the manufacturer of the automobile though not of the wheel. It was 
established that had the defendant employed due care in inspecting the parts 
before assembling the vehicle, the defect would have been discovered. 
Plaintiff recovered damages. Justice Cardozo speaking for the court said: 

“We hold, then, that the principle of Thomas vs. Winchester is not 
limited to poisons, explosives, and things of like nature to things 
which in their normal operation are implements of destruction. If the 
nature of the thing is such that it is reasonably certain to place life 
and limb in peril when negligently made, it is then a thing of danger. 
Its nature gives warning of the consequences to be expected. If to the 
element of danger there is added knowledge that the thing will be 
used by persons other than the purchaser, and used without new 
tests, then, irrespective of contract, the manufacturer of this thing of 
danger is under a duty to make it carefully.” 

The following cases, although decided in the United States, will 
illustrate the application of Art. 2187 of the Civil Code. 

Boyd vs. Coca Cola Bottling Works 
132 Tenn. 23, 177 S.W. 80 

Facts: Plaintiff’s husband bought for her a sealed bottle of Coca Cola from 
a retail dealer in Nashville. He carried the bottle home and poured a 
portion of its contents into a glass. His wife drank the liquid poured out, 
and immediately became intensely nauseated and suffered seriously 
from its effect. The husband, upon examining the bottle, found therein 
a cigar stub about two inches long which had apparently been in the 
liquid for some time. Complaint was made about the incident to an 
agent of Coca Cola Bottling Works who said the company had 
employed some negroes who were careless about washing bottles into 
which Coca Cola was poured. There was proof to the effect that the 
defendant was accustomed to buying empty bottles around town and 

                                                 
29 Prosser, “The Law of Torts.”, p. 497. 
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to refill them. A physician testified as to the poisonous effects of a fluid 
impregnated with nicotine from a cigar stub. 

Held: “Upon a person who undertakes the performance of an act, which if 
not done with care and skill will imperil the lives of others, the law 
imposes the duty of exercising the requisite care and skill. In such 
matters such a person is liable to others suffering from his negligence. 

“This liability does not depend on contract or privity, but arises from a 
breach of the legal duty, to which we have just referred. A tort is 
committed, a legal right invaded by practice which prejudices another’s 
health. 

“So when the manufacturer of this beverage undertook to place it on the 
market in sealed bottles, intending it to be purchased and taken into 
the human stomach, under such circumstances that neither the dealer 
nor the consumer had opportunity for knowledge of its contents, he 
likewise assumed the duty of exercising care to see that there was 
nothing unwholesome or injurious contained in said bottle. For a 
negligent breach of this duty, the manufacturer became liable to the 
person damaged thereby. 

“Practically all the modern cases are to the effect that the ultimate 
consumer of foods, medicines, or beverages may bring his action 
against the manufacturer for injuries caused by the negligent 
preparation of such articles. This is certainly true where the articles are 
sold in sealed packages and are not subject to inspection. Some of the 
cases place the liability on the general grounds heretofore stated. 
Others place it on pure food statutes. Other say there is an implied 
warranty when goods are dispensed in original packages, which is 
available to all damaged by their use, and another case says that the 
liability rests upon the demands of social justice…”  

Defendant was held liable. 

Ward Baking Co. vs. Trizzino 
161 N.E. 557 

Facts: Trizzino purchased a cake made by Ward Baking Co. from a 
grocer. He suffered injuries from a needle embedded in a cake and 
sued the maker thereof for damages. 

Held: “Considerations of public policy demand that the utmost care and 
caution be exacted from the manufacturer of articles of food, who not 
only manufactures the same but causes the same to be delivered to 
grocery men, bakeries, and so forth for the purpose of general 
distribution and sale to members of the general public. The consumer 
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has a right to rely upon the implied representation of the baking 
company that these articles bearing its name are not only free from 
injurious substance, but are fit for consumption as food.” 

That court also pointed out that in one case it was held that evidence 
that a manufacturer of soap placed the same upon the market with 
knowledge that poisonous and injurious substances were necessary in its 
preparation, and if too much of the poisonous ingredients was used, and not 
neutralized in manufacturing, injury was liable to result from its use and did 
in fact result, sufficiently showed negligence in its manufacture which 
rendered it liable to one who purchased it from a retail dealer, for injuries 
which resulted from its use; that the liability does not rest upon any contract 
or privity between the manufacturer and the person injured, but upon the 
duty imposed by law upon the manufacturer not to put upon the market a 
commodity that was unsuitable for use by the public, and which the public 
could not use without injury. 

Possession of dangerous weapons or substances 

Article 2188 of the Civil Code provides: 
“There is a prima facie presumption of negligence on the part of the defendant if the death or injury 
results from his possession of dangerous weapons or substances, such as firearm and poison, 
except when the possession of dangerous weapons or substances, such as firearm and poison, 
except when the possession or use thereof is indispensable in his occupation or business.” 

This is a new provision. No similar provision is found in the Spanish 
Civil Code. 

Dangerous weapons and substances, such as firearms and poison, 
always constitute danger to human life and limb. Therefore, they should be 
possessed or used only by persons who need them in their occupation or 
business. In order to discourage persons from keeping and using dangerous 
weapons and substances, Art. 2188 of the Civil Code establishes a prima 
facie presumption of negligence on the part of the defendant if the death or 
injury results from defendant’s possession of dangerous weapons or 
substances, except when the possession or used thereof is indispensable in 
his occupation or business. 
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Liability of municipal corporations in certain cases 

Article 2189 of the Civil Code provides: 
“Provinces, cities and municipalities shall be liable for damages for the death of, or injuries suffered 
by, any person by reason of the defective condition of roads, streets, bridges, public buildings, and 
other public works under their control or supervision.” 

This provision is new. Under the law, municipal corporations exercise 
both governmental and business or corporate powers. For the exercise of 
governmental power, municipal corporations are not liable to private 
persons. For the wrongful exercise of business or corporate powers, 
municipal corporations are liable to private persons in the same manner as a 
private corporation or individual is liable.30  

The above-quoted provision of law holding that municipal 
corporations are liable for damages for the death of, or injuries suffered by, 
any person by reason of the defective condition of roads, streets, bridges, 
public buildings and other public works under their control or supervision, 
considers the functions of municipal corporations in connection with such 
public works as corporate and not governmental. 

City of Manila vs. Teotico 
22 SCRA 267 (source) 

Facts: Teotico fell inside an uncovered and unlighted catch basin or 
manhole on P. Burgos Avenue as a result of which he suffered injuries. 
He filed a complaint for damages against the City of Manila, its mayor, 
city engineer, city health officer, city treasurer and chief of police. The 
issue is whether the present case is governed by Sec.4 of Rep. Act 
No. 409 (Charter of the City of Manila) reading: “The city shall not be 
liable or held for damages or injuries to persons or property arising 
from the failure of the Mayor, the Municipal Board, or any other city 
officer, to enforce the provisions of this chapter, or any other law or 
ordinance, or from negligence of said Mayor, Municipal Board, or other 
officers while enforcing or attempting to enforce said provisions,” or by 
Art 2189 of the Civil Code which provides: “Provinces, cities and 
municipalities shall be liable for damages for the death of, or injuries 
suffered by , any person by reason of the defective condition of roads, 

                                                 
30 Mendoza vs. de Leon, 33 Phil. 508. 
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streets, bridges, public buildings, and other public works under their 
control or supervision.” 

Held: “The Court of Appeals applied the Civil Code correctly. Art 2189 of 
the Civil Code constitutes a particular prescription making ‘provinces, 
cities and municipalities x x x liable for damages for the death of, or 
injury suffered by, any person by reason’ – specifically – ‘of the 
defective condition of roads, streets, bridges, public buildings, and 
other public works under their control or supervision.’ In other words 
said Sec. 4 refers to liability arising from negligence in general 
regardless of the object thereof, whereas Art. 2189 governs liability 
due to ‘defective condition of a road,’ said Art. 2189 is decisive 
thereon.” 

The City of Manila was ordered to pay damages in the aggregate sum 
of P6,750.00. 

Liability of proprietors 

Articles 2190, 2191, 2192 and 2193 of the Civil Code provide as 
follows: 
“Art. 2190. The proprietor of a building or structure is responsible for the damage resulting from its 
total or partial collapse, if it should be due to the lack of necessary repairs.” 
“Art. 2191. Proprietors shall also be responsible for damages caused: 
 “1. By the explosion of machinery which has not been taken care of with due diligence, and 
the inflammation of explosive substances which have not been kept in a safe and adequate place; 
 “2. By excessive smoke, which may be harmful to persons or property; 
 “3. By the falling of trees situated at or near highways or lanes, if not caused by force 
majeure; 
 “4. By emanations from tubes, canals, sewers or deposits of infectious matter, constructed 
without precautions suitable to the place. 
 “Art. 2192. If the damage referred to in the two preceding articles should be the result of 
any defect in the construction mentioned in Art. 1723, the third person suffering damages may 
proceed only against the engineer or architect or contractor in accordance with said article, within 
the period therein fixed. 
“Art. 2193. The head of a family that lives in a building or a part thereof, is responsible for damages 
caused things thrown or falling from the same.” 

Articles 2190, 2191 and 2193 of the present Civil Code are the same 
as Articles 1907, 1908 and 1910, respectively, of the Spanish Civil Code. 
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Article 2192 of the present Civil Code is similar to Article 1909 of the 
Spanish Civil Code but with some amendments. 

Under Article 2190 of the Civil Code the proprietor of a building or 
structure is liable for the damages resulting from its total or partial collapse 
if such collapse is due to lack of necessary repairs. If the collapse is due to 
fortuitous event the proprietor is not liable. The person claiming the damage 
has the burden of proving that the collapse was due to lack of necessary 
repairs. On the other hand, the burden of proving that the collapse was due 
to fortuitous event rests upon the proprietor.31 Article 1663 of the Civil Code 
provides that the lessee of a building is obliged to inform the owner within 
the shortest possible time of the need of repairs. If a building collapses due 
to the failure of the lessee to give such notice to the owner, the owner is still 
liable to the person damaged by the collapse of such building but the owner 
may recover from the lessee the damage which he may have paid. If the 
collapse of the building is caused by the fault of a third person, as in the case 
where the owner has entrusted the repair to a contractor who delays the work 
resulting in the collapse of the building, the owner may recover from the 
contractor the damage that he might have paid to the injured party.32 

If the collapse of a building or structure is due to defects in the 
construction, the owner is relieved from liability and the injured person may 
proceed only against the engineer, architect or contractor responsible for the 
defective construction (Art. 2192). The reason is obvious. Technical 
knowledge is necessary in the construction of buildings and other structures 
and since the owner does not possess such technical knowledge, the person 
whose services are utilized should answer for the damage caused by his 
defective work. Under Article 1723 of the Civil Code it is provided that the 
engineer or architect who drew up the plans and specifications for a building 
is liable for damages if within 15 years from the completion of the structure, 
the same should collapse by reason of a defect in those plans and 
specifications, or to defects in the ground. The contractor is likewise 
responsible for damages if the edifice collapses within the same period on 
                                                 
31 12 Manresa, 673-679. 
32 Manresa, 679-680. 
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account of defects in the construction or the use of materials of inferior 
quality furnished by him, or to any violation of the terms of the contract. If 
the engineer or architect supervises the construction he shall be solidarily 
liable with the contractor.33 

Under Article 2191 of the Civil Code, proprietors are responsible for 
the damages caused by the explosion of machinery which has not been taken 
care of with due diligence, by the inflammation of explosive substances 
which have not been kept in a safe and adequate place, by excessive smoke 
which may be harmful to persons or property, by the falling of trees situated 
at or near highways or lanes, by emanations from tubes, canals, sewers or 
deposits of infectious matter constructed without precautions suitable to the 
place. These are specific instances of the application of the general principal 
that he who causes damage to another by his fault or negligence shall be 
liable for the damage caused. But these are not the only cases. In every 
instance where the fundamental basis for liability exists, the duty to repair 
the damage arises. Consonant with the provisions of Article 2192, if the 
damage is the result of any defect in the construction, the person suffering 
the damage may proceed only against the engineer, architect or contractor 
within a period of 15 years from the completion of the structure. 

Article 2193 of the Civil Code holds the head of a family that lives in 
a building or a part thereof responsible for damages caused by things thrown 
or falling from the same. The liability is based on the lack of care on the part 
of the head of the family in not preventing the members of his household 
from throwing things from his house or to his lack of care in preventing 
things from falling from his house.34 

Dingcong vs. Kanaan 
72 Phil. 14 (source) 

Fact: Loreto Dingcong and Jose Dingcong were lessees of the upper 
storey of a building which they used as a hotel. The lower floor of the 
same house was also leased by Kanaan and used by him as a store 

                                                 
33 12 Manresa, 683-684. 
34 12 Manresa, 686-687. 

http://www.lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1941/apr1941/gr_l-47033_1941.html
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for general merchandise. Room No. 10 of Dingcong’s hotel was leased 
to Francisco Echevarria. Because the water pipes were under repair, 
Dingcong provided Echevarria’s room with an ordinary basin which 
was placed under the faucet. In the night of September 19, 1933, when 
Echevarria retired to sleep, he inadvertently left the faucet open with 
the water falling on the basin. After the basin became filled, the water 
fell, seeped through the floor, and damaged the merchandise of 
Kanaan. This action was brought by Kanaan to recover damages from 
Dingcong and Echevarria. The lower court condemned Echevarria but 
absolved Dingcong. On appeal, the Court of Appeals reversed the 
lower court’s decision and held Dingcong also liable. Dingcong 
appealed to the Supreme Court. 

Held: “Jose Dingcong being co-lessee and manager of the hotel and in 
complete possession of the upper floor, must answer for the damage 
caused by things that were thrown or fell therefrom (Art. 1910, Civil 
Code). Echevarria was a guest of the hotel and it was he who by his 
inadvertence left the faucet open causing the water to fall into the floor, 
seep through it and damaged Kanaan’s goods. Dingcong did not 
exercise the diligence of a good father of the family in preventing such 
damage. Since the water pipes were under repair and since he knew 
that Echevarria would use the faucet, he should have provided the 
faucet with a receptacle with drainage and not content himself with 
merely providing an ordinary basin which, upon being filled, will 
overflow and seep through the floor.” 

Dingcong was, therefore, held liable. 

Responsibility of joint tort-feasors 

Article 2194 of the Civil Code provides: 
“The responsibility of two or more persons who are liable for quasi-delict is solidary.” 

This provision is new. It reaffirms the well-settled principle that joint 
tort-feasors are jointly and severally liable. In Worcester vs. Ocampo, 22 
Phil. 42, 96, the Supreme Court held: 

“Joint tort-feasors are jointly and severally liable for the tort which 
they commit. The person injured may sue all of them or any number 
less than all. Each is liable for the whole damage caused by all and 
all together are jointly liable for the whole damage. It is no defense 
for one sued alone, that the others who participated in the wrongful 
act are not joined with him as defendants; nor is it any excuse for 
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them that his participation in the tort was insignificant as compared 
with that of the others. x x x  
“Joint tort-feasors are not liable pro rata. The damages cannot be 
apportioned among them, except among themselves. They cannot 
insist upon an apportionment, for the purpose of each paying an 
aliquot part. They are jointly and severally liable for the full amount. 
x x x  
“A payment in full of the damage done, by one of the joint tort-
feasors, of course satisfies any claim which might exist against the 
others. There can be but one satisfaction. The release of one of the 
joint tort-feasors by agreement, generally operates to discharge all. x 
x x  
“Of course the courts during the trial may find that some of the 
alleged joint tort-feasors are liable and that other are not liable. The 
courts may release some for lack of evidence while condemning 
others of the alleged tort-feasors. And this is true even though they 
are charged jointly and severally.” 

Period for filing action for damages based on quasi-delicts 

An action for damages based on a quasi-delict must be filed within 
four (4) years from the date the quasi-delict is committed (Art. 1146, par.2, 
Civil Code). 

Ferrer vs. Ericta, et als. 
84 SCRA 705 

Facts: Dennis Pfleider, a sixteen-year old son of defendants Mr. and Mrs. 
Francis Pfleider, caused physical injuries to plaintiff Annette Ferrer who 
was a passenger in a pick-up car driven by the said Dennis Pfleider. 
The incident occurred on December 31, 1970. The action for damages 
was filed by the plaintiff against the defendants on January 6, 1975. 
One of the defenses interposed by the defendants was that the action 
has already prescribed. 

Held: “In the present case, there is no issue of fact involved in connection 
with the question of prescription. The complaint in Civil Case No. Q-
18647 alleges that the accident which caused the injuries sustained by 
plaintiff Annette Ferrer occurred on December 31, 1970. It is 
undisputed that the action for damages was only filed on January 6, 
1975. Actions for damages arising from physical injuries because of a 
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tort must be filed within four years. The four-year period begins from 
the day the quasi-delict is committed or the date of the accident.”  

The action was properly dismissed. 
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CHAPTER III: NEGLIGENCE 

Concept of negligence in Philippine Law 

With the exception of the liability imposed upon possessors or user of 
animals, negligence is the source and foundation of all the quasi-delicts, 
provided for in Arts. 2176 and 2194 of the Civil Code. It is, therefore, 
necessary that the subject of negligence be thoroughly considered and 
understood. 

Negligence has been defined and described by the Supreme Court as 
follows: 

“Negligence is want of care required by the circumstances. It is a 
relative or comparative, not an absolute term, and its application 
depends upon the situation of the parties, and the degree of care and 
vigilance which the circumstances reasonably impose. Where the 
danger is great a high degree of care is necessary, and the failure to 
observe it is a want of ordinary care under the circumstances.”1 
“Negligence is failure to observe that degree of care, precaution and 
vigilance that circumstances justly demand, whereby another person 
suffers injury.”2 

Concept of negligence in American Law 

Negligence is a concept which is extremely difficult to define 
satisfactorily. Of course, the term includes carelessness and indifference 
toward the interests and safety of others. But at the same time, it is much 
broader in its significance. While it comprises situations involving what 
might be called fault or moral dereliction, there are numerous instances of 
negligence which do not involve obvious culpability. Negligence, then, 
begins as a common sense term taken from everyday speech and becomes 
greatly elaborated in legal application. 

Negligence has been defined as conduct which involves an 
unreasonable great risk of causing damages, or, more fully, conduct which 
                                                 
1 U.S. vs. Juanillo, 23 Phil. 212, 223; Corliss vs. Manila Railroad, 27 SCRA 674. 
2 U.S. vs. Barias, 23 Phil. 434. 
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falls below the standard established by law for the protection of others 
against unreasonably great risk of harm. 

Negligence is conduct, and not a state of mind. In most instances, it is 
caused by heedlessness or carelessness, which may follow from his act. But 
it may also exist where he has considered the possible consequences 
carefully, and has exercised his own best judgment. The standard imposed 
by society is an external one, which is not necessarily based upon any moral 
fault of the individual; and a failure to conform to it is negligence, even 
though it may be due to stupidity, forgetfulness, an excitable temperament, 
or even sheer ignorance. The almost universal use of the phrase “due care” 
to describe conduct which is not negligent, should not be permitted to 
obscure the fact that the real basis of negligence is not carelessness, but 
behavior which should be recognized as involving unreasonable danger to 
others. 

It is fundamental that the standard of conduct which is the basis of the 
law of negligence is determined by balancing the risk, in the light of the 
social value of the interest threatened, and the probability and extent of the 
harm, against the value of the interest which the actor is seeking to protect, 
and the expedience of the course pursued. For this reason, it is seldom 
possible to reduce negligence to an definite rules; it is relative to the need 
and the occasion, and conduct which would be proper under some 
circumstances becomes negligence under others.3 

Concept of negligence in English law 

Negligence in the law of torts has a double meaning – it may signify 
(1) a definite tort, which consists of a legal duty to advert to the 
circumstances or the consequences (or both) of an act or omission which 
causes damages to another; the standard of this legal duty is that a 
reasonable man, so far as advertence to the circumstances of the act or 
omission is concerned, and that of directness with respect to the 

                                                 
3 Prosser, “Handbook of the Law of Torts,” pp. 119-123; Henry T. Terry, “Selected Essays on the Law of 
Torts,” 29 Harv. Law Rev. 40-44; Gregory and Kalven, “Cases and materials onTorts,” pp.64-66; 
Restatement of the Law onTorts. Sec 282. _ 
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consequences; (2) merely inadvertence to a legal duty, which inadvertence is 
a possible mental element in the commission of some other (but by no means 
all) torts. This description of negligence involves the necessity of drawing a 
line of demarcation between the tort of negligence and negligence used as an 
element in the commission of other torts. In the latter case it is necessary to 
ascertain in each case the precise nature of the duty owed, and the quality of 
the negligence will depend upon the duty so owed, whether the duty arises 
from occupation of defective premises, delivery of inherently dangerous 
chattels, dissemination of a defamatory statement, or making 
misrepresentations calculated to deceive, to mention some of the cases in 
which omission to fulfill a duty may constitute liability. 

The tort of negligence may therefore be described as the absence of 
the exercise of the care of a reasonable and prudent man where a duty to 
exercise such care exists, with regard to the circumstances of any act or 
omission or its consequences, which results in damage to another.4 

The standard of care 

The standard of care or diligence required by the Civil Code is that of 
“a good father of a family.”5 

In common law this standard of care is variously referred to as that of 
a “reasonable man”, “a man of ordinary prudence”, a “reasonably prudent 
man”, “a man using ordinary care and skill.” 

There is no substantial difference between the standard of care 
required of a “good father of the family” under the Civil Code and that 
required by the common law of the “reasonable man” or its equivalents. 
Thus in the case of Picart vs. Smith, 37 Phil. 809, 813, the Philippine 
Supreme Court said: 

“… The law here in effect adopts the standard supposed to be 
supplied by the imaginary conduct of the discreet pater familias of 
the Roman law. The existence of negligence in a given case is not 
determined by reference to the personal judgment of the actor in the 

                                                 
4 Clerk and Lindsell, “The Law on Torts,” pp.941-942. 
5 Picart vs.Smith, 37 Phil 809; Art. 1174, Civil Code. 
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situation before him. The law considers what would be reckless, 
blameworthy, or negligent in the man of ordinary intelligence and 
prudence and determines liability by that.” 

Common law writers have discussed what such an “ideal”, 
“imaginary”, “hypothetical” or “standard” man is. Here is what some of 
them say: 

“The test of reasonableness is what would be the conduct or 
judgment of what may be called a standard man in the situation of 
the person whose conduct is in question. 
“A standard man does not mean an ideal or perfect man, but an 
ordinary member of the community. He is usually spoken of as an 
ordinarily reasonable, careful, and prudent man. That definition is 
not exactly correct, because in certain cases other qualities than 
reasonableness, carefulness, or prudence, e.g., courage, may be 
important; but it will do for our present purpose. It is because the 
jury is supposed to consist of standard men, and therefore to know of 
their own knowledge how much such a man would act in a given 
situation, that question of reasonableness and negligence are usually 
left to the jury. 
“Every man, whether he is a standard man or not, is required to act 
as a standard man would. If by chance he is not such a man, he may, 
as has been said make a mistake and act so as to be guilty of legal 
negligence, though he has used all such care and forethought as he 
was capable of. In the other case of contributory negligence there is 
an exception to this rule in the case of abnormal persons, such as 
children and persons of unsound mind. They are not required to act 
like a standard man, but only to such judgment as they are capable 
of. But as the negligence which is not merely contributory, as to 
negligent wrongs against others, the standard man test applies to 
their conduct also. Women are not abnormal persons, except perhaps 
in respect to courage. 
“Anything that a standard man would do is reasonable. If there are 
several different courses which he might take, any one of them is 
reasonable, even though one would be more reasonable conduct, not 
the most reasonable nor even the more reasonable. Also even a 
standard man, being human and therefore fallible, may err in his 
judgment. Conduct which in fact causes injury, if due to an error of 
judgment which is the meaning of the statement abovementioned, 
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that mere error of judgment is not negligence. But this must be 
distinguished from an error which a standard man would make.”6 

x x x x x 
“Now, this reasonably prudent man is not infallible or perfect. In 
foresight, caution, courage judgment, self-control, altruism and the 
like he represents, and does not excel, the general average of the 
community. He is capable of making mistakes and errors of 
judgment, of being selfish, of being afraid – but only to the extent 
that any such shortcoming embodies the normal standard of 
community behavior. 
“In striking this balance – that is, in weighing the likelihood of harm, 
the seriousness of the injury, and the value of the interest to be 
sacrificed – the law judges the actor’s conduct in the light of the 
situation as it would have appeared to the reasonable man in his 
shoes at the time of the act or omission complained of. Not what 
actually happened, but what the reasonably prudent person would 
then have foreseen as likely to happen, is the key to the question of 
reasonableness.”7 
“The standards of the law are standards of general application. The 
law takes no account of the infinite varieties of temperament, 
intellect, and education which makes the internal character of a 
given act so different in different men. It does not attempt to see men 
as God sees them, for more than one sufficient reason. In the first 
place, the impossibility of nicely measuring a man’s powers and 
limitations is far clearer than that of ascertaining his knowledge of 
law, which has been thought to account for what is called the 
presumption that every man knows the law. But a more satisfactory 
explanation is, that when men live in a society, a certain average f 
conduct, a sacrifice of individual peculiarities going beyond a certain 
point, is necessary to the general welfare. If for instance, a man s 
born hasty and awkward, is always having accidents and hurting 
himself or his neighbors, no doubt his congenital defects will be 
allowed for in the courts of Heaven, but his slips are no less 
troublesome to his neighbors than if they spring from guilty neglect. 
His neighbors accordingly require him, at his proper peril, to come 

                                                 
6 Terry, “Negligence,” 29 Harvard Law Rev. 40, 47-50. 
7 James, “Nature of Negligence,” 3 Utah Law Rev. 275, 280-281. 
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up to their standard, and the courts which they establish decline to 
take his personal equation into account. 
“The rule that the law does, in general, determine liability by 
blameworthiness, is subject to the limitation that minute differences 
of character are not allowed for. The law considers, in other words, 
what would be blameworthy in the average man, the man of ordinary 
intelligence and prudence, and determine liability by that. If we fall 
below the level in those gifts, it is our misfortune; so much as that 
we must have at our peril for the reason just given. But he who is 
intelligent and prudent does not act at his peril in theory of law. On 
the contrary, it is only when he fails to exercise the foresight of 
which he is capable, or exercises it with evil intent, that he is 
answerable for the consequences.”8 

x x x x x 
“The standard required of an individual is that of the supposed 
conduct, under similar circumstances, of a hypothetical person, the 
reasonable man of ordinary prudence, who represents a community 
ideal of reasonable behavior. The characteristics of this imaginary 
person include: 

a. The physical attributes of the actor himself. 

b. Normal intelligence and mental capacity. 

c. Normal perception and memory, and a minimum of 
experience and information common to all the community 

d. Such superior skill and knowledge as the actor has, or holds 
himself out as having, when he undertakes to act. 

“In the case of children and aged persons, a special standard of 
mental capacity is applied, based upon what is reasonable to expect 
of one of the actor’s age, intelligence and experience.”9 

Test to determine the existence of negligence 

In the case of Picart v. Smith, 37 Phil. 809, 813, the Supreme Court 
gives the following test to determine the existence of negligence: 

                                                 
8 Holmes, “The Common Law,” pp.107-109 
9 Prosser, “Handbook of the Law of Torts,” p.24. 
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“The test by which to determine the existence of negligence in a 
particular case may be state as follows: Did the defendant in doing 
the alleged negligent act use that reasonable care and caution which 
an ordinarily prudent person would have used in the same situation? 
If not, then he is guilty of negligence. The law here in effect adopts 
the standard supposed to be supplied by the imaginary conduct of the 
discreet pater familias of the Roman law. The existence of 
negligence in a give case is not determined by reference to the 
personal judgment of the actor in the situation before him. The law 
considers what would be reckless, blameworthy or negligent in the 
man of ordinary intelligence and prudence and determines liability 
by that. 
“The question as to what would constitute the conduct of a prudent 
man in a given situation must of course be always determined in the 
light of human experience and in view of the facts involved in the 
particular case. Abstract speculation cannot here be of much value 
but this much can be profitably said. Reasonable men govern their 
conduct by the circumstances which are before them or known to 
them. They are not, and are not supposed to be, omniscient of the 
future. Hence, they can be expected to take care only when there is 
something before them to suggest or warn of danger. Could a 
prudent man, in the case under consideration, foresee harm as a 
result of the course actually pursued? If so, it was the duty of the 
actor to take precaution to guard against that harm. Reasonable 
foresight of harm, followed by the ignoring of the suggestion born of 
this provision, is always necessary before negligence can be held to 
exist. State in these terms, the proper criterion for determining the 
existence of negligence in a given case is this : Conduct is said to be 
negligent when a prudent man in the position of the tort-feasor 
would have foreseen that an effect harmful to another was 
sufficiently probable to warrant his foregoing the conduct or 
guarding against its consequences. 

Acts or omissions held negligent by the Supreme Court 

Illustrative cases 

The existence or non-existence of negligence depends upon the 
circumstances surrounding each particular case. The Supreme Court has 
correctly observed that “… each and every case on questions of negligence 
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is to be decided in accordance with the peculiar circumstances that present 
themselves. There can be no hard and fast rule. There must be that 
observance of that degree of care, precaution and vigilance which the 
situation demands.”10 It is, therefore, highly instructive and beneficial to 
examine and study actual cases of negligence decided by the Supreme Court.  

Illustrative cases. 

Wright vs. Manila Electric Co. 
28 Phil. 122 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff’s residence fronts the street along which defendant’s tracks 
run, so that to enter his premises from the street plaintiff is obliged to 
cross defendant’s tracks. One night plaintiff was returning home in a 
calesa and, in crossing the tracks to enter his premises, the horse 
stumbled, leaped forward, and fell, causing the vehicle to strike one of 
the rails with great force. The fall of the horse and the collision of the 
vehicle with the rails resulting in a sudden stop threw plaintiff from the 
vehicle and caused him to suffer injuries. The evidence showed that 
not only were the rails above the ground but that the ties upon which 
the rails rested projected from one-third to one-half of their depth out of 
the ground, thus making the tops of the rails some 5 or 6 inches or 
more above the level of the street. 

Held: “It is admitted that the defendant was negligent in maintaining its 
tracks as described, but it is contended that the plaintiff was also 
negligent in that he was intoxicated to such an extent at the time of the 
accident, that he was unable to take care of himself properly and that 
such intoxication was the primary cause of the accident. 

x x x x x 
“x x x Mere intoxication is not negligence, nor does the mere fact of 

intoxication establish a want of ordinary case. It is but a circumstance 
to be considered with the other evidence tending to prove negligence. 
It is the general rule that it is immaterial whether a man is drunk or 
sober if no want of ordinary care or prudence can be imputed to him, 
and no greater degree of care is required to be exercised by an 
intoxicated man for his own protection than by a sober one. If one’s 
conduct is characterized by a proper degree of care and prudence, it is 
immaterial whether he is drunk or sober. xxx. 

                                                 
10 Corlissa vs. Manila Railroad, 27 SCRA 647, 685. 
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x x x x x 
“As is clear from reading the opinion, no facts are stated therein which 

warrant the conclusion that the plaintiff was negligent. The conclusion 
that if he had been sober he would not have been injured is not 
warranted by the facts as found. It is impossible to say that a sober 
man would not have fallen from the vehicle under the conditions 
described. A horse crossing the railroad tracks with not only the rails 
but a portion of the ties themselves above ground, stumbling by reason 
of the unsure footing and falling, the vehicle crashing against the rail 
with such force as to break a wheel, this might be sufficient to throw a 
person from the vehicle no matter what his condition is; and to 
conclude that, under such circumstances, a sober man would not have 
fallen while a drunken man did, is to draw a conclusion which enters 
the realm of speculation and guesswork.”  

Defendant held liable. 

Yamada vs. Manila Railroad 
33 Phil. 11 (source) 

Facts: The plaintiffs with three companions hired an automobile from the 
defendant Bachrach Garage & Taxicab Co. for a trip to Cavite Viejo. 
The automobile was hired by the hour and was driven and controlled 
by the driver of the taxicab company. On the return trip to Manila, while 
crossing the tracks of the railroad company, the automobile was struck 
by a train and the plaintiffs were inured. Plaintiffs sued both the railroad 
and taxicab companies. The lower court absolved the railroad 
company and condemned the taxicab company to pay damages to the 
plaintiffs. 

On appeal Bachrach Co. contended that on approaching the railroad 
crossing the view of the railroad tracks in both directions was 
obstructed by bushes and trees growing alongside thereof, and that it 
was impossible for a person approaching the crossing, even though on 
guard to detect by sight the approach of a train. In answer to this 
argument, the Supreme Court said: 

“If that were the case, it was clearly the duty of the driver to reduce the 
speed of his car and the noise thereof to such an extent that he would 
be able to determine from the unrestricted and uninterrupted use of all 
his faculties whether or not a train was near. It is the law that a person 
must use ordinary care and prudence in passing over a railroad 
crossing. While we are not prepared to lay down any absolute rule as 
to what precise acts of precaution are necessary to be done or left 
undone by a person who may have need to pass over a railroad 
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crossing, we may say that it is always incumbent on him to use 
ordinary care and diligence. What acts are necessary to constitute 
such care and diligence must depend on the circumstances of each 
particular case. Greater care is necessary in crossing a road where the 
cars are running at a high rate of speed and close together than where 
they are running at less speed and remote from one another. But in 
every case due care should be exercised. It is very possible that 
where, on approaching a crossing, the view of the tracks in both 
directions is unobstructed for such a distance as to render it perfectly 
safe to pass over without the use of any other faculty than sight, such 
use alone is sufficient and it is not necessary to stop or even to slacken 
speed or listen. On the other hand, where the view of the tracks is 
obstructed, then it is a driver’s duty to slacken speed, to reduce the 
noise, if any, of the vehicle, to look and to listen, if necessary, or do 
any other act necessary to determine that a train is not in dangerous 
proximity to the crossing.”  

x x x x x 
Defendant also contended that the negligence of the driver was imputable 

to the plaintiffs since they allowed the driver to approach the railroad 
crossing without exercising due care to determine the proximity of a 
train and having made no effort to caution of instruct him or compel 
him to take reasonable care in making the crossing. On this contention 
the Supreme Court said: 

“We think the better rule, and one more consonant with the weight of 
authority, is that a person who hires a public automobile and gives the 
driver directions as to the place he wished to be conveyed, but 
exercises no other control over the conduct of the drivier, is not 
responsible for acts of negligence of the latter or prevented from 
recovering for injuries suffered form a collision between the automobile 
and a train, caused by the negligence of either the locomotive engineer 
or the automobile driver.” 

Defendant taxicab company was held liable to the plaintiffs. 

De Guia vs. Manila Electric Co. 
50 Phil. 706 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff, a physician residing in Caloocan, boarded a car at the end 
of the line with the intention of coming to the city. At about 30 meters 
from the starting point the car entered a switch, the plaintiff remaining 
on the back platform holding the handle of the right-hand door. Upon 
coming out of the switch, the small wheels of the rear truck left the 
track, ran for a short distance along the macadam filling, which was 
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flush with rails, and struck a concrete post at the left of the track. The 
post was shattered and as the car stopped the plaintiff was thrown 
against the door with some violence, receiving bruises and possibly 
certain internal injuries. Defendant claimed that the derailment was due 
to the presence of a stone, somewhat larger than a goose egg, which 
had become accidentally lodged between the rails at the juncture of 
the switch and which was unobserved by the motorman. 

Held: “Even supposing that the derailment of the car was due to the 
accidental presence of such a stone as suggested, we do not think that 
the existence of negligence is disproved…. On the whole, we are of 
the opinion that the finding of negligence in the operation of the car 
must be sustained, as not being clearly contrary to the evidence; not 
so much because of excessive speed as because of the distance 
which the car was allowed to run with the front wheels of the rear truck 
derailed. It seems to us that an experience and attentive motorman 
should have discovered that something was wrong and would have 
stopped before he had driven the car over the entire distance from the 
point where the wheels left the track to the place where the post was 
struck. “ 

“The conclusion being accepted that there was negligence on the part of 
motorman in driving the car, it results that the company is liable for the 
damage resulting to the plaintiff as a consequence of that negligence. 
The plaintiff had boarded the car as a passenger for the city of Manila 
and the company undertook to convey him for hire. The relation 
between the parties was, therefore, of a contractual nature and the 
duty of the carrier is to be determined with reference to the principle of 
contract law, that is, the company was bound to convey and deliver the 
plaintiff safely and securely with reference to the degree of care which, 
under the circumstances, is required by law and custom applicable to 
the case. Upon failure to comply with the obligation the company 
incurred the liability defined in Articles 1103-1107 of the Civil Code.” 

Carlos vs. Manila Electric Co. 
34 Phil. 55 (source) 

Facts: Defendant owned and operated an electric street car service in 
Manila. In the afternoon of Sept. 26, 1904 there was a typhoon of 
extraordinary violence. One of the trees was broken or uprooted and 
its fall broke a telephone wire. The free end of the telephone wire was 
carried by the wind across the trolley wire. A child passing along the 
street struck the live telephone wire and was electrocuted. A policeman 
on duty went to the assistance of the child and was himself 
electrocuted. The policeman’s widow and daughter filed an action for 
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damages against the electric company. The question was whether 
under the facts the defendant was negligent. 

Held: “While it is true that the care and caution required of electric 
companies is not simply the ordinary care of a reasonably prudent 
man, but the highest degree practicable to avoid injury to everyone 
who may be proximity to their wires and likely to come, accidentally or 
otherwise, in contact with them; yet such companies, in erecting and 
maintaining their wires, are bound only to anticipate such combinations 
of circumstances and accidents and injuries therefrom, as they may 
reasonably forecast as likely to happen, taking into account their own 
experience and the practice of others in similar conditions, together 
with what related to the conduct of its business. 

Under existing regulations the city authorities had the authority to 
order the cutting of the electric current by the defendant electric company in 
case of typhoon. No such order was given to the defendant by the city 
authorities. Under the facts and circumstances of the case the defendant was 
not negligent and, therefore, not responsible for the death of the policeman. 

Del Prado vs. Manila Electric Co. 
52 Phil. 900 (source) 

Facts: Defendant’s street car had stopped at the intersection of R. Hidalgo 
and Mendoza Streets, Manila, for the purpose of taking on and letting 
off passengers. The motorman then resumed its course at a moderate 
speed. After the car had proceeded some distance, the plaintiff 
approached the car at a place not appointed for stopping, raised his 
hand as an indication to the motorman of his desire to board the car, in 
response to which the motorman eased up a little, without stopping. 
Upon this plaintiff seized, with his left hand the front perpendicular 
handpost, at the same time placing his left foot upon the platform. 
However, before the plaintiff’s position had become secure, and even 
before his raised right foot had reached the platform, the motorman 
applied the power, with the result that the car gave a slight lurch 
forward. This sudden impulse to the car caused the plaintiff’s foot to 
slip, and his hand was jerked loose from the handpost. He therefore 
fell to the ground, and his right foot was caught and crushed by the 
moving car. The action brought by plaintiff to recover damages from 
the defendant for the injuries thus received. 

Held: “With respect to the legal aspects of the case we may observe at 
the outset that there is no obligation on the part of the street railway 
company to stop the cars to let on intending passengers at other points 
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than those appointed for the stoppage. In fact it would be impossible to 
operate a system of street cars if a company engaged in this business 
were required to stop any time and every where to take on people who 
are too indolent, or who imagine themselves to be in too great hurry, to 
go to the proper places for boarding the cars. Nevertheless, although 
the motorman of this car was not bound to stop to let the plaintiff on, it 
was his duty to do no act that would have the effect of increasing the 
plaintiff’s peril while he was attempting to board the car. The premature 
acceleration of the car was, in our opinion, a breach of duty. 

As to the contributory negligence of the plaintiff in attempting to 
board a moving car, the Supreme Court said: 

“It is obvious that the plaintiff’s negligence in attempting to board the 
moving car was not the proximate cause of the injury. The direct and 
proximate cause of the injury was the act of appellant’s motorman in 
putting on the power prematurely. A person boarding a moving car 
must be taken to assume the risk of injury from boarding the car under 
the conditions open to his view, but he cannot fairly be held to assume 
the risk that the motorman, having the situation I view, will increase his 
peril by accelerating the speed of the car before he is planted safely on 
the platform….” 

Cangco vs. Manila Railroad 
38 Phil. 768 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff was an employee of the defendant. He lived insane Mateo, 
Rizal, and in coming to Manila daily for work he used to ride on 
defendant’s train on a pass supplied him by the company. At about 7 to 
8 o’clock on a dark night he was returning home by train and, as the 
train slowed down at the station, he alighted but one or both of his feet 
came in contact with a sack of water-melons with the result that his 
feet slipped form under him and he fell violently on the platform. His 
body rolled from the platform and was drawn under the moving car, 
where his right arm was badly crushed and lacerated. Plaintiff 
instituted action to recover damages against the defendant, founding 
his action upon the negligence of the defendant in placing the sacks of 
melon upon the platform and in leaving them so placed as to be a 
menace to the security of passengers alighting from the company’s 
trains.  

Held: “It cannot be doubted that the employees of the railroad company 
were guilty of negligence in piling these sacks on the platform in the 
manner above stated; that their presence caused the plaintiff to fall as 
he alighted form the train; and that they therefore constituted an 
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effective legal cause of the injuries sustained by the plaintiff. It 
necessarily follows that the defendant company is liable for the 
damage thereby occasioned unless recovery is barred by the plaintiff’s 
own contributory negligence. In resolving this problem it is necessary 
that each of these conceptions of liability, to wit, the primary 
responsibility of the defendant company and the contributory 
negligence of the plaintiff should be separately examined. 

X x x x x 
“It may be admitted that had plaintiff waited until the train had come to a 

full stop before alighting, the particular injury suffered by hi could not 
have occurred. Defendant contends, and cites many authorities in 
support of the contention that it is negligence per se for a passenger to 
alight from a moving train. We are not disposed to subscribe to this 
doctrine in its absolute form. We are of the opinion that his proposition 
is too broadly stated and is at variance with the experience of everyday 
life. In this particular instance, that the train was barely moving when 
plaintiff alighted is shown conclusively by the fact that it came to stop 
within six meters from the place where he stepped from it. Thousands 
of persons alight from trains under these conditions very day of the 
year, and sustain no injury where the company has kept its platform 
free from dangerous obstructions. There is no reason to believe that 
plaintiff would have suffered any injury whatever in alighting as he did 
had it not been for defendant’s negligent failure to perform its duty to 
provide a safe alighting place.” 

La Mallorca vs. De Jesus 
17 SCRA 22 (source) 

Facts: Lolita de Jesus was a passenger of a bus owned by La Mallorca. 
She died as a result of a head-on collision of the bus with a truck 
coming from the opposite direction. The immediate cause of the 
collision was the fact that the driver of the bus lost control of the wheel 
when its left front tire suddenly exploded. La Mallorca claims that a tire 
blow-out was a fortuitous event and exempted it from liability to the 
parents of the deceased. 

Held: “Where the cause of the blow-out , which precipitated the accident, 
was known I that the inner tube of the left front tire was pressed 
between the inner circle of the left wheel and the rim which had slipped 
out of the wheel, a mechanical defect of conveyance or a fault in its 
equipment which was easily discoverable if the bus had been 
subjected to a more thorough or rigid check-up before it took to the 
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road, the owner of the vehicle is liable for the accident. It was not due 
to force majeure. Moreover, the bus was running fast.” 

Yu Biao Sontua vs. Ossorio 
43 Phil. 511 (source) 

Facts: A fire broke on board the motor boat Alfonso owned by the 
defendant while it was about to weigh anchor from the Pasig River. 
The fire spread to the steamer of the plaintiff causing damages on its 
deck. It appears that 2,000 cases of petroleum and 8,473 cases of 
gasoline were loaded on the motor boat Alfonso, of which 5,000 cases 
of gasoline and 2,000 cases of petroleum were placed in the hold of 
said motorboat, and the balance on the deck; that the loading was 
done without permission from the customs authorities; that the loading 
was by means of straps supporting 10 to 12 cases at a time; and that 
the said cases were placed in the hold about 14 feet from the boiler of 
the main engine and about 4 feet from the boiler of the smaller engine. 
It was shown by expert testimony that after several transshipments of 
more than 8,000 cases of gasoline and 2,000 cases of petroleum there 
is bound to be a leakage due to the fact that the loading was effected 
by means of straps supporting from 10 to 12 cases at a time which, 
quite frequently, receive violent bumps resulting in damage to the 
cans. It was also shown that the gases formed by the volatilization of 
the gasoline or petroleum leaking from the cases are apt to accumulate 
in a compartment, such as the hold of a ship, without sufficient 
ventilation causing the gases to ignite upon coming in contact with a 
spark or upon the temperature being sufficiently raised.  

Held: “Under these circumstances we are constrained to hold that the fire 
which caused the damages for which the plaintiff seeks to be 
indemnified was the inevitable effect of explosion and fire which 
occurred in the motor boat Alfonso; that this explosion and fire in the 
said motor boat is, with good ground, imputable to the negligence of 
the persons having charge at the time of said motor boat and under 
whose direction the loading of the aforesaid cases of petroleum and 
gasoline had been performed. 

Rodrigueza vs. Manila Railroad 
42 Phil. 351 (source) 

Facts: Defendant operates a railroad line through the district of Daraga, 
Albay, On Jan. 29, 1918, as one of its trans passed over said line, a 
great quantity of sparks were emitted form the smokestack of the 
locomotive, and fire was thereby communicated to houses nearby 
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belonging to the four plaintiffs respectively, and the same were entirely 
consumed. All these houses were of light construction except that of 
Rodrigueza which was of strong materials, though the roof was 
covered with nipa and cogon. The fire occurred immediately after the 
passage of the train, and a strong wind was blowing at the time. This 
action was brought to recover damages for the loss sustained by 
plaintiffs from the fire. 

Held: “In the fourth paragraph of the complaint – which is admitted to be 
true – it is alleged that the defendant Railroad Company was 
conspicuously negligent in relation to the origin of said fire, in the 
following respects, namely, first, in failing to exercise proper 
supervision over the employees in charge of the locomotive; secondly, 
in allowing the locomotive which emitted these sparks to be operated 
without having the smokestack protected by some device for arresting 
sparks; thirdly, in using in its locomotive upon this occasion Bataan 
Coal, a fuel of known inferior quality which, upon combustion, produce 
sparks in great quantity. 

 “In the situation now under consideration the proximate and only cause 
of the damage that occurred was the negligent act of the defendant in 
causing this fire….” 

Astudillo vs. Manila Electric 
55 Phil. 427 (source) 

Facts: The district of Intramuros, Manila, is surrounded by a wall with 
openings at intervals for ingress or egress. One of these openings 
toward Manila Bay is known as the Santa Lucia Gate. Above the gate 
and between the wall and a street is a considerable space sodded with 
grass with the portion directly over the gate paved with stone. This has 
become a public place where persons come to stroll, to rest, and enjoy 
themselves. Near this place is an electric light pole with the 
corresponding wires. The pole was located close enough to the public 
place above described that a person by reaching his arm out of the full 
length would be able to hold of one of the wires. At about 6 o’clock in 
the evening of August 14, 1923, a group of boys came to this place. 
One of these boys for some unknown reason, placing one foot on a 
projection reached out and grasped a charged electric wire. Death 
resulted almost instantly. This action was instituted by the mother of 
the deceased boy to recover damages from the electric company. 

Held: “It is a well established that the liability of electric light companies for 
damages for personal injuries is governed by the rules of negligence. 
Such companies are, however, not insurers of the safety of the public. 
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But considering that electricity is an agency, subtle and deadly, the 
measure of care required of electric companies must be 
commensurate with or proportionate to the danger. The duty of 
exercising this high degree of diligence and care extends to every 
place where persons have a right to be. The poles must be so erected 
and the wires and appliances must be so located that persons rightfully 
near the place will not be injured. Particularly must there be proper 
insulation of the wires and appliances in places where there is 
likelihood of human contact therewith. 

“We cannot agree with the defense of the Manila Electric Co. in the lower 
court to the effect that the death of Juan Diaz Astudillo was due 
exclusively to his negligence. He only did the natural thing to be 
expected of one not familiar with the danger arising from touching an 
electric wire, and was wholly unconscious of his peril. Had not the wire 
caused the death of this young man, it would undoubtedly be only a 
question of time when someone else, like a playful boy, would have 
been induced to take hold of the wire, with fatal results. The cause of 
the injury was one which could have been foreseen and guarded 
against. The negligence came from the act of the Manila Electric Co. in 
so placing its pole and wires as to be within proximity to a place 
frequented by many people, with the possibility ever present of one of 
them losing his life by coming in contact with a highly charged and 
defectively insulated wire.” 

Defendant condemned to pay P1,500.00 damages to the plaintiff. 

Culion Ice, Fish etc. vs. Philippine Motors 
55 Phil. 129 (source) 

Facts: The manager of the defendant corporation which was engaged 
chiefly in selling and repairing automobiles, but which had authority, 
under its charter, to deal in all sorts of machinery, engines, and motors, 
and their equipment, undertook to change the gasoline engine on 
plaintiff’s boat, with a view enabling it to use a fuel of lower grade. After 
a new carburetor had been introduced and a new fuel tank installed, 
the boat was taken out for a trial, in the course of which a back fire 
took place in the cylinder of the engine, and the flames were 
communicated through the carburetor, to the outside, with the result 
that the boat was destroyed, Plaintiff instituted this action to recover 
from the defendant the value of the boat. 

Held: “A study of the testimony leads up to the conclusion that the loss of 
his boat was chargeable to the negligence and lack of skill of Quest 
(the manager of the defendant corporation). X x x. 
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In this connection it must be remembered that when a person holds 
himself out as being competent to do things requiring professional skill, 
he will be held liable for negligence if he fails to exhibit the care and 
skill of one ordinarily skilled in the particular work which he attempts to 
do. The proof shows that Quest had ample experience in fixing the 
engines of automobiles and tractors, but does not appear that he has 
experience in the doing of similar work on boats. For this reason, 
possibly, the dripping of the mixture from the tank on deck and the 
flooding of the carburetor did not convey to his mind an adequate 
impression of the danger of fire. But a person skilled in that particular 
sort of work would, we think, have been sufficiently warned form those 
circumstances to cause him to take greater and adequate precautions 
against the danger. In other words, Quest did not use the skill that 
would have been exhibited by one ordinarily expert in repairing 
gasoline engines on boats. There was here, in our opinion, on the part 
of Quest, a blameworthy antecedent inadvertence to possible harm, 
and this constitutes negligence. The burning of the Gwendoline may be 
said to have resulted form accident, but this accident was in no sense 
an unavoidable accident. It would not have occurred but for Quest’s 
carelessness or lack of skill. The test of liability is not whether the 
injury was accidental in a sense, but whether Quest was free from 
blame.” 

Defendant held liable for the value of the vessel. 

Teh vs. Philippine Aerial Taxi 
58 Phil. 838 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff was a passenger in one of the defendant’s planes to Iloilo. 
The plane was a hydroplane and had to land on sea. When the 
pontoon of the plane struck bottom and the plane stopped, the plaintiff 
unfastened the straps around him, climbed over the door to the lower 
wing, went down the ladder to the pontoon and walked along the 
pontoon toward the propeller of the plane which was still turning 
around. The purpose of the plaintiff in doing this was to disembark on a 
banca which was approaching the plane to take the passengers 
ashore. The propeller first grazed plaintiff’s forehead and, as he threw 
up his arm, it was caught by the revolving blades and so injured that it 
had to be amputated. This action was brought by plaintiff to recover 
damages from the defendant for his injuries. 

Held: “… By sheer common sense, the plaintiff ought to know that a 
propeller, be it that of a ship or an airplane, is dangerous while in 
motion and that to approach it is to run the risk of being caught and 
injured thereby. He ought to know furthermore that inasmuch as the 
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plane was on the water, he had to wait for a banca to take him ashore. 
Notwithstanding the shuts and warning signals given him from shore 
by the representatives of the consignee firm, the plaintiff herein, not 
being a man of ordinary prudence hastily left the cabin of the plane, 
walked along one of the pontoons and directly into the revolving 
propeller, while the banca which was to take him ashore was still some 
distance away and the pilot was instructing the boatman to keep it at a 
safe distance from the plane. Under such circumstances, it is not 
difficult to understand that the plaintiff-appellant acted with reckless 
negligence in approaching the propeller while it was still in motion, and 
when the banca was not yet in a position to take him. That the plaintiff-
appellant’s negligence alone was the direct cause of the accident is so 
clear that it is not necessary to cite authoritative opinions to support the 
conclusion that the injury to his right arm and the subsequent 
amputation thereof were due entirely and exclusively to his own 
imprudence and not to the slightest negligence attributable to the 
defendant entirely or to its agents. Therefore, he alone should suffer 
the consequences of his act.” 

Del Rosario vs. Manila Electric 
57 Phil. 478 (source) 

Facts: Shortly after 2 o’clock in the afternoon trouble developed in an 
overhead wire conducting electricity for lighting purposes in the City of 
Manila. The wire soon parted and one of the charged ends fell to the 
ground in the shrubbery close to the way. The lighting company 
received a telephonic report of this incident as 2:25 p.m., and promised 
to send an inspector. At 4 p.m. the neighborhood school was 
dismissed and as the children went home one of the boys, of the age 
of 9 years, touched the wire with his hand and received a shock which 
resulted in death. This action was instituted by the parents of the 
deceased boy to recovery damages from the defendant. 

Held: “We are of the opinion that the presumption of negligence on the 
part of the company from the breakage of its wire has not been 
overcome, and the defendant is in our opinion responsible for the 
accident. Furthermore, when notice was received at the Malabon 
station at 2:25 p.m. somebody should have been dispatched to the 
scene of the trouble at once, or other measures, taken to guard the 
point of danger, but more than an hour and a half passed before 
anyone representing the company appeared on the scene, and in the 
meantime this child had been claimed as a victim.” 
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Lilius vs. Manila Railroad  
59 Phil. 758 

Facts: Lilius accompanied by his wife and daughter was driving his car for 
Pagsanjan, Laguna. At about 7 to 8 meters from the railroad crossing 
at Dayap he saw a truck parked on the left side of the road with several 
people who have alighted from the truck walking on the opposite side. 
He slowed down to about 12 miles an hour and sounded his horn for 
the people to get out of the way. While his attention was thus occupied, 
he heard two short whistles and immediately thereafter his car was hit 
by a passing train dragging it at a distance of about 10 meters. The 
train was not able to stop until about 70 meters from the crossing. The 
approach of the train could not be noted because there were houses, 
shrubs and trees along the road. Lilius, his wife and daughter were 
injured and this action was instituted to recover damages for such 
injuries. 

Held: “Prior to the accident, there had been no notice nor sign of the 
existence of the crossing, nor was there anybody to warn the public of 
approaching trains. The flagman or switchman arrived after the 
collision, coming from the station with a red flag in one hand and a 
green one in the other, both of which were wound on their respective 
sticks. The said flagman and switchman had many times absented 
himself from his post at the crossing upon the arrival of a train. The 
train left Bay station a little late and therefore traveled at a great speed. 

“Upon examination of the oral as well as of the documentary evidence 
which the parties presented at the trial in support of their respective 
contentions, and after taking into consideration all the circumstances of 
the case, this court is of the opinion that the accident was due to 
negligence on the part of the defendant-appellant company, for not 
having had on the occasion any semaphore at the crossing at Dayap 
to serve as a warning to passers-by of its existence in order that they 
might take the necessary precautions before crossing the railroad; and, 
on the part of its employees – the flagman and switchman, for not 
having remained at his post as the crossing in question to warn 
passers-by of the approaching train; the station-master, for failure to 
send the said flagman and switchman to his post on time; and the 
engineers, for not having taken the necessary precautions to avoid an 
accident, in view of the absence of said flagman and switchman by 
slackening his speed and continuously ringing the bell and blowing the 
whistle before arriving at the crossing. Although it is probable that the 
defendant-appellant entity employed the diligence of a good father of a 
family in selecting its aforesaid employees, however, it did not employ 
such diligence in supervising their work and the discharge of their 
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duties because, otherwise, it would have had a semaphore or sign at 
the crossing and, on previous occasions as fell(sic) well as on the night 
in question, the flagman and switchman would have always been at his 
post at the crossing upon the arrival of a train. The diligence of a good 
father of a family, which the law requires in order to avoid damage, is 
not confined to the careful and prudent selection of subordinates or 
employees but includes inspection of their work and supervision of the 
discharge of their duties.” 

Corliss vs. Manila Railroad 
27 SCRA 674 

Facts: Plaintiff’s husband was driving a jeep close to midnight at the 
railroad crossing in Balibago, Angeles, Pampanga on February 21, 
1957. Defendant’s train was passing by and blew its siren. Plaintiff’s 
husband slowed down his jeep but did not make a full stop. The jeep 
collided with the locomotive engine of the train. Plaintiff’s husband was 
injured and died as a result of such injuries. Plaintiff brought an action 
for damages for the death of her husband. 

Held: “A person in control of an automobile who crosses a railroad, even 
at a regular road crossing, and who does not exercise that precaution 
and that control over it as to be able to stop the same almost 
immediately upon the appearance of a train, is guilty of criminal 
negligence, providing a collision occurs and injury results.” The 
accident was caused by the negligence of plaintiff’s husband and she 
was not allowed to recover. 

Vda. De Imperial vs. Heald Lumber Co. 
3 SCRA 178 (source) 

Facts: A helicopter of the Philippine Air Lines which was flying from 
Rosales, Pangasinan to Mankayan, Mt. Province, crashed at the barrio 
of Ampusungan, Benguet, Mt. Province. Both Capt. Hernandez, a duly 
licensed plane pilot was then under training as helicopter pilot, died as 
a result of the crash. Their widows and the Philippine Air Lines 
instituted the present action for damages against the defendant 
claiming that the crash was caused by the helicopter colliding with 
defendant’s tramway steel cables strung in parallel of approximately 
3,000 yards in length between two mountains approximately 3,000 to 
5,000 feet high in the vicinity of defendant’s logging area in 
Ampusungan. 

Held: “. . . In short, it has not been satisfactorily shown that the cables 
were a hazard to aerial navigation, or that the defendant should have 
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or could have reasonably foreseen that aircrafts would fly so low over 
the place so to get entangled with said cables, for the area is 
dangerous to navigation owing to its mountainous terrain full of pine 
trees’.” 

The Supreme Court also held that the evidence did not clearly establish 
that the crash of the helicopter was caused by its rotor blades hitting 
defendant’s steel cables. The Supreme Court found that Capt. 
Hernandez and Lt. Imperial “acted recklessly in undertaking the flight 
with a supply of fuel hardly sufficient to enable them to reach their 
destination”; that most probably it was Lt. Imperial who was piloting the 
helicopter at the time of the crash; that the helicopter had deviated 
from one to three miles from the course plotted by Capt. Hernandez; 
that had Capt. Hernandez been the one piloting the helicopter he 
would have had not reason to deviate from the course planned by him; 
that the regulations of Bureau of Aeronautics prohibited a person who 
was not a licensed pilot from operating any aircraft and that Lt. Imperial 
not being a licensed helicopter pilot violated such regulation when he 
operated the helicopter instead of Capt. Hernandez. The dismissal of 
the case was affirmed by the Supreme Court. 

Umali vs. Bacani 
69 SCRA 263 (source) 

Facts: On May 14, 1972 a storm with strong rain hit Alcala, Pangasinan. 
During the storm banana plants standing on an elevated ground along 
the barrio road near the transmission line of the Alcala Electric Plant 
were blown down and fell on the electric wire. As a result the live 
electric wire was cut, one end of which was left hanging on the electric 
post and the other fell on the ground under the fallen banana plants. At 
about 9:00 o’clock the following morning the barrio captain who was 
passing by saw the broken electric wire and he warned the people in 
the place not to go near the wire for they might get hurt. He also told 
an employee of the electric plant of the broken line and asked him to 
fix it. The employee replied that he could not do it but he was going to 
look for a lineman to fix it. Manuel Saynes, a boy of 3 years and 8 
months old whose house was just opposite the road, went to the place 
where the broken line was and got in contact with it. The boy was 
electrocuted and subsequently died. Fidel Saynes father of the boy 
brought an action for damages against Teodoro Umali the owner and 
manager of the electric plant. One of Umali’s defenses was that as 
owner and manager of the electric plant he was not liable on a quasi-
delict or tort because the boy’s death was not due to any negligence 
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on his part but to a fortuitous event which was the storm that caused 
the banana plants to fall and cut the electric line. 

Held: “A careful examination of the record convinces Us that a series of 
negligence on the part of defendants’ employees in the Alcala Electric 
Plant resulted in the death of the victim by electrocution. First, by the 
very evidence of the defendant, there were big and tall banana plants 
at the place of the incident standing on an elevated ground which were 
about 30 feet high and which were higher than electric post supporting 
the electric line, and yet the employees of the defendant who, with 
ordinary foresight, could have easily seen that even in case of 
moderate winds the electric line would be endangered by banana 
plants being blown down, did not even take the necessary precaution 
to eliminate that source of danger to the electric line. Second, even 
after the employees of the Alcala Electric Plant were already aware of 
the possible damage the storm of May 14, 1972 could have caused 
their electric lines, thus becoming a possible threat to life and property, 
they did not cut off from the plant the flow of electricity along the lines, 
an act they could have easily done pending inspection of the wires to 
see if they had been cut. Third, employee Cipriano Baldomero was 
negligent on the morning of the incident because even if he was 
already made aware of the live cut wire, he did not even have the 
foresight to realize that the same posed a danger to life and property, 
and that he should have taken the necessary precaution to prevent 
anybody from approaching the live wire; instead Baldomero left the 
premises because what was foremost in his mind was the repair of the 
line, obviously forgetting that if left unattended to it could endanger life 
and property.” Umali was therefore held liable in damages. 

Proximate cause 

In order that civil liability for negligence may arise there must be a 
direct causal connection between the damage suffered by the plaintiff and 
the act or omission of the defendant. In other words, the act or omission of 
the defendant must be the proximate cause of the loss or damage of the 
plaintiff.11 

The most widely quoted definition of proximate cause is the 
following: 

“The proximate cause of an injury is that cause, which, in natural and 
continuous sequence, unbroken by any efficient intervening cause, 

                                                 
11 12 Manresa, 640-644; Taylor vs. Manila Electric Co., 16 Phil., 8. 
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produces the injury, and without which the result would not have 
occurred. And more comprehensively, ‘ the proximate legal cause is that 
acting first and producing the injury, either immediately or by setting other 
events in motion, all constituting a natural and continuous chain of events, 
each having a close causal connection with its predecessor, the final event 
in the chain immediately effecting the injury as a natural and probably 
result of the cause which first acted, under such circumstances that the 
person responsible for the first event should, as an ordinarily prudent and 
intelligent person, have reasonable ground to expect at the moment of his 
act or default that an injury to some person might probably result 
therefrom’.”12 

Difficulty of determining proximate cause 

Definitions of proximate cause are easily given in general terms, but 
they are very difficult in practical application to the facts of particular cases. 
As has been said, “What is the proximate cause of an injury in a legal sense 
if often an embarrassing question, involved in metaphysical distinctions and 
subtleties difficult of satisfactory application in the varied and practical 
affairs of life.” No exact rule for determining when causes are proximate and 
when remote has yet been formulated. Indeed, it is impossible by any 
general rule to draw a line between those causes of injuries which the law 
regards as sufficiently proximate, and those which are too remote to be the 
foundation of an action. In the language of the United States Supreme Court, 
each case must be “decided largely on the special facts belonging to it, and 
often on the very nicest discriminations.” The line between proximate and 
remote consequences is exceedingly shadowy; so that the one fades away 
into the other, rendering it often very difficult to determine whether there is 
such a connection between the wrong alleged and the resulting injury as to 
place them, in contemplation of law, in the relation of cause and effect. 
Making such determination is something like drawing ‘a line between the 
proximate cause of an accident, and the proximate cause of the injury 
resulting from the accident.” In other words, the proximate cause of the law 
is not the proximate cause of the logician, nor even always in strictness of 
the proximate cause in fact, and a court may easily be confused and misled 
by over niceties in abstractions. It has been said that the practical 
                                                 
12 38 Am. Jr. pp. 695-696; adopted by the Supreme Court in Vda. De Bataclan vs. Medina, 102 Phil. 181. 
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administration of justice prefers to disregard the intricacies of metaphysical 
distinctions and subtleties of causation, and to hold that the injury as to 
natural and proximate cause and consequence is to be answered in 
accordance with common sense and understanding.13 

Tests adopted by American courts to determine proximate cause 

Many tests or formulas have been adopted by American courts for the 
purpose of determining the proximate cause in tort cases that came up before 
them for adjudication. None of them have been found as a universal solvent 
for all of the problems of proximate causes. It is, however, useful to know 
those which are commonly resorted to by American courts since such tests 
may be properly applied in specific tort problems in the Philippines. As a 
matter of fact, some of those tests had been applied by the Supreme Court in 
cases that came up before it for determination. 

Same; the “but for” or “sine qua non” rule. 

The defendant’s conduct is not a cause of the event, if the events 
would have occurred without it (Smith, Legal Cause in Actions of Tort, 
1911, 25 Harv. L. Rev 103). Restricted to the question of causation alone, 
and regarded merely as a rule of exclusion, the “but for” rule serves to 
explain the greater number of cases; that there is one type of situation in 
which it fails. If two causes concur to bring about an event, and either one of 
them operating alone, would have been sufficient to cause the identical 
result, some other test is needed. Two motorcycles simultaneously pass the 
plaintiff’s horse, which is frightened and runs away; either one alone would 
have caused the fright. A stabs C with a knife, and B fractures C’s skull with 
a rock; either would be fatal, and C dies form the effects of both. The 
defendant sets a fire, which merges with a fire from some other source; the 
combined fires burn the plaintiff’s property, but either one would have done 
it alone. In such cases it is clear that each cause has played a part in the 
result, and it is also clear that neither can be absolved from responsibility 
upon the ground that the harm would have occurred without it, or there 

                                                 
13 38 Am. Jur. 700-701. 
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would be no liability at all. It was a case of this type that the Minnesota court 
applied a broader rule, which was found general acceptance. The 
defendant’s conduct is a cause of the event if it was a material element and a 
substantial factor in bring it about. Whether it was such a substantial factor 
is for the jury to determine, unless the issue is so clear that reasonable men 
could not differ. “Substantial factor” is a phrase sufficiently intelligible to 
the layman to furnish an adequate guide in instructions to the jury, and it is 
neither possible nor desirable to reduce it to lower terms. As applied to the 
fact of causation alone, no better test has been devised.14 

 Same; the foreseeability test. 

 Where the particular harm sustained was reasonably foreseeable 
at the time of the defendant’s misconduct, his act or omission is the legal 
cause thereof. This rule is enunciated in many cases. Foreseeability is the 
fundamental basis of the law of negligence. To be negligent, a defendant 
must have acted or failed to act in such as way that an ordinary reasonable 
man would have realized that certain interests of certain persons were 
unreasonably subjected to a general but definite class of risks. Now if the 
harm which has actually occurred is one of the particular risks which made 
the actor’s conduct negligent, it is obviously a consequence for which the 
actor must be held legally responsible. Otherwise, the legal duty is entirely 
defeated. Accordingly, the generalization may be formulated that all 
particular consequences, that is, consequences which occur in a manner 
which was reasonably foreseeable by the defendant at the time of his 
misconduct, are legally caused by such breach of duty. Thus, where the 
actor’s conduct creates an unreasonable risk of negligent conduct by third 
persons of a particular kind, damage of the kind anticipated resulting from 
such conduct is legally caused thereby. In Kliebenstein v. Iowa R. & Light 
Co., 193 Iowa 892, 188 N.W. 129, a motorman negligently left his car 
unguarded on a grade. A passenger released the brake and the car was set in 
motion resulting in bodily harm to the plaintiff. The motorman’s conduct 
was the legal cause of the harm because the risk was the very one, or at least 

                                                 
14 Prosser, “Handbook on the Law of Torts,” pp. 220-221. 
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one of them, which made his conduct unreasonable.15 Our Supreme Court 
has applied this test in many cases.16 

Same; the cause and condition test. 

Many courts have sought to distinguish between the active “cause” of 
the harm and the existing “conditions” upon which that cause operated. If 
the defendant has created only a passive, static condition which made the 
damage possible, he is said not to be liable.17 

Same; Natural and probable consequences test. 

Many courts have said that the defendant is liable only if the harm 
suffered is the natural and probable consequence of his act.18 

Dean Prosser’s view. 

Dean Prosser believes that each of these tests is unsatisfactory as a 
universal formula in determining proximate cause. He opines that proximate 
cause involves a series of distinct problems, more or less unrelated, which 
should be determined upon different considerations. These include: 

The problem of causation in fact: what part has the defendant’s 
conduct played in bringing about the result? 

The problem of apportionment of damages among causes. 

The problem of liability for unforeseeable consequences; to what 
extent should the defendant be liable for results which he could not 
reasonably have been expected to foresee? 

                                                 
15 Harper, “A Treatise on the Law of Torts,” pp.258-259. 
16 Carlos vs. Manila Electric, 34 Phil. 55; La Mallorca vs. De Jesús, 17 SCRA 22; Astudillo vs. Manila 
Electric, 55 Phil. 427; Vda. De Bataclan vs. Median, 102 Phil. 171; Gabeto vs. Araneta, 42 Phil 252; Vda. 
De Imperial vs. Helad Lumbre Co., 3 SCRA 178; Picart vs. Smith, 37 Phil. 809. 
17 Prosser, “Handbook on the Law of Torts,” p. 255. 
18 Prosser, p. 255. 
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The problem of intervening causes: should the defendant be relieved 
of liability by some new causes of external origin coming into operation at a 
time subsequent to his conduct and superseding his responsibility? 

The problem of shifting responsibility: is there another person to 
whom the defendant was free to leave the duty of protecting the plaintiff?19 

His views on these problems are as follows: 

Causation in fact. – The defendant is not liable for the plaintiff’s 
injury unless he has in fact caused it. Causation is a matter of what has in 
fact occurred. The fact of causation is essential to liability, but does not 
alone determine it, since other considerations may prevent it although 
causation is established. 

If the defendant’s act or omission was a substantial factor in bringing 
about the result, it will be regarded as a cause in fact. Ordinarily it will be 
such a substantial factor if the result would not have occurred without it. 

The plaintiff is not required to establish the fact of causation with 
absolute certainty. It is sufficient that he introduces evidence from which 
reasonable men may conclude that it is more probable that the defendant’s 
conduct was a cause than that is was not.20 

Apportionment of damages.- Where the total harm suffered by the 
plaintiff results from the act of a defendant together with other causes, the 
defendant may or may not be liable for the entire harm. Whether he is liable 
for the total damages or only for a portion of them is primarily a matter of 
the logical possibility and practical convenience of regarding certain injuries 
as divisible and assigning them in part to separate causes. In general, such 
apportionment is not made: 

Among tort-feasors who have acted in concert; 

 In cases of vicarious liability; 

 Where two or more defendants have violated a common duty; 

                                                 
19 Prosser, “Handbook of the Law of Torts,” pp.252-257. 
20 Prosser,” p. 218. 
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 Where the harm is incapable of any logical division 

Such appointment commonly is made: 

 Where some logical basis can be found for distributing damages 
of the same kind among different causes whether they be simultaneous or 
successive; 

 Where potential damage to be expected from an innocent cause 
has reduced the value of the loss inflicted by the wrongdoer.21 

Unforeseeable consequences. – The prevailing view holds a defendant 
liable for consequences directly caused by his negligence, although he could 
not have foreseen or anticipated them at the time. Direct causation, in this 
sense, refers to consequences which follow in sequence from the effect of 
the defendant’s conduct upon conditions existing and forces already in 
operation at the time, without the intervention of eternal forces which come 
into active operation later. 

Various limitations upon such liability have been proposed, including: 

 Remoteness in time and space, which has been generally 
rejected; 

 Harm only to the interest of the plaintiff which the defendant 
threatened to invade, or within the risk, or the class of harm, reasonably to 
be foreseen; 

Liability only for consequences which are not highly extraordinary.22 

Intervening Causes. – An intervening cause is one which comes into 
active operation in producing the result after the actor’s negligent act or 
omission has occurred. 

The defendant ordinarily will not be relieved of liability by an 
intervening cause which could reasonably have been foreseen, nor by one 
which is a normal incident of the risk created. 

                                                 
21 Prosser, p.224. 
22 Prosser, p .258. 
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The defendant will ordinarily be relieved of liability by an 
unforeseeable and abnormal intervening cause which produces a result 
which could not have been foreseen. 

Where the risk created is realized by an unforeseeable intervening 
force, the defendant will not be relieved of liability unless he would have 
been free to shift the responsibility to a subsequent actor.23 

Shifting Responsibility. – A large number of negligence classes have 
turned on the problem of what might be called shifting responsibility – that 
is to say, that the defendant may not be required to take any precautions for 
the plaintiff’s safety, because he is free to assume that someone else will do 
it or will be fully responsible in case he does not. Thus a common laborer, 
hired to dig a ditch in the street, may ordinarily leave it to his superior to set 
out a red lantern to warn traffic, and one who deposits cotton in a warehouse 
is not required to keep anyone from coming near the pile of bales. A surgeon 
may leave routine duties following an operation to competent hospital 
attendants, and an automobile driver may have his car overhauled by a 
reliable garage rather than do it himself. In many, situations, where the risk 
is unduly great, it is not reasonable care to rely upon the responsibility of 
others. The operating surgeon may be required to keep an eye on the count 
of sponges himself, rather than leave it to the nurse. The seller of a chattel 
which will be dangerous unless carefully made may not assume that the 
buyer will inspect it and discover the defects before the resale.24 

Illustrative cases on proximate cause. 

The determination of what constitutes proximate cause in actual 
specific cases is often a difficult problem for the courts since, as already 
mentioned, what constitutes proximate cause in law is not proximate cause 
of the logician nor even always the proximate cause in fact, and that the 
practical administration of justice prefers to disregard the intricacies of 
metaphysical distinctions and subtleties of causation and determines the 
proximate cause in accordance with common sense and understanding. A 
                                                 
23 Prosser, p. 266.. 
24 Prosser, pp. 143-144. 
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good idea of how proximate cause is determined by our courts may be 
obtained by studying and examining actual cases decided by our Supreme 
Court. 

Vda. De Bataclan vs. Medina 
102 Phil. 181 

Facts: Plaintiff’s predecessor in interest Juan Bataclan was a passenger 
in a truck owned by the defendant. While the bus was running in Imus, 
Cavite, one of the front tires burst and the truck began to zig-zag until it 
fell into a canal on the right side of the road and turned turtle. Most of 
the passengers were able to get out of the truck but Juan Bataclan 
who was seated beside the driver and three other passengers could 
not get out of the truck. Calls or shouts for help were made and after 
about half an hour ten men came. One of them was carrying a lighted 
torch made of bamboo with a wick on one end, evidently fueled with 
petroleum. The men approached the overturned bus, and almost 
immediately a fierce fire started and burned the bus including the four 
passengers trapped inside it. This action was instituted by the heirs of 
Bataclan against the owner of the truck to recover damages for his 
death. The lower court found that the overturning of the truck was due 
to the negligence of the driver who was driving very fast at the time of 
the blow out of the tire. However, the lower court held that the 
proximate cause of the death of Bataclan was not the overturning of 
the bus, but rather, the fire that burned the bus. The lower court 
awarded damages only for Bataclan’s injuries but not for his death. 
Both parties appealed. 

Held: “There is not question that under the circumstances, the defendant 
carrier is liable. The only question is to what degree. The trial court 
was of the opinion that the proximate cause of the death of Bataclan 
was not the overturning of the bus, but rather, the fire that burned the 
bus, including himself and his co-passengers who were unable to 
leave it; that at the time the fire started, Bataclan, though he must have 
suffered physical injuries, perhaps serious, was still alive, and so 
damages were awarded, not for his death, but for the physical injuries 
suffered by him. We disagree. A satisfactory definition of proximate 
cause is found in Volume 35, pages 695-698 of American 
Jurisprudence, cited by plaintiff-appellants in their brief. It is as follows: 

“x x x ‘that case, which, in natural and continuous sequence unbroken by 
any efficient intervening cause, produces the injury, and without which 
the result would not have occurred.’ And more comprehensively, ‘the 
proximate legal cause is that acting first and producing the injury, 
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either immediately or by setting other events in motion, all constituting 
a natural and connection with its immediate predecessor the final event 
in the chain immediately affecting the injury as a natural and probable 
result of cause which first acted, under such circumstances that the 
person responsible for the first event should, as an ordinarily prudent 
and intelligent person, have reasonable ground to expect at the 
moment of his act or default that an injury to some person might 
probably result therefrom.’ 

“It may be that ordinarily, when a passenger bus overturns, and pins down 
a passenger merely causing him physical injuries, if through some 
event unexpectedly and extraordinary, the overturned bus is set on 
fire, say, by lightning, or if some highwaymen after looting the vehicle 
sets it on fire, and the passenger is burned to death, one might still 
content that the proximate cause of his death was the fire and not the 
overturning of the vehicle. But in the present case and under the 
circumstances obtaining in the same, we do not hesitate to hold that 
the proximate cause of the death of Bataclan was the overturning of 
the bus, this for the reason that when the vehicle turned not only on its 
side but completely on its back, the leaking of the gasoline from the 
tank was not unnatural or unexpected; that the coming of the men with 
a lighted torch was in response to the call for help, made not only by 
the passengers, but most probably, by the driver and the conductor 
themselves, and that because it was very dark (about 2:30 in the 
morning) the rescuers had to carry a light with them; and coming as 
they did from a rural area where lanterns and flashlights were not 
available, they had to use a torch, the most handy and available; and 
what was more natural than that said rescuers should innocently 
approach the overturned vehicle to extend the aid and effect the 
rescue requested from them. In other words, the coming of the men 
with the torch was to be expected and was a natural sequence of the 
overturning of the bus, the trapping of some of its passengers and the 
call for outside help. What is more the burning of the bus can also in 
part be attributed to the negligence of the carrier, through its driver and 
its conductor. According to the witnesses, the driver and the conductor 
were on the road walking back and forth. They, or at least, the driver 
should and must have known that in the position in which the 
overturned bus, was gasoline could and must have leaked from the 
gasoline tank and soaked the area in and around the bus, this aside 
from the fact that gasoline when spilled, specially over a large area, 
can be smelt and detected even from a distance, and yet neither the 
driver nor the conductor would appear to have cautioned or taken 
steps to warn the rescuers not to bring the lighted torch too near the 
bus. Said negligence on the part of the agents of the carrier come 
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under the codal provisions above-reproduced, particularly Articles 
1733, 1959 and 1963.” 

Plaintiff recovered P6,000 as compensatory, moral and other 
damages, P800 as attorney’s fees, and P100 for loss of merchandise carried 
by the deceased in the bus. 

Gabeto vs. Araneta 
42 Phil. 252 

Facts: Basilio Ilano and Proceso Gayetano took a carromata. When the 
driver had started the horse, the defendant stepped into the street, and 
laying his hand on the reins, stopped the horse, at the same time 
protesting to the driver that he himself had called this carromata first. 
The driver replied to the effect that he had not heard the call of the 
defendant. At about the same time the driver pulled on the reins of the 
bridle to free the horse from the control of the defendant in order that 
the vehicle might pass on. Owing, however, to the looseness of the 
bridle on the horse’s head or to the rottenness of the material, the bit 
came out of the horse mouth and the driver went down to fix the bridle. 
The horse was then pulled over to near the curb. While the driver was 
fixing the bridle the horse being free from the control of the bit, became 
disturbed and moved forward, in doing which he pulled one of the 
wheels of the carromata up on the sidewalk and pushed the driver 
over. After going a few yards further the side of the carromata struck a 
police telephone box which was fixed to a post of the sidewalk, upon 
which the box came down with a crash and frightened the horse to 
such an extent that he set out at full speed up the street. One of the 
passengers, Ilano, had alighted while the carromata was as yet 
alongside the sidewalk but the other, Gayetano, remained in his seat 
and after the runaway horse had proceeded up the street, Gayetano 
jumped or fell from the carromata and received injuries from which he 
died. This action was filed by his widow to recover damages from the 
defendant. 

Held: “x x x We are of the opinion that the mere fact that the defendant 
interfered with the carromata by stopping the horse in a manner stated 
would not make him liable for the death of Proceso Gayetano; because 
it is admitted by Julio Pagnaya (the driver) that he afterwards got out of 
the carromata and went to the horse’s head to fix the bridle. The 
evidence is furthermore convincing to the effect that, after Julio 
Pagnaya alighted, the horse was conducted to the curb and that an 
appreciable interval of time elapsed – same witnesses say several 
minutes – before the horse started on his career up the street. 
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“It is therefore evident that the stopping of the rig by Agaton Araneta in the 
middle of the street was too remote from the accident that presently 
ensued to be considered the legal or proximate case hereof. Moreover, 
by getting out and taking his post at the head of the horse, the driver 
was the person primarily responsible for the control of the animal, and 
the defendant cannot be charged with liability for the accident resulting 
from the action of the horse thereafter. 

“Upon the whole we are constrained to hold that the defendant is not 
legally responsible for the death of Proceso Gayetano; and though 
reluctant to interfere with the findings of fact of a trial court when there 
is a conflict of testimony, the evidence in this case so clearly 
preponderates in favor of the defendant, that we have no recourse but 
to reverse the judgment.” 

Manila Electric Co. vs. Remoquillo, et als. 
99 Phil. 117 

Facts: Efren Magno went to repair a “media agua” of the house of his 
brother-in-law on Rodriguez Lanuza Street, Manila. While making the 
repair, a galvanized iron roofing which he was holding came into 
contact with the electric wire of the petitioner Manila Electric Co. strung 
parallel to the edge of the “media agua” and 2-1/2 feet from it. He was 
electrocuted and died as a result thereof. The electric wire was already 
in the premises at the time the house was built. This distance of 2-1/2 
feet of the “media agua” from the electric wire was not in accordance 
with city regulations which required a distance of 3 feet but somehow 
or other the owner of the building was able to have the construction 
approved. In an action for damages brought by the heirs of Magno 
against the Manila Electric Co. the Court of Appeals awarded damages 
holding that although the owner of the house in constructing the “media 
agua” exceeded the limits fixed in the permit, still after making that 
finally approved because he was given a final permit to occupy the 
house and that the company was at fault and guilty of negligence 
because although the electric wire had been installed long before the 
construction of the house the electric company did not exercise due 
diligence nor take other precautionary measures as may be warranted. 
The decision of the Court of appeals was appealed to the Supreme 
Court. 

Held: “ But even assuming for a moment that under the facts of the 
present case the defendant electric company could be considered 
negligent I installing its electric wires so close to the house and ‘media 
agua’ in question, and in failing to properly insulate those wires 
(although according to the unrefuted claim of said company it was 
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impossible to make the insulation of that kind of wire), nevertheless to 
hold the defendant liable in damages for the death of Magno, such 
supposed negligence of the company must have been the proximate 
and principal cause of the accident, because if the act of Magno in 
turning around and swinging the galvanized iron sheet with his hands 
was the proximate and principal cause of the electrocution, then his 
heirs may not recover. X x x x x To us it is clear that the principal and 
proximate cause of the electrocution was not the electric wire, 
evidently a remote cause, but rather the reckless and negligent act of 
Magno in turning around and swinging the galvanized iron sheet 
without taking any precaution, such as looking back toward the street 
and at the wire to avoid its contacting said iron sheet, considering the 
latter’s length of 6 feet. For a better understanding of the rule on 
remote and proximate cause with respect to injuries, we find the 
following citation helpful: 

‘A prior and remote cause cannot be made the basis of an action if such 
remote cause did nothing more than furnish the condition or give rise 
to the occasion by which the injury was made possible, if there 
intervened between such prior or remote cause and the injury a 
distinct, successive, unrelated, and efficient cause of the injury, even 
though such injury would not have happened but for such injury would 
not have happened but for such condition or occasion. If not danger 
existed in the condition except because of the independent cause, 
such condition was not the proximate cause. And if an independent 
negligent act or defective condition sets into operation the 
circumstances which result in injury because of prior defection 
condition, such subsequent act or condition is the proximate cause.” 
(45 C.J. pp. 931-932)’.”  

Decision of the Court of Appeals reversed. 

Delgado Vda. De Gregorio vs. Go Chong Bing 
102 Phil. 556 

Facts: On June 2, 1952, defendant ordered his cargador, Francisco 
Romera, to drive his truck. Romera at that time was not a licensed 
driver; he only had a student’s permit. Some persons boarded the truck 
and among them was a policeman by the name of Venancio Orfanel. 
The latter took the wheel from Romera while the former stayed in the 
driver’s left. To avoid colliding with another truck, Orfanel swerved his 
truck towards the right and in so doing he hit and ran over a pedestrian 
named Quirico Gregorio. Orfanel was prosecuted and convicted for 
homicide thru reckless imprudence. The present action was instituted 
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by Gregorio’s widow and children against defendant employer of 
Romera. 

Held: In order that a person may be held guilty for damage through 
negligence, it is necessary that there be an act or omission on the part 
of the person who is to be charged with the liability and that damage is 
produced by the said act or omission. Here, the proximate, immediate 
and direct cause of the death of the plaintiffs’ intestate was the 
negligence of Orfanel, a uniformed policeman, who took the wheel 
from the defendant’s cargador in spite of the protest of the latter. 
Defendant, therefore, is absolved, because there is not direct and 
proximate causal connection between the negligence of the defendant 
and the death. 

Subido vs. Custodio 
17 SCRA 1088 

Facts: Agapito Custodio was a passenger of an LTB bus. He was hanging 
on the left side of the bus because it was full of passengers. A truck 
owned by Subido which was coming form the opposite direction 
sideswiped the LTB bus and injured Custodio who died as a result 
thereof. Both drivers were found negligent – the LTB bus driver for 
having allowed a passenger to ride on the running board of the bus 
and the driver of the truck for running at a considerable speed while 
negotiating a sharp curb and running on the middle instead of on the 
right side of the road. The owner and the driver of the truck contended 
that the proximate cause of the death of Custodio was the negligence 
of the driver of the LTB bus who allowed Custodio to ride on the 
running board of the LTB bus. 

Held: “Although the negligence of the carrier (LTB bus) and its driver is 
independent, in its execution of the negligence of the truck driver and 
its owner both acts of negligence are the proximate cause of the death 
of Agapito Custodio. In fact the negligence of the first two (2) would not 
have produced this result without the negligence of petitioners herein 
(the owner and driver of the truck). What is more, petitioners’ 
negligence was the last, in point of time, for Custodio was on the 
running board of the carrier’s bus sometime before petitioners’ truck 
came from the opposite direction, so that, in this sense petitioners’ 
truck had the last clear chance.”  

The owner and the driver of the truck were held jointly and severally liable, 
together with the LTB bus and its driver, to the heirs of Custodio. 
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Teague vs. Fernandez 
51 SCRA 181 

Facts: Petitioner Teague was operating a vocational school for hair and 
beauty culture on the second floor of a two-storey, semi-concrete 
building located at the corner of Quezon Boulevard and Soler St., 
Quiapo, Manila. The building had only one stairway 1.5 meters wide 
instead of two of at least 1.2 meters wide as required by the City 
Ordinances. In the afternoon of October 24, 1955 a fire broke out in a 
store located about ten meters from the school. There was a panic 
among the students in the school and a stampede thru the stairs which 
became overcrowded. Lourdes Fernandez, a sister of plaintiff-
respondents Fernandez, died and they field an action for damages 
against petitioner-defendant Teague. The Court of Appeals awarded 
P11,000 damages to plaintiff-respondents. Defendant-petitioner 
Teague appealed to the Supreme Court. The basic issue was whether 
the failure to comply with the ordinance was the proximate cause of the 
death of Lourdes Fernandez. 

Held: “To consider the violation of the ordinance as the proximate cause 
of the injury does not portray the situation in its true perspective; it 
would be more accurate to say that the overcrowding at the stairway 
was the proximate cause and that it was precisely what the ordinance 
intended to prevent by requiring that there be two stairways instead of 
only one. Under the doctrine of the cases cited by the respondents, the 
principle of proximate cause applies to such violation.”  

Decision of the Court of Appeals affirmed. 

Defenses in negligence cases. 

Two of the most common defenses in negligence actions are 
contributory negligence and assumption of risk. 

Contributory negligence. 

Contributory negligence is conduct on the part of the plaintiff which 
falls below the standard to which he should conform for his own protection 
and which is legally contributing cause, cooperating with the negligence of 
the defendant in bringing about the plaintiff’s harm.25 

                                                 
25 Restatement of the Law of Torts, Sec. 463. 
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In the Philippines, the rule is that the contributory negligence of the 
plaintiff will bar his right to recover damages if his negligence “contributes 
to the principal occurrence as one of its determining factors.” Where, 
however, his negligence, in conjunction with the occurrence, contributes 
only to his own injury, he may recover from the defendant less a sum 
deemed a suitable equivalent for his own imprudence. 

Rakes vs. Atlantic Gulf 
7 Phil. 359 

Facts: Plaintiff was one of a gang of eight laborers employed by the 
defendant to transport rails from a barge in the harbor to the 
company’s yard near the Malecon in Manila. The rails were being 
transported on two hand cars immediately following one another. The 
rails lay upon two cross-pieces or sills secured to the cars, but without 
side pieces or guards to prevent them from slipping off. At a certain 
spot at or near the water’s edge the track sagged, the tie broke, the car 
either canted or upset, the rails slid off and caught the plaintiff, 
breaking his leg, which was afterwards amputated at about eh knee. 
The sagging of the track and the breaking of the tie, which was the 
immediate occasion of the accident was due to the dislodging of the 
cross-piece or piling under the stringer by the water of the bay raised 
by a recent typhoon. It appeared that a day before the accident the 
attention of the defendant’s foreman was called by one of the laborers 
to the defect in the track but the same was not repaired. This action 
was instituted to recover damages for the injuries sustained by the 
plaintiff. 

Held: “Difficulty seems to be apprehended in deciding which acts of the 
injured party shall be considered immediate causes of the accident. 
The test is simple. Distinction must be made between the accident and 
the injury, between the event itself, without which there could have 
been no accident, and these acts of the victim not entering into it, 
independent of it, but contributing to his own proper hurt. For instance, 
the cause of the accident under review was the displacement of the 
cross-piece or the failure to replace it. This produced the event giving 
occasion for damages – that is the sinking of the track and the sliding 
of the iron rails. To this event the act of the plaintiff in walking by the 
side of the car did not contribute, although it was an element of the 
damages which came to himself. Had the cross-piece been out of 
place wholly or partly through his act or omission of duty, that would 
have been one of the determining causes of the event or accident, for 
which he would have been responsible. Where he contributes to the 
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principal occurrence, as one of the determining factors, he cannot 
recover. Where in conjunction with the occurrence, he contributes only 
to his own injury, he may recover the amount that the defendant 
responsible for the event should pay for such injury, less a sum 
deemed a suitable equivalent for his own imprudence.” 

 Plaintiff recovered from the defendant P2,500. 

Taylor vs. Manila Electric 
16 Phil. 8 

Facts: The defendant left some twenty or thirty fulminating caps used for 
blasting charges of dynamite scattered in the premises behind its 
power plant. The plaintiff, a boy 15 years of age, in company with 
another boy 12 years f age, entered the premises of the defendant, 
saw the fulminating caps and carried them away. Upon reaching home 
they made a series of experiments with the caps. They thrust the ends 
of the wires into an electric light socket and obtained no result. They 
next tried to break the cap with a stone and failed. They then opened 
one of the caps with a knife, and finding that it was filled with a 
yellowish substance they got matches, and the plaintiff held the cap 
while the other boy applied a lighted match to the contents. An 
explosion followed causing injuries to the boys. This action was 
brought by the plaintiff to recover damages for the injuries which he 
suffered. 

Held: “Finally, we think the doctrine in this jurisdiction applicable to the 
case at bar was definitely settled in this court in the maturely 
considered case of Rakes vs. Atlantic Gulf and Pacific Co., 7 Phil. 
359… The doctrine as laid down in that case is as follows: 

“’Difficulty seems to be apprehended in deciding which acts of the injured 
party shall be considered immediate causes of the accident. The test is 
simple. Distinction must be made between the accident and the injury, 
between the event itself, without which their could have been no 
accident, and those acts of the victim not entering into it, independent 
of it, but contributing to his own proper hurt…. Where he contributes to 
the principal occurrence, as one of its determining factors, he cannot 
recover. Where, in conjunction with the occurrence, he contributes only 
to his own injury, he may recover the amount that the defendant 
responsible for the event should pay for such injury, less a sum 
deemed a suitable equivalent for his own imprudence.’  

“We think it is quite clear that under the doctrine thus stated, the 
immediate cause of the explosion, the accident which resulted in 
plaintiff’s injury, was his own act in putting a match to the contents of 
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the cap, and that having ‘contributed to the principal occurrence, as 
one of its determining factors, he cannot recover’.”  

Plaintiff’s action dismissed. 

Bernardo vs. Legaspi 
29 Phil. 12 

Facts: Plaintiff brought an action for damages arising from a collision of 
plaintiff’s automobile and that of the defendant. Defendant filed a 
cross-complaint against the plaintiff claiming that the collision was due 
to plaintiff’s negligence. The trial court found both drivers negligence. 

Held: Where two automobiles, going in opposite directions collide on 
turning a street corner, and it appears from the evidence and is found 
by the trial court that the drivers thereof were equally negligent and 
contributed equally to the principal occurrence as determining causes 
thereof, neither can recover of the other for the damages suffered. 

Assumption of risk. 

Under the common law, the principle that one who voluntarily 
assumed the risk of injury from a known danger is debarred from recovery is 
recognized in negligence cases. As stated, a plaintiff who, by his conduct, 
has brought himself within the operation of the maxim, “volenti non fit 
injuria,” cannot recover on the basis of the defendant’s negligence. In the 
words of the maxim as translated, “that to which a person assents is not 
esteemed n law an injury.” Although there is authority for confining the 
doctrine of assumption of risk to cases arising out of the relation of master 
and servant, or at least to cases involving a contract relationship, it is now 
fairly well settled that the defense of assumed risk may exist independently 
of the relation of master and servant. The maxim, “volenti non fit injuria,” 
applies in a proper case independently of any contract relation. It is said that 
one who knows, appreciates, and deliberately exposes himself to a danger 
“assumes the risk” thereof. One cannot deliberately incur an obvious risk of 
personal injury, especially when preventive measures are at hand, and then 
hold the author of the danger for the ensuing injury. Thus, a person upon the 
property of another, who deliberately chooses to expose himself to danger of 
a patent character in the conditions of the premises, which he could easily 
avoid with the exercise of care, may not hold the landowner liable for any 
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resulting injuries, whatever may be the nature of his relationship to the 
landowner. Again, it is a valid defense, in an action brought by an 
independent contractor’s servant against the contractor, that the perils in the 
conditions by which the injury for which recovery is sought was occasioned 
were known to, appreciated by, and assumed by the plaintiff. The 
assumption of risk exists independently of contract in this situation. 

The expression, “assumption of risk,” does not denote exactly the 
nature of the defense which is typified by the maxim, “volenti non fit 
injuria.” It is apparent that in many cases courts have said that the plaintiff 
assumed the risk of injury, not to infer that he choose voluntarily to incur a 
known danger, but to state the position of the plaintiff where the defendant 
was under no duty to him, or, if under a duty to him, was not violating it. For 
example, the statement that a trespasser assumed the risk of injury from a 
defective condition of the premises is often merely correlative of the 
proposition that an owner or occupant is under no duty to make his premises 
safe for trespassers. Again, a passenger in a street car for the purpose of 
alighting, after he has requested the conductor to stop the car, is said to 
assume the risk of all accidents or unusual movements not arising from the 
negligence of the carrier for example, the jolting or swaying of the car. In 
advancing the theory sometimes urged in support of the general immunity of 
charitable organizations from liability for negligence, that one who accepts 
the benefit of a private or public charity thereby exempts the charity from 
liability for the negligence of its servants in administering it, it is said that 
there is an assumption of risk by the person who seeks and receives the 
services of a public charity.26 

Afialda vs. Hisole 
85 Phil. 67 

Facts: Loreto Afialda was employed by defendants as caretaker of their 
carabaos. While tending to the animals he was gored by one of them 
and died as a result of the injuries which he sustained. Plaintiff a sister 
and heir of the deceased brought this action against defendant-owners 
of the carabao. 

                                                 
26 38 Am. Jur. Sec. 171; Cerezo vs. Atlantic Gulf, 38 Phil. 425; Tamayo vs. Gsell, 35 Phil. 453. 
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Held: “In the present case, the animal was in the custody and under the 
control of the caretaker, who was paid for his work as such. Obviously, 
it was the caretaker’s business to try to prevent the animal from 
causing injury or damage to anyone, including himself. And being 
injured by the animal under these circumstances, was one of the risks 
of the occupation which he had voluntarily assumed and for which he 
must take the consequences.”  

Defendants held not liable. 

The defense of assumption of risk is not available to the employer in 
cases covered by the Workmen’s compensation Act (Act No. 3428, as 
amended by Act No. 3812, Com. Act No. 210, and Rep. Act No. 772). The 
reason is that under the Workmen’s Compensation Act the burden or risk of 
industrial accidents has been transferred by the law from the employee to the 
employer. Under the Workmen’s Compensation Act the employer is liable 
for damage or compensation to the employee for any injuries which the 
employee may suffer from any accident arising out of and in the course of 
his employment or contracts other illness directly caused by such 
employment. It is a case of strict liability or liability without fault. 

Section 2 of the Workmen’s Compensation Act provides: 

“Sec. 2. When an employee suffers personal injury from any accident 
arising out of and in the course of his employment or contracts tuberculosis 
or other illness directly caused by such employment or either aggravated by 
or the result of the nature of such employment, his employer shall pay 
compensation in the sums and to the person herein specified. The right to 
compensation as provided in this Act shall not be defeated or impaired on 
the ground that the death, injury or disease was due to the negligence of a 
fellow servant or employee, without prejudice to the right of the employer to 
proceed against the negligent party.” 

The doctrine of Last Clear Chance. 

The doctrine of last clear chance, otherwise known as the doctrine of 
discovered peril, the doctrine of supervening negligence, and less frequently, 
as the humanitarian doctrine, stated broadly, is that the negligence of the 
plaintiff does not preclude a recover for the negligence of the defendant 
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where it appears that the defendant by exercising reasonable care and 
prudence might have avoided injurious consequences to the plaintiff 
notwithstanding the plaintiff’s negligence. The practical import of the 
doctrine is that a negligent defendant is held liable to a negligent plaintiff, or 
even to a plaintiff who has been grossly negligent in placing himself in peril, 
if the defendant, aware of the plaintiff’s peril, or according to some but not 
all authorities, although unaware of the plaintiff’s peril, reasonably in the 
exercise of due care should have been aware of it, had in fact a later 
opportunity than the plaintiff to avoid an accident. As the doctrine usually is 
stated, a person who has the last chance or opportunity of avoiding an 
accident, notwithstanding the negligent acts of his opponent or the 
negligence of a third person which is imputed to h is opponent, is considered 
in law solely responsible for the consequences of the accident.27 

Picart vs. Smith 
37 Phil. 809 

Facts: Plaintiff was riding on his pony on Carlatan Bridge, San Fernando, 
La Union. Before he had gotten half way across, the defendant 
approached from the opposite direction in an automobile, going at the 
rate of about ten or twelve miles per hour. As the defendant neared the 
bridge he saw a horseman on it and blew his horn to give warning of 
his approach. He continued his course and after e had taken the bridge 
he gave two more successive blasts, as it appeared to him that the 
man on horseback before him was not observing the rule of the road. 

The plaintiff saw the automobile coming and heard the warning signals. 
However, being perturbed by the novelty of the apparition or the 
rapidity of the approach, he pulled the pony closely up against the 
railing on the right side of the bridge instead of going to the left. The 
reason why he did this was that he thought he did not have sufficient 
time to get over to the other side. The bridge had length of 75 meters 
and a width of 4.80 meters. As the automobile approached the 
defendant guided it toward his left, that being the proper side of the 
road for the machine. In so doing the defendant assumed that the 
horseman would move to the other side. The pony had not as yet 
exhibited fright, and the rider had made no sign for the automobile to 
stop. Seeing that the pony apparently quiet, the defendant instead of 

                                                 
27 38 Am.Jur., pp.900-902. 
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veering to the right while yet some distance away or slowing down, 
continued to approach directly toward the horse without diminution of 
speed. When he had gotten quite near, there being then no possibility 
of the horse getting across to the other side, the defendant quickly 
turned his car sufficiently to the right to escape hitting the horse 
alongside of the railing where it was then standing; but in so doing the 
automobile passed in such close proximity to the animal that it became 
frightened and turned its body across the bridge with its head toward 
the railing. In so doing, it was struck on the hock of the left hind leg by 
the flange of the car and the limb was broken. The horse fell and its 
rider was thrown off with some violence. When the accident occurred 
the free space where the pony stood between the automobile and the 
railing of the bridge was probably less than one and one half meters. 
The horse died and the plaintiff received injuries. This action was to 
recover damages from the defendant. 

Held: “Applying this test to the conduct of the defendant in the present 
case we think that negligence is clearly established. A prudent man, 
placed in the position of the defendant, would, in our opinion, have 
recognized that the course which he was pursuing was fraught with 
risk, and would therefore have foreseen harm to the horse and rider as 
a reasonable consequence of that course. Under these circumstances 
the law imposed on the defendant the duty to guard against the 
threatened harm. 

 “It goes without saying that the plaintiff was not free from fault, for he 
was guilty of antecedent negligence in planting himself on the wrong 
side of the road. But as we have already stated, the defendant was 
also negligent; and in such case the problem always is to discover 
which agent is immediately responsible. It will be noted that the 
negligent acts of the two parties were not contemporaneous, since the 
negligence of the defendant succeeded the negligence of the plaintiff 
by an appreciable interval. Under these circumstances the law is that 
the person who has the last fair chance to avoid the impending harm 
and fails to do so is chargeable with the consequences, without 
reference to the prior negligence of the other party.” 

Defendant was held liable to plaintiff and ordered to pay the latter 
P200 representing the value of the horse, medical expenses and damages to 
plaintiff’s clothing. 
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Res Ipsa Loquitur (The thing speaks for itself). 

The person claiming damages has the burden of proving the existence 
of the fault or negligence causing such damages. The fact of negligence must 
be affirmatively established by competent evidence.28 

Thus, where a fire broke out in a corner of a room of a convent in 
which was located an altar decorated for Christmas festivals and illumined 
by electric lights installed by the defendant, the plaintiff was not allowed 
recover, it not having been satisfactorily shown that the fire was caused by a 
defective installation, the court pointing out that it was just equally probable 
that the fire may have originated from some other causes independent of the 
negligence of the defendant.29 

So also in a case where a barge and dredging scope which had been 
leased by the defendant from the plaintiff were sunk while being towed by a 
launch owned by the plaintiff, the defendant was absolved from liability, it 
not having been proven that the loss was due to the negligence of the 
defendant or his employee.30 

But negligence may be shown by circumstantial evidence if the facts 
and circumstances relied upon to sustain the allegation of negligence are 
closely and immediately connected with the accident there is said to arise a 
presumption of negligence which is described as a case in which “the thing 
speaks for itself,” or as expressed in Latin, “res ipsa loquitur.” In such a 
case, all that is necessary for the plaintiff to do is to prove the fact of the 
harm and the circumstances under which it occurred. 

The leading case which established the rule of res ipsa loquitur was 
Byrne vs. Boadle, (1863), 2 H.&Co. 722, 159 Eng. Reprint 299. In this case 
the plaintiff, while walking along a public street, was struck by a barrel of 
flour falling from a window above. The plaintiff’s evidence consisted of the 
above fact established by two eyewitnesses who knew nothing of the reason 
for the falling barrel. Because the plaintiff had alleged negligence and had 
                                                 
28 12 Manresa, 636-640. 
29 Barcelo vs. Manila Electric R R & L Co., 29 Phil. 351. 
30 Novo & Co. vs Ainsworth, 26 Phil. 380. 
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failed to offer any evidence thereof, the trial court nonsuited the plaintiff, but 
the Court of the Exchequer reversed his action on the ground that the 
plaintiff had made out a sufficient prima facie case. The Court, speaking 
through Pollock, C.B., said: 

“The learned counsel was quite right in saying that there are many 
accidents from which no presumption of negligence can arise, but I think 
it would be wrong to lay down as a rule that in no case can presumption of 
negligence arise from the fact of an accident. Suppose in this case the 
barrel had rolled out of the warehouse and fallen on the plaintiff, how 
could he possibly ascertain from what cause it occurred. It is the duty of 
the persons who keep barrels in a warehouse to take care that they do not 
roll out, and I think that such a case would, beyond all doubt, afford prima 
facie evidence of negligence. A barrel could not roll out of the warehouse 
without some negligence, and to say the plaintiff who is injured by it must 
call witnesses from the warehouse to prove negligence seems to me 
preposterous. So in the building or repairing a house, or putting posts on 
the chimneys, if a person passing along the road is injured by something 
falling upon him, I think the accident alone would be prima facie evidence 
of negligence. Or, if an article calculated to cause damage is put in a 
wrong place and does mischief, I think those whose duty it was to put it in 
the right place are prima facie responsible, and if there is any state of facts 
to rebut the presumption of negligence, they must prove them. The present 
case upon the evidence comes to this, a man is passing in front of the 
premises of a dealer in flour. I think it is apparent that the barrel was in the 
custody of the defendant who occupied the premises, and who is 
responsible for the acts of his servants who had control of it; and in my 
opinion the fact of its falling is prima facie evidence of negligence, and the 
plaintiff who was injured by it is not bound to show that it could not fall 
without negligence, but if there are any facts inconsistent with negligence 
it is for the defendant to prove them.” 

The statement of the principle of res ipsa loquitur most often quoted 
is that of Chief Justice Erie in Scott vs. London & St. Katheries Docks 
Co., 1865, 3 H. & Co. 596: 

“There must be reasonable evidence of negligence; but where the thing is 
shown to be under the management of the defendant or his servants, and 
the accident is such as in the ordinary course of things does not happen if 
those who have the management use proper care it affords reasonable 
evidence, in the absence of explanation by the defendants, that the 
accident arose from want of care.” 
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The principle has been applied to railroad accidents causing harm to 
passengers, to harm from electric currents, to harm due to falling objects 
such as a broken window pane, a window screen, a cornice of a building, a 
stone from a wall, etc., and to harm caused by physicians, surgeons, and 
dentists to patients undergoing treatments, examination, or operation under 
circumstances which support the inference of negligence, as where a surgeon 
knocked out a tooth while performing an operation to remove tonsils, or 
where a surgeon left some object in the patient’s body such as needle, or a 
gauze bandage. In some cases the doctrine has been applied to burns 
sustained b y an X-ray machine. Occasionally the doctrine is applied in cases 
of automobile accidents if the circumstances strongly suggest negligence as 
where a parked automobile starts to roll down a hill and there is no visible 
cause of its motion, or where an automobile suddenly veers from the street 
and strikes a pedestrian on the sidewalk.31 

The condition usually stated as necessary for the application of the 
principle of res ipsa loquitur are: 

(a) The accident must be of a kind which ordinarily does not occur in 
the absence of someone’s negligence; 

(b) It must be caused by an agency or instrumentality within the 
exclusive control of the defendant; and 

(c) It must not have been due to any voluntary action of contribution 
on the part of the plaintiff. 

Some authorities suggest that the additional requirement that evidence 
as to the explanation of the accident must be more readily accessible to the 
defendant than to the plaintiff. The better view would seem to be that this is 
not essential, so long as the circumstances give rise to a reasonable inference 
of negligence. 

The principle of res ipsa loquitur as a means of determining whether 
negligence exists or not has been adopted and applied by our courts. 

                                                 
31 Harper on Torts, pp. 183-184. 
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Africa, et al. vs. Caltex 
16 SCRA 448 

Facts: A fire broke out at the Caltex service station. It started while 
gasoline was being hosed form a tank into the underground storage. 
The fire spread and burned several houses, among which was a house 
owned by the plaintiffs. The cause of the fire was not shown by the 
evidence. The question is whether or not, without proof as to the cause 
and origin of the fire, the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur should apply so 
as to presume negligence on the part of the defendant. 

Held: “This case is strikingly similar to the case of Jones vs. Shell 
Petroleum Corporation, 171 So. 447 wherein the Supreme Court of 
Louisiana held: 

“Predicated on these circumstances and the further circumstances of 
defendant’s failure to explain the cause of the fire or to show its lack of 
knowledge of the cause, plaintiff has evoked the doctrine of res ipsa 
loquitur. There are many cases in which the doctrine may be 
successfully invoked and this, we think is one of them. 

‘Where the thing which cause the injury complained of is shown to be 
under the management of defendant or his servants and the accident 
is such as in the ordinary course of things does not happen if those 
how have its management or control use proper care, it affords 
reasonable evidence, in absence of explanation by defendant, that the 
accident arose from want of care. (45 C.J. no. 768, p. 1193,. 

‘This statement of the rule of res ipsa loquitur has been widely approved 
and adopted by the courts of last resort.’ 

“The principle enunciated in the aforequoted case applies with equal force 
here. The gasoline station with all its appliances, equipments and 
employees, was under the control of appellees (defendants). A fire 
occurred therein and spread to and burned the neighboring houses. 
The persons who knew or could have known how the fire started were 
appellees and their employees, but they gave no explanation thereof 
whatsoever. It is a fair and reasonable inference that the incident 
happened because of want of care.”  

Defendants held liable. 

Republic vs. Luzon Stevedoring 
21 SCRA 279 

Facts: In the afternoon of August 17, 1960 a barge owned by defendant 
was being towed down the Pasig River by two tugboats also owned by 
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said defendant. The barge rammed against one of the wooden piles of 
the Nagtahan bailey bridge, smashing the posts and causing the 
bridge to list. The river, at the time was swollen and the current swift on 
account of heavy downpour of rain in Manila and surrounding 
provinces on August 15 and 16, 1960. One of the defenses was that 
the collision of the barge with the supports of the Nagtahan bridge was 
due to force majeure. 

Held: “As to the first question, considering that the Nagtahan bridge was 
an immovable and stationary object and uncontrovertibly provided with 
adequate openings for the passage of water craft, including barges like 
that of the appellant’s, it is undeniable that the unusual event that the 
barge, exclusively controlled by appellant, rammed the bridge supports 
raises a presumption of negligence on the part of appellant or its 
employees manning the barge or the tugs that towed it. For in the 
ordinary course of events, such a thing does not happen if proper care 
is used. In Anglo American Jurisprudence, the inference arises by what 
is known as the ‘res ipsa loquitur’ rule.”  

Defendant held liable. 

Griffen vs. Manice 
166 N.Y. 189, 59 N.E. 925, 52 LRA 922 

Facts: Action to recover damages for the death of plaintiff’s intestate. On 
December 6, 1898 defendant was the owner of an office building in the 
city of New York in which there was maintained and operated an 
elevator for carrying passengers to and from the several floors. The 
deceased was the secretary of the U.S. Fire Insurance Co., which had 
leased offices in the basement and also in the 7th and 8th stories. On 
the day in question after having attended a meeting of the directors of 
the company, held on the 8th storey, he took the elevator to return to 
the basement. The evidence shows that the elevator descended with 
unusual rapidity, and instead of stopping at the basement, which was 
the lowest floor, passed beyond until it struck the bumpers at the 
bottom of the shaft with such force as to rebound about 18 inches, and 
throw some of the occupants of the elevator down. Almost immediately 
thereafter the counterbalance weights, which move in a reverse 
direction to that of the car, and consist of pieces of iron, each from 40 
to 60 pounds in weight, fell down the shaft, breaking through the top of 
the elevator car. One of them struck plaintiff’s intestate on the head, 
killing him immediately. 

Held: In Breen vs. Railroad Co., 109 N.Y. 297, 16 N.E. 60, it is said: 
“There must be reasonable evidence of negligence; but when the thing 
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causing the injury is shown to be under the control of a defendant, and 
the accident is such as in the ordinary course of business does not 
happen if reasonable care is used, it does, in the absence of 
explanation by the defendant, afford sufficient evidence that the 
accident arose from want of care on its part.’ I can see no reason why 
the rule thus declared is not applicable to all cases, or why the 
probative force of the evidence depends on the relation of the parties. 
Of course, the relation of the parties may determine the fact to be 
proved, whether it be the want of the highest care or only want of 
ordinary care, though sufficient to prove absence of the highest degree 
of diligence. But the question in every case is whether the 
circumstances surrounding the occurrence are such as to justify the 
jury inferring the fact in issue. 

X x x x x 
 “In Green vs. Banta, 48 N.Y. Super. Ct. 146, a workman was injured 

by the breaking down of a scaffold. In a suit against his master the 
court charged: ‘The fact that the scaffold gave way is some evidence – 
it is what might be called prima facie evidence – of negligence on the 
part of the person or persons who were bound to provide a safe and 
proper scaffold. This charge was held to be correct by the general term 
of the superior court of the city of New York, and the decision affirmed 
by this court. In Mulcairns vs. City of Jamesville, 67 Wis. 24, 29 
N.W. 565, the fall of a wall was held presumptive evidence of 
negligence in a suit by a servant against his master. In Smith vs. 
Gaslight Co., 129 Mass. 318, it was held that the escape of gas from 
the pipes of a gas company was prima facie evidence of negligence. In 
that case there seems to have been no contractual relations whatever 
between the parties. In Peck vs. Railroad Co., 165 N.Y. 347, 59 N.E. 
206, which was an action for injury to plaintiff’s property by fire, it was 
said: ‘But while it was necessary for the plaintiff to affirmatively 
establish negligence on the part of the defendant, either in the 
condition or in the operation of its engine, for which the mere 
occurrence of the fire was not sufficient, it was not necessary that he 
should prove either the specific defect in the engine or the particular 
act of misconduct in its management or operation constituting the 
negligence causing the injury complained of. It was sufficient if he 
proved facts and circumstances from which the injury might fairly infer 
the engine was either defective in its condition or negligently operated.’ 
This is the principle which underlines the maxim of res ipsa loquitur. 
When the facts and circumstances from which the jury is asked to infer 
negligence are those immediately attendant on the occurrence, we 
speak of it as a case of res ipsa loquitur; when not immediately 
connected with the occurrence, then it is an ordinary case of 
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circumstantial evidence. In Benedick vs. Potts, 88 Md. 52, Atl. 1067, 
41 L.R.A. 478, it is said: ‘In no instance can the bare fact that an injury 
has happened, of itself and divorced from all the surrounding 
circumstances, justify the inference that the injury was caused by 
negligence. It is true that direct proof of negligence is not necessary. 
Like any other fact, negligence may be established by the proof of 
circumstances from which its existence may be inferred. X x x This 
phrase (res ipsa loquitur), which, literally translated, means that “the 
thing speaks for itself,” is merely a short way of saying that the 
circumstances attendant upon an accident are themselves of such a 
character as to justify a jury in inferring negligence as the cause of that 
accident. 

Returning now to the case before us, it appears that the deceased was 
present by the implied invitation of the defendant, extended to him and 
all others who might have lawful business on the premises, to use the 
elevator as a means of proceeding from one story to another. The 
defendant, therefore, owed the plaintiff the duty of using at least 
reasonable care in seeing that the premises were safe. The death of 
the plaintiff’s intestate was caused by the fall of the counterbalance 
weights. These weights were held in a frame, to which was attached a 
rope or cable passing around a drum. The weights fell down from the 
frame, and the rope was thrown off the drum. That no such accident 
could ordinarily have occurred, had the elevator machinery been in 
proper condition and properly operated, seems to me very plain. The 
court was, therefore, justified in permitting the jury to infer negligence 
from the accident; construing, as I do, the term “accident” to include 
not only the injury, but the attendant circumstances.” 
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CHAPTER IV: OBLIGATIONS AND LIABILITIES ARISING 
FROM HUMAN RELATIONS 

Chapter 2 of the Preliminary Title of the Civil Code deals with 
“Human Relations.” The provisions of law contained in this chapter are new 
provisions and not based on the Spanish Civil Code. The Code Commission 
says that the chapter formulates some basic principles that are to be observed 
for the rightful relationship between human beings and for the stability of 
the social order. It was designed to indicate certain norms that spring from 
the fountain of good conscience.1 

Manner of exercising rights and duties. 

Article 19 of the Civil Code provides: 
“Every person must, in the exercise of his rights and in the performance of his duties act with 
justice, give everyone his due, and observe honesty and good faith.” 

The foregoing provisions establish the norm to be observed by 
persons in the exercise of their rights and the performance of their duties. 
Explaining the provision the Code Commission said: 

“Needless to say, every sound legislation from time immemorial has 
sought to act as an arbiter between the conflicting rights of 
individuals. To accomplish so noble a mission, the lawmaker makes 
it imperative that everyone duly respect the rights of others.”2 

“Right” is a discretionary power to exact from other individuals or 
persons the observance of a certain behavior, said powers being recognized 
and enforced by state authority to the extent that it conforms to the general 
interest. “Duty” is the juridical necessity to observe a certain demeanor or 
conduct, sanctioned by law. Right and duty are reciprocal, correlative and 
inseparable being the opposite aspects of the same relation. He who 
exercises his rights injures no one provided he acts with justice gives 

                                                 
1 Report, Code Commission. p. 39. 
2 Report, Code Commission. p. 39. 
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everyone his due and observes honesty and good faith. Every right ends 
where abuse begins.3 

The following are some definitions of “justice” 

Justice is a constant and perpetual determination to render to every 
one what is due him, “Justitia est constans et perpetua voluntas jus suum 
cuique tribuendi.”4 

“Justice is the habit whereby a man renders to each one his due by a 
constant and perpetual will.”5 

“Justice is the settled and perpetual intention of tendering to each his 
right.”6 

“The object of Justice is the rights of others which we must respect, so 
that there may be an equality between those rights and our duties. That is 
said to be just which conforms to a certain measure, which is equal to its 
measure. The right of another is the measure of my duty. Justice therefore 
consists in a conformity or equality between my duty and another’s right.”77 

“Justice” is the dictate of right, according to the on-sent of mankind 
who may be associated in one government or who may be governed by the 
same principles and morals.”8 

“Among the moderns, Spencer announced a formula of justice. ‘Every 
man is free to do that which he wills, provided he infringes not the equal 
freedom of any other man.’ This is in effect to make justice one with liberty. 
Stammler in his analysis of Justice introduces the conception of grace or 
leniency as Aristotle had done before him, but ends with Gantian ideal of a 
freely developed and freely acting personality. So, in our own body of law, 
the standard to which we appeal is sometimes characterized as that of 

                                                 
3 National Labor Union vs. C.I.R.., 58 Phil. 732. 
4 Dig, K.I.Sec. 10 and Inst. I, 1. 
5 Aquinas II Summa, 1435 Pt. II-II Q 58, A I. 
6 Lewis, Clive Stapples, “The Abolition of Man.” 
7 Louis of Polay, “Exposition of Christian Doctrine.” 
8 Duncan vs.Magette, 25 Tex. 245, 251. 
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justice, but also as the equitable, the fair, the thing consistent with good 
conscience.” 

Velayo vs. Shell Co. 
100 Phil. 168 

Facts: Defendant Shell Co. was one of the principal creditors of the 
Commercial Air Lines, Inc. (CALI). Taking advantage of its knowledge 
that voluntary insolvency proceedings will be instituted by CALI if the 
creditors did not come to an understanding as to the manner of 
distributing CALI’s assets among them, and believing that they would 
not arrive at an understanding, defendant effected a telegraphic 
transfer of its credit to a sister corporation in the United States. The 
sister corporation immediately filed an action In California against CALI 
and on the same date obtained an attachment on an airplane of CALI 
which was in California at that time. Two months later CALI filed a 
petition for voluntary insolvency in the Philippines. Plaintiff Velayo was 
elected as assignee by the creditor of CALI. He then filed an action 
against the defendant’s transfer of its credit to a sister corporation in 
the United States and the attachment of CALI’s plane also in the 
United States. 

Held: The defendant acted in bad faith and betrayed the confidence of the 
other creditors of the insolvent CALI which act of the defendant was 
contrary to the provisions of Art. 19 of the Civil Code which provided 
that “Every person must, in the exercise of its rights and in the 
performance of his duties, act with justice, give everyone his due, and 
observe honesty and good faith.”  

Defendant was, therefore, held liable to the plaintiff in damages. 

Philippine National Bank vs. Court of Appeals 
83 SCRA 237 

Facts: Rita Gueco Tapnio had obtained a crop loan of P2,000.00 from the 
Philippine National Bank. Her indebtedness was secured by a 
mortgage on her standing crop including her sugar quota allocation for 
the year 1956-1957. Because she was not able to harvest enough 
sugar to cover her sugar quota allocation for 1956-1957 she leased her 
sugar quota allocation to Jacobo Tuazon at P2.50 per picul. The lease 
of the sugar quota allocation was submitted by them to thie Manager of 
the Bank at San Fernando, Pampanga for approval since the quota 
was mortgaged to the Bank and the Manager required them to raise 
the lease P2.50 a picul to which they agreed. When the lease was 
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submitted to the Bank in Manila for approval, tie approval was 
recommended by the Executive Vice President to the Bank’s Board of 
Directors. The Bank’s Board of Directors required that the amount of 
the lease be raised to P3.00 a picul. Tuazon asked for a 
reconsideration but the Board denied the same. On February 22, 1957 
Tuazon wrote the Bank that he was no longer interested in the lease. 
As a result Rita Gueco Tapnio lost P2,800 which she should have 
received from Tuazon for the transaction. Rita failed to pay the Bank 
the crop loan of P2,000 and the Bank sued her. Rita in turn claimed 
P2,800 from the Bank alleging that she failed to realize that amount in 
her transaction with Tuzon because of the unreasonableness of the 
Bank’s directors in requiring that the amount of the lease be raised to 
P3.00 a picul. The lower court sustained Rita. The Court of Appeals 
affirmed the lower court’s decision and the Bank appealed to the 
Supreme Court by certiorari. 

Held: “While petitioner had the authority of approving or disapproving the 
proposed lease since the quota was mortgaged to the Bank, the latter 
certainly cannot escape its responsibility of observing, for the 
protection of the interest of private respondents, that degree of care, 
precaution and vigilance which the circumstances justly demand in 
approving or disapproving the lease of said sugar quota. The law 
makes it imperative that every person “must in the exercise of rights 
and in the performance of his duties, act with justice, give everyone his 
due, and observe honesty and good faith.” This petitioner failed to do. 
Certainly, it knew that the agricultural year was about to expire, that by 
its disapproval of the lease private respondents would be unable to 
utilize the sugar quota in question. In failing to observe the reasonable 
degree of care and vigilance which the surrounding circumstances 
reasonably impose, petitioner is consequently liable for damages 
caused on private respondents. Under Article 21 of the New Civil 
Code, “any person who willfully causes loss or injury to another in a 
manner that is contrary to morals, good customs or public policy shall 
compensate the latter for the damage.” The afore-cited provisions on 
human relations were intended to expand the concept of torts in this 
jurisdiction by granting adequate legal remedy for the untold number of 
moral wrongs which is impossible for human foresight to specifically 
provide in the statutes.”  

Decision affirmed. 

“Honesty” means to act with careful regard to the rights of others. 
One who is honest in the highest and fullest sense of the term is scrupulously 
careful to adhere to all known truth and right. 
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“Good faith” is the honest intention to abstain from taking any 
unconscientious advantage of another. Good faith is an opposite of fraud and 
of bad faith.10 

Damages for acts contrary to law.  

Article 20 of the Civil Code provides: 
“Every person who. Contrary to law, willfully or negligently causes damages to another, shall 
indemnify the latter for the same.” 

The Code Commission explains that the above-quoted provision is 
intended to provide a remedy in cases where the law declares an act illegal 
but fails to provide for a relief to the party injured. Under this provision of 
law the following requisites must exist in order that liability will arise, (a) 
the act must be willful or negligent; (b) it must be contrary to law; and (c) 
damages must be suffered by the injured party. 

Arts. 2176 to 2194 of the Civil Code which deals with quasi-delicts 
already hold persons liable for the damages which they may cause through 
their fault or negligence. The Revised Penal Code provides for damages 
caused by intentional or willful acts amounting to a crime. Logically, 
therefore, Art. 19 of the Civil Code refers to willful or negligent acts 
contrary to law not constituting quasi-delicts or crimes. 

Liability for acts contrary to morals, good custom or public policy. 

Art. 21 of the Civil Code provides: 

“Any person who willfully causes loss or injury to another in a manner that is contrary to 
morals, good customs or public policy shall compensate the latter for the damage.” 

Explaining the reason for this provision the Code Commission said: 
“Thus at one stroke, the legislator, if the foregoing rule is approved, 
would vouchsafe adequate legal remedy for that untold number of 
moral wrongs which is impossible for human foresight to provide for 
specifically in the statutes. 

                                                 
10 Cui vs.Henson, 51 Phil. 612. 
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“But, it may be asked, would this proposed article obliterate the 
boundary line between morality and law? The answer is that, in the 
last analysis, every good law draws its breath of life from morals, 
from these principles which are written with words of fire in the 
conscience of man. If this premise is admitted, then the proposed 
rule is a prudent earnest of justice in the face of the impossibility of 
enumerating, one by one, all wrongs which cause damages. When it 
is reflected that while codes of law and statutes have changed from 
age to age, the conscience of man has remained fixed to its ancient 
moorings, one can not but feel that it is sale and salutary to 
transmute, as far as may be, moral norms into legal rules, thus 
imparting to every legal system that enduring quality which ought to 
be one of its superlative attributes. 
“Furthermore, there is no belief of more baneful consequence upon 
the social order than that a person may with impunity cause damage 
to his fellow-men so long as he does not break any law of the State, 
though he may be defying the most sacred postulates of morality. 
What is more, the victim loses faith in the ability of the government 
to afford him protection or relief. 
“A provision similar to the one under consideration is embodied in 
article 826 of the German Civil Code. 
“The same observation may be made concerning injurious acts that 
are contrary to public policy but are not forbidden by statute. There 
are countless acts of such character, but have not been foreseen by 
the lawmakers. Among these are many business practices that are 
unfair or oppressive, and certain acts of landholders and employers 
affecting their tenants and employees which contravene the public 
policy of social justice.”11 

The following cases illustrate the application of Art. 21 of the Civil 
Code: 

Manila Gas Corp. vs. Court of Appeals 
100 SCRA 602. 616 

Facts: On May 20, 1960 Isidro Ongsip applied for the installation of gas 
service connection at his residence at 2686 Park Ave., Pasay City. The 

                                                 
11 Report of the Code Commission, pp. 40-41 quoted with approval by the Supreme Court in Velayo vs. 
Shell Co. 100 Phil. 186, 202-203. 
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gas service was installed by employees of the Manila Gas Corporation. 
On July 27, 1965 Ongsip applied for additional gas service at his 46-
door apartment in the same compound. The installation was also made 
by the employees of the Manila Gas Corp.  

There was no significant change in the meter reading despite the 
additional installations. In October, 1966 the Manila Gas Corp. filed a 
complaint for qualified theft against Ongsip in the Pasay City Fiscal’s 
office. In February. 1967 the Manila Gas Corp. disconnected the gas 
service of Ongsip’s premises without prior notice for alleged failure to 
pay his gas consumption from July, 1965 to January, 1967. On May 
29, 1967 the Pasay City Fiscal dismissed the case against Ongsip for 
lack of evidence. On July 14, 1967 Ongsip filed an action to recover 
damages against the Manila Gas Corp. for the closure of the gas 
service connection at his premises. 

Held: “Quite obviously, petitioner’s act in disconnecting respondent 
Ongsip’s gas service without prior notice constitutes breach of contract 
amounting to an independent tort. The prematurity of the action is 
indicative of an intent to cause additional mental and moral suffering to 
private respondent. This is a clear violation of Article 21 of the Civil 
Code which provides that ‘any person who willfully causes loss or 
injury to another in a manner that is contrary to morals, goad customs 
or public policy shall compensate the latter for damages.’ This is 
reiterated by paragraph 10 of Article 2219 of the Code….” 

Ongsip was awarded P15,000 as moral damages, P5,000 as exemplary 
damages plus attorney’s fees. 

Grand Union Supermarket vs. Espino Jr. 
94 SCRA 953 

Facts: Espino Jr., with his wife and two daughters were shopping in the 
petitioner’s supermarket in Makati. He picked a file from one of the 
shelves and later put it in the front breast pocket of his shirt with a 
good part of the merchandise exposed. At the check out counter he 
paid for his wife’s purchases amounting to P77.00 but forgot to pay for 
the file which was worth P3.85. When his attention was called by the 
guard of the supermarket he took P5.00 to pay for the file. The guard 
took the P5.00 and told Espino that it was a fine. Employees of the 
supermarket publicly charged Espino with “shoplifting” and he was 
publicly humiliated by employees of the supermarket. Espino was a 
mechanical engineer and an executive of Procter & Gamble and has 
occupied positions in the government and in the business community. 
He sued the supermarket for damages. 
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Held: “Nonetheless, the false accusation charged against the private 
respondent after detaining and interrogating him by the uniformed 
guards and the mode and manner in which he was subjected, shouting 
at him, imposing upon him a fine, threatening to call the police and in 
the presence and hearing of many people at the Supermarket which 
brought and caused him humiliation and embarrassment, sufficiently 
rendered the petitioners (Grand Union Supermarket) liable for 
damages under Articles 19 and 21 in relation to Article 2219 of the Civil 
Code. We rule that under the facts of the case at bar, petitioners 
willfully caused loss or injury to private respondent in a manner that 
was contrary to morals, good customs or public policy. It is against 
morals, good customs and public policy to humiliate, embarrass and 
degrade the dignity of a person….”  

Petitioner was ordered to pay P5,000 as moral damages and attorney’s 
fees in the amount of P3,000. The P75,000 moral damages awarded to 
Espino by the Court of Appeals was reduced to P5,000 and the exemplary 
damages for P25,000 eliminated because according to the Supreme Court 
Espino by his own act of forgetting to pay for the file contributed to his own 
damage. 

Quimiguing vs. ICAO 
34 SCRA 321 

Facts: Plaintiff and defendant were neighbors and had close and 
confidential relations. Defendant, although married, succeeded in 
having carnal intercourse with the plaintiff several times by force and 
intimidation and without her consent. As a result she became pregnant 
and had to stop studying. Later she gave birth to a baby girl. She 
instituted an action to recover damages from the defendant. The lower 
court dismissed the case on the ground that the original complaint 
averred no cause of action. Plaintiff appealed. 

Held: “A second reason for reversing the orders appealed from is that for 
a married man to force a woman not his wife to yield to his lust (as 
averred in the original complaint in this case) constitutes a clear 
violation of the rights of his victim that entitles her to claim 
compensation for the damage caused. Says Article 21 of Civil Code of 
the Philippines: 

“ ‘Art. 21. Any person who willfully causes loss or injury to another in a 
manner that is contrary to morals, good customs or public policy shall 
compensate the latter for the damage.’ “ 
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Judgment of the lower court reversed and case remanded to lower 
court for further proceedings. 

Pe et al vs. Pe 
5 SCRA 200 

Facts: Plaintiffs are parents, brothers and sisters of Lolita Pe, an 
unmarried woman 24 years of age. Defendant, a married man, 
frequently visited Lolita’s house on the pretext that he wanted her to 
teach him to pray the rosary. They fell in love and conducted 
clandestine trysts. When the parents learned about this they prohibited 
defendant from going to their house. The affair continued just the 
same. On April 14, 1957 Lolita disappeared from her brother’s house 
where she was living. A note in the handwriting of the defendant was 
found inside Lolita’s aparador. The present action was instituted under 
Article 21 of the Civil Code. The lower court dismissed the action and 
plaintiffs appealed. 

Held: “The circumstances under which defendant tried to win Lolita’s 
affection cannot lead to any other conclusion than that it was he who, 
thru an ingenious scheme or trickery, seduced the latter to the extent 
of making her fall in love with him. This is shown by the fact that 
defendant frequented the house of Lolita on the pretext that he wanted 
her to teach him how to pray the rosary. Because of the frequency of 
his visits to the tatter’s family who was allowed free access because he 
was a collateral relative and was considered as a member of her 
family, the two eventually fell in love with each other and conducted 
clandestine love affairs. Defendant continued his love affairs with Lolita 
until she disappeared from the parental home. Indeed, no other 
conclusion can be drawn from this chain of events than that defendant 
not only deliberately, but through a clever strategy, succeeded in 
winning the affection and love of Lolita to the extent of having illicit 
relations with her. The wrong he has caused her and her family is 
indeed immeasurable considering the fact that he is a married man. 
Verily, he has committed and injury to Lolita’s family in a manner 
contrary to morals, good customs and public policy as contemplated in 
Article 21 of the New Civil Code.” 

Wassmer vs. Velez 
12 SCRA 648 

Facts: On August 23, 1954 plaintiff and defendant applied for a license to 
contract marriage which was subsequently issued. Their wedding was 
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set for September 5, 1954, invitations were printed and distributed to 
relatives, friends and acquaintances. The bride-to-be’s trousseau, 
party dresses and other apparel for the important occasion were 
purchased. Dresses for the maid of honor and the flower girl were 
prepared. Bridal showers were given and gifts received. Two days 
before the wedding, defendant who was 28 years old, left a note for 
plaintiff stating that the wedding had to be postponed because his 
mother opposed it. He emplaned to his home city in Mindanao. The 
next day the day before the wedding, defendant wired the plaintiff that 
nothing changed and assured her that he was returning soon. 
Defendant never returned and was never heard from again. Plaintiff 
filed an action for damages against the defendant. 

Held: “Surely this is not a case of mere breach of promise to marry. As 
stated, mere breach of promise to marry is not an actionable wrong. 
But to formally set a wedding and go through all the above-described 
preparation and publicity, only to walk out of it when the matrimony is 
about to be solemnized, is quite different. This is palpably and 
unjustifiably contrary to good customs for which defendant must be 
held answerable in damages in accordance with Article 21 aforesaid.”  

Plaintiff awarded P15.000.00 as moral and exemplary damages. 

Return of things acquired without just or legal cause. 

Article 22 of the Civil Code provides: 
“Every person who through on act or performance by another, or any other means, acquire or 
conies into possession of something at the expense of the latter without just or legal ground shall 
return the same to him.” 

Explaining this provision the Code Commission said: 
“This provision embodies the doctrine that no person should unjustly 
enrich himself at the expense of another, which has been one of the 
mainstays of every legal system for centuries. It is most needful that 
this ancient principle be clearly and specifically consecrated in the 
proposed Civil Code to the end that in cases not foreseen by the 
lawmaker, no one may unjustly benefit himself to the prejudice of 
another. The German Civil Code has a similar provision (.Art. 
812.).”12 

An example of the application of this provision is the following: 
                                                 
12 Report of the code Commission, pp. 40.41; quoted by the Supreme Court in Velayo vs. Shell co., 100 
Phil. 196, 203. 
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Lawless elements occupy a town or community and by means of force 
and intimidation took personal belongings from helpless civilians. When 
government forces come to the aid of the town or community and establish 
peace and order, the lawless elements escape to the hills leaving in the 
houses which they were occupying the personal belongings which they took 
from the helpless civilians. The owners of the houses occupied by the 
lawless elements returned to their houses and finding the personal 
belongings took possession of them and claimed them as their own. The 
civilians who were deprived of those belongings by the lawless elements 
have the right to recover them from the possessors under the provisions of 
Art. 22 of the Civil Code. 

In order that the principle of unjust enrichment may be applied the 
following requisites must be present: 

(a) That there be an enrichment on the part of the defendant; 

(b) That there be a damage or loss suffered by the plaintiff; 

(c) That there be no just or legal ground for defendant’s enrichment; 
and 

(d) That the enrichment is at the expense of the plaintiff. 

In other words, there must be a relation of cause and effect between 
defendant’s enrichment and plaintiff’s damage. Even if the defendant has 
enriched himself if there is no proof that the plaintiff has suffered any loss or 
damage, the principle of unjust enrichment will not apply because the 
principle was not intended for the benefit or protection of the envious. 

Liability for benefits received although not due to fault or negligence. 

Art. 23 of the Civil Code provides: 
“Even when an act or event causing damage to another’s property 
was not due to the fault or negligence of the defendant, the latter 
shall be liable for indemnity if through the act or event ho was 
benefited,” 

Ordinarily, a person is liable only for the damage caused by his fault 
or negligence. However, there are situations where a person may receive 
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benefits through acts or events not imputable to his fault or negligence but 
which results in damage to another. In such cases, equity and good 
conscience demands that the person who received the benefit must 
indemnify the person damaged. The above-quoted provision of law is 
intended to afford relief in such cases. 

The Code Commission gives the following example of the application 
of the above-mentioned article: Without A’s knowledge, a flood drives his 
cattle to the cultivated highland of B. A’s cattle were saved, but B’s crop is 
destroyed. True, A was not at fault, but he was benefited. It is but right and 
equitable that he should indemnify B.13 Obviously, the indemnity to be paid 
should not be beyond the extent of the benefit received. Otherwise, the party 
injured would be unjustly enriched at the expense of the party who received 
the benefit 

Duty of courts to give protection in certain cases. 

Article 24 of the Civil Code provides: 
“In all contractual, property or other relations. When one of the parties is at a disadvantage on 
account of his moral dependence, ignorance, indigence, mental weakness, tender age or other 
handicap, the court must be vigilant for his protection.” 

This legal provision is intended to implement the provision of the 
Constitution on the promotion of social justice. It imposes upon the courts 
the duty of protecting those who, by reason of moral dependence, ignorance, 
indigence, mental weakness, tender age or other handicap, are at a 
disadvantage in contractual property or other relations. The Civil Code 
contains other provisions based on the same considerations. Thus, in Art. 
1382 it is provided that when one of the parties is unable to read or the 
language in a contract is not understood by him and mistake or fraud is 
alleged, the person enforcing the contract must show that, the terms thereof 
have been fully explained to the former. Under Arts. 1330 and 1337, the 
contract is voidable where consent was given through undue influence. 
Under Art. 1702, all labor legislation and labor contracts shall be construed 
in favor of the safety and decent living for the laborer in case of doubt. 
                                                 
13 Report of the Code Commission, pp. 41-42. 
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Under Art. 1746 an agreement limiting the common carrier’s liability may 
be annulled by the shipper or owner if the common carrier refused to carry 
the goods unless the former agreed to such stipulation. 

Extravagant expenses in periods of public want or emergency. 

Article 25 of the Civil Code provides: 
“Thoughtless extravagance in expenses for pleasure or display during a period of acute public want 
or emergency may be stopped by order of the courts at the instance of any government or private 
charitable institution.” 

In times of acute public want or emergency, thoughtless extravagance 
in expenses for pleasure or display are likely to cause dissatisfaction among 
the suffering masses and the less fortunate and may even incite them to acts 
of public disturbance or disorder. Hence, the law empowers the courts to 
order such extravagance to be stopped at the instance of any government or 
private charitable institution. 

Disrespect to the dignity, personality, privacy and peace of mind of 
others. 

Article 26 of the Civil Code provides: 
“Every person shall respect the dignity, personality, privacy and peace of mind of his neighbors and 
other persons. The following and similar acts, although they may not constitute a criminal offense, 
shall produce a cause of action for damages, prevention and other relief: 
“1. Prying into the privacy of another’s residence; 
 “2. Meddling with or disturbing the private life or family relations of another: 
“3. Intriguing to cause another to be alienated from his friends: 
“4. Vexing or humiliating another on account of his religious beliefs, lowly station in life, place of 
birth, physical defect, or other personal condition.” 

The Code Commission explains that there is need for the above legal 
provision in order to exalt human personality. The sacredness of human 
personality is a concomitant of every plan for human amelioration. The 
touchstone of every system of laws, of the culture and civilization of every 
country, is how far it dignifies man. If in legislation inadequate regard is 
observed for human life and safety; if the laws do not sufficiently forestall 
human suffering or do not try effective to curb those factors or influences 
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that wound the noblest sentiment; if the statutes insufficiently protect 
persons from being unjustly humiliated, in short, if human personality is not 
property exalted—then the laws are indeed defective.14 

The provision gives four instances of acts which constitute disrespect 
to the dignity, personality, privacy and peace of mind of persons, namely: 

(a) Prying into the privacy of another’s residence; 

(b) Meddling with or disturbing the private life or family relations; 

(c) Intriguing to cause a person to be alienated from his friends; 

(d) Vexing or humiliating another on account of his religious beliefs, 
lowly station in life, place of birth, physical defect or other personal 
condition. 

The foregoing are merely illustrations of what the law considers as 
violations of the dignity, personality, privacy and peace of mind of 
individuals. Other acts similar to those enumerated are included. This is 
clear from the use of the phrase “and other similar acts.” 

In order to be actionable it is not necessary that the act constitutes a 
criminal offense. The remedy afforded by the law is not only the recovery of 
damages. “Prevention and other relief” is also available. In other words, 
injunction and other appropriate reliefs may also be obtained by the 
aggrieved party. 

Explaining these instances of violation of human dignity, personality, 
privacy and peace of mind of persons, the Code Commission says: 

“The .present laws, criminal and civil, do not adequately cope with 
the interferences and vexations mentioned in Article 26. 
“The privacy of one’s home is an inviolable right. Yet the laws in 
force do not squarely and effectively protect this right. 
“The acts referred to in No. 2 are multifarious, and yet many of them 
are not within the purview of the laws in force. Alienation of the 
affection of another’s wife or husband, unless it constituted adultery 
or concubinage, is not condemned by the law, much as it may shock 

                                                 
14 Report, Code Commission, p. 32. 
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society. There are numerous acts, short of criminal unfaithfulness, 
whereby the husband or wife breaks the marital vows, thus causing 
untold moral suffering to the other spouse. Why should not these 
acts be the subject matter of a civil action for moral damages? In 
American law, they are. 
“Again, there is the meddling of so-called friends who poison the 
mind of one or more members of the family against the other 
members. In this manner many a happy family is broken up or 
estranged. Why should not the law try to stop this by creating a civil 
action for moral damages? 
“Of the same nature is that class of acts specified in No. 3; intriguing 
to cause another to be alienated from his friends. 
“Not less serious are the acts mentioned in No. 4; vexing or 
humiliating another on account of his religious beliefs, lowly station 
in life, place of birth, physical defect or another personal condition. 
The penal laws against defamation and unjust vexation are glaringly 
inadequate. 
“Religious freedom does not authorize anyone to heap obloquy and 
disrepute upon another by reason of the latter’s religion. 
“Not a few of the rich people treat the poor with contempt because 
of the latter’s lowly station in life. To a certain extent this is 
inevitable, from the nature of the social make-up but there ought to 
be a limit somewhere, even when the penal laws against defamation 
and unjust vexation are not transgressed. In a democracy, such a 
limit must be established. The courts will recognize it in each case. 
Social equality is not sought by the legal provision under 
consideration, but due regard for decency and propriety. 
“Place of birth, physical defect and other personal conditions are too 
often the pretext of humiliation cast upon persons. Such tampering 
with human personality, even though the penal laws are not violated, 
should be the cause of civil action. 
“The article under study denounces “similar acts” which could 
readily be named, for they occur with unpleasant frequency.”15 

                                                 
15 Report of Code Commission, pp 32-33. 
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Same; right of privacy. 

In the United States it is recognized that the interest in privacy and in 
avoiding unnecessary and undesired publicity of a personal and private 
character is entitled to legal protection. From the standpoint of social rights 
and obligations, the public as a general matter can claim no right to 
knowledge concerning one’s looks, his dress, the intimacies of his home and 
family or the purely personal associations of his private life.16 Thus, it has 
been held that motion pictures of a person impersonating the plaintiff,17 the 
improper and unnecessary display of the photograph of a person suspected 
of a crime in a “rogues” gallery18 bursting into a woman’s bedroom on a 
steamship,19 the publication of a photograph of his deformed child,20 a radio 
dramatization of a robbery of which the plaintiff was the frantic victim21 and 
a publication to the world of the fact that plaintiff has not paid a debt22 have 
been held by American courts as invasions of the right of privacy. However, 
the right is subject to a privilege to publish matters of news value, or of 
public interest of a legitimate character.23 We believe that these precedents 
have a persuasive force in the Philippines. 

Same; Interference with family relations. 

In American law the interest in undisturbed relations between 
members of the family receives protection, which varies in extent, in actions 
derived from that of the services of his wife or child. Although some courts 
still insist upon a technical loss of services as a foundation for such actions 
the tendency is clearly to eliminate this element and allow recovery without 
it. A husband may maintain an action for interference with the marital 
relation by enticing the wife away from home, by adultery or “criminal 
                                                 
16 Harper on Torts, p. 601. 
17 Binns vs. Vitagraph Co., 210 NY  51, 103 N.E. 1108. 
18 Itzkovitch vs. Whitaker. 39 So. 499. 
19 Byfield vs. Candler. 125 S.E. 905. 
20 Douglas vs. Stoker, 149 S.W. 967. 
21 Mau vs. Rio Grande Oil, 248 F. Supp.846. 
22 Brents vs. Morgan, 299 S.W. 967. 
23 Prosser on Torts, p. 1050. 
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conversation” with her, or by mere alienation of her affections. A privilege 
is recognized in parents and other close relatives to give advice in good faith 
for the protection or benefit of the wife. In most states the wife now stands 
upon the same footing as the husband. A parent legally entitled to the 
services of a minor child, or actually receiving the services of an adult one, 
may maintain an action for the interference with the parental relation by 
abducting or enticing the child away from home; or, in the case of a female 
child, and possibly a male one, by sexual intercourse with the child or 
“seduction.” The parent has no action, however, for mere alienation of the 
affections of the child. Recent statutes in several states, based upon the 
belief that there has been serious abuse of the actions for alienation of 
affections, criminal conversation and seduction, have abolished such 
actions.24 

Under our Civil Code the area of liability is even wider for under the 
Civil Code “intriguing to cause another to be alienated from his friends” is 
actionable. The basis of liability under the Civil Code is not the loss of the 
company or services of the wife or child as is the case in common law but 
rather the protection of the dignity, personality ad peace of mind of the 
individual. 

Same; Vexing or humiliating a person. 

To protect and exalt the dignity of human beings Art. 26 also provides 
that “Vexing or humiliating another on account of his religious beliefs lowly 
station in life, place of birth, physical defect, or other personal condition’ is 
actionable. Thus, to make fun or humiliate a person because he is hare-
lipped, stuttering or mentally deficient, or that his religion is a fake religion 
or that he resides in a disreputable section of the community, would render a 
person liable under this provision. No similar tort is found in the common 
law. In this respect, therefore, our law exalts and protects human dignity and 
personality better than the common law. However, to avoid abuse, 
harassment and unnecessary litigation relief should be granted only in clear 
cases of violation. 

                                                 
24 Prosser on Torts, 1941 ed., p. 915 
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Refusal or neglect to perform official duty.  

Article 27 of the Civil Code provides: 
“Any person suffering material or moral loss because a public servant or employee refuses or 
neglects, without just cause, to perform his official duty nay file an action for damages and other 
relief against the latter, without prejudice to any disciplinary administrative action that may be 
taken.” 

One of the complaints of the common people against the government 
is that in their dealings with public servants and employees they are not 
properly attended to while those who are influential, powerful and rich are 
given prompt and even servile attention. What is wont is that in some cases 
public servants and employees taking advantage of their position expect to 
receive petty bribes before performing their duty. This lowered the morale of 
public service and seriously undermined public confidence in the 
government. In an effort to remedy the situation, the above-quoted provision 
was incorporated in the Civil Code. 

Not every refusal or neglect of duty will render the public official 
liable. It is only such neglect or refusal to perform a duty which is owing to 
the plaintiff and which causes his damage is actionable. “Other relief’, such 
as mandamus to compel the performance of the duty, is also available to the 
plaintiff in addition to damages and disciplinary administrative action. 

Jovellano et al. Vs. Tayo 
6 SCRA 1042 

Facts: Petitioner and five others comprised the majority of the municipal 
council of Buenavista, Iloilo. Respondent Tayo, the Municipal Mayor, 
the Vice-Mayor and the councilor who received the highest vote on 
several occasions did not attend the sessions of the municipal council 
on the scheduled dates of those sessions. The petitioners held 
sessions by electing from among themselves a temporary chairman 
and an acting secretary. Respondent Mayor refused to act on the 
resolutions approved by the petitioners as well as the payment of their 
per diems notwithstanding the opinion of the Provincial Fiscal and the 
Provincial Board that those sessions were valid. Petitioners instituted 
an action for mandamus against respondent Tayo and for damages. 
The trial court awarded damages and respondent appealed. 
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Held: “Lastly, appellant contests the award of moral damages to appellee 
councilor Exequiel Golez. We find said award proper under Article 27 
of the New Civil Code, considering that according to the trial court, he 
(Golez) was able to prove that he suffered the same, as a 
consequence of appellant’s refusal to perform his official duty, 
notwithstanding the action taken by the Provincial Fiscal and the 
Provincial Board upholding the validity of the sessions in question.” 

Zulueta vs. Nicolas 
102 Phil. 944, 946 

Fact: Plaintiff Zulueta filed a complaint for libel against the provincial 
governor of Rizal and the Philippines Free Press with defendant Fiscal 
of Rizal. After the investigation the Fiscal rendered an opinion that 
there was no prima facie evidence for filing the case, absolved the 
governor and the Free Press and refused to file the criminal case. 
Plaintiff then filed the present action for damages against the Fiscal. 

Held: The present action is based on Art. 27 of the Civil Code. This article 
contemplates a refusal or neglect without just cause by a public 
servant or employee to perform his official duty. Refusal of the fiscal to 
prosecute when after an investigation he found no sufficient evidence 
to establish a prima facie case is not a refusal without just cause to 
perform an official duty. The fiscal is vested with authority and 
discretion to determine whether there is sufficient evidence to justify 
the filing of the corresponding information, and having control of the 
prosecution of a criminal case, the fiscal cannot be subjected to 
direction from the offended party. Action dismissed. 

Philippine Match Co. Ltd. Vs. City of Cebu 
01 SCRA 99 

Facts: The City Treasurer of Cebu attempted to collect from the plaintiff 
taxes on sales of matches by the plaintiff booked and paid for in Cebu 
City but shipped directly to customers outside of the city under a city 
ordinance taxing such sales. The company paid the city treasurer 
P12,844.61 under protest and then filed a suit against the city to 
recover such amount. 

The City Treasurer was included as a defendant and the plaintiff asked for 
damages against the treasurer on the ground that he refused and 
neglected without just cause to perform his duty and act with justice 
and good faith. The plaintiff claims that the city treasurer did not follow 
the opinion of the city fiscal that out-of-town deliveries of matches are 
not subject to sales tax. 
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Held: “Article 27 of the Civil Code provides that “any person suffering 
material or moral loss because a public servant or employee refuses or 
neglects, without just cause, to perform his official duty may file an 
action for damages and other relief against the latter, without prejudice 
to any disciplinary administrative action that may be taken.” 

Article 27 presupposes that the refusal or omission of a public official is 
attributable to malice or inexcusable negligence. In this case, it cannot 
be said that the city treasurer acted willfully or was grossly negligent in 
not refunding to the plaintiff the taxes which it paid under protest on 
out-of-town sales of matches. 

X  X  X  X  X 
“As a rule, a public officer, whether judicial, quasi-judicial, or executive, is 

not personally liable to one injured in consequence of an act performed 
within the scope of his official authority, and in the line of his official 
duty.” “Where an officer is invested with discretion and is empowered 
to exercise his judgment in matters brought before him, he is 
sometimes called a quasi-judicial officer, and when so acting he is 
usually given immunity from liability to persons who may be injured as 
the result of an erroneous or mistaken decision, however erroneous his 
decision may be, provided the acts complained of are done within the 
scope of the officer’s authority, and without willfulness, malice or 
corruption.”  

Trial court’s judgment affirmed. 

Unfair competition. 

Article 28 of the Civil Code provides: 
“Unfair competition in agricultural, commercial or industrial enterprises or in labor through the use 
of force, intimidation, deceit, machination or any other unjust, oppressive or high-handed method 
shall five rise to a right of action by the person who thereby suffers damage.” 

Free competition in agricultural, commercial or industrial enterprises 
and in labor is essential in a democracy and should be encouraged. 
Monopolies, generally speaking, are prejudicial to public interest. However, 
the right of free competition is not unlimited. The use of force, intimidation, 
deceit, machination or any other unjust or oppressive or high-handed method 
in agricultural, commercial or industrial enterprise or in labor is wrongful 
and, under the above-quoted provision, the person damaged is entitled to a 
right of action against the person or entity causing the damage. This 
provision, therefore, emphasizes the general principle enunciated in Art. 
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2176 of the Civil Code to the effect that whoever by an act or omission 
causes damage to another, there being fault or negligence, is obliged to pay 
for the damage done. 

The unfair competition dealt with in Art. 28 of the Civil Code is 
different from the unfair competition under Sec. 29 of Rep. Act 166. Unfair 
competition under Sec. 29 of Rep. Act 166 consists in giving the same 
general appearance to the goods manufactured or dealt in or the services 
rendered by one person as the goods or services of another who has already 
acquired a public goodwill for such goods or services. Unfair competition 
under Art. 28 of the Civil Code refers to unfair competition in agricultural, 
commercial or industrial enterprises or in labor through the use of force, 
intimidation, deceit, machination or any other unjust, oppressive or high-
handed method. Unfair competition under the Civil Code covers a broader 
area than Rep. Act 166. 

Explaining the need for the provision, the Code Commission says: 
“The above provision is necessary in a system of free enterprise. 
Democracy becomes a veritable mockery if any person or group of 
persons by any unjust or high handed method may deprive others of 
a fair chance to engage in business or earn a living.”25 

Civil action where accused is acquitted on reasonable doubt. 

Article 29 of the Civil Code provides: 
“When the accused in a criminal prosecution is acquitted on the ground that his guilt has not been 
proved beyond reasonable doubt, a civil action for damages for the same act or omission may be 
instituted. Such action requires only a preponderance of evidence. Upon motion of the defendant, 
the court may require the plaintiff to file a bond to answer for damages in case the complaint 
should be found to be malicious. 
“If in a criminal case the judgment of acquittal is based upon reasonable doubt, the court shall so 
declare. In the absence of any declaration to that effect, it may be inferred from the text of the 
decision whether or not the acquittal is due to that ground.” 

This provision allows the filing of a civil action for damages even 
though the accused has been acquitted on reasonable doubt. The reason is 
found in Art. 2177 of the Civil Code which states that responsibility for fault 
                                                 
25 Report, Code Commission, p. 31. 
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or negligence is entirely separate and distinct from the civil liability arising 
from negligence under the Penal Code but the plaintiff cannot recover 
damages twice for the same act or omission of the defendant. However, if 
the accused is acquitted on the ground that he did not commit the act, or that 
no crime was committed, or because he is justified or exempt from criminal 
liability, no civil action may be instituted because the acquittal on those 
grounds constitutes res adjudicata.26 

Applying the provision of this article, the Supreme Court held that the 
acquittal of the accused of the charge of estafa predicated on the conclusion 
“that the guilt of the defendant has not been satisfactorily established,” is 
equivalent to one of on reasonable doubt and does not preclude a suit to 
enforce the civil liability for the same act or omission under Article 29 of the 
Civil Code. The court further held that the declaration in the decision of 
acquittal that “if any responsibility was incurred by the accused — that is 
civil in nature and not criminal” amounts to a reservation of the civil action 
in favor of the offended party.27 

When such civil action is instituted, only a preponderance of evidence 
is required. However, to protect persona from harassment the provision 
authorizes the defendant to file a motion in court requiring the plaintiff to 
file a bond to answer for damages in case the complaint should be found to 
be malicious. 

Proof required in civil action where no criminal action is instituted. 

Art. 30 of the Civil Code provides: 
“When a separate civil action is brought to demand civil liability arising from a criminal offense, and 
no criminal proceedings are instituted during the pendency of the civil case, a preponderance of 
evidence shall likewise be sufficient to prove the act complained of.” 

This provision authorizes the institution of a civil action for damages 
arising out of a criminal offense before a criminal action is instituted for the 
criminal offense. Only a preponderance is required to sustain recovery. If, 
however, a criminal action is instituted while the civil action is pending, the 
                                                 
26 Sec. 3(c), Rule III, Rules of Court. 
27 Phil. National Bank vs. Catipon, 98 Phil. 286. 
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civil action will be suspended until final judgment in the criminal case has 
been rendered.”28 

Civil action on obligation not constituting a felony. 

Article 31 of the Civil Code provides: 
“When the civil action is based on an obligation not arising from the act or omission complained of 
as a felony, such civil action may proceed independently of the criminal proceedings and 
regardless of the result of the latter.” 

This provision refers to a civil action based, not on .the act or 
omission charged as a felony in a criminal case, but to one based on an 
obligation arising from other sources, such as law or contract. 

Bernaldes vs. Bohol Land Transp. 
7 SCRA 276 

Facts: Plaintiffs’ son was a passenger in a truck of the defendant. The bus 
fell off a precipice and plaintiffs’ son died. Plaintiffs brought this action 
for damages against the defendant for the death of their son. 
Defendant moved to dismiss the complaint on the ground that 
defendant’s driver had been acquitted in the criminal case for homicide 
thru reckless imprudence on grounds of reasonable doubt and that the 
plaintiff had intervened in the prosecution of the criminal case. The 
lower court sustained the motion to dismiss and plaintiffs appealed. 

Held: “Article 31 of the New Civil Code expressly provides that when the 
civil action is based upon an obligation not arising from the act or 
omission complained of as a felony, such civil action may proceed 
independently of the criminal proceedings and regardless of the result 
of the latter. This provision evidently refers to a civil action based, not 
on the act or omission charged as a felony in a criminal case, but to 
one based on an obligation arising from other sources, such as law or 
contract. Upon the other hand it is clear that a civil action based on 
contractual liability of a common carrier is distinct from the criminal 
action instituted against the carrier or its employee based on the 
tatter’s criminal negligence. The first is governed by the provisions of 
the Civil Code, and not by those of the Revised Penal Code, and it 
being entirely instituted and prosecuted independently of, and 
regardless of the result of the latter. 

                                                 
28 Sec. 3(b), Rule III, Rules of Court. 
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“The civil action instituted against appellee in this case is based on alleged 
culpa Contractual incurred by it due to its failure to carry safely the late 
Nicasio Bernaldes and his brother Jovito to their place of destination, 
whereas the criminal action instituted against appellee’s driver involved 
exclusively the criminal and civil liability of the latter arising from his 
criminal negligence. In other words, appellant’s action concerned the 
civil liability of appellee as a common carrier, regardless of the 
liabilities of its driver who was charged in the criminal case. Therefore, 
as held in Parker, et al. vs. Panlilio, et al. (G.R. No. L-4961, March 5, 
1951), the failure, on the part of the appellants, to reserve their right to 
recover civil indemnity against the carrier, can not in any way be 
deemed as a waiver, on their part, to institute a separate action against 
the latter based on its contractual liability, or on culpa aquiliana, under 
Articles 1902-1910 of the Civil Code. As a matter of fact, such 
reservation is already implied in the law which declares such action to 
be independent and separate from the criminal action. . . .”  

Order of dismissal reversed and case remanded for further 
proceedings. 

Violation or obstruction of civil and political rights. 

Art. 32 of the Civil Code provides: 
“Any public officer or employee, or any private individual, who directly or indirectly obstructs, 
defeats, violates or in any manner impedes or impairs any of the following rights and liberties of 
another person shall be liable to the latter for damages: 
“(1) Freedom of religion;  
“(2) Freedom of speech; 
“(3) Freedom to write for the press or to maintain a periodical publication; 
“(4) Freedom from arbitrary or illegal detention; 
“(5) Freedom of suffrage; 
“(6) The right against deprivation of property without due process of law; 
“(7) The right to a just compensation when private property is taken for public use; 
“(8) The right to the equal protection of the laws; 
“(9) The right to be secure in one’s person, house, papers and effects against unreasonable 
searches and seizures; 
“(10) The liberty of abode and of changing the same; 
“(11) The privacy of communication and correspondence; 
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“(12) The right to become a member of associations or societies for purposes not contrary to law; 
“(13) The right to take part in a peaceable assembly to petition the Government for redress of 
grievances; 
“(14) The right to be free from involuntary servitude in any form; 
“(15) The right of the accused against excessive bail; 
“(16) The right of the accused to be heard by himself and counsel, to be informed of the nature and 
cause of the accusation against him, to have a speedy and public trial, to meet the witnesses face 
to face, and to have compulsory process to secure the attendance of witnesses in his behalf; 
“(17) Freedom from being compelled to be a witness against one’s self, or from being forced to 
confess guilt, or from being induced by a promise of immunity or reward to make such confession, 
except when a person confessing becomes a State witness; 
“(18) Freedom from excessive fines, or cruel and unusual punishment, unless the same is imposed 
or inflicted in accordance with a statute which has not been judicially declared unconstitutional; and  
“(19) Freedom of access to the courts. 
“In any of the cases referred to in this article whether or not the defendant’s act or omission 
constitutes a criminal offense, the aggrieved party has a right to commence an entirely separate 
and distinct civil action for damages, and for other relief. Such civil action shall proceed 
independently of any criminal prosecution (if the latter be instituted), and may be proved by a 
preponderance of evidence. 
“The indemnity shall include moral damages. Exemplary damages may also be adjudicated. 
“The responsibility herein set forth is not demandable from a judge unless his act or omission 
constitutes a violation of the Penal Code or other penal statute.” 

Explaining the objectives of the above-quoted provision, the Code 
Commission says: 

“The civil liberties guaranteed by the Constitution need further 
implementation. The present laws are inadequate for the protection 
of individual rights as intended by the fundamental law. Xxx 
“The creation of an absolutely separate and independent civil action 
for the violation of civil liberties is essential to the effective 
maintenance of democracy for these reasons: 
“1. In most cases, the threat to freedom originates from abuses of 
power by government officials and peace officers. Heretofore, the 
citizen has had to depend upon the prosecuting attorney for the 
institution ‘of criminal proceedings in order that the wrongful act 
might be punished under the Penal Code and the civil liability 
exacted. But not infrequently, because the Fiscal was burdened with 
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too many cases or because he believed the evidence was insufficient, 
or as to a few fiscals, on account of a disinclination to prosecute a 
fellow public official, especially when he is of high rank, no criminal 
action was filed by the prosecuting attorney. This aggrieved citizen 
was thus left without redress. In this way, many individuals, whose 
freedom had been tampered with, have been unable to reach the 
courts, which are the bulwark of liberty. 
“2. Even when the prosecuting attorney filed a criminal action, the 
requirement of proof beyond reasonable doubt often prevented the 
appropriate punishment. On the other hand, an independent civil 
action, as proposed in the Project of the Civil Code, would afford the 
proper remedy by a preponderance of evidence. 
“3. Direct and open violations of the Penal Code trampling upon the 
freedoms named are not so frequent as those subtle, clever and 
indirect ways which do not come within the pale of the penal law. It 
is in these cunning devices of suppressing or curtailing freedom, 
which are not criminally punishable, where the greatest danger to 
democracy lies. The injured citizen will always have, under the 
Project of the Civil Code, adequate civil action, even in those 
instances where the act or omission complained of does not 
constitute a criminal offense.”29 

Article 32 of the Civil Code holds any public officer, employee or 
private individual civilly liable for the violation of civil liberties, political 
liberties and other basic rights under the Constitution. The aggrieved party 
may recover actual, moral and exemplary damages and other relief. The civil 
action is separate and distinct and shall proceed independently of a criminal 
prosecution if one is instituted. Only a preponderance of evidence is 
required. If the violation of the civil or political rights constitutes a crime 
and a criminal action is instituted the civil action is also deemed instituted 
with the criminal action unless the same is reserved.30 

                                                 
29 Report, Code Commission,. pp. 30-81. 
30 Sec. 2, Rule III,   Rules of Court. 
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Lim & Taha vs. Ponce de Leon & Maddela 
66 SCRA 299 

Facts: Plaintiff Taha sold to one Timbangcaya a motor launch. A year 
later he took the launch from Timbangcaya and the latter filed a 
criminal case for robbery against Taha. While conducting the 
preliminary investigation Provincial Fiscal Ponce de Leon requested 
the Provincial Commander of Palawan to seize the motor launch. 
Maddela the detachment commander seized the motor launch from 
plaintiff Lim. Lim and Taha made representations with the defendants 
for the return of the motor launch but the defendants refused. So Lim 
and Taha filed a case against both of them for the return of the motor 
launch and for damages. The defendants interposed the defense that 
defendant Ponce de Leon as Provincial Fiscal was conducting a 
preliminary investigation of a criminal case against Taha and he had 
the right to order the impounding of the motor launch as corpus delicti 
of the crime and that under the circumstances they are not liable for 
damages. 

Held: The defendants were guilty of illegal seizure because the seizure 
was made without a search warrant issued by a proper court as 
required by the constitution and the rules of court. On the question of 
liability for damages the Supreme Court said: 

“As to whether or not they are entitled to damages, plaintiff-appellants 
anchor their claim for damages on Articles 32 and 2219 of the New 
Civil Code which provide in part as follows: 

‘Art. 32. Any public officer or employee, or any private individual, who 
directly or indirectly obstructs, defeats, violates or in any manner 
impedes or impairs any of the following rights and liberties of another 
person shall be liable to the latter for damages.’ 

(9) The right to be secure in one’s person, house, papers, and effects 
against unreasonable searches and seizures.’ 

x x x x x 
‘The indemnity shall include moral damages. Exemplary damages may 

also be adjudicated.’ 
‘Art. 2219. Moral damages may be recovered in the following and 

analogous cases: 
‘Illegal search;’ 

44 Acts and actions referred to in Articles 21, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 34 and 
35.” 
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“Pursuant to the foregoing provisions, a person whose constitutional rights 
have been violated or impaired is entitled to actual and moral damages 
from the public officers or employee responsible therefore. In addition, 
“exemplary damages may also be awarded. . . .”  

Defendants held liable in damages. 

Separate and independent civil action for defamation, fraud and 
physical injuries. 

Art. 33 of the Civil Code provides: 
“In cases of defamation, fraud, and physical injuries, a civil action for damages, entirely separate 
and distinct from the criminal action may be brought by the injured party. Such civil action shall 
proceed independently of the criminal prosecution, and shall require only a preponderance of 
evidence.” 

Defamation, fraud and physical injuries are crimes under the Revised 
Penal Code. Persons guilty of these crimes are also civilly liable to the 
offended party under the provisions of Art. 100 of the Revised Penal Code 
which states that persons criminally liable are also civilly liable. Art. 33 of 
the Civil Code specifically declares that the civil action for damages for 
defamation, fraud and physical injuries is entirely separate and distinct from 
the criminal action and shall proceed independently of the criminal 
prosecution and shall require only a preponderance of evidence. The 
consequences flowing from this provision of Art. 33 are significant. 
Defamation, fraud and physical injuries are treated by the law not only as 
crimes but also as torts in so far as the aggrieved party is concerned. But that 
is not all. The terms “defamation, fraud and physical injuries” in Art. 33 are 
used in their generic sense and not in the sense defined in the Revised Penal 
Code. 

Carandang vs. Santiago & Valenton 
97 Phil. 4, 96-97 

Facts: Valenton assaulted Carandang and was convicted by the Court of 
First Instance of Batangas of the crime of frustrated homicide. 
Valenton appealed the decision to the Court of Appeals. While the 
appeal was pending Carandang instituted an action for damages in the 
Court of First Instance of Manila against Valenton and his parents for 
the bodily injuries which he suffered because of Valenton’s crime. 
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Valenton moved to suspend the trial of the civil action in Manila 
pending the termination of the criminal case against him. Judge 
Santiago granted the motion and Carandang instituted certiorari 
proceedings in the Supreme Court against the order of suspension. 

Held: “The question arises whether the term “physical injuries” used in 
Article 33 means physical injuries in the Revised Penal Code only, or 
any physical injury or bodily injury, whether inflicted with intent to kill or 
not.” 

“The article in question used the words “defamation,” “fraud” and “physical 
injuries.” Defamation and fraud are used in their ordinary sense 
because there are no specific provisions in the Revised Penal Code 
using these terms as names of offenses defined therein, so that these 
two terms defamation and fraud must have been used not to impart to 
them any technical meaning in the laws of the Philippines, but in their 
generic sense. With these apparent circumstances in mind, it is evident 
that the term “physical injuries” could not have been used in its specific 
sense as a crime defined in the Revised Penal Code, for it is difficult to 
believe that the Code Commission would have used terms in same 
article—some in this general and others in its technical sense. In other 
words, the term “physical injuries” should be understood to mean 
bodily injury, not the crime of physical injuries, because the terms used 
with the latter are general terms.” 

The Code Commission explained that the independent civil action 
provided for in Art. 33 is in keeping with the spirit of individual initiative 
and the intense awareness of one’s individual rights found in other countries. 
Something of that self-reliance in the enforcement of one’s right is sought to 
be nurtured by the New Civil Code. Freedom and civic courage thrive best 
in such an atmosphere rather than under a paternalistic system of law.31 

In providing for a separate and independent civil action for damages 
in cases of “defamation, fraud and physical injuries” the Code Commission 
has followed the American law which considers defamation, fraud and 
physical injuries as specific torts. 

Sec. 1 of Rule 111 of the Rules of Court authorizes the filing of a 
separate civil action for damages against the accused provided such civil 
action is reserved. And Sec. 2 of the same Rule 111 authorizes an 
independent civil action in the cases provided for in Articles 31, 32, 33, and 
                                                 
31 Report, Code Commission, p 46. 
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2177 of the Civil Code provided the right is reserved. However, the Supreme 
Court has held that the reservation of the civil action required by the Rules 
of Court is contrary to the letter and spirit of Arts. 31, 32, and 33 of the Civil 
Code and an unauthorized amendment of substantive law since said articles 
do not provide for such reservation.* 

If no criminal action is instituted the aggrieved party may file a civil 
action for damages against the party violating his rights. The filing of an 
independent civil action is optional and not obligatory upon the aggrieved 
party. When a separate civil action is instituted only a preponderance of 
evidence is required. 

Refusal or failure of policeman to render aid.  

Article 34 of the Civil Code provides: 
“When a member of a city or municipal police force refuses or fails to render aid or protection to 
any person in case of danger to life or property, such peace officer shall be primarily liable for 
damages and the city or municipality shall be subsidiarily responsible �herefore. The civil action 
herein recognized shall be independent of any criminal proceedings, and a preponderance of 
evidence shall suffice to support such action.” 

The policeman is the government official to whom the common man 
usually turns for protection when his life or property is threatened with 
danger. To him the policeman is the external symbol of the government’s 
power and authority. Thus it is the primary duty of city and municipal 
policemen not only to preserve and maintain peace and order but also to 
render aid and protection to life and property in their jurisdictions. If 
policemen refuse or fail to render aid or protection to any person whose life 
or property is in danger, they are unfaithful to their duty and Art. 34 of the 
Civil Code properly grants to the person damaged a right action against the 
recreant policeman. The law also holds the city or municipality subsidiarily 
responsible for the damage so that they will exercise great care in selecting 
conscientious and duly qualified policemen and exercise proper supervision 
over them in the performance of their duties as peace officers. 

                                                 
* Mendoza vs. Arrieta, 91 SCRA 113, 120-121; Garcia vs. Florido, 52 SCRA 420. 
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Where no independent civil action is granted and the municipal 
judge or fiscal fails or refuses to institute criminal action. 

Article 35 of the Civil Code provides; 
“When a person claiming to be injured by a criminal offense, charges another with the same, for 
which no independent civil action is granted in this Code or any special law, but the justice of the 
peace finds no reasonable grounds to believe that a crime has been committed, or the prosecuting 
attorney refuses or fails to institute criminal proceedings, the complainant may bring a civil action 
for damages against the alleged offender. Such civil action may be supported by a preponderance 
of evidence. Upon defendant’s motion, the court may require the plaintiff to file a bond to indemnify 
the defendant in case the complaint should be found to be malicious.” 
“If during the pendency of the civil action, an information should be presented by the prosecuting 
attorney, the civil action shall be suspended until the termination of the criminal proceedings.” 

Consonant with the idea that private individuals should be encouraged 
and given the initiative of protecting violations of their rights by allowing 
them to institute an independent civil action instead of solely relying upon 
the government to protect such rights, Art. 35 of the Civil Code authorizes 
the injured person to institute an independent civil action for damages in 
those cases where the law does not provide for an independent civil action 
and the fiscal refuses to file a criminal action or the municipal judge finds no 
probable cause for the institution of a criminal action. It also affords a 
remedy to private individuals from the inaction of a fiscal or a municipal 
judge. However, for the protection of the defendant from harassment by the 
complainant the law also provides that upon motion of the defendant the 
court may require the plaintiff to file a bond to indemnify the defendant in 
case the complaint is found to be malicious. 

Pre-judicial questions. 

Art. 36 of the Civil Code provides: 
“Prejudicial questions, which must be decided before any criminal prosecution may be instituted or 
may proceed, shall be governed by rules of court which the Supreme Court shall promulgate and 
which shall not be in conflict with the provisions of this Code.” 

Prejudicial question has been defined as follows: 
“A prejudicial question is that which arises in a case, the resolution 
of which is a logical antecedent of the issue involved in said case 
and the cognizance of which pertains to another tribunal”  
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(De Leon vs. Mabanag, 70 Phil. 202). 

This definition has been adopted in numerous subsequent cases.* It 
has been held that there is a prejudicial question only when the matter that 
has to be priorly decided by another authority is one the cognizance of which 
pertains to that authority and should not, under the circumstances, be passed 
upon by the court trying the criminal case.** The reason for the rule is to 
avoid conflicting decisions in two cases. 

In the following cases the Supreme Court applied the rule on 
prejudicial questions and ordered the suspension of the criminal action 
pending the determination of the civil action: 

(1) In the case of De Leon vs. Mabanag, 70 Phil. 202, it appeared 
that there was a pending case before the Supreme Court wherein De Leon 
was plaintiff-appellant and Juyco was defendant-appellee. The controversy 
hinged on whether a certain document introduced as evidence in that case 
was genuine or false. After the appellant had presented his brief, the appellee 
filed a motion alleging that the document which was attached to the record 
of the case was false and not the one presented in the lower court and he 
prayed the Supreme Court to investigate the matter and upon finding that the 
document was false to order the criminal prosecution of the responsible 
party. The Supreme Court ruled that the matter will be decided when it 
resolves the case on the merits. Thereafter Juyco filed a criminal case in the 
City Fiscal’s office of Manila against De Leon claiming that De Leon 
falsified the document. At the preliminary investigation Juyco presented 
evidence in support of his criminal complaint. After that the investigating 
Fiscal required De Leon to present his evidence. De Leon requested the 
Fiscal to suspend the investigation until the Supreme Court has resolved the 
alleged falsification. The Fiscal denied De Leon’s request and informed De 
Leon that if he did not present evidence he will file a criminal case for 
falsification of a public document against him. De Leon filed this case 
against the City Fiscal to restrain him from continuing with the preliminary 

                                                 
* People  vs. Aragon, 94 Phil. 357;  Zapanta vs. Montano, 4 SCRA 510; Isip vs. Gonzales, 39 SCRA 255; 
Jimenez vs. Averia, 22  SCRA 1390; Falgui vs. Provincial Fiscal of Batangas, 62 SCRA 467. 
** Isip et al vs. Gonzales, et al, 39 SCRA 255. 
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investigation. The Supreme Court held that the falsification of the document 
directly affected the morality of De Leon as a member of the bar and it was 
the duty of the Supreme Court to determine whether he was guilty of 
malpractice, a matter which constituted a prejudicial administrative question 
which must be resolved in an administrative case which, in turn, will 
determine the guilt or innocence of De Leon in relation to the criminal case 
for falsification. 

(2) In Zapanta vs. Montesa, et al., 4 SCRA 510, the provincial Fiscal 
of Bulacan filed a criminal case for bigamy against Zapanta upon complaint 
of Olimpia Yco. It was charged that Zapanta contracted marriage with Yco 
while he was still married to Estrella Guarin. About a month after the 
criminal case was filed against him Zapanta filed an action in the Court of 
First Instance of Pampanga against Yco for the annulment of their marriage 
on the ground of duress, force and intimidation. Two months later Zapanta 
filed a motion in the criminal case against him praying that the proceedings 
in said criminal case be suspended on the ground that the civil case which he 
had filed was a prejudicial question. The court denied the motion for 
suspension and proceeded with the criminal case. Zapanta went to the 
Supreme Court which held that the civil action was prejudicial to the 
criminal case because if the court in the civil action found that Zapanta 
contracted his marriage with Yco by means of duress, force and 
intimidation, his act was involuntary and can not be the basis of his 
conviction for the crime of bigamy. 

(3) In Merced vs. Diez, 109 Phil. 155, the petitioner filed a civil 
action for annulment of a second marriage contracted during the lifetime of 
the first spouse on the ground that the respondent and her relatives forced 
him to sign an affidavit stating that the petitioner and the respondent had 
lived together as husband and wife for five years, and to contract a marriage 
of exceptional character and that subsequent thereto the respondent filed a 
criminal complaint for bigamy against said petitioner. It was held that the 
civil action involved a prejudicial question. One of the essential elements of 
a valid marriage is that the consent of the contracting parties be freely given. 
Without the element of consent a marriage would be void. But the question 
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of invalidity cannot ordinarily be decided in the criminal action for bigamy 
but in a civil action for annulment. It was, therefore, necessary that a 
decision in the civil action on the validity of the second marriage be first 
secured.  

(4) In Fortich-Celdran, et al. vs. Celdran, 19 SCRA 502, it 
appeared that respondent Ignacio Celdran was a party in a civil case pending 
in the Court of Appeals. One of the questions involved in said case was 
whether the signature to a document purporting to be that of Ignacio Celdran 
was a forgery or not. While the case was pending in the Court of Appeals, 
Ignacio Celdran filed a criminal case for falsification of a public document 
against the petitioners. Later he moved that the trial of the criminal action 
which was instituted by the fiscal at his instance be suspended on the ground 
that the civil action in the Court of Appeals was a prejudicial question to the 
criminal action. The Court of First Instance denied the motion. Ignacio 
Celdran brought the matter to the Court of Appeals on certiorari. The Court 
of Appeals ruled that the civil case constituted a prejudicial question and 
ordered the suspension of the trial of the criminal case. Petitioners appealed 
to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court held that since the falsification or 
genuineness of the signature of Ignacio Celdran was among the questions 
involved in the civil case pending in the Court of Appeals the civil action 
posed a prejudicial question to the criminal prosecution for falsification of 
the same document. The Supreme Court sustained the Court of Appeals and 
affirmed its decision. 

In the following cases the Supreme Court held that the civil action did 
not involve a prejudicial question and the criminal action should not be 
suspended: 

(1) In Berbari vs. Concepcion, 40 Phil. 837, it appeared that Berbari 
had filed a civil action against Alfredo Chicote to recover P48.480 given to 
him as a deposit and to reader an accounting and liquidate certain business. 
In turn Chicote filed a criminal case against Berbari for estafa claiming that 
he gave Berbari P37,500 to ‘be paid to the Tayabas Oil Co. for his 
subscription in an oil corporation but instead of doing so Berbari 
appropriated for himself the aforesaid amount. Berbari admitted that he 
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appropriated for himself the amount entrusted to him by Chicote but alleged 
that Chicote owed him a much greater amount. Berbari prayed the court that 
the criminal action against him be suspended until after the civil action 
which he had instituted against Chicote was terminated. The Supreme Court 
held that the civil action of Berbari did not constitute a prejudicial question 
case for estafa against him because his act of appropriating for himself the 
amount entrusted to him by Chicote was for an object which was entirely 
distinct, independent and absolutely separated from the acts or contracts 
from which the debts claimed in the civil action against Chicote might have 
been derived. 

(2) In People vs. Aragon, 94 Phil. 357, it appeared that Aragon was 
charged with the crime of bigamy for contracting marriage with Efigencia 
Palomar while his previous marriage with Martina Godinez was still 
existing. About five months after the criminal case was filed against Aragon, 
Palomar filed a civil action against Aragon, alleging that by means of force, 
threats and intimidation Aragon forced her to marry him and praying that the 
marriage be annulled. Aragon later filed a motion in the criminal case for 
bigamy praying that the same be dismissed on the ground that the civil 
action for annulment of the second marriage was a prejudicial question. The 
Court denied the motion and Aragon went to the Supreme Court. The 
Supreme Court held that the civil action filed by Palomar was immaterial to 
the criminal action against Aragon. The complaint in civil action did not 
allege that Aragon was the victim of force, threats and intimidation in the 
second marriage; it did not determine the existence of any of the elements of 
the charge of bigamy. A decision in the civil action was not essential to the 
determination of criminal charge. The civil action was, therefore, not a 
prejudicial question. (Note: the civil action alleged that it was Aragon who 
used force, threat and intimidation upon Palomar and compelled her to enter 
into the marriage). 

(3) In Isip vs. Gonzales, 39 SCRA 255, respondent Perfecto filed a 
criminal complaint against petitioner Isip and others for violation of the 
election law in that said petitioner used a carbon paper for the purpose of 
identifying her vote. Respondent Gonzales presiding Judge of the Court set 
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the complaint for preliminary investigation. Petitioner prayed that the 
preliminary investigation be suspended on the ground of the existence of a 
prejudicial question, namely, an election protest pending before the House 
Electoral Tribunal which respondent Perfecto had filed against the winner 
Alberto. The lower court denied the motion and petitioner brought the matter 
to the Supreme Court. It was held that the electoral pretest did not constitute 
a prejudicial question. It does not appear that the ballot of Isip was involved 
in the protest. Even if the Electoral Tribunal found extensive use of white 
carbon papers such finding would not necessarily be determinative of the 
guilt or innocence of the petitioners in the criminal case. 

(4) In Aleria vs. Mendoza, 83 Phil. 428. a civil case was filed for 
unpaid waged due to a number of laborers. There was then a criminal action 
pending against one of the defendants for protracted delay in the payment of 
wages penalized by Commonwealth Act 303. Said defendant asked for the 
suspension of the civil action until the criminal case be finally disposed of. 
The court granted the request and the laborers appealed. The Supreme Court 
held that the suspension of the civil action was wrong. The rule that a civil 
action shall be suspended until final judgment is rendered in the criminal 
case, applies when the civil action arises from the offense charged in the 
criminal case. Here, the offense charged is extended delay in the payment of 
wages which is penalized by law, and the civil action arises not from such an 
extended delay but from the contract of services entered into by the parties. 
Whether or not there has been a protracted delay, the payment of wages is 
due and demandable. The success of the civil action does not depend upon 
proof of an existing offense. Order of the trial court reversed. 

(5) In Ocampo and de la Cruz vs. Cochingyan, 96 Phil. 459, Pablo 
Ocampo and Rufino de la Cruz were separately charged with a violation of 
the Copyright Law upon complaint of Cochingyan. A monyh later, Ocampo 
and de la Cruz brought an action against Cochingyan and the Director of 
Public Library for the cancellation of the copyright which was alleged to be 
infringed on the ground that said copyright was obtained through fraud, 
deceit and misrepresentation. Ocampo and de la Cruz moved for the 
indefinite postponement of the trial of the criminal cases on the ground that 
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their action for cancellation of the copyright was a prejudicial question 
which must be decided first before the Court may proceed with the trial of 
the criminal cases. The motion was denied and Ocampo and de la Cruz 
appealed to the Supreme Court, The Supreme Court held that the action for 
cancellation of the copyright was independent from the criminal prosecution 
for infringement of said copyright and was not a prejudicial question. Until 
cancelled the copyright was presumed to have been duly granted and issued. 
(Author’s note: Suppose the accused were convicted in the criminal cases 
for infringement of copyright and later when the civil case was tried the 
Court found that the copyright was illegal because it was obtained thru 
fraud, deceit and misrepresentation. An anomalous situation would result. 
The accused would have been convicted for infringing an illegal copyright. 
Might it not be more logical, practical, economical and just that in situations 
like this both the criminal and the civil cases be tried jointly by the same 
court without necessarily merging or fusing them? May not the Supreme 
Court accomplish such a desirable situation by the exercise of its rule 
making power?) 

The time to ask for suspension of the criminal action. 

The time to ask for the suspension of the criminal proceedings on the 
ground of the existence of a prejudicial question is when the information has 
been filed in court and not before. This is so provided in Sec. 5, Rule 111 of 
the Rules of Court which reads as follows: 

Sec. 5. Suspension by reason of pre-judicial question.—A petition for 
the suspension of the criminal action based upon the pendency of a 
prejudicial question in a civil case, may only be presented by any party 
before or during the trial of the criminal action. 

In Falgui, et als. Vs. Provincial Fiscal of Batangas, 62 SCRA 462, 
Falgui was charged with a violation of the usury law in the office of the 
Provincial Fiscal of Batangas. He asked the Fiscal to suspend the 
preliminary investigation on the ground that prejudicial questions were 
involved in two civil cases one of which was pending in Manila and the o-
her in Batangas. The Fiscal denied the motion for suspension. On appeal to 
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the Supreme Court, it was HELD: “The time to ask for suspension of a 
criminal case due to a pre-judicial question is not during the preliminary 
investigation but after the Fiscal has filed the corresponding information.” 
The same holding was made in Fortich-Celdran vs. Celdran, 19 SCRA 
502. 

In Andaya vs. Provincial Fiscal of Surigao del Norte, 73 SCRA 
131, petitioners sought to restrain the respondent Provincial Fiscal from 
conducting the preliminary investigation of a complaint accusing them of 
falsification of a public document on the ground of a prejudicial question 
because a civil suit was filed by them against the complainant Domingo 
Alvarez for breach of contract with damages and said complainant Alvarez 
had alleged in the civil action that the document was a forgery. The Supreme 
Court citing Section 5 of Rule 111 of the Rules of Court and the Falgui case 
reiterated the rule that prejudicial questions cannot be resolved until after the 
corresponding information has already been filed. 
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CHAPTER V: NUISANCE 

Origin and definition of nuisance. 
The word “nuisance” is derived from the Latin “nocumentum.” In 

English law, it was originally used to describe interferences with servitudes 
or other rights to the free use of land. Later it was limited to interferences 
with the use or enjoyment of land, and thus was the parent of the law of the 
private nuisance as it stands today.1 

Article 694 of the Civil Code defines “nuisance” as follows: 
“A nuisance is any act, omission, establishment, business, condition of property, or anything else 
which; 
“1. Injures or endangers the health or safety of others; 
“2. Annoys or offends the senses; or 
“3. Shocks, defies, disregards decency or morality; or 
“4. Obstructs or interferes with the free passage of any public highway or street, or any body of 
water; or 
“5. Hinders or impairs the use of property.” 

Kinds of nuisance. 

Nuisance is either public or private. A public nuisance affects a 
community or neighborhood or any considerable number of persons, 
although the extent of the annoyance, danger or damage upon individuals 
may be unequal, A private nuisance is one that is not included in the 
foregoing definition.2 

Public nuisance comprehends a miscellaneous and diversified group 
of minor criminal offenses, based on some interference with interests of the 
community, or the comfort or convenience of the general public. It includes 
interferences with the public health, as in the case of a hogpen, the keeping 
of the diseased animals, or a malaria pond; with the public safety, as in the 
case of the storage of explosives, the shooting of fireworks in the streets, or 

                                                 
1 Prosser, Handbook of the Law of Torts, p. 390. 
2 Art. 896. Civil Code. 
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harboring a vicious dog; with public morals, such as houses of prostitution, 
illegal liquor establishments, gambling houses, indecent exhibitions, 
bullfights, prize fights; or public profanity ; with the public peace, as by loud 
and disturbing noises, or the collection of a crowd; with the public comfort, 
as in the case of bad odors, smoke, dust and vibration; with public 
convenience as by obstructing a highway or a navigable stream, or creating a 
condition which makes travel unsafe.3 

Nuisance may also be nuisance per se or nuisance per accident. The 
first is recognized as a nuisance under any and ail circumstances because it 
constitutes a direct menace to public health or safety and, for that reason, 
may be abated summarily under the undefined law of necessity.4 Examples 
of nuisance per se are gambling houses and houses of ill fame.5 
Construction without provision for accumulation or disposal of waste 
matters and constructed without building permits contiguously to and 
therefore liable to pollute one of the main water pipelines which supplies 
potable water to the Greater Manila area constitute nuisances per se.5a The 
second is that which depends upon certain conditions and circumstances, and 
its existence being a question of fact, it cannot be abated without due hearing 
thereon in a tribunal authorized to decide whether such a thing does in law 
constitute a nuisance.66 

                                                

Remedies against a public nuisance. 

The remedies against a public nuisance are: 

(a) A prosecution under the Penal Code or any local ordinance; or 

(b) A civil action; or 

(c) Abatement, without judicial proceedings.7 

 
3 Prosser, Handbook of the Law Torts, pp.  401-402. 
4 Salao vs. Santos, 67 Phil. 547. 
5 Iloilo Cold  Storage vs Municipal Council, 24 Phil 471. 
5a The Homeowners Ass. vs. Lood, 47 SCRA 174. 
6 Salao vs. Santos, supra. 
7 Art. 699, Civil Code. 
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The district health officer shall take care that one or all of the 
remedies against a public nuisance are availed of.8 He shall also determine 
whether or not abatement, without judicial proceedings, is the best remedy 
against a public nuisance.9 If a civil action is brought by reason of the 
maintenance of a public nuisance, such action shall be commenced by the 
city or municipal mayor.10 

A private person may file an action on account of a public nuisance, if 
it is especially injurious to himself.11 He may abate a public nuisance which 
is specially injurious to him by removing, or if necessary, by destroying the 
thing which constitutes the same without committing a breach of the peace, 
or doing unnecessary injury. But it is necessary: 

1. That demand be first made upon the owner of or possessor of the 
property to abate the nuisance; 

2. That such demand has been rejected; 

3. That the abatement be approved by the district health officer and 
executed with the assistance of the local police; and 

4. That the value of the destruction does not exceed P3,000.00.12 

The authority of the Anti-Pollution Commission in respect of 
preventing or remedying the pollution of the waters or atmospheric air of the 
Philippines does not include court actions involving violations of the Civil 
Code on nuisance (Mead vs. Argel, 115 SCRA 256). 

Remedies against private nuisance. 

The remedies against a private nuisance are: 

1. A civil action; or 

 
                                                 
8 Art. 700, Civil Code. 
9 Art. 701. Civil Code. 
10 Art 708, Civil Code. 
11 Art. 703. Civil Code. 
12 Art. 704, Civil Code. 
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2. Abatement, without judicial proceedings.13 

Any person injured by a private nuisance may abate it by removing, or 
if necessary by destroying the thing which constitutes the nuisance, without 
committing a breach of the peace or doing unnecessary injury. However, it is 
indispensable that the procedure for extrajudicial abatement of the public 
nuisance by a private person be followed.14 

Liability for extra-judicial abatement. 

A private person or a public official extra-judicially abating a 
nuisance shall be liable for damages: 

1. If he causes unnecessary injury; or 

2. If an alleged nuisance is later declared by the courts to be not a real 
nuisance.15 

It has been held that a public official extra-judicially abating nuisance 
is not necessarily liable for damages upon failing to observe Art. 702 a 
liability for damages arising only if under Art. 707 he causes unnecessary 
injury or if an alleged nuisance is later declared by the courts to be not a real 
nuisance.15a 

Easement against nuisance. 

The Civil Code creates a new easement which it calls “easement 
against nuisance.” Such easement is established by Arts. 682 and 683 which 
read as follows: 
‘’Art. 682. Every building or piece of land is subject to the easement which prohibits the proprietor 
or possessor from committing nuisance through noise, jarring, offensive odor, smoke, heat, dust, 
water, glare, and other causes.” 
“Art. 683. Subject to zoning, health, police and other laws and regulations, factories and shops may 
be maintained provided the least possible annoyance Is caused to the neighborhood.” 

                                                 
13 Art. 705, Civil Code. 
14 Art. 706, Civil Code. 
15 Art. 707. Civil Code. 
15a 44 SCRA 239. 
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Comments. 

44 The inclusion of the provision on “Nuisance” in Book II of the 
Civil Code which deals with “Property, Ownership and its 
Modification” is not logical or proper. “Nuisance” covers not 
only the wrongful or improper use of one’s property which is 
injurious to the person or property of another, but also the act, 
omission or conduct which is injurious to the person or 
property of another even if such act, omission or conduct 
does not involve the use of one’s property. This is clear from 
the very definition of “Nuisance” given by Art. 694 of the 
Civil Code which states: 

“A nuisance is an act, omission, establishment, business, condition of property, or anything else 
which: 
“1. Injures or endangers the health or safety of others; or 
“2. Annoys or offends the senses; or 
“3. Shocks, defies or disregards decency or morality; or 
“4. Obstructs or interferes with the free passage of any public highway or street, or any body of 
water; or 
“5. Hinders or impairs the use of property.” 

The provisions of the Civil Code on “Nuisance” have been adopted 
from the American law. 16 In American law, “Nuisance” had always been 
regarded as tort. 

One of the remedies against a public nuisance is criminal prosecution 
under the Penal Code.17 The Civil Code, therefore considers a public 
nuisance as a crime. It follows that a private nuisance is, and rightly so, a 
quasi-delict. 

Therefore, the proper and logical place of “Nuisance” is in Book IV, 
Title 7, Chapter 2 of the Civil Code which deals with “Quasi Delicts.” As a 
matter of fact, the chapter on “Quasi Delicts” contains a provision which 
deals with “Nuisance.” We refer to Art. 2191 which provides that proprietors 
                                                 
16 Report of the Code Commission, p.62. 
17 Art. 699 Civil Code. 
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shall be responsible for damages caused by the explosion of machinery 
which has not been taken care of with due diligence, by the inflammation of 
explosive substances which have not been kept in a safe and adequate place, 
by excessive smoke, which may be harmful to persons or property, by the 
falling of trees situated at or near highways or lanes if not caused by force 
majeure and by emanations from tubes, canals, sewers or deposits of 
infectious matter, constructed without precautions suitable to the place. 

II. Arts. 682 and 683 of the Civil Code create a new kind of easement 
which it designates as Easement against Nuisance.” An analysis of the 
provisions of Art. 682 reveals that what is actually intended is to prohibit the 
proprietor or possessor of a building or land from committing nuisance 
therein through noise, jarring, offensive odor, smoke, heat, dust, water, glare 
and other causes. We fail to see how such a prohibition imposed upon 
owners of buildings or lands could be logically considered an easement. An 
easement as defined by Art. 613 is “an encumbrance imposed upon an 
immovable belonging to a different owner.” An easement is a real right. The 
prohibition sought to be imposed upon owners of buildings and lands from 
committing therein a nuisance or using such buildings and lands in a manner 
as will constitute a nuisance is not an encumbrance nor does it create a real 
right. Such a prohibition is rather a limitation imposed upon the owners’ 
right to use their lands or buildings. It is based on the well known maxim 
“Sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas” (So use your own as not to injure 
another’s property). By calling such a limitation an “easement”, the Civil 
Code has departed from the time-honored essence and concept of 
“easements” and has not even been consistent with the very definition of 
“easements” adopted by it in Art. 613. 

We believe that this inconsistency can be avoided by eliminating the 
provisions of Articles 682 and 683 of the Civil Code and inserting a 
provision in the chapter on “Quasi Delicts” a provision prohibiting 
proprietors or possessors of lands or buildings from committing nuisance in 
their properties through noise, jarring, offensive odor, smoke, heat, dust, 
water, glare and other causes. 
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Illustrative cases: 

lloilo Cold Storage vs. Municipal Council 
24 Phil. 471 

Facts: Plaintiff constructed an ice and cold storage plant in lloilo. Some 
nearby residents complained to the defendant Municipal Council that 
the smoke from the plant was injurious to their health aid comfort. The 
defendant appointed a committee to investigate the matter and after its 
report the defendant council passed a resolution granting the plaintiff 
one month within which to raise the smokestacks of its plant and if this 
was not done the municipal president will require the closing or 
suspension of the plaintiff’s establishment. Plaintiff then instituted an 
action to enjoin the defendant from carrying out such resolution. 

Held: “The Municipal Council is under Sec. 29 (d) of the Municipal Code, 
specifically empowered “to declare and abate nuisances.” A nuisance 
is, according to Blackstone, “any thing that worketh hurt, in 
convenience or damage.” They arise from pursuing particular trades or 
industries in populous neighborhoods; from acts of public indecency, 
keeping disorderly houses, and houses of ill fame, gambling houses, 
etc. Nuisances have been divided into two classes: Nuisances per se 
and nuisances per accidens. To the first belong those which are 
unquestionably and under all circumstances nuisances such as 
gambling houses, houses of ill fame, etc. The number of such 
nuisances is necessarily limited and by far the greater number are 
such because of particular facts and circumstances surrounding the 
otherwise harmless cause of the nuisance. For this reason, it will 
readily be seen that whether a particular thing is a nuisance is generally 
a question of fact, to be determined in the first instance before the term 
nuisance can be applied to it. This is certainly true of a legitimate 
calling, trade, or business such as an ice plant. Does the power 
delegated to a municipal council under Sec. 39 ( j ) of the Municipal 
Code commit to the unrestrained will of that body the absolute power 
of declaring anything to be a nuisance? Is the decision of that body 
final despite the possibility that it may proceed from animosity or 
prejudice, from partisan zeal or enmity, from favoritism and other 
improper influences and motives, easy of concealment and difficult to 
be detected and exposed? Upon principle and authority, we think it 
does not.” 

x x x x x 
It is clear that municipal councils have, under the code, the power to 

declare and abate nuisances, but it is equally clear to declare and 
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abate nuisances, but it is equally clear that they do not have the power 
to find as a fact that a particular thing is a nuisance when such thing is 
not a nuisance per se; nor can they authorize the extrajudicial 
condemnation and destruction of that as a nuisance which in its nature 
situation, or use is not such. These things must be determined in the 
ordinary courts of law. 

“In the present case it is certain that the ice factory of the plaintiff is not a 
nuisance per se. It is a legitimate industry, beneficial to the people, and 
conducive to their health and comfort. If it be in fact a nuisance due to 
the manner of its operation, that question cannot be determined by a 
mere resolution of the board. The petitioner is entitled to a fair and 
impartial hearing before a judicial tribunal.” (p. 484). 

Bengzon vs. Province of Pangasinan 
62 Phil. 816 

 
Facts ; This is an action for damages for maintaining a nuisance 

continuously injurious to the plaintiff and his family by reason of the 
maintenance and operation of a stand pipe, pumping station and open 
reservoir for the storage of water. Plaintiff and his family lived in a two-
story nipa and wooden house constructed on a lot also owned by 
plaintiff. He had been living there for 27 years. Defendant constructed 
a reinforced concrete stand pipe 28 meters high and 9 meters in 
diameter. Within the base of the cylindrical tank were three machines. 
In the side of the tank nearest the plaintiff’s residence and at a 
distance of 3.4 meters was a chimney which rose to about the height of 
the gable of the house. The tank itself was 3.8 meters from plaintiff’s 
house. Plaintiff claimed that the plant emitted smoke and a 
disagreeable odor; that the chimney emitted sparks which, if carried by 
the wind, might cause his house to catch fire; and that in case of an 
earthquake the tank might fall and crush his house and its occupants. 
The lower court decided against the plaintiff. 

Held ; “In locating its pumping station within 3.8 meters from the house of 
the plaintiff, the defendant should reasonably have foreseen that the 
noise, vibrations, smoke, odor and sparks coming from the plant during 
its operation, not only during the day but during the night as well, would 
cause a constant annoyance,, discomfort and danger both to the 
property of the plaintiff and the health and comfort of himself and his 
family. The chimney which is just opposite the plaintiff’s house at a 
distance of only 3.4 meters emits smoke, gases of crude oil and 
gasoline and occasionally sparks as well…. But the evidence as a 
whole leaves us with the clear conviction that the construction and 
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operation of this pumping plant in such close proximity to the plaintiff’s 
residence has rendered the same practically uninhabitable without 
exposing to risk the comfort, health and in cases of fire, even the lives 
of the plaintiff and his family. 

“We find from the preponderance of evidence that the fair present value of 
the appellant’s premises involved in this suit is P3,000.00; and as 
under the circumstances, the maintenance of the nuisance is 
practically tantamount to an expropriation, we have concluded that the 
defendant-appellee should be and it is hereby required and adjudged 
to pay the plaintiff-appellant the sum of P3,000.00.” 

Ayala vs. Baretto, et al. 
33 Phil. 538 

Facts: Plaintiffs, 22 in number, instituted this action for the issuance of a 
permanent injunction against the defendants to enjoin the erection and 
operation of a combined brewery and ice plant on Gen. Solano Street, 
Manila. Plaintiffs were either residents or property owners on the said 
street. Gen. Solano St. connects Echague and Aviles Streets. All three 
run parallel to the Pasig River. Echague St. is almost wholly given over 
to industrial enterprises and Aviles St. also has some factories upon it 
including the San Miguel Brewery. Gen. Solano had long been a 
fashionable residence street and the dwellings located upon it are 
large and expensive. However some of these residences are being 
used for other purposes. Three are now upon this street—a coal yard, 
a warehouse and a cigarette factory—all were near the proposed 
location of defendants’ factory. Across the river is located the large 
power plant of the electric railroad and light company. To the north of 
this street are located some sawmills and lumber-yards and to the west 
across the river are located large warehouses and a large tobacco 
factory. The street is used by all kinds of freight vehicles and a double 
street-car track traverses its entire length. Launches, tugs and lighters 
are continually navigating the Pasig River, which lies to the rear of the 
south side of the street. A real estate expert testified that in his opinion 
the whole of this space would eventually be devoted to manufacturing 
and other business. It is attractive for such purposes by reason of its 
transportation facilities by both land and water. 

Held: “Under these facts we do not think that it can be said with entire 
correctness that the street in question is strictly residential street. That 
it is not purely a residence street is clear, and that there are numerous 
businesses near it in nearly every direction is also clear. There is no 
doubt that the appropriateness of the locality selected by the 
defendants as the site of their proposed plant must have considerable 
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bearing upon the question whether the plant will create a nuisance. It 
appears that the locality in question is gradually being transformed 
from a fashionable residence district into an industrial center. 

“All that can be required of men who engage in lawful business is that they 
shall regard the fitness of locality. In the residence sections of a city, 
business of no kind is desirable or welcome. On the other hand, one 
who becomes a resident in a trading or manufacturing neighborhood, 
or who remains, while in the march of events a residence district 
gradually becomes a trading or manufacturing neighborhood, should 
be held bound to submit to the ordinary annoyances, discomforts and 
injuries which are fairly incidental to the reasonable and general 
conduct of such business in his chosen neighborhood. The true rule 
would be that any discomfort or injury beyond this would be actionable; 
anything up to that point would not be actionable. 

“The law of nuisance affords no rigid rule to be applied in all instances. It 
is elastic. It undertakes to require only that which is fair and reasonable 
under all circumstances. In a commonwealth like this, which depends 
for its material prosperity so largely on the continued growth and 
enlargement of manufacturing of diverse varieties, ‘extreme rights’ 
cannot be enforced. One who settles in a district, which possesses 
natural resources of a special kind, cannot prohibit the development of 
those resources merely because it may interfere in some degree with 
personal satisfaction or aesthetic enjoyment. No one can move into a 
quarter given over to foundries and boiler shops and demand the quiet 
of a farm. On the other hand, the noisy or noisome factory cannot with 
immunity invade territory stamped by use of residence.”  

Injunction denied. 

Salao vs. Santos 
67 Phil. 547 

Facts: The municipal council of Malabon, Rizal, had adopted a municipal 
ordinance regulating the operation of smoked fish factories. Many 
years prior to the adoption of said ordinance plaintiffs had already 
established a smoked fish factory. The defendant municipal president 
upon orders from higher authorities had written to the plaintiffs 
requiring them to comply with the ordinance in question or else their 
license will be revoked. The ordinance however provided that the same 
will be effective only with regard to those that will be established after 
its approval and not to those already operating at the time of its 
approval. 
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Held: “Moreover, nuisances are of two kinds: nuisance per se and 
nuisance per accidens. The first is recognized as a nuisance under any 
and all circumstances because it constitutes a direct menace to public 
health or safety and, for that reason, may ‘be abated summarily under 
the undefined law of necessity. The second is that which depends 
upon certain conditions and circumstances, and its existence being a 
question of fact, it cannot be abated without due hearing thereon in a 
tribunal authorized to decide whether such a thing does in law 
constitute a nuisance. Appellants’ smoked fish factory is not a 
nuisance per se. It is a legitimate industry. If it be in fact a nuisance 
due to the manner of its operation, then it would be merely a nuisance 
per accidens. Consequently, the order of the municipal president and 
those of the health authorities issued with a view to the summary 
abatement of what they have concluded, by their own findings, as a 
nuisance, are null and void there having no hearing in court to that 
effect.” 

Sitchon et al. Vs. Aquino 
98 Phil. 458 

Facts: Petitioners occupied various portions of the public streets and river 
beds in the City of Manila and constructed houses thereon without the 
consent of the authorities. On different dates respondent City Engineer 
advised and ordered them to remove their houses with the warning 
that otherwise he would effect the demolition at their expenses. This 
notice having been unheeded, a demolition team of the office of the 
City Engineer informed petitioners that their houses would be removed, 
whereupon the instant cases were instituted by the petitioners to enjoin 
the City Engineer from demolishing their houses. The lower court 
declared petitioners’ houses public nuisances and ordered their 
demolition. Hence this appeal. 

Held: It is not disputed that petitioners’ houses are constructed without 
governmental authority on public streets and waterways, obstructing at 
all times the free uses by the public of said streets and water-ways, 
and, accordingly constitute nuisances per se; aside from public 
nuisances, pursuant to Articles 694 and 695 of the Civil Code. As such, 
they may be summarily removed without judicial proceedings despite 
the due process clause. 

It is true that Articles 700 and 702 of the Civil Code empowers the district 
health officer to determine whether or not abatement, without judicial 
proceedings, is the best remedy against a public nuisance. However, 
Sec. 31 of the Revised Charter of the City of Manila, Rep. Act No. 409, 
specifically places upon the City Engineer the duty, among others, to 
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have charge of the care of streets, canals and esteros and to order the 
removal of structures erected in violation of city ordinances. Obviously, 
Articles 700 and 702 of the Civil Code should yield to Sec. 31 of 
Republic Act No. 409, not only because the former preceded the latter 
but also, because Republic Act No. 409 is a special provision 
specifically designed for the City of Manila, whereas the Civil Code is a 
law of general application throughout the Philippines. Moreover, Sec. 
1122 of the Revised Ordinances of the City of Manila (No. 1600) 
explicitly authorizes the city engineer to remove unauthorized 
obstruction at the owner’s expense. Judgment affirmed. 

Velasco vs. Manila Electric 
40 SCRA 344 

Facts: Plaintiff owned three lots at Quezon City He sold two of them to 
defendant and built his house on the third. Defendant built a sub-
station which reduced high voltage electricity to a current suitable for 
distribution to its customers. A sound unceasingly emanates from the 
sub-station. Whether this sound constitutes an actionable nuisance or 
not is the principal issue in this case. The lower court dismissed the 
action. Plaintiff appealed. 

Held: “The general rule is that everyone is bound to bear the habitual or 
customary inconveniences that result from the proximity of others, and 
so long as this level is not surpassed, he may not complain against 
them. But if the prejudice exceeds the inconveniences that such 
proximity habitually brings, the neighbor who causes such 
disturbances is held responsible for the resulting damage, being guilty 
of causing nuisance. 

“While no previous adjudications on the specific issue have been made in 
the Philippines, our law of nuisances is of American origin, and a 
review of authorities clearly indicates the rule to be that the causing or 
maintenance of disturbing noise or sound may constitute an actionable 
nuisance. 

“There can be no doubt that commercial and industrial activities which are 
lawful in themselves may become nuisances if they are so offensive to 
the senses that they render the enjoyment of life and property 
uncomfortable. It is no defense that skill and care have been exercised 
and the most improved methods and appliances employed to prevent 
such result… .” 

On the evidence before it the Supreme Court found that the sound 
emitted by defendant’s substation transformers was of much higher level 
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than the ambient sound of the locality. Defendant was ordered to pay 
plaintiff P20,000.00 damages, P5,000.00 attorney’s fees, and transfer its 
substation to another place or take appropriate measures to reduce its noise. 

Ramcar, Inc. vs. Millar et al. 
6 SCRA 517 

Facts: Ramcar, Inc. operated and maintained an auto repair and ‘body 
building shop at General Luna St., Ermita, Manila. Millar and six others 
resided near or around the shop. Millar and his companions brought an 
action to abate the establishment of Ram-car, Inc., as a nuisance. 
Ramcar, Inc., contended that it had a license from the city authorities 
to operate a “garage.” 

Held: (a) Body building shop is not within the purview of “garage”; (b) 
Whether a particular thing is or is not a nuisance is a question of fact 
and is properly within the jurisdiction of the court to determine; (c) 
While Sec. 18 of Rep. Act 409 grants legislative powers to the 
municipal board to declare, prevent, and provide for the abatement of 
nuisances, inaction by the board does not preclude the ultimate power 
of courts to determine the existence of a nuisance in a particular case 
tried before them; (d) The award of damage arising from a nuisance is 
authorized under Arts. 679 and 219 of the Civil Code. Ramcar, Inc. 
was permanently enjoined from operating its body building operation in 
its present location. 

Tan Chat vs. Municipality of lloilo 
60 Phil. 465 

Facts: The municipal council of lloilo enacted an ordinance prohibiting the 
storing and sale of lumber in certain enumerated streets. The plaintiffs 
are lumber merchants with their place of business on Iznart St., one of 
those covered by the ordinance, some of them having opened their 
business previous to the year 1931 and constructed their buildings of 
strong materials with galvanized iron roofing. Inside said buildings 
sawed lumber is stored and on the premises blocks and big pieces of 
lumber are deposited, which are sawed by means of a small sawmill 
run by petroleum belonging to the plaintiff Tan Chat. Plaintiffs 
challenge the validity of said ordinance alleging that the same is illegal 
and in violation of their rights. 

Held: “The question which now arises in connection herewith is whether or 
not the sawmill and lumber stores of the plaintiffs constitute nuisances 
per se or per accidens. Bearing in mind the nature of such business 
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and the indisputable fact that the conduct thereof necessarily disturbs 
and annoys passers-by and the neighbors, we do not hesitate to 
declare that said business constitutes nuisance per accidens or per se. 

x x x x x 
“The ordinance clearly states that the sawmill and the sale of lumber by 

the plaintiffs on Iznart Street constitute public nuisance; and although 
the question of fact herein involved may properly foe reviewed by the 
courts, the evidence of record sufficiently justifies such conclusion. The 
power of the municipalities in the exercise of their police power, to 
regulate and abate public nuisance is indisputable, and redounds to 
the benefit of the locality 
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CHAPTER VI: INTERFERENCE WITH CONTRACTUAL 
RELATIONS 

History under the common law. 

In early Roman Law, the pater-familias or head of the household was 
permitted to bring an action for violence committed upon his wife, his 
children, his slaves or other members of his establishment, or even for 
insults offered them on the theory that they were so far identified with him 
that the wrong was one to himself. By the 13th century this Roman Law idea 
had been taken over by the common law but had been somewhat altered in 
the transition so that it became an action for damages sustained by any 
master through actual loss of the services of a servant because of violence 
inflicted upon him. In 1349 an additional remedy was created by statute. The 
Black Death had left England with a great shortage of labor, and to meet the 
resulting agricultural crisis, the famous Ordinance of Laborers was enacted 
by which a system of compulsory labor was introduced. A penalty was 
provided to keep the laborer from running away, and a remedy was given to 
the employer against any one who received and retained him in his service. 
The statutory action for enticing or harboring the servant which thus 
developed, as well as the older one for violence against him, was enforced in 
trespass. In time the two became intermingled and confused so that they 
were no longer distinguished and at last both were absorbed in the action on 
the case. 

As early as the 15th century, cases appeared in which a remedy was 
given for interference with other relations than that of master and servant, 
and the development of some broader general principle was long 
foreshadowed in England and in the United States. It first appeared in 
definite form in 1855 in the leading case of Lumley vs. Gye, 2 El. & El. 
216, 118 Eng. Rep. 749, 1 Engl. Rul. Cas : 707. In: this case one Miss 
Johanna Wagner, an opera singer of some distinction, was under contract to 
the plaintiff to sing exclusively in his theater for a definite term. The 
defendant, “knowing the premises, and maliciously intending to injure the 
plaintiff,” “enticed and procured” Miss Wagner to refuse to carry out her 
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agreement. Although it was reasonably clear that an operatic artist was not to 
be classed as a “servant” within the meaning of the Statute of Laborers, it 
was held by a divided court that the principle should extend to her, and that 
it was a tort to persuade her to break her contract. Considerable stress was 
laid upon the “malice” with which it was alleged that the defendant was 
animated. 

The doctrine thus announced, that intentional interference with 
contract may be an actionable tort, was received at first with hesitation or 
disapproval, but it was reaffirmed nearly 30 years later in England, and then 
by decrees which was extended first to cover contracts other than those for 
personal services,; and later to include interferences in which no ill-will was 
to be found on the part of the defendant. The present English law gives it full 
acceptance, as to all intentional interferences with any type of contract. The 
American courts were reluctant to accept the doctrine in the beginning, and 
it still is rejected by a dwindling minority, at least insofar as it applies to 
interferences with relations other than that of master an servant-although this 
branch of the law has moved forward so rapidly that it is perhaps doubtful 
whether such decisions would be followed today. The great majority not 
only approved the rule as applied to any contract, regardless of its charter, 
but tend in increasing numbers to carry it into wider fields. 

Lumley vs. Gye and the succeeding cases laid emphasis upon the 
existence of the contract, as something in the nature of a property interest in 
the plaintiff, or a right in rem good against the world. The subsequent 
development of the law has extended the principle to interference with 
advantageous economic relations even where they have not been cemented 
by contract; and the liability for inducing breach of contract now is regarded 
as merely one instance of protection against such unjustified interference. 
The addition of the element of a definite contract has its importance, since 
the person induced to break it is then under a legal duty, and the plaintiff has 
furnished a consideration for the expectancy with which the defendant 
interferes. It may therefore curtail the defendant’s privileges to pursue his 
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own ends at the expense of the plaintiff. Also, it fixes the limits of the 
plaintiff’s interests, and hence of his damages.1 

In the Philippines. 

Under the Spanish Civil Code there was no specific provision holding 
a person liable for interfering with a contract or inducing a party to a 
contract to break such contract. However, two decisions of our Supreme 
Court recognized the right of a party to recover damages against one who 
unlawfully or by illegal means induces a party to a contract to break such 
contract. 

In the case of Gilchrist vs. Cuddy, 29 Phil. 542, the facts showed that 
defendant Cuddy was the owner of a cinematograph film. He entered into a 
contract with plaintiff Gilchrist leasing the said film for exhibition in the 
theater of the latter at a rental of P125 a week. The other defendants, 
Zaldarriaga and Espejo, owners of another theater in the same locality, 
knowing that the said film was leased although they did not know the 
identity of the lessee, offered to lease the same film from the defendant 
Cuddy for a rental of P250 a week. In view of the offer Cuddy wrote to 
plaintiff Cuddy stating that he had made other arrangements for the film and 
returned the money paid to him as rental by Gilchrist. Gilchrist instituted an 
action against Cuddy, Espejo and Zaldarriaga. Gilchrist obtained a 
mandatory injunction against Cuddy ordering the latter to deliver the film to 
him as per their contract which Cuddy did and Gilchrist dismissed the case. 
However, Espejo and Zaldarriaga objected to the dismissal and claimed 
damages against Gilchrist for the mandatory injunction. The Supreme Court 
speaking of the acts of Espejo and Zaldarriaga held: “The liability of the 
appellants (Espejo and Zaldarriaga) arises from unlawful acts and not from 
contractual obligations, as they were under no such obligation to induce 
Cuddy to violate his contract with Gilchrist. So that if the action of Gilchrist 
had been one for damages, it would be governed by chapter 2, title 16, book 
4 of the Civil Code. Article 1902 of that code provides that a person who, by 
act or omission, causes damage to another when there is fault or negligence, 

                                                 
1 Prosser on Torts, pp. 723-725. 
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shall be obliged to repair the damage so done. There is nothing in this article 
which requires as a cbn3ition precedent to the liability of the tort-feasor that 
he must know the identity of the person to whom he causes damage. In fact, 
the chapter wherein this article is found clearly shows that no such 
knowledge is required in order that the injured party may recover for the 
damage suffered.” 

In Daywalt vs. Corporacion de PP. Agustinos Recoletos„ 39 Phil. 
587, the Supreme Court also recognized the right of action arising from the 
improper or illegal interference with a contract by a stranger to the contract. 

At any rate, any doubt on the matter has been removed by the new 
Civil Code which provides as follows: 
“Art. 1314. Any third person who induces another to violate his contract shall be liable for damages 
to the other contracting party.” 

For example, if an employee who is under contract with an employer 
for a fixed period is induced by another to leave such employment before the 
expiration of the period by offering him a higher compensation and work for 
him, the inducer is liable in damages to the employer. This is known in 
business circles as “pirating”. 

Another example. A movie actor or actress who is under contract with 
a movie producer to appear exclusively in the producer’s films for a 
specified number of years is induced by a rival producer to break such 
contract by offering him or her with a higher compensation. The producer 
inducing such breach would be liable in damages to the other producer under 
this article. 
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CHAPTER VII: CIVIL LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF 
CRIMINAL OFFENSES  

Dual aspect of crime. 

From the standpoint of its effects, crime may be viewed in two 
aspects: 

(a) As an offense against the state because of the disturbance of the 
social order; and 

(b) As an offense against the private person injured by the crime. 

In dealing with the first aspect of crime, the law has devised an 
elaborate system of criminal justice the object of which is to vindicate the 
social order which has been disturbed by the crime, punish the offender, 
reform him, and deter others from committing like acts. 

With respect to the second aspect of crime, the object of the law is to 
make the offender repair the damage caused by the crime insofar as can be 
done. With this object in view, Article 100 of the Revised Penal Code 
provides that “Every person criminally liable for a felony is also civilly 
liable.” However, in crimes of treason, rebellion, espionage, contempt and 
others which could be mentioned; no civil liability arises on the part of the 
offender either because there are no damages to be compensated, or there is 
no private person injured by the crime. 

People and Manuel vs. Coloma 
105 Phil. 1287 

Facts: On July 27, 1956 the Court of First Instance of Ilocos Norte 
promulgated a decision convicting defendant Celestino Coloma of 
serious physical injuries, but made no award of damages. On August 
10, 1956, complainant Nicolas Manuel filed a petition to reopen the 
case in order to prove damages but the petition was denied. Hence, 
complainant appealed. Defendant contends that the appeal has not 
been perfected in due time because he began to serve his sentence on 
July 27, 1956 upon promulgation of said sentence and was completed 
on August 4, 1956, so that when complainant’s petition to reopen the 
case was filed on August 10, 1956, the decision of the lower court had 
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already been fully executed and, as a consequence, no longer subject 
to review. 

Held: “Subject to the exceptions mentioned in Section 1 (a), Rule 107 of 
the Rules of Court, every criminal case involves two actions, one 
criminal and another civil. From a judgment convicting the accused, 
two appeals may, accordingly, be taken. The accused may seek a 
review of said judgment, as regards both actions. Similarly, the 
complainant may appeal, with respect only to the civil action, either 
because the lower court has refused or failed to award damages, or 
because the award made is unsatisfactory to him. The right of either to 
appeal or not to appeal, in the event of conviction of the accused, is 
not dependent upon the other. The complainant may not, by 
expressing his conformity to the award of damages, prevent the 
accused from appealing, either from said award or from the judgment 
of conviction. Neither may the accused, by acquiescing thereto, 
prevent the complainant from appealing therefrom, insofar as the civil 
liability is concerned. Upon the other hand, an appeal by the 
complainant, with respect to the aforementioned civil liability, would not 
impose upon the accused the legal obligation, to appeal. He may 
choose not to appeal from the judgment of conviction, and, hence, the 
same may become final and executory, and may be fully executed 
without prejudice to the aforementioned appeal taken by the 
complainant.”  

Defendant’s contention was therefore not well taken. 

RULES REGARDING CIVIL LIABILITY IN CERTAIN CASES. 
“The exemption from criminal liability established in subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 of Article 12 and in 
subdivision 4 of Article 11 of this Code does not include exemption from civil liability which shall be 
enforced subject to the following rules: 
“First. In cases of subdivisions 1, 2, and 3 of article 12 the civil liability for acts committed by an 
imbecile or insane person, and by a person under nine years of age, or by one over nine years of 
age, who has acted without discernment, shall devolve upon those having such person under their 
legal authority or control, unless it appears that there was no fault or negligence on their part. 
“Should there be no person having such insane, imbecile or minor under his authority, legal 
guardianship, or control, or if such person be insolvent, said insane, imbecile, or minor shall 
respond with their own property, excepting property exempt from execution, in accordance with the 
civil law. 
“Second. In cases falling within subdivision 4 of Article 11, the persons for whose benefit the harm 
has been prevented shall be civilly liable in proportion to the benefit which they may have received. 
“The courts shall determine, in their sound discretion, the proportionate amount for which each one 
shall be liable. 
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“When the respective shares cannot be equitably determined, even approximately, or when the 
liability also attaches to the Government, or to the majority of the inhabitants of the town, and, in all 
events, however the damage has been caused with the consent of the authorities or their agents, 
indemnification shall be made in the manner prescribed by special laws or regulations. 
“Third. In cases falling within subdivisions 5 and 6 of Article 12, the persons using violence or 
causing the fear shall be primarily liable and secondarily, or, if there be no such persons, those 
doing the act shall be liable, saving always to the latter that part of their property exempt for 
execution.”1 

There are cases where a person may be exempt from criminal liability 
but still he may be civilly liable. Art. 11 of the Revised Penal Code 
enumerates justifying circumstances and Art. 12 of the same Code 
enumerates exempting circumstances. In the cases mentioned in these two 
articles the person concerned is exempt from criminal responsibility. At the 
same time Art. 101 of the same Code provides that in the case of an imbecile 
or insane person, or a person under nine years of age, or a person over nine 
years of age and under fifteen who acted without discernment, those having 
such person under their legal authority or control shall be civilly liable, 
unless it appears that there was no fault or negligence on their part. Should 
there be no person having such insane, imbecile or minor under his 
authority, said insane, imbecile, or minor shall respond with their own 
property. In the case of a person who, in order to avoid an evil or injury, 
does an act which causes damage to another, the persons for whose benefit 
the harm has been prevented shall be civilly liable in proportion to the 
benefit which they may have received. In the case of a person who acts 
under the compulsion of an irresistible force or under the impulse of an 
uncontrollable fear of an equal or greater injury, the persons using violence 
or causing the fear shall be primarily liable and those doing the act shall be 
secondarily liable. 

Subsidiary liability of innkeepers and proprietors. 

Article 102 of the Revised Penal Code provides: 
“In default of the persons criminally liable innkeepers, tavern-keepers, and any other persons or 
corporations shall be liable for crimes committed in their establishments, in all cases where a 

                                                 
1 Art. 101, Revised Penal Code. 
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violation of municipal ordinances or some general or special police regulation shall have been 
committed by them or their employees. 
“Innkeepers are also subsidiary liable for the restitution of goods taken by robbery or theft within 
their houses from guests lodging therein, or for the payment of the value thereof, provided that 
such guests shall have notified in advance, the innkeepers himself, or the person representing him, 
or the deposit of such goods within the inn; and shall furthermore have followed the directions 
which said innkeeper or his representative may have given them with respect to the care and 
vigilance over such goods. No liability shall attach in case of robbery with violence against or 
intimidation of persons unless committed by the innkeeper’s employees.” 

Article 103 of the Revised Penal Code provides: 
“The subsidiary liability established in the next preceding article shall also apply to 

employers, teachers, persons and corporation engaged in any kind of industry for felonies 
committed by their servants, pupils, workmen, apprentices, or employees in the discharge of their 
duties.” 

In order that employers may be held liable under the above-quoted 
provisions of law, these requisites must exist: 

(1) That employee has committed a crime in the discharge of his 
duties; 

(2) That said employee has not satisfied his civil liability; and 

(3) That the employer is engaged in some kind of industry.2 

M.D. Transit vs. Court of Appeals & Epstein 
22 SCRA 559 

Facts: While crossing Taft Ave. Epstein was hit by a bus of the M.D. 
Transit driven by its driver Sembrano. Sembrano was found guilty of 
serious physical injuries. No pronouncement of civil liability was made 
because the civil action was reserved. Meanwhile plaintiff commenced 
a civil action against Sombrano and M.D. Transit. Sembrano was 
declared in default. M.D. Transit interposed the defense of due 
diligence in the selection and supervision over its employees. In order 
to determine whether this defense was available to the defendant or 
not, it was necessary to determine whether the action was on a quasi-
delict or on the subsidiary liability of an employer under the Revised 
Penal Code. 

                                                 
2 Joaquin vs. Aniceto, 12 SCRA 308. 
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Held: “Indeed, in his complaint, plaintiff premised his action against herein 
appellant upon the allegation that the latter is ‘subsidiarily liable for all 
damages caused by the negligence of its employee in the performance 
of his duties,’ and, accordingly, prayed that Sembrano be ordered and, 
`upon his inability,’ appellant herein, to pay the damages claimed in 
said pleading. In other words, plaintiff maintained that Sembrano is 
primarily liable for said damages, and that appellant’s liability therefore 
is purely secondary, which is typical of the civil liability arising from 
crimes, pursuant to Articles 102 and 103 of the Revised Penal Code. 

“Another circumstance militating in favor of plaintiff’s contention is the fact 
that, in the criminal action, he had reserved the right to seek indemnity 
in a separate civil action. There can be no doubt that the present action 
was filed in pursuant of said reservation, which would have been 
unnecessary had plaintiff not based his right of action upon 
Sembrano’s criminal liability. Further corroboration is supplied by the 
fact that the first piece of evidence offered by plaintiff herein, at trial of 
this case in the court of origin, was the decision of conviction rendered 
in the criminal case against Sembrano.”  

Defendant M.D. Transit held subsidiarily liable to Epstein. 

Connel Bros. Vs. Aduna et al. 
97 Phil. 79, 34 

Facts: On September 10, 1949, defendant Francisco Aduna, driver of 
defendant Ex-Meralco Employees Transportation Co., while driving a 
passenger bus, carelessly and negligently bumped and hit an 
Oldsmobile car owned by the plaintiff. As a result of the collision the 
automobile fell into a ditch together with two other passengers in the 
car who suffered physical injuries. Aduna was prosecuted and 
convicted of damage to property and serious physical injuries thru 
reckless imprudence and served his prison sentence. At the trial of the 
criminal case the plaintiffs herein reserved their right to file the 
corresponding civil action for damages and the present action was 
brought for that purpose. Defendant Ex-Meralco Employees 
Transportation Co. interposed the defense of due diligence in the 
selection and supervision over their employees. 

Held: “In the present case, however, the plaintiffs have chosen to rely 
upon the provisions of the Penal Code and have used their action on 
the result of the criminal case against Francisco Aduna. In fact, no 
evidence to show the negligence of Aduna was submitted except his 
conviction in the criminal case. Furthermore, both Aduna and his 
employer, the Ex-Meralco Employees Transprotation Co were sued, 
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whereas in the case of Barredo vs. Garcia, only Barredo was sued. 
Of course, the present plaintiffs, perhaps through oversight in the 
prayer of their complaint, asked that both defendants be made to pay 
damages sought; and the trial court, also perhaps through 
inadvertence, condemned both defendants to pay the damages, 
instead of declaring that defendant Ex-Meralco Employees 
Transportation Co. should be held merely subsidiary liable. 

“In view of the foregoing, and with the modification that the liability of 
appellant Ex-Meralco Em ployees Transportation Co, is only 
subsidiary, the decision appealed from is hereby affirmed.” 

Same; Due diligence not a defense for employer. 

When the employer is sued for his subsidiary liability under Art. 103 
of the Revised Penal Code the defense of due diligence is not available to 
him. 

Arambulo vs. Manila Electric Co. 
55 Phil. 75 

Facts: A motorman of a street car of the defendant allowed a student-
motorman to operate the street car. The student-motorman made the 
street car run at a-speed of from 15 to 40 kilometers an hour. An old 
woman was crossing the street about 20 meters distant from the street 
car but the student-motorman did not slacken his speed. When the car 
came within 5 meters of the old woman, who had by that time reached 
the tracks, the motorman seized the hand gear from the student, 
applied the brakes and switched on to reverse, causing the electric box 
overhead to explode. Notwithstanding all these emergency measures, 
the car hit the woman, throwing her to the ground. The car continued to 
run for about 20 meters more before it stopped: The old woman died 
later as a result of the injuries which she received. The motorman, 
Simeon Marzo, was later prosecuted and convicted for the crime and 
was condemned to pay the plaintiff and heir of the deceased, the 
amount of P1,000 as indemnity. Upon failure of the motorman to pay 
the indemnity, the plaintiff instituted the present action to recover such 
indemnity from the defendant, the employer of the motorman. The 
defendant interposed the defense that it exercised the diligence of a 
good father of a family to prevent the accident. 

Held: “It will be seen that neither in this nor in any other article of the same 
Code is it provided that the employment of the diligence to be expected 
of a good father of a family will exempt the parties secondarily liable 
from damages, as is provided in Article 1903 taken in connection with 
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Articles 1902 and 1903 of the Civil Code, which treat of liabilities, 
arising from acts or omissions not punishable by law. 

“With regard to the amount for which the defendant must subsidiarily 
answer, since. Simeon Marzo, the motorman in the employ of the 
defendant, has only been sentenced to pay the heirs of the deceased 
P1,000 indemnity as principal, the appellant Manila Electric Company 
cannot be held to answer for a greater sum, since subsidiary civil 
liability can in no case exceed the principal civil liability. 

“In view of the foregoing considerations, we are of the opinion and so hold, 
(1) that the exemption from civil liability established in Article 1903 of 
the Civil Code for all who have acted with the diligence of a good father 
of a family, is not applicable to the subsidiary civil liability provided in 
article 20 of the Penal Code (now Article 103 of the Revised Penal 
Code) ; and (2) that the amount of the subsidiary civil liability can in no 
case exceed that of the principal civil liability.” 

Yumul vs. Juliano & Pampanga Bus Co. 
72 Phil. 94 

Facts: Juliano, driver of a truck of the defendant, ran over the daughter of 
the plaintiff causing her death. He was prosecuted for the crime of 
homicide through reckless imprudence and was convicted upon his 
plea of guilty. In the criminal case no pronouncement was made on his 
civil liability as the private prosecution reserved in its right to file a 
separate civil action. Thereupon, plaintiff filed a civil action jointly 
against Juliano and the Pampanga Bus Co. the court condemned 
Juliano to pay the plaintiff P2,000 as damages but absolved the 
Pampanga Bus Co. on the ground that the latter has exercised the 
diligence of a good father of the family to prevent the damage. Hence, 
this appeal. 

Held: “We find the contention of the appellant to be well taken. Article 
1902 of the Civil Code expressly provides that “Civil obligations arising 
from crimes or misdemeanors shall be governed by the provisions of 
the Penal Code.” The lower court, therefore, should have applied the 
following pertinent provisions of the Revised Penal Code. 

“Art. 103. Subsidiary civil liability of other persons.-The subsidiary liability 
established in the next preceding article shall also apply to employers, 
teachers, persons, and corporations engaged in any kind of industry 
for felonies committed by their servants, pupils, workmen, apprentices, 
or employees in the discharge of their duties.” 
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While it is true that Article 1903 of the Civil Code holds the owners or 
directors of an establishment or business ‘equally liable for any damages 
caused by their employees while engaged in the branch of the service in 
which employed, or on the occasion of the performance of their duties’ and 
provides that such liability ‘shall cease in case the persons mentioned therein 
prove that they exercised all the diligence of a good father of a family to 
prevent the damage, such liability, as held in the case of Francisco vs. 
Onrubia, 46 Phil. 327, refers to a fault or negligence not punished by law. 
Article 1903 must be understood to be subordinated to Article 1093 which 
provides that `those arising from wrongful or negligent acts or omissions not 
punishable by law shall be subject to the provisions of chapter second of title 
sixteen of this book,’ because Article 1903, is precisely found in Chapter 2 
title 16, book 4 of the Civil Code. 

“…It follows that the Pampanga Bus Co. is subsidiarily liable for the 
damages caused by the said Antonio Juliano under the provisions of 
Articles 102 and 103 of the Revised Penal Code, and it is no defense 
for the Pampanga Bus Co. to allege or prove that it exercised all the 
diligence of good father of a family in the employment and training 
of its chauffeur Antonio Juliano in order to prevent the damage.” 

Same; Employer’s liability being subsidiary, employee must first be 
convicted. 

While under Art. 103 of the Revised Penal Code employers are liable 
for the damage caused by their employees when latter are engaged in the 
discharge of their duties, such liability is subsidiary and can be enforced 
only after the employee has been convicted. 

Jamelo vs. Serfino  
44 SCRA 464 

Facts: A truck owned by defendant Serfino and driven by his driver 
Antonio Regoles collided with another vehicle. The collision was 
caused by the negligence of Regoles. Artemio Jamelo a co-employee 
of Regoles was injured and died as a result thereof. Plaintiff, mother of 
the deceased Jamelo, filed a civil action for damages against Regoles. 
In that civil action Regales was ordered to pay the victim’s mother the 
amount of P6,000 plus P2.000 moral damages. The writ of execution 
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against Regoles was returned unsatisfied because he was insolvent. 
Plaintiff then filed the present action for damages against Serfino on 
the ground that as employer of Regoles and as owner of the truck he 
was subsidiarily liable to the plaintiff. 

Held: There can be no automatic subsidiary liability of defendant-employer 
under Art. 103 of the Revised Penal Code where his employees has 
not been previously criminally convicted. What apparently 
unfortunately happened here was that plaintiff filed an independent 
action for damages solely against the erring driver Antonio Regoles 
based on his criminal negligence resulting in the death of plaintiff’s son 
and secured the P8,000.00 damage judgment against him alone, 
which she could not collect, however, due to his insolvency. 

X x x x x 
“It is clear then that there having been no criminal conviction of the 

employee wherein his civil liability was determined, no subsidiary 
liability under Article 103 of the Revised Penal Code can be claimed 
against defendant-employer.”  

Order dismissing plaintiff's action affirmed. 

Joaquin vs. Aniceto 
12 SCRA 308 

Facts: Pilar Joaquin was bumped by a taxicab driven by Felix Aniceto and 
owned by Ruperto Rodelas. Aniceto was charged with serious physical 
injuries through reckless imprudence and was convicted. However, no 
ruling was made on his civil liability in view of the reservation by the 
offended party of her right to. file a separate civil action. Aniceto 
appealed the judgment of conviction to the Court of First Instance. 
While the appeal on the criminal case was pending Joaquin the 
offended party filed a civil action for damages against the driver of the 
taxicab Aniceto and its owner Rodelas. The lower court dismissed the 
civil action on the ground that in the absence of a final judgment of 
conviction against the driver in the criminal case any action to enforce 
the employer's subsidiary civil liability would be premature. Plaintiff 
appealed. 

Held: “In cases of negligence, the injured party or his heirs has the choice 
between an action to enforce the civil liability arising from crime under 
Article 100 of the Revised Penal Code and an action for quasi-delict 
under Articles 2176-2194 of the Civil Code. 

“If he chooses an action for quasi-delict, he may hold an employer liable 
for the negligent act of the employee, subject, however, to the 
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employer's defense of exercise of the diligence of a good father of the 
family. (Art. 218'0, Civil Code). 

“On the other hand, should he choose to prosecute his action under Article 
100 of the Penal Code, he can hold the employer subsidiarily liable 
only upon prior conviction of the employee. While a separate and 
independent civil action for damages may be brought against the 
employee under Article 33 of the Civil Code, no such action may be 
filed against the employer on the latter's subsidiary civil liability 
because such liability is governed not by the Civil Code but by the 
Penal Code, under which conviction of the employee is a condition 
sine qua non for the employer's subsidiary liability. If the court trying 
the employee's liability adjudges the employee liable, but the court 
trying the criminal action acquits the employee, the subsequent 
insolvency of the employee cannot make the employer subsidiarily 
liable to the offended party or to the latter's heirs.” 

Judgment affirmed. 

Same; Employers liable only when engaged in industry; meaning of 
‘industry’. 

Under Art. 103 of the Revised Penal Code employers are subsidiarily 
liable for the damage caused by their employees only when they are engaged 
in any kind of industry and when the employee is in the discharge of his 
duties. 

“Industry” has been defined as “Any department or branch of art, 
occupation or business, especially one which employs much labor and 
capital and is distinct branch of trade”3 The Encyclopedia Britannica, 11th 
Ed., Vol. XI, p. 508, defines industry as “The quality of steady application to 
work, diligence; hence employment in some particular form of productive 
work, especially of manufacture; or a particular class of productive work 
itself, a trade or manufacture.” 

Steimetz vs. Valdez 
72 Phil. 92 

Facts: Defendant's car while being driven by his driver Basilio Bayukan 
collided with plaintiff's car which was driven by the plaintiff at the 

                                                 
3 Telleria vs. Garcia, 40 O.G. (12 Supp.), 115. 
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intersection of Azcarraga and Lepanto Streets, Manila. Defendant's 
driver was convicted for the crime of damage to property. Not having 
been able to recover from defendant's driver the corresponding 
damage, plaintiff in this action seeks to recover the said damages from 
the defendant employer. 

Held: “In support of his contention, appellant invokes the provisions of 
Article 103 of the Revised Penal Code which reads as follows: 

“Art. 103. Subsidiary civil liability of other persons.-The subsidiary liability established in the next 
preceding article shall also apply to employers, teachers, persons and corporations engaged in any 
kind of industry for felonies committed by their servants, pupils, workmen, apprentices, or 
employees in the discharge of their duties.” 

“The provisions of this article negate appellant's contention. It is admitted 
that the defendant-appellee is a private person not engaged in 
business or industry and his automobile was used for private purposes. 
It is clear therefore, that he is not included in the provisions of Article 
103 of the Revised Penal Code. It was proven that during the accident 
the appellee was not in his car and that he exercised all the diligence 
in selecting his driver.” 

Judgment of lower court affirmed. 

Telleria vs. Garcia 
40 O.G. (12 S) 115 

Facts: A truck belonging to defendant Garcia and driven by his driver 
Eugenio Bretaña crashed against a garage car belonging to the 
plaintiff while the latter car was parked on one side of the road. The 
driver was prosecuted and convicted of the crime of damage to 
property through reckless negligence and aside from the fine he was 
also condemned to -pay the plaintiff P320.00 as damages. Bretaña 
was unable to satisfy this amount and plaintiff instituted the present 
action against Bretaña's employer. Defendant interposed the defense 
of due diligence and the fact that his truck was used by him merely in 
the transportation of his own product. It was proven that the 
defendant's truck was being used by him to transport his sugar cane 
from the field to the central as well as transport his sugar from the 
central to Iloilo. 

Held: “The exemption from civil liability established in Article 1903 of the 
Civil Code for all who have acted with the diligence of a good father of 
a family, is not applicable to the subsidiary civil liability provided in 
Article 20 of the Penal Code. 
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‘Industry’ is defined as “Any department or branch of art, occupation or 
business; especially one which employs much labor and capital and is 
a distinct branch of trade; as sugar industry.' 

“A person who owns a truck and uses it in the transportation of his own 
products is engaged in industry within the meaning of Article 103 of the 
Revised Penal Code, and hence subsidiary liable to the aggrieved 
party for the criminal acts of his chauffeur.” 

Clemente vs. Foreign Mission Sisters 
30 O.G. 1594 (CA) 

Facts: Plaintiff's daughter was a patient in the St. Paul's Hospital 
managed by the defendant. Through the negligence of a nurse 
employed by the hospital, plaintiff's daughter was injected with a 
cocaine solution of 10% which was intended for external use. As a 
result, plaintiff's daughter died. The nurse was prosecuted and 
convicted for the crime of homicide through reckless imprudence and 
condemned to pay damages to the plaintiff. Not having been able to 
collect such damages from the nurse, plaintiff brings the present action 
to recover such damages from the defendant as employer of the nurse. 
It was proven that the St. Paul's Hospital was purely dedicated to 
charity although it charged a certain class of patients. The Court of 
Appeals held that not being engaged in industry, the defendant was 
not liable under Article 103 of the Revised Penal Code. Defining what 
is meant by “industry,” the Court said: 

“What, then is meant by `industry'? The Encyclopedia Britannica, 11th ed., 
Vol. XIV, p. 508, defines this term as `The quality of steady application 
to work, diligence, hence employment in some particular form of 
productive work, especially of manufacture; or a particular class of 
productive work itself, a trade or manufacture' and in the City of 
Rochester vs. Rochester Girl's Home (194 N.T.S. 236, 237) it was said 
that `An enterprise not conducted as a means of livelihood, or for profit, 
does not come within the ordinary meaning of the term `business', 
`trade', .or `industry.' There is no indication that the word `industry' was 
used in the provisions above quoted of the Revised Penal Code in a 
sense broader than that in which it is properly understood. 

“The fact that the hospital charges a certain class of patients, including the 
plaintiff's daughter, does not change the nature of the organization as a 
charitable one. The test of whether an enterprise is charitable is 
whether it exists to carry out a purpose recognized in law as charitable 
or whether it is maintained for gain, profit, or private advantage. *** 
Provided a corporation or association can otherwise be classed as a 
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charitable one, the fact that it receives pay from some of the students, 
inmates, patients, or other persons to whom it extends benefits 
detracts nothing from its character as a purely charitable institution. 
The original eleemosynary character of the institution is not 
transformed by his patronage, even if sufficient to relieve it from 
financial burdens, but the charity as established remain unaffected.” 

Same.  Employee’s conviction conclusive upon employer. 

When the employee is convicted the judgment is conclusive upon the 
employer in so far as his subsidiary civil liability is concerned. 

Martinez vs. Barredo 
81 Phil. 1 

Facts: A taxicab owned by defendant Barredo and driven by Rosendo 
Digman collided with a car driven by the plaintiff. Digman was 
prosecuted criminally and was convicted under a plea of guilty. He was 
sentenced to pay a fine and indemnify the plaintiff the amount of 
P650.97. Due to failure of Digman to pay the indemnity, plaintiff filed 
suit against the employer Barredo for the purpose of holding him 
subsidiarily liable for said indemnity under Articles 102 and 103 of the 
Revised Penal Code. At the trial plaintiff relied solely on the judgment 
of conviction of Digman, the writ of execution against him, a certificate 
of the Director of Prisons regarding Digman’s service of subsidiary 
imprisonment, and the information filed against Digman. The Court of 
First Instance decided in plaintiff's favor. Defendant appealed to the 
Court of Appeals which reversed the lower court's decision holding that 
the judgment of conviction of Digman was not conclusive against 
Barredo and its weight as prima facie evidence was overcome by the 
evidence presidented by Barredo. Plaintiff appealed to the Supreme 
Court. 

Held: “The important question is whether a judgment of conviction 
sentencing the defendant to pay an indemnity is conclusive in an 
action against his employer for the enforcement of the latter's 
subsidiary liability under Articles 102 and 103 of the Revised Penal 
Code.... 

“After very careful reflection, we have arrived at the opinion that the 
judgment of conviction, in the absence of any collusion between the 
defendant and the offended party, should bind the person subsidiarily 
liable. The stigma of a criminal conviction surpasses in effect and 
implications mere civil liability. Common sense dictates that a finding of 
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guilt in a criminal case in which proof beyond reasonable doubt is 
necessary, should not be nullified in a subsequent civil action requiring 
only preponderance of evidence to support a judgment„ unless those 
who support the contrary rule should also hold that an absolution in a 
civil case will operate to automatically set aside the verdict against the 
defendant in the criminal case. It is anomalous, to say the least, to 
suppose that the driver, excelling “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde”, could be 
guilty of reckless negligence insofar as his obligation to pay in0emnity 
is concerned, and at the same time could be free from any blame when 
said indemnity is sought to be collected from his employer, although 
the right to the indemnity arose from and was based on one and the 
same act of the driver. 

“The employer cannot be said to have been deprived of his day in court, 
because the situation before us is not one wherein the employer is 
sued for a primary liability under Article 1903 of the Civil Code, but in 
which enforcement is sought of a subsidiary civil liability incident to and 
dependent upon his driver's criminal negligence which is a proper 
issue to be tried and decided only in a criminal action. In other words, 
the employer becomes ipso facto subsidiarily liable upon his driver's 
conviction and upon proof of the latter's insolvency, in the same way 
that acquittal wipes out not only the employee's primary civil liability but 
also his employer's subsidiary liability for such criminal negligence.” 

Decision of the Court of Appeals reversed and defendant ordered to 
pay plaintiff indemnity amounting to P605.97. 

Orsal vs. Alisbo 
106 Phil. 655 

Facts: A funeral car belonging to defendant Aurelio Alisbo and driven by 
his driver Jose Mogat ran over Teresita Orsal, daughter of plaintiffs. 
The driver Mogat was prosecuted and convicted of homicide through 
reckless imprudence and in addition to the imprisonment he was 
ordered to pay the plaintiffs P6,000 as indemnity and P342 as actual 
damages. Execution against Mogat was returned unsatisfied because 
of insolvency. So plaintiffs brought the present action for damages 
against Alisbo the employer. 

Held: “There is no question that the spouses Alisbo owners of the car, are 
subsidiarily liable for the indemnity awarded the plaintiffs in the criminal 
case under Article 103 of the Revised Penal Code and therefore the 
trial court did not err in ordering them to pay said plaintiffs the amount 
of P6,342.00 which their driver was ordered to pay in the criminal 
case.” 
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Miranda vs. Malate Garage 
99 Phil. 670 

Facts: A collision occurred between a taxicab driven by the driver of the 
defendant and plaintiff’s automobile. Defendant's driver was criminally 
prosecuted and having entered a plea of guilty was sentenced to 
indemnify the plaintiff in the sum of P2,318.40. Defendant's driver not 
having paid the indemnity the plaintiff brought this action against the 
defendant employer. The lower court did not allow defendant to 
question the amount of damages awarded to plaintiff in the criminal 
case wherein defendant employer was not a party. Defendant 
appealed. 

Held: The decision of the court in the criminal case was binding and 
conclusive upon the defendant not only with regard to its civil liability 
but also with regard to its amount because the liability of an employer 
cannot be separated but follows that of his employee. That is why the 
law says that his liability is subsidiary. 

It is true that an employer, strictly speaking, is not a party to the 
criminal case instituted against his employee ~but in substance and in effect 
he is considering the subsidiary liability imposed upon him by law. It is his 
concern, as well as of his employee, to see to it that his interest be protected 
in the criminal case by taking virtual participation in the defense of his 
employee. He cannot leave him to his own fate because his failure is also 
his. And if because of his indifference or inaction the employee is convicted 
and damages awarded against him, he cannot later be heard to complain, if 
brought to court for the enforcement of his subsidiary liability, that he was 
not given his day in court. Judgment of the lower court was affirmed. 

Nagrampa vs. Mulvaney, McMillan & Co. 
97 Phil. 724 

Facts: Defendant's truck driven by its driver bumped plaintiff's truck 
causing damages in the amount of P1,037.50. Defendant's truck had 
no brake, had a defective machine and was being driven on the wrong 
side of the road by defendant's driver. Defendant's driver was 
convicted of damage to property thru negligence and was sentenced to 
pay fine of P1,037.50 with subsidiary imprisonment in case of 
insolvency. Being insolvent he served the corresponding subsidiary 
imprisonment. The present action was brought against the defendant 
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employer under its subsidiary liability. The lower court decided for the 
plaintiff and defendant appealed. 

Held: “Considering that, as held in the case of Maria Luisa Martinez vs. 
Manuel H. Barredo, 40 Off. Gaz. 4922-23, the employer becomes 
ipso facto subsidiary liable, upon conviction of his employee and upon 
proof of the latter's insolvency; that the only proof of the employee's 
insolvency in the Martinez case was a certificate of the Director of 
Prisons, regarding service of subsidiary imprisonment by the accused 
involved therein ; that a similar certificate issued by the Provincial 
Sheriff of Rizal, appears in the record of the case at bar; that the 
defend-ant herein has impliedly admitted the insolvency of its driver; 
that there is no allegation, or even insinuation, that the decision in this 
criminal case rendered against the driver is tainted with fraud, collusion 
or clear mistake of law or fact, or lack of jurisdiction; and that, although 
the defendant maintains that the damages sustained by the plaintiff 
amount to P300 only, this pretense is untenable in view of the 
conclusive nature of the decision against the driver fixing the amount. 
of said damages at P1,037.30, the decision against the plaintiff for the 
sum should not be disturbed.” Lower court's decision affirmed. 

Same; Employee's insolvency not necessary for employer's 
subsidiary liability. 

For the employer to be subsidiarily liable it is not necessary that the 
employee be insolvent. It is enough that the employee has not satisfied the 
judgment for damages and the employer is unable to point to the injured 
party the property of the employee which may be levied upon to satisfy the 
employee's primary liability. 

Bantoto vs. Bobis 
18 SCRA 690 

Facts: Crispin Vallejo was the owner of jeepney driven by Bobis. The 
jeepney struck Damiana Bantoto daughter of plaintiff. Damiana died a 
few days later as a result of the injuries which she received. Bobis 
pleaded guilty to the crime of homicide through reckless imprudence 
and was sentenced to suffer imprisonment and to pay indemnity to the 
heirs of the deceased in the sum of f3,000.00. Plaintiff herein, parents 
of Damiana Bantoto, filed a civil action against the driver Bobis and the 
owner Vallejo to recover damages. Vallejo moved to dismiss the action 
on the ground that the complaint did not allege that the driver Bantoto 
was insolvent. The lower court overruled the motion of Vallejo and after 
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a trial on the merits held Vallejo liable to the plaintiffs in the amount of 
P3,000.00 as civil indemnity, P1,000.00 as exemplary damages, and 
P500.00 as attorney's fees. Vallejo appealed and contended that the 
absence of an allegation of insolvency on the part of the employee 
Bobis was fatal to the complaint. 

Held: “The first alleged error predicated upon the lack of allegation in the 
complaint that driver Bobis was insolvent, is without merit. The 
master's liability, under the Revised Penal Code, for the crimes 
committed by his servants and employees in the discharge of their 
duties, is not predicated upon the insolvency of the latter. Article 103 of 
the Penal Code prescribed that: 

“Art. 103. Subsidiary civil liability of other person.-The subsidiary liability 
established in the next preceding article shall also apply to employees, 
teachers, persons and corporations engaged in any kind of industry for 
felonies committed by their servants, pupils, workmen, apprentices, or 
employees in the discharge of their duties.” 

“The insolvency of the servant or employee is nowhere mentioned in said 
article as a condition precedent. In truth, such insolvency is required 
only when the liability of the master is being made effective by 
execution levy, but not for the rendition of judgment against the matter. 
The subsidiary character of the employer's responsibility merely 
imports that the latter's property is not to be seized without first 
exhausting that of the servant. And by analogy of a regular guarantor 
(who is the prototype of persons subsidiarily responsible), the master 
may not demand prior exhaustion of the servant's (principal obligor's) 
properties can he not `point out to the creditor available property of the 
debtor within the Philippine territory, sufficient to cover the amount of 
their debt.' (Cf. Civil Code, Article 1060). This rule is logical, for as 
between the offended party (as creditor) and the culprit's master or 
employer, it is the latter who is in a better position to determine the 
resource and solvency of the servant or employee.”  

Judgment affirmed but the exemplary damages were disallowed 
because no such amount was awarded in the criminal case against the 
employee. 
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Same; crime must be in the discharge of employee's duty. 

Baza Marketing Corp. vs. Bolinao Security Etc. 
G.R. L-432382, Sept. 30, 1982 

Facts: Jose Silvestre was a security guard employed by the defendant 
which had a contract with the Chamber of Commerce of the Philippines 
to guard the latter's properties and installation on Magallanes Drive. 
Silvestre robbed the premises of the plaintiff which was leasing a 
portion of the Chamber's building. Silvestre was convicted but he was 
insolvent. The plaintiff sued the defendant for subsidiary liability under 
Art. 103 of the Revised Penal Code. The trial court dismissed the 
complaint and plaintiff appealed. 

Held: “We sustain the trial court's dismissal of the case. The law makes 
the employer subsidiarily liable for the civil liability arising from a crime 
committed by an employee in the discharge of his duties' (Article 101, 
Revised Penal Code). This subsidiary liability does not arise from any 
and all offenses that the employee may commit, but limited to those 
which he shall be found guilty of in the discharge of his duties. The law 
does not say, as urged by the plaintiff-appellant, that the crime of the 
employee must be the one committed `while in the discharge of his 
duties'. ... In the case at bar, the security guard was assigned to guard 
the building, properties and installations of the Chamber of Commerce 
of the Philippines...” 

Same; Employer's subsidiary liability may be enforced as part of 
execution proceedings. 

Even if the employer was not a party in the criminal case against the 
employee his subsidiary liability may be determined and enforced in the 
criminal case as part of the execution proceedings against the employee. 

Pajarito vs. Seneres 
87 SCRA 275 

Facts: Joselito Aizon was charged with double homicide through reckless 
imprudence in the Court of First Instance of Zamboanga for driving a 
bus which resulted in the death of two passengers Myrna Pajarito de 
San Luis and Musa Baring. He pleaded guilty to the charge and was 
sentenced to indemnify the heirs of Myrna Pajarito de San Luis the 
amount of P12,000. Later the writ of execution to enforce the civil 
liability against Joselito Aizon was returned unsatisfied. So petitioner 
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Lucia Pajarito, mother of the deceased Myrna Pajarito de San Luis, 
filed a motion for the issuance of a subsidiary writ of execution and 
served a copy thereof upon Felipe Aizon employer of the driver 
Joselito Aizon. The lower court denied the-subsidiary writ of execution 
on the ground that Felipe Aizon, the alleged employer of Joselito, was 
not a party in the criminal case. Pajarito appealed to the Supreme 
Court. 

Held: “Considering that the judgment of conviction, sentencing a 
defendant employee to pay an indemnity under Articles 102 and 103 of 
the Revised Penal Code, is conclusive upon the employer not only with 
regard to the latter's civil liability but also with regard to its amount, …. 
the court has no other function than to render decision based upon the 
indemnity awarded in the criminal case and has no power to amend or 
modify it even if in its opinion an error has been committed in the 
decision.” The Court also held that “The proceeding for the 
enforcement of the subsidiary civil liability may be considered as part 
of the proceeding for the execution of the judgment. A case in which an 
execution has been issued is regarded as still pending so that all 
proceedings on the execution are proceedings in the suit. There is no 
question that the court which rendered the judgment has a general 
supervisory control over its process of execution, and this power 
carries with it the right to determine every question of fact and law 
which may be involved in the execution.”  

Orders of the lower court set aside. 

The above ruling was reiterated and followed in Paman et al. vs. 
Señeris, G.R. No. L-37632, July 30, 1982. 

Same; Amount of employer's liability same as that of employee. 

Since the liability of the employer under Art. 103 of the Revised Penal 
Code is only subsidiary, the amount of such 1iability is coextensive with that 
of the judgment rendered against the employee in the criminal case.5 If the 
employer's liability cannot be diminished neither can it be increased.6 

                                                 
5 Gonzales vs Halili, l04 Phil. 1059; Bantoto vs. Halili, 18 SCRA 690,  
Art. 104. Revised Penal Code. 
6 Arambulo vs. Manila Electric, 55 Phil. 75. 
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What is included in civil liability. 

Civil liability for crimes includes restitution, reparation of the damage 
caused, and indemnification for consequential damages.7 

The restitution of the thing itself must be made whenever possible, 
with allowance for any deterioration or diminution of value .as determined 
by the court. The thing itself shall be restored, even though it can be found in 
the possession of a third person who has acquired it by lawful means, saving 
to the latter his action against the proper person who may be liable to him. 
However, one who has lost any movable or has been unlawfully deprived 
thereof, may recover it from the person in possession of the same If the 
possessor of a movable lost or of which the owner has been unlawfully 
deprived, has acquired it in good faith at a public sale, the owner cannot 
obtain its return without reimbursing the price paid therefore.8 

Reparation should be made where the restitution of the thing cannot 
be effected because of its disappearance or when material damage has been 
caused. In making the reparation the price of thing shall be taken into 
consideration as well as it special sentimental value to the injured party.9 

Indemnification for consequential damages shall include not only 
those caused the injured party, but also those suffered by his family or by a 
third person by reason of the crime.10 

RULES GOVERNING THE PROSECUTION OF CIVIL ACTION 
Rule 111 of the Rules of Court prescribe the rules governing civil 
actions arising out of criminal offenses, civil actions under Arts. 31, 
32, 33, 34 and 2177 of the Civil Code, and civil actions based on a 
quasi-delict. The provisions of Rule 111 of the Rules or Court read 
as follows : 
Section 1. Institution of criminal and civil actions. -When a criminal 
action is instituted, the civil action for recovery of civil liability 

                                                 
7 Art. 104. Revised Penal Code. 
8 Art. 105. Rev. Penal Code and Art. 669, Civil Code.  
9 Art. 105, Rev. Penal Code. 
10 Art. 107, Rev. Penal Code. 
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arising from the offense charged is impliedly instituted with the 
criminal action, unless the offended party expressly waives the civil 
action or reserves his right to institute it separately. 
Sec. 2. Independent civil action.-In the cases provided for in Articles 
31, 32. 33, 34 and 2177 of the Civil Code of the Philippines, an 
independent civil action entirely separate and distinct from the 
criminal action, may be brought by the injured party during the 
pendency of the criminal case, provided the right is reserved as 
required in the preceding section. Such civil action shall proceed 
independently of the criminal prosecution, and shall require only a 
preponderance of evidence. 
Sec. 3. Other civil actions arising from offenses.-In all cases not 
included in the preceding section the following rules shall be 
observed: 
(a) Criminal and civil actions arising from the same offense may be 
instituted separately, but after the criminal action has been 
commenced the civil action can not be instituted until final judgment 
has been rendered in the criminal action; 
(b) After a criminal action has been commenced, no civil action 
arising from the same offense can be prosecuted, and the same shall 
be suspended in whatever stage it may be found, until final judgment 
in the criminal proceeding has been rendered; 
(c) Extinction of the penal action does not carry with it extinction of 
the civil, unless the extinction proceeds from a declaration in a final 
judgment that the fact from which the civil might arise did not exist. 
In other cases, the person entitled to the civil action may Institute it 
in the jurisdiction and in the manner provided by law against the 
person who may be liable for restitution of the thing and reparation 
or indemnity for the damage suffered. 
Sec. 4. Judgment in civil action not a bar.-A final judgment rendered 
in a civil action absolving the defendant from civil liability is no bar 
to a criminal action. 
Sec. 5. Suspension by reason of pro-judicial question.-A petition for 
the suspension of the criminal action based upon the pendency of a 
pro-judicial question in a civil ease, may only be presented by any 
party before or during the trial of the criminal action. 
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The interpretation and application of the foregoing rules has given rise 
to numerous cases which reached the Supreme Court. The foregoing rules 
and the decisions of the Supreme Court may be summarized as follows: 

1. When a criminal action is instituted, the civil action for recovery of 
civil liability arising from the offense charged is implied by instituted with 
the criminal action, unless the offended party expressly waives the civil act-
ion or reserves his right to institute it separately.10a 

2. When the civil action for damages is based on a quasi-delict such 
action may be filed even if a criminal action based on the same acts has been 
filed against the defendant or his employee 10b 

3. When the acts of the defendant constituted both a crime or a quasi-
delict, the offended party has the option to choose between an action for 
enforcement of the civil liability based on culpa criminal under article 100 of 
the Revised Penal Code or an action for the recovery of damages based on 
culpa aquiliana under article 2177 of the Civil Code. However, the offended 
party cannot recover twice for the same act or omission of the defendant.11 

4. Where the civil action is based on the theory of a quasi-delict, or on 
a contract, or an obligation not arising from an act or omission complained 
of as a felony, or on a violation of the civil or political liberties of an 
individual, or on defamation, fraud and physical injuries, or failure of the 
local police to render aid and protection, such civil action may be filed even 
if a criminal action based on the same acts has been filed against the 
defendant or his employee.12 

Such civil action shall proceed independently of the criminal action 
and shall require only a preponderance of evidence.13 

                                                 
10a Sec. 1, Rule III ; People vs. Celorico, 67 Phils.185; Padua vs. Robles, 66 SCRA 485. 
10b Sec. 2, Rule III; Tayag Sr.vs.Alcantara, 98 SCRA 723; Lanuza vs. Ping, 100 SCRA 205. 
11 Art. 2177 Civil Code; Padua vs. Robles,66 SCRA 485,486; Virata vs. Ochoa, 81 SCRA 472. 
12 Sec 2. 2, Rule III; Arts. 2177, 31, 32,33, and 34; Civil Code; Lanuzo vs. Ping, 100 SCRA 205; Manio 
vs. Gaddi; 44 SCRA 198. 
13 Sec. 2, Rule III. 
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If a criminal action has previously been filed it is not necessary to 
reserve the right to file a separate civil action since the provision of Sec. 2 
Rule 111 requiring such reservation appears to be contrary to the Civil Code 
which provide for an independent civil action distinct and separate from the 
criminal action.14 

5. In the cases involving an independent civil action mentioned in the 
next preceding paragraph the filing of the criminal action does not operate to 
suspend the civil action since, as already pointed out above, the civil action 
is independent of the criminal action.15 

6. Criminal and civil actions arising from the same offense may be 
instituted separately, but after the criminal action has been commenced the 
civil action can not be instituted until final judgment has been rendered.16 
After a criminal action has been commenced, no civil action arising from the 
same offense can be prosecuted, and the same shall be suspended, in 
whatever state it may be found, until final judgment in the criminal 
proceeding has been rendered.17 

The prohibition from filing a civil action for damages after a criminal 
action has been instituted and the suspension of the civil action after the 
criminal action has been instituted referred to in Secs. 3(a) and 3(b) of Rule 
111 refers to civil actions to recover damages based on the criminal acts 
subject of the criminal action. It does not apply to cases where the civil 
action is based on a quasi-delict or to independent civil actions under Arts. 
31, 32, 33 and 34 under the Civil Code.18 

                                                 
14 See Arts 31,32,33,34 and 2177. Civil Code; Tayag Sr. vs. Alcantara; 98 SCRA 723,729; Parker vs. 
Panlilio, 91 Phil. 1; Garcia vs. Florido, 52 SCRA 420, 429; Mendoza vs. Arrieta, 91 SCRA 113, 120-121. 
15 Lanuza vs. Ping, 100 SCRA 205; Tayag Sr. vs. Alcantara, 723; Chan vs. Yatco, 103 Phil.1126. 
16 16 Sec 3(a), Rule 111. 
17 Sec. 3(b), Rule 111. 
18 Lanuza vs. Ping, 100 SCRA 2005; Tayag Sr. vs. Alcantara723; Chan vs. Yatco, 103 Phil. 1126. 
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7. Extinction of the penal action does not carry with it extinction of 
the civil, unless the extinction proceeds from a declaration in a final 
judgment that the fact from which the civil might arise did not exist.19 

8. When the accused is acquitted on reasonable doubt such an 
acquittal does not constitute a bar to the filing of a civil action based on the 
same acts.20 

9. A final judgment rendered in a civil action absolving the defendant 
from civil liability is not a bar to a criminal action.21 

10. A previous dismissal of the action based on culpa aquiliana is not 
a bar to the enforcement of the subsidiary liability under Art. 103 of the 
Revised Penal Code.22 

Illustrative cases 

Padua vs. Robles  
66 SCRA 485 

Facts: On New Year's Day in 1960 a taxicab owned by defendant Robles 
and driven by Punzalan struck ten-year old Normany Padua son of 
plaintiffs Padua at barrio Barretto, Olongapo City. The Paduas filed an 
action for damages against the Bay Taxi Cab (owned by Robles) and 
Punzalan in the Court of First Instance of Zambales. Criminal charges 
for homicide through reckless imprudence were also filed against 
Punzalan in the same Court. 

On October 37, 1969 the court rendered a judgment in the civil case 
ordering Punzalan (the driver) to pay the plaintiffs l12,000 as actual 
damages, P5,000 as moral and exemplary damages and P10,000 as 
attorney's fees but dismissed the case against the Bay Taxicab 
Company. 

About a year later, on October 5, 1970, the Court found Punzalan (the 
driver) guilty of homicide through reckless imprudence and sentenced 
him to imprisonment. 

                                                 
19 Sec 3(c), Rule III; Albernoz vs. Racela 98 Phil. 27; Tan vs. Standard Vacuum Oil Co., et als., 91 Phil 
672; Elicano vs. Hill 77 SCRA 99, 105-107 Virata vs. Ochoa 81 SCRA 472. 
20 Art. 29. Civil Ode; Philippine National Bank vs. Catipon, 98 Phil. 27. 
21 Sec. 4, Rule III; Gorospe vs. Nolasco, 4 SCRA 684. 
22 Jocson vs. Glorioso 22 SCRA 316. 
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When the Paduas tried to execute the judgment in their favor in the civil 
case the execution was returned unsatisfied. So the Paduas instituted 
an action in the same court against Robles to enforce his subsidiary 
responsibility under the provisions of article 103 of the Revised Penal 
Code. Robles moved to dismiss the cases invoking bar by prior 
judgment and failure to state a cause of action. The court dismissed 
the case on the ground of failure to state a cause of action. The 
Paduas appealed to the Supreme Court. 

Held: “Civil liability coexists with criminal responsibility. In negligence 
cases, the offended party (or his heirs) has the option between an 
action for enforcement of civil liability based on culpa criminal under 
article 100 of the Revised Penal Code and an action for recovery of 
damages based on culpa aquiliana under article 2177 of the Civil 
Code. The action for enforcement of civil liability based on culpa 
criminal section 1 of Rule 11] of the Rules of Court deems 
simultaneously instituted with the criminal action, unless expressly 
waived or reserved for separate application by the offended party. 
Article 2177 of the Civil Code, however, precludes recovery of 
damages twice for the same negligent act or omission. 

“In the case at bar, the Court finds it immaterial that the Paduas chose, in 
the first instance, an action for recovery of damages based on culpa 
aquiliana under articles 2176, 2177 and 2180 of the Civil Code, which 
action proved ineffectual. The Court also takes note of the absence of 
any inconsistency between the aforementioned action priorily availed 
of by the Paduas and their subsequent application for enforcement of 
civil liability arising from the offense committed by Punzalan and, 
consequently, for exaction of Robles' subsidiary responsibility. 
Allowance of the latter application involves no violation of the 
prescription against double recovery of damages for the same 
negligent act or omission. For, as hereinbefore stated, the 
corresponding officer of the court a quo returned unsatisfied the writ of 
execution issued against Punzalan to satisfy the amount of indemnity 
against Punzalan to satisfy the amount of indemnity awarded to the 
Paduas in civil case 427-0 ....”(pp. 488-489). 

The order of the lower court dismissing the case was set aside and the 
case remanded to the lower court for further proceedings. 

Tayag vs. Alcantara 
98 SCRA 723 

Facts: On September 2, 1974 Pedro Tayag Sr. who was riding a bicycle 
along MacArthur Highway in Barrio San Rafael, Tarlac was bumped 
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and hit by a Philippine Rabbit Bus driven by Romeo Villa. Tayag's heirs 
filed an action in the Court of First Instance of Tarlac (presided over by 
respondent Judge Alcantara) against the Philippine Rabbit Bus Lines 
and Romeo Villa to recover damages for his death. The Philippine 
Rabbit Bus Lines moved that the civil action be suspended on the 
ground that the criminal action against the driver Romeo Villa was still 
pending in said court. Respondent Judge Alcantara granted the motion 
and suspended the civil action. Eventually the Court dismissed the 
criminal action for homicide against the driver Alcantara on grounds of 
reasonable doubt. The 'Philippine Rabbit Bus Lines then moved that 
the civil action against it be dismissed on the ground that the complaint 
stated no cause of action against it since the driver Punzalan was 
acquitted in the criminal action. Respondent Judge granted the motion 
and dismissed the case. Petitioners (the heirs of Pedro Tayag Sr.) filed 
this case for certiorari in the Supreme Court. 

Held: “The only issue to be resolved in the instant case is whether or not 
the respondent Judge acted without or in excess of his jurisdiction 
and/or with grave abuse of discretion in dismissing Civil Case No. 
5114. 

“The petition is meritorious. Article 31 of the Civil Code provides as 
follows: 

`Art. 31. When the civil action is based on an obligation not arising from 
the act or omission complained of as a felony, such civil action may 
proceed independently of the criminal proceedings and regardless of 
the result of the latter.' 

“Evidently, the above quoted provision of the Civil Code refers to a civil 
action based, not on the act or omission charged as a felony in a 
criminal case, but one based on an obligation arising from other 
sources, like quasi-delict. 

“In the case at bar, the allegations of the complaint clearly show that the 
petitioners' cause of action was based upon a quasi-delict.... 

“The petitioners' cause of action being based on a quasi-delict, the 
acquittal of the driver, private respondent Romeo Villa, of the crime 
charged in Criminal Case No. 836 is not a bar to the prosecution of 
Civil Case No. 5114 for damages based on quasi-delict.”  

Order of dismissal set aside and case remanded to the lower court for 
further proceedings. 
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Lanuza vs. Ping 
100 SCRA 205 

Facts: On July 24,; 1969 a freight truck owned by defendant Sy Bon Ping 
and driven by his driver Salvador Mendoza rammed into the residential 
house and store of plaintiff Felix Lanuza along the highway in the 
Barrio of San Ramon, Nabua, Camarines Sur. The house and store 
were completely razed to the ground. Plaintiff brought an action for 
damages in the Court of First Instance of Camarines Sur against Sy 
Bon Ping the owner of the truck and the driver Salvador Mendoza 
alleging that the damage was duo to the reckless negligence of the 
driver. 

The defendants moved to dismiss the action on the ground that another 
action, a criminal Case for damage to property through reckless 
imprudence was pending in the Municipal Court of Nabua, Camarines 
Sur between the same parties for the same cause. The court denied 
the motion to dismiss. On August 13, 1970 the Court rendered a 
judgment ordering the defendants to pay jointly and severally to the 
plaintiff the damages claimed by him. 

The defendants appealed and contended that the civil action was 
prematurely instituted since a criminal action has previously been filed 
against the driver in the municipal court. 

Held: “As it is quite apparent that plaintiff had predicated his present claim 
for damages on quasi-delict, he is not barred from proceeding with this 
independent civil suit. The institution of a criminal action cannot have 
the effect of interrupting the civil action based on quasi-delict. And the 
separate civil action for quasi-delict may proceed independently and 
regardless of the result of the criminal case, except that a plaintiff 
cannot recover damages twice for the same act or commission of the 
defendant. 

“The civil action referred to in Sections 3(a) and (b) of Rule 111 of the 
Rules of Court, which should be suspended after the institution of the 
criminal action is that arising from delict, and not. The civil action 
based on quasi-delict or culpa aquiliana.” (p. 209) 

Virata vs. Ochoa 
81 SCRA 472 

Facts: On September 24, 1975 Arsenio Virata (plaintiffs predecessor in 
interest) was bumped by a passenger jeepney driven by Maximo 
Borilla while walking along Taft Ave., Pasay City and died as a result 
thereof. The jeepney was owned by defendant Ochoa. On September 
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25, 1975 a criminal action for homicide through reckless imprudence 
was filed in the Court of First Instance of Rizal at Pasay City against 
Maximo Borilla the driver. On July 19, 1977 the heirs of Virata reserved 
their right to institute a separate civil action and on July 19, 1977 they 
filed in the Court of First Instance of Cavite at Bacoor a civil action for 
damages based on a quasi-delict against the driver Borilla and the 
owner of the jeepney Ochoa. On August 13, 1976 Borilla and Ochoa 
filed a motion to dismiss the action which was filed on Bacoor, Cavite 
on the ground that there was another action pending between the 
same parties for the same cause. On September 8, 1976 the Court of 
First Instance of Rizal at Pasay City acquitted Maximo Borilla of the 
criminal charge on the ground that he caused the injury to Ochoa by 
mere accident. On January 31, 1977 the Court of First Instance of 
Cavite at Bacoor dismissed the civil action for damages filed by the 
heirs of Virata against Ochoa and Borilla. The plaintiffs Virata brought 
the case on appeal to the Supreme Court by certiorari. 

Held: “The principal issue is whether or not the petitioners, heirs of the 
deceased Arsenio Virata, can prosecute an action for damages based 
on quasi-delict against Maximo Borilla and Victorio Ochoa, driver and 
owner, respectively, of the passenger jeepney that bumped Arsenio 
Virata. 

“It is settled that in negligence cases the aggrieved parties may choose 
between an action under the Revised Penal Code or for quasi-delict 
under Article 2176 of the Civil Code of the Philippines. What is 
prohibited by Article 2177 of the Civil Code of the Philippines is to 
recover twice for the same negligent act. 

x x x x 
“The petitioners are not seeking to recover twice for the same negligent 

act. Before Criminal Case No. 3162-P was decided, they manifested in 
said criminal case that they were filing a separate civil action for 
damages against the owner and driver of the passenger jeepney 
based on quasi-delict. The acquittal of the driver, Maximo Borilla, of the 
crime charged in Criminal case No. 3162-P is not a bar to the 
prosecution of Civil Case No. B-134 for damages based on quasi-
delict. The source of the obligation sought to be enforced in Civil Case 
No. B-134 is quasi-delict, not an act or omission punishable by law. 
Under Article 1157 of the Civil Code of the Philippines, quasi-delict and 
an act or omission punishable by law are two different sources of 
obligation.” (pp. 474-476).  

Order of dismissal set aside, Case No. B-134 (at Bacoor, Cavite) 
reinstated and remanded to the lower court for further proceedings. 
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Manio vs. Gaddi 
44 SCRA 198 

Facts: Luis Balanza, a minor 16 years of age, was charged with the crime 
of homicide through reckless imprudence before the City Court of 
Angeles City. The information alleged that being in charge of a rig he 
drove the same recklessly and side swept a person (who later on 
turned out to be Melquiades Guevarra) and caused his death. Upon 
arraignment Balanza entered a plea of guilty and was sentenced 
accordingly. He was also ordered to pay P6,000 damages to the heirs 
of the deceased. Soon thereafter Manio, widow of the deceased, and 
their children filed in the Court of First Instance of Pampanga an action 
against Balanza and his employers, the owners of the rig, to recover 
damages for Guevarra's death. The Court of First Instance dismissed 
the action on the ground that the award of P6,000 damages given by 
the City Court in the criminal case barred the civil action, the court 
pointing out that plaintiff's remedy was to enforce the award for 
damages made by the City Court. On appeal by certiorari to the 
Supreme Court it was – 

Held: The action by plaintiffs in the Court of First Instance of Pampanga 
was upon a quasi-delict and the provisions of Articles 33 and 2180 of 
the Civil Code; that responsibility arising from fault or negligence in 
quasi-delict is entirely separate and distinct from the civil liability arising 
from negligence under the Penal Code; that in cases instituted before 
January 1, 1964 the failure to make, in the criminal action, the 
reservation required in Rule, Sec. 1, will not bar a separate civil action 
for quasi-delict provided that the injured party has not intervened 
actually or actively in the prosecution of said criminal action; that Manio 
and her children had the right to file a civil action for damages against 
Balanza and his employers notwithstanding the filing of the criminal 
case against Balanza in the City Court since they did not intervene or 
take any part in the criminal action. They were awarded P11,300 
damages. 

Bachrach Motor Co., Inc. vs. Gamboa 
101 Phil. 1219 

Facts: A fire broke out in the office and garage of the Rural Transit in 
Cabanatuan, Nueva Ecija owned by defendant-appellant Bachrach 
Motor Co., Inc. Santiago Angeles and Domingo de Guzman 
“encargado” and gasoline man, respectively, of the Bachrach Motor 
Co. were accused of the crime of arson thru reckless imprudence. 
Fifty-seven persons were enumerated in the information as having 
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suffered damages from the fire, one of them being the appellee 
Santiago B. Gamboa, who was alleged to have suffered damages in 
the amount of P18,000.00. The trial court found both accused guilty but 
did not render any judgment for damages in favor of the offended 
parties. 

On April 17, 1953, plaintiff-appellee Santiago B. Gamboa instituted a civil 
action against Santiago Angeles and Domingo de Guzman, who were 
already serving final judgment, and their employer Bachrach Motor Co. 
for the damages suffered by him as a result of the fire. Angeles and de 
Guzman were declared in default. Bachrach Motor Co. contended that 
since Gamboa did not reserve his right to file a separate civil action for 
damages in the aforementioned criminal case the said civil action was 
deemed instituted and the judgment in the said criminal case was res 
judicata and constituted a bar to the civil action for damages. 

The Supreme Court held that there was no res judicata because there was 
no identity of parties and issues and Bachrach Motor Co. was not a 
party in the criminal case. As to the issues, the liability of the employer 
under the Civil Code is independent and primary, whereas, under the 
Revised Penal Code, the liability of the employer is subsidiary. In 
connection with the failure of the lower court to pass upon the civil 
liability of the accused, the Supreme Court – 

Held: Where the accused were convicted in a criminal case but the court 
did not make any pronouncement of their civil liability but passed it sub 
si entio such failure to make any pronouncement, favorable or 
unfavorable amounted to a reservation of the right to have the civil 
liability litigated and determined in a separate action. 

Chan vs. Yatco 103 Phil. 1126 
Facts: On November 25, 1954 a bus of the Philippine Rabbit Co. bumped 

and crashed into a truck owned by petitioner Alfredo Chan at 
Urdaneta, Pangasinan. It caused the death of several passengers and 
physical injuries to others. The driver of the truck was prosecuted for 
multiple homicide, serious physical injuries and damage to property 
thru reckless imprudence in the Court of First Instance of Pangasinan. 
Six months later Chan filed an action in the Court of First Instance of 
Rizal against the Philippine Rabbit Co. and its owner to recover the 
damages which he sustained by reason of his truck having been 
bumped by the bus of the Philippine Rabbit Co. When the civil case 
came up for hearing and while a witness was on the stand the criminal 
case in Pangasinan was mentioned and respondent Judge suspended 
the hearing until the criminal case was definitely decided. Chan 
objected contending that his civil action was based not on the Penal 
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Code but on a quasi-delict under the Civil Code. The Judge denied the 
objection and Chan instituted the instant case in the Supreme Court. 

Held: “Before the last war, under the Rules of Court, His Honor's order of 
suspension would not have been challenged. At that time, the 
impression prevailed that actions like this for damages were based on 
the criminal responsibility for negligence, and therefore depended on 
the outcome of the criminal case. And Rule 107, Sec. 1 (b) and (c) 
provided : 

“(b) Criminal and civil action arising from the same offense may be 
instituted separately, but after the criminal action has been 
commenced the civil action cannot be instituted until final judgment has 
been rendered in the criminal action. 

“(c) After a criminal action has been commenced, no civil action arising 
from the same offense can be prosecuted; and the same shall be 
suspended, in whatever stage it may be found, until final judgment in 
the criminal proceeding has been rendered.” 

“However, during the Japanese occupation two decisions of this Court 
called attention to the principle that such civil action for damages could 
be based on quasi-delict or “culpa aquiliana,” which is different and 
independent from civil liability arising out of criminal negligence 
(governed by the Penal Code). The distinction was emphasized 
between civil liability under the Penal Code on the one hand and the 
responsibility for culpa aquiliana or quasi-delict on the other, the latter 
being an independent juridical institution separate from civil liability 
arising from crime.” 

“Such views were subsequently incorporated in the New Civil Code (Arts. 
2176 and 2177). 

“Now then, Civil Case No. Q-1591 Is undoubtedly an action on quasi-delict 
within the definition of Art. 2176. XXR. 

“From all this it is apparent that Alfredo Chan's action being `entirely 
separate from negligence under the Penal Code' may not be classified 
as a civil action arising from the criminal offense of Antonio Morales to 
be suspended until judgment in the criminal case has been rendered,.” 
(Rule 107, supra). And such civil action may proceed independently of 
the criminal proceedings and regardless of the result of the latter.” (Art. 
31, New Civil Code). 

Order of respondent Judge revoked and lower court ordered to hear 
the civil case without regard to the criminal case. 
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Parker vs. Panlilio 
91 Phil. I 

Facts: Richard Parker was a passenger in a plane of the Philippine Air 
Lines which exploded in mid-air during its trip from Daet, Camarines 
Norte to Manila, and died as a result thereof. The present action is to 
recover damages for P100,000 from the Philippine Air Lines for its 
failure to transport Richard Parker safely to Manila. During the 
continuation of the hearing of this case the defendant presented an 
oral motion to the court praying that this action be suspended in view 
of the pendency of a criminal action against the supposed guilty parties 
and in support of the motion for suspension subsection (c), Section 1, 
Rule 107 of the Rules of Court was cited. This rule states that no civil 
action arising from the same offense can be prosecuted until final 
judgment in the criminal proceeding has been rendered. The lower 
court suspended the hearing and the present proceeding was instituted 
in the Supreme Court to annul the action of the lower court. 

Held: “We find merit in the contention that the present civil case is based 
upon a cause of action not arising from the civil liability involved in the 
criminal case instituted against the accused in the Court of First 
Instance of Camarines Norte. The civil case is based on alleged culpa 
contractual incurred by respondent Philippine Air Lines, Inc., because 
of its failure to carry safely the late Richard Parker to his place of 
destination, whereas the criminal ease involves the civil liability of the 
accused, who bears no relation whatsoever with said entity, and are 
complete strangers to it. Rule 107 contemplates a case where the 
offended party desires to press his right to demand indemnity from the 
accused in the criminal case which he may assert either in the same 
criminal case or in a separate action. But this situation does not here 
obtain. The accused are complete strangers to the respondent 
company. The latter is not in any way involved therein. Petitioner is 
concerned with the civil liability of the latter, regardless of the civil 
liability of the accused in the criminal case. The failure, therefore, on 
the part of the petitioner to reserve her right to institute the civil action 
in the criminal case cannot in any way be deemed as a waiver on her 
part to institute a separate civil action against the respondent company 
based on its contractual liability, or on culpa aquiliana under articles 
1902 and 1910 of the Civil Code. 

“It should be here emphasized that these two actions are separate and 
distinct and should not be confused one with the other. In the 
supposition that the one accused in the criminal case is a driver, 
employee, or dependent of the respondent company, the failure to 
reserve the right to institute a separate civil action in the criminal case 
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would not necessarily constitute a bar to the institution of the civil 
action against said respondent, for the cause of action in one is 
different from that in the other. These are two independent actions 
based on distinct causes of action. This distinction is aptly stated in the 
Barredo case (Barredo vs. Garcia and Almario, 73 Phil. 607). This 
Court said: “There were two liabilities of Barredo. first, the subsidiary 
one because of the civil liability of the taxi driver arising from the latter's 
criminal negligence; and, second, Barredo's primary liability as an 
employer under Article 1903. The plaintiffs were free to choose which 
course to take, and they preferred the second remedy.” 

Mendoza vs. Arrieta 
91 SCRA 113 

Facts: At about 4:00 o'clock in the afternoon of October 22, 1969 a three-
way vehicular accident occurred along Mac-Arthur Highway in Marilao, 
Bulacan, involving a Mercedes Benz owned and driven by petitioner 
Edgardo Mendoza, a private jeep owned and driven by respondent 
Rodolfo Salazar, and a gravel and sand truck owned by respondent 
Felipino Timbol and driven by Freddie Montoya. Two separate 
information were filed against Rodolfo Salazar and Freddie Montoya. 
The case against Freddie Montoya was for causing damage to the jeep 
owned by Salazar and the case against Salazar was for causing 
damage to the Mercedes Benz of Mendoza. At the trial it appeared that 
Salazar's jeep tried to overtake the truck driven by Montoya and 
flashed a signal light indicating his intention to turn left towards the 
poblacion of Marilao but was stopped at the intersection by a 
policeman who was directing traffic. It was while he was in a stop 
position that his jeep was bumped on the rear by the truck driven by' 
Montoya causing Salazar to be thrown out of the jeep which swerved 
to the left and hit Mendoza's car which was coming from the opposite 
direction towards Manila. 

On July 31, 1970 the Court of First Instance of Bulacan found Montoya 
guilty of damage to property through reckless imprudence and 
condemned him to pay a fine of l972.50 and actual damages to 
Rodolfo Salazar in the same amount. Salazar was acquitted from the 
criminal charge. 

On August 22, 1970 after the termination of the criminal cases above 
mentioned, petitioner Mendoza filed a civil action in the Court of First 
Instance of Manila against respondents jeep-owner-driver Salazar and 
Felino Timbol,. owner of the gravel and sand truck driven by Montoya, 
for indemnification for the damages sustained by his car as a result of 
the collision involving their vehicles. 
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On September 9, 1970 Timbol moved to dismiss the case against him on 
the ground that the complaint was barred by prior judgment and that it 
failed to state a cause of action. On September 12, 1970 respondent 
Judge Arrieta dismissed the complaint against Timbol. On January 30, 
1971 respondent Judge also dismissed the case against jeep-owner-
driver Salazar on the ground that petitioner Mendoza has not reserved 
his right to file a separate civil action when the criminal case was filed 
in Bulacan against Salazar citing the provision of Sec. 2, Rule 111 in 
support of his ruling. 

Petitioner Mendoza questioned said dismissals by certiorari in the 
Supreme Court. 

On the dismissal of the case against Timbol, the Supreme Court – 
Held: “That petitioner's cause of action against Timbol in the civil case is 

based on quasi-delict is evident from the recitals in the complaint... . 
“Consequently, petitioner's cause of action being based on quasi-delict, 

respondent Judge committed reversible error when he dismissed the 
civil suit against the truck-owner, as said case may proceed 
independently of the criminal proceedings and regardless of the result 
of the latter. 

“Art. 31. When the civil action is based on an obligation not arising from 
the act or omission complained of as a felony, such civil action may 
proceed independently of the criminal proceedings and regardless of 
the result of the latter.” 

x x x x 
With regards to the case against jeep-owner driver Salazar the Supreme 

Court held that petitioner Mendoza had opted to base his cause of 
action against Salazar on culpa criminal and not on culpa aquiliana as 
evidenced by his active participation and intervention in the 
prosecution of the criminal suit against Salazar. In acquitting Salazar 
the lower court ruled that Salazar could not be held liable for the 
damages sustained by Mendoza's car because Salazar's jeep was 
bumped by the truck driven by Montoya. The Supreme Court, 
therefore, - 

Held: “Crystal clear is the trial Court's pronouncement that under the facts 
of the case, jeep owner-driver Salazar cannot be held liable for the 
damages sustained by petitioner's car. In other words, “the fact from 
which the civil might arise did not exist.” Accordingly, inasmuch as 
petitioner's cause of action as against jeep-owner-driver Salazar is ex-
delictu, founded on Article 100 of the Revised Penal Code, the civil 
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action must be held to have been extinguished in consonance with 
Section 3(c), Rule 111 of the Rules of Court, which provides: 

“Sec. 3. Other civil actions arising from offenses - In all cases not included 
in the preceding section the following rules shall be observed: 

(c) Extinction of the penal action does not carry with it extinction of the 
civil, unless the extinction proceeds from a declaration in a final 
judgment that the fact from which the civil might arise did not exist. 

x x x x” 

The dismissal of the action against Salazar was upheld. 

Garcia vs. Florido 
52 SCRA 420 

Facts: On August 4, 1971 Garcia and his wife took a PU car from 
Oroquieta City to Zamboanga City. While negotiating a slight curve 
along the national highway at Barrio Guisukan, Sindangan, 
Zamboanga del Norte the car collided with an oncoming passenger 
bus owner by Mactan Transit Co. driven by Pedro Tumala. Garcia and 
his wife were injured and hospitalized. Garcia and his wife filed an 
action for damages in the Court of First Instance of Misamis Occidental 
against the owners and drivers of the PU car and the passenger bus. 

On September 29, 1971 the Mactan Transit Co. and its driver Tumala filed 
a motion to dismiss the cases against them on the ground that the 
complaint stated no cause of action because 20 days prior to the filing 
of the civil action against them a criminal case for double serious and 
less serious physical in. juries has been filed against Tumala in the 
Municipal Court of Sindangan, Zamboanga del Norte and  until such 
criminal case has been finally adjudicated no civil action could be filed 
pursuant to Sec. 3, Rule 111. Garcia opposed the motion on the 
ground that his action was not under Art. 100 of the Revised Penal 
Code but on a quasi-delict. The lower court sustained the motion and 
dismissed the complaint. Garcia appealed to the Supreme Court. 

Held: “As we have stated at the outset, the same negligent act causing 
damages may produce a civil liability arising from crime or create an 
action of quasi-delict or culpa extra-contractual. The former is a 
violation of the criminal law, while the latter is a distinct and 
independent negligence, having always had its own foundation and 
individuality. Some legal writers are of the view that in accordance with 
Article 31, the civil action based upon quasi-delict may proceed 
independently of the criminal proceeding for criminal negligence and 
regardless of the result of the latter. Hence, “the proviso in Section 2 of 
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Rule 111 with reference to x x x Articles 32, 33 and 34 of the Civil 
Code is contrary to the letter and spirit of the said articles, for these 
articles were drafted x x x and are intended to constitute as exceptions 
to the general rule stated in what is now Section 1 Rule 111. The 
proviso, which is procedural, may also be regarded as an unauthorized 
amendment of substantive law, Articles 32, 33 and 34 of the Civil 
Code, which do not provide for the reservation required in the proviso”. 
Order dismissing case was reversed and the lower court was ordered 
to try the case. (Note: This ruling was quoted with approval and 
followed in the case of Mendoza vs. Arrieta, 91 SCRA 113). 

Elcano vs. Hill 
77 SCRA 98 

Facts: Reginald Hill, a minor son of defendant Marvin Hill, was criminally 
prosecuted for killing Agapito Elcano, son of the plaintiffs. Hill was 
acquitted on the ground that there was lack of intent to kill coupled with 
mistake.” The Elcanos brought a civil action against Hill and his father 
to recover damages for the death of their son. Hill moved to dismiss 
the case on the ground that the civil action was barred by the prior 
judgment acquitting Hill of the crime. The Court dismissed the 
complaint and the Elcanos brought the case to the Supreme Court on 
appeal. 

Held: “...In other words, the extinction of civil liability referred to in Par. (e) 
of Section 3, Rule 111, refers exclusively to civil liability founded on 
Article 100 of the Revised Penal Code, whereas the civil liability for the 
same act considered as a quasi-delict only and not as a crime is not 
extinguished even by a declaration In the criminal case that the 
criminal act charged has not happened or has not been committed by 
the accused. Briefly stated, We hold, in reiteration of Garcia, that culpa 
aquiliana includes voluntary and negligent acts which may be 
punishable by law. 

“It results, therefore, that the acquittal of Reginald Hill in the criminal case 
has not extinguished his liability for quasi-delict, hence that acquittal is 
not a bar to the instant action against him.” (pp. 106107).  

Order appealed from reversed and the trial court was ordered to 
proceed with the case. 
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Salta vs. De Veyra and Philippine National Bank 
G. R. No. L-37733, Sept. 30, 1982 

Philippine National Bank vs. Purisima 
G. R. No. L-38035. Sept. 30, 1982 

Facts: Salta, Philippine National Bank Branch manager in Malolos, 
allegedly recommended the granting of loans in violation of bank rules 
in a manner characterized by fraud and negligence resulting in losses 
to the bank. The Philippine National Bank filed two civil cases against 
him in the Court of First Instance of Manila. The Philippine National 
Bank also filed a criminal case against Salta for violation of the Anti-
Graft and Corrupt Practices Act. The criminal case was dismissed on a 
motion to dismiss by Salta. On the basis of the acquittal Salta filed 
motions to dismiss the civil cases filed against him. One branch denied 
the motion to dismiss while another branch where the other civil case 
was assigned granted the motion to dismiss. Both cases were elevated 
to the Supreme Court. 

 
Held: “We sustain the order denying the motion to dismiss as issued by 

Judge De Vera, which, for its brevity, but clear and convincing, We 
quote as follows: 

'Having been acquitted by the Circuit Court of the charges of violation of 
the Anti-Graft Law, Defendant now seeks the dismissal of the civil case 
which arose from the same set of facts. The motion to dismiss must be 
denied for the reason that acquittal in the criminal case will not be an 
obstacle for the civil case to prosper unless in the criminal case the 
Court makes a finding that even civilly the accused would not be liable 
- there is no such finding. Apart from this, plaintiff in the present civil 
cases bases its case either on fraud or negligence - evidence that only 
requires a preponderance, unlike beyond reasonable doubt which is 
the requisite in criminal case.' “ 

Philippine National Bank vs. Catipon 
98 Phil. 27 

Facts: Defendant was charged with estafa for having misappropriated, 
misapplied and converted the merchandise covered by a trust receipt 
to the prejudice of the Philippine National Bank. After due trial, 
defendant was acquitted. Shortly thereafter, the bank commenced the 
present action to recover the value of the goods. The trial court 
ordered defendant to pay the bank P3,050.83 with interest thereon. 
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Defendant in the present. appeal argues, among other points, that his 
acquittal in the estafa case is a bar to the bank's instituting the present 
civil action, because the bank did not reserve in the criminal case its 
right to separately enforce the civil liability against him. 

Held; The decision acquitting defendant of the charge of estafa does not 
preclude or bar the filing of this action to enforce his liability as one of 
the signers of the trust receipt. The acquittal was predicated on the 
conclusion that the guilt of the defendant had not been satisfactorily 
established. The acquittal, being equivalent to one on reasonable 
doubt, does not preclude a suit to enforce the civil liability for the same 
act or omission. It does not finally determine nor expressly declare that 
the fact from which the civil action might arise did not exist. 

The declaration in the decision of acquittal to the effect that “if any 
responsibility was incurred by the accused, that is civil in nature and not 
criminal” amounts to a reservation of the civil action in favor of the offended 
party. 

If defendant had executed the trust receipt that the present action 
seeks to enforce, he is liable ex contractual for its breach. 

The decision appealed from is affirmed. 

Albornoz vs. Racela 
98 Phil. 785 

Fact: Elias Racela presented two claims against the estate of the 
deceased Perpetua A. vda, de Soriano which were dismissed by the 
trial court. The claims were based on the supposed sales of the 
property of the decedent in favor of the claimant embodied in two 
deeds of sale. After the supposed sales were made, the decedent sold 
the same properties to one Severino Ballesteros, who succeeded in 
registering the deed of sale in his favor. Claimant attempted to register 
the deeds of sale in his favor but the decedent opposed the 
registration. So claimant brought x criminal action for estafa against the 
decedent. The court acquitted the decedent of the charge. The claim of 
Racela was dismissed, it appearing that the criminal action for estafa 
and the present claim were founded on the same deed of sale, so that 
the acquittal of the decedent produced the effect of exemption of her 
estate from any civil liability. 

Held: The judgment of acquittal discloses that the decedent did not sell 
any land to Elias Racela and that the deeds of sale were executed in 
order to on able Racela to convince the residents of the barrio that the 
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decedent could freely dispose of his properties. They were therefore 
simulated sales. 

The judgment of acquittal therefore, amounts to a judicial declaration that 
the bails of claimant’s action, or the sales of said parcels of land to the 
claimant did not exist. His action is barred under Sec. 2 (d), Rule 107.  

Judgment affirmed. 

Tan vs. Standard Vacuum Oil Co., et als. 
91 Phil. 672 

Facts: On May 3, 1949 the Standard Vacuum Oil Co. ordered the delivery 
to the Rural Transit Co. at its garage at Rizal Avenue Extension, 
Manila, of 1,925 gallons of gasoline using a gasoline tank-truck trailer. 
The truck was driven by Julito Sto. Domingo who was helped by 
Igmidio Rico. While the gasoline was being discharged to the 
underground tank, it caught fire, whereupon Julito Sto. Domingo drove 
the truck across the Rizal Avenue Extension and upon reaching the 
middle of the street he abandoned the truck which continued moving to 
the opposite side of the street causing the buildings on that side to be 
burned and destroyed. The house of plaintiff Anita Tan was among 
these destroyed and for its repair she spent P12,000. Sto. Domingo 
and Rico were charged with arson through reckless imprudence in the 
Court of First Instance of Manila where, after trial both were acquitted, 
the court holding that their negligence was not proven and the fire was 
due to an unfortunate accident. Tan then brought this action against 
the Standard Vacuum Oil Co. and the Rural Transit Co. including the 
two employees seeking to recover the damages she has suffered for 
the destruction of her house. Defendants filed motions to dismiss and 
the lower court dismissed the case in view of the acquittal of the two 
employees in the criminal case. Plaintiff appealed. 

Held: “1. Rule 107, section 1(d) means that the acquittal of the accused 
from the criminal charge will not necessarily extinguish the civil liability 
unless the court declares in the judgment that the fact from which the 
civil liability might arise did not exist. Where the court states `that the 
evidence throws no light on the causes of fire and that it was an 
unfortunate accident for which the accused cannot be held 
responsible, this declaration fits well into the exception of the rule 
which exempts the accused from civil liability.” 
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CHAPTER VIII: DAMAGES 

Meaning of damages 

As used in the Civil Code “damages” may mean either 

(a) The injury or loss caused to another by the violation of his legal 
rights; or 

(b) The sum of money which the law awards or imposes as 
pecuniary compensation, recompense, or satisfaction for an injury done or a 
wrong sustained as a consequence either of a breach of contractual 
obligation or a tortious act. 

The law on damages – where found 

The law governing damages is found in Articles 2195 to 2235 of the 
Civil Code. The provisions of the Civil Code on damages are more extensive 
than those contained in the Spanish Civil Code. Some principles of the 
American law on damages have been adopted and incorporated in the Civil 
Code. Explaining the changes it proposed in the law, the Code Commission 
said: 

“This subject of ‘Damages’ is introduced in the Project. The present Code 
(referring to the Spanish Civil Code then in force) has but few general 
principles on the measure of damages. Moreover, practically the only 
damages in the present Code are compensatory ones and those agreed 
upon in a penal clause. Moral damages are not expressly recognized in the 
present Civil Code, although in one instance – injury to reputation – such 
damages have been allowed by the Supreme Court of Spain, and some 
Spanish jurists believe that moral damages are allowable. The Supreme 
Court of the Philippines had awarded moral damages in a few cases. 

“The measure of damages is of far reaching importance in every legal 
system. Upon it depends the just compensation for every wrong or breach 
of contract. 

“The Commission has, therefore, deemed it advisable to include in the 
Project a Title on ‘Damages’ which embodies some principles of the 
American law on the subject. The American courts have developed 
abundant rules and principles upon the adjudication of damages. 
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“Under the proposed Code, there are six kinds of damages: actual or 
compensatory, moral, nominal, temperate or moderate, liquidated, and 
exemplary or corrective.” 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 
“Art. 2195. The provisions of this Title shall be respectively 

applicable to all obligations mentioned in article 1157.” 

Art. 1157 of the Civil Code provides that obligations arise from (1) 
Law, (2) Contracts, (3) Quasi-contracts, (4) Acts or 
omissions punished by law, and (5) Quasi-delicts. The 
provisions of Articles 2195 to 2235 of the Civil Code are, 
by the mandate of Art. 2195, applicable to all kinds of 
obligations whatever may be the source of these 
obligations. 

Art. 2196. The rules under this Title are without prejudice to 
special provisions on damages formulated elsewhere in this 
Code. Compensation for workmen and other employees in 
case of death, injury or illness is regulated by special laws. 
Rules governing damages laid down in other laws shall be 
observed insofar as they are not in conflict with this Code.” 

Compensation for workmen and other employees in case of death, 
injury or illness is governed by the Workmen’s Compensation Act.1 Special 
provisions on damages found in other provisions of the Civil Code are 
applicable in the cases so provided. Rules of damages laid down in other 
laws shall be observed in so far as they are not in conflict with the provisions 
of the Civil Code. It would appear from the above-quoted provision that the 
provisions of Arts. 2195 to 2235 on damages are intended to be of general 
application. 
“Art. 2197. Damages may be: 
 (1) Actual or compensatory; 
 (2) Moral 
 (3) Nominal; 
 (4) Temperate or moderate; 
 (5) Liquidated; or 
 (6) Exemplary or corrective.” 

                                                 
1 Act 3428, as amended by Act 3812, Com, Act 210, and Rep. Act 772. 
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The above are the kinds of damages provided for by the Civil Code. 
Detailed provisions governing each kind are given in the subsequent articles 
of the Code. 
“Art. 2198. The principles of the general law on damages are hereby adopted insofar as they are 
not inconsistent with this Code.” 

The basic provisions on damages of the present Civil Code are based 
on the Spanish Civil Code. However, some principles of the American Law 
on damages, such as those on moral and temperate damages have been 
adopted and incorporated in the Civil Code.2 It is reasonable to believe that 
“the principles of the general law on damages” referred to in the above legal 
provisions are those principles which are generally recognized and accepted 
in Anglo-American and Spanish law. 

ACTUAL OR COMPENSATORY DAMAGES 

“Art. 2199. Except as provided by law or by stipulation, one is entitled to an adequate 
compensation only for such pecuniary loss suffered by him as he has duly proved. Such 
compensation is referred to as actual or compensatory damages.” 

Fundamental rule on damages. 

The fundamental principle of the law of damages is that one injured 
by a breach of a contract or by a wrongful or negligent act or omission shall 
have fair and just compensation commensurate with the loss sustained in 
consequence of the defendant’s act, which gives rise to the action. Hence, 
actual pecuniary compensation is the general rule, whether the action is on 
contract or in tort, except where the circumstances warrant the allowance of 
exemplary damages. In general, the damages awarded should be equal to, 
and precisely commensurate with, the injury sustained. The injured party is 
entitled to recover full indemnity for his loss, and be placed as near as may 
be in the condition which he would have occupied had he not suffered the 
injury complained of. His recovery must be limited to fair compensation and 
indemnity. Although actual compensation is not always possible, the object 
of the law is to reach this measure as nearly as possible, and, except in cases 

                                                 
2 Report, Code Commission. 
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fit for punitive damages, nothing more than this is to be given. However, 
rules of law respecting the recovery of damages are framed with reference to 
the just rights of both parties, not merely what may be right for an injured 
person to receive, but also what is just to compel the other party to pay, to 
afford just compensation for his injury. The fundamental principle of the law 
of damages being compensation for the injury sustained, the plaintiff in a 
civil action for damages cannot hold a defendant liable in damages for more 
than the actual loss which he has inflicted by this wrong. In other words, one 
injured by a breach of a contract or the commission of a tort is entitled to a 
just and adequate compensation for such injury, but no more. The law will 
not put him in a better position than he would be in had the wrong not been 
done or the contract not been broken.3 

Damages and its amount must be proved. 

The unbroken line of decisions has established the doctrine constantly 
recognized that every judgment for damages, whether arising from a breach 
of contract or whether the results of some provision of the law, must rest 
upon satisfactory proof of the existence in reality of the damages alleged to 
have been suffered.4 Except in those cases where the law authorizes the 
imposition of punitive or exemplary damages, a party claiming damages 
must establish by competent evidence the amount of such damages and 
courts can not give judgment for a greater amount than that actually proven.5 
Actual damages must be proved and a court cannot rely on speculation, 
conjecture or guesswork as to the fact and amount of damages, but must 
depend on actual proof that damages had been suffered and on evidence of 
the actual amount.6 Actual or compensatory damages cannot be presumed 
but must be duly proved.7 

                                                 
3 15 Am. Jur., pp. 402-404. 
4 Sanz vs. Lavin, 6 Phil. 209; Rubiso vs. Rivera, 41 Phil. 39. 
5 Marker vs. Garcia, 5 Phil. 557; Ventanilla vs. Centeno, 15 SCRA 215. 
6 Rangas vs. Traya, 22 SCRA 839. 
7 Malonzo vs. Galang, 109 Phil. 16. 
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Only proximate, not remote, damages are recoverable. 

In order to maintain an action for damages for injuries claimed to have 
been caused by negligent or other tortious or wrongful act or omission, it 
should be made to appear that such act or omission was the proximate cause 
of the injuries complained of. In other words, in the ascertainment of 
liability, the law always refers an injury to the proximate, as distinguished 
from the remote, cause of such injury. The damages which the plaintiff is 
entitled to recover in a civil action for damages are, in the absence of any 
statutory modification of the rule, such only as are the natural and probable 
consequences of the wrongful act or breach of contract. The law of damages 
is not concerned with the effect of remote causes, but only with those 
consequences of which the act complained of is the natural and proximate 
cause – that is, those which naturally and proximately flow from the original 
wrongful act. No rule of damages embraces within its scope all the resulting 
consequences of a given act. The effect would be to impose a liability 
entirely disproportionate to the act committed or to the failure to perform the 
duty assumed. 

Proximate damages are said to be such as are the ordinary and natural 
result of the omission or commission of acts of negligence, and such as are 
usual and might have been reasonably expected or contemplated. Remote 
damages are such as are the unusual unexpected result not reasonably to be 
anticipated from an accidental or unusual combination of circumstances – a 
result beyond and over which the negligent has no control. The test is 
whether the facts shown constitute a continuous succession of events so 
linked together as to make a natural whole or whether there was a new and 
independent cause intervening between the wrong and the injury. 

The principle that damages may be recovered only for such injuries as 
flow directly from and as the probable and natural result of, the wrong 
complained of necessarily excludes all those consequences of the act which 
are remote and indirect and all investigation of losses which are purely 
speculative. Assuming that the defendant is liable in damages to the plaintiff 
by reason of a tortious act or the violation of a contract, no damages can be 
allowed for injuries which are the remote consequences of that wrongful act 
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and distinguished from those consequences which may be considered direct 
or proximate or for those injuries which are too uncertain, speculative, or 
contingent. The law does not regard an injury from a remote cause and 
denies an allowance of damages for injuries remotely consequent upon the 
wrong. However, damages which are the legal and natural result of the act 
done, though to some extent contingent, are not too remote to be recovered.8 

Speculative damages are not recoverable. 

Remote and speculative damages are not recoverable. Thus, in an 
action for breach of contract to sell land the plaintiff claimed Pesos 500,000 
damages because had the land been sold and delivered as agreed upon, the 
plaintiff could have sold the same to a sugar growing and milling enterprise, 
the successful launching of which depended on the ability of the plaintiff to 
get possession of the land and the Torrens certificate of title, it was held that 
this alleged damage was too speculative and remote to be recoverable.8a 

A claim by a client against his former lawyer who failed to perfect the 
client’s appeal from a judgment on the theory that because the appeal was 
not perfected, the client was not able to recover on appeal, moral and actual 
damages from the adverse party, is highly speculative.9 Damages suffered 
by one whose property was wrongfully attached alleged to arise from the 
fact that in consequence of the attachment one of his creditors withheld 
further credit and forced him to sell sugar at a price lower than he would 
have received if he had been able to hold it a few weeks longer, are remote 
and speculative.10 In an action for ejectment, damages claimed by plaintiff 
on the basis of interest that could have been realized had the lands been 
converted into a subdivision and sold were too speculative to sustain an 
award, in the absence of evidence that the lands could have been sold at the 
prices claimed and the purchase money collected.11 

                                                 
8 15 Am. Jur., pp. 408-410. 
8a Daywa’t vs. Corporation de PP. Agustinos, 39 Phil. 587. 
9 Ventanilla vs. Centeno, 1 SCRA 215. 
10 Songco vs. Selmer, 37 Phil. 254. 
11 J.M. Tuazon & Co. vs. de Guzman, 53 O.G. 1032, L-6938, May 30, 1956. 
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Damages recoverable. 

“Art. 2200. Indemnification for damages shall comprehend not only the value of the loss suffered, 
but also that of the profits which the obligee failed to obtain.” 

There are two kinds of actual or compensatory damages under the 
above-quoted legal provision: (1) the “loss suffered”, and (2) “the profits 
which the obligee failed to obtain” by reason of the breach of contract or as a 
consequence of the quasi-delict. The “loss suffered” is known as the “dano 
emergente” or the “dannum emergens”, while “the profits which the obligee 
failed to obtain” is known as the “lucro cesante” or the “lucrum cesans”. 

It has been held that where defendant erroneously transmitted 
plaintiff’s telegram reading “No truck available” as “truck available”, the 
plaintiff was allowed to recover not only its actual loss but also loss of 
goodwill and customers. (Radio Communications of the Philippines vs. 
Court of Appeals, 103 SCRA 359). 

Damages recoverable in contracts and quasi-contracts. 

“Art. 2201. In contracts and quasi-contracts, the damages for which the obligor who acted in good 
faith is liable shall be those that are the natural and probable consequences of the breach of the 
obligation, and which the parties have foreseen or could have reasonably foreseen at the time the 
obligation was constituted. 
In case of fraud, bad faith, malice or wanton attitude, the obligor shall be responsible for all 
damages which may be reasonably attributed to the non-performance of the obligation.” 

This Article prescribes and determines the damages that are 
recoverable in contracts and quasi-contracts. In construing and applying this 
Article, the provisions of Article 2200 must be considered and taken into 
account. 

There are two important considerations which must be borne in mind 
in the application of the above-quoted legal provision: 

First, in contracts and quasi-contracts the law distinguishes the 
liability of a “debtor in good faith” from that of a “debtor in bad faith”. A 
debtor in good faith is liable only for the damages which are the “natural and 
probable consequences of the breach of the obligation, and which the parties 
have foreseen or could have reasonably foreseen at the time the obligation 
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was constituted”. While a debtor in bad faith is liable “for all damages which 
may be reasonable attributed to the non-performance of the obligation” 
without regard to whether such damages could be foreseen or not; and 

Second, whether the debtor is in good faith or in bad faith the damages 
for which he is liable are only those which represent the “loss suffered” and 
“the profits which the obligee failed to obtain”. In other words, the damages 
recoverable under Art. 2201 of the Civil Code, is limited to the kinds of 
damages specified in Art. 2200. 

The damages resulting from a tort are measured in the same manner as 
those due from a contractual debtor in bad faith, since he must answer for 
such damages whether he had foreseen them or not, just as he must 
indemnify not only for damnum emergens but also for lucrum cesans as 
required by Article 1106.12 

 

Illustrative Cases: 

Daywalt vs. Corporacion de PP. Agustinos Recoletos 
39 Phil. 587 (source) 

Facts: Teodorica Endencia obligated herself to sell a parcel of land to the 
plaintiff. It was agreed that the final deed of sale will be executed when 
the land was registered in Endencia’s name. Subsequently, the 
Torrens Title for the land was issued in her favor but in the course of 
the proceedings for registration it was found that the land involved in 
the sale contained a greater area than what Endencia originally 
thought and she became reluctant to consummate the sale of the land 
to the plaintiff. This reluctance was due to the advice of the defendant 
which exercised a great moral influence over her. However, in advising 
Endencia that she was not bound by her contract with the plaintiff, the 
defendant was not actuated with improper motives but did so in good 
faith believing that, under the circumstances, Endencia was not really 
bound by her contract with the plaintiff. In view of Endencia’s refusal to 
make the conveyance, the plaintiff instituted a complaint for specific 
performance against her and, upon appeal, the Supreme Court held 
that she was bound by the contract and she was ordered to make the 
conveyance of the land in question to the plaintiff. The plaintiff then 

                                                 
12 Silva vs. Peralta, 2 SCRA 1025. 
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instituted an action against the defendant to recover the following 
damages: 

 (a) The amount of Pesos 24,000.00 for the use and occupation of the 
land in question by reason of the pasturing of cattle therein during the 
period that the land was not conveyed by Endencia to the plaintiff; 

 (b) The amount of Pesos 500,000.00 for plaintiff’s failure to sell the 
land in question to a sugar growing and milling enterprise, the 
successful launching of which depended on the ability of Daywalt to 
get possession of the land and the Torrens Title. 

The lower court held that the defendant was liable to the plaintiff for the 
use and occupation of the land in question and condemned the 
defendant to pay the plaintiff Pesos 2,497.00 as damages. The 
Supreme Court affirmed this adjudication of the lower court. 

With respect to the claim of Pesos 500,000.00 damages, the Supreme 
Court – 

Held: “The most that can be said with reference to the conduct of 
Teodorica Endencia is that she refused to carry out a contract for the 
sale of certain land and resisted to the last an action for specific 
performance in court. The result was that the plaintiff was prevented 
during a period of several years from exerting that control over the 
property which he was entitled to exert and was meanwhile unable to 
dispose of the property advantageously. Now, what is the measure of 
damages for the wrongful detention of real property by the vendor after 
the time has come for him to place the purchase in possession? 

“The damages ordinarily and normally recoverable against a vendor for 
failure to deliver land which he has contracted to deliver is the value of 
the use and occupation of the land for the time during which it is 
wrongfully withheld. And of course where the purchaser has not paid 
the purchase money, a deduction may be made in respect to the 
interest on the money which constitutes the purchase price. 
Substantially the same rule holds with respect to the liability of a 
landlord who fails to put his tenant in possession pursuant to a contract 
of lease. The measure of damages is the value of the leasehold 
interest, or use and occupation, less the stipulated rent, where this has 
not been paid. The rule that the measure of damages for the wrongful 
detention of land is normally to be found in the value of use and 
occupation is, we believe, one of the things that may be considered 
certain in the law – almost as well-settled, indeed, as the rule that the 
measure of damages for the wrongful detention of money is to be 
found in the interest. 
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“We recognize the possibility that more extensive damages may be 
recovered where, at the time of the creation of the contractual 
obligation, the vendor, or lessor, is aware of the use to which the 
purchaser or lessee desires to put the property which is the subject of 
the contract, and the contract is made with the eyes of the vendor or 
lessor upon to the possibility of the damage which may result to the 
other party from his own failure to give possession. The case before us 
is not of this character, inasmuch as at the time when the rights of the 
parties under the contract were determined, nothing was known to any 
of them about the San Francisco capitalist who would be willing to 
back the project portrayed in Exhibit C. 

“The extent of the liability for the breach of a contract must be determined 
in the light of the situation in existence at the time the contract is made; 
and the damages ordinarily recoverable in all events limited to such as 
might be reasonably foreseen in the light of the facts then known to the 
contracting parties. Where the purchaser desires to protect himself, in 
the contingency of the failure of the vendor promptly to give 
possession, from the possibility of incurring other damages than such 
as are incident to the normal value of the use and occupation, he 
should cause to be inserted in the contract a clause providing for 
stipulated amount to be paid upon failure of the vendor to give 
possession; and no case has been called to our attention where, in the 
absence of such a stipulation, damages have been held to be 
recoverable by the purchase in excess of the normal value of use and 
occupation. On the contrary, the most fundamental conceptions of the 
law relative to the assessment of damages are inconsistent with such 
idea. 

“The principles governing this branch of the law were profoundly 
considered in the case of Hadley vs. Baxendale (9 Exch., 341), 
decided in the English Court of Exchequer in 1854; and a few words 
relative to the principles governing the recovery of damages as 
expounded in that decision will here be found instructive. The decision 
in that case is considered a leading authority in the jurisprudence of 
the common law. The plaintiffs, in that case were proprietors of a mill in 
Gloucester, which was propelled by steam, and which was engaged in 
grinding and supplying meal and flour to customers. The shaft of the 
engine got broken, and it became necessary that the broken shaft be 
sent to an engineer or foundry man at Greenwich, to serve as a model 
for casting or manufacturing another that fit into the machinery. The 
broken shaft could be delivered at Greenwich on the second day after 
receipt by its carrier. It was delivered to the defendants, who were 
common carriers engaged in that business between these points, and 
who had told plaintiffs it would be delivered at Greenwich on the 
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second day after its delivery to them, if delivered at a given hour. The 
carriers were informed of the special purpose for which the broken 
shaft was desired to be forwarded. They were not told the mill would 
remain idle until the new shaft would be returned, or that the new shaft 
could not be manufactured at Greenwich until the broken one arrived 
to serve as a model. There was delay beyond the two days in 
delivering the broken shaft at Greenwich, and a corresponding delay in 
starting the mill. No explanation of the delay was offered by the 
carriers. The suit was brought to recover damages for the lost profits of 
the mill, caused by the delay in delivering the broken shaft. It was held 
that the plaintiff could not recover. 

“The discussion contained in the opinion of the court in that case leads to 
the conclusion that the damages recoverable in case of the breach of a 
contract are two sorts, namely, (1) the ordinary, natural, and in a 
sense, necessary damage; and (2) special damages. 

“Ordinary damages is found in all breaches of contract where there are no 
special circumstances to distinguish the case especially from other 
contracts. The consideration paid for an unperformed promise is an 
instance of this sort of damage. In all such cases the damages 
recoverable are such as naturally and generally would result from such 
a breach, “according to the usual course of things”. In cases involving 
only ordinary damage no discussion is ever indulged as to whether that 
damage was contemplated or not. This is conclusively presumed from 
the immediateness and inevitableness of the damage, and the 
recovery of such damage follows as a necessary legal consequence of 
the breach. Ordinary damage is assumed as a matter of law to be 
within the contemplation of the parties. 

“Special damage, on the other hand, is such as follows less directly from 
the breach than ordinary damage. It is only found in cases where some 
external condition, apart from the actual terms of the contract exists or 
intervenes, as it were, to give a turn to affairs and to increase damage 
in a way that the promissor, without actual notice of the external 
condition, could not reasonably be expected to foresee. Concerning 
this sort of damage, Hadley vs. Baxendale (1854) (supra) lays down 
the definite and just rule that before such damage can be recovered 
the plaintiff must show the particular condition which made the damage 
a possible and likely consequence of the breach was known to the 
defendant at the time the contract was made. 

“The statement that special damages may be recovered where the 
likelihood of such damages flowing from the breach of the contract is 
contemplated and foreseen by the parties needs to be supplemented 
by a proposition which, though not enunciated in Hadley vs. 
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Baxendale, is yet clearly to be drawn from the subsequent cases. This 
is that where the damage which a plaintiff seeks to recover as a 
special damage is so far speculative as to be in contemplation of law 
remote, notification of the special conditions which made that damage 
possible cannot render the defendant liable therefor. To bring damages 
which would ordinarily be treated as remote within the category of 
recoverable special damages, it is necessary that the condition should 
be made the subject of contract, in such sense as to become an 
express or implied term of the engagement. 

“In the preceding discussion we have considered the plaintiff’s right chiefly 
as against Teodorica Endencia; and what has been said suffices in our 
opinion to demonstrate that the damages laid under the second cause 
of action in the complaint could not be recovered from her, first, 
because the damages in question are special damages which were not 
within contemplation of the parties when the contract was made, and 
secondly, because said damages are too remote to be subject of 
recovery. This conclusion is also necessarily fatal to the right of the 
plaintiff to recover such damages from the defendant corporation for, 
as already suggested, by advising Teodorica Endencia not to perform 
the contract, said corporation could in no event render itself more 
extensively liable than the principal in the contract. 

“Our conclusion is that the judgment of the trial court should be affirmed, 
and it is so ordered, with costs against the appellant.” 

Mendoza vs. Phil. Air Lines 
90 Phil. 836 (source) 

Facts: Mendoza was the owner of a theater in Naga, Camarines Sur. The 
fiesta of the City held on Sept. 17 and 18 yearly was usually attended 
by many people mostly from the Bicol region. Mendoza, as a good 
businessman, taking advantage of these circumstances, decided to 
exhibit a film which would fit the occasion and have a special attraction 
and significance to the people attending said fiesta. A month before the 
holiday, he contracted with the LVN Pictures, Inc. for the showing of a 
Tagalog film entitled “Himala ng Birhen” in his theater and advertised it 
by means of posters and newspaper announcements. The 
advertisements stated that the film would be exhibited in his theater on 
Sept. 18th and 19th. On Sept. 17, 1948, the LVN Pictures, Inc. 
delivered the said film in Manila to the Phil. Air Lines, in a can 
containing the film was loaded in the defendant’s plane but due to the 
fault of employees of the defendant it was not unloaded from the plane 
when it arrived at the airport and it was brought back to Manila. After 
several inquiries, the film was located in Manila on September 18th 
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and was shipped on Sept. 20th. Plaintiff received the film on the same 
day and exhibited in his theater but he failed to realize the profits which 
he expected because the people who attended the fiesta had already 
returned to their towns. This action was brought by Mendoza to 
recover damages for Pesos 3,000.00 representing the profits which he 
claimed he failed to earn. 

Held: “Under Art. 1107 (now Art. 2201) of the Civil Code, a debtor in good 
faith like the defendant herein, may be held liable only for damages 
that were foreseen or might have been foreseen at the time the 
contract of transportation was entered into. The trial court correctly 
found that the defendant company could not have foreseen the 
damages that would be suffered by Mendoza upon failure to deliver the 
can of film on the 17th of Sept. 1948 for the reason that the plans of 
Mendoza to exhibit that film during the town fiesta and his 
preparations, especially the announcement of said exhibition by 
posters and advertisement in the newspaper, were not called to the 
defendant’s attention.”  

Defendant absolved from complaint. 

Lopez et al. vs. Pan American World Airways 
16 SCRA 431 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiffs, Sen. Fernando Lopez, his wife, his son-in-law and his 
daughter, made first class reservations with defendant in its Tokyo-San 
Francisco flight. The reservations having been confirmed, first class 
tickets were subsequently issued in favor of plaintiffs. Through 
mistake, however, defendant’s agents cancelled the said reservations. 
Expecting that some cancellations of bookings would be made before 
flight time, the reservations supervisor decided to withhold from 
plaintiffs the information that their reservations have been cancelled. 
Upon arrival in Tokyo, defendant informed plaintiffs that there was no 
accommodation for them in the first class stating that they could not go 
unless they take the tourist class. Due to pressing engagements in the 
United States, plaintiffs were constrained to take the flight as tourist 
passengers, but they did so under protest. 

Held: In so misleading plaintiffs into purchasing first class tickets in the 
conviction that they had confirmed reservations for the same, when in 
fact they had none, defendant willfully and knowingly placed itself into 
the position of having to breach its aforesaid contract with plaintiffs 
should there be no last-minute cancellation by other passengers before 
flight time, as it turned out in this case. Such actuation of defendant 
may indeed have been prompted by nothing more than the promotion 
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of its self-interest in holding on to plaintiffs as passengers in its flight 
and foreclosing their chances to seek the services of other airlines that 
may have been able to afford them first class accommodations. All the 
same, in legal contemplation, such conduct already amounts to action 
in bad faith. 

Bad faith means a breach of a known duty through some motive of 
interest or ill-will. Self-enrichment or fraternal interest, and not personal ill-
will, may have been the motive, but it is malice nevertheless. 

First, moral damages are recoverable in breach of contracts where the 
defendant acted fraudulently or in bad faith (Art. 2220, New Civil Code). 
Second, in addition to moral damages, exemplary or corrective damages 
may be imposed by way of example or correction for the public good, in 
breach of contract where the defendant acted is a wanton, fraudulent, 
reckless, oppressive or malevolent manner (Arts. 2229, 2232, New Civil 
Code). And third, a written contract for an attorney’s services shall control 
the amount to be paid therefore unless found by the court to be 
unconscionable or unreasonable. 

As a proximate result of defendant’s breach in bad faith of its contract 
with plaintiffs, the latter suffered humiliation, wounded feelings, serious 
anxiety and mental anguish, for plaintiffs were traveling with first class 
tickets issued by defendant and yet they were given only the tourist class. At 
stopovers they were expected to be among the first-class passengers by those 
waiting to welcome them, only to be found among the tourist passengers. 
Sen. Lopez was Senate President Pro Tempore. For the moral damages 
sustained by him an award of Pesos 100,000.00 was deemed appropriate. 

His wife was awarded Pesos 50,000.00 for her suffering and 
humiliation. His daughter and son-in-law were awarded Pesos 25,000.00 
each for their social humiliation. 

Plaintiffs were awarded Pesos 75,000.00 exemplary or corrective 
damages “to provide an example or correction for public good”. 

Attorney’s fees of Pesos 50,000.00 were also awarded. 

The damages awarded have been determined by adequately 
considering the official, political, social and financial standing of the 
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offended parties, on one hand, and the business and financial position of the 
offended party on the other. 

Air France vs. Carrascoso 
18 SCRA 155 

Facts: Plaintiff Rafael Carrascoso, a civil engineer, was a member of a 
group of 48 Filipino pilgrims that left Manila for Lourdes, France on 
March 30, 1948. On March 28, 1948 Air France, through its agent the 
Philippine Air Lines, issued a ‘first class’ round trip airplane ticket from 
Manila to Rome. From Manila to Bangkok, plaintiff traveled ‘first class’ 
but at Bangkok, the Manager of Air France forced plaintiff to vacate the 
‘first class’ seat that he was occupying because there was a ‘white 
man’ who, the Manager alleged, had a better right to the seat. 
Carrascoso refused but notwithstanding his protests he was forced to 
transfer to the ‘tourist class’. He brought this action for damages 
against Air France. 

Held: “It is really correct to say that the Court of Appeals in the quoted 
portion first transcribed did not use the term ‘bad faith’. But can it be 
doubted that the recital of facts therein points to bad faith? The 
manager not only prevented Carrascoso from enjoying his right to a 
first class seat; worst, he imposed his arbitrary will; he forcibly ejected 
him from his seat, made him suffer the humiliation of having to go to 
the tourist class compartment – just to give way to another passenger 
whose right thereto has not been established. Certainly, this is bad 
faith. Unless of course, bad faith has assumed a meaning different 
from what is understood in law. For ‘bad faith’ contemplates a ‘state of 
mind affirmatively operating with furtive design or with some motive of 
self-interest or ill-will or for ulterior purpose’ “.  

Air France was, therefore, held liable to Carrascoso in the amounts of 
Pesos 25,000.00 as moral damages, Pesos 10,000.00 as exemplary damages, 
and Pesos 3,000.00 as attorney’s fees. 

Zulueta vs. Pan American World Airways 
45 SCRA 397 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff Zulueta, his wife and daughter were passengers aboard 
defendant’s plane from Honolulu to Manila. Upon reaching Wake 
Island the passengers were advised that they could disembark for a 
stopover for about 30 minutes. Plaintiff went to the toilet at the terminal 
building but finding it full walked 200 yards away. Upon returning he 
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told an employee of the defendant that they almost made him miss the 
flight because of a defective announcing system. He had a discussion 
with either the plan captain or the terminal manager. He was told that 
they would open his bags which he refused and he warned them of the 
consequences. Just the same they opened his bags and found nothing 
prohibited. They forced him to go out of the plane and left him at Wake 
Island. His wife had to send him money and he was able to leave 
Wake Island and return to Manila thru Honolulu and Tokyo after two 
days. This action was to recover damages from the defendant. 

Held: “The records amply establish plaintiffs’ right to recover both moral 
and exemplary damages. Indeed, the rude and rough reception plaintiff 
received at the hands of Sitton or Captain Zentner when the latter met 
him at the ramp (‘What in the hell do you think you are? Get on that 
plane’); the menacing attitude of Zentner or Sitton and the supercilious 
manner in which he had asked plaintiff to open his bags (‘open your 
bag’, and when told that a fourth bag was missing, ‘I don’t give a 
damn’); the abusive language and highly scornful reference to plaintiffs 
as monkeys by one of PAN AM’s employees (who turning to Mrs. 
Zulueta remarked, “will you pull these three monkeys out of here?”); 
the unfriendly attitude, the ugly stares and unkind remarks to which 
plaintiffs were subjected, and their being cordoned by men in uniform 
as if they were criminals, while plaintiff was arguing with Sitton; the 
airline officials’ refusal to allow plaintiff to board the plane on the 
pretext that he was hiding a bomb in his luggage and their arbitrary 
and high-handed decision to leave him in Wake; Mrs. Zulueta’s having 
suffered a nervous breakdown for which she was hospitalized as a 
result of the embarrassment, insults and humiliations to which plaintiffs 
were exposed by the conduct of PAN AM’s employees; Mrs. Zulueta 
having suffered shame, humiliation and embarrassment for the 
treatment received by her parents at the airport – all these justify an 
award for moral damages resulting from mental anguish, serious 
anxiety, wounded feelings, moral shock, and social humiliation thereby 
suffered by plaintiffs”. 

Plaintiffs were awarded Pesos 500,000.00 and moral damages, Pesos 
200,000.00 exemplary damages, Pesos 75,000.00 attorney’s fees and Pesos 
5,502.85 actual damages. 

Ortigas vs. Lufthansa German Airlines 
64 SCRA 610 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff Ortigas was the holder of a First Class airplane ticket from 
Manila to Hongkong, the U.S., Europe, Asia, the Far East and back to 
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Manila issued by the Lufthansa German Airlines. While in Rome he 
booked a flight to Hong Kong first class. Plaintiff’s flight was confirmed 
and validated by a representative of the defendant. On the date of the 
flight he went to the airport and his luggage was weighed and accepted 
by the defendant. He handed his ticket at the airport and was told that 
everything was all right. Later defendant’s employees asked for his 
passport where his Filipino nationality appeared. Later he was told that 
there was no space for him in first class because his seat was given to 
a Belgian. Ortigas was persuaded to take an economy class seat on 
the promise by defendant’s employees that he would be given first 
class accommodations at Cairo. At Cairo he asked for a first class seat 
but was promised that he will be given one at Dharham. At Dharham 
he again demanded a first class seat and was promised one at 
Calcutta. In Calcutta he was not given the promised seat. It was only in 
Bangkok where he was offered a first class seat but he refused 
because it was already near Hong Kong and he did not want to accept 
the seat as a sign of protest having already been humiliated and 
embarrassed. Ortigas sued the defendant for damages. 

Held: “The acts of the defendant amounted to fraud and bad faith and 
entitled plaintiff to moral damages under Art. 2220 of the Civil Code. 
The breach by the defendant was a graver nature because preference 
was given to a Belgian in wanton disregard of plaintiff’s dignity as a 
human being and as a Filipino who may be discriminated against with 
impunity. Ortigas was a prominent lawyer, a businessman and social 
leader. He was awarded Pesos 150,000 as moral damages, Pesos 
30,000 exemplary or corrective damages, and Pesos 20,000 as 
attorney’s fees.” 

Damages recoverable in crimes and quasi-delicts. 

“Art. 2202. In crimes and quasi-delicts the defendant shall be liable for all 
damages which are the natural and probable consequences of the act or 
omission complained of. It is not necessary that such damages have been 
foreseen or could have reasonably been foreseen by the defendant.” 

In the foregoing provision the defendant (or accused) is liable for all 
damages which are the “natural and probable” consequences of the crime or 
quasi-delict even if such damages were not foreseen or could not reasonably 
have been foreseen by the defendant (or accused). “Natural and probable” 
consequences implies that the damage would not have resulted without the 
fault or negligence of the defendant (or accused) and that the fault of the 
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defendant (or accused) would normally or ordinarily result in the damage 
suffered by the injured or offended party. 

Duty of injured party to minimize damages. 

“Art. 2203. The party suffering loss or injury must exercise the diligence of a good father of a family 
to minimize the damages resulting from the act or omission in question.” 

One who is injured by the wrongful or negligent acts of another, 
whether as the result of a breach of contract or a tort, is bound to exercise 
reasonable care and diligence to avoid loss or to minimize or lessen the 
resulting damage, and to the extent that his damages are the result of his 
failure to exercise such care and diligence, he cannot recover; or, as the rule 
is sometimes stated, he is bound to protect himself if he can do so with 
reasonable exertion or at trifling expense, and can recover from the 
delinquent party only such damages as he could not, with reasonable effort, 
have avoided; it is also an elementary principle that a party claiming 
damages must not be in fault in contributing to them by his own want of 
proper care; and such case must extend to the protection from further loss 
after the act complained of. If he fails to use such diligence, his negligence is 
regarded as contributing to his injury, and furthermore, such damages as 
could have been so avoided are not regarded as the natural and probable 
result of the defendant’s acts.12a 

The law requires that an injured creditor exercise diligent efforts to 
minimize resulting damages.13 Although the creditor has suffered damages 
by reason of a breach of contract, no liability can be enforced when he did 
nothing to minimize them, being in a position to do so.13a A person injured 
by the breach of a contract cannot recover damages for a loss which he 
might have avoided with ordinary care and at reasonable expense.14 The fact 
that the plaintiff in an action for wrongful dismissal could by reasonable 
diligence, obtain like employment in the same locality, under the same 

                                                 
12a 15 Am. Jur., pp. 420-422. 
13 Mollers’ Ltd. Vs. Sarile, L-7620, Aug. 31, 1955. 
13a De Castevi vs. Compania General de Tabacos, 49 Phil. 998. 
14 Fuentebella vs. Negros Coal Co., 50 Phil. 998.14 
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conditions as formerly, and at the same rate of wages is not a defense, but 
may be pleaded in mitigation of damages.15 Where an agricultural share 
cropper is unjustly evicted by the landlord, it is nevertheless his duty to 
obtain other work or land to cultivate, under Art. 2203 of the Civil Code and 
general principles of law, and whatever he earns or gains from working other 
land is to be deducted from his damages.”16 

Lasam vs. Smith 
45 Phil. 657 (source) 

Facts: Defendant owner of a public garage in the town of San Fernando, 
La Union, undertook to take plaintiffs from San Fernando to Currimao, 
Ilocos Norte. On leaving San Fernando, the automobile was operated 
by a licensed chauffeur but later the chauffeur allowed his assistant, 
who had no driving license but who had some experience in driving, to 
drive. After crossing the Abra River in Tagudin, the car zigzagged for 
about half a kilometer, left the road and went down an embankment. 
The car overturned and the plaintiffs were pinned down under it. 
Lasam escaped with a few contusions but his wife received serious 
injuries, among which was compound fracture of one of the bones in 
her left wrist. There is a conflict of evidence as to the cause of the 
accident, plaintiffs claiming that it was due to the reckless driving of the 
driver’s assistant and the defendant claiming that it was due to a defect 
in the steering gear. The Supreme Court, however, held that in view of 
the fact that defendant’s liability to plaintiffs was contractual, defendant 
was liable unless it is shown that the accident was due to a fortuitous 
event. The lower court granted the plaintiff Pesos 1,254.10 as 
damages. From this decision, plaintiffs appealed claiming that they are 
entitled to Pesos 7,832.80 damages. 

Held: “There can be no doubt that the expenses incurred by the plaintiffs 
as a result of the accident greatly exceeded the amount of the 
damages awarded. But bearing in mind that in determining the extent 
of the liability for losses for damages resulting from negligence in the 
fulfillment of a contractual obligation, the courts have a ‘discretionary 
power to moderate the liability according to the circumstances.’ We do 
not think that the evidence is such as to justify us in interfering with the 
discretion of the court below in this respect. As pointed out by that 
court in its well-reasoned and well-considered decision, by far the 

                                                 
15 Lemoine vs. Alkan, 33 Phil. 162. 
16 Potenciano vs. Estefani, L-7690, July 27, 1955. 
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greater part of the damages claimed by the plaintiffs resulted from the 
fracture of a bone in the left wrist of Joaquina Sanchez (plaintiff’s wife) 
and from her objections to having a decaying splinter of the bone 
removed by a surgical operation. As a consequence of infections 
ensued and which required constant and expensive medical treatment 
for several years. We agree with the court below that the defendant 
should not be charged with these expenses.”  

Judgment affirmed. 

Damages increased or diminished by aggravating or mitigating 
circumstances 

Article 2204 of the Civil Code provides: 
“In crimes, the damages to be adjudicated may be respectively increased 
or lessened according to the aggravating or mitigating circumstances.” 

This provision was applied in People vs. Ruiz, 110 SCRA 155. 

Damages for loss or impairment of earning capacity 

“Art. 2205. Damages may be recovered: (1) For loss or impairment of earning capacity in case of 
temporary or permanent personal injury;” 

One who is injured in his person may recover for any resulting loss of 
time and consequent loss of earnings capacity. In this regard, however, it 
should be borne in mind that loss of earnings is distinct from loss of profits 
the difference being that earnings are the fruit of reward of labor, the price of 
services performed, while profits represent the net gain made from an 
investment or from the prosecution of some business after the payment of all 
expenses incurred. The injured person is entitled to compensation for loss of 
earnings derived from personal effort, skill or ability or for the destruction or 
impairment of his ability to perform labor or render service which is 
essentially and fundamentally personal in character. Generally, in either 
case, compensation is limited to earnings which are the result of personal 
effort. 

One who is injured in his person by the wrongful act of another may 
recover for any loss sustained thru being temporarily deprived of this 
capacity to perform his ordinary business; that is, he may recover for a loss 
of time and consequent loss of earnings. Generally, a recovery may also be 
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had for loss of future earnings, provided they are shown with reasonable 
certainty and are not merely speculative in character. The plaintiff, however, 
cannot recover for the value of his time to his family. 

The measure of damages for loss of time is the value of the plaintiff’s 
time while prevented from working by reason of the fault or negligence of 
the defendant, the true test being what his services might be worth to him in 
his ordinary employment or business. The plaintiff must establish a 
reasonable probability that his injury did bring about a loss of earnings, must 
afford a basis for a reasonable estimate of the amount of that loss, and to this 
end must prove both the amount of time lost and its value. He may show that 
he was making at the time of, or before, the injury. 

One who is injured in his person may recover for loss or diminution of 
his earning capacity during his entire expectancy of life and is entitled to 
such an amount as will compensate him for such loss. 

The process of ascertaining the amount of compensation to be 
awarded for impairment of the capacity to work required: (1) the 
determination of the extent to which such capacity has been diminished; and 
(2) the fixing of the amount of money which will compensate for the 
determined extent of impairment. The extent of the diminution or 
impairment of earning capacity is generally to be arrived at by comparing 
what the injured party was capable of earning at or before the time of the 
injury with what he was capable of earning after it occurred. The nature and 
extent of the plaintiff’s business, profession or employment, his skill and 
ability in his occupation or profession, the loss or diminution of capacity to 
follow it as a consequence of the injury, and the damages he has suffered by 
reason of such loss or diminution may be shown and taken into 
consideration. The extent and seriousness of the plaintiff’s injury may be 
shown, and as a basis for comparison, proof as to his condition since the 
injury is admissible. 

How far compensation for injury to one engaged in business may 
include the value of his services in such business must depend upon the 
nature and extent of the business, the amount of his personal direction and 
labor in connection with the business, and the amount of capital invested and 
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labor employed. One may recover any pecuniary loss sustained by reason of 
the suspension of his personal direction of, and attention to, his business 
during his absence on account of his injuries, and because of his decreased 
ability to give such direction and attention after he returned to work and in 
the future. If the business could not be continued with the same success after 
his injury, as before, a fair compensation may be made for loss of his 
earning power if it can be fairly and approximately measured. This 
compensation should not exceed the amount usually paid to persons 
performing similar services for others, and care must be taken not to make 
the responsible party an insurer of prospective profits. 

In the case of a person engaged in business, from the very nature of 
the situation, the amount of loss cannot be proved with exactitude, and all 
that can be required is that the evidence, with such certainty as the nature of 
the particular case may permit, lay a foundation which will enable the 
investigator of facts to make a reasonable estimate. It is competent and 
proper to show the nature and extent of the business and the part the plaintiff 
transacted therein, the pecuniary loss sustained by reason of the partial or 
total absence of his personal attention and labor, and what his services in the 
business were worth, the compensation paid to persons doing such business 
for him and, under some circumstances, what the injured person’s services 
were worth if employed under like circumstances by another in a similar 
capacity. The plaintiff may also show the amount of his daily earnings and, 
in some cases, state the profits of the business and taken into consideration. 
In further proof of his personal incapacity but not as an independent element 
of recovery, the plaintiff may show that he was compelled to employ 
servants to work done by himself but, according to some of the courts, not 
the amount paid for such services. 

In the case of a professional man, the proper measure of damages for 
loss of time is the amount he would have earned by the practice of his 
profession. In order to recover for loss of time, a professional man must 
prove the amount he would have earned in the practice of his profession 
during the time in question, and the court should consider the probability of 
his being employed during the period for which he seeks to recover. 
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Testimony as to what he had been previously receiving for his services is 
admissible, and he may show his actual earnings during the period of the 
previous year corresponding to that in which he was injured. If he was not 
engaged in the practice of his profession immediately thereafter, it is proper 
to show what he earned thereafter, not as establishing in itself the value of 
his time, but as evidence to aid the court in fixing it.16a 

Aside from damages for loss or impairment of earning capacity, Art. 
2205 of the Civil Code also provides that damages may be recovered for 
injury to plaintiff’s business standing or commercial credit. By its very 
nature, this kind of damage is often hard to prove in terms of money. That 
should not, however, prevent the court from allowing such damages for Arts. 
2224 and 2225 of the Civil Code which precisely provides for the award of 
temperate damages in cases where it is proven that plaintiff has suffered 
some pecuniary loss but its amount cannot, from the nature of the case, be 
proven with certainty. In cases like this the court will fix the amount of the 
damage taking into account the circumstances of the case.17 

 

Illustrative cases: 

Borromeo vs. Manila Electric Co. 
44 Phil. 165 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff attempted to board a streetcar of the defendant with his 
two children. After putting his two children on board the car, he 
proceeded to follow, but in attempting to board he fell off and was 
dragged some distance by the car, one of the rear wheels passing over 
his left foot. As a result, plaintiff’s left foot was amputated, making it 
necessary for him to use an artificial foot in order to be able to walk. 
The lower court awarded him Pesos 5,400.00 damages. Plaintiff 
appealed. 

Held: “The sum of Pesos 5,400.00 awarded by the trial court to plaintiff as 
damages is made up of the expense incurred for hospital, medicine 
and physician’s fees on account of this accident. Although the plaintiff 

                                                 
16a 15 Am.Jur., pp. 498-509. 
17 Art. 2216, Civil Code, Report, Code Commission, p. 75. 
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asks for more on this account, we believe, after an examination of the 
evidence, that this amount is really all that he is entitled to on his 
account. 

“However, the trial court has not allowed the plaintiff anything for the loss 
of his left foot which has incapacitated him from following his 
profession and we believe that this is an error. The obligation to 
indemnify for injury caused by negligence under Art. 1902 of the Civil 
Code includes the two kinds of damages specified in Art. 1106 of the 
same Code, to wit, damages for the loss actually sustained and for the 
profit which the injured party may have failed to realize. 

“It appears that at the time of the accident, the plaintiff was chief engineer 
of the merchant steamer San Nicolas with a monthly salary of Pesos 
375.00 and that having lost his left foot thereby necessitating the use 
of an artificial foot in order to be able to work, he can no longer be 
employed as a marine engineer on any vessel and, as a matter of fact, 
the Collector of Customs has refused to grant him a license to follow 
his profession as marine engineer. It also appears that the plaintiff, 
who is 45 years old, has been engaged in this profession for sixteen 
years (since 1904) and that he knows no other profession whereby he 
can earn his living. It is evident that this damage must also be 
indemnified. The plaintiff’s incapacity to continue in the practice of his 
profession as marine engineer has put an end to one of his activities 
and has certainly destroyed a source-the principal source - of his 
professional earnings in the future. Taking into account the age of the 
plaintiff and the salary he derived from this profession from the 
exercise of which he has been deprived, we fix this future damage of 
Pesos 2,000.00.” 

Junio and Soloria vs. Manila Railroad Co. 
58 Phil. 176 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiffs were passengers in a PU car. While attempting to cross a 
railroad crossing between Calasiao and Santa Barbara at night, the car 
was hit by the night express train of the defendant. As a result of the 
accident, Junio’s right leg was amputated and her right arm fractured, 
while Soloria received various injuries on her head. The accident was 
due to the negligence of the defendant in not lowering the gates at the 
railroad crossing as well as to the negligence of the driver of the PU 
car who did not slacken the speed of the car and find out if there was 
an approaching train before crossing the railroad tracks. The lower 
court held that the plaintiffs could not recover damages in view of the 
negligence of driver of the car. However, the Supreme Court held that 
the negligence of the driver of the car was not imputable to the 
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passengers and should not defeat their right to recover. On the 
question of damages, the Supreme Court –  

Held: “We shall now proceed to determine the amount of damages. With 
respect to Soloria, we do not find any difficulty because the evidence 
shows that she spent only Pesos 300.00 for her treatment and stay in 
the hospital. Her injuries are not of such a nature as to entitle her to a 
further indemnity. The damages to which she is entitled may, therefore, 
be assessed at the amount stated above. 

“Such is not the case with respect to Consolacion Junio. According to the 
evidence presented, she was a dancer earning from Pesos 6.00 to 
Pesos 8.00 a day for two or three days every week that she dances. 
She lost her right leg which was amputated, suffered a fracture of her 
right arm and was wounded on her occipital region. With these details 
in view, the members of this court are of the opinion that she may justly 
be awarded the sum of Pesos 2,500.00 as damages and Pesos 500.00 
as indemnity for expenses incurred by her in her treatment, medical 
attendance and stay in the hospital, making the total amount she is 
entitled to recovering aggregating Pesos 3,000.00. 

Soberano vs. Manila Railroad 
18 SCRA 732 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff Soberano was a passenger in defendant’s bus at 
Cabugao, Ilocos Sur bound for Baguio City. About 300 kilometers from 
Baguio City, the bus hit a stone embankment, causing it to fall into a 
65-foot deep precipice. Soberano suffered physical injuries and loss of 
her belongings. The driver pleaded guilty to serious physical injuries 
through simple imprudence and was sentenced accordingly. Soberano 
instituted a separate civil action for damages against the defendant 
owner of the bus and did not intervene in the criminal case. The 
question was the amount of damages recoverable by Soberano. 

Held: “We come finally to the claim for loss of earning capacity in the total 
sum of Pesos 50,000 based upon the expectancy that Juana 
Soberano, who was 37 years old at the time of the accident, would live 
for 20 more years and be able to earn an average annual income of 
Pesos 2,500. On this point, the lower court found that ‘Juana Soberano 
suffered greatly and that her injuries left her permanently disfigured 
and partially disabled as she walks with a stiff neck and her arms have 
partly lost their full freedom’. After finding, however, that she is not 
altogether a helpless woman and can still engage in business, the 
lower court awarded to her Pesos 5,000 to compensate loss of 
earnings as a result of her partial disability. 
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The appellants contend that the award is inadequate. We agree. 
This Court, in three cases, allowed in one, and increased in the two 

others, the amount of compensatory damages. In Borromeo vs. 
Manila Electric Railroad and Light Co., 41 Phil. 165 (1922), this 
Court awarded Pesos 2,000 in future damages to the plaintiff therein, 
after finding that due to the accident, wherein Borromeo’s left foot was 
passed over by the rear wheels of the electric car of the defendant 
company and had to be amputated, he had to use an artificial foot in 
order to be able to walk; ; that he could no longer be employed as a 
marine engineer which he had been for sixteen years; that at the time 
of the accident he was Chief engineer with a monthly salary of Pesos 
375; and that because he knew of no other profession, his incapacity 
had put an end to his activities and had destroyed his principal source 
of professional earnings in the future.  In Cariaga, et al. vs. Laguna 
Tayabas Bus Co., et al., L-113037, Dec. 29, 1960, this Court increased 
the award of compensatory damages from Pesos 10,490 to Pesos 
25,000, after finding that Edgardo Cariaga’s right forehead was 
fractured, necessitating the removal of practically all of the right frontal 
lobe of his brain; that he had to use a brace on his left leg and foot; 
that he was a virtual invalid, physically and mentally; that at the time of 
the accident he was already a fourth-year student in medicine in a 
reputable university; that his scholastic record was sufficient to justify 
the assumption that had he continued his studies, he would have 
finished the course and could have passed the board examination and 
that he could possibly have earned as a medical practitioner the 
minimum monthly income of Pesos 300.  And in Araneta et al. vs. 
Arreglado, et al., L-11394, September 9, 1958, this Court increased 
the award of compensatory damages from Pesos 1,000 to Pesos 
18,000, after finding that Benjamin Araneta sustained ‘permanent 
deformity and – something like an inferiority complex’ as well as a 
‘pathological condition on the left side of the jaw’ caused by the 
defendant Dario Arreglado who inflicted the injury upon him voluntarily; 
that to arrest the degenerative process taking place in the mandible 
and to restore the injured boy to a nearly normal condition, surgical 
intervention was needed; that a repair, however, skillfully conducted, is 
never equivalent to the original state; and that because of the injury, 
the boy had suffered greatly. 

In the case at bar, the nature and extent of the physical injuries suffered 
by Juana Soberano and their after effects upon her life and activities 
are attested by three reputable physicians; Dr. Hector Lopez, a 
radiologist of the Baguio General Hospital; Dr. Angel Poblete, an 
orthopedist of the National Orthopedic Hospital; and Dr. Juan O. 
Floirendo, an EENT specialist.  Dr. Lopez declared that Juana 
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Soberano suffered comminuted fracture in the left mandible near the 
articulation, cracked fracture in the right temporal bone, crashed 
fractures both scapular, and fracture in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th ribs.  As a 
result of these injuries, Dr. Poblete said that she suffered and would 
continue to suffer limitation of mouth opening, bad approximation of the 
jaw alignment, which is drawn inside, limitation of neck and shoulder 
movements with numbness on the right side of the face and right and 
left side of the body, disturbance in vision, and poor mastication 
resulting in indigestion.  Dr. Poblete further testified that she will be 
‘abnormal and naturally she could not be expected to live a normal life’.  
Dr. Floirendo declared that she suffers from pain along the cheeks on 
both sides of her face, double vision, and paralysis of the ocular 
muscles due to partial disequilibrium of the eye muscles. 

Juana Soberano herself categorically declared, and this was not 
contradicted, that prior to the accident, she had a complete and healthy 
set of teeth; that as a result of the accident she lost three of her teeth, 
and the remaining ones in the upper jaw had to be extracted because 
they were already loose and a denture had perforce to be made for 
her; and that her face is permanently disfigured. 

There is absolutely no doubt that the resultant physical handicaps would 
entail for Juana Soberano a loss of positive economic values.  In fact, 
they will greatly adversely affect her occupation as a vending merchant 
which she has been since 1950 (Exh. A), earning from 1950 to March 
8, 1965, when the accident happened, an average annual net income 
of about Pesos 1,500.  It is to be assumed that had the interruption to 
her occupation through defendant’s wrongful act not occurred, she 
would continue earning this average income. 

Considering all the facts detailed above, this Court is of the opinion that 
the sum of Pesos 5,000 in compensatory damages awarded to her for 
loss of earning capacity is inadequate; the amount should be increased 
to Pesos 15,000.00.” 

Marchan vs. Mendoza 
24 SCRA 888 (source) 

Facts: Arsenio Mendoza, his wife and child were passengers in a bus 
owned by the Philippine Rabbit Bus Lines and driven by Silverio 
Marchan. The bus fell into a ditch in Malanday, Polo, Bulacan causing 
injuries to Mendoza, his wife and child. Marchan, the driver, was 
convicted. Mendoza instituted the present action for damages against 
Marchan and his employer Philippine Rabbit Bus Lines. How much 
damage is recoverable by the plaintiff? 
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Held: “As to why the amount in compensatory damages should be fixed in 
the sum of Pesos 40,000.00 is explained in the appealed decision 
thus: ‘Likewise, it is our considered view that the amount of Pesos 
40,000.00 awarded by the court below as compensatory damages is 
quite reasonable and fair, considering that plaintiff Arsenio Mendoza 
had suffered paralysis on the lower extremities, which will incapacitate 
him to engage in his customary occupation throughout the remaining 
years of life, especially so if we take into account that plaintiff Arsenio 
Mendoza was only 26 years old when he met an accident on January 
22, 1954; and taking the average span of life of a Filipino, he may be 
expected to live for 30 years more; and bearing in mind the earning 
capacity of Arsenio Mendoza who before the happening of this 
accident derived an income of almost Pesos 100.00 a month from the 
business of his father-in-law as Assistant Supervisor of the small (fairs) 
and his income of Pesos 100.00 a month which he derived as a 
professional boxer. Considering that respondent Arsenio Mendoza was 
only in his middle twenties when thru the negligence of petitioners, he 
lost the use of his limbs, being condemned for the remainder of his life 
to be a paralytic, in effect leading a maimed, well-nigh useless 
existence, the fixing of such liability in the amount of Pesos 40,000.00 
as compensatory damages as well within the discretion of the Court of 
Appeals.” The granting of Pesos 30,000.00 moral damages and Pesos 
5000.00 as attorney’s fees by the Court of Appeals was also affirmed 
by the Supreme Court. 

Damages for injury to business standing. 

Paragraph 2 of Art. 2205 of the Civil Code provides: 
“Damages may be recovered: 

x x x x x x 
(2) For injury to the plaintiff’s business standing or commercial credit.” 
Where defendant RCPI (petitioner) transmitted erroneously a telegram “No truck available” but 
instead read “Truck available” the defendant was held liable not only in actual damages but also 
damages for “loss of goodwill and loss of customers or shippers who shifted their patronage to 
competitors”. (Radio Communications of the Philippines, Inc. (RCPI) vs. Court of Appeals, 103 
SCRA 359).  
Damages for death of a person. 
“Art. 2206. The amount of damages for death caused by a crime or quasi-delict shall be at least 
caused by a crime or quasi-delict shall be at least three thousand pesos, even though there may 
have been mitigating circumstances. In addition: 
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(1) The defendant shall be liable for the loss of the earning capacity of the deceased, and the 
indemnity shall in every case be assessed and awarded by the court, unless the deceased on 
account of permanent physical disability not caused by the defendant, has no earning capacity at 
the time of his death; 
(2) If the deceased was obliged to give support according to the provisions of Art. 291, the recipient 
who is not an heir called to the decedent’s inheritance by the law of testate or intestate succession, 
may demand support from the person causing the death, for a period not exceeding five years, the 
exact duration to be fixed by the court; 
(3) The spouse, legitimate and illegitimate descendants and ascendants of the deceased may 
demand moral damages for mental anguish by reason of the death of the deceased.” 
Explaining the provisions of Art. 2206 of the Civil Code, the Code Commission said: 
“Human life has heretofore been very cheap, in law and the practice thereunder. Before the 
passage of Commonwealth Act No. 284 in June, 1938, the practice was to allow Pesos 1,000.00 to 
the heirs of the deceased in case of death caused by a crime. Later, by virtue of that special law, a 
minimum of Pesos 2,000.00 was fixed, but the courts usually award only the minimum, without 
taking the trouble to inquire into the earning capacity of the victim and regardless of aggravating 
circumstances.” 

x x x x x 
“When the first paragraph says “at least Pesos 3,000.00, even though there may have been 
mitigating circumstances, it is meant that the Court must not stop after awarding Pesos 3,000.00, 
because the life of a captain of industry, scientist, inventor, a great writer or statesman is materially 
more valuable to the family and to the community than that of an ordinary man. Moreover, 
aggravating circumstances should cause exemplary damages to be awarded. The court must, 
therefore, in certain cases, allow much more than Pesos 3,000.00. In addition, indemnity for the 
loss of earning capacity must in every case be assessed and awarded, except in the case 
mentioned in No. 1.” 
“The last two paragraphs afford adequate remedy to those relatives who suffer by reason of the 
death of their kin.”18 

Factors to be considered in determining damages for the death of a 
person. 

The factors that may be considered by the courts in the determination 
of the amount of damages recoverable for the death of a person in crimes 
and quasi-delicts are discussed in the following cases: 

                                                 
18 Report, Code Commission, pp. 34-35. 
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Alcantara, et al. vs. Surro & Manila Electric 
73 Phil. 472 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiffs are heirs of Hermenegildo Co who was killed on 
November 24, 1945 while attempting to board a bus of the Manila 
Electric Co. when said bus was bumped by another bus of the same 
company driven by the defendant Surro. The offended parties reserved 
the right to file a separate civil action. In the civil action the plaintiffs 
were awarded Pesos 18,000.00 as total salary of the deceased for four 
years: 1946 to 1949; Pesos 5,000.00 as moral and “patrimonial” 
damages for the physical and moral sufferings of his family; and Pesos 
2,155.00 as “pecuniary expenses”. Both parties appealed on the 
question of the damages awarded. 

Held: “The factors that were considered by the lower court in fixing the 
indemnity awarded to the plaintiffs in view of the death of their father 
are: (1) the tender ages of the plaintiffs at the time of death – ranging 
from 5 to 13 years; (2) the age and life expectancy of the deceased; (3) 
the state of health of the deceased at the time of death; (4) the earning 
capacity of the deceased; (5) the actual pecuniary damages; (6) the 
pain and suffering of the deceased and the plaintiffs; and (7) the 
pecuniary situation of the party liable, as contemplated by 
Commonwealth Act No. 284. It should be noted that while the lower 
court elaborated on those factors in an effort to reach a fair and 
reasonable conclusion as regards the indemnity to be awarded to the 
plaintiffs, not all of them were actually taken into account; only a few 
were considered, such as the salary which the deceased would have 
received during the years 1946, 1947, 1948 and 1949, the physical 
and moral suffering of the plaintiffs for the loss of their father, and the 
expenses actually incurred as a necessary incident of his death. Has 
the lower court erred in following this pattern? 

“In this jurisdiction, the civil liability arising from crimes is governed by the 
provisions of the Revised Penal Code. Under Art. 104, this liability 
includes restitution, reparation of the damage caused, and 
indemnification for consequential damages. And under Art. 107, 
indemnification for consequential damages includes not only those 
caused the injured party, but also those suffered by his family or by a 
third person by reason of the crime.” 

“Again, Commonwealth Act No. 284 provides that civil liability for the 
death of a person shall be fixed by the competent court at a 
reasonable sum, upon consideration of the pecuniary situation of the 
party liable and other circumstances; but it shall in no case be less 
than Pesos 2,000.00. And under this statute, it has been the uniform 
policy of this court to award to the heirs of the deceased in criminal 
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cases as a matter of course an indemnity in the amount of Pesos 
2,000.00. After liberation, this policy has been liberalized, and since 
then up to the present, the amount of indemnity awarded in criminal 
cases as a matter of right and without the necessity of proof was 
generally fixed at Pesos 6,000.00. (People vs. Amansec, G.R. No L-
827). In addition, we may cite cases wherein this court awarded certain 
indemnity for patrimonial and moral damages to injured persons 
considering their physical condition and their social standing (Lilius vs. 
Manila Railroad Co., 59 Phil. 758; Castro vs. Acro Taxicab Co., 
Inc., G.R. No. 49155; Layda vs. Court of Appeals, et al., G.R. No. L-
4487, Jan. 29, 1952). 

x x x x x 
“The determination of the indemnity to be awarded to the heirs of a 

deceased person has heretofore no fixed basis. Much is left to the 
discretion of the court considering the moral and material damages 
involved, and so it has been said that “there can be no exact or uniform 
rule for measuring the value of a human life and the measure of 
damages cannot be arrived at by precise mathematical calculation, but 
the amount recoverable depends on the particular facts and 
circumstances of each case. The life expectancy of the deceased or of 
the beneficiary, whichever is shorter, is an important factor.” (25 C.J.S., 
1241). Other factors that are usually considered are: (1) pecuniary loss 
to plaintiff or beneficiary (25 C.J.S., 1243-1250); (2) loss of support (25 
C.J.S., 1250-1251); (3) loss of service (25 C.J.S., 1251-1254); (4) loss 
of society (25 C.J.S., 1254-1255); (5) mental suffering of beneficiaries 
(25 C.J.S., 1258-1259); and (6) medical and funeral expenses (25 
C.J.S., 1254-1260). 

“We therefore find that the factors considered by the lower court in 
determining the indemnity under consideration are reasonable and 
within the realm sanctioned by law and precedents. The only thing to 
be determined is whether they had been properly applied to the 
particular case under consideration.” 

“Take the item of Pesos 18,000.00. This amount was arrived at by 
considering the salary to which the deceased would have been entitled 
had he survived the years 1946, 1947, 1948 and 1949. It was proven 
that the deceased was earning a salary of Pesos 250.00 a month as 
vice-president of Go Soc & Sons and Sy Gui Huat, Inc. a closed family 
corporation. This was testified by Cornelia L. Co, president of the 
corporation and sister of the deceased, and by Patricio Fajardo, chief 
accountant of the corporation. This salary also appears in the income 
tax return of the deceased. In October 1958, the salaries of all officers 
of the corporation were increased, and on the basis of this increase the 
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deceased would have received at least Pesos 150.00 per month. This 
is the reason why the lower court considered the salary of Pesos 
250.00 a month, or Pesos 3,000.00 a year, for the years 1946, 1947, 
1948 and 1949, a salary of Pesos 750.00 a month, or Pesos 9,000.00 
a year, for the year 1949. 

“This finding is reasonable considering the life expectancy of the 
deceased. The records show that the deceased was 39 years old at 
the time of his death and according to the American Experience Table 
of Mortality, he had a life expectancy of 28.90 years. Yet, the lower 
court did not take this duration as basis, but limited its scope to four 
years. This action of the court is fair and reasonable. The rule is that 
“the introduction of mortality tables is not absolutely essential to prove 
the life expectancy of a deceased or his beneficiary, and if introduced 
they are not conclusive, and the jury is not bound by them. The value 
of these tables when applied to a particular case, it is said, must 
depend largely upon other circumstances, such as the state of health, 
habits and the manner of life, and the social condition of the person 
injured” (25 C.J.S., 1299-1300). This is what the lower court has done. 

x x x x x 
“The other items awarded to the plaintiffs such as the sum of Pesos 

5,000.00 as moral and “patrimonial” damages for their physical and 
moral sufferings, and the sum of Pesos 2,150.00 as actual expenses, 
should not be distributed since they are supported by proof and 
precedents.” Judgment affirmed. 

Villa Rey Transit vs. Court of Appeals 
31 SCRA 511 (source) 

Facts: Policronio Quintos was a passenger in a bus owned by the Villa 
Rey Transit from Lingayen, Pangasinan to Manila. The bus hit the rear 
side of a bull cart filled with hay and the end of a bamboo pole placed 
on top of the hay load hit the windshield of the bus, penetrated through 
the glass and hit Quintos on the face causing him injuries which 
caused his death. Three sisters who were his only heirs instituted an 
action for damages against the Villa Rey Transit the owner and 
operator of said bus. The question is the amount of damages 
recoverable. 

Held: The first factor was based by the trial court – the view of which was 
concurred in by the Court of Appeals – upon the life expectancy of 
Policronio Quintos, Jr. which was placed at 33-1/3 years – he being 
over 29 years of age (or around 30 years for purposes of computation) 
at the time of his demise – by applying the formula (2/3 x [80-30] = life 
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expectancy) adopted in the American Expectancy Table of Mortality or 
the actuarial of Combined Experience Table of Mortality. Upon the 
other hand, petitioner maintains that the lower court had erred in 
adopting said formula and in not acting in accordance with Alcantara 
vs. Surro, in which the damages were computed on a four (4) year 
basis, despite the fact that the victim therein was 35 years old, at the 
time of his death, and had a life expectancy of 28.90 years. 

The case cited is not, however, controlling in the one at bar. In the 
Alcantara case, none of the parties had questioned the propriety of the 
four-year basis adopted by the trial court in making is award of 
damages. 

x x x x x 
Thus, life expectancy is, not only relevant, but, also important element in 

fixing the amount recoverable by private respondent herein. Although it 
is not the sole element determinative of said amount, no cogent reason 
has been given to warrant its disregard and the adoption, in the case at 
bar, of a purely arbitrary standard, such as a four-year rule. In short, 
the Court of Appeals has not erred in basing the computation of 
petitioner’s liability upon the life expectancy of Policronio Quintos, Jr. 

x x x x x 
At this juncture, it should be noted, also, that we are mainly concerned 

with the determination of the losses or damages sustained by the 
private respondents as dependent and intestate heirs of the deceased, 
and that said damages consist, not of the full amount of his earnings, 
but of the support they received or would have received from him had 
he not died in consequence of the negligence of petitioner’s agent. In 
fixing the amount of that support, we must reckon with the ‘necessary 
expenses of his own living’, which should be deducted from his 
earnings. Thus, it has been consistently held that earning capacity, as 
an element of damages to one’s estate for his death by wrongful act is 
necessarily his net earning capacity or his capacity to acquire money, 
‘less the necessary expenses for his own living’. Stated otherwise, the 
amount recoverable is not loss of the entire earning, but rather the loss 
of that portion of the earnings which the beneficiary would have 
received. In other words, only net earnings, not gross earnings, are to 
be considered that is, the total of the earnings less expenses 
necessary in the creation of such earnings or income and less living 
and other incidental expenses. 

 All things considered, we are of the opinion that it is fair and 
reasonable to fix the deductible living expenses of Pesos 1,184.00 a 
year, or about Pesos 100.00 a month, and that, consequently, the loss 
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sustained by his sisters may be roughly estimated at Pesos 1,000.00 a 
year of Pesos 33,333.33 for the 33-1/3 years of his life expectancy. To 
this sum of Pesos 33,333.33, the following should be added: (1) Pesos 
12,000.00, pursuant to Arts. 104 and 197 of the Revised Penal Code, 
in relation to Article 2206 of our Civil Code, as construed and applied 
by this Court; (b) Pesos 1,727.95, actually spent by private 
respondents for medical and burial expenses; and (c) attorney’s fees of 
Pesos 2,500, making a total of Pesos 49,561.28, with interest at the 
legal rate from Dec. 29, 1961, the date of promulgation of the decision 
of the trial court.” 

At present the minimum amount of compensation for the death of a 
person when there is no proof of special damages if Pesos 12,000.00. This 
minimum amount was adopted by the Supreme Court in October, 1968 in 
the case of People vs. Pantoja, 25 SCRA 468. The Supreme Court 
explained that the raising of the amount of compensation from Pesos 
6,000.00, which was the compensation usually awarded prior to October, 
1968, was “Due to economic circumstances beyond governmental control, 
the purchasing power of the Philippine pesos has declined further such that 
the present purchasing power of the Philippine peso is one-fourth of its pre-
war purchasing power”. The award of Pesos 12,000.00 in the Pantoja case 
was followed in subsequent cases.19 

Summarizing the items of damages which may be recovered by heirs 
of the deceased when death occurs as a result of the crime, the Supreme 
Court in the case of Heirs of Raymundo Castro vs. Bustos, 27 SCRA 327, 
said: 

“1. As indemnity for the death of the victim of the offense – Pesos 
12,000.00 without the need of any evidence or proof of damages, and even 
though there may have been mitigating circumstances attending the 
commission of the offense. 

2. As indemnity for loss of earning capacity of the deceased – an amount 
to be fixed by the court according to the circumstances of the deceased 
relate to his actual income at the time of death and his probable life 
expectancy, the said indemnity to be assessed and awarded by the court as 
a matter of duty, unless the deceased had no earning capacity at said time 
on account of permanent disability not caused by the accused. If the 
deceased was obliged to give support under Art. 291, Civil Code, the 

                                                 
19 People vs. Mongaya, 25 SCRA 921 and People vs. Bakang, 26 SCRA 840. 
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recipient who is not an heir, may demand support from the accused to be 
fixed by the court. 

3. As moral damages for mental anguish, - an amount to be fixed by the 
court. This may be recovered even by the illegitimate descendants, 
ascendants of the deceased. 

4. As exemplary damages, when the crime is attended by one or more 
aggravating circumstances – an amount to be fixed in the discretion of the 
court, the same to be considered separate from fines. 

5. As attorney’s fees and expenses of litigation – the actual amount 
thereof, (but only when a separate civil action to recover civil liability has 
been filed or when exemplary damages are awarded). 

6. Interests in the proper cases. 

7. It must be emphasized that the indemnities for loss of earning capacity 
of the deceased and for moral damages are recoverable separately from 
and in addition to the fixed sum of Pesos 12,000.00 corresponding to the 
indemnity for the sole fact death, and that these damages may, however, 
be respectively increased or lessened according to the mitigating or 
aggravating circumstances, except items 1 and 4 above, for the obvious 
reasons.” 

Subrogation of insurance company. 

“Art. 2207. If the plaintiff’s property has been insured, and he has 
received indemnity from the insurance company or the inquiry or loss 
arising out of the wrong or breach of contract complained of the insurance 
company shall be subrogated to the rights of the insured against the 
wrongdoer or the person who has violated the contract. If the amount paid 
by the insurance company does not fully cover the injury or loss, the 
aggrieved party shall be entitled to recover the deficiency from the person 
causing the loss or injury.” 

It is an elementary principle of justice that whoever causes damage to 
another by a wrong or breach of contract must answer for the damage 
caused. The fact that the plaintiff’s property has been insured and the 
insurance company paid for the damage should not in any manner relieve the 
wrongdoer or the person breaking the contract from liability. Hence, the 
above-quoted provision of law rightly subrogates the insurance company 
which paid the damage to the rights of the plaintiff and allows the insurance 
company to recover what it had paid from the wrongdoer or the party 
breaking the contract. The above-quoted provision of law also provides that 
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if the amount paid by the insurance company does not fully cover the injury 
of loss, the aggrieved party is entitled to recover the deficiency from the 
person causing the damage. 

According to American jurisprudence, the fact that the plaintiff has 
been indemnified by an insurance company cannot lessen the damages to be 
paid by the defendant. Such rule gives more damages than those actually 
suffered by the plaintiff, and the defendant if also sued by the insurance 
company for reimbursement, would have to pay in many cases twice the 
damages he has caused. The above-quoted provision of law is a better 
adjustment of the rights of the three parties concerned.20 

Attorney’s fees – when recoverable. 

“Art. 2208. In the absence of stipulation, attorney’s fees and expenses of litigation, other than 
judicial costs, cannot be recovered, except: 
 “(1) When exemplary damages are awarded; 
 “(2) When the defendant’s act or omission has compelled the plaintiff to litigate with third 
persons or to incur expenses to protect his interest; 
 “(3) In criminal cases of malicious prosecution against the plaintiff; 
 “(4) In case of a clearly unfounded civil action or proceeding against the plaintiff; 
 “(5) Where the defendant acted in gross and evident bad faith in refusing to satisfy the 
plaintiff’s plainly valid, just and demandable claim; 
 “(6) In actions for legal support; 
 “(7) In actions for the recovery of wages of household helpers, laborers, and skilled 
workers; 
 “(8) In actions for indemnity under workmen’s compensation and employer’s liability laws; 
 “(9) In a separate civil action to recover civil liability arising from a crime; 
 “(10) When at least double judicial costs are awarded; 
 “(11) In any other case where the court deems it just and equitable that attorney’s fees and 
expenses of litigation should be recovered. 
“In all cases, the attorney’s fees and expenses of litigation must be reasonable.” 

Prior to the present Civil Code, attorney’s fees were not generally 
recoverable other than as judicial costs for the reason that it was not sound 
                                                 
20 Report, Code Commission, p. 73. 
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public policy to place a penalty on the right to litigate.20a Under the present 
Civil Code, attorney’s fees and expenses of litigation are recoverable in the 
cases enumerated in Art. 2208. 

The following are some of the rulings of the Supreme Court on the 
award of attorney’s fees: 

1. The lower court adjudicated to plaintiffs an additional amount 
equivalent to 20% of the amount claimed as damages by way of attorney’s 
fees, and in our opinion, this award can be justified under Art. 2208, par. 2, 
of the New Civil Code, which provides: “When the defendant’s act or 
omission has compelled the plaintiff to litigate with third persons or to incur 
expenses to protect his interest”, attorney’s fees may be awarded as 
damages. However, the majority believes that this award should be reduced 
to 10%.21 

2. While previously a party cannot claim attorney’s fees as damages 
unless there is an express stipulation to that effect (Tan Ti vs. Alvear, 26 
Phil. 366), the new law, has changed the situation. Now attorney’s fees may 
be recovered in the absence of stipulation to the contrary. ‘When the 
defendant’s act or omission has compelled the plaintiff to litigate with third 
persons or to incur expenses to protect his interest’ (Art. 2208, par. 2, New 
Civil Code). Evidently, the two cases in question come under this provision 
of the law. It cannot therefore be pretended that petitioners claimed 
attorney’s fees in their complaining merely to place them within the 
jurisdiction of the court of first instance.22 

3. A winning party may be entitled to expenses of litigation only 
where he, by reason of plaintiff’s clearly unjustifiable claims or defendant’s 
unreasonable refusal to his demands, was compelled to incur said 
expenditures. In the instant case, while there is no showing in the decision 
appealed from that plaintiffs’ action is “clearly unfounded” the court, 
considering that defendants were drawn into the litigation by plaintiffs and 

                                                 
20a Tan Ti vs. Alvear, 26 Phil. 566. 
21 Pirovano vs. De la Rama Steamship, 96 Phil. 335, 367. 
22 Reyes vs. Yatco, 53 O.G. 2773. 
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were compelled to hire an attorney to protect and defend them, and taking 
into account the work done by said attorney, as reflected in the record 
throughout the proceedings, held that the sum of Pesos 3,000.00 adjudicated 
by the trial court is reasonable under the circumstances (par.11, Art. 2208, 
Civil Code).23 

4. As it appears that appellee and her daughter had conspired to 
dispose of all her property in order to frustrate any award of damages, the 
appellate court might make in favor of appellant, the claim of the latter for 
damages in the form of attorney’s fees should be sustained.24 

5. Generally, attorney’s fees are not a proper element of damages, for 
it is not sound policy to set a premium on the right to litigate. (Tan Ti vs. 
Alvear, 26 Phil. 566). Thus, no right to such fees can accrue merely because 
of an adverse decision. This is precisely the rationale for taxing costs, in 
certain cases, against the losing party. The payment therefore, from 
viewpoint of sanction, is deemed sufficient. Nonetheless various exceptions 
are provided for by law, such as, in case of a clearly unfounded civil action 
or where the courts deem it just and equitable that attorney’s fees be 
recovered. Petitioners’ actuations in this case were expressly found to be 
insincere and baseless by both the lower court and the Court of Appeals. 
There was, therefore, no error in award of attorney’s fees.25 

6. A written contract for attorney’s services shall control the amount 
to be paid therefore unless found by the court to be unconscionable or 
unreasonable. A consideration of the subject matter of the controversy, of 
the professional standing of the attorney for plaintiffs-appellants, and of the 
extent of the services rendered by him, shows that the amount provided for 
in the written agreement is reasonable.26 

7. Where the complaint is clearly unfounded and the record strongly 
indicates that it was filed for the purpose of harassment, the plaintiff should 

                                                 
23 Lazatin vs. Tuano, 2 SCRA 842. 
24 Mercado vs. Viardo, 5 SCRA 259. 
25 Justiva et. Al., vs. Gustilo, 7 SCRA 72. 
26 Lopez vs. Pan American, 16 SCRA 430. 
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pay the defendant a reasonable amount as attorney’s fees and expenses of 
litigation pursuant to article 2208 (4) of the New Civil Code.27 

8. An award of attorney’s fees as damages is proper in a separate civil 
action to recover the civil liability arising from a crime.28 

9. The defendants, who conspired to defraud the mortgagees, are 
solidarily liable for the expenses of the receivership and for attorney’s fees.29 

10. Attorney’s fees provided in contracts as recoverable against the 
other party as damages are not, strictly speaking, the attorney’s fees 
recoverable as between attorney and client spoken of and regulated by the 
Rules of Court.30 

11. Award of attorney’s fees as damages is discretionary with the trial 
court.31 

Payment of interest 

“Art. 2209. If the obligation consists in the payment of a sum of money, the debtor incurs in delay, 
the indemnity for damages, there being no stipulation to the contrary, shall be the payment of the 
interest agreed upon, and in the absence of stipulation, the legal interest, which is six per cent per 
annum. 
“Art. 2210. Interest may, in the discretion of the court, be allowed upon damages awarded for 
breach of contract. 
“Art. 2211. In crimes and quasi-delicts, interest as a part of the damages may, in proper case, be 
adjudicated in the discretion of the court. 
“Art. 2212. Interest due shall earn legal interest from the time it is judicially demanded, although the 
obligation may be silent upon this point. 
“Art. 2213. Interest cannot be recovered upon unliquidated claims or damages, except when the 
demand can be established with reasonable certainty.” 

If an obligation consists in the payment of a sum of money, the 
indemnity for damages shall be the amount stipulated by the parties as 
                                                 
27 Sison vs. David, 1 SCRA 60. 
28 Bantoto vs. Bobis, 18 SCRA 69. 
29 People’s Bank vs. Dahican Lumber, 20 SCRA 84. 
30 Polytrade Corp. vs. Blanco, 30 SCRA 187. 
31 De la Cruz, vs. Cruz, 42 SCRA 307; Arabay, Inc. vs. Aquino, 34 SCRA 159; Kalao Vs. Luz, 34 SCRA 

337. 
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liquidated damages. If no liquidated damages had been stipulated by the 
parties, then the indemnity for damages shall consist in the payment of the 
interest agreed upon and if there is no stipulation as to interest the indemnity 
shall be the payment of interest at six per cent (6%) per annum (Art. 2209). 
No interest may be recovered on unliquidated claim or damages, except 
when the demand can be established with reasonable certainty (Art. 2213) at 
the Court’s discretion. Interests may be allowed in cases of breach of 
contract, in crimes and quasi-delicts in the discretion of the Court (Arts. 
2210 and 2211). Interest due shall earn legal interest from the time it is 
judicially demanded, although the obligation may be silent on the point (Art. 
2212), unless there is a stipulation providing for a different rate32 provided it 
is not in excess of that allowed by the Usury Law. 

The following are some of the rulings of the Supreme Court on 
interest: 

1. Plaintiff claims that interest should be paid on the amount of 
damages from the date of the filing of the complaint instead of from the date 
of the decision of the trial court. If the suit were for the payment of a definite 
sum of money the contention might be tenable. However, it is for damages, 
unliquidated and not known until definitely ascertained, assessed and 
determined by the court after proof, interest should be from the date of the 
decision.33 

2. If the suit were for damages, unliquidated and not known until 
definitely ascertained, assessed and determined by the court after proof, 
interest should be counted from the date of the decision.34 

3. Petitioner admitted his indebtedness to respondent in the amount of 
Pesos 3000.00 representing the unpaid balance of the unpaid equipment, yet 
he did not tender payment of said amount nor did he deposit the same in 
court, but instead sought to have the sale rescinded upon claims of violations 
of warranties that the court found not to have been proved or established. 

                                                 
32 Cu Unjieng vs. Mabalacat Sugar Co., 54 Phil. 976; Zobel vs. City of Manila, 47 Phil., 169. 
33 Rivera vs. Matute, 98 Phil. 516. 
34 Malayan Insurance vs. Manila Service, 28 SCRA 65. 
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Held: It is clear that petitioner was in default on the date of the filing of the 
complaint by respondent and under Art. 2209 of the New Civil Code, he 
must pay legal interests thereon from said date.35 

4. Where payment of interest is not stipulated, the court may not order 
the payment of the same. In the present case, however, since the defendant 
failed to pay the balance so agreed upon, it should be made to pay interest on 
said balance at the legal rate from the date of the filing of the complaint.36 

5. The most practical basis for assessing damages would be the 
payment of legal interest on the value of the property ordered by the court to 
be returned. This form or basis of damages is widely accepted and 
employed. When a piece of personal property, say, a jeep, is the subject of 
estafa or theft, the accused if found guilty, is sentenced to return the property 
stolen or misappropriated, or to pay its value. Even interest is seldom, if at 
all, ordered. And when a party defendant is declared liable to pay a certain 
amount of money which he owes, he is sentenced to pay said amount with 
legal interest from the date that he was supposed to have paid the same, or 
when the action to collect was brought in court. No speculative damages as 
to the profit which the creditor has obtained by the use of said money, its 
investments, etc. is allowed. In the present case, appellant should pay legal 
interest on the amount of Pesos 1,552.25 until the motor engine is returned 
or its value of Pesos 1,552.25 is paid to respondent. This is in lieu of the 
payment of Pesos 7.00 a day, which is highly speculative, contingent and 
arbitrary.37 

Effect of plaintiff’s contributory negligence. 

“Art. 2214. “In quasi-delicts, the contributory negligence of the plaintiff shall reduce the damages 
that he may recover. 

The contributory negligence mentioned in this article refers to that 
negligence of the plaintiff which contributes only to his injury but not to the 
principal occurrence as one of its determining factors. If plaintiff’s 
                                                 
35 Bareng vs. Court of Appeals, et al., No. L-12973, April 25, 1960. 
36 Tan Book Diok vs. Appari Farmer’s etc. No. L-14153, June 30, 1960. 
37 Kairuz vs. Pacio, et al., No. L-14505, July 26, 1960. 
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negligence contributes to the principal occurrence as one of its determining 
factors, he cannot recover.38 Thus, in a case where two automobiles collided 
due to the negligence of both owners driving them, neither can recover 
damages from the other.39 Neither can the owner of an automobile recover 
damages arising from a collision between his automobile and a streetcar 
when such collision was due to the gross negligence of both the driver of the 
automobile and the motorman of the streetcar.40 

In one case, the Supreme Court reduced the moral damages awarded 
to the injured party from Pesos 75,000 to Pesos 5,000 and eliminated the 
award of exemplary damages of Pesos 25,000 on the ground that the act of 
the injured party contributed to the incident which brought about his public 
humiliation. (Grand Union Supermarket, Inc. vs. Espino, 94 SCRA 953). 

Illustrative Cases: 

Rakes vs. Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific Co. 
7 Phil. 359 (source) 

Facts: Plaintiff was one of a gang of eight laborers employed by the 
defendant to transport iron rails from a barge in the harbor to the 
company’s yard near the Malecon in Manila. The rails were being 
transported on two hand cars immediately following one another. The 
rails lay upon two crosspieces or sills secured to the cars, but without 
sidepieces or guards to prevent them from slipping off. At a certain 
spot at or near the water’s edge the track sagged, the tie broke, the car 
either canted or upset, the rails slid off and caught the plaintiff, 
breaking his leg, which was afterwards amputated at about the knee. 
The sagging of the track and the breaking of the tie, which was the 
immediate occasion of the accident was due to the dislodging of the 
crosspiece or piling under the stringer by the water of the bay raised by 
a recent typhoon. It appeared that a day before the accident the 
attention of the defendant’s foreman was called by one of the laborers 
to the defect in the track but the same was not repaired. This action 
was instituted to recover damages for the injuries sustained by plaintiff. 
One of the defenses interposed by the defendant was that the laborers 

                                                 
38 Rakes vs. Atlantic Gulf & Pacific Co., 7 Phil. 359; Taylor vs. Manila Electric Co., 16 Phil. 8. 
39 Bernardo vs. Legaspi, 29 Phil. 12. 
40 Mestres vs. Manila Electric, 32 Phil. 496. 
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transporting the rails in question were prohibited by the officials of the 
defendant from walking by the side of the car and that the plaintiff 
disobeyed the prohibition. 

Held: “Difficulty seems to be apprehended in deciding which acts of the 
injured party shall be considered causes of the accident. The test is 
simple. Distinction must be made between the accident and the injury, 
between the event itself, without which there could have been no 
accident, and those acts of the victim not entering into it, independent 
of it, but contributing to his own proper hurt. For instance, the cause of 
the accident under review was the displacement of the crosspiece or 
the failure to replace it. This produced the event giving occasion for 
damages – that is, the sinking of the track and the sliding of the iron 
rails. To this event, the act of the plaintiff in walking by the side of the 
car did not contribute, although it was an element of the damage which 
came to him. Had the crosspiece been out of place wholly or partly 
through his act or omission of duty, that would have been one of the 
determining causes of the event or the accident, for which he would 
have been responsible. Where he contributes to the principal 
occurrence, as one of its determining factors, he cannot recover. 
Where, in conjunction with the occurrence, he contributes only to his 
own injury, he may recover the amount that the defendant responsible 
for the event should pay for such injury, less a sum deemed a suitable 
equivalent for his own imprudence. 

“Accepting, though with some hesitation, the judgment of the trial court, 
fixing the damage incurred by the plaintiff at Pesos 5,000.00, the 
equivalent of $2,500 U.S. money, we deduct therefrom $2,500.00, the 
amount fairly attributable to his negligence, and direct judgment to be 
entered in favor of the plaintiff for the resulting sum of Pesos 2,500.00, 
with costs of both instances, and ten days hereafter let the case be 
remanded to the court below for proper action.” 

Taylor vs. Manila Electric Co. 
16 Phil. 8 (source) 

Facts: The defendant left some 20 to 30 fulminating caps used for blasting 
charges of dynamite scattered in the premises behind its power plant. 
The plaintiff, a boy of 15 years of age, in company with another boy 12 
years of age, entered the premises of the defendant, saw the blasting 
caps and carried them away. On their way back they met a girl 9 years 
of age and they went together to the house of the 12-year old boy. The 
boys then made a series of experiments with the caps. They thrust the 
ends of the wires into an electric light socket and obtained no result. 
They next tried to break the cap with a stone and failed. Then they 
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opened one of the caps with a knife, and finding that it was filled with a 
yellowish substance they got matches, and the plaintiff held the cap 
while the other boy applied a lighted match to the contents. An 
explosion followed, causing injuries to the three. This action was 
brought to recover damages for the injuries suffered by the plaintiff. 

Held: “It is clear that the accident could not have happened had not the 
fulminating caps been left exposed at the point where they were found, 
or if their owner had exercised due care in keeping them in an 
appropriate place; but it is equally clear that plaintiff would not have 
been injured had he not, for his own pleasure and convenience, 
entered upon defendant’s premises, and strolled around thereon with 
the express permission of the defendant, and had he not picked up 
and carried away the property of the defendant which he found on its 
premises, and had he not thereafter deliberately cut open one of the 
caps and applied a match to its contents. 

x x x x x 
 “But while we hold that the entry of the plaintiff upon defendant’s 

property with defendant’s express invitation or permission would not 
have relieved defendant from responsibility for injuries incurred thereby 
plaintiff, without other fault on his part, if such injury were attributable to 
the negligence of the defendant, we are of the opinion that under all 
the circumstances of this case the negligence of the defendant in 
leaving the caps exposed on its premises was not the proximate cause 
of the injury received by the plaintiff, which therefore was not, properly 
speaking, ‘attributable to the negligence of the defendant’, and, on the 
other hand, we are satisfied that plaintiff’s action in cutting open the 
detonating cap and putting a match to its contents was the proximate 
cause of the explosion and of the resulting injuries inflicted upon the 
plaintiff, and that the defendant, therefore, is not civilly responsible for 
the injuries thus incurred.” 

Laguna Tayabas Bus vs. Cornista 
11 SCRA 181 (source) 

Facts: Cornista was a passenger of a bus owned by the Laguna Tayabas 
Bus. The driver of the bus drove at high speed even on sharp curves 
and in turning one of the curves Cornista fell and suffered physical 
injuries. The bus was not covered or protected by any bar to safeguard 
passengers sitting at the extreme ends of the seats. The company 
contended that it was the contributory negligence of Cornista which 
was the cause of her injuries and should not be allowed to recover. 

http://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri1964/may1964/gr_l-22193_1964.html
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Held: “…While the Court of Appeals found her chargeable with 
contributory negligence because, instead of holding the hand of her 
friend, Myrna Cruz, who was seated beside her, she should have held 
tenaciously on the bus itself. We believe with said Court that while 
such circumstance justifies the reduction of the moral damages 
awarded by the Court of origin, it does not justify the exemption from 
liability of petitioner herein.” The bus company was held liable. 

Power of Court to mitigate damages on equitable grounds. 

“Art. 2215. In contracts, quasi-contracts, and quasi-delicts, the court may equitably mitigate the 
damages under circumstances other than the case referred to in the preceding article, as in the 
following instances: 
 “1. That the plaintiff himself has contravened the terms of the contract; 
 “2. That the plaintiff has derived some benefit as a result of the contract; 
 “3. In cases where exemplary damages are to be guarded, that the defendant acted upon 
the advice of the counsel; 
 “4. That the loss would have resulted in any event; 
 “5. That since the filing of the action, the defendant has done his best to lessen the 
plaintiff’s loss or injury.” 

The above-quoted provision empowers the courts to mitigate the 
damages recoverable by the plaintiff in contracts, quasi-contracts and quasi-
delicts, and gives five instances where courts may properly exercise such 
power. The courts have the power to mitigate the damages recoverable in 
cases other than the five instances enumerated above when the facts of the 
case so warrant. 

Any circumstance which mitigates the injury sustained by breach of 
contract must be considered in measuring the damages. Damages arising 
from the plaintiff’s breach of the contract on which he sues may be shown to 
reduce his claim and the defendant may also show that even had he himself 
performed his contract, the plaintiff would not have been able to do so. Any 
benefit derived by the plaintiff under a contract must be charged against him 
in the assessment of damages for its breach. The defendant, however, is not 
entitled to any deduction of that which was to occur subsequently to a 
discharge of his liability under the terms of his contract. 
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If, in an action for damages, intention is involved as an element of 
aggravation, advice of counsel is pertinent and may be shown as tending to 
mitigate the damages, although such advice is not a matter of justification 
which would defeat such an action. Generally, advice of counsel operates 
only in mitigation of exemplary or vindictive damages and does not bar an 
action, nor is it any defense to one for actual damages caused by a wrongful 
act. Where malice, however, is an essential element of the cause of action, 
the fact that the defendant acted in good faith upon legal advice is a good 
defense, as in the case of an action for malicious prosecution. 

Generally speaking, the defendant may show, in mitigation of 
damages, that the act complained of was a benefit rather than an injury to the 
plaintiff, at least where the wrongful act is in itself an advantage to the 
plaintiff, or directly results in an actual, present, material benefit. 

A showing in mitigation of damages may also be made of any thing 
done by the defendant since the commencement of the action, by way of 
amends for the injury inflicted on the plaintiff, such as payments made 
pending the suit. Part payment made by the party guilty of the breach should 
be considered in reduction of damages where their necessary effect is to 
reduce the loss, but not payments made under a mistake of law or fact by a 
third person who was a stranger to the obligation in question or payments 
made from a collateral source. The consideration received by one injured as 
a consequence of a tort committed by two or more tort-feasors operates to 
reduce, pro tanto, the amount of damages he is entitled to recover against 
any other tort-feasor responsible for his injuries, this is true whether the tort-
feasors be joint or independent. If treatment of a personal injury caused by 
another’s wrong reduces the resulting damages, the reduction relieves 
wrongdoer pro tanto.41 

It has been held that when the obligation has been partly performed, 
the court is authorized to reduce the penalty imposed therein.42 Courts are 
authorized to intervene for the reduction of a penalty stipulated in a contract 
when the principal obligation has been partly or irregularly fulfilled and the 
                                                 
41 15 Am.Jur., 611-614. 
42 Bachrach Motor vs. Espiritu, 32 Phi. 346. 
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court can see that the party demanding the penalty has received the benefits 
on such fulfillment from the wrongdoer pro tanto.43 

No proof of pecuniary loss necessary to recover moral, nominal, 
temperate, liquidated or exemplary damages, but factual basis must 
be shown. 

“No proof of pecuniary loss is necessary in order that moral, nominal, 
temperate, liquidated or exemplary damages may be adjudicated. The 
assessment of such damages is left to the discretion of the court, according 
to the circumstances of each case.” 

This provision has been interpreted to mean that while no proof of 
pecuniary loss is necessary in order that moral, nominal, temperate, 
liquidated or exemplary damages may be recovered, it is essential that the 
claimant should satisfactorily prove the existence of the factual basis of the 
damages and its causal relation go defendant’s acts. In other words, it must 
be proven that the act or omission of the defendant is wrongful or that he 
acted with fraud or in bad faith.44 

Moral Damages 

What it includes. –  
“Art. 2177. Moral damages include physical suffering, mental anguish, fright, serious anxiety, 
besmirched reputation, wounded feelings, moral shock, mental humiliation, and similar injury. 
Though incapable of pecuniary computation, moral damages may be recovered if they are the 
proximate result of defendant’s wrongful act of omission.” 

Nature. – Moral damages, though incapable of pecuniary estimation, 
are in the category of an award designed to compensate claimant for actual 
injury suffered and not to impose a penalty on the wrongdoer.45 

Requisites in order that moral damages may be recovered. – In order 
that moral damages may be recovered it is necessary that (a) the claimant 
prove the existence of the factual basis of the damage, that is, the physical 
suffering, mental anguish, fright, serious anxiety, besmirched reputation, 
                                                 
43 Lambert vs. Fox, 26 Phil. 588. 
44 San Miguel Brewery, Inc vs. Magno, 21 SCRA 292; Rasgas vs. Traya, 22 SCRA 839; Ong Yiu vs. 
Court of Appeals, 223. 
45 Malonzo vs. Galang, 109 Phil. 16; Enervida vs. De La Torre, 55 SCRA 339, 347. 
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wounded feelings, moral shock, social humiliation and similar injury, and 
(b) its causal relation to defendant’s acts or omission (Art. 2217). In 
Enervida vs. De La Torre, 55 SCRA 339, 347, the Supreme Court held: 

“Furthermore, while no proof of pecuniary loss is necessary in order that 
moral damages may be awarded, the amount of indemnity being left to the 
discretion of the court (Art. 2216), it is, nevertheless, essential that the 
claimant satisfactorily prove the existence of the factual basis of the 
damage (Art. 2217) and its causal relation to defendant’s acts. This is so 
because moral damages, though incapable of pecuniary estimation, are in 
the category of an award designed to compensate the claimant for actual 
injury suffered and not to impose a penalty on the wrongdoer (Algara vs. 
Sandejas, 27 Phil 284). The trial court and the Court of Appeals both 
seem to be of the opinion that the mere fact that respondents were sued 
without any legal foundation entitled them to an award of moral damages, 
hence they made no definite finding as to what the supposed moral 
damages suffered consist of. Such a conclusion would make of moral 
damages a penalty, which they are not, rather than a compensation for 
actual injury suffered, which they are intended to be. Moral damages, in 
other words, are not corrective or exemplary damages.” 

In San Miguel Brewery, Inc. vs. Magno, 21 SCRA 292, 300, the 
Supreme Court also held: 

“In order that moral damages may be awarded, there must be pleading and 
proof of moral suffering, mental anguish, fright and the like (Darang vs. 
Belizar L-19487, January 31, 1967). While no proof of pecuniary loss is 
necessary in order that moral damages may be awarded, the amount of 
indemnity being left to the discretion of the court (Article 2216), it is, 
nevertheless, essential that the claimant should satisfactorily prove the 
existence of the factual basis of the damages (Article 2217) and its causal 
connection to defendant’s acts. This is so, because moral damages, though 
incapable of pecuniary estimation, are in the category of an award, 
designed to compensate the claimant for actual injury suffered and not to 
impose a penalty on the wrong-doer (Algara vs. Sandejas, 27 Phil. 284; 
Malonzo vs. Galang, L-13851, July 27, 1960)…” 

Sentimental value of property may be considered. –  
“Art. 2218. In the adjudication of moral damages, the sentimental value of property, real or 
personal, may be considered.” 
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Cases where moral damages may be recovered 

Art. 2219. Moral damages may be recovered in the following and 
analogous cases: 

(1) A criminal offense resulting in physical injuries; 
(2) Quasi-delicts causing physical injuries; 
(3) Seduction, abduction, rape or other lascivious acts; 
(4) Adultery or concubinage; 
(5) Illegal or arbitrary detention or arrest; 
(6) Illegal search; 
(7) Libel, slander or any other form of defamation; 
(8) Malicious prosecution; 
(9) Acts mentioned in article 309; 
(10) Acts and actions referred to in articles 21, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 

34 and 35. 
The parents of the female seduced, abducted, raped, or abused, 

referred to in No. 3 of this article, may also recover moral damages. 

The spouse, descendants, ascendants, and brothers and sisters may 
bring the action mentioned in No. 9 of the article, in the owner named. 
Art. 2220. Willful injury to property may be a legal ground for awarding moral damages if the court 
should find that, under the circumstances, such damages are justly due. The same rule applies to 
breaches of contract where the defendant acted fraudulently or in bad faith. 

 

Illustrative cases 

Physical injury cases 

(a) Where a 13-year old girl was seriously injured as a result of an 
automobile collision in which both femurs were broken as to require 
extended hospitalization and treatment with great pain and suffering, her 
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claim for moral damages in the amount of Pesos 2,500 was granted in 
addition to other damages.46 

(b) Where plaintiff was thrown out of a truck in which he was a 
passenger, fell unconscious with blood streaming from his nose and mouth, 
had internal hemorrhage and pains on the right chest which were aggravated 
by bleeding and coughing, developed traumatism of the chest and turned out 
to have ruptured some of the blood vessels in this lungs and fractured ribs, 
which caused him pain for nearly six months, an award of moral damages of 
Pesos 4,000 was justified and proper.47 

(c) Plaintiff, his wife and child were injured when defendant’s bus 
where they were riding as passengers fell into a ditch due to the fault of 
defendant’s driver who was convicted. Plaintiff who was only 26 years old 
lost the use of his limbs and became a paralytic for life. The Supreme Court 
held that the award to him of Pesos 30,000 as moral damages, in addition to 
the other damages, was proper.48 

Seduction, abduction, rape and other lascivious acts 

(a) A defendant who committed acts of lasciviousness upon the person 
of the plaintiff, a married woman, on the occasion of a business visit, when 
such incident was known only to two taxi drivers, the parties and the 
plaintiff’s husband, was condemned to pay Pesos 1,000 moral damages 
considering that the social and financial rating of the offender and offended 
party were not too impressive.49 

(b) Accused Fontanilla has sexual intercourse several times with Fe 
Castro, a 15-year old virgin who was placed in his house as a household 
helper by her mother. The accused was convicted of qualified seduction and 
was ordered to pay Pesos 500 as moral damages. On appeal the Supreme 

                                                 
46 San Jose vs. Del Mundo, 91 Phil. 170. 
47 Layda vs. Court of Appeals, L-4487, Jan 29, 1952. 
48 Marchan vs. Mendoza, 24 SCRA 888. 
49 Dominding vs. Ng. L-107872, Feb. 28, 1958. 
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Court awarded the offended party and her parents moral damages in the 
amount of Pesos 2,500 under Art. 2219 of the Civil Code.50 

 

Malicious prosecution 

(a) Where petitioner with blind persistence has filed case after case 
and complaint after complaint against the respondent and no single case had 
prospered, she is liable to respondent for moral damages in the amount of 
Pesos 4,000 in addition to the actual damages.51 

(b) Manila Gas Corp. charged Isidro Ongsip a reputable businessman 
with qualified theft in the Pasay City Fiscal’s Office. The charge was 
dismissed. The Supreme Court held that charge was malicious and 
condemned Manila Gas Corp. to pay Ongsip Pesos 50,000 moral damages.52 

(c) Defendant charged plaintiff, a lady lawyer, with theft of electricity 
by using a “jumper” in the Office of the Provincial Fiscal of Rizal. The 
complaint was dismissed. The defendant made the charge through reckless 
negligence. Defendant was ordered to pay moral damages to the plaintiff in 
the amount of Pesos 25,000.53 

Moral damages for breach of contract 

Ordinarily, moral damages are not recoverable in breaches of contract 
unless the defendant acted fraudulently or in bad faith (Art. 2219, Civil 
Code). The Supreme Court has held that “in cases of breach of contract 
(including one of transportation), proof of bad faith or fraud (dolus) i.e., 
wanton or deliberate injurious conduct is essential to justify an award of 
moral damages”.54  

The following cases illustrate situations where moral damages were 
granted for breaches of contract of transportation: 
                                                 
50 People vs. Fontanilla, 23 SCRA 1227. 
51 Hawpia vs. Court of Appeals, 20 SCRA 537. 
52 Manila Gas Corp. vs. Court of Appeals, 100 SCRA 602. 
53 Yutuk vs. Manila Electric Co., 2 SCRA 337. 
54 Mercado vs. Lira, 3 SCRA 124, 132; Fores Vs. Miranda, G.R. No. L-12163, March 4, 1959. 
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(a) Plaintiff Carrascoso was the holder of a first-class airplane ticket 
to Rome in defendant Air France’s airline. At Bangkok he was forced by 
defendant’s employees to vacate his seat which was given to a white 
passenger. Plaintiff was transferred to the tourist class against his will. The 
Supreme Court affirmed the award or Pesos 25,000 as moral damages to the 
plaintiff.55 

(b) Plaintiff Fernando Lopez, Vice-President of the Philippines, his 
wife, daughter and son-in-law were holders of first class tickets issued by 
Pan American World Airways in its Tokyo-San Francisco flight. In Tokyo 
defendant’s employees informed plaintiffs that there was no accommodation 
for them in the first class but only in the tourist class. Because of their 
pressing engagements in the United States the plaintiffs were forced to ride 
in the tourist class to their embarrassment and humiliation. The Supreme 
Court found that there was bad faith in connection with the cancellation and 
awarded Pesos 200,000 moral damages to the plaintiffs.56 

(c) Plaintiff Zulueta a passenger in the plane of the defendant was 
rudely and roughly treated by airline officials, unjustifiably required to open 
his bags, referred to as a monkey, left at Wake Island and had to return to 
Manila after two days by another plane paying his own fare. The Supreme 
Court held that the plaintiff was entitled to moral damages in the amount of 
Pesos 500,000. Among the factors taken into account in assessing moral 
damages were the professional, social, political and financial standing of the 
offended parties on one hand, and the business and financial position of the 
offender on the other.57  

Plaintiff, a prominent lawyer and businessman had a first class ticket 
issued by the defendant from Manila to several cities in the U.S., Europe and 
return. On his return from Rome, he was compelled to take the tourist class 
when defendant’s employees found that he was a Filipino and his seat was 

                                                 
55 Air France vs. Carrascoso, 18 SCRA 155. 
56 Lopez et als., vs. Pan American World Airways, 43 SCRA 431.. 
57 Zulueta vs. Pan American World Airways, 43 SCRA 397. 
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given to a Belgian. Plaintiff was awarded Pesos 150,000 moral damages 
from the defendant.58 

Acts contrary to morals, good customs or public policy. 

(a) The acts of a wife consisting of refusal to perform her wifely 
duties, her denial of consortium and desertion of her husband, going abroad, 
obtaining a divorce from her husband and marrying somebody else, 
constitute a willful infliction of injury upon plaintiff’s feeling in a manner 
contrary to morals, good customs or public policy and justifies the award of 
moral damages in the amount of Pesos 25,000 to her husband.59 

(b) The defendant agreed to set the date of his wedding with the 
plaintiff by applying for a marriage license. Invitations for the wedding were 
sent and the plaintiff made the necessary preparations for the wedding. Two 
days before the scheduled wedding, the defendant left for his hometown 
leaving a note that he was postponing the wedding. The Supreme Court held 
that the acts of the defendant were contrary to good customs and under Art. 
21 of the Civil Code he was liable in damages to the plaintiff. The Supreme 
Court also held that Pesos 15,000 in moral and exemplary damages was 
reasonable.60 

(c) A married man who forced a woman not his wife to have carnal 
relations with him and as a result she became pregnant is liable in moral 
damages to the woman under Arts. 21 and 2219 of the Civil Code.61 

(d) Defendant, a married man, through a clever strategy succeeded in 
winning the love and affection of Lolita Pe to the extent of having illicit 
relations with her. Later Lolita disappeared from the parental home. The 
Supreme Court held that the acts of the defendant’s acts constituted a 
violation of Art. 21 of the Civil Code and liable to the plaintiffs who are the 

                                                 
58 Ortigas vs. Lufthansa German Airlines, 64 SCRA 610. 
59 Tenchavez vs. Escano, 17 SCRA 672, 679. 
60 Wassmer vs. Velez, 12 SCRA 648. 
61 Quimiguing vs. Icao, 34 SCRA 132. 
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parents, brothers and sisters of Lolita Pe in the amount of Pesos 5,000 as 
moral damages.62 

Cases where moral damages were held not recoverable. – 

(a) Plaintiff Ong Yiu was a passenger in the Philippine Air Lines 
plane from Mactan, Cebu for Butuan City. Upon arrival in Butuan one of his 
luggage containing valuable papers was missing. Upon inquiry by the airline 
officials it was found that the luggage was over-carried to Manila. Later the 
luggage was delivered to Ong Yiu. He sued for damages. The Supreme 
Court held that “In the absence of wrongful act or omission or of fraud or 
bad faith, petitioner is not entitled to moral damages.”63 

(b) The worries and anxiety of defendant in a litigation that was not 
maliciously instituted are not the moral damages contemplated in the law. 
“The adverse result of an action does not per se make the act wrongful and 
subject the actor to the payment of moral damages. The law could not have 
meant to impose a penalty on the right to litigate; such right is so precious 
that moral damages may not be charged on those who may exercise it 
erroneously.64 

(c) Where there is no clear showing of malice on the part of the 
petitioner in filing the action and the worries and anxiety suffered by 
respondent were only such as are usually caused to a party hailed into court 
as a defendant in a litigation, it is held that there is no sufficient justification 
for the award of moral damages.65 

(d) One who makes use of his own legal right does no injury. Qui jure 
suo utitur mullum damnum facit. If no damage results from a person’s 
exercising his legal rights, it is damnum abaque injuria.66 

(e) Moral damages are not recoverable on a breach of promise to 
marry. The reason for this is clear. The mere breach of promise to marry is 
                                                 
62 Pe vs. Pe, 5 SCRA 209. 
63 Ong Yiu vs. Court of Appeals, 91 SCRA 223, 229. 
64 Salao vs. Salao, 70 SCRA 69. 
65 Solis & Yarisantos vs. Salvador, 14 SCRA 887. 
66 Auyong Hian vs. Court of Tax Appeals, 59 SCRA 110, 134. 
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not actionable. Not being actionable, there can be no basis for an award for 
damages, whether moral or exemplary.67 However, if in addition to the 
promise to marry the defendant commits acts contrary to morals, good 
customs or public policy he may be held liable for moral damages.68 

NOMINAL DAMAGES 

“Art. 2221. Nominal damages are adjudicated in order that a right of the plaintiff, which has been 
violated or invaded by the defendant, may be vindicated or recognized and not for the purpose of 
indemnifying the plaintiff for any loss suffered by him. 
“Art. 2222. The Court may award nominal damages in every obligation arising from any source 
enumerated in Art. 1157, or in every case where any property right has been invaded. 
“Art. 2223. The adjudication of nominal damages shall preclude further contest upon the right 
involved and all accessory questions, as between the parties to the suit, or their respective heirs 
and assigns.” 

“Nominal damages” is a term which is used to distinguish a certain 
type of damage awards from those awards given as actual, substantial, or 
compensatory damages. Any award which is not of a significant amount of 
money and which is given primarily as a courts declaration of the rightness 
of a claim, is a “nominal” award. The Restatement of Contracts says of 
“nominal damages” that such an award is one “of a small sum fixed without 
regard to the amount of harm” granted when a right of action from breach of 
contract exists, but when the harm is not measurable or even demonstrable.69 

Nominal damages are those recoverable where a legal right is to be 
indicated against an invasion that has produced no actual present loss of any 
kind or where, from the nature of the case, some injury has been done the 
amount of which the proofs fail to show. The law infers some damage from 
the breach of an agreement or the invasion of a right; and if no evidence is 
given of any particular amount of loss, it declares the right by awarding what 
it terms “nominal damages”. The allowance of such damages is generally 
based on the ground either that every injury complained of would in the 

                                                 
67 Hermosisima vs. Court of Appeals, 109 Phil. 629; Estopa vs. Piansay, 1090 Phil. 640; Galang Vs. Court 
of Appeals, 4 SCRA 55. 
68 Wassmer vs. Velez, 12 SCRA 648; Pe vs Pe, 5 SCRA 200. 
69 O’eck, Damages to Persons and Property, Part I, Sec. 72, pp. 46-47. 
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future be evidence in favor of the wrongdoer, for if continued for a sufficient 
length of time, the invasion of the plaintiff’s rights would ripen into a 
prescriptive right in favor of the defendant.70 

The assessment of nominal damages is left to the discretion of the 
court, according to the circumstances of the case. They are not intended for 
indemnification of loss suffered but for the vindication or recognition of a 
right violated or invaded. Thus where a lawyer was negligent in not 
depositing on time the appeal bond and filing the record on appeal within the 
extension period granted by the court, which brought the refusal by the trial 
court to allow the record on appeal, he was condemned to pay the aggrieved 
party the amount of Pesos 200.00 as nominal damages. The court also held 
that award of nominal damages precludes the recovery of temperate or 
moderate damages.71 An award of Pesos 10,000.00 by way of “nominal” 
damages, in an action against the holder of a public service permit on death 
and injury claims arising out of a jeepney wreck, substantial compensatory 
damages also being awarded is improper, both because such an amount is 
not “nominal” and because nominal damages cannot co-exist with 
compensatory damages.72 In another case,74 the Supreme Court held that 
“nominal” damages in the amount of Pesos 20,000 for failure of defendant to 
execute a deed of sale for a lot almost three years after full payment was 
excessive and reduced the amount of Pesos 10,000 “nominal” damages. We 
humbly believe that the term “nominal” is not accurate because “nominal” 
means one “of a small sum fixed without regard to the harm”.75 Pesos 
10,000 is not a small amount even in these inflationary times. It would have 
been better if the amount awarded was designated as “temperate or 
moderate” damages under Art. 2224 of the Civil Code.76 

                                                 
70 15 Am. Jur., pp. 390-391. 
71 Ventanilla vs. Centeno, 1 SCRA 215. 
72 Medina vs. Crescencia, L-8194, July 11, 1956, 52 O.G. 4606. 
74 Robes-Francisco Realty etc. vs. Court of First Instance of Rizal, 86 SCRA 59. 
75 See Restatement of Contracts; O’eck Damages to Persons and Property Part I, Sec. 72, pp. 46-47. 
76 See Araneta vs. Bank of America, 40 SCRA 144. 
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TEMPERATE OR MODERATE DAMAGES 

“Art. 2224. Temperate or moderate damages, which are more than nominal but less than 
compensatory damages, may be recovered when the court finds that some pecuniary loss has 
been suffered but its amount can not, from the nature of the case, be proved, with certainty.” 
“Art. 2225. Temperate damages must be reasonable under the circumstances.” 

There are cases where from the nature of the case, definite proof of 
pecuniary loss cannot be offered, although the court is convinced that there 
has been such loss. For instance, injury to one’s commercial credit or to the 
goodwill of business firm is often hard to show with certainty in terms of 
money. Should damages be denied for that reason? The judge should be 
empowered to calculate moderate damages in such case, rather than that the 
plaintiff should suffer, without redress, from the defendant’s wrongful act.77 
In a case of unfair competition, where plaintiff was able to prove that he 
suffered pecuniary loss but not the amount thereof, the Court awarded 
temperate or moderate damages.78 Where a check was wrongfully 
dishonored by a bank, the plaintiff was awarded Pesos 200.00 by way of 
temperate damages.79 

No proof of pecuniary loss is necessary in order that temperate 
damages may be adjudicated. The assessment of such damages is left to the 
discretion of the court according to the circumstances of the case.80 

Araneta vs. Bank of America 
40 SCRA 144 

Facts: Petitioner Leopoldo Araneta was a merchant engaged in the import 
and export business. He issued a check for $500 payable to cash and 
drawn against the San Francisco office of the Bank of America. The 
check was dishonored although he had sufficient balance to cover the 
amount of the check and stamped with the notation “Account Closed”. 
The Bank apologized and promised that the incident does not happen 
again. On two subsequent occasions, Araneta’s checks were also 

                                                 
77 Report, Code Commission, p. 75. 
78 Castro vs. Ice & Cold Storage Industries, L-10147, Dec. 7, 1958. 
79 Atlanta Nat. Bank vs. Davis, 96 Ga. 334, 23 S.F. 190. 
80 Art. 2216, Civil Code. 
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dishonored although he had a sufficient deposit to cover their value. 
Plaintiff sued the defendant. The trial court awarded a total of Pesos 
120,000 damages but the Court of Appeals eliminated the 
compensatory damages and reduced the moral damages and the 
exemplary damages. Plaintiff appealed to the Supreme Court. 

Held: “The question, therefore, is whether or not on the basis of the 
findings of the Court of Appeals, there is reason to conclude that the 
petitioner did sustain some pecuniary loss although no sufficient proof 
of the amount thereof has been adduced. In rejecting the claim for 
temperate damages the said Court referred specifically to the 
petitioner’s failure to prove ‘the existence of a supposed contract for 
him to buy jewels at a profit, in connection with which he issued the 
two checks which were dishonored by the respondent. This may be 
true as far as it goes, that is, with particular reference to the alleged 
loss in that particular transaction. But it does not detract from the 
finding of the same Court that actual damages has been suffered. 

“The petitioner, as found by the Court of Appeals, is a merchant of long 
standing and good reputation in the Philippines. Some of his records 
are cited in the decision appealed from. We are of the opinion that his 
claim for temperate damages is legally justified. Considering all the 
circumstances, including the rather small size of the petitioner’s 
account with the respondent, the amounts of the checks which were 
wrongfully dishonored, and the fact that the respondent tried to rectify 
the error soon after it was discovered, although the rectification came 
after the damage had been caused, we believe that an award of Pesos 
5,000 by way of temperate damages is sufficient.” 

LIQUIDATED DAMAGES 

“Art. 2226. Liquidated damages are those agreed upon by the parties to a contract, to be paid in 
case of breach thereof. 
“Art. 2227. Liquidated damages whether intended as an indemnity or a penalty, shall be equitably 
reduced if they are iniquitous or unconscionable. 
“Art. 2228. When the breach of the contract committed by the defendant is not the one 
contemplated by the parties in agreeing upon the liquidated damages, the law shall determine the 
measure of damages and not the stipulation.” 

While penalties and liquidated damages are dealt with separately in 
Arts. 1229 and 2227 of the Civil Code, the fundamental rules governing 
them still remain basically the same, leaving them subject to reduction 
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where equity so requires.81 Liquidated damages, whether intended as 
indemnity or penalty, shall be equitably reduced if they are iniquitous or 
unconscionable. The reason is that in both cases the stipulation is contra 
bonos mores under Art. 1306 of the Civil Code. It is mere technicality to 
refuse to lessen the damages to their just amount simply because the 
stipulation is not meant to be a penalty. An immoral stipulation is none the 
less immoral because it is called an indemnity.82 Where there is partial or 
irregular performance in a contract providing for liquidated damages, it can 
be said that the court may mitigate the sum stipulated therein since it is to be 
presumed that the parties only contemplated a total breach of the contract. 
And this is usually so because of the difficulty or sometimes inability of the 
parties to ascertain or gauge beforehand, the amount of indemnity in case of 
a partial breach, just as it is equally perplexing to foresee the extent of a 
partial or irregular performance.83 

Although a contract between an author and a publisher gave defendant 
publisher the exclusive right to publish a certain manuscript of plaintiffs in 
consideration of which it agreed to pay plaintiff Pesos 30,000 in eight 
quarterly installments as a “liquidated balance” due him, all unpaid 
installments to become due and payable in the event of default in paying any 
of them, it was held that this clause, regarded as a liquidated damage clause, 
was excessive under all the circumstances and should be reduced, in 
accordance with Art. 2227 of the Civil Code to Pesos 15,000.84 

Considering that the contract of lease contemplated a total amount of 
Pesos 48,000, for tenancy of six years, the possibility that the owner could 
not find a new tenant in many months, and the necessity of employment of 
counsel, the sum of Pesos 5,000 awarded as liquidated damages for breach 
of contract may not be regarded as iniquitous.85 

                                                 
81 Joe’s Radio & Electrical Supply vs. Alto Electronics Corp. L-12376, Aug 23, 1958. 
82 Report, Code Commission, p. 75. 
83 Joe’s Radio & Electrical Supply vs. Alto Electronics Corp. L-12376, Aug. 22, 1958. 
84 Albert vs. University Publishing Co., L-9300, April 18, 1958. 
85 Gozon vs. vda. De Barrameda, 11 SCRA 376. 
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EXEMPLARY OR CORRECTIVE DAMAGES 

“Art. 2229. Exemplary or corrective damages are imposed, by way of example or correction for the 
public good, in addition to the moral, temperate, liquidated or compensatory damages.” 

Exemplary or corrective damages are generally defined or described 
as damages which are given in enhancement merely of the ordinary damages 
on account of the wanton, reckless, malicious or oppressive character of the 
acts complained of. Such damages go beyond the actual damages suffered in 
the case; they are allowed as a punishment of the defendant and as a 
deterrent to others. The terms “exemplary, punitive and vindictive” damages 
are used interchangeably.86 

Thus an employer who, after dismissing an employee whose 
employment was without a definite period, on the ground of illness, without 
giving him either one month’s notice in advance or the corresponding 
severance pay, resisted the employee’s claim, forcing him to litigate for 
many years, was held liable for exemplary damages of Pesos 1,000 although 
the pay due the employee was only Pesos 440.96.87 Where a defendant 
maliciously undermined plaintiff’s credit with a bank causing the bank to 
obtain an unwarranted writ of execution against the plaintiff, such plaintiff 
was entitled to recover exemplary damages from the defendant.88 
“Art. 2230. In criminal offenses, exemplary damages as a part of the civil liability may be imposed 
when the crime was committed with one or more aggravating circumstances. Such damages are 
separate and distinct from fines and shall be paid to the offended party.” 

It was held that where there was no treachery nor any other 
aggravating circumstance in the commission of the crime, the accused 
should not be made to pay for both moral and exemplary damages, but for 
moral damages only, aside, of course, from the actual damages involved.89 
“Art. 2231. In quasi-delicts, exemplary damages may be granted if the defendant acted with gross 
negligence.” 

                                                 
86 15 Am. Jur., p. 698. 
87 Nadura vs. Benguet Consolidated, 5 SCRA 879. 
88 Coleongco vs. Claparols, 10 SCRA 577. 
89 Perez vs. Court of Appeals, 13 SCRA 444. 
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Persons engaged in an illegal operation of a bus service, in 
competition with a legitimate operator were held liable for exemplary 
damages in addition to actual damages.89a 
“Art. 2232. In contracts and quasi-contracts, the court may award exemplary damages if the 
defendant acted in a wanton fraudulent, reckless, oppressive, or malevolent manner.” 

Where defendants, taking advantage of plaintiff’s good faith, 
requested deferment of the payment until the installation of the bowling 
alleys contracted for shall have been completed; but the installation having 
completed defendants under one pretext or another, refused without just 
cause to pay what was due the plaintiff and wrote letters to the plaintiff 
containing unsavory and discourteous remarks which showed lack of 
intention to pay their just obligation, said defendants were condemned to pay 
moral and exemplary damages of Pesos 20,000.90 

Where defendant airline company for reasons of self-interest 
cancelled plaintiffs’ first class ticket and compelled plaintiffs to travel in the 
tourist class to their embarrassment and humiliation because the persons 
welcoming them at the various airports expected to see them in the first and 
not in the tourist class, one of the plaintiffs being a very high government 
official, the defendant was ordered to pay the plaintiffs Pesos 75,000.00 as 
exemplary or corrective damages, the Supreme Court pointing out that the 
rationale behind exemplary or corrective damages was, as the name implies, 
to provide an example or correction for public good.91 

Where a passenger was given a first class accommodation in 
petitioner’s plane when it left Manila, and upon arrival in Okinawa he was 
rudely compelled to travel tourist class notwithstanding his protest and 
statement that he was traveling in his official capacity as a delegate of the 
Republic of the Philippines to a conference in Tokyo, and the agent of the 

                                                 
89a Darang vs. Belizar et al., 19 SCRA 214. 
90 Pan Pacific Co. vs. Phil. Advertising, 23 SCRA 977. 
91 Lopez vs. Pan American World Airways, 16 SCRA 431. 
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petitioner acted in a wanton, reckless and oppressive manner, the respondent 
was awarded Pesos 20,000.00 exemplary damages.92 

Where defendant simply refused, without giving any reason therefore, 
to pay rentals and to vacate the leased premises in open violation of his 
undertaking to the effect that his default in the performance of obligation 
shall ‘automatically vacate and peacefully surrender to the lessor the 
possession of said premises’, said defendant acted in wanton disregard of his 
contractual obligations and pursuant to Art. 2232 of the Civil Code, the court 
may award exemplary damages in favor o the lessor.93 
“Art. 2233. Exemplary damages cannot be recovered as a matter of right; the court will decide 
whether or not they should be adjudicated. 
“Art. 2234. While the amount of the exemplary damages need not be proved, the plaintiff must 
show that he is entitled to moral, temperate or compensatory damages before the court may 
consider the question of whether or not exemplary damages should be awarded. In case liquidated 
damages have been agreed upon, although no proof of loss is necessary in order that such 
liquidated damages may be recovered, nevertheless, before the court may consider the question of 
granting exemplary in addition to the liquidated damages, the plaintiff must show that he would be 
entitled to moral, temperate or compensatory damages were it not for the stipulation for liquidated 
damages.” 

Our jurisprudence sets certain conditions when exemplary damages 
may be awarded as follows: 

First: They may be imposed by way of example or correction only in 
addition, to compensatory damages, and cannot be recovered as a matter of 
right, their determination depending upon the amount of compensatory 
damages that may be awarded to the claimant. 

Second: The claimant must first establish his right to moral, 
temperate, liquidated or compensatory damages. 

Third: The wrongful act must be accompanied by bad faith, and the 
award should be allowed only if the guilty party acted in a wanton, 
fraudulent, reckless, oppressive or malevolent manner.94 

                                                 
92 Northwest Airlines vs. Cuenca, 14 SCRA 1063. 
93 Yulo vs. Chan Pe, 53 O.G. 5633. 
94 Octot vs. Ybanez, 111 SCRA 79. 
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Exemplary damages may be imposed by way of example or correction 
only in addition, among others, to compensatory damages, but that they 
cannot be recovered as a matter of right, their determination depending upon 
the discretion of the court. The amount of exemplary damages need not be 
proven because its determination depends upon the amount of compensatory 
damages that may be awarded to the claimant. If the amount of exemplary 
damages need not be proved, it need not also be alleged, and the reason is 
obvious because it is merely incidental or dependent upon what the court 
may award as compensatory damages. It follows as a necessary consequence 
that the amount of exemplary damages need not be pleaded in the complaint 
because the same cannot be predetermined. One can merely ask that it be 
determined by the court if in the use of its discretion the same is warranted 
by the evidence.95 Where the plaintiff has shown no cause of action and 
therefore not entitled to exemplary or corrective damages, she was also not 
entitled to exemplary or corrective damages since the latter are only 
additional damages.96 
“Art. 2235. A stipulation whereby exemplary damages are renounced in advance shall be null and 
void.” 

DIGEST OF SUPREME DECISIONS 
ON DAMAGES 

Breach of contracts generally. 

1. The damages recoverable upon breach of contract are, primarily, 
the ordinary, natural and in a sense the necessary damage resulting from the 
breach. Other damages, known as special damages, are recoverable where it 
appears that the particular conditions which made such damages a probable 
consequence of the breach were known to the delinquent party at the time of 
the contract was made. This proposition must be understood with the 
qualification that, if the damages are in the legal sense remote or speculative, 
knowledge of the special conditions which render such damages possible 
will not make them recoverable. Special damages of this character cannot be 

                                                 
95 Singson vs. Aragon, 92 Phil. 514; Marchan vs. Mendoza, 24 SCRA 388. 
96 Estopa vs. Piansay, L-14073, Sept. 30, 1960. 
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recovered unless made the subject of special stipulation (Daywalt vs. 
Corporation de PP. Agustinos Recoletos, 39 Phil. 587). 

2. The damages to which plaintiff is entitled upon rescission of 
contract are those incidental to the non-fulfillment of contract; not the 
expense which defendant would have to incur should he fulfill the obligation 
(Osorio and Tirona vs Bennet & Prov. Board of Cavite, 41 Phil. 301). 

3. The right of a seller to treat a contract as abrogated in case of non-
acceptance by the buyer and to sue for damages for the breach, without the 
formality of a judicial rescission, has been a practice sanctioned of late years 
by this Court in more cases than one of breach of a mercantile contract 
(Engel vs. Mariano Velasco & Co., 47 Phil. 115). 

4. The rate of exchange to be taken into consideration in fixing the 
damages from a breach of contract is the rate in effect at the time of the 
breach (Westminster Bank, Ltd. vs. Nasoor, Inc., 58 Phil. 8553). 

5. Except as to quality and quantity, the first of which is itself generic, 
the contract sets no bounds or limits to the palay to be paid, nor was there 
even any stipulation that the cereal was to be the produce of any particular 
land. Any palay of the quality stipulated regardless of origin or however 
acquired (lawfully) would be obligatory on the party of the obligee to 
receive and would discharge the obligation. It seems therefore plain that the 
alleged failure of crops through alleged fortuitous cause did not excuse non-
performance. “In binding himself to deliver centrifugal sugar the defendant 
promised a generic thing. It could be any centrifugal sugar without regard to 
origin or how he secured it. Hence, his inability to produce sugar, 
irrespective of the cause, did not relieve him from his commitment. War, 
like floods and other catastrophes, as a contingency, a collateral incident, 
which he could have provided for by proper stipulations.” (Bunge Corp. et 
al., vs. Comenforte & Co. et al., G.R. No. L-4440, Aug 29, 1952, 48 O.G. 
3377, Aug. 1952). 

Contracts for sale of land. 

1, The damages ordinarily recoverable against a vendor for failure to 
deliver land is the value of the use and occupation of the same for the period 
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withheld (Daywalt vs. Corporation de PP. Agustinos Recoletos, 39 Phil. 
587). 

2. By defendant’s breach of promise to convey lands, plaintiff lost the 
increase in price which a third party had promised to pay under a conditional 
contract of sale. It was held that plaintiff was entitled to such increase as 
damages (Enriquez de la Cavada vs. Diaz, 37 Phil. 982). 

Leases of real property. 

1. In an action for a breach of the terms of a lease, plaintiff is entitled 
to such damages as are the direct, immediate and probable result of the 
breach, and where the plaintiff has expended various sums of money in 
preparing to open a business as a merchant in the leased premises, he is 
entitled to recover the sums actually and necessarily expended in such 
preparation which may fairly be said to be within the purview of the parties 
when they entered into the lease (Lim Soco vs. Roxas, 26 Phil. 609). 

2. The lessee cannot avoid an action to secure payment and damages 
for the use and occupation by a claim that the lessor had broken the lease at 
its inception, when he continues to hold the premises and take the products 
therefrom, and has done so for more than a year without making a complaint 
(Melliza vs. Araneta, 33 Phil. 606). 

Contracts for the sale of personal property. 

1. Where there is a breach of contract for the sale of personal 
property, under the law and code, it is not necessary for the plaintiff to allege 
or prove loss of sales, gains or profits growing out of the breach. In such a 
case it is the market price or value of the property at the time and place of 
delivery from which the amount of damages is to be ascertained (Siuliong & 
Co. vs. Nanyo Shoji Kaisha, 42 Phil. 722). 

2. The measure of damage for breach of contract to furnish hemp of a 
certain quality, is the difference between this contract price and what the 
vendee was obliged to pay for same in the market (Castle Bros. vs. 
Gutierrez Hermanos, 11 Phil. 629). 
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3. The proper measure of damages for failure of the seller to deliver 
merchandise at the time agreed upon is the difference between the contract 
price and the price prevailing in the market at stipulated time and place of 
delivery (Lim Sengco vs. Lo Seng, 45 Phil. 372). To the same effect are the 
rulings in Siuliong vs. Ylagan, 43 Phil. 393; Warner Barnes vs. Inza, 43 
Phil. 505; Lopez vs. Tan Tioco, 8 Phil. 693; Lutero vs. Siuliong, 54 Phil. 
272). 

Breach of contracts of employment. 

1. Where an employee is wrongfully discharged he is entitled to 
recover damages to the extent of the amount stipulated for the remainder of 
the term. This prima facie damage may be reduced by showing that the 
employee failed to seek similar employment in the same vicinity and could 
have obtained the same; or that he actually obtained other employment for 
which he was paid. But the burden of proof is on the defendant to show non-
compliance with this obligation of plaintiff (Aldaz vs. Gay, 7 Phil. 268). 

2. A person employed under contract for a definite term who is 
discharged by the employer without cause before the termination of the 
service has a right to recover damages for the breach of contract, but the 
amount to be awarded does not necessarily include full unearned salary for 
the entire period for which the contract is yet to run. The amount to be 
awarded should be determined upon a fair appreciation of all the 
circumstances, and where the discharged employee goes into other lucrative 
business, his earning capacity in the other business should be considered in 
mitigation of the claim for unearned salary (Sotelo vs. Behn, Meyer & Co., 
57 Phil. 775). 

Building and construction contracts. 

1. As the owner was guilty of a breach of a building contract, making 
the cost of completion greater to the building thereafter than it would have 
been under normal fulfillment of the contract, said owner is liable for 
damages caused in addition to the contract price. But the payment will not 
deprive the owner of his right to desist from the work or to have it completed 
by some other contractor. In either case, if the amounts paid by the owner by 
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installments are more than sufficient to reimburse the contractor for loss of 
profits, etc., an action will lie to recover the excess (Adams & Smith, vs. 
Sociedad Naton, 39 Phil. 808). 

2. One recovering a judgment ordering the construction of two 
launches at the expense of the defendant by way of specific performance of a 
contract may have the original contract executed at the cost of defendant and 
recoup the difference between the contract and the actual price of 
construction, but he cannot recover by way of damages the difference 
between the contract price and an estimated cost of construction (Lichauco 
vs. Cho-Chun-Chao, 19 Phil. 258). 

Wrongful receivership, attachment or execution. 

1. Plaintiff, a merchant, was allowed as damages 15 % on the 
probably decrease in his sales from the time his stock of goods was seized 
until his business regained its normal volume. He was also allowed the rent 
of his store during the time which it was closed and expenses to Manila to 
consult his lawyers. Under the circumstances, damages to his credit, if any, 
were too speculative to be allowed. (Tan Ti vs. Alvear, 25 Phil. 566). 

2. Plaintiff, having lost the goodwill of his business through wrongful 
attachment and foreclosure sale of his automotive equipment, is entitled to 
damages for such loss, here determined to be one year’s profits, in view of 
the somewhat speculative nature of the motor trucking business. (Bachrach 
Motor Co. vs. Esteva and Teal Motor Co., 67 Phil. 16.) 

3. Damages resulting from preliminary attachment, preliminary 
injunction, the appointment of a receiver, or the seizure of personal property, 
the payment of which is secured by judicial bond, must be claimed and 
ascertained in the same action with due notice to the surety and that if the 
surety is given such due notice, he is bound by the judgment that may be 
entered against the principal, and writ of execution may issue against said 
surely to enforce the obligation of the bond, and if no notice is given the 
surety, the judgment cannot be executed against him, without giving him an 
opportunity to present such defense as he may have, which the principal 
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could not previously set up. (Liberty Construction Supply Co. vs. 
Potenciano Pecson, etc. et al., G.R. L-3694, May 23, 1951.) 

4. An action to recover damages from the attachment plaintiff, for the 
wrongful issuance and levy of attachment (malicious attachment) is identical 
with or analogous to the ordinary action for malicious prosecution. (Lazatin 
vs. Twano, 2 SCRA 842.) 

5. Where the plaintiff was in the first place not entitled to attachment, 
he is liable to the defendant for damages sustained by reason of the 
attachment, the element of malice being unnecessary. (Javellana vs. D.O. 
Plaza Enterprises, 32 SCRA 261.) 

6. Damages resulting from an improper attachment, injunction, 
receivership or order for delivery of personality may be claimed under the 
conditions set forth in Section 20, Rule 57 of the Revised Rules of Court. 
The leading case of Visayan Surety and Insurance Corp. vs. Pascual, 85 
Phil. 779, laid down the following rules on the manner of recovering such 
damages: 

(a) That damages resulting from preliminary attachment, preliminary 
injunction, appointment of a receiver or the seizure of personality, bond, 
must be claimed and ascertained in the same action with due notice to the 
surety; 

(b) That, if the surety is given such due notice, he is bound by the 
judgment that may be entered against the principal, and writ of execution 
may be issued against said surety to enforce the obligation of the bond; and  

(c) That, if no notice is given to the surety of the application for 
damages, the judgment that may be entered against the principal cannot be 
executed against the surety without giving the latter an opportunity to be 
heard as to the reality or reasonableness of the alleged damages. In such 
case, upon application of the prevailing party, the court must order the surety 
to show cause why the bond should not respond for the judgment for 
damages. If the surety should contest the reality or reasonableness of the 
damages claimed by the prevailing party, the court must set the application 
and answer for hearing. The hearing will be a summary and will be limited 
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to such new defense, not previously set up by the principal, as the surety 
may allege and offer to prove. The oral proof of damages already adduced 
by the claimant may be reproduced without the necessity of retaking the 
testimony, but the surety should be given an opportunity to cross-examine 
the witness or witnesses against it if it so desires. 

7. The claim for damages must be filed before the judgment has 
become final and executory. (Doe vs. Masloff, L-15836, Sept. 29, 1962). If 
no application for damages is made before entry of final judgment, the 
surety is relieved from liability. (Facundo vs. Tan, 85 Phil. 249). After 
entry of judgment, the right to enforce the surety’s liability is lost. (Del 
Rosario vs. Nava, 95 Phil. 637.) 

Injunction. 

1. Damages sustained as a result of a wrongfully obtained injunction 
may be recovered upon the injunction bond required to be filed with the 
court. The filing of a bond before the issuance of an injunction has been 
made a regulatory requisite under the same rule which permits the issuance 
of an injunction… The statutory undertaking of the bond is that it shall 
answer for all damages which the party to be restrained may sustain by 
reason of the injunction “if the court should finally decide that the plaintiff 
was not entitled thereto…” There is nothing in the Rules of Court which 
allows recovery of damages other than upon the bond pledged by the party 
suing for an injunction… It would be misreading the rule to allow damages 
beyond the amount of the bond. The bond, under this rule, is the only 
protection conceded to the party restrained. Recovery cannot be made 
beyond what the law permits. (Pacis vs. Commission on Elections, 29 
SCRA 24.) 

2. The statutory undertaking of the bond is that it shall answer for all 
damages which the party to be restrained may sustain by reason of the 
injunction if the court should finally decide that the plaintiff was not entitled 
thereto. Malice or lack of good faith is not an element to recovery on the 
bond… When the injunction has been obtained maliciously there may be a 
right of action in favor of the defendant. But this right depends upon the law 
governing malicious prosecutions, and has no relation to the claim for 
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damages urged by the defendant under the bond for the injunction. (Aquino 
vs. Socorro, 35 SCRA 373.) 

Libel and slander. 

1. In estimating general damages for libel, injury to feelings and 
reputation, the publicity given to the libel, the extent it tends to expose the 
plaintiff’s reputation to public hatred, contempt and ridicule, the social 
business standing of the plaintiff, and whether the particular method of 
publication tends to add ignominy to the natural effects thereof, and thereby 
increase plaintiff’s mental suffering, are to be considered. (Jimenez vs. 
Reyes, 27 Phil. 52.) 

2. Defendant published a libelous article against plaintiff who was the 
Director of the Bureau of Posts. He was condemned by the lower court to 
pay the plaintiff Pesos 25,000.00 as damages to reputation and injury to 
feelings and Pesos 5,000.00 as punitive damages. The Supreme Court 
considered this as excessive and the damages for injury to feelings and 
reputation were reduced to Pesos 15,000.00. (Ruiz vs. Topacio, 70 Phil. 
368.) 

3. Defendant newspaper published that plaintiff, a lady lawyer and 
executive secretary of the UNESCO National Commission, was charged by 
the Presidential Complaints Action Commission (PCAC) with malversation 
and estafa in the City Fiscal’s Office. The report was not true. The plaintiff 
was awarded Pesos 3000.00 moral damages and Pesos 2000.00 attorney’s 
fees.97 

Injury to, taking, occupation and detention of, real property. 

1. In an action for forcible entry and detainer, plaintiff is entitled to 
recover as damages a reasonable compensation for the wrongful use and 
occupation of the premises, the legal measure of damages being the fair 
rental value of the property. Evidence as to what profits might be expected if 
the premises has been available to the plaintiff for use with other property is 

                                                 
97 Policarpio vs. Manila Times Pub. Co., 5 SCRA 148. 
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not competent to prove a fair rental value. (Sparrevohn vs. Fisher, 2 Phil. 
676.) 

2. Defendant having unlawfully taken possession of a part of a tract of 
land, and by its operation thereon rendered the whole tract worthless, 
plaintiff is entitled to abandon the entire tract and recover damages for its 
full value. The erroneous refusal to admit in evidence a plan showing the 
part taken by defendant cannot affect the result. (Tenorio vs. Manila 
Railroad Co., 22 Phil. 411.) 

3. The measure of damages for unlawful detention of property, 
whether by a mere intruder or a lessee by contract not fixing the rent, is the 
same, namely, the reasonable value of the use and occupation. (Igama and 
Reyes vs. Soria and Nepomuceno, 42 Phil. 11.) 

4. While damages may be awarded in an action for forcible entry and 
detainer, the damages which plaintiff may claim are such as he may have 
sustained as a mere possessor. In other words, the plaintiff is entitled only to 
those damages which are caused by his loss of the use and occupation of the 
property and not to such damages as he may suffer which have no direct 
relation with such use and occupation. (Gregorio Vasquez vs. Patrocino 
Garcia, G.R. NO. L-2100, May 30, 1951.) 

Miscellaneous recent rulings on damages. 

1. Based on the general principle of equity, fairness and justice, the 
persistent acts of denial amounting to unreasonable obstinacy caused 
damage to the plaintiff, for which defendant must be declared liable. The 
claim for damages in the sum of Pesos 5,000.00 for moral, actual and 
consequential damages was reasonable. (Evangelista vs. GSIS, 66 SCRA 
71.) 

2. The rate of conversion prevailing at the time of payment which the 
trial court should determine if the parties cannot agree and not the rate 
prevailing at the time when the decision is rendered must be the rate to be 
applied in cases of payment to be made in a foreign currency. (Phoenix 
Assurance Co. vs. Macondray & Co., 64 SCRA 15.) 
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3. Where a crime was committed with grave abuse of public position, 
award of moral damages was justified. (People vs. Reyes, 69 SCRA 474.) 

4. In clearly unfounded civil action attorney’s fees are recoverable but 
not moral damages. (Enervida vs. De la Torre, 55 SCRA 339.) 

5. One who exercises his rights does no injury. Qui jure suo utitur 
nullum damnum facit. If damage results from a person’s exercising his legal 
rights, it is damnum abaque injuria. (Auyong Hian vs. Court of Tax 
Appeals, 59 SCRA 110.) 

6. The employer violated the contract of employment with the 
employee when the former terminated his services without a valid cause. 
The act was attended with bad faith and deceit because the employer made 
false allegations of a supposed valid cause knowing them to be false, thus 
making itself liable for payment of actual, moral and exemplary damages, 
plus attorney’s fees. (Lirag Textile Mills vs. Court of Appeals, 63 SCRA 
374.) 

7. The worries and anxiety of a defendant in a litigation that was not 
maliciously instituted are not the moral damages contemplated in the law. 
The adverse result of an action does not per se make the act wrongful and 
subject the acts to the payment of moral damages. The law could not have 
meant to impose a penalty on the right to litigate, such right is no precious 
that moral damages may not be charged on those who may exercise it 
erroneously. (Salao vs. Salao, 70 SCRA 65; Ramos vs. Ramos, 61 SCRA 
384.) 

8. At the age of 30 years, one’s normal life expectancy is 33-1/3 years 
according to the formula adopted in Villa Rey Transit vs. C.A., 31 SCRA 
511, on the basis of the American Expectancy Table of Mortality or the 
Actuarial of Combined Experience Table of Mortality… The amount 
recoverable by the heirs of a victim of tort is not loss of the entire earnings, 
but rather the loss of that portion of the earnings which the beneficiary 
would have received. In other words, only net earnings, not gross earnings, 
are to be considered, that is, the total of the earnings less expenses necessary 
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in the creation of such earnings or income and less living and other 
incidental expenses. (Davila vs. Phil. Air Lines, 49 SCRA 497.) 

9. A married woman with a monthly salary of Pesos 1,160 who died at 
age 39 in a vehicular accident was held entitled to Pesos 200,000 as 
compensatory damages. The formula in the controlling case of Villa Rey 
Transit vs. Court of Appeals, 31 SCRA 511, was followed.98 

10. Plaintiff Jesus Samson was a co-pilot in defendant Philippine Air 
Lines’ plane which overshot the airfield at Daet upon landing. The jolt 
caused of Samson to hit a break through the front windshield of the airplane 
causing him severe brain concussion, wounds and abrasions on the forehead. 
He was later discharged from job because of physical disability. The 
evidence showed that Capt. Bustamante, the pilot, was suffering from a 
tumor of the Nasopharynx which showed that his physical condition was 
short of the standard set by the CAA. The Supreme Court held the Philippine 
Air Lines negligent and ordered it to plaintiff Samson Pesos 204,000 as 
compensatory damages.99 

11. The Court of Appeals awarded damages to private respondent for 
malicious prosecution by the petitioner. The Supreme Court limited its 
review to the amount of damages. The awards of Pesos 30,000 as moral 
damages and Pesos 5,000 as attorney’s fees should be reduced to Pesos 
10,000 and Pesos 3,000, respectively. Moral damages, though incapable of 
pecuniary estimation, are in the category of an award designed to 
compensate the claimant for actual injury suffered and not to impose a 
penalty on the wrongdoer.100 

 

 
 

 
98 MD Transit, Inc. vs. Court of Appeals, 90 SCRA 542. 
99 Philippine Air Lines vs. Court of Appeals, 106 SCRA 391. 
100 San Andres vs. Court of Appeals, G.R. No. 59493, Aug. 21, 1982. 
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CHAPTER IXA: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW (NEW) 

Publishers’ Update on repealed Acts. 

The following Acts have been repealed as of Jan 1, 1998: 

RA 165 (The law on patents) 
RA 166, as amended, (Philippine Trade Mark Law) 
Articles 188 and 189 of the Revised Penal Code 
PD No. 49 (Decree on the protection of intellectual property) 
PD No. 285, as amended (Compulsory licensing … when imported 

educational, scientific, cultural  materials are priced contrary to national 
interest.) 

by RA No. 8293, also known as the “The Intellectual Property Code of the 
Philippines” that was approved: June 6, 1997, and is effective as of January 
1, 1998.  
“Section 239. Repeals. - 239.1. All Acts and parts of Acts inconsistent herewith, more particularly 
Republic Act No. 165, as amended; Republic Act No. 166, as amended; and Articles 188 and 189 
of the Revised Penal Code; Presidential Decree No. 49, including Presidential Decree No. 285, as 
amended, are hereby repealed.”* 

The original text in the fourth edition is retained in Chapters IX, X and XI 
for historical and specific research purposes, and not for present law studies. 

Research is in progress to update this section. 

 

For complete Code, see “The Intellectual Property Code 

 

Relevant Sections (the old Chapter IX, X, XI) 

                                                 
* REPUBLIC ACT No. 8293, Intellectual Property Code 

http://www.photo.net.ph/ipcode/
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REPUBLIC ACT No. 8293 
June 6, 1997 

AN ACT PRESCRIBING THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CODE AND ESTABLISHING THE 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICE, PROVIDING FOR ITS POWERS AND FUNCTIONS, AND 
FOR OTHER PURPOSES. 

X X X X X 
PART II - THE LAW ON PATENTS 

CHAPTER I: GENERAL PROVISIONS 
Section 20. Definition of Terms Used in Part II, The Law on Patents. - As used in Part II, the 
following terms shall have the following meanings: 
20.1. “Bureau” means the Bureau of Patents, 
20.2. “Director” means the Director of Patents; 
20.3. “Regulations” means the Rules of Practice in Patent Cases formulated by the Director of 
Patents and promulgated by the Director General; 
20.4. “Examiner” means the patent examiner; 
20.5. “Patent application” or “application” means an application for a patent for an invention except 
in Chapters XII and XIII, where “application” means an application for a utility model and an 
industrial design, respectively; and 
20.6. “Priority date” means the date of filing of the foreign application for the same invention 
referred to in Section 31 of this Act. (n) 

CHAPTER II: PATENTABILITY 
Section 21. Patentable Inventions. - Any technical solution of a problem in any field of human 
activity which is new, involves an inventive step and is industrially applicable shall be Patentable. It 
may be, or may relate to, a product, or process, or an improvement of any of the foregoing. (Sec. 7, 
R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 22. Non-Patentable Inventions. - The following shall be excluded from patent protection: 
22.1. Discoveries, scientific theories and mathematical methods; 
22.2. Schemes, rules and methods of performing mental acts, playing games or doing business, 
and programs for computers; 
22.3. Methods for treatment of the human or animal body by surgery or therapy and diagnostic 
methods practiced on the human or animal body. This provision shall not apply to products and 
composition for use in any of these methods; 
22.4. Plant varieties or animal breeds or essentially biological process for the production of plants 
or animals. This provision shall not apply to micro-organisms and non-biological and 
microbiological processes. 
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Provisions under this subsection shall not preclude Congress to consider the enactment of a law 
providing sui generis protection of plant varieties and animal breeds and a system of community 
intellectual rights protection: 
22.5. Aesthetic creations; and 
22.6. Anything which is contrary to public order or morality. (Sec. 8, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 23. Novelty. . - An invention shall not be considered new if it forms part of a prior art. (Sec. 
9, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 24. Prior Art. - Prior art shall consist of: 
24.1. Everything which has been made available to the public anywhere in the world, before the 
filing date or the priority date of the application claiming the invention; and 
24.2. The whole contents of an application for a patent, utility model, or industrial design 
registration, published in accordance with this Act, filed or effective in the Philippines, with a filing 
or priority date that is earlier than the filing or priority date of the application: Provided, That the 
application which has validly claimed the filing date of an earlier application under Section 31 of 
this Act, shall be prior art with effect as of the filing date of such earlier application: Provided 
further, That the applicant or the inventor identified in both applications are not one and the same. 
(Sec. 9, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 25. Non-Prejudicial Disclosure. . - 25.1. The disclosure of information contained in the 
application during the twelve (12) months preceding the filing date or the priority date of the 
application shall not prejudice the applicant on the ground of lack of novelty if such disclosure was 
made by: 
(a) The inventor; 
(b) A patent office and the information was contained (a) in another application filed by the inventor 
and should not have been disclosed by the office, or (b) in an application filed without the 
knowledge or consent of the inventor by a third party which obtained the information directly or 
indirectly from the inventor; or 
(c) A third party which obtained the information directly or indirectly from the inventor. 
25.2. For the purposes of Subsection 25.1, “inventor” also means any person who, at the filing date 
of application, had the right to the patent. (n) 
Section 26. Inventive Step. - An invention involves an inventive step if, having regard to prior art, it 
is not obvious to a person skilled in the art at the time of the filing date or priority date of the 
application claiming the invention. (n) 
Section 27. Industrial Applicability. - An invention that can be produced and used in any industry 
shall be industrially applicable. (n) 
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CHAPTER III: RIGHT TO A PATENT 
Section 28. Right to a Patent. - The right to a patent belongs to the inventor, his heirs, or assigns. 
When two (2) or more persons have jointly made an invention, the right to a patent shall belong to 
them jointly. (Sec. 10, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 29. First to File Rule. - If two (2) or more persons have made the invention separately and 
independently of each other, the right to the patent shall belong to the person who filed an 
application for such invention, or where two or more applications are filed for the same invention, to 
the applicant who has the earliest filing date or, the earliest priority date. (3rd sentence, Sec. 10, 
R.A. No. 165a.) 
Section 30. Inventions Created Pursuant to a Commission. - 30.1. The person who commissions 
the work shall own the patent, unless otherwise provided in the contract. 
30.2. In case the employee made the invention in the course of his employment contract, the 
patent shall belong to: 
(a) The employee, if the inventive activity is not a part of his regular duties even if the employee 
uses the time, facilities and materials of the employer. 
(b) The employer, if the invention is the result of the performance of his regularly-assigned duties, 
unless there is an agreement, express or implied, to the contrary. (n) 
Section 31. Right of Priority. . - An application for patent filed by any person who has previously 
applied for the same invention in another country which by treaty, convention, or law affords similar 
privileges to Filipino citizens, shall be considered as filed as of the date of filing the foreign 
application: Provided, That: (a) the local application expressly claims priority; (b) it is filed within 
twelve (12) months from the date the earliest foreign application was filed; and (c) a certified copy 
of the foreign application together with an English translation is filed within six (6) months from the 
date of filing in the Philippines. (Sec. 15, R.A. No. 165a) 

CHAPTER IV: PATENT APPLICATION 
Section 32. The Application. - 32.1. The patent application shall be in Filipino or English and shall 
contain the following: 
(a) A request for the grant of a patent; 
(b) A description of the invention; 
(c) Drawings necessary for the understanding of the invention; 
(d) One or more claims; and 
(e) An abstract. 
32.2. No patent may be granted unless the application identifies the inventor. If the applicant is not 
the inventor, the Office may require him to submit said authority. (Sec. 13, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 33. Appointment of Agent or Representative. - An applicant who is not a resident of the 
Philippines must appoint and maintain a resident agent or representative in the Philippines upon 
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whom notice or process for judicial or administrative procedure relating to the application for patent 
or the patent may be served. (Sec. 11, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 34. The Request. - The request shall contain a petition for the grant of the patent, the 
name and other data of the applicant, the inventor and the agent and the title of the invention. (n) 
Section 35. Disclosure and Description of the Invention. - 35.1. Disclosure. - The application shall 
disclose the invention in a manner sufficiently clear and complete for it to be carried out by a 
person skilled in the art. Where the application concerns a microbiological process or the product 
thereof and involves the use of a micro-organism which cannot be sufficiently disclosed in the 
application in such a way as to enable the invention to be carried out by a person skilled in the art, 
and such material is not available to the public, the application shall be supplemented by a deposit 
of such material with an international depository institution. 
35.2. Description. - The Regulations shall prescribe the contents of the description and the order of 
presentation. (Sec. 14, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 36. The Claims. - 36.1. The application shall contain one (1) or more claims which shall 
define the matter for which protection is sought. Each claim shall be clear and concise, and shall 
be supported by the description. 
36.2. The Regulations shall prescribe the manner of the presentation of claims. (n) 
Section 37. The Abstract. - The abstract shall consist of a concise summary of the disclosure of the 
invention as contained in the description, claims and drawings in preferably not more than one 
hundred fifty (150) words. It must be drafted in a way which allows the clear understanding of the 
technical problem, the gist of the solution of that problem through the invention, and the principal 
use or uses of the invention. The abstract shall merely serve for technical information. (n) 
Section 38. Unity of Invention. - 38.1. The application shall relate to one invention only or to a 
group of inventions forming a single general inventive concept. 
38.2. If several independent inventions which do not form a single general inventive concept are 
claimed in one application, the Director may require that the application be restricted to a single 
invention. A later application filed for an invention divided out shall be considered as having been 
filed on the same day as the first application: Provided, That the later application is filed within four 
(4) months after the requirement to divide becomes final or within such additional time, not 
exceeding four (4) months, as may be granted: Provided further, That each divisional application 
shall not go beyond the disclosure in the initial application. 
38.3. The fact that a patent has been granted on an application that did not comply with the 
requirement of unity of invention shall not be a ground to cancel the patent. (Sec. 17, R.A. No. 
165a) 
Section 39. Information Concerning Corresponding Foreign Application for Patents. - The applicant 
shall, at the request of the Director, furnish him with the date and number of any application for a 
patent filed by him abroad, hereafter referred to as the “foreign application,” relating to the same or 
essentially the same invention as that claimed in the application filed with the Office and other 
documents relating to the foreign application. (n) 
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CHAPTER V: PROCEDURE FOR GRANT OF PATENT 
Section 40. Filing Date Requirements. - 40.1. The filing date of a patent application shall be the 
date of receipt by the Office of at least the following elements: 
(a) An express or implicit indication that a Philippine patent is sought; 
(b) Information identifying the applicant; and 
(c) Description of the invention and one (1) or more claims in Filipino or English. 
40.2. If any of these elements is not submitted within the period set by the Regulations, the 
application shall be considered withdrawn. (n) 
Section 41. According a Filing Date. - The Office shall examine whether the patent application 
satisfies the requirements for the grant of date of filing as provided in Section 40 hereof. If the date 
of filing cannot be accorded, the applicant shall be given an opportunity to correct the deficiencies 
in accordance with the implementing Regulations. If the application does not contain all the 
elements indicated in Section 40, the filing date should be that date when all the elements are 
received. If the deficiencies are not remedied within the prescribed time limit, the application shall 
be considered withdrawn. (n) 
Section 42. Formality Examination. - 42.1. After the patent application has been accorded a filing 
date and the required fees have been paid on time in accordance with the Regulations, the 
applicant shall comply with the formal requirements specified by Section 32 and the Regulations 
within the prescribed period, otherwise the application shall be considered withdrawn. 
42.2. The Regulations shall determine the procedure for the re-examination and revival of an 
application as well as the appeal to the Director of Patents from any final action by the examiner. 
(Sec. 16, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 43. Classification and Search. - An application that has complied with the formal 
requirements shall be classified and a search conducted to determine the prior art. (n) 
Section 44. Publication of Patent Application. - 44.1. The patent application shall be published in 
the IPO Gazette together with a search document established by or on behalf of the Office citing 
any documents that reflect prior art, after the expiration of eighteen ( 18) months from the filing 
date or priority date. 
44.2. After publication of a patent application, any interested party may inspect the application 
documents filed with the Office. 
44.3. The Director General subject to the approval of the Secretary of Trade and Industry, may 
prohibit or restrict the publication of an application, if in his opinion, to do so would be prejudicial to 
the national security and interests of the Republic of the Philippines. (n) 
Section 45. Confidentiality Before Publication. - A patent application, which has not yet been 
published, and all related documents, shall not be made available for inspection without the 
consent of the applicant. (n) 
Section 46. Rights Conferred by a Patent Application After Publication. - The applicant shall have 
all the rights of a patentee under Section 76 against any person who, without his authorization, 
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exercised any of the rights conferred under Section 71 of this Act in relation to the invention 
claimed in the published patent application, as if a patent had been granted for that invention: 
Provided, That the said person had: 
46.1. Actual knowledge that the invention that he was using was the subject matter of a published 
application; or 
46.2. Received written notice that the invention that he was using was the subject matter of a 
published application being identified in the said notice by its serial number: Provided, That the 
action may not be filed until after the grant of a patent on the published application and within four 
(4) years from the commission of the acts complained of. (n) 
Section 47. Observation by Third Parties. - Following the publication of the patent application, any 
person may present observations in writing concerning the patentability of the invention. Such 
observations shall be communicated to the applicant who may comment on them. The Office shall 
acknowledge and put such observations and comment in the file of the application to which it 
relates. (n) 
Section 48. Request for Substantive Examination. - 48.1. The application shall be deemed 
withdrawn unless within six (6) months from the date of publication under Section 41, a written 
request to determine whether a patent application meets the requirements of Sections 21 to 27 and 
Sections 32 to 39 and the fees have been paid on time. 
48.2. Withdrawal of the request for examination shall be irrevocable and shall not authorize the 
refund of any fee. (n) 
Section 49. Amendment of Application. - An applicant may amend the patent application during 
examination: Provided, That such amendment shall not include new matter outside the scope of 
the disclosure contained in the application as filed. (n) 
Section 50. Grant of Patent. - 50.1. If the application meets the requirements of this Act, the Office 
shall grant the patent: Provided, That all the fees are paid on time. 
50.2. If the required fees for grant and printing are not paid in due time, the application shall be 
deemed to be withdrawn.  
50.3. A patent shall take effect on the date of the publication of the grant of the patent in the IPO 
Gazette. (Sec. 18, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 51. Refusal of the Application. - 51.1. The final order of refusal of the examiner to grant the 
patent shall be appealable to the Director in accordance with this Act. 
51.2. The Regulations shall provide for the procedure by which an appeal from the order of refusal 
from the Director shall be undertaken. (n) 
Section 52. Publication Upon Grant of Patent. - 52.1. The grant of the patent together with other 
related information shall be published in the IPO Gazette within the time prescribed by the 
Regulations. 
52.2. Any interested party may inspect the complete description, claims, and drawings of the patent 
on file with the Office. (Sec. 18, R.A. No. 165a) 
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Section 53. Contents of Patent. - The patent shall be issued in the name of the Republic of the 
Philippines under the seal of the Office and shall be signed by the Director, and registered together 
with the description, claims, and drawings, if any, in books and records of the Office. (Secs. 19 and 
20, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 54. Term of Patent. - The term of a patent shall be twenty (20) years from the filing date of 
the application. (Sec. 21, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 55. Annual Fees. - 55.1. To maintain the patent application or patent, an annual fee shall 
be paid upon the expiration of four (4) years from the date the application was published pursuant 
to Section 44 hereof, and on each subsequent anniversary of such date. Payment may be made 
within three (3) months before the due date. The obligation to pay the annual fees shall terminate 
should the application be withdrawn, refused, or cancelled. 
55.2. If the annual fee is not paid, the patent application shall be deemed withdrawn or the patent 
considered as lapsed from the day following the expiration of the period within which the annual 
fees were due. A notice that the application is deemed withdrawn or the lapse of a patent for non-
payment of any annual fee shall be published in the IPO Gazette and the lapse shall be recorded in 
the Register of the Office. 
55.3. A grace period of six (6) months shall be granted for the payment of the annual fee, upon 
payment of the prescribed surcharge for delayed payment. (Sec. 22, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 56. Surrender of Patent. - 56.1. The owner of the patent, with the consent of all persons 
having grants or licenses or other right, title or interest in and to the patent and the invention 
covered thereby, which have been recorded in the Office, may surrender his patent or any claim or 
claims forming part thereof to the Office for cancellation. 
56.2. A person may give notice to the Office of his opposition to the surrender of a patent under 
this section, and if he does so, the Bureau shall notify the proprietor of the patent and determine 
the question. 
56.3. If the Office is satisfied that the patent may properly be surrendered, he may accept the offer 
and, as from the day when notice of his acceptance is published in the IPO Gazette, the patent 
shall cease to have effect, but no action for infringement shall lie and no right compensation shall 
accrue for any use of the patented invention before that day for the services of the government. 
(Sec. 24, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 57. Correction of Mistakes of the Office. - The Director shall have the power to correct, 
without fee, any mistake in a patent incurred through the fault of the Office when clearly disclosed 
in the records thereof, to make the patent conform to the records. (Sec. 25, R.A. No. 165) 
Section 58. Correction of Mistake in the Application. - On request of any interested person and 
payment of the prescribed fee, the Director is authorized to correct any mistake in a patent of a 
formal and clerical nature, not incurred through the fault of the Office. (Sec. 26, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 59. Changes in Patents. - 59.1. The owner of a patent shall have the right to request the 
Bureau to make the changes in the patent in order to: 
(a) Limit the extent of the protection conferred by it; 
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(b) Correct obvious mistakes or to correct clerical errors; and 
(c) Correct mistakes or errors, other than those referred to in letter (b), made in good faith: 
Provided, That where the change would result in a broadening of the extent of protection conferred 
by the patent, no request may be made after the expiration of two (2) years from the grant of a 
patent and the change shall not affect the rights of any third party which has relied on the patent, 
as published. 
59.2. No change in the patent shall be permitted under this section, where the change would result 
in the disclosure contained in the patent going beyond the disclosure contained in the application 
filed. 
59.3. If, and to the extent to which the Office changes the patent according to this section, it shall 
publish the same. (n) 
Section 60. Form and Publication of Amendment. - An amendment or correction of a patent shall 
be accomplished by a certificate of such amendment or correction, authenticated by the seal of the 
Office and signed by the Director, which certificate shall be attached to the patent. Notice of such 
amendment or correction shall be published in the IPO Gazette and copies of the patent kept or 
furnished by the Office shall include a copy of the certificate of amendment or correction. (Sec. 27, 
R.A. No. 165) 

CHAPTER VI: CANCELLATION OF PATENTS AND SUBSTITUTION OF PATENTEE 
Section 61. Cancellation of Patents. - 61.1. Any interested person may, upon payment of the 
required fee, petition to cancel the patent or any claim thereof, or parts of the claim, on any of the 
following grounds: 
(a) That what is claimed as the invention is not new or Patentable; 
(b) That the patent does not disclose the invention in a manner sufficiently clear and complete for it 
to be carried out by any person skilled in the art; or 
(c) That the patent is contrary to public order or morality. 
61.2. Where the grounds for cancellation relate to some of the claims or parts of the claim, 
cancellation may be effected to such extent only. (Secs. 28 and 29, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 62. Requirement of the Petition. - The petition for cancellation shall be in writing, verified by 
the petitioner or by any person in his behalf who knows the facts, specify the grounds upon which it 
is based, include a statement of the facts to be relied upon, and filed with the Office. Copies of 
printed publications or of patents of other countries, and other supporting documents mentioned in 
the petition shall be attached thereto, together with the translation thereof in English, if not in the 
English language. (Sec. 30, R.A. No. 165) 
Section 63. Notice of Hearing. - Upon filing of a petition for cancellation, the Director of Legal 
Affairs shall forthwith serve notice of the filing thereof upon the patentee and all persons having 
grants or licenses, or any other right, title or interest in and to the patent and the invention covered 
thereby, as appears of record in the Office, and of notice of the date of hearing thereon on such 
persons and the petitioner. Notice of the filing of the petition shall be published in the IPO Gazette. 
(Sec. 31, R.A. No. 165a) 
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Section 64. Committee of Three. - In cases involving highly technical issues, on motion of any 
party, the Director of Legal Affairs may order that the petition be heard and decided by a committee 
composed of the Director of Legal Affairs as chairman and two (2) members who have the 
experience or expertise in the field of technology to which the patent sought to be cancelled 
relates. The decision of the committee shall be appealable to the Director General. (n) 
Section 65. Cancellation of the Patent. - 65.1. If the Committee finds that a case for cancellation 
has been proved, it shall order the patent or any specified claim or claims thereof cancelled. 
65.2. If the Committee finds that, taking into consideration the amendment made by the patentee 
during the cancellation proceedings, the patent and the invention to which it relates meet the 
requirement of this Act, it may decide to maintain the patent as amended: Provided, That the fee 
for printing of a new patent is paid within the time limit prescribed in the Regulations. 
65.3. If the fee for the printing of a new patent is not paid in due time, the patent should be 
revoked. 
65.4. If the patent is amended under Subsection 65.2 hereof, the Bureau shall, at the same time as 
it publishes the mention of the cancellation decision, publish the abstract, representative claims 
and drawings indicating clearly what the amendments consist of. (n) 
Section 66. Effect of Cancellation of Patent or Claim. - The rights conferred by the patent or any 
specified claim or claims cancelled shall terminate. Notice of the cancellation shall be published in 
the IPO Gazette. Unless restrained by the Director General, the decision or order to cancel by 
Director of Legal Affairs shall be immediately executory even pending appeal. (Sec. 32, R.A. No. 
165a) 

CHAPTER VII: REMEDIES OF A PERSON WITH A RIGHT TO A PATENT 
Section 67. Patent Application by Persons Not Having the Right to a Patent. . - 67.1. If a person 
referred to in Section 29 other than the applicant, is declared by final court order or decision as 
having the right to the patent, such person may, within three (3) months after the decision has 
become final: 
(a) Prosecute the application as his own application in place of the applicant; 
(b) File a new patent application in respect of the same invention; 
(c) Request that the application be refused; or 
(d) Seek cancellation of the patent, if one has already been issued. 
67.2. The provisions of Subsection 38.2 shall apply mutatis mutandis to a new application filed 
under Subsection 67. 1(b). (n) 
Section 68. Remedies of the True and Actual Inventor. - If a person, who was deprived of the 
patent without his consent or through fraud is declared by final court order or decision to be the 
true and actual inventor, the court shall order for his substitution as patentee, or at the option of the 
true inventor, cancel the patent, and award actual and other damages in his favor if warranted by 
the circumstances. (Sec. 33, R.A. No. 165a) 
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Section 69. Publication of the Court Order. - The court shall furnish the Office a copy of the order or 
decision referred to in Sections 67 and 68, which shall be published in the IPO Gazette within three 
(3) months from the date such order or decision became final and executory, and shall be recorded 
in the register of the Office. (n) 
Section 70. Time to File Action in Court. - The actions indicated in Sections 67 and 68 shall be filed 
within one (1) year from the date of publication made in accordance with Sections 44 and 51, 
respectively. (n) 

CHAPTER VIII: RIGHTS OF PATENTEES AND INFRINGEMENT OF PATENTS 
Section 71. Rights Conferred by Patent. - 71.1. A patent shall confer on its owner the following 
exclusive rights: 
(a) Where the subject matter of a patent is a product, to restrain, prohibit and prevent any 
unauthorized person or entity from making, using, offering for sale, selling or importing that 
product; 
(b) Where the subject matter of a patent is a process, to restrain, prevent or prohibit any 
unauthorized person or entity from using the process, and from manufacturing, dealing in, using, 
selling or offering for sale, or importing any product obtained directly or indirectly from such 
process. 
71.2. Patent owners shall also have the right to assign, or transfer by succession the patent, and to 
conclude licensing contracts for the same. (Sec. 37, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 72. Limitations of Patent Rights. - The owner of a patent has no right to prevent third 
parties from performing, without his authorization, the acts referred to in Section 71 hereof in the 
following circumstances:  
72.1. Using a patented product which has been put on the market in the Philippines by the owner 
of the product, or with his express consent, insofar as such use is performed after that product has 
been so put on the said market; 
72.2. Where the act is done privately and on a non-commercial scale or for a non-commercial 
purpose: Provided, That it does not significantly prejudice the economic interests of the owner of 
the patent; 
72.3. Where the act consists of making or using exclusively for the purpose of experiments that 
relate to the subject matter of the patented invention; 
72.4. Where the act consists of the preparation for individual cases, in a pharmacy or by a medical 
professional, of a medicine in accordance with a medical prescription or acts concerning the 
medicine so prepared; 
72.5. Where the invention is used in any ship, vessel, aircraft, or land vehicle of any other country 
entering the territory of the Philippines temporarily or accidentally: Provided, That such invention is 
used exclusively for the needs of the ship, vessel, aircraft, or land vehicle and not used for the 
manufacturing of anything to be sold within the Philippines. (Secs. 38 and 39, R.A. No. 165a) 
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Section 73. Prior User. - 73.1. Notwithstanding Section 72 hereof, any prior user, who, in good faith 
was using the invention or has undertaken serious preparations to use the invention in his 
enterprise or business, before the filing date or priority date of the application on which a patent is 
granted, shall have the right to continue the use thereof as envisaged in such preparations within 
the territory where the patent produces its effect. 
73.2. The right of the prior user may only be transferred or assigned together with his enterprise or 
business, or with that part of his enterprise or business in which the use or preparations for use 
have been made. (Sec. 40, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 74. Use of Invention by Government. - 74.1. A Government agency or third person 
authorized by the Government may exploit the invention even without agreement of the patent 
owner where: 
(a) The public interest, in particular, national security, nutrition, health or the development of other 
sectors, as determined by the appropriate agency of the government, so requires; or 
(b) A judicial or administrative body has determined that the manner of exploitation, by the owner of 
the patent or his licensee is anti-competitive. 
74.2. The use by the Government, or third person authorized by the Government shall be subject, 
mutatis mutandis, to the conditions set forth in Sections 95 to 97 and 100 to 102. (Sec. 41, R.A. 
No. 165a) 
Section 75. Extent of Protection and Interpretation of Claims. - 75.1. The extent of protection 
conferred by the patent shall be determined by the claims, which are to be interpreted in the light of 
the description and drawings. 
75.2. For the purpose of determining the extent of protection conferred by the patent, due account 
shall be taken of elements which are equivalent to the elements expressed in the claims, so that a 
claim shall be considered to cover not only all the elements as expressed therein, but also 
equivalents. (n) 
Section 76. Civil Action for Infringement. - 76.1. The making, using, offering for sale, selling, or 
importing a patented product or a product obtained directly or indirectly from a patented process, or 
the use of a patented process without the authorization of the patentee constitutes patent 
infringement. 
76.2. Any patentee, or anyone possessing any right, title or interest in and to the patented 
invention, whose rights have been infringed, may bring a civil action before a court of competent 
jurisdiction, to recover from the infringer such damages sustained thereby, plus attorney's fees and 
other expenses of litigation, and to secure an injunction for the protection of his rights. 
76.3. If the damages are inadequate or cannot be readily ascertained with reasonable certainty, the 
court may award by way of damages a sum equivalent to reasonable royalty. 
76.4. The court may, according to the circumstances of the case, award damages in a sum above 
the amount found as actual damages sustained: Provided, That the award does not exceed three 
(3) times the amount of such actual damages. 
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76.5. The court may, in its discretion, order that the infringing goods, materials and implements 
predominantly used in the infringement be disposed of outside the channels of commerce or 
destroyed, without compensation. 
76.6. Anyone who actively induces the infringement of a patent or provides the infringer with a 
component of a patented product or of a product produced because of a patented process knowing 
it to be especially adopted for infringing the patented invention and not suitable for substantial non-
infringing use shall be liable as a contributory infringer and shall be jointly and severally liable with 
the infringer. (Sec. 42, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 77. Infringement Action by a Foreign National. - Any foreign national or juridical entity who 
meets the requirements of Section 3 and not engaged in business in the Philippines, to which a 
patent has been granted or assigned under this Act, may bring an action for infringement of patent, 
whether or not it is licensed to do business in the Philippines under existing law. (Sec. 41-A, R.A. 
No. 165a)  
Section 78. Process Patents; Burden of Proof . - If the subject matter of a patent is a process for 
obtaining a product, any identical product shall be presumed to have been obtained through the 
use of the patented process if the product is new or there is substantial likelihood that the identical 
product was made by the process and the owner of the patent has been unable despite reasonable 
efforts, to determine the process actually used. In ordering the defendant to prove that the process 
to obtain the identical product is different from the patented process, the court shall adopt 
measures to protect, as far as practicable, his manufacturing and business secrets. (n) 
Section 79. Limitation of Action for Damages. - No damages can be recovered for acts of 
infringement committed more than four (4) years before the institution of the action for 
infringement. (Sec. 43, R.A. No. 165) 
Section 80. Damages, Requirement of Notice. - Damages cannot be recovered for acts of 
infringement committed before the infringer had known, or had reasonable grounds to know of the 
patent. It is presumed that the infringer had known of the patent if on the patented product, or on 
the container or package in which the article is supplied to the public, or on the advertising material 
relating to the patented product or process, are placed the words “Philippine Patent” with the 
number of the patent. (Sec. 44, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 81. Defenses in Action for Infringement. - In an action for infringement, the defendant, in 
addition to other defenses available to him, may show the invalidity of the patent, or any claim 
thereof, on any of the grounds on which a petition of cancellation can be brought under Section 61 
hereof. (Sec. 45, R.A. No. 165) 
Section 82. Patent Found Invalid May be Cancelled. - In an action for infringement, if the court shall 
find the patent or any claim to be invalid, it shall cancel the same, and the Director of Legal Affairs 
upon receipt of the final judgment of cancellation by the court, shall record that fact in the register 
of the Office and shall publish a notice to that effect in the IPO Gazette. (Sec. 46, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 83. Assessor in Infringement Action. - 83.1. Two (2) or more assessors may be appointed 
by the court. The assessors shall be possessed of the necessary scientific and technical 
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knowledge required by the subject matter in litigation. Either party may challenge the fitness of any 
assessor proposed for appointment. 
83.2. Each assessor shall receive a compensation in an amount to be fixed by the court and 
advanced by the complaining party, which shall be awarded as part of his costs should he prevail 
in the action. (Sec. 47, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 84. Criminal Action for Repetition of Infringement. - If infringement is repeated by the 
infringer or by anyone in connivance with him after finality of the judgment of the court against the 
infringer, the offenders shall, without prejudice to the institution of a civil action for damages, be 
criminally liable therefor and, upon conviction, shall suffer imprisonment for the period of not less 
than six (6) months but not more than three (3) years and/or a fine of not less than One hundred 
thousand pesos (P100,000) but not more than Three hundred thousand pesos (P300,000), at the 
discretion of the court. The criminal action herein provided shall prescribe in three (3) years from 
date of the commission of the crime. (Sec. 48, R.A. No. 165a) 

CHAPTER IX: VOLUNTARY LICENSING 
Section 85. Voluntary License Contract. - To encourage the transfer and dissemination of 
technology, prevent or control practices and conditions that may in particular cases constitute an 
abuse of intellectual property rights having an adverse effect on competition and trade, all 
technology transfer arrangements shall comply with the provisions of this Chapter. (n) 
Section 86. Jurisdiction to Settle Disputes on Royalties. - The Director of the Documentation, 
Information and Technology Transfer Bureau shall exercise quasi-judicial jurisdiction in the 
settlement of disputes between parties to a technology transfer arrangement arising from 
technology transfer payments, including the fixing of appropriate amount or rate of royalty. (n) 
Section 87. Prohibited Clauses. - Except in cases under Section 91, the following provisions shall 
be deemed prima facie to have an adverse effect on competition and trade: 
87.1. Those which impose upon the licensee the obligation to acquire from a specific source capital 
goods, intermediate products, raw materials, and other technologies, or of permanently employing 
personnel indicated by the licensor; 
87.2. Those pursuant to which the licensor reserves the right to fix the sale or resale prices of the 
products manufactured on the basis of the license; 
87.3. Those that contain restrictions regarding the volume and structure of production; 
87.4. Those that prohibit the use of competitive technologies in a non-exclusive technology transfer 
agreement; 
87.5. Those that establish a full or partial purchase option in favor of the licensor; 
87.6. Those that obligate the licensee to transfer for free to the licensor the inventions or 
improvements that may be obtained through the use of the licensed technology; 
87.7. Those that require payment of royalties to the owners of patents for patents which are not 
used; 
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87.8. Those that prohibit the licensee to export the licensed product unless justified for the 
protection of the legitimate interest of the licensor such as exports to countries where exclusive 
licenses to manufacture and/or distribute the licensed product(s) have already been granted; 
87.9. Those which restrict the use of the technology supplied after the expiration of the technology 
transfer arrangement, except in cases of early termination of the technology transfer arrangement 
due to reason(s) attributable to the licensee; 
87.10. Those which require payments for patents and other industrial property rights after their 
expiration, termination arrangement; 
87.11. Those which require that the technology recipient shall not contest the validity of any of the 
patents of the technology supplier; 
87.12. Those which restrict the research and development activities of the licensee designed to 
absorb and adapt the transferred technology to local conditions or to initiate research and 
development programs in connection with new products, processes or equipment; 
87.13. Those which prevent the licensee from adapting the imported technology to local conditions, 
or introducing innovation to it, as long as it does not impair the quality standards prescribed by the 
licensor; 
87.14. Those which exempt the licensor for liability for non-fulfillment of his responsibilities under 
the technology transfer arrangement and/or liability arising from third party suits brought about by 
the use of the licensed product or the licensed technology; and 
87.15. Other clauses with equivalent effects. (Sec. 33-C (2), R.A 165a) 
Section 88. Mandatory Provisions. - The following provisions shall be included in voluntary license 
contracts: 
88.1. That the laws of the Philippines shall govern the interpretation of the same and in the event of 
litigation, the venue shall be the proper court in the place where the licensee has its principal office; 
88.2. Continued access to improvements in techniques and processes related to the technology 
shall be made available during the period of the technology transfer arrangement; 
88.3. In the event the technology transfer arrangement shall provide for arbitration, the Procedure 
of Arbitration of the Arbitration Law of the Philippines or the Arbitration Rules of the United Nations 
Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) or the Rules of Conciliation and Arbitration of 
the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) shall apply and the venue of arbitration shall be the 
Philippines or any neutral country; and 
88.4. The Philippine taxes on all payments relating to the technology transfer arrangement shall be 
borne by the licensor. (n) 
Section 89. Rights of Licensor. - In the absence of any provision to the contrary in the technology 
transfer arrangement, the grant of a license shall not prevent the licensor from granting further 
licenses to third person nor from exploiting the subject matter of the technology transfer 
arrangement himself. (Sec. 33-B, R.A. 165a) 
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Section 90. Rights of Licensee. - The licensee shall be entitled to exploit the subject matter of the 
technology transfer arrangement during the whole term of the technology transfer arrangement. 
(Sec. 33-C (1), R.A. 165a) 
Section 91. Exceptional Cases. - In exceptional or meritorious cases where substantial benefits will 
accrue to the economy, such as high technology content, increase in foreign exchange earnings, 
employment generation, regional dispersal of industries and/or substitution with or use of local raw 
materials, or in the case of Board of Investments, registered companies with pioneer status, 
exemption from any of the above requirements may be allowed by the Documentation, Information 
and Technology Transfer Bureau after evaluation thereof on a case by case basis. (n) 
Section 92. Non-Registration with the Documentation, Information and Technology Transfer 
Bureau. - Technology transfer arrangements that conform with the provisions of Sections 86 and 
87 need not be registered with the Documentation, Information and Technology Transfer Bureau. 
Non-conformance with any of the provisions of Sections 87 and 88, however, shall automatically 
render the technology transfer arrangement unenforceable, unless said technology transfer 
arrangement is approved and registered with the Documentation, Information and Technology 
Transfer Bureau under the provisions of Section 91 on exceptional cases. (n) 

CHAPTER X: COMPULSORY LICENSING 
Section 93. Grounds for Compulsory Licensing. - The Director of Legal Affairs may grant a license 
to exploit a patented invention, even without the agreement of the patent owner, in favor of any 
person who has shown his capability to exploit the invention, under any of the following 
circumstances: 
93.1. National emergency or other circumstances of extreme urgency; 
93.2. Where the public interest, in particular, national security, nutrition, health or the development 
of other vital sectors of the national economy as determined by the appropriate agency of the 
Government, so requires; or 
93.3. Where a judicial or administrative body has determined that the manner of exploitation by the 
owner of the patent or his licensee is anti-competitive; or 
93.4. In case of public non-commercial use of the patent by the patentee, without satisfactory 
reason; 
93.5. If the patented invention is not being worked in the Philippines on a commercial scale, 
although capable of being worked, without satisfactory reason: Provided, That the importation of 
the patented article shall constitute working or using the patent. (Secs. 34, 34-A, 34-B, R.A. No. 
165a) 
Section 94. Period for Filing a Petition for a Compulsory License. - 94.1. A compulsory license may 
not be applied for on the ground stated in Subsection 93.5 before the expiration of a period of four 
(4) years from the date of filing of the application or three (3) years from the date of the patent 
whichever period expires last. 
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94.2. A compulsory license which is applied for on any of the grounds stated in Subsections 93.2, 
93.3, and 93.4 and Section 97 may be applied for at any time after the grant of the patent. (Sec. 
34(1), R.A. No. 165) 
Section 95. Requirement to Obtain a License on Reasonable Commercial Terms. - 95.1. The 
license will only be granted after the petitioner has made efforts to obtain authorization from the 
patent owner on reasonable commercial terms and conditions but such efforts have not been 
successful within a reasonable period of time. 
95.2. The requirement under Subsection 95.1 shall not apply in the following cases: 
(a) Where the petition for compulsory license seeks to remedy a practice determined after judicial 
or administrative process to be anti-competitive; 
(b) In situations of national emergency or other circumstances of extreme urgency; 
(c) In cases of public non-commercial use. 
95.3. In situations of national emergency or other circumstances of extreme urgency, the right 
holder shall be notified as soon as reasonably practicable. 
95.4. In the case of public non-commercial use, where the government or contractor, without 
making a patent search, knows or has demonstrable grounds to know that a valid patent is or will 
be used by or for the government, the right holder shall be informed promptly. (n) 
Section 96. Compulsory Licensing of Patents Involving Semi-Conductor Technology. - In the case 
of compulsory licensing of patents involving semi-conductor technology, the license may only be 
granted in case of public non-commercial use or to remedy a practice determined after judicial or 
administrative process to be anti-competitive. (n) 
Section 97. Compulsory License Based on Interdependence of Patents. - If the invention protected 
by a patent, hereafter referred to as the “second patent,” within the country cannot be worked 
without infringing another patent, hereafter referred to as the “first patent,” granted on a prior 
application or benefiting from an earlier priority, a compulsory license may be granted to the owner 
of the second patent to the extent necessary for the working of his invention, subject to the 
following conditions: 
97.1. The invention claimed in the second patent involves an important technical advance of 
considerable economic significance in relation to the first patent; 
97.2. The owner of the first patent shall be entitled to a cross-license on reasonable terms to use 
the invention claimed in the second patent; 
97.3. The use authorized in respect of the first patent shall be non-assignable except with the 
assignment of the second patent; and 
97.4. The terms and conditions of Sections 95, 96 and 98 to 100 of this Act. (Sec. 34-C, R.A. No. 
165a) 
Section 98. Form and Contents of Petition. - The petition for compulsory licensing must be in 
writing, verified by the petitioner and accompanied by payment of the required filing fee. It shall 
contain the name and address of the petitioner as well as those of the respondents, the number 
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and date of issue of the patent in connection with which compulsory license is sought, the name of 
the patentee, the title of the invention, the statutory grounds upon which compulsory license is 
sought, the ultimate facts constituting the petitioner's cause of action, and the relief prayed for. 
(Sec. 34-D, R.A. No. 165) 
Section 99. Notice of Hearing. - 99.1. Upon filing of a petition, the Director of Legal Affairs shall 
forthwith serve notice of the filing thereof upon the patent owner and all persons having grants or 
licenses, or any other right, title or interest in and to the patent and invention covered thereby as 
appears of record in the Office, and of notice of the date of hearing thereon, on such persons and 
petitioner. The resident agent or representative appointed in accordance with Section 33 hereof, 
shall be bound to accept service of notice of the filing of the petition within the meaning of this 
Section. 
99.2. In every case, the notice shall be published by the said Office in a newspaper of general 
circulation, once a week for three (3) consecutive weeks and once in the IPO Gazette at applicant's 
expense. (Sec. 34-E, R.A. No. 165) 
Section 100. Terms and Conditions of Compulsory License. - The basic terms and conditions 
including the rate of royalties of a compulsory license shall be fixed by the Director of Legal Affairs 
subject to the following conditions: 
100.1. The scope and duration of such license shall be limited to the purpose for which it was 
authorized; 
100.2. The license shall be non-exclusive; 
100.3. The license shall be non-assignable, except with that part of the enterprise or business with 
which the invention is being exploited; 
100.4. Use of the subject matter of the license shall be devoted predominantly for the supply of the 
Philippine market: Provided, That this limitation shall not apply where the grant of the license is 
based on the ground that the patentee's manner of exploiting the patent is determined by judicial or 
administrative process, to be anti-competitive. 
100.5. The license may be terminated upon proper showing that circumstances which led to its 
grant have ceased to exist and are unlikely to recur: Provided, That adequate protection shall be 
afforded to the legitimate interest of the licensee; and 
100.6. The patentee shall be paid adequate remuneration taking into account the economic value 
of the grant or authorization, except that in cases where the license was granted to remedy a 
practice which was determined after judicial or administrative process, to be anti-competitive, the 
need to correct the anti-competitive practice may be taken into account in fixing the amount of 
remuneration. (Sec. 35-B, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 101. Amendment, Cancellation, Surrender of Compulsory License. - 101.1. Upon the 
request of the patentee or the licensee, the Director of Legal Affairs may amend the decision 
granting the compulsory license, upon proper showing of new facts or circumstances justifying 
such amendment. 
101.2. Upon the request of the patentee, the said Director may cancel the compulsory license: 
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(a) If the ground for the grant of the compulsory license no longer exists and is unlikely to recur; 
(b) If the licensee has neither begun to supply the domestic market nor made serious preparation 
therefor; 
(c) If the licensee has not complied with the prescribed terms of the license; 
101.3. The licensee may surrender the license by a written declaration submitted to the Office. 
101.4. The said Director shall cause the amendment, surrender, or cancellation in the Register, 
notify the patentee, and/or the licensee, and cause notice thereof to be published in the IPO 
Gazette. (Sec. 35-D, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 102. Licensee's Exemption from Liability. - Any person who works a patented product, 
substance and/or process under a license granted under this Chapter, shall be free from any 
liability for infringement: Provided however, That in the case of voluntary licensing, no collusion 
with the licensor is proven. This is without prejudice to the right of the rightful owner of the patent to 
recover from the licensor whatever he may have received as royalties under the license. (Sec. 35-
E, R.A. No. 165a) 

CHAPTER XI: ASSIGNMENT AND TRANSMISSION OF RIGHTS 
Section 103. Transmission of Rights. - 103.1. Patents or applications for patents and invention to 
which they relate, shall be protected in the same way as the rights of other property under the Civil 
Code. 
103.2. Inventions and any right, title or interest in and to patents and inventions covered thereby, 
may be assigned or transmitted by inheritance or bequest or may be the subject of a license 
contract. (Sec. 50, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 104. Assignment of Inventions. - An assignment may be of the entire right, title or interest 
in and to the patent and the invention covered thereby, or of an undivided share of the entire patent 
and invention, in which event the parties become joint owners thereof. An assignment may be 
limited to a specified territory. (Sec. 51, R.A. No. 165) 
Section 105. Form of Assignment. - The assignment must be in writing, acknowledged before a 
notary public or other officer authorized to administer oath or perform notarial acts, and certified 
under the hand and official seal of the notary or such other officer. (Sec. 52, R.A. No. 165) 
Section 106. Recording. - 106.1. The Office shall record assignments, licenses and other 
instruments relating to the transmission of any right, title or interest in and to inventions, and 
patents or application for patents or inventions to which they relate, which are presented in due 
form to the Office for registration, in books and records kept for the purpose. The original 
documents together with a signed duplicate thereof shall be filed, and the contents thereof should 
be kept confidential. If the original is not available, an authenticated copy thereof in duplicate may 
be filed. Upon recording, the Office shall retain the duplicate, return the original or the 
authenticated copy to the party who filed the same and notice of the recording shall be published in 
the IPO Gazette. 
106.2. Such instruments shall be void as against any subsequent purchaser or mortgagee for 
valuable consideration and without notice, unless, it is so recorded in the Office, within three (3) 
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months from the date of said instrument, or prior to the subsequent purchase or mortgage. (Sec. 
53, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 107. Rights of Joint Owners. - If two (2) or more persons jointly own a patent and the 
invention covered thereby, either by the issuance of the patent in their joint favor or by reason of 
the assignment of an undivided share in the patent and invention or by reason of the succession in 
title to such share, each of the joint owners shall be entitled to personally make, use, sell, or import 
the invention for his own profit: Provided, however, That neither of the joint owners shall be entitled 
to grant licenses or to assign his right, title or interest or part thereof without the consent of the 
other owner or owners, or without proportionally dividing the proceeds with such other owner or 
owners. (Sec. 54, R.A. No. 165) 

CHAPTER XII: REGISTRATION OF UTILITY MODELS 
Section 108. Applicability of Provisions Relating to Patents. - 108.1. Subject to Section 109, the 
provisions governing patents shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to the registration of utility models. 
108.2. Where the right to a patent conflicts with the right to a utility model registration in the case 
referred to in Section 29, the said provision shall apply as if the word “patent” were replaced by the 
words “patent or utility model registration”. (Sec. 55, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 109. Special Provisions Relating to Utility Models. - 109.1. (a) An invention qualifies for 
registration as a utility model if it is new and industrially applicable. 
(b) Section 21, “Patentable Inventions”, shall apply except the reference to inventive step as a 
condition of protection. 
109.2. Sections 43 to 49 shall not apply in the case of applications for registration of a utility model. 
109.3. A utility model registration shall expire, without any possibility of renewal, at the end of the 
seventh year after the date of the filing of the application. 
109.4. In proceedings under Sections 61 to 64, the utility model registration shall be canceled on 
the following grounds: 
(a) That the claimed invention does not qualify for registration as a utility model and does not meet 
the requirements of registrability, in particular having regard to Subsection 109.1 and Sections 22, 
23, 24 and 27; 
(b) That the description and the claims do not comply with the prescribed requirements; 
(c) That any drawing which is necessary for the understanding of the invention has not been 
furnished; 
(d) That the owner of the utility model registration is not the inventor or his successor in title. (Secs. 
55, 56, and 57, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 110. Conversion of Patent Applications or Applications for Utility Model Registration. - 
110.1. At any time before the grant or refusal of a patent, an applicant for a patent may, upon 
payment of the prescribed fee, convert his application into an application for registration of a utility 
model, which shall be accorded the filing date of the initial application. An application may be 
converted only once. 
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110.2. At any time before the grant or refusal of a utility model registration, an applicant for a utility 
model registration may, upon payment of the prescribed fee, convert his application into a patent 
application, which shall be accorded the filing date of the initial application. (Sec. 58, R.A. No. 
165a) 
Section 111. Prohibition against Filing of Parallel Applications. - An applicant may not file two (2) 
applications for the same subject, one for utility model registration and the other for the grant of a 
patent whether simultaneously or consecutively. (Sec. 59, R.A. No. 165a) 

CHAPTER XIII: INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 
Section 112. Definition of Industrial Design. - An industrial design is any composition of lines or 
colors or any three-dimensional form, whether or not associated-with lines or colors: Provided, That 
such composition or form gives a special appearance to and can serve as pattern for an industrial 
product or handicraft. (Sec. 55, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 113. Substantive Conditions for Protection. - 113.1. Only industrial designs that are new or 
original shall benefit from protection under this Act. 
113.2. Industrial designs dictated essentially by technical or functional considerations to obtain a 
technical result or those that are contrary to public order, health or morals shall not be protected. 
(n) 
Section 114. Contents of the Application. - 114.1. Every application for registration of an industrial 
design shall contain: 
(a) A request for registration of the industrial design; 
(b) Information identifying the applicant; 
(c) An indication of the kind of article of manufacture or handicraft to which the design shall be 
applied; 
(d) A representation of the article of manufacture or handicraft by way of drawings, photographs or 
other adequate graphic representation of the design as applied to the article of manufacture or 
handicraft which clearly and fully discloses those features for which design protection is claimed; 
and 
(e) The name and address of the creator, or where the applicant is not the creator, a statement 
indicating the origin of the right to the industrial design registration. 
114.2. The application may be accompanied by a specimen of the article embodying the industrial 
design and shall be subject to the payment of the prescribed fee.(n) 
Section 115. Several Industrial Designs in One Application. - Two (2) or more industrial designs 
may be the subject of the same application: Provided, That they relate to the same sub-class of the 
International Classification or to the same set or composition of articles. (n) 
Section 116. Examination. - 116.1. The Office shall accord as the filing date the date of receipt of 
the application containing indications allowing the identity of the applicant to be established and a 
representation of the article embodying the industrial design or a pictorial representation thereof. 
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116.2. If the application does not meet these requirements the filing date should be that date when 
all the elements specified in Section 105 are filed or the mistakes corrected. Otherwise if the 
requirements are not complied within the prescribed period, the application shall be considered 
withdrawn. 
116.3. After the application has been accorded a filing date and the required fees paid on time, the 
applicant shall comply with the requirements of Section 114 within the prescribed period, otherwise 
the application shall be considered withdrawn. 
116.4. The Office shall examine whether the industrial design complies with requirements of 
Section 112 and Subsections 113.2 and 113.3. (n) 
Section 117. Registration. - 117.1. Where the Office finds that the conditions referred to in Section 
113 are fulfilled, it shall order that registration be effected in the industrial design register and 
cause the issuance of an industrial design certificate of registration, otherwise, it shall refuse the 
application. 
117.2. The form and contents of an industrial design certificate shall be established by the 
Regulations: Provided, That the name and address of the creator shall be mentioned in every case. 
117.3. Registration shall be published in the form and within the period fixed by the Regulations. 
117.4. The Office shall record in the register any change in the identity of the proprietor of the 
industrial design or his representative, if proof thereof is furnished to it. A fee shall be paid, with the 
request to record the change in the identity of the proprietor. If the fee is not paid, the request shall 
be deemed not to have been filed. In such case, the former proprietor and the former 
representative shall remain subject to the rights and obligations as provided in this Act. 
117.5. Anyone may inspect the Register and the files of registered industrial designs including the 
files of cancellation proceedings. (n) 
Section 118. The Term of Industrial Design Registration. - 118.1 The registration of an industrial 
design shall be for a period of five (5) years from the filing date of the application. 
118.2. The registration of an industrial design may be renewed for not more than two (2) 
consecutive periods of five (5) years each, by paying the renewal fee. 
118.3. The renewal fee shall be paid within twelve (12) months preceding the expiration of the 
period of registration. However, a grace period of six (6) months shall be granted for payment of 
the fees after such expiration, upon payment of a surcharge 
118.4. The Regulations shall fix the amount of renewal fee, the surcharge and other requirements 
regarding the recording of renewals of registration. 
Section 119. Application of Other Sections and Chapters. - 119.1. The following provisions relating 
to patents shall apply mutatis mutandis to an industrial design registration: 
Section 21 -  Novelty: 
Section 24 -  Prior art: Provided, That the disclosure is contained in printed documents 
or in any tangible form; 
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Section 25 -  Non-prejudicial Disclosure; 
Section 27 -  Inventions Created Pursuant to a Commission; 
Section 28 -  Right to a Patent; 
Section 29 -  First to File Rule; 
Section 31 -  Right of Priority: Provided, That the application for industrial design shall 
be filed within six (6) months from the earliest filing date of the corresponding foreign application; 
Section 33 -  Appointment of Agent or Representative; 
Section 51 -  Refusal of the Application; 
Sections 56 to 60 -  Surrender, Correction of and Changes in Patent; 
CHAPTER VII -  Remedies of a Person with a Right to Patent; 
CHAPTER VIII - Rights of Patentees and Infringement of Patents; and 
CHAPTER XI -  Assignment and Transmission of Rights. 
119.2. If the essential elements of an industrial design which is the subject of an application have 
been obtained from the creation of another person without his consent, protection under this 
Chapter cannot be invoked against the injured party. (n) 
Section 120. Cancellation of Design Registration. - 120.1. At any time during the term of the 
industrial design registration, any person upon payment of the required fee, may petition the 
Director of Legal Affairs to cancel the industrial design on any of the following grounds: 
(a) If the subject matter of the industrial design is not registrable within the terms of Sections 112 
and 113; 
(b) If the subject matter is not new; or 
(c) If the subject matter of the industrial design extends beyond the content of the application as 
originally filed. 
120.2. Where the grounds for cancellation relate to a part of the industrial design, cancellation may 
be effected to such extent only. The restriction may be effected in the form of an alteration of the 
effected features of the design. (n) 

PART III - THE LAW ON TRADEMARKS, SERVICE MARKS AND TRADE NAMES 
Section 121. Definitions. - As used in Part III, the following terms have the following meanings: 
121.1. “Mark” means any visible sign capable of distinguishing the goods (trademark) or services 
(service mark) of an enterprise and shall include a stamped or marked container of goods; (Sec. 
38, R.A. No. 166a) 
121.2. “Collective mark” means any visible sign designated as such in the application for 
registration and capable of distinguishing the origin or any other common characteristic, including 
the quality of goods or services of different enterprises which use the sign under the control of the 
registered owner of the collective mark; (Sec. 40, R.A. No. 166a) 
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121.3. “Trade name” means the name or designation identifying or distinguishing an enterprise; 
(Sec. 38, R.A. No. 166a) 
121.4. “Bureau” means the Bureau of Trademarks; 
121.5. “Director” means the Director of Trademarks; 
121.6. “Regulations” means the Rules of Practice in Trademarks and Service Marks formulated by 
the Director of Trademarks and approved by the Director General; and 
121.7. “Examiner” means the trademark examiner. (Sec. 38, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 122. How Marks are Acquired. - The rights in a mark shall be acquired through registration 
made validly in accordance with the provisions of this law. (Sec. 2-A, R A. No. 166a) 
Section 123. Registrability. - 123.1. A mark cannot be registered if it: 
(a) Consists of immoral, deceptive or scandalous matter, or matter which may disparage or falsely 
suggest a connection with persons, living or dead, institutions, beliefs, or national symbols, or bring 
them into contempt or disrepute; 
(b) Consists of the flag or coat of arms or other insignia of the Philippines or any of its political 
subdivisions, or of any foreign nation, or any simulation thereof; 
(c) Consists of a name, portrait or signature identifying a particular living individual except by his 
written consent, or the name, signature, or portrait of a deceased President of the Philippines, 
during the life of his widow, if any, except by written consent of the widow; 
(d) Is identical with a registered mark belonging to a different proprietor or a mark with an earlier 
filing or priority date, in respect of: 
(i) The same goods or services, or 
(ii) Closely related goods or services, or 
(iii) If it nearly resembles such a mark as to be likely to deceive or cause confusion; 
(e) Is identical with, or confusingly similar to, or constitutes a translation of a mark which is 
considered by the competent authority of the Philippines to be well-known internationally and in the 
Philippines, whether or not it is registered here, as being already the mark of a person other than 
the applicant for registration, and used for identical or similar goods or services: Provided, That in 
determining whether a mark is well-known, account shall be taken of the knowledge of the relevant 
sector of the public, rather than of the public at large, including knowledge in the Philippines which 
has been obtained as a result of the promotion of the mark; 
(f) Is identical with, or confusingly similar to, or constitutes a translation of a mark considered well-
known in accordance with the preceding paragraph, which is registered in the Philippines with 
respect to goods or services which are not similar to those with respect to which registration is 
applied for: Provided, That use of the mark in relation to those goods or services would indicate a 
connection between those goods or services, and the owner of the registered mark: Provided 
further, That the interests of the owner of the registered mark are likely to be damaged by such 
use; 
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(g) Is likely to mislead the public, particularly as to the nature, quality, characteristics or 
geographical origin of the goods or services; 
(h) Consists exclusively of signs that are generic for the goods or services that they seek to 
identify; 
(i) Consists exclusively of signs or of indications that have become customary or usual to designate 
the goods or services in everyday language or in bona fide and established trade practice; 
(j) Consists exclusively of signs or of indications that may serve in trade to designate the kind, 
quality, quantity, intended purpose, value, geographical origin, time or production of the goods or 
rendering of the services, or other characteristics of the goods or services; 
(k) Consists of shapes that may be necessitated by technical factors or by the nature of the goods 
themselves or factors that affect their intrinsic value; 
(l) Consists of color alone, unless defined by a given form; or 
(m) Is contrary to public order or morality. 
123.2. As regards signs or devices mentioned in paragraphs (j), (k), and (l), nothing shall prevent 
the registration of any such sign or device which has become distinctive in relation to the goods for 
which registration is requested as a result of the use that have been made of it in commerce in the 
Philippines. The Office may accept as prima facie evidence that the mark has become distinctive, 
as used in connection with the applicant's goods or services in commerce, proof of substantially 
exclusive and continuous use thereof by the applicant in commerce in the Philippines for five (5) 
years before the date on which the claim of distinctiveness is made. 
123.3. The nature of the goods to which the mark is applied will not constitute an obstacle to 
registration. (Sec. 4, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 124. Requirements of Application. - 124.1. The application for the registration of the mark 
shall be in Filipino or in English and shall contain the following: 
(a) A request for registration; 
(b) The name and address of the applicant; 
(c) The name of a State of which the applicant is a national or where he has domicile; and the 
name of a State in which the applicant has a real and effective industrial or commercial 
establishment, if any; 
(d) Where the applicant is a juridical entity, the law under which it is organized and existing; 
(e) The appointment of an agent or representative, if the applicant is not domiciled in the 
Philippines; 
(f) Where the applicant claims the priority of an earlier application, an indication of: 
i) The name of the State with whose national office the earlier application was filed or if filed with an 
office other than a national office, the name of that office, 
ii) The date on which the earlier application was filed, and 
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iii) Where available, the application number of the earlier application; 
(g) Where the applicant claims color as a distinctive feature of the mark, a statement to that effect 
as well as the name or names of the color or colors claimed and an indication, in respect of each 
color, of the principal parts of the mark which are in that color; 
(h) Where the mark is a three-dimensional mark, a statement to that effect; 
(i) One or more reproductions of the mark, as prescribed in the Regulations; 
(j) A transliteration or translation of the mark or of some parts of the mark, as prescribed in the 
Regulations; 
(k) The names of the goods or services for which the registration is sought, grouped according to 
the classes of the Nice Classification, together with the number of the class of the said 
Classification to which each group of goods or services belongs; and 
(l) A signature by, or other self-identification of, the applicant or his representative. 
124.2. The applicant or the registrant shall file a declaration of actual use of the mark with evidence 
to that effect, as prescribed by the Regulations within three (3) years from the filing date of the 
application. Otherwise, the application shall be refused or the mark shall be removed from the 
Register by the Director. 
124.3. One (1) application may relate to several goods and/or services, whether they belong to one 
(1) class or to several classes of the Nice Classification. 
124.4. If during the examination of the application, the Office finds factual basis to reasonably 
doubt the veracity of any indication or element in the application, it may require the applicant to 
submit sufficient evidence to remove the doubt. (Sec. 5, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 125. Representation; Address for Service. - If the applicant is not domiciled or has no real 
and effective commercial establishment in the Philippines, he shall designate by a written 
document filed in the Office, the name and address of a Philippine resident who may be served 
notices or process in proceedings affecting the mark. Such notices or services may be served upon 
the person so designated by leaving a copy thereof at the address specified in the last designation 
filed. If the person so designated cannot be found at the address given in the last designation, such 
notice or process may be served upon the Director. (Sec. 3, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 126. Disclaimers. - The Office may allow or require the applicant to disclaim an 
unregistrable component of an otherwise registrable mark but such disclaimer shall not prejudice or 
affect the applicant's or owner's rights then existing or thereafter arising in the disclaimed matter, 
nor such shall disclaimer prejudice or affect the applicant's or owner's right on another application 
of later date if the disclaimed matter became distinctive of the applicant's or owner's goods, 
business or services. (Sec. 13, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 127. Filing Date. - 127.1. Requirements. - The filing date of an application shall be the date 
on which the Office received the following indications and elements in English or Filipino: 
(a) An express or implicit indication that the registration of a mark is sought; 
(b) The identity of the applicant; 
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(c) Indications sufficient to contact the applicant or his representative, if any; 
(d) A reproduction of the mark whose registration is sought; and 
(e) The list of the goods or services for which the registration is sought. 
127.2. No filing date shall be accorded until the required fee is paid. (n) 
Section 128. Single Registration for Goods and/or Services. - Where goods and/or services 
belonging to several classes of the Nice Classification have been included in one (1) application, 
such an application shall result in one registration. (n) 
Section 129. Division of Application. - Any application referring to several goods or services, 
hereafter referred to as the “initial application,” may be divided by the applicant into two (2) or more 
applications, hereafter referred to as the “divisional applications,” by distributing among the latter 
the goods or services referred to in the initial application. The divisional applications shall preserve 
the filing date of the initial application or the benefit of the right of priority. (n) 
Section 130. Signature and Other Means of Self-Identification. - 130.1. Where a signature is 
required, the Office shall accept: 
(a) A hand-written signature; or 
(b) The use of other forms of signature, such as a printed or stamped signature, or the use of a 
seal instead of a hand-written signature: Provided, That where a seal is used, it should be 
accompanied by an indication in letters of the name of the signatory. 
130.2. The Office shall accept communications to it by telecopier, or by electronic means subject to 
the conditions or requirements that will be prescribed by the Regulations. When communications 
are made by telefacsimile, the reproduction of the signature, or the reproduction of the seal 
together with, where required, the indication in letters of the name of the natural person whose seal 
is used, appears. The original communications must be received by the Office within thirty (30) 
days from date of receipt of the telefacsimile. 
130.3. No attestation, notarization, authentication, legalization or other certification of any signature 
or other means of self-identification referred to in the preceding paragraphs, will be required, 
except, where the signature concerns the surrender of a registration. (n) 
Section 131. Priority Right. - 131.1. An application for registration of a mark filed in the Philippines 
by a person referred to in Section 3, and who previously duly filed an application for registration of 
the same mark in one of those countries, shall be considered as filed as of the day the application 
was first filed in the foreign country.  
131.2. No registration of a mark in the Philippines by a person described in this section shall be 
granted until such mark has been registered in the country of origin of the applicant. 
131.3. Nothing in this section shall entitle the owner of a registration granted under this section to 
sue for acts committed prior to the date on which his mark was registered in this country: Provided, 
That, notwithstanding the foregoing, the owner of a well-known mark as defined in Section 123.1(e) 
of this Act, that is not registered in the Philippines, may, against an identical or confusingly similar 
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mark, oppose its registration, or petition the cancellation of its registration or sue for unfair 
competition, without prejudice to availing himself of other remedies provided for under the law. 
131.4. In like manner and subject to the same conditions and requirements, the right provided in 
this section may be based upon a subsequent regularly filed application in the same foreign 
country: Provided, That any foreign application filed prior to such subsequent application has been 
withdrawn, abandoned, or otherwise disposed of, without having been laid open to public 
inspection and without leaving any rights outstanding, and has not served, nor thereafter shall 
serve, as a basis for claiming a right of priority. (Sec. 37, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 132. Application Number and Filing Date. - 132.1. The Office shall examine whether the 
application satisfies the requirements for the grant of a filing date as provided in Section 127 and 
Regulations relating thereto. If the application does not satisfy the filing requirements, the Office 
shall notify the applicant who shall within a period fixed by the Regulations complete or correct the 
application as required, otherwise, the application shall be considered withdrawn. 
132.2 Once an application meets the filing requirements of Section 127, it shall be numbered in the 
sequential order, and the applicant shall be informed of the application number and the filing date 
of the application will be deemed to have been abandoned. (n) 
Section 133. Examination and Publication. - 133.1. Once the application meets the filing 
requirements of Section 127, the Office shall examine whether the application meets the 
requirements of Section 124 and the mark as defined in Section 121 is registrable under Section 
123. 
133.2. Where the Office finds that the conditions referred to in Subsection 133.1 are fulfilled, it shall 
upon payment of the prescribed fee, forthwith cause the application, as filed, to be published in the 
prescribed manner. 
133.3. If after the examination, the applicant is not entitled to registration for any reason, the Office 
shall advise the applicant thereof and the reasons therefor. The applicant shall have a period of 
four (4) months in which to reply or amend his application, which shall then be re-examined. The 
Regulations shall determine the procedure for the re-examination or revival of an application as 
well as the appeal to the Director of Trademarks from any final action by the Examiner. 
133.4. An abandoned application may be revived as a pending application within three (3) months 
from the date of abandonment, upon good cause shown and the payment of the required fee. 
133.5. The final decision of refusal of the Director of Trademarks shall be appealable to the 
Director General in accordance with the procedure fixed by the Regulations. (Sec. 7, R.A. No. 
166a) 
Section 134. Opposition. - Any person who believes that he would be damaged by the registration 
of a mark may, upon payment of the required fee and within thirty (30) days after the publication 
referred to in Subsection 133.2, file with the Office an opposition to the application. Such opposition 
shall be in writing and verified by the oppositor or by any person on his behalf who knows the facts, 
and shall specify the grounds on which it is based and include a statement of the facts relied upon. 
Copies of certificates of registration of marks registered in other countries or other supporting 
documents mentioned in the opposition shall be filed therewith, together with the translation in 
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English, if not in the English language. For good cause shown and upon payment of the required 
surcharge, the time for filing an opposition may be extended by the Director of Legal Affairs, who 
shall notify the applicant of such extension. The Regulations shall fix the maximum period of time 
within which to file the opposition. (Sec. 8, R.A. No. 165a) 
Section 135. Notice and Hearing. - Upon the filing of an opposition, the Office shall serve notice of 
the filing on the applicant, and of the date of the hearing thereof upon the applicant and the 
oppositor and all other persons having any right, title or interest in the mark covered by the 
application, as appear of record in the Office. (Sec. 9, R.A. No. 165) 
Section 136. Issuance and Publication of Certificate. - When the period for filing the opposition has 
expired, or when the Director of Legal Affairs shall have denied the opposition, the Office upon 
payment of the required fee, shall issue the certificate of registration. Upon issuance of a certificate 
of registration, notice thereof making reference to the publication of the application shall be 
published in the IPO Gazette. (Sec. 10, R.A. No. 165) 
Section 137. Registration of Mark and Issuance of a Certificate to the Owner or his Assignee. - 
137.1. The Office shall maintain a Register in which shall be registered marks, numbered in the 
order of their registration, and all transactions in respect of each mark, required to be recorded by 
virtue of this law. 
137.2. The registration of a mark shall include a reproduction of the mark and shall mention: its 
number; the name and address of the registered owner and, if the registered owner's address is 
outside the country, his address for service within the country; the dates of application and 
registration; if priority is claimed, an indication of this fact, and the number, date and country of the 
application, basis of the priority claims; the list of goods or services in respect of which registration 
has been granted, with the indication of the corresponding class or classes; and such other data as 
the Regulations may prescribe from time to time. 
137.3. A certificate of registration of a mark may be issued to the assignee of the applicant: 
Provided, That the assignment is recorded in the Office. In case of a change of ownership, the 
Office shall at the written request signed by the owner, or his representative, or by the new owner, 
or his representative and upon a proper showing and the payment of the prescribed fee, issue to 
such assignee a new certificate of registration of the said mark in the name of such assignee, and 
for the unexpired part of the original period. 
137.4. The Office shall record any change of address, or address for service, which shall be 
notified to it by the registered owner. 
137.5. In the absence of any provision to the contrary in this Act, communications to be made to 
the registered owner by virtue of this Act shall be sent to him at his last recorded address and, at 
the same, at his last recorded address for service. (Sec. 19, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 138. Certificates of Registration. - A certificate of registration of a mark shall be prima facie 
evidence of the validity of the registration, the registrant's ownership of the mark, and of the 
registrant's exclusive right to use the same in connection with the goods or services and those that 
are related thereto specified in the certificate. (Sec. 20, R.A. No. 165) 
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Section 139. Publication of Registered Marks; Inspection of Register. - 139.1. The Office shall 
publish, in the form and within the period fixed by the Regulations, the marks registered, in the 
order of their registration, reproducing all the particulars referred to in Subsection 137.2. 
139.2. Marks registered at the Office may be inspected free of charge and any person may obtain 
copies thereof at his own expense. This provision shall also be applicable to transactions recorded 
in respect of any registered mark. (n) 
Section 140. Cancellation upon Application by Registrant; Amendment or Disclaimer of 
Registration. - Upon application of the registrant, the Office may permit any registration to be 
surrendered for cancellation, and upon cancellation the appropriate entry shall be made in the 
records of the Office. Upon application of the registrant and payment of the prescribed fee, the 
Office for good cause may permit any registration to be amended or to be disclaimed in part: 
Provided, That the amendment or disclaimer does not alter materially the character of the mark. 
Appropriate entry shall be made in the records of the Office upon the certificate of registration or, if 
said certificate is lost or destroyed, upon a certified copy thereof (Sec. 14, R.A. No. 166) 
Section 141. Sealed and Certified Copies as Evidence. - Copies of any records, books, papers, or 
drawings belonging to the Office relating to marks, and copies of registrations, when authenticated 
by the seal of the Office and certified by the Director of the Administrative, Financial and Human 
Resource Development Service Bureau or in his name by an employee of the Office duly 
authorized by said Director, shall be evidence in all cases wherein the originals would be evidence; 
and any person who applies and pays the prescribed fee shall secure such copies. (n) 
Section 142. Correction of Mistakes Made by the Office. - Whenever a material mistake in a 
registration incurred through the fault of the Office is clearly disclosed by the records of the Office, 
a certificate stating the fact and nature of such mistake shall be issued without charge, recorded 
and a printed copy thereof shall be attached to each printed copy of the registration. Such 
corrected registration shall thereafter have the same effect as the original certificate; or in the 
discretion of the Director of the Administrative, Financial and Human Resource Development 
Service Bureau a new certificate of registration may be issued without charge. All certificates of 
correction heretofore issued in accordance with the Regulations and the registration to which they 
are attached shall have the same force and effect as if such certificates and their issuance had 
been authorized by this Act. (n) 
Section 143. Correction of Mistakes Made by Applicant. - Whenever a mistake is made in a 
registration and such mistake occurred in good faith through the fault of the applicant, the Office 
may issue a certificate upon the payment of the prescribed fee: Provided, That the correction does 
not involve any change in the registration that requires republication of the mark. (n) 
Section 144. Classification of Goods and Services. - 144.1. Each registration, and any publication 
of the Office which concerns an application or registration effected by the Office shall indicate the 
goods or services by their names, grouped according to the classes of the Nice Classification, and 
each group shall be preceded by the number of the class of that Classification to which that group 
of goods or services belongs, presented in the order of the classes of the said Classification. 
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144.2. Goods or services may not be considered as being similar or dissimilar to each other on the 
ground that, in any registration or publication by the Office, they appear in different classes of the 
Nice Classification. (Sec. 6, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 145. Duration. - A certificate of registration shall remain in force for ten (10) years: 
Provided, That the registrant shall file a declaration of actual use and evidence to that effect, or 
shall show valid reasons based on the existence of obstacles to such use, as prescribed by the 
Regulations, within one (1) year from the fifth anniversary of the date of the registration of the 
mark. Otherwise, the mark shall be removed from the Register by the Office. (Sec. 12, R.A. No. 
166a) 
Section 146. Renewal. - 146.1. A certificate of registration may be renewed for periods of ten (10) 
years at its expiration upon payment of the prescribed fee and upon filing of a request. The request 
shall contain the following indications: 
(a) An indication that renewal is sought;  
(b) The name and address of the registrant or his successor-in-interest, hereafter referred to as the 
“right holder”; 
(c) The registration number of the registration concerned; 
(d) The filing date of the application which resulted in the registration concerned to be renewed; 
(e) Where the right holder has a representative, the name and address of that representative; 
(f) The names of the recorded goods or services for which the renewal is requested or the names 
of the recorded goods or services for which the renewal is not requested, grouped according to the 
classes of the Nice Classification to which that group of goods or services belongs and presented 
in the order of the classes of the said Classification; and 
(g) A signature by the right holder or his representative. 
146.2. Such request shall be in Filipino or English and may be made at any time within six (6) 
months before the expiration of the period for which the registration was issued or renewed, or it 
may be made within six (6) months after such expiration on payment of the additional fee herein 
prescribed. 
146.3. If the Office refuses to renew the registration, it shall notify the registrant of his refusal and 
the reasons therefor. 
146.4. An applicant for renewal not domiciled in the Philippines shall be subject to and comply with 
the requirements of this Act. (Sec. 15, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 147. Rights Conferred. - 147.1. The owner of a registered mark shall have the exclusive 
right to prevent all third parties not having the owner's consent from using in the course of trade 
identical or similar signs or containers for goods or services which are identical or similar to those 
in respect of which the trademark is registered where such use would result in a likelihood of 
confusion. In case of the use of an identical sign for identical goods or services, a likelihood of 
confusion shall be presumed. 
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147.2. The exclusive right of the owner of a well-known mark defined in Subsection 123.1(e) which 
is registered in the Philippines, shall extend to goods and services which are not similar to those in 
respect of which the mark is registered: Provided, That use of that mark in relation to those goods 
or services would indicate a connection between those goods or services and the owner of the 
registered mark: Provided further, That the interests of the owner of the registered mark are likely 
to be damaged by such use. (n) 
Section 148. Use of Indications by Third Parties for Purposes Other than those for which the Mark 
is Used. - Registration of the mark shall not confer on the registered owner the right to preclude 
third parties from using bona fide their names, addresses, pseudonyms, a geographical name, or 
exact indications concerning the kind, quality, quantity, destination, value, place of origin, or time of 
production or of supply, of their goods or services: Provided, That such use is confined to the 
purposes of mere identification or information and cannot mislead the public as to the source of the 
goods or services. (n) 
Section 149. Assignment and Transfer of Application and Registration. - 149.1. An application for 
registration of a mark, or its registration, may be assigned or transferred with or without the transfer 
of the business using the mark. (n) 
149.2. Such assignment or transfer shall, however, be null and void if it is liable to mislead the 
public, particularly as regards the nature, source, manufacturing process, characteristics, or 
suitability for their purpose, of the goods or services to which the mark is applied. 
149.3. The assignment of the application for registration of a mark, or of its registration, shall be in 
writing and require the signatures of the contracting parties. Transfers by mergers or other forms of 
succession may be made by any document supporting such transfer. 
149.4. Assignments and transfers of registrations of marks shall be recorded at the Office on 
payment of the prescribed fee; assignment and transfers of applications for registration shall, on 
payment of the same fee, be provisionally recorded, and the mark, when registered, shall be in the 
name of the assignee or transferee. 
149.5. Assignments and transfers shall have no effect against third parties until they are recorded 
at the Office. (Sec. 31, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 150. License Contracts. - 150.1. Any license contract concerning the registration of a mark, 
or an application therefor, shall provide for effective control by the licensor of the quality of the 
goods or services of the licensee in connection with which the mark is used. If the license contract 
does not provide for such quality control, or if such quality control is not effectively carried out, the 
license contract shall not be valid. 
150.2. A license contract shall be submitted to the Office which shall keep its contents confidential 
but shall record it and publish a reference thereto. A license contract shall have no effect against 
third parties until such recording is effected. The Regulations shall fix the procedure for the 
recording of the license contract. (n) 
Section 151. Cancellation. - 151.1. A petition to cancel a registration of a mark under this Act may 
be filed with the Bureau of Legal Affairs by any person who believes that he is or will be damaged 
by the registration of a mark under this Act as follows: 
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(a) Within five (5) years from the date of the registration of the mark under this Act. 
(b) At any time, if the registered mark becomes the generic name for the goods or services, or a 
portion thereof, for which it is registered, or has been abandoned, or its registration was obtained 
fraudulently or contrary to the provisions of this Act, or if the registered mark is being used by, or 
with the permission of, the registrant so as to misrepresent the source of the goods or services on 
or in connection with which the mark is used. If the registered mark becomes the generic name for 
less than all of the goods or services for which it is registered, a petition to cancel the registration 
for only those goods or services may be filed. A registered mark shall not be deemed to be the 
generic name of goods or services solely because such mark is also used as a name of or to 
identify a unique product or service. The primary significance of the registered mark to the relevant 
public rather than purchaser motivation shall be the test for determining whether the registered 
mark has become the generic name of goods or services on or in connection with which it has 
been used. (n) 
(c) At any time, if the registered owner of the mark without legitimate reason fails to use the mark 
within the Philippines, or to cause it to be used in the Philippines by virtue of a license during an 
uninterrupted period of three (3) years or longer. 
151.2. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, the court or the administrative agency vested with 
jurisdiction to hear and adjudicate any action to enforce the rights to a registered mark shall 
likewise exercise jurisdiction to determine whether the registration of said mark may be cancelled 
in accordance with this Act. The filing of a suit to enforce the registered mark with the proper court 
or agency shall exclude any other court or agency from assuming jurisdiction over a subsequently 
filed petition to cancel the same mark. On the other hand, the earlier filing of petition to cancel the 
mark with the Bureau of Legal Affairs shall not constitute a prejudicial question that must be 
resolved before an action to enforce the rights to same registered mark may be decided. (Sec. 17, 
R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 152. Non-use of a Mark When Excused. - 152.1. Non-use of a mark may be excused if 
caused by circumstances arising independently of the will of the trademark owner. Lack of funds 
shall not excuse non-use of a mark. 
152.2. The use of the mark in a form different from the form in which it is registered, which does not 
alter its distinctive character, shall not be ground for cancellation or removal of the mark and shall 
not diminish the protection granted to the mark. 
152.3. The use of a mark in connection with one or more of the goods or services belonging to the 
class in respect of which the mark is registered shall prevent its cancellation or removal in respect 
of all other goods or services of the same class. 
152.4. The use of a mark by a company related with the registrant or applicant shall inure to the 
latter's benefit, and such use shall not affect the validity of such mark or of its registration: 
Provided, That such mark is not used in such manner as to deceive the public. If use of a mark by 
a person is controlled by the registrant or applicant with respect to the nature and quality of the 
goods or services, such use shall inure to the benefit of the registrant or applicant. (n) 
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Section 153. Requirements of Petition; Notice and Hearing. - Insofar as applicable, the petition for 
cancellation shall be in the same form as that provided in Section 134 hereof, and notice and 
hearing shall be as provided in Section 135 hereof. 
Section 154. Cancellation of Registration. - If the Bureau of Legal Affairs finds that a case for 
cancellation has been made out, it shall order the cancellation of the registration. When the order 
or judgment becomes final, any right conferred by such registration upon the registrant or any 
person in interest of record shall terminate. Notice of cancellation shall be published in the IPO 
Gazette. (Sec. 19, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 155. Remedies; Infringement. - Any person who shall, without the consent of the owner of 
the registered mark: 
155.1. Use in commerce any reproduction, counterfeit, copy, or colorable imitation of a registered 
mark or the same container or a dominant feature thereof in connection with the sale, offering for 
sale, distribution, advertising of any goods or services including other preparatory steps necessary 
to carry out the sale of any goods or services on or in connection with which such use is likely to 
cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive; or 
155.2. Reproduce, counterfeit, copy or colorably imitate a registered mark or a dominant feature 
thereof and apply such reproduction, counterfeit, copy or colorable imitation to labels, signs, prints, 
packages, wrappers, receptacles or advertisements intended to be used in commerce upon or in 
connection with the sale, offering for sale, distribution, or advertising of goods or services on or in 
connection with which such use is likely to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive, 
shall be liable in a civil action for infringement by the registrant for the remedies hereinafter set 
forth: Provided, That the infringement takes place at the moment any of the acts stated in 
Subsection 155.1 or this subsection are committed regardless of whether there is actual sale of 
goods or services using the infringing material. (Sec. 22, R.A. No 166a) 
Section 156. Actions, and Damages and Injunction for Infringement. - 156.1. The owner of a 
registered mark may recover damages from any person who infringes his rights, and the measure 
of the damages suffered shall be either the reasonable profit which the complaining party would 
have made, had the defendant not infringed his rights, or the profit which the defendant actually 
made out of the infringement, or in the event such measure of damages cannot be readily 
ascertained with reasonable certainty, then the court may award as damages a reasonable 
percentage based upon the amount of gross sales of the defendant or the value of the services in 
connection with which the mark or trade name was used in the infringement of the rights of the 
complaining party. (Sec. 23, first par., R.A. No. 166a) 
156.2. On application of the complainant, the court may impound during the pendency of the 
action, sales invoices and other documents evidencing sales. (n) 
156.3. In cases where actual intent to mislead the public or to defraud the complainant is shown, in 
the discretion of the court, the damages may be doubled. (Sec. 23, first par., R.A. No. 166) 
156.4. The complainant, upon proper showing, may also be granted injunction. (Sec. 23, second 
par., R.A. No. 166a) 
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Section 157. Power of Court to Order Infringing Material Destroyed. - 157.1 In any action arising 
under this Act, in which a violation of any right of the owner of the registered mark is established, 
the court may order that goods found to be infringing be, without compensation of any sort, 
disposed of outside the channels of commerce in such a manner as to avoid any harm caused to 
the right holder, or destroyed; and all labels, signs, prints, packages, wrappers, receptacles and 
advertisements in the possession of the defendant, bearing the registered mark or trade name or 
any reproduction, counterfeit, copy or colorable imitation thereof, all plates, molds, matrices and 
other means of making the same, shall be delivered up and destroyed. 
157.2. In regard to counterfeit goods, the simple removal of the trademark affixed shall not be 
sufficient other than in exceptional cases which shall be determined by the Regulations, to permit 
the release of the goods into the channels of commerce. (Sec. 24, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 158. Damages; Requirement of Notice. - In any suit for infringement, the owner of the 
registered mark shall not be entitled to recover profits or damages unless the acts have been 
committed with knowledge that such imitation is likely to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or 
to deceive. Such knowledge is presumed if the registrant gives notice that his mark is registered by 
displaying with the mark the words '“Registered Mark” or the letter R within a circle or if the 
defendant had otherwise actual notice of the registration. (Sec. 21, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 159. Limitations to Actions for Infringement. - Notwithstanding any other provision of this 
Act, the remedies given to the owner of a right infringed under this Act shall be limited as follows: 
159.1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 155 hereof, a registered mark shall have no effect 
against any person who, in good faith, before the filing date or the priority date, was using the mark 
for the purposes of his business or enterprise: Provided, That his right may only be transferred or 
assigned together with his enterprise or business or with that part of his enterprise or business in 
which the mark is used. 
159.2. Where an infringer who is engaged solely in the business of printing the mark or other 
infringing materials for others is an innocent infringer, the owner of the right infringed shall be 
entitled as against such infringer only to an injunction against future printing. 
159.3. Where the infringement complained of is contained in or is part of paid advertisement in a 
newspaper, magazine, or other similar periodical or in an electronic communication, the remedies 
of the owner of the right infringed as against the publisher or distributor of such newspaper, 
magazine, or other similar periodical or electronic communication shall be limited to an injunction 
against the presentation of such advertising matter in future issues of such newspapers, 
magazines, or other similar periodicals or in future transmissions of such electronic 
communications. The limitations of this subparagraph shall apply only to innocent infringers: 
Provided, That such injunctive relief shall not be available to the owner of the right infringed with 
respect to an issue of a newspaper, magazine, or other similar periodical or an electronic 
communication containing infringing matter where restraining the dissemination of such infringing 
matter in any particular issue of such periodical or in an electronic communication would delay the 
delivery of such issue or transmission of such electronic communication is customarily conducted 
in accordance with the sound business practice, and not due to any method or device adopted to 
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evade this section or to prevent or delay the issuance of an injunction or restraining order with 
respect to such infringing matter. (n) 
Section 160. Right of Foreign Corporation to Sue in Trademark or Service Mark Enforcement 
Action. - Any foreign national or juridical person who meets the requirements of Section 3 of this 
Act and does not engage in business in the Philippines may bring a civil or administrative action 
hereunder for opposition, cancellation, infringement, unfair competition, or false designation of 
origin and false description, whether or not it is licensed to do business in the Philippines under 
existing laws. (Sec. 21-A, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 161. Authority to Determine Right to Registration. - In any action involving a registered 
mark, the court may determine the right to registration, order the cancellation of a registration, in 
whole or in part, and otherwise rectify the register with respect to the registration of any party to the 
action in the exercise of this. Judgment and orders shall be certified by the court to the Director, 
who shall make appropriate entry upon the records of the Bureau, and shall be controlled thereby. 
(Sec. 25, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 162. Action for False or Fraudulent Declaration. - Any person who shall procure 
registration in the Office of a mark by a false or fraudulent declaration or representation, whether 
oral or in writing, or by any false means, shall be liable in a civil action by any person injured 
thereby for any damages sustained in consequence thereof (Sec. 26, R.A. No. 166) 
Section 163. Jurisdiction of Court. - All actions under Sections 150, 155, 164, and 166 to 169 shall 
be brought before the proper courts with appropriate jurisdiction under existing laws. (Sec. 27, R.A. 
No. 166) 
Section 164. Notice of Filing Suit Given to the Director. - It shall be the duty of the clerks of such 
courts within one (1) month after the filing of any action, suit, or proceeding involving a mark 
registered under the provisions of this Act, to notify the Director in writing setting forth: the names 
and addresses of the litigants and designating the number of the registration or registrations and 
within one (1) month after the judgment is entered or an appeal is taken, the clerk of court shall 
give notice thereof to the Office, and the latter shall endorse the same upon the filewrapper of the 
said registration or registrations and incorporate the same as a part of the contents of said 
filewrapper. (n) 
Section 165. Trade Names or Business Names. - 165.1. A name or designation may not be used 
as a trade name if by its nature or the use to which such name or designation may be put, it is 
contrary to public order or morals and if, in particular, it is liable to deceive trade circles or the 
public as to the nature of the enterprise identified by that name. 
165.2.(a) Notwithstanding any laws or regulations providing for any obligation to register trade 
names, such names shall be protected, even prior to or without registration, against any unlawful 
act committed by third parties. 
(b) In particular, any subsequent use of the trade name by a third party, whether as a trade name 
or a mark or collective mark, or any such use of a similar trade name or mark, likely to mislead the 
public, shall be deemed unlawful. 
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165.3. The remedies provided for in Sections 153 to 156 and Sections 166 and 167 shall apply 
mutatis mutandis. 
165.4. Any change in the ownership of a trade name shall be made with the transfer of the 
enterprise or part thereof identified by that name. The provisions of Subsections 149.2 to 149.4 
shall apply mutatis mutandis. 
Section 166. Goods Bearing Infringing Marks or Trade Names. - No article of imported 
merchandise which shall copy or simulate the name of any domestic product, or manufacturer, or 
dealer, or which shall copy or simulate a mark registered in accordance with the provisions of this 
Act, or shall bear a mark or trade name calculated to induce the public to believe that the article is 
manufactured in the Philippines, or that it is manufactured in any foreign country or locality other 
than the country or locality where it is in fact manufactured, shall be admitted to entry at any 
customhouse of the Philippines. In order to aid the officers of the customs service in enforcing this 
prohibition, any person who is entitled to the benefits of this Act, may require that his name and 
residence, and the name of the locality in which his goods are manufactured, a copy of the 
certificate of registration of his mark or trade name, to be recorded in books which shall be kept for 
this purpose in the Bureau of Customs, under such regulations as the Collector of Customs with 
the approval of the Secretary of Finance shall prescribe, and may furnish to the said Bureau 
facsimiles of his name, the name of the locality in which his goods are manufactured, or his 
registered mark or trade name, and thereupon the Collector of Customs shall cause one (1) or 
more copies of the same to be transmitted to each collector or to other proper officer of the Bureau 
of Customs. (Sec. 35, R.A. No. 166) 
Section 167. Collective Marks. - 167.1. Subject to Subsections 167.2 and 167.3, Sections 122 to 
164 and 166 shall apply to collective marks, except that references therein to “mark” shall be read 
as “collective mark”. 
167.2.(a) An application for registration of a collective mark shall designate the mark as a collective 
mark and shall be accompanied by a copy of the agreement, if any, governing the use of the 
collective mark. 
(b) The registered owner of a collective mark shall notify the Director of any changes made in 
respect of the agreement referred to in paragraph (a). 
167.3. In addition to the grounds provided in Section 149, the Court shall cancel the registration of 
a collective mark if the person requesting the cancellation proves that only the registered owner 
uses the mark, or that he uses or permits its use in contravention of the agreements referred to in 
Subsection 166.2 or that he uses or permits its use in a manner liable to deceive trade circles or 
the public as to the origin or any other common characteristics of the goods or services concerned. 
167.4. The registration of a collective mark, or an application therefor shall not be the subject of a 
license contract. (Sec. 40, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 168. Unfair Competition, Rights, Regulation and Remedies. - 168.1. A person who has 
identified in the mind of the public the goods he manufactures or deals in, his business or services 
from those of others, whether or not a registered mark is employed, has a property right in the 
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goodwill of the said goods, business or services so identified, which will be protected in the same 
manner as other property rights. 
168.2. Any person who shall employ deception or any other means contrary to good faith by which 
he shall pass off the goods manufactured by him or in which he deals, or his business, or services 
for those of the one having established such goodwill, or who shall commit any acts calculated to 
produce said result, shall be guilty of unfair competition, and shall be subject to an action therefor. 
168.3. In particular, and without in any way limiting the scope of protection against unfair 
competition, the following shall be deemed guilty of unfair competition: 
(a) Any person, who is selling his goods and gives them the general appearance of goods of 
another manufacturer or dealer, either as to the goods themselves or in the wrapping of the 
packages in which they are contained, or the devices or words thereon, or in any other feature of 
their appearance, which would be likely to influence purchasers to believe that the goods offered 
are those of a manufacturer or dealer, other than the actual manufacturer or dealer, or who 
otherwise clothes the goods with such appearance as shall deceive the public and defraud another 
of his legitimate trade, or any subsequent vendor of such goods or any agent of any vendor 
engaged in selling such goods with a like purpose; 
(b) Any person who by any artifice, or device, or who employs any other means calculated to 
induce the false belief that such person is offering the services of another who has identified such 
services in the mind of the public; or 
(c) Any person who shall make any false statement in the course of trade or who shall commit any 
other act contrary to good faith of a nature calculated to discredit the goods, business or services 
of another. 
168.4. The remedies provided by Sections 156, 157 and 161 shall apply mutatis mutandis. (Sec. 
29, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 169. False Designations of Origin; False Description or Representation. - 169.1. Any 
person who, on or in connection with any goods or services, or any container for goods, uses in 
commerce any word, term, name, symbol, or device, or any combination thereof, or any false 
designation of origin, false or misleading description of fact, or false or misleading representation of 
fact, which: 
(a) Is likely to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive as to the affiliation, connection, 
or association of such person with another person, or as to the origin, sponsorship, or approval of 
his or her goods, services, or commercial activities by another person; or 
(b) In commercial advertising or promotion, misrepresents the nature, characteristics, qualities, or 
geographic origin of his or her or another person's goods, services, or commercial activities, shall 
be liable to a civil action for damages and injunction provided in Sections 156 and 157 of this Act 
by any person who believes that he or she is or is likely to be damaged by such act. 
169.2. Any goods marked or labelled in contravention of the provisions of this Section shall not be 
imported into the Philippines or admitted entry at any customhouse of the Philippines. The owner, 
importer, or consignee of goods refused entry at any customhouse under this section may have 
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any recourse under the customs revenue laws or may have the remedy given by this Act in cases 
involving goods refused entry or seized. (Sec. 30, R.A. No. 166a) 
Section 170. Penalties. - Independent of the civil and administrative sanctions imposed by law, a 
criminal penalty of imprisonment from two (2) years to five (5) years and a fine ranging from Fifty 
thousand pesos (P50,000) to Two hundred thousand pesos(P200,000), shall be imposed on any 
person who is found guilty of committing any of the acts mentioned in Section 155, Section 168 
and Subsection 169.1. (Arts. 188 and 189, Revised Penal Code) 

PART IV - THE LAW ON COPYRIGHT 
CHAPTER I: PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS 

Section 171. Definitions. - For the purpose of this Act, the following terms have the following 
meaning: 
171.1. “Author” is the natural person who has created the work; 
171.2. A “collective work” is a work which has been created by two (2) or more natural persons at 
the initiative and under the direction of another with the understanding that it will be disclosed by 
the latter under his own name and that contributing natural persons will not be identified; 
171.3. “Communication to the public” or “communicate to the public” means the making of a work 
available to the public by wire or wireless means in such a way that members of the public may 
access these works from a place and time individually chosen by them; 
171.4. A “computer” is an electronic or similar device having information-processing capabilities, 
and a “computer program” is a set of instructions expressed in words, codes, schemes or in any 
other form, which is capable when incorporated in a medium that the computer can read, of 
causing the computer to perform or achieve a particular task or result; 
171.5. “Public lending” is the transfer of possession of the original or a copy of a work or sound 
recording for a limited period, for non-profit purposes, by an institution the services of which are 
available to the public, such as public library or archive; 
171.6. “Public performance”, in the case of a work other than an audiovisual work, is the recitation, 
playing, dancing, acting or otherwise performing the work, either directly or by means of any device 
or process; in the case of an audiovisual work, the showing of its images in sequence and the 
making of the sounds accompanying it audible; and, in the case of a sound recording, making the 
recorded sounds audible at a place or at places where persons outside the normal circle of a family 
and that family's closest social acquaintances are or can be present, irrespective of whether they 
are or can be present at the same place and at the same time, or at different places and/or at 
different times, and where the performance can be perceived without the need for communication 
within the meaning of Subsection 171.3; 
171.7. “Published works” means works, which, with the consent of the authors, are made available 
to the public by wire or wireless means in such a way that members of the public may access these 
works from a place and time individually chosen by them: Provided, That availability of such copies 
has been such, as to satisfy the reasonable requirements of the public, having regard to the nature 
of the work; 
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171.8. “Rental” is the transfer of the possession of the original or a copy of a work or a sound 
recording for a limited period of time, for profit-making purposes; 
171.9. “Reproduction” is the making of one (1) or more copies of a work or a sound recording in 
any manner or form (Sec. 41 (E), P.D. No. 49 a); 
171.10. A “work of applied art” is an artistic creation with utilitarian functions or incorporated in a 
useful article, whether made by hand or produced on an industrial scale; 
171.11. A “work of the Government of the Philippines” is a work created by an officer or employee 
of the Philippine Government or any of its subdivisions and instrumentalities, including 
government-owned or controlled corporations as a part of his regularly prescribed official duties. 

CHAPTER II: ORIGINAL WORKS 
Section 172. Literary and Artistic Works. - 172.1. Literary and artistic works, hereinafter referred to 
as “works”, are original intellectual creations in the literary and artistic domain protected from the 
moment of their creation and shall include in particular: 
(a) Books, pamphlets, articles and other writings; 
(b) Periodicals and newspapers; 
(c) Lectures, sermons, addresses, dissertations prepared for oral delivery, whether or not reduced 
in writing or other material form; 
(d) Letters; 
(e) Dramatic or dramatico-musical compositions; choreographic works or entertainment in dumb 
shows; 
(f) Musical compositions, with or without words; 
(g) Works of drawing, painting, architecture, sculpture, engraving, lithography or other works of art; 
models or designs for works of art; 
(h) Original ornamental designs or models for articles of manufacture, whether or not registrable as 
an industrial design, and other works of applied art; 
(i) Illustrations, maps, plans, sketches, charts and three-dimensional works relative to geography, 
topography, architecture or science; 
(j) Drawings or plastic works of a scientific or technical character; 
(k) Photographic works including works produced by a process analogous to photography; lantern 
slides; 
(l) Audiovisual works and cinematographic works and works produced by a process analogous to 
cinematography or any process for making audio-visual recordings; 
(m) Pictorial illustrations and advertisements; 
(n) Computer programs; and 
(o) Other literary, scholarly, scientific and artistic works. 
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172.2. Works are protected by the sole fact of their creation, irrespective of their mode or form of 
expression, as well as of their content, quality and purpose. (Sec. 2, P.D. No. 49a) 

CHAPTER III: DERIVATIVE WORKS 
Section 173. Derivative Works. - 173.1. The following derivative works shall also be protected by 
copyright: 
(a) Dramatizations, translations, adaptations, abridgments, arrangements, and other alterations of 
literary or artistic works; and 
(b) Collections of literary, scholarly or artistic works, and compilations of data and other materials 
which are original by reason of the selection or coordination or arrangement of their contents. (Sec. 
2, [P] and [Q], P.D. No. 49) 
173.2. The works referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b) of Subsection 173.1 shall be protected as 
new works: Provided however, That such new work shall not affect the force of any subsisting 
copyright upon the original works employed or any part thereof, or be construed to imply any right 
to such use of the original works, or to secure or extend copyright in such original works. (Sec. 8, 
P.D. 49; Art. 10, TRIPS) 
Section 174. Published Edition of Work. - In addition to the right to publish granted by the author, 
his heirs, or assigns, the publisher shall have a copyright consisting merely of the right of 
reproduction of the typographical arrangement of the published edition of the work. (n) 

CHAPTER IV: WORKS NOT PROTECTED 
Section 175. Unprotected Subject Matter. - Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 172 and 
173, no protection shall extend, under this law, to any idea, procedure, system, method or 
operation, concept, principle, discovery or mere data as such, even if they are expressed, 
explained, illustrated or embodied in a work; news of the day and other miscellaneous facts having 
the character of mere items of press information; or any official text of a legislative, administrative 
or legal nature, as well as any official translation thereof (n) 
Section 176. Works of the Government. - 176.1. No copyright shall subsist in any work of the 
Government of the Philippines. However, prior approval of the government agency or office 
wherein the work is created shall be necessary for exploitation of such work for profit. Such agency 
or office may, among other things, impose as a condition the payment of royalties. No prior 
approval or conditions shall be required for the use of any purpose of statutes, rules and 
regulations, and speeches, lectures, sermons, addresses, and dissertations, pronounced, read or 
rendered in courts of justice, before administrative agencies, in deliberative assemblies and in 
meetings of public character. (Sec. 9, first par., P.D. No. 49) 
176.2. The author of speeches, lectures, sermons, addresses, and dissertations mentioned in the 
preceding paragraphs shall have the exclusive right of making a collection of his works. (n) 
176.3. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, the Government is not precluded from receiving 
and holding copyrights transferred to it by assignment, bequest or otherwise; nor shall publication 
or republication by the Government in a public document of any work in which copyright is 
subsisting be taken to cause any abridgment or annulment of the copyright or to authorize any use 
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or appropriation of such work without the consent of the copyright owner. (Sec. 9, third par., P.D. 
No. 49) 

CHAPTER V: COPYRIGHT OR ECONOMIC RIGHTS 
Section 177. Copyright or Economic Rights. - Subject to the provisions of Chapter VIII, copyright or 
economic rights shall consist of the exclusive right to carry out, authorize or prevent the following 
acts: 
177.1. Reproduction of the work or substantial portion of the work; 
177.2. Dramatization, translation, adaptation, abridgment, arrangement or other transformation of 
the work;  
177.3. The first public distribution of the original and each copy of the work by sale or other forms 
of transfer of ownership; 
177.4. Rental of the original or a copy of an audiovisual or cinematographic work, a work embodied 
in a sound recording, a computer program, a compilation of data and other materials or a musical 
work in graphic form, irrespective of the ownership of the original or the copy which is the subject of 
the rental; (n) 
177.5. Public display of the original or a copy of the work; 
177.6. Public performance of the work; and 
177.7. Other communication to the public of the work. (Sec. 5, P. D. No. 49a) 

CHAPTER VI: OWNERSHIP OF COPYRIGHT 
Section 178. Rules on Copyright Ownership. - Copyright ownership shall be governed by the 
following rules: 
178.1 Subject to the provisions of this section, in the case of original literary and artistic works, 
copyright shall belong to the author of the work; 
178.2. In the case of works of joint authorship, the co-authors shall be the original owners of the 
copyright and in the absence of agreement, their rights shall be governed by the rules on co-
ownership. If, however, a work of joint authorship consists of parts that can be used separately and 
the author of each part can be identified, the author of each part shall be the original owner of the 
copyright in the part that he has created; 
178.3. In the case of work created by an author during and in the course of his employment, the 
copyright shall belong to: 
(a) The employee, if the creation of the object of copyright is not a part of his regular duties even if 
the employee uses the time, facilities and materials of the employer. 
(b) The employer, if the work is the result of the performance of his regularly-assigned duties, 
unless there is an agreement, express or implied, to the contrary. 
178.4. In the case of a work commissioned by a person other than an employer of the author and 
who pays for it and the work is made in pursuance of the commission, the person who so 
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commissioned the work shall have ownership of the work, but the copyright thereto shall remain 
with the creator, unless there is a written stipulation to the contrary; 
178.5. In the case of audiovisual work, the copyright shall belong to the producer, the author of the 
scenario, the composer of the music, the film director, and the author of the work so adapted. 
However, subject to contrary or other stipulations among the creators, the producer shall exercise 
the copyright to an extent required for the exhibition of the work in any manner, except for the right 
to collect performing license fees for the performance of musical compositions, with or without 
words, which are incorporated into the work; and 
178.6. In respect of letters, the copyright shall belong to the writer subject to the provisions of 
Article 723 of the Civil Code. (Sec. 6, P.D. No. 49a) 
Section 179. Anonymous and Pseudonymous Works. - For purposes of this Act, the publishers 
shall be deemed to represent the authors of articles and other writings published without the 
names of the authors or under pseudonyms, unless the contrary appears, or the pseudonyms or 
adopted name leaves no doubt as to the author's identity, or if the author of the anonymous works 
discloses his identity. (Sec. 7, P.D. 49) 

CHAPTER VII: TRANSFER OR ASSIGNMENT OF COPYRIGHT 
Section 180. Rights of Assignee. - 180.1. The copyright may be assigned in whole or in part. Within 
the scope of the assignment, the assignee is entitled to all the rights and remedies which the 
assignor had with respect to the copyright. 
180.2. The copyright is not deemed assigned inter vivos in whole or in part unless there is a written 
indication of such intention. 
180.3. The submission of a literary, photographic or artistic work to a newspaper, magazine or 
periodical for publication shall constitute only a license to make a single publication unless a 
greater right is expressly granted. If two (2) or more persons jointly own a copyright or any part 
thereof, neither of the owners shall be entitled to grant licenses without the prior written consent of 
the other owner or owners. (Sec. 15, P.D. No. 49a) 
Section 181. Copyright and Material Object. - The copyright is distinct from the property in the 
material object subject to it. Consequently, the transfer or assignment of the copyright shall not 
itself constitute a transfer of the material object. Nor shall a transfer or assignment of the sole copy 
or of one or several copies of the work imply transfer or assignment of the copyright. (Sec. 16, P.D. 
No. 49) 
Section 182. Filing of Assignment or License. - An assignment or exclusive license may be filed in 
duplicate with the National Library upon payment of the prescribed fee for registration in books and 
records kept for the purpose. Upon recording, a copy of the instrument shall be returned to the 
sender with a notation of the fact of record. Notice of the record shall be published in the IPO 
Gazette. (Sec. 19, P.D. No. 49a) 
Section 183. Designation of Society. - The copyright owners or their heirs may designate a society 
of artists, writers or composers to enforce their economic rights and moral rights on their behalf. 
(Sec. 32, P.D. No. 49a) 
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CHAPTER VIII: LIMITATIONS ON COPYRIGHT 
Section 184. Limitations on Copyright. - 184.1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Chapter V, the 
following acts shall not constitute infringement of copyright: 
(a) The recitation or performance of a work, once it has been lawfully made accessible to the 
public, if done privately and free of charge or if made strictly for a charitable or religious institution 
or society; (Sec. 10(1), P.D. No. 49) 
(b) The making of quotations from a published work if they are compatible with fair use and only to 
the extent justified for the purpose, including quotations from newspaper articles and periodicals in 
the form of press summaries: Provided, That the source and the name of the author, if appearing 
on the work, are mentioned; (Sec. 11, third par., P.D. No. 49) 
(c) The reproduction or communication to the public by mass media of articles on current political, 
social, economic, scientific or religious topic, lectures, addresses and other works of the same 
nature, which are delivered in public if such use is for information purposes and has not been 
expressly reserved: Provided, That the source is clearly indicated; (Sec. 11, P.D. No. 49) 
(d) The reproduction and communication to the public of literary, scientific or artistic works as part 
of reports of current events by means of photography, cinematography or broadcasting to the 
extent necessary for the purpose; (Sec. 12, P.D. No. 49) 
(e) The inclusion of a work in a publication, broadcast, or other communication to the public, sound 
recording or film, if such inclusion is made by way of illustration for teaching purposes and is 
compatible with fair use: Provided, That the source and of the name of the author, if appearing in 
the work, are mentioned; 
(f) The recording made in schools, universities, or educational institutions of a work included in a 
broadcast for the use of such schools, universities or educational institutions: Provided, That such 
recording must be deleted within a reasonable period after they were first broadcast: Provided, 
further, That such recording may not be made from audiovisual works which are part of the general 
cinema repertoire of feature films except for brief excerpts of the work; 
(g) The making of ephemeral recordings by a broadcasting organization by means of its own 
facilities and for use in its own broadcast; 
(h) The use made of a work by or under the direction or control of the Government, by the National 
Library or by educational, scientific or professional institutions where such use is in the public 
interest and is compatible with fair use; 
(i) The public performance or the communication to the public of a work, in a place where no 
admission fee is charged in respect of such public performance or communication, by a club or 
institution for charitable or educational purpose only, whose aim is not profit making, subject to 
such other limitations as may be provided in the Regulations; (n) 
(j) Public display of the original or a copy of the work not made by means of a film, slide, television 
image or otherwise on screen or by means of any other device or process: Provided, That either 
the work has been published, or, that the original or the copy displayed has been sold, given away 
or otherwise transferred to another person by the author or his successor in title; and 
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(k) Any use made of a work for the purpose of any judicial proceedings or for the giving of 
professional advice by a legal practitioner. 
184.2. The provisions of this section shall be interpreted in such a way as to allow the work to be 
used in a manner which does not conflict with the normal exploitation of the work and does not 
unreasonably prejudice the right holder's legitimate interests. 
Section 185. Fair Use of a Copyrighted Work. - 185.1. The fair use of a copyrighted work for 
criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching including multiple copies for classroom use, 
scholarship, research, and similar purposes is not an infringement of copyright. Decompilation, 
which is understood here to be the reproduction of the code and translation of the forms of the 
computer program to achieve the inter-operability of an independently created computer program 
with other programs may also constitute fair use. In determining whether the use made of a work in 
any particular case is fair use, the factors to be considered shall include: 
(a) The purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a commercial nature or 
is for non-profit educational purposes; 
(b) The nature of the copyrighted work; 
(c) The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a 
whole; and 
(d) The effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work. 
185.2. The fact that a work is unpublished shall not by itself bar a finding of fair use if such finding 
is made upon consideration of all the above factors. 
Section 186. Work of Architecture. - Copyright in a work of architecture shall include the right to 
control the erection of any building which reproduces the whole or a substantial part of the work 
either in its original form or in any form recognizably derived from the original: Provided, That the 
copyright in any such work shall not include the right to control the reconstruction or rehabilitation 
in the same style as the original of a building to which that copyright relates. (n) 
Section 187. Reproduction of Published Work. - 187.1. Notwithstanding the provision of Section 
177, and subject to the provisions of Subsection 187.2, the private reproduction of a published 
work in a single copy, where the reproduction is made by a natural person exclusively for research 
and private study, shall be permitted, without the authorization of the owner of copyright in the 
work. 
187.2. The permission granted under Subsection 187.1 shall not extend to the reproduction of: 
(a) A work of architecture in the form of building or other construction; 
(b) An entire book, or a substantial part thereof, or of a musical work in graphic form by 
reprographic means; 
(c) A compilation of data and other materials; 
(d) A computer program except as provided in Section 189; and 
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(e) Any work in cases where reproduction would unreasonably conflict with a normal exploitation of 
the work or would otherwise unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author. (n) 
Section 188. Reprographic Reproduction by Libraries. - 188.1. Notwithstanding the provisions of 
Subsection 177.6, any library or archive whose activities are not for profit may, without the 
authorization of the author of copyright owner, make a single copy of the work by reprographic 
reproduction: 
(a) Where the work by reason of its fragile character or rarity cannot be lent to user in its original 
form; 
(b) Where the works are isolated articles contained in composite works or brief portions of other 
published works and the reproduction is necessary to supply them, when this is considered 
expedient, to persons requesting their loan for purposes of research or study instead of lending the 
volumes or booklets which contain them; and 
(c) Where the making of such a copy is in order to preserve and, if necessary in the event that it is 
lost, destroyed or rendered unusable, replace a copy, or to replace, in the permanent collection of 
another similar library or archive, a copy which has been lost, destroyed or rendered unusable and 
copies are not available with the publisher. 
188.2. Notwithstanding the above provisions, it shall not be permissible to produce a volume of a 
work published in several volumes or to produce missing tomes or pages of magazines or similar 
works, unless the volume, tome or part is out of stock: Provided, That every library which, by law, is 
entitled to receive copies of a printed work, shall be entitled, when special reasons so require, to 
reproduce a copy of a published work which is considered necessary for the collection of the library 
but which is out of stock. (Sec. 13, P.D. 49a) 
Section 189. Reproduction of Computer Program. - 189.1. Notwithstanding the provisions of 
Section 177, the reproduction in one (1) back-up copy or adaptation of a computer program shall 
be permitted, without the authorization of the author of, or other owner of copyright in, a computer 
program, by the lawful owner of that computer program: Provided, That the copy or adaptation is 
necessary for: 
(a) The use of the computer program in conjunction with a computer for the purpose, and to the 
extent, for which the computer program has been obtained; and 
(b) Archival purposes, and, for the replacement of the lawfully owned copy of the computer 
program in the event that the lawfully obtained copy of the computer program is lost, destroyed or 
rendered unusable. 
189.2. No copy or adaptation mentioned in this Section shall be used for any purpose other than 
the ones determined in this Section, and any such copy or adaptation shall be destroyed in the 
event that continued possession of the copy of the computer program ceases to be lawful. 
189.3. This provision shall be without prejudice to the application of Section 185 whenever 
appropriate. (n) 
Section 190. Importation for Personal Purposes. - 190.1. Notwithstanding the provision of 
Subsection 177.6, but subject to the limitation under the Subsection 185.2, the importation of a 
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copy of a work by an individual for his personal purposes shall be permitted without the 
authorization of the author of, or other owner of copyright in, the work under the following 
circumstances:  
(a) When copies of the work are not available in the Philippines and: 
(i) Not more than one (1) copy at one time is imported for strictly individual use only; or 
(ii) The importation is by authority of and for the use of the Philippine Government; or 
(iii) The importation, consisting of not more than three (3) such copies or likenesses in any one 
invoice, is not for sale but for the use only of any religious, charitable, or educational society or 
institution duly incorporated or registered, or is for the encouragement of the fine arts, or for any 
state school, college, university, or free public library in the Philippines. 
(b) When such copies form parts of libraries and personal baggage belonging to persons or 
families arriving from foreign countries and are not intended for sale: Provided, That such copies 
do not exceed three (3). 
190.2. Copies imported as allowed by this Section may not lawfully be used in any way to violate 
the rights of owner the copyright or annul or limit the protection secured by this Act, and such 
unlawful use shall be deemed an infringement and shall be punishable as such without prejudice to 
the proprietor's right of action. 
190.3. Subject to the approval of the Secretary of Finance, the Commissioner of Customs is hereby 
empowered to make rules and regulations for preventing the importation of articles the importation 
of which is prohibited under this Section and under treaties and conventions to which the 
Philippines may be a party and for seizing and condemning and disposing of the same in case they 
are discovered after they have been imported. (Sec. 30, P.D. No. 49) 

CHAPTER IX: DEPOSIT AND NOTICE 
Section 191. Registration and Deposit with National Library and the Supreme Court Library. - After 
the first public dissemination of performance by authority of the copyright owner of a work falling 
under Subsections 172.1, 172.2 and 172.3 of this Act, there shall, for the purpose of completing the 
records of the National Library and the Supreme Court Library, within three (3) weeks, be 
registered and deposited with it, by personal delivery or by registered mail two (2) complete copies 
or reproductions of the work in such form as the directors of said libraries may prescribe. A 
certificate of deposit shall be issued for which the prescribed fee shall be collected and the 
copyright owner shall be exempt from making additional deposit of the works with the National 
Library and the Supreme Court Library under other laws. If, within three (3) weeks after receipt by 
the copyright owner of a written demand from the directors for such deposit, the required copies or 
reproductions are not delivered and the fee is not paid, the copyright owner shall be liable to pay a 
fine equivalent to the required fee per month of delay and to pay to the National Library and the 
Supreme Court Library the amount of the retail price of the best edition of the work. Only the above 
mentioned classes of work shall be accepted for deposit by the National Library and the Supreme 
Court Library. (Sec. 26, P.D. No. 49a) 
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Section 192. Notice of Copyright. - Each copy of a work published or offered for sale may contain a 
notice bearing the name of the copyright owner, and the year of its first publication, and, in copies 
produced after the creator's death, the year of such death. (Sec. 27, P.D. No. 49a) 

CHAPTER X: MORAL RIGHTS 
Section 193. Scope of Moral Rights. - The author of a work shall, independently of the economic 
rights in Section 177 or the grant of an assignment or license with respect to such right, have the 
right: 
193.1. To require that the authorship of the works be attributed to him, in particular, the right that 
his name, as far as practicable, be indicated in a prominent way on the copies, and in connection 
with the public use of his work; 
193.2. To make any alterations of his work prior to, or to withhold it from publication; 
193.3. To object to any distortion, mutilation or other modification of, or other derogatory action in 
relation to, his work which would be prejudicial to his honor or reputation; and 
193.4. To restrain the use of his name with respect to any work not of his own creation or in a 
distorted version of his work. (Sec. 34, P.D. No. 49) 
Section 194. Breach of Contract. - An author cannot be compelled to perform his contract to create 
a work or for the publication of his work already in existence. However, he may be held liable for 
damages for breach of such contract. (Sec. 35, P.D. No. 49) 
Section 195. Waiver of Moral Rights. - An author may waive his rights mentioned in Section 193 by 
a written instrument, but no such waiver shall be valid where its effects is to permit another: 
195.1. To use the name of the author, or the title of his work, or otherwise to make use of his 
reputation with respect to any version or adaptation of his work which, because of alterations 
therein, would substantially tend to injure the literary or artistic reputation of another author; or 
195.2. To use the name of the author with respect to a work he did not create. (Sec. 36, P.D. No. 
49) 
Section 196. Contribution to Collective Work. - When an author contributes to a collective work, his 
right to have his contribution attributed to him is deemed waived unless he expressly reserves it. 
(Sec. 37, P.D. No. 49) 
Section 197. Editing, Arranging and Adaptation of Work. - In the absence of a contrary stipulation 
at the time an author licenses or permits another to use his work, the necessary editing, arranging 
or adaptation of such work, for publication, broadcast, use in a motion picture, dramatization, or 
mechanical or electrical reproduction in accordance with the reasonable and customary standards 
or requirements of the medium in which the work is to be used, shall not be deemed to contravene 
the author's rights secured by this chapter. Nor shall complete destruction of a work unconditionally 
transferred by the author be deemed to violate such rights. (Sec. 38, P.D. No. 49) 
Section 198. Term of Moral Rights. - 198.1. The rights of an author under this chapter shall last 
during the lifetime of the author and for fifty (50) years after his death and shall not be assignable 
or subject to license. The person or persons to be charged with the posthumous enforcement of 
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these rights shall be named in writing to be filed with the National Library. In default of such person 
or persons, such enforcement shall devolve upon either the author's heirs, and in default of the 
heirs, the Director of the National Library. 
198.2. For purposes of this Section, “Person” shall mean any individual, partnership, corporation, 
association, or society. The Director of the National Library may prescribe reasonable fees to be 
charged for his services in the application of provisions of this Section. (Sec. 39, P.D. No. 49) 
Section 199. Enforcement Remedies. - Violation of any of the rights conferred by this Chapter shall 
entitle those charged with their enforcement to the same rights and remedies available to a 
copyright owner. In addition, damages which may be availed of under the Civil Code may also be 
recovered. Any damage recovered after the creator's death shall be held in trust for and remitted to 
his heirs, and in default of the heirs, shall belong to the government. (Sec. 40, P D No. 49) 

CHAPTER XI: RIGHTS TO PROCEEDS IN SUBSEQUENT TRANSFERS 
Section 200. Sale or Lease of Work. - In every sale or lease of an original work of painting or 
sculpture or of the original manuscript of a writer or composer, subsequent to the first disposition 
thereof by the author, the author or his heirs shall have an inalienable right to participate in the 
gross proceeds of the sale or lease to the extent of five percent (5%). This right shall exist during 
the lifetime of the author and for fifty (50) years after his death. (Sec. 31, P.D. No. 49) 
Section 201. Works Not Covered. - The provisions of this Chapter shall not apply to prints, 
etchings, engravings, works of applied art, or works of similar kind wherein the author primarily 
derives gain from the proceeds of reproductions. (Sec. 33, P.D. No. 49) 

CHAPTER XII: RIGHTS OF PERFORMERS, PRODUCERS OF SOUNDS RECORDINGS AND 
BROADCASTING ORGANIZATIONS 

Section 202. Definitions. - For the purpose of this Act, the following terms shall have the following 
meanings: 
202.1. “Performers” are actors, singers, musicians, dancers, and other persons who act, sing, 
declaim, play in, interpret, or otherwise perform literary and artistic work; 
202.2. “Sound recording” means the fixation of the sounds of a performance or of other sounds, or 
representation of sound, other than in the form of a fixation incorporated in a cinematographic or 
other audiovisual work; 
202.3. An “audiovisual work or fixation” is a work that consists of a series of related images which 
impart the impression of motion, with or without accompanying sounds, susceptible of being made 
visible and, where accompanied by sounds, susceptible of being made audible; 
202.4. “Fixation” means the embodiment of sounds, or of the representations thereof, from which 
they can be perceived, reproduced or communicated through a device; 
202. 5. “Producer of a sound recording” means the person, or the legal entity, who or which takes 
the initiative and has the responsibility for the first fixation of the sounds of a performance or other 
sounds, or the representation of sounds; 
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202.6. “Publication of a fixed performance or a sound recording” means the offering of copies of 
the fixed performance or the sound recording to the public, with the consent of the right holder: 
Provided, That copies are offered to the public in reasonable quality; 
202.7. “Broadcasting” means the transmission by wireless means for the public reception of 
sounds or of images or of representations thereof; such transmission by satellite is also 
“broadcasting” where the means for decrypting are provided to the public by the broadcasting 
organization or with its consent; 
202.8. “Broadcasting organization” shall include a natural person or a juridical entity duly 
authorized to engage in broadcasting; and 
202.9 “Communication to the public of a performance or a sound recording” means the 
transmission to the public, by any medium, otherwise than by broadcasting, of sounds of a 
performance or the representations of sounds fixed in a sound recording. For purposes of Section 
209, “communication to the public” includes making the sounds or representations of sounds fixed 
in a sound recording audible to the public. 
Section 203. Scope of Performers' Rights. - Subject to the provisions of Section 212, performers 
shall enjoy the following exclusive rights: 
203.1. As regards their performances, the right of authorizing: 
(a) The broadcasting and other communication to the public of their performance; and 
(b) The fixation of their unfixed performance. 
203.2. The right of authorizing the direct or indirect reproduction of their performances fixed in 
sound recordings, in any manner or form; 
203.3. Subject to the provisions of Section 206, the right of authorizing the first public distribution of 
the original and copies of their performance fixed in the sound recording through sale or rental or 
other forms of transfer of ownership; 
203.4. The right of authorizing the commercial rental to the public of the original and copies of their 
performances fixed in sound recordings, even after distribution of them by, or pursuant to the 
authorization by the performer; and 
203.5. The right of authorizing the making available to the public of their performances fixed in 
sound recordings, by wire or wireless means, in such a way that members of the public may 
access them from a place and time individually chosen by them. (Sec. 42, P.D. No. 49a) 
Section 204. Moral Rights of Performers. - 204.1. Independently of a performer's economic rights, 
the performer, shall, as regards his live aural performances or performances fixed in sound 
recordings, have the right to claim to be identified as the performer of his performances, except 
where the omission is dictated by the manner of the use of the performance, and to object to any 
distortion, mutilation or other modification of his performances that would be prejudicial to his 
reputation. 
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204.2. The rights granted to a performer in accordance with Subsection 203.1 shall be maintained 
and exercised fifty (50) years after his death, by his heirs, and in default of heirs, the government, 
where protection is claimed. (Sec. 43, P.D. No. 49) 
Section 205. Limitation on Right. - 205.1. Subject to the provisions of Section 206, once the 
performer has authorized the broadcasting or fixation of his performance, the provisions of 
Sections 203 shall have no further application. 
205.2. The provisions of Section 184 and Section 185 shall apply mutatis mutandis to performers. 
(n) 
Section 206. Additional Remuneration for Subsequent Communications or Broadcasts. - Unless 
otherwise provided in the contract, in every communication to the public or broadcast of a 
performance subsequent to the first communication or broadcast thereof by the broadcasting 
organization, the performer shall be entitled to an additional remuneration equivalent to at least five 
percent (5%) of the original compensation he or she received for the first communication or 
broadcast. (n) 
Section 207. Contract Terms. - Nothing in this Chapter shall be construed to deprive performers of 
the right to agree by contracts on terms and conditions more favorable for them in respect of any 
use of their performance. (n) 

CHAPTER XIII: PRODUCERS OF SOUND RECORDINGS 
Section 208. Scope of Right. - Subject to the provisions of Section 212, producers of sound 
recordings shall enjoy the following exclusive rights: 
208.1. The right to authorize the direct or indirect reproduction of their sound recordings, in any 
manner or form; the placing of these reproductions in the market and the right of rental or lending; 
208.2. The right to authorize the first public distribution of the original and copies of their sound 
recordings through sale or rental or other forms of transferring ownership; and 
208.3. The right to authorize the commercial rental to the public of the original and copies of their 
sound recordings, even after distribution by them by or pursuant to authorization by the producer. 
(Sec. 46, P.D. No. 49a) 
Section 209. Communication to the Public. - If a sound recording published for commercial 
purposes, or a reproduction of such sound recording, is used directly for broadcasting or for other 
communication to the public, or is publicly performed with the intention of making and enhancing 
profit, a single equitable remuneration for the performer or performers, and the producer of the 
sound recording shall be paid by the user to both the performers and the producer, who, in the 
absence of any agreement shall share equally. (Sec. 47, P.D. No. 49a) 
Section 210. Limitation of Right. - Sections 184 and 185 shall apply mutatis mutandis to the 
producer of sound recordings. (Sec. 48, P.D. No. 49a) 

CHAPTER XIV: BROADCASTING ORGANIZATIONS 
Section 211. Scope of Right. - Subject to the provisions of Section 212, broadcasting organizations 
shall enjoy the exclusive right to carry out, authorize or prevent any of the following acts: 
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211.1. The rebroadcasting of their broadcasts; 
211.2. The recording in any manner, including the making of films or the use of video tape, of their 
broadcasts for the purpose of communication to the public of television broadcasts of the same; 
and 
211.3. The use of such records for fresh transmissions or for fresh recording. (Sec. 52, P.D. No. 
49) 

CHAPTER XV: LIMITATIONS ON PROTECTION 
Section 212. Limitations on Rights. - Sections 203, 208 and 209 shall not apply where the acts 
referred to in those Sections are related to: 
212.1. The use by a natural person exclusively for his own personal purposes; 
212.2. Using short excerpts for reporting current events; 
212.3. Use solely for the purpose of teaching or for scientific research; and 
212.4. Fair use of the broadcast subject to the conditions under Section 185. (Sec. 44, P.D. No. 
49a) 

CHAPTER XVI: TERM OF PROTECTION 
Section 213. Term of Protection. - 213.1. Subject to the provisions of Subsections 213.2 to 213.5, 
the copyright in works under Sections 172 and 173 shall be protected during the life of the author 
and for fifty (50) years after his death. This rule also applies to posthumous works. (Sec. 21, first 
sentence, P.D. No. 49a) 
213.2. In case of works of joint authorship, the economic rights shall be protected during the life of 
the last surviving author and for fifty (50) years after his death. (Sec. 21, second sentence, P.D. 
No. 49) 
213.3. In case of anonymous or pseudonymous works, the copyright shall be protected for fifty (50) 
years from the date on which the work was first lawfully published: Provided, That where, before 
the expiration of the said period, the author's identity is revealed or is no longer in doubt, the 
provisions of Subsections 213.1. and 213.2 shall apply, as the case may be: Provided, further, That 
such works if not published before shall be protected for fifty (50) years counted from the making of 
the work. (Sec. 23, P.D. No. 49) 
213.4. In case of works of applied art the protection shall be for a period of twenty-five (25) years 
from the date of making. (Sec. 24(B), P.D. No. 49a) 
213.5. In case of photographic works, the protection shall be for fifty (50) years from publication of 
the work and, if unpublished, fifty (50) years from the making. (Sec. 24(C), P.D. 49a) 
213.6. In case of audio-visual works including those produced by process analogous to 
photography or any process for making audio-visual recordings, the term shall be fifty (50) years 
from date of publication and, if unpublished, from the date of making. (Sec. 24(C), P.D. No. 49a) 
Section 214. Calculation of Term. - The term of protection subsequent to the death of the author 
provided in the preceding Section shall run from the date of his death or of publication, but such 
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terms shall always be deemed to begin on the first day of January of the year following the event 
which gave rise to them. (Sec. 25, P.D. No. 49) 
Section 215. Term of Protection for Performers, Producers and Broadcasting Organizations. - 
215.1. The rights granted to performers and producers of sound recordings under this law shall 
expire: 
(a) For performances not incorporated in recordings, fifty (50) years from the end of the year in 
which the performance took place; and 
(b) For sound or image and sound recordings and for performances incorporated therein, fifty (50) 
years from the end of the year in which the recording took place. 
215.2. In case of broadcasts, the term shall be twenty (20) years from the date the broadcast took 
place. The extended term shall be applied only to old works with subsisting protection under the 
prior law. (Sec. 55, P.D. No. 49a) 

CHAPTER XVII: INFRINGEMENT 
Section 216. Remedies for Infringement. - 216.1. Any person infringing a right protected under this 
law shall be liable: 
(a) To an injunction restraining such infringement. The court may also order the defendant to desist 
from an infringement, among others, to prevent the entry into the channels of commerce of 
imported goods that involve an infringement, immediately after customs clearance of such goods. 
(b) Pay to the copyright proprietor or his assigns or heirs such actual damages, including legal 
costs and other expenses, as he may have incurred due to the infringement as well as the profits 
the infringer may have made due to such infringement, and in proving profits the plaintiff shall be 
required to prove sales only and the defendant shall be required to prove every element of cost 
which he claims, or, in lieu of actual damages and profits, such damages which to the court shall 
appear to be just and shall not be regarded as penalty. 
(c) Deliver under oath, for impounding during the pendency of the action, upon such terms and 
conditions as the court may prescribe, sales invoices and other documents evidencing sales, all 
articles and their packaging alleged to infringe a copyright and implements for making them. 
(d) Deliver under oath for destruction without any compensation all infringing copies or devices, as 
well as all plates, molds, or other means for making such infringing copies as the court may order. 
(e) Such other terms and conditions, including the payment of moral and exemplary damages, 
which the court may deem proper, wise and equitable and the destruction of infringing copies of the 
work even in the event of acquittal in a criminal case. 
216.2. In an infringement action, the court shall also have the power to order the seizure and 
impounding of any article which may serve as evidence in the court proceedings. (Sec. 28, P.D. 
No. 49a) 
Section 217. Criminal Penalties. - 217.1. Any person infringing any right secured by provisions of 
Part IV of this Act or aiding or abetting such infringement shall be guilty of a crime punishable by: 
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(a) Imprisonment of one (1) year to three (3) years plus a fine ranging from Fifty thousand pesos 
(P50,000) to One hundred fifty thousand pesos (P150,000) for the first offense. 
(b) Imprisonment of three (3) years and one (1) day to six (6) years plus a fine ranging from One 
hundred fifty thousand pesos (P150,000) to Five hundred thousand pesos (P500,000) for the 
second offense. 
(c) Imprisonment of six (6) years and one (1) day to nine (9) years plus a fine ranging from five 
hundred thousand pesos (P500,000) to One million five hundred thousand pesos (P1,500,000) for 
the third and subsequent offenses. 
(d) In all cases, subsidiary imprisonment in cases of insolvency. 
217.2. In determining the number of years of imprisonment and the amount of fine, the court shall 
consider the value of the infringing materials that the defendant has produced or manufactured and 
the damage that the copyright owner has suffered by reason of the infringement. 
217.3. Any person who at the time when copyright subsists in a work has in his possession an 
article which he knows, or ought to know, to be an infringing copy of the work for the purpose of: 
(a) Selling, letting for hire, or by way of trade offering or exposing for sale, or hire, the article; 
(b) Distributing the article for purpose of trade, or for any other purpose to an extent that will 
prejudice the rights of the copyright owner in the work; or 
(c) Trade exhibit of the article in public, shall be guilty of an offense and shall be liable on 
conviction to imprisonment and fine as above mentioned. (Sec. 29, P.D. No. 49a) 
Section 218. Affidavit Evidence. - 218.1. In an action under this Chapter, an affidavit made before a 
notary public by or on behalf of the owner of the copyright in any work or other subject matter and 
stating that: 
(a) At the time specified therein, copyright subsisted in the work or other subject matter; 
(b) He or the person named therein is the owner of the copyright; and 
(c) The copy of the work or other subject matter annexed thereto is a true copy thereof, shall be 
admitted in evidence in any proceedings for an offense under this Chapter and shall be prima facie 
proof of the matters therein stated until the contrary is proved, and the court before which such 
affidavit is produced shall assume that the affidavit was made by or on behalf of the owner of the 
copyright. 
218.2. In an action under this Chapter: 
(a) Copyright shall be presumed to subsist in the work or other subject matter to which the action 
relates if the defendant does not put in issue the question whether copyright subsists in the work or 
other subject matter; and 
(b) Where the subsistence of the copyright is established, the plaintiff shall be presumed to be the 
owner of the copyright if he claims to be the owner of the copyright and the defendant does not put 
in issue the question of his ownership. 
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(c) Where the defendant, without good faith, puts in issue the questions of whether copyright 
subsists in a work or other subject matter to which the action relates, or the ownership of copyright 
in such work or subject matter, thereby occasioning unnecessary costs or delay in the proceedings, 
the court may direct that any costs to the defendant in respect of the action shall not be allowed by 
him and that any costs occasioned by the defendant to other parties shall be paid by him to such 
other parties. (n) 
Section 219. Presumption of Authorship. - 219.1. The natural person whose name is indicated on a 
work in the usual manner as the author shall, in the absence of proof to the contrary, be presumed 
to be the author of the work. This provision shall be applicable even if the name is a pseudonym, 
where the pseudonym leaves no doubt as to the identity of the author. 
219.2. The person or body corporate whose name appears on a audio-visual work in the usual 
manner shall, in the absence of proof to the contrary, be presumed to be the maker of said work. 
(n) 
Section 220. International Registration of Works. - A statement concerning a work, recorded in an 
international register in accordance with an international treaty to which the Philippines is or may 
become a party, shall be construed as true until the contrary is proved except: 
220.1. Where the statement cannot be valid under this Act or any other law concerning intellectual 
property. 
220.2. Where the statement is contradicted by another statement recorded in the international 
register. (n) 

CHAPTER XVIII: SCOPE OF APPLICATION 
Section 221. Points of Attachment for Works under Sections 172 and 173. - 221.1. The protection 
afforded by this Act to copyrightable works under Sections 172 and 173 shall apply to: 
(a) Works of authors who are nationals of, or have their habitual residence in, the Philippines; 
(b) Audio-visual works the producer of which has his headquarters or habitual residence in the 
Philippines; 
(c) Works of architecture erected in the Philippines or other artistic works incorporated in a building 
or other structure located in the Philippines; 
(d) Works first published in the Philippines; and 
(e) Works first published in another country but also published in the Philippines within thirty days, 
irrespective of the nationality or residence of the authors. 
221.2. The provisions of this Act shall also apply to works that are to be protected by virtue of and 
in accordance with any international convention or other international agreement to which the 
Philippines is a party. (n) 
Section 222. Points of Attachment for Performers. - The provisions of this Act on the protection of 
performers shall apply to: 
222.1. Performers who are nationals of the Philippines; 
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222.2. Performers who are not nationals of the Philippines but whose performances: 
(a) Take place in the Philippines; or 
(b) Are incorporated in sound recordings that are protected under this Act; or 
(c) Which has not been fixed in sound recording but are carried by broadcast qualifying for 
protection under this Act. (n) 
Section 223. Points of Attachment for Sound Recordings. - The provisions of this Act on the 
protection of sound recordings shall apply to: 
223.1. Sound recordings the producers of which are nationals of the Philippines; and 
223.2. Sound recordings that were first published in the Philippines. (n) 
Section 224. Points of Attachment for Broadcasts. - 224.1. The provisions of this Act on the 
protection of broadcasts shall apply to: 
(a) Broadcasts of broadcasting organizations the headquarters of which are situated in the 
Philippines; and 
(b) Broadcasts transmitted from transmitters situated in the Philippines. 
224.2. The provisions of this Act shall also apply to performers who, and to producers of sound 
recordings and broadcasting organizations which, are to be protected by virtue of and in 
accordance with any international convention or other international agreement to which the 
Philippines is a party. (n) 

CHAPTER XIX: INSTITUTION OF ACTIONS 
Section 225. Jurisdiction. - Without prejudice to the provisions of Subsection 7.1(c), actions under 
this Act shall be cognizable by the courts with appropriate jurisdiction under existing law. (Sec. 57, 
P.D. No. 49a) 
Section 226. Damages. - No damages may be recovered under this Act after four (4) years from 
the time the cause of action arose. (Sec. 58, P.D. No. 49) 

CHAPTER XX: MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
Section 227. Ownership of Deposit and Instruments. - All copies deposited and instruments in 
writing filed with the National Library and the Supreme Court Library in accordance with the 
provisions of this Act shall become the property of the Government. (Sec. 60, P.D. No. 49) 
Section 228. Public Records. - The section or division of the National Library and the Supreme 
Court Library charged with receiving copies and instruments deposited and with keeping records 
required under this Act and everything in it shall be opened to public inspection. The Director of the 
National Library is empowered to issue such safeguards and regulations as may be necessary to 
implement this Section and other provisions of this Act. (Sec. 61, P.D. No. 49) 
Section 229. Copyright Division; Fees. - The Copyright Section of the National Library shall be 
classified as a Division upon the effectivity of this Act. The National Library shall have the power to 
collect, for the discharge of its services under this Act, such fees as may be promulgated by it from 
time to time subject to the approval of the Department Head. (Sec. 62, P.D. 49a) 
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PART V - FINAL PROVISIONS 
Section 230. Equitable Principles to Govern Proceedings. - In all inter partes proceedings in the 
Office under this Act, the equitable principles of laches, estoppel, and acquiescence where 
applicable, may be considered and applied. (Sec. 9-A, R.A. No. 165) 
Section 231. Reverse Reciprocity of Foreign Laws. - Any condition, restriction, limitation, 
diminution, requirement, penalty or any similar burden imposed by the law of a foreign country on a 
Philippine national seeking protection of intellectual property rights in that country, shall reciprocally 
be enforceable upon nationals of said country, within Philippine jurisdiction. (n) 
Section 232. Appeals. - 232.1. Appeals from decisions of regular courts shall be governed by the 
Rules of Court. Unless restrained by a higher court, the judgment of the trial court shall be 
executory even pending appeal under such terms and conditions as the court may prescribe. 
232.2. Unless expressly provided in this Act or other statutes, appeals from decisions of 
administrative officials shall be provided in the Regulations. (n) 
Section 233. Organization of the Office; Exemption from the Salary Standardization Law and the 
Attrition Law. - 233.1. The Office shall be organized within one (1) year after the approval of this 
Act. It shall not be subject to the provisions of Republic Act No. 7430. 
233.2. The Office shall institute its own compensation structure: Provided, That the Office shall 
make its own system conform as closely as possible with the principles provided for under 
Republic Act No. 6758. (n) 
Section 234. Abolition of the Bureau of Patents, Trademarks, and Technology Transfer. - The 
Bureau of Patents, Trademarks, and Technology Transfer under the Department of Trade and 
Industry is hereby abolished. All unexpended funds and fees, fines, royalties and other charges 
collected for the calendar year, properties, equipment and records of the Bureau of Patents, 
Trademarks and Technology Transfer, and such personnel as may be necessary are hereby 
transferred to the Office. Personnel not absorbed or transferred to the Office shall enjoy the 
retirement benefits granted under existing law, otherwise, they shall be paid the equivalent of one 
month basic salary for every year of service, or the equivalent nearest fractions thereof favorable to 
them on the basis of the highest salary received.(n) 
Section 235. Applications Pending on Effective Date of Act. - 235.1. All applications for patents 
pending in the Bureau of Patents, Trademarks and Technology Transfer shall be proceeded with 
and patents thereon granted in accordance with the Acts under which said applications were filed, 
and said Acts are hereby continued to be enforced, to this extent and for this purpose only, 
notwithstanding the foregoing general repeal thereof: Provided, That applications for utility models 
or industrial designs pending at the effective date of this Act, shall be proceeded with in 
accordance with the provisions of this Act, unless the applicants elect to prosecute said 
applications in accordance with the Acts under which they were filed. 
235.2. All applications for registration of marks or trade names pending in the Bureau of Patents, 
Trademarks and Technology Transfer at the effective date of this Act may be amended, if 
practicable to bring them under the provisions of this Act. The prosecution of such applications so 
amended and the grant of registrations thereon shall be proceeded with in accordance with the 
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provisions of this Act. If such amendments are not made, the prosecution of said applications shall 
be proceeded with and registrations thereon granted in accordance with the Acts under which said 
applications were filed, and said Acts are hereby continued in force to this extent for this purpose 
only, notwithstanding the foregoing general repeal thereof (n) 
Section 236. Preservation of Existing Rights. - Nothing herein shall adversely affect the rights on 
the enforcement of rights in patents, utility models, industrial designs, marks and works, acquired in 
good faith prior to the effective date of this Act. (n) 
Section 237. Notification on Berne Appendix. - The Philippines shall by proper compliance with the 
requirements set forth under the Appendix of the Berne Convention (Paris Act, 1971) avail itself of 
the special provisions regarding developing countries, including provisions for licenses grantable 
by competent authority under the Appendix. (n) 
Section 238. Appropriations. - The funds needed to carry out the provisions of this Act shall be 
charged to the appropriations of the Bureau of Patents, Trademarks, and Technology Transfer 
under the current General Appropriations Act and the fees, fines, royalties and other charges 
collected by the Bureau for the calendar year pursuant to Sections 14.1 and 234 of this Act. 
Thereafter such sums as may be necessary for its continued implementations shall be included in 
the annual General Appropriations Act. (n) 
Section 239. Repeals. - 239.1. All Acts and parts of Acts inconsistent herewith, more particularly 
Republic Act No. 165, as amended; Republic Act No. 166, as amended; and Articles 188 and 189 
of the Revised Penal Code; Presidential Decree No. 49, including Presidential Decree No. 285, as 
amended, are hereby repealed. 
239.2. Marks registered under Republic Act No. 166 shall remain in force but shall be deemed to 
have been granted under this Act and shall be due for renewal within the period provided for under 
this Act and, upon renewal shall be reclassified in accordance with the International Classification. 
Trade names and marks registered in the Supplemental Register under Republic Act No. 166 shall 
remain in force but shall no longer be subject to renewal. 
239.3. The provisions of this Act shall apply to works in which copyright protection obtained prior to 
the effectivity of this Act is subsisting: Provided, That the application of this Act shall not result in 
the diminution of such protection. (n) 
Section 240. Separability. - If any provision of this Act or the application of such provision to any 
circumstances is held invalid, the remainder of the Act shall not be affected thereby. (n)  
Section 241. Effectivity. - This Act shall take effect on 1 January 1998. (n) 
Approved: June 6, 1997 
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CHAPTER IX: THE LAW ON TRADE-MARKS, TRADE-
NAMES, SERVICE-MARKS AND UNFAIR COMPETITION 

(REPEALED) 

Republic -Act No. 166, as amended 
AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE REGISTRATION AND PROTECTION OF TRADE-MARKS, 
TRADE-NAMES AND SERVICE-MARKS, DEFINING UNFAIR COMPETITION AND FALSE 
MARKING AND PROVIDING REMEDIES AGAINST THE SAME, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES. 
CHAPTER I-Powers, Duties and Functions of Patent Office. 
Sec. 1. Transfer of powers from Bureau of Commerce to Patent Office.-.The powers, duties and 
functions vested in, or performed and exercised by, the Bureau of Commerce in connection with 
the registration of trademarks, trade-names and other marks are hereby transferred to the Patent 
Office. The administration of this Act shall devolve upon the Patent Office. 
All books, records, documents and files of the Bureau of Commerce relating to trade-marks, trade-
names and other marks, and such personnel of the said Bureau as is now discharging the 
functions or performing the duties of the Bureau of Commerce in connection with the registration of 
trade-marks, trade-names and other marks together with the corresponding appropriations, are 
transferred to the Patent Office, and the Budget Commissioner shall make immediate provision for 
such transfer. 
Source. Rep. Act No. 166 was modeled on the United States Trade-mark Act o f 1946. (Dir. of Pa. tents, Circular 
Release No. 36, 45 O.G. 3704) 

Civil Code provisions 
“Art. 520. A trade-mark or trade-name duly registered in the proper government bureau or office is 
owned by and pertains to the person, corporation, or firm registering the same, subject to the 
provision of special laws. 
“Art. 521. The goodwill of a business is property, and may be transferred together with the right to 
use the name under which the business is conducted. 
“Art. 522. Trade-marks and trade-names are governed by special laws.” 
Meaning of “goodwill”. 
Goodwill includes every positive advantage arising out of the business of the old firm, whether 
connected with the premises, or names, or with any other matter carrying with it the business of the 
old firm. (24 Am. Jur. p. 803). 
 
CHAPTER II - Registration of Marks and TradeNames. 
Sec. 2. What are registrable.-Trade-marks, tradenames and service marks owned by persons, 
corporations, partnerships or associations domiciled in the Philippines and by persons, 
corporations, partnerships or associations domiciled in any foreign country may be registered in 
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accordance with the provisions of this Act : Provided, That said trade-marks, trade-names or 
service marks are actually in use in commerce and services not less than two months in the 
Philippines before the time the applications for registration are filed: And provided, further, That the 
country of which the applicant for registration is a citizen grants by law substantially similar 
privileges to citizens of the Philippines, and such fact is officially certified, with a certified true copy 
of the foreign law translated into the English language, by the government of the foreign country to 
the Government of the Republic of the Philippines (Amended by Rep. Act No. 865). 
Sec. 2-A. Ownership of trade-marks, trade-names and service-marks; how acquired.-Any one who 
lawfully produces or deals in merchandise of any kind or who engages in any lawful business, or 
who renders any lawful service in commerce, by actual use thereof in manufacture or trade, In 
business, and in the service rendered, may appropriate to his 'exclusive use a trade-mark, a trade-
name, or a trade-mark not so appropriated by another, to distinguish his merchandise, business or 
services of others. The ownership or possession of a trade,-mark, trade-name, service-mark, 
heretofore or hereafter appropriated, as in this section provided, shall be recognized and protected 
in the same manner and to the sane extent as are other property rights known to the law (Inserted 
by Rep. Act No. 638). 
`Sec. 3. Application by non-residents.--Any person filing an application for the registration of a mark 
or tradename, who is not a resident of the Philippines, must appoint an agent or representative in 
the Philippines upon whom notice of process relating to the application or registration. of the mark 
or trade-name may be served. In the event of death, absence or inability of the agent or 
representative, a new agent or representative must be appointed, and, notice thereof must be filed 
in the Patent Office. Upon failure to maintain an agent or representative of record in the Patent 
Office, service on the Director shall be deemed sufficient. 
CHAPTER 11-A - The Principal Register. (Inserted by Sec. 2, Rep. Act No. 638) 
Sec. 4. Registration of trade-marks, trade-names and service marks on the principal register.-
There is hereby established a register of trade-marks, trade-names and service-marks which shall 
be known as the principal register. The owner of a trade-mark, trade-name or service-mark used to 
distinguish his goods, business or services from the goods, business or services of others shall 
have the right to register the same on the principal register, unless it: 
(a) Consists of or comprises immoral, deceptive or scandalous matter, or matter which may 
disparage or falsely suggest a connection with persons, 'living or dead, institutions, beliefs, or 
national symbols, or bring them into contempt or disrepute; 
(b) Consists of or comprises the flag or coat of arms or other insignia of the Philippines or any of its 
political subdivisions, or of any foreign nations, or any simulation thereof; 
(c) Consists of or comprises a name, portrait, or signature identifying a particular living individual 
except by his written consent, or the name, signature or portrait of a deceased President of the 
Philippines, during the life of his widow, if any, except by written consent of the widow; 
(d) Consists of or comprises a mark or trade-name which so resembles a mark or trade-name 
registered in the Philippines or a mark or trade-name previously used in the Philippines by another 
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and not abandoned, as to be likely, when applied to or used in connection with goods, business or 
services of the applicant, to cause confusion or mistake or to deceive the purchasers; or 
(e) Consists of a mark or trade-name which, when applied to or used in connection with the goods, 
business or services of the applicant is merely descriptive or deceptively misdescriptive of them, or 
when applied to or -used in connection with the goods, business or services of the applicant is 
primarily geographically descriptive or deceptively misdescriptive of them, or is primarily merely a 
surname; 
(f) Except as expressly excluded in paragraphs (a) (b), (c) and (d) of this section, nothing herein 
shall prevent the registration of a mark or trade-name used by the applicant which has become 
distinctive of the applicant's goods, business or services. The Director may accept as prima facie 
evidence that the mark or trade-name has become distinctive, as applied or used in connection 
with the applicant's goods, business or services, proof of substantially exclusive and continuous 
use thereof as a mark or trade-name by the applicant in connection with the sale of goods, 
business or services for the five years next preceding the date of the filing of the application for its 
registration (As amended by Rep. Act No. 638). 
“The doctrine of secondary meaning is found in See. 4(f), Chapter II-A of the Trade-Mark Law, viz: 

x x x x x 
“This Court held that the doctrine is to the effect that a word or phrase originally incapable of 
exclusive appropriation with reference to an article on the market, because geographically or 
otherwise descriptive, might nevertheless have been used so long and so exclusively by one 
producer with reference to his article that, in that trade and to that branch of the purchasing public, 
the word or phrase has come to mean that the article was his product. 
“By way of illustration, is the word “Selecta” which according to this Court is a common ordinary 
term in the sense that it may be used or employed by any one in promoting his business or 
enterprise, but, which once adopted or coined in connection with one's business as an emblem, 
sign or device to characterize its products, or as badge of authenticity, may acquire a secondary 
meaning as to be exclusively associated with its products and business, so that its use by another 
may lead to confusion and cause damage to its business. 
“The applicability of the doctrine of secondary meaning to the situation now before us is 
appropriate because there is oral and documentary evidence showing that the word PLANTERS 
has been used by and closely associated with Standard Brands for its salted peanuts since 1938 in 
this country....” (Phil. Nut Industry vs. Standard Brands, Inc., 65 SCRA 575). 
The above words “ALMETAL” applied to Sash rails; x x x “DYANSHINE” applied to shoe polish; 
“MIRRORLIKE” applied to furniture, floor and automobile polish; “NEXTOBEER” applied to malt 
beverage; “STABRITE” applied to metal polish; ;`SAFE T. SEAL” applied to envelopes; and “NO-
DKA” applied to toothpastes one by one in their order are the corruptions of the following words. 
“All metal”, “Dye and shine”, “Mirror like”, “Next to beer”, “Star bright”, “Safety Seal”, and “No 
decay”. BV analogy the word “Gaslam” may be a corruption or contraction of the words “Gas lamp” 
and as such is only descriptive of the class of merchandise sold in the store (People of the 
Philippines vs. Chan Chin, 45 Off. Gaz., p. 3964). 
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2. The trade-marks “Dos Campanas” and “Tres Campanas” for gin were held to be invalid because 
they were similar to the well-known trade-mark “Ginebra de la Campana” belonging to another. 
(Ubeda vs. Zialcita, 13 Phil. 11). 
3. The word “Kananga” being the name of a tree cannot validly constitute a trade-mark for a pro 
duct produced from such tree. Neither can such words like “sugar”, “tobacco”, or “coffee” standing 
alone, constitute a valid trade-mark for such products (Baxter vs. Zuazua, 5 Phil. 11). 
4. The word “chorrito” which is a local name given to a special kind of cigarettes the tobacco o f 
which is rolled in sweetened black paper, cannot be appropriated exclusively as a trade-mark. The 
words “Corona”, “Especiales”, “Perfectos”, etc., which are used in common by local cigar 
manufacturers to designate the different shapes or forms of cigars manufactured by them, are not 
susceptible of exclusive appropriation as trademarks. (La Yebana Co. vs. Alhambra Cigar & 
Cigarette Mfg. Co., 56 Phil. 106). 
5. The word “Isabela” being the name of the province where such tobacco is grown cannot be 
validly appropriated as a trade-mark for tobacco any more than the words “Havana” or “Virginia” 
(Cia Gral. de Tabacos vs. Alhambra Cigar & Cigarette Mfg. Co., 33 Phil. 485). However, when a 
geographical name is not used in a geographical sense but is used in a fictitious sense merely to 
indicate ownership, independent of location, it may be appropriated as a trade-mark. Thus the word 
“Vigan” stamped on plaintiff's khaki, being the name of a town, was an original geographic term, it 
was not used to indicate the geographical place of production, but it was used to indicate a quality 
of the product, and as such it is artificial and arbitrary. It was therefore held to be a valid trademark 
(E. Spinner & Co. vs. Neus8 Heslein Corp., 54 Phil. 224). 
6. The words “Ang Tibay” used and registered by respondent for many years as a trade mark and 
trade name for slippers, shoes and indoor baseballs, could not be said to be merely a descriptive 
term meaning, as translated from Tagalog into English, merely “strong,” “durable” or “lasting” 
where, as used in Tagalog, it was an exclamatory expression never adjectively used to define or 
describe an object, and hence must be considered as a fanciful or coined phrase properly and 
legally subject to appropriation as a trade-mark or trade-name (Ang vs. Teodoro, 7,1 Phil. 50). 
7. A trade mark consisting of a representation of two midget roosters in an attitude of combat with 
the word “Bantam” printed above them was held similar to a registered trade-mark consisting of a 
pictorial representation of a hen with the words “Hen Brand”, “Marca Manok”, the Supreme Court 
holding: “Food seasoning products are usually purchased by cooks and household help sometimes 
illiterates, who are guided by pictorial representations and the sound of words descriptive of said 
representation. When a cook or household help or even a housewife buys a food seasoning 
product for the kitchen, the brand of “Manok” or “Marca Manok” would influence her in selecting the 
product regardless of whether the brand pictures a hen or a rooster or two roosters. To her they 
are all manok. Therein lies the confusion, even deception” (Lim Roa vs. Director of Patents, G.R. 
No. L-8072, Oct. 31, 1956). 
8. Although the word “Selecta” may be an ordinary or common word in the sense that it may be 
used or employed by any one in promoting his business or enterprise, however, nnee adopted or 
coined in connection with one's business as an emblem, sign or device to characterize its product, 
or as a badge of authenticity, may acquire a secondary meaning as to be exclusively associated 
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with its products and business (Ang vs. Teodoro, 74 Phil. 50, 53). In this sense, its use by another 
may lead to confusion in trade and cause damage to its business. The law gives it protection and 
guarantees its use to the exclusion of all others. And it is also in this sense that the law postulates 
that “the ownership or possession of a trade, mark shall be recognized and protected in the same 
manner and to the same extent as are other property rights known to the law,” thereby giving to 
any person entitled to the exclusive use of such trade-mark the right to recover damages in a civil 
action from any person who may have sold goods of similar kind bearing such trade-mark (Aree 
SonsA Co, vs. Selecta Biscuit Co., 1 SCRA 253). 
9. The term “Verbena” being description of a whole genus of garden plants with fragrant flowers 
(Verbenacease), its use in connection with cosmetic products wherein fragrance is of substantial 
import, invokes the idea that the products are perfumed with the extract of verbena flowers, or of 
some oil similar aroma; and, regardless of other connotations of the word, the use o f the term 
cannot be denied to other traders using such extract or oils in their own products. The term is, 
therefore, non-registrable in the sense that a party would be entitled to appropriate its use to the 
exclusion of others legitimately entitled. (East Pacific Merchandising Corp. vs. Director of Patents & 
Pellicer, No. C-14377, Dec. 29, 1960). 
10. The trademark “Lionpass” for medicated plaster cannot be registered because it is confusingly 
similar to “Salonpas,” a registered trade-mark also for medicated plaster. Both words have the 
same suffix, 'pas’ which denotes a plaster, with curative powers, that adheres too the body. 
However, as “pas” is merely descriptive and furnishes no indication by anyone and may properly 
become the subject of a trade-mark by combination with another word or phrase. Although two 
letters of “Salonpas” are missing in “Lionpas,” nevertheless, when the two words are pronounced, 
the sound effects are confusingly similar. Where goods are advertised over the radio, similarity in 
sound -is of special significance. Similarity of sound is a sufficient ground for holding that the two 
marks are confusingly similar when applied to merchandise of the same descriptive properties. 
(Marvex Commercial vs. Ha2vpia, 18 SCRA 1178Q. 
11. The law (Rep. Act 166, Sec. 4, par. d, as amended) does not require that the articles of 
manufacture of the previous user and the late user of the mark should possess the same 
descriptive properties or should fall into the same categories as to bar the latter from registering his 
mark in the principal register (Chua Che vs. Phil. Patent Office, et al., L-18337, Jan. 30, 1965 
[between toiletries and laundry soap,] citing Application of Sylvan Sweets Co., 205 F. 2nd. 207 
[between candies and cigarettes]. Therefore, whether or not shirts and shoes have the same 
descriptive properties, or whether or not it is the prevailing practice or the tendency of tailors and 
haberdashers to expand their business into shoemaking, are not controlling. The meat of the 
matter is the likelihood of confusion, mistake or deception upon purchasers of the goods 
manufactured by the previous user. Here, the resemblance or similarity of the mark FLORMANN 
and the name FLORMEN and the likehood of confusion, one to the other, is admitted therefore, the 
prior adopter has the better right to the use of the mark. (Sta. Ana vs. Maliwat, 24 SCRA 1018). 
12. The word “Tango” has a well-established meaning, for it describes a-particular dance that is 
well-known in the Philippines. A manufacturer can register the trademark “Tango” for hair pomade 
and use it on a label showing a man and woman dancing. Such registration cannot be validly 
objected to by another manufacturer that uses the trademark “Tango” for specified chemicals, 
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medical and pharmaceutical preparations, namely, lipstick, creme rouge, compact rouge, cleansing 
cream, day cream, night cream, massage cream, face lotion, astringent, face powder, powder 
compacts cosmetics for lashes, brows, and hair, hair pencils, nail polish, perfumes, and toilet 
waters. (Luft Co, vs. Ngo Guan, 18 SCRA 944). 
13. The trademark “Adagio” is a musical term, which means slowly or in any easy manner, and 
when applied to brassieres is used in an arbitrary (fanciful) sense, not being a common descriptive 
name of a particular style of brassieres, and is therefore registrable. (Romero vs. Maiden Form 
Brassiere, 10 SCRA 556). 
14. Under Sec.4 (c) R.A. 166 as amended what is prohibited from being appropriated and being 
registered as trade-names consisting of, or comprising, a name identifying a particular living 
individual withe name of a deceased President of the Philippines. The names of deceased wives of 
Presidents are not included in the prohibition. (De la Rama Steamship vs. National Development, 
35 SCRA 567). 
15. The determinative factor in a contest involving registration of trade mark is not whether the 
challenged mark would- actually cause confusion or deception of the purchasers but whether the 
use of such mark would likely cause confusion or mistake on the part of the buying public. In short, 
to constitute an infringement of an existing trade-mark patent and warrant a denial of an application 
for registration, the law does not require that the competing trade-marks must be so identical as to 
produce actual error or mistake; it would be sufficient, for the purposes of the law, that the similarity 
between the two labels is such that there is a possibility or likelihood of the purchaser of the older 
brand mistaking the newer brand for it . . . The similarity between the competing trademarks, 
Duraflex and Rynaflex, is clear not only from their initial letters but also in the last half of the 
appellations. (American Wire & Cable vs. Dir. of Patents, 31 SCRA 544). 
16. Adoption alone of a trade-mark would not give exclusive right thereto. Such right grows out of 
their actual use. Adoption is not use. One may make advertisements, issue circulars, give out price 
lists on certain goods; but these alone would not give exclusive right to use. For trade-mark is a 
creation of use. The underlying reason for all these is that purchasers have come to understand 
the mark as indicating the origin of the wares. Flowing from this is the trader's right to protection in 
the trade he has built up and the goodwill he has accumulated from use of the trademark. 
Registration of a trade-mark, of course, has value: It is an administrative act declaratory of a pre-
existing right. Registration does not, however, perfect a trade-mark right. (Sterling Products vs. 
Farbenfabriken Bayer, 27 SCRA 1214). 
17. The right to register trade-marks is based on ownership. Where the applicant's alleged 
ownership is not shown in any notarial document and the applicant appears to be merely an 
importer or distributor of the merchandise covered by said trademark, its application cannot be 
granted. (Marvex Commercial vs. Hawpia, 18 SCRA 1178). 
18. Where the trade-mark, sought to be registered by the applicant, appears to have been 
registered by another firm in Japan in 1937 and it has been used in shirts and undershirts imported 
into the Philippines from Japan, the evidence as to the prior use of said trade-mark is conclusive. 
The registration cannot be allowed. (Asari Yoko vs. Kee Boc, 1 SCRA 1). 
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19. In Asari Yoko vs. Kee Boc, 1 SCRA 1, the plaintiff, a Japanese corporation which had acquired 
prior use in the Philippines of the trade-mark “RACE” for men's shirts and undershirts but zvhiah 
had not shown prior registration thereof, successfully maintained a suit opposing the application of 
the defendant, a local business, to register the same t1tade-mark for similar goods produced by 
him. This Court said. 
“The lawful entnj into the Philippines of goods bearing the trade-marks since 1949 should entitle 
the owner of the trade-mark to the right to use the same to the exclusion of others. Modern trade 
and commerce demands that depredations on legitimate trade-marks of non-nationals should not 
be countenanced.” It may be added here that the law against such depred'ations is not only for the 
protection o f the owner o f the trademark who has acquired prior use thereof but also, and more 
important, for the protection of purchaser from confusion, mistake or deception as to the goods 
they are buying. This is clear from a reading of Section 4(d) of the Trade-mark law. (General 
Garments Corp, vs. The Dir. of Patents, 41 SCRA 50). 
20. The trade-mark “PLANTERS CORDIAL PEANUTS” of the petitioner is deceptively similar to the 
trade-mark “PLANTERS COCKTAIL PEANUTS” and, therefore, must be cancelled since the latter 
trade-mark has been registered in favor of the respondent many years prior to the former's 
registration. (Phil. Nut. Industry, Inc. vs. Standard Brands Inc., 65 SCRA 575). 
Sec. 5. Requirements of the application. The application for the registration of a mark or trade-
name shall be in English or Spanish, or in the National language, with its corresponding English 
translation, and signed by the applicant, and shall include: 
(a) Sworn statement of the applicant's domicile and citizenship, the date of the applicant's first use 
of tire mark or trade-name, the date of the applicant's first use of the mark or trade-name in 
commerce or business, the goods, business or services in connection with which the mark or 
trade-name is used and the mode or manner in which the mark is used in connection with such 
goods, business or services, and that the person making the application believes himself, or the 
firm, corporation or association on whose behalf he makes the verification, to be the owner of the 
mark or trade-name sought to be registered, that the mark or “trade-name is in use in commerce or 
business, and that to the best of his knowledge no person, firm, corporation or association has the 
right to use such mark or trade-name in commerce or business either in the identical form thereof 
or in such near resemblance thereto as might be calculated to deceive; 
(b) Such number of specimens or facsimiles of the mark or trade-name as actually used as may be 
required by the Director; 
(c) Power of attorney, if the filing is through attorney; 
(d) The appointment of an agent or representative, if the applicant is not domiciled in the 
Philippines; and 
(e) The required fee. 
Sec. 6. Classification of goods and services.-The Director shall establish a classification of goods 
and services, for the convenience of the Patent Office administration, but not to limit or extend the 
applicant's rights. The applicant may register his mark or trade-name in one application for any or 
all of the goods or services included in one class, upon or in connection with which he is actually 
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using the mark or trade-name. The Director may issue a single certificate for one mark or trade-
name registered in a plurality of clapses upon payment of a fee equalling the sum of the fees for 
each registration in each class. 
Sec. 7. Examination and publication.-Upon the filing of an application for registration and the 
payment of the required fee, the Director shall cause an examination of the application to be made 
and, if on such examination it shall appear that the applicant is entitled• to registration, the Director, 
upon payment of the required fee, shall cause the mark or trade-name to be published in the 
Official Gazette. 
If the applicant is found not entitled to registration, the Director shall advise the applicant thereof 
and of the reasons therefor. The applicant shall have a period of three months in which to reply or 
amend his application, which shall then be re-examined. This procedure may be repeated until the 
Director finally refuses registration or the application fails within the required period to reply or 
amend or appeal, whereupon the application shall be deemed to have been abandoned, unless it 
can be shown to the satisfaction of the Director that the delay in responding was unavoidable. in 
which event such time may be extended in the discretion of the Director. An abandoned application 
may be revived as a pending application within three months from the date of abandonment, upon 
good cause shown and the payment of the required fee. 
Sec. 7 of the Trade-mark Act directs that upon the filing of the application and the payment of the 
required fee, the “Director shall cause an examination of the application” - for registration of the 
trade-mark - “to be made, and, if on such examination it shall appear that the applicant is entitled to 
registration, the Director.... shall cause the mark.... to be published in the Official Gazette.” This 
examination is necessary in order that Director of Patents may be satisfied Mat the application 
conforms to the requirement of actual use in commerce of the trade-mark in sections and 2-A of 
the Trade-mark Law; and that the statement in said application - as to the “first use” thereof and 
“the goods. . . . in connection with the mark.. , is used (Section 5) - is true. (Sterling Products vs. 
Farbenfabriken Bayer, 27 SCRA 1214). 
Sec. 8. Opposition. - Any person who believes that he would be damaged by the registration of a 
mark or tradename may, upon payment of the required fee and within thirty days after the 
publication under the first paragraph of section seven hereof, file with the Director an opposition to 
the application. Such opposition shall be in writing and verified by the oppositor, or by any person 
on his behalf who knows the facts, and shall specify the ground on which it is based and include a 
statement of facts relied upon. Copies of certificates of registration of marks or trade-names 
registered in other countries or other supporting documents mentioned in the opposition shall be 
filed therewith, together with the translation thereof into English, if not in the English language. For 
good cause shown and upon payment of the required surcharge, the time for filing an opposition 
may be extended for an additional thirty days by the Director, who shall notify the applicant of such 
extension. 
An opposition to an application for registration of a trade-mark should be filed within 30 days from 
the publication o f the application in the Official Gazette. However, “an unverified notice of 
opposition may be filed by a duly authorized attorney, but such opposition will be null and void 
unless verified by the opposer in person witftin sixty days after such filing.” A verified opposition 
filed on time under an erroneous covering letter is valid. (Clorox vs. Dir. of Patents, 20 SCRA 965). 
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Sec. 9. Notice and hearing. - Upon the filing of an opposition, the Director shall forthwith serve 
notice of the filing on the applicant, and of the date of the hearing thereof upon the applicant and 
the oppositor and all other per. sons having any right, title or interest in the mark or trade-name 
covered by the application, as appear of record in the Patent Office. 
There are two steps in the proceedings for the approval of an application for registration; the first is 
that conducted in the Office of the Director and taking place prior to the publication, and the 
second, that conducted after publication i-A which the public is given the opportunity to contest the 
application. If the examiner finds that applicant is not entitled to registration, he may then and there 
dismiss the application. In the second, opportunity is ~, f e red the public or any interested party to 
come in and object to the petition, giving proofs and reasons for the objection, applicant being 
given opportunity also to submit proofs or arguments in support of the application. It is the decision 
of the director, given after this hearing, o7 opportunity to every interested party to be heard, that 
finally terminated the proceedings and in which the registration is finally approved or disapproved. 
Thus, the decision of the director after the first step, ordering publication, cannot have any 
finality.... His first decision is merely provisional in the sense that the application appears to be 
meritorious and is entitled to be given due course leading to 4h.e more formal and important 
second step of hearing and trial, where the public and interested parties are allowed to take part 
(Ong Ai Bui vs. Director of Patents, 51 O.G. 1848; East Pacific Merchandising Corp. vs. Director of 
Patents & Pellicer, No. L-14377, Dec. 29, 1960). 
Sec. 9-A. Equitable principles to govern proceedings. - In opposition proceedings and in all other 
inter partes proceedings in the Patent Office under this act, equitable principles of laches, estoppel 
and acquiescence, where applicable, may be considered and applied (Inserted by Rep. Act No. 
638). 
1. Inexcusable delay in the institution of proceedings to enjoin the infringement of a trade-mark will 
destroy the right of action; but in order to bar the action the delay must be lengthy. The delay of 8 
years in the present case is held not to be a period sufficient to bar the right of action. (La Insular 
vs. Jao Oge, 47 Phil. 75). 
2. The owner of a trade-mark is not entitled to indemnity for damages from the use thereof by 
another of which he had consented, prior to the withdrawal of such consent (Uy -vs. Santos, 60 
Phil. 109). 
3. A complaint filed 12 years after the defendant began the act complained of is barred. (La Insular 
vs. Yu-so, 45 Phil. 398). 
4. Defendants ask to delist plaintiffs BAYER trade-mark for medicines from the Principal Register, 
claiming right thereto for said use. Said trade-marks had been registered since 1939 by plaintiff's 
predecessor, the Bayer Co., Inc. Defendants' claim is stale; it suffers from the defect of non-use. 
While it is conceded that FBA's predecessors first introduced medical products with the BAYER 
trade-marks in the Philippine market, it is equa1y true that, after World War I, no definite evidence 
there is that defendants or their predecessors traded in the Philippines in medicines with the 
BAYER trademarks thereafter. FBA did not reasonably voice its objection. Lack of protest there `o 
connoted acquiescence. And this, notwithstanding the fact that the 1923 and 1926 agreements 
were set aside in the anti-trust suits. Defendants did not use the marks but it was much later, i.e., 
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1958 - and on chemicals and insecticides - not on medicines, FBA only bestirred itself and 
challenged plaintiff's right to the trade-marks on medicines when this suit was filed, Vigilantibus non 
dormientibus equitas subvenit. The net result is that plaintiff f must hold on to its BAYER trade-
marks for medicines. And defendants may continue using the same trade-marks for insecticides 
and other chemicals, not medicines. (Sterling Products vs. Farbenfabriken, 27 SCRA 1214) 
Sec. 10. Issuance and publication of certificates. - 
When the period for filing the opposition has expired, or when the Director shall have denied the 
opposition, the Director, upon payment of the required fee, shall issue the certificate of registration. 
Upon issuance of a certificate of registration, notice thereof making reference to the publication of 
the application shall be published in the Official Gazette. 
Sec. 10-A. Interference. - An interference is a proceeding instituted for the purpose of determining 
the question of priority of adoption and use of a trade-mark, or trade-name, or service-mark 
between two or more parties claiming ownership of the same or substantially similar trade-mark, 
trade-name, or service-mark. 
Whenever application is made for the registration of a trade-mark, trade-name, or service-mark 
which so resembles, a mark or trade-name previously registered by another, or for the registration 
of which another had previously made application, as to be likely when applied to the goods or 
when used in connection with the business or services of the applicant to cause confusion or 
mistake or -to deceive purchasers, the Director may declare that an interference exists. 
Upon the declaration of interference the Director shall give notice to all parties and shall set the 
case for hearing to determine and decide the respective rights of registration. 
In an interference proceeding the Director may refuse to register any or ail of several interfering 
marks or tradenames, or may register the mark or marks or trade-name or trade-names for the 
person or persons entitled thereto, as the rights of the parties may be established in the 
proceedings (Inserted by Rep. Act No. 638). 
Sec. 11. Issuance and contents of the certificate. 
Certificates of registration shall be issued in the name of the Republic of the Philippines under the 
seal of the Patent Office, and shall be signed by the Director, and a record thereof together with a 
copy of the specimen or facsimile and the statement of the applicant, shall be kept in the books for 
that purpose. The certificate shall reproduce the specimen or facsimile of the mark or trade-name, 
contain the statement of the applicant and state that the mark or trade-name is registered under 
this Act, the date of the first use, the date of the first use in commerce or business, the particular 
goods or services for which it is registered, the number and date of the registration, the term 
thereof, the date on which the application for registration was received in the Patent Office, a 
statement of the requirement that in order to maintain the registration, periodical affidavits of use 
within the specified times hereinafter in Sec, 12 provided, shall be filed, and such other data as the 
rules and regulations may from time to time prescribe. 
Sec. 11-A of the Trade-mark Law requires that the certificate of registration state “the particular 
goods.... for which it is registered.” This is controlling. Under Sec. 11 aforesaid, likewise to be 
entered in the certification is “the date of the first use in commerce or business.” SPI may not claim 
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“first use” of the trade-marks prior to the registrations thereof on any product other than medicine. 
(Sterling Products vs. Farbenfabriken Bayer, 27 SCRA 1214). 
Sec. 12. Duration. - Each certificates of registration shall remain in force for 20 years; Provided, 
That registrations under the provisions of this Act shall be cancelled by the Director, unless within 
one year following the 5th, 10th and 15th anniversaries of the date of issue of the certificate of 
registration, the registrant shall file in the Patent Office an affidavit showing that its non-use is due 
to special circumstances which excuse such non-use and is not due to any intention to abandon 
the same and pay the required fee. 
The Director shall notify the registrant who files the above-prescribed affidavits of his acceptance 
or refusal thereof and, if a refusal the reasons therefor. 
Sec. 13. Disc aimers before issue. - The Director shall require unregistrable matter to be 
disclaimed, but such disclaimer shall not prejudice or affect the applicant's or owner's rights then 
existing or thereafter arising in the disclaimed matter, nor shall such disclaimer prejudice or affect 
the applicant's or owner's rights of registration on another application of later date if the disclaimed 
matter has become distinctive of the applicant's or owner's goods, business or services. 
See. 14. Voluntary- surrender, cancellation, amendment and disclaimer after registration. - At any 
time, upon application of the registrant and payment of the required fee, the Director may permit 
any registration to be surrendered, cancelled, or for good cause shown to be amended, and he 
may permit any registered mark or trade-name to be disclaimed in whole or in part.: Provided, That 
the registration when so amended shall contain registrable matter and the mark or trade-name as 
amended shall still be registrable as a whole, and that such amendment or disclaimer does not 
involve such changes in the registration as to alter materially the character of the mark or trade-
name. The Director shall make appropriate entry upon the records of the Patent Office and upon 
the certificate or registration or, if said certificate is lost or destroyed, upon a certified copy thereof. 
The Director in his discretion and upon payment of the required fee may issue a substitute 
certificate limited to the term of the original certificate and incorporation such amendment or 
correction. 
CHAPTER III -- Renewals of Certificate of Registration 
Sec. 15. Renewal. - Each certificate of registration may be renewed for periods of 20 years from 
the end of the expiring period upon the filing of an application therefor and the payment of the 
required fee. Such application for renewal shall include a sworn statement of the applicant's 
domicile and citizenship, the specific goods, business or services in connection with which the 
mark or trade-name is still in use, the period of any non-use in reference to the specific goods,. 
business or services covered by original, or renewed certificates of registration and any rights 
granted third parties for the use of the mark or trade-name, any additional goods, business or 
services to which the mark or trade-name has been extended during the period of the original or 
renewed certificates of registration, and any material variation in the manner of display of the mark 
or trade-name from the shown in the original or renewed certificate of registration. The applicant 
shall file the application within six months before the expiration of the period for which the 
certificate of registration was issued or renewed, or it may be made within three months after such 
expiration for good cause shown and upon payment of the required surcharge. 
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In the event the applicant for renewal be not domiciled in the Philippines he shall be subject to and 
comply with the, provisions of paragraph- (d), section five Chapter V thereof. 
Sec. 16. Effect of failure to renew registration.-Mere failure to renew any registration shall not affect 
the right of the registrant to apply for and obtain a new registration under the provisions of this Act, 
nor shall such failure entitle any other person to register a mark or trade-name unless he is entitled 
thereto in accordance with the provisions of this Act. 
CHAPTER IV - Cancellation of Registration 
Sec. 17. Grounds for cancellation. - Any person, who believes that he is or will be damaged by the 
registration of a mark or trade-name, may, upon the payment of the prescribed fee, apply to cancel 
said registration upon any of the following grounds: 
(a) That the registered mark or trade-name becomes the common descriptive name of an article or 
substance on which the patent has expired; 
(b) That it has been abandoned; 
(c) That the registration was obtained fraudulently 
or contrary to the provisions of Section four, Chapter II hereof ; 
(d) That the registered mark or trade-name has been assigned, and is being used by, or with the 
permission of, the assignee so as to misrepresent the source of the goods, business or services in 
connection with which the mark or trade-name is used ; or 
(e) That the cancellation is authorized by other provisions of this Act. 
Distinction between suit for infringement or un-fair competition under Sec. 21-A and cancellation 
under Sec. 17. The first kind of action is cognizable by the Courts of First Instance. The second 
partakes of an administrative proceeding before the Patent Office. While a suit under Section 21-A 
required that the mark or trade-mark alleged to have been infringed has been “registered or 
assigned” to the suing foreign corporation, a suit for cancellation of the registration of a mark or 
trade-name under Section 17 has no such requirement. For such mark or trade-name should not 
have been registered in the first place (and consequently may be cancelled if so registered) if it 
“consists of or comprises a mark or trade-name which so resembles a mark or trade-name .., 
previously used in the Philippines by another and not abandoned, as to be likely, when applied to 
or used in connection with goods, business or services of the applicant, to cause confusion or 
mistake or to deceive purchasers.” (General Garments Corp. vs. Dir, of Patents, 41 SCRA 50) 
See. 18. Requirements of petition; notice and hearing. -- Insofar as applicable, the petition herein 
shall be in the same form as that provided in Section eight, Chapter 11 hereof, and notice and 
hearing shall be as provided in section nine, Chapter II hereof. 
Sec. 19. Cancellation of registration. - If the Director find that a case for cancellation has been 
made out he shall order the cancellation of the registration. The order shall not become effective 
until the period for appeal has elapsed, or if appeal is taken, until the judgment on appeal becomes 
final. When the order or judgment becomes final, any right conferred by such registration upon the 
registrant or any person in interest of record shall terminate. Notice of cancellation shall be 
published in the Official Gazette. 
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CHAPTER IV-A - The Supplemental Register 
Sec. 19-A. In addition to the principal register, the Director shall keep another to be called the 
supplemental register. All marks and trade-names capable of distinguishing applicant's goods or 
services and not registrable on the principal register herein provided, except those declared to be 
unregistrable-under paragraphs (a), (b), (c) and (d) of section four of this Act, which have been in 
lawful use in commerce by the proprietor thereof, upon or in connection with any goods, business 
or services for the year preceding the filing of the application, may be registered on the 
supplemental register upon payment of a filing fee of eighty pesos for the application for one class, 
plus twenty pesos for each additional class, and compliance with the provisions of section 5 of this 
Act so far as they are applicable. 
Upon the filing of an application for registration on the supplemental register and payment of the 
fee herein provided, the 'Director shall cause an examination of the application to be made and, if 
no such examination it shall appear that the applicant is entitled to registration, the registration 
shall be granted. If the applicant is found not entitled to registration the provisions of the last 
paragraph of section seven of this Act shall apply. 
For the purpose of registration on the supplemental register, a mark or a trade-name may consist 
of any trade mark, symbol, label, package, configuration of goods, name, word, slogan, phrase 
surname, geographical name, numeral, or device or any combination of any of the foregoing, but 
such mark or trade-name must be capable of distinguishing the applicant's goods, business, or 
services. 
Upon a proper showing by the applicant that he has begun the lawful use of his mark or trade-
name in foreign commerce and that he requires domestic registration as a basis for foreign 
protection of his mark or trade-name, the Director may waive the requirement of a full year's use 
and may grant registration forthwith. 
Marks and trade-names for the supplemental register shall not be published for or be subject to 
opposition, but shall be published on registration in the Official Gazette. Whenever any person 
believes that he is or will be damaged by a registration of a mark or trade-name on this register, he 
may at any time apply to the Director to cancel such registration. Upon receiving the application, 
the Director shall give notice thereof to the registrant. If it is found after a hearing that the registrant 
was not entitled to register the mark at the time of his application for registration hereof, or that the 
mark was not used by the registrant or has been abandoned, the registration shall be cancelled by 
the director. 
The certificates of registration for marks and tradenames registered on the supplemental register 
shall be conspicuously different from certificates issued for marks and trade-names registered on 
the principal register. 
Except as hereinabove provided, and except sections ten-A, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, 
twenty, and thirty five, the provisions of this Act shall govern, so far as applicable, applications for 
registration and registrations on the supplemental register (Inserted by Rep. Act No. 638). 
CHAPTER V - Rights and Remedies 
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See. 20. Certificate of registration prima facie evidence of validity. - A certificate of registration of a 
mark or trade-name shall be prima facie evidence of the validity of the registration, the registrant's 
ownership of the mark or trade-name, and of the registrant's exclusive right to use the same in 
connection with the goods, business or services specified in the certificate, subject to any 
conditions and limitations stated therein. 
A registered trade-mark is no more than prima facie evidence that the person who has it is the 
owner. (La Yebana Co. vs. Chua Seco & Co., 14 Phil. 534). 
See. 21. Requirements of notice of registration of trade-mark. - The registrant of a trade-mark, 
heretofore registered or registered under the provisions of this Act, shall give notice that his mark is 
registered by displaying with the same as used the words “Registered in the Philippine Patent 
Office” or Reg. Phil. Pat. Off., and in any suit for infringement under this Act by a registrant failing 
so to mark the goods bearing the registered trademark, no damages shall be recovered under the 
provisions of this Act, unless the defendant has actual notice of the registration. 
Sec. 21-A. Any foreign corporation or juristic person to which a mark or trade-name has been 
registered or assigned under this Act may bring an action herein under for infringement, for unfair 
competition, or false designation or origin and false description, whether or not it has been licensed 
to do business in the Philippines under Act Numbered Fourteen hundred and fifty-nine, as 
amended, other wise known as the Corporation Law, at the time it brings complaint : Provided, 
That the country of which the said foreign corporation or juristic person is a citizen, or in which it is 
domiciled, by treaty, convention or law, grants a similar privilege to corporate or juristic persons of 
the Philippines. (Inserted by Rep. Act No. 638). 
A foreign corporation, whether or not licensed to do business in the Philippines, has the right to 
seek redress for unfair competition before. Philippine courts provided that the country, of which the 
plaintiff foreign corporation or juristic person is a citizen or domiciliary, grants to Filipino 
corporations or juristic entities the same reciprocal treatment, either thru treaty, convention or law. 
This essential fact must be alleged in the complaint otherwise the complaint may be dismissed. 
(Leviton Industries vs. Salvador, 114 SCRA 420). 
Sec. 22. Infringement, what constitutes. - Any person reproduction, counterfeit, copy or colorable 
imitation of any reproduction, counterfeit, copy or colorable imitation of any registered mark or 
trade-name in connection with the sale, offering for sale, or advertising of any goods, business or 
services on or in connection with which such use is likely to cause confusion or mistake or to 
deceive purchasers or others as to the source or origin of such goods or services, or identity of 
such business; or reproduce, counterfeit, copy or colorably imitate of any such mark or trade-name 
and apply such reproduction, counterfeit, copy, or colorable imitation to labels, signs, prints, 
packages, wrappers receptacles or advertisements intended to be used upon or in connection with 
such goods, business or services, shall be liable to a civil action by the registrant for any or, all of 
the remedies herein provided. 
1. It is not necessary, to show infringement of trade-mark, to prove either that exact copy was 
made or that the same words were used, but sufficient to prove that the essential characteristics 
have been imitated or copied. There was an infringement of the trade-mark “Sapolin” with respect 
to paints where the infringer used the name “Lusolin” on its paint pro• ducts, the sound of the two 
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names being almost the same, and labeling of containers being almost the same with respect to 
color, design, size and other characteristics (Sapolin Co, vs. Balmaceda and Germann & Co., 67 
P1hil. 705). 
2. Plaintiff, a manufacturer and dealer of khaki cloth, adopted and registered the figure of two 
elephants heads embellished by leaves and the word “Wigan” as a trade-mark for its products. The 
label containing the trade-mark was pasted outside of each bolt of khaki sold by plaintiff. The 
defendant is also a dealer of khaki cloth. At the request of some of its Chinese customers, the 
defendant ordered from its supplier in the United States the printing of the word “Wigan” 
conspicuously on the bolts of khaki intended for sale in the Philippines. The defendant then 
marketed the khaki with the word “Wigan” appearing therein : Held : That the adoption of only one 
of the words constituting a trade-mark may be sufficient to constitute an infringement, and it is not 
necessary that all of the words comprising the trade-mark should be appropriated (E. Spinner & 
Co, vs. Neuss Hesslein Corp., 54 Phil. 224). 
3. Plaintiff had for many years been engaged in the sale of imported cotton textiles comprising 
cotton khaki drill. It ~had adopted and registered the trademark the figure of three soldiers for its 
products which became popularly known by the cognomen  
“Three Soldier Khaki” or “Soldier Khaki”. The defendant was also a dealer of khaki doth. It adopted 
and used the figure of five soldiers as trade-mark for its goods. Held: The two trade-marks were 
similar in certain words and in the general tone given to the devices and therefore constituted 
infringement of trade-mark (Forbes, Mun. & Co, vs. Ang San To, 40 Phil. 272) . 
4. The term “Wellington” is either a geographical name or the surname of a person. But mere 
geographical names are ordinarily regarded as common property, and it is a general rule that the 
same cannot be appropriated as the subject of an exclusive trade-mark or trade-name. Even if 
Wellington were a surname, which is not even that of the plaintiffs, it cannot also be validly 
registered as a trade-name. As the term cannot be appropriated as a trade-mark or a trade-name, 
no action for violation thereof can be maintained, as none is granted by the statute in such cases. 
The right to damages and for an injunction for infringement of a trade-mark or a trade-name is 
granted only to those entitled to the exclusive use of a registered trade-mark or trade-name. It is 
evident, therefore, that no action may lie in favor of the use by the defendant of the name 
“Wellington” (Heng and Dee vs. Wellington Dept. Store, Inc., G.R. No. L4531, Jan. 10, 1953). 
5. Similarity is the test of infringement of a trade-mark. This is not such similitude as amounts to 
indemnity. Exact copies could hardly be expected to be found, I f the form, marks, contents, words 
or other special arrangement or general appearance of the words of the alleged infringer's devices, 
are such as would be likely to mislead persons in the ordinary course of purchasing the genuine 
article, then the similarity is such as entitles the injured party to equitable protection, if he takes 
reasonable measures to assert his rights and prevent their continued invasion. The deceptive 
tendency indicated by copying or imitating the substantial and distinctive part of the trademark, so 
as to pass off the goods of one man as those of another, is sufficient to show infringement (Forbes 
Mun. & Co. v. Ang San To, 40 Phil. 272). 
6. An action for a violation or infringement of trade-mark or trade-name does not proceed primarily 
n the theory that either the plaintiff or the public has been or will be defrauded, although that may 
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be in effect, the result, but on the hypothesis that plaintiff's right in the mark or the name has been 
invaded and that he is entitled to damages resulting from the invasion. In either case an action may 
be maintained without proof of anything more than the right to the exclusive use of the mark or 
name and that the defendant had violated it. No allegation or proof of fraud or intent is necessary. It 
is founded solely in the property which the statute creates in the tradename or trade-mark (Cia, 
General de Tabacos vs. Alhambra Cigar & Cigarette Mfg. Co., 33 Phil. 485). 
7. Respondent has continuously used “Ang Tibay” both as a trade-mark and as a trade-name, in 
the manufacture and sale of zippers, shoes and indoor baseballs since 1910. He formally 
registered it as a trade-mark on Sept. 29, 1915, and as a trade-name on Jan. 3, 1933. Petitioner 
registered the same trademark “Ang Tibay” for pants and shorts on April 11, 1932 and established 
a factory for the manufacture of said articles in 1937. Held: That petitioner's registration of the 
trade-mark “Ang Tibay” should be cancelled, and that she should be perpetually enjoined from 
using said trade-mark on goods manufactured and sold by her. (Ang vs. Teodoro, 74 Phil. 50) 
8. Where a comparison of the two trade-marks, one registered and the other unregistered, shows 
such a resemblance in the general features of both as is likely to deceive the ordinary purchaser, 
exercising ordinary care, and induce him to believe that the goods bearing such labels are products 
of one and the same enterprise, the use of the unregistered trademark constitutes an infringement 
upon the other and should be enjoined (Recaro vs. Embisan, 2 SCRA 598). 
9. Applicant's trade-mark consists of two roosters in an attitude of combat with the word “Bantam” 
printed above them. Oppositor's trade-mark depicts a hen with the words “Hen Brand” and “Marca 
Manok.°” The question is whether the two trade-marks are similar. The Supreme Court held that 
applicant's trade-mark is deceptively similar to that of the oppositor. The Court pointed out that the 
products on which said trade-marks were used was food seasoning which is purchased by cooks 
and house-help, sometimes illiterate, who are guided by pictorial representations and the sound of 
the word descriptive of said representation. The two roosters appearing in the trade-mark of the 
oppositor, although of different sexes, belong to the same family of chicken, known as manok. To 
the cook, household help or house wife, the brand of 'Manok' or 'Marca Manok' would likely be 
uppermost in her mind and influence her in selecting the product, regardless of whether the brand 
pictures a hen or a rooster or two roosters. To her, they are all manok. Therein lies the confusion, 
even deception. (Lim Hoa vs. Director of Patents, 100 Phil. 2r4). 
10. The trade-marks in question are not apt to confuse prospective customers. For though the 
words “BIOFERIN” and “BUFFERIN” have the same suffix and similar-sounding prefixes, they 
appear in their respective labels with strikingly different backgrounds and surroundings as to color, 
size and design. Further• more, the product covered by “BIOFERIN” is expressly stated as 
dispensable only upon doctor's prescription, while that of “BUFFERIN” does not require the same. 
The chances of being confusing one for the other are, therefore, all the more rendered negligible. 
(Bristol Myers vs. Director of Patents, 17 SCRA 128). 
12. The validity of a cause for infringement is predicted upon colorable imitation. The phrase 
“colorable imitation” denotes such a close or ingenious imitation as to be calculated to deceive 
ordinary persons, or such a resemblance to the original as to deceive an ordinary purchaser giving 
such attention as a purchaser usually gives, and cause him to purchase the one supposing it to be 
the other.” 
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A practical approach to the problem of similarity or dissimilarity is to go into the whole of the two 
trade-marks pictured in their manner of display. Inspection should be undertaken from the 
viewpoint of prospective buyers. The trade-mark complained of should be compared and 
contracted with the purchaser's memory (not in juxtaposition) of the trademark said to be infringed. 
Some such factors as sound, appearance, form, style, shape, size or format, color ideas, connoted 
by marks, the meaning, spelling and pronunciation of words used and the setting in which the 
words appear may be considered (Etepha, A.G. vs. Director of Patents, 16 SCRA 495). 
13. Considering the two labels in question -”Pertzessin” and “Attussin” - as they appear on the 
respective labels, these words are presented to the public in different styles o f writing and 
methods of design. The horizontal pain, block letters of Atussin and the diagonally and artistically 
upward writing of Pertussin leave distinct visual impressions. One look is enough to denude the 
mind of that illuminating similarity so essential for a trademark infringement case to prosper. 
Moreover, the two words do not sound alike - when pronounced. There is not much phonetic 
similarity between the two. In Pertussin the pronunciation of the prefix “Per,” whether correct or 
incorrect, includes a combination of three letters P, e and r; whereas, in Atussin the whole words 
starts with the single letter A added to the suffix “tussin.” Appeals to the ear are similar. And this, 
because in a word-combination, the part that comes first is the most pronounced.” (Etepha vs. 
Director of Patents, 16 SCRA 496). 
14. With the exception of single isolated transaction regarding one drum of oil sold by the 
defendant's agent to- the plaintiff's dealer, the defendant invariably, before marketing to the public 
its low-grade oil, totally obliterated and erased the brands or marks of the different companies 
stenciled on the containers thereof, including those of the plaintiff, and it was shown that the 
defendant did not attempt to pass off upon the public its good as the goods of another. (Shell Co, 
vs. Insular Petroleum Refining, 11 SCRA 436). 
15. “In the cases involving infringement of trademark brought before the Court, it has been 
consistently held that there is infringement of trade mark when the use of the mark involved would 
be likely to cause confusion or mistake in the mind of the public or to deceive purchasers as to the 
origin or source of the commodity; that whether or not a trade-mark causes and is likely to deceive 
the public is a question of fact which is to be resolved by applying the “test of dominancy”, 
meaning, if the competing trademark contains the main or essential or dominant features o f 
another by reason of which confusion and deception are likely to result, then infringement takes 
place; that duplication or imitation is not necessary, a similarity in the dominant features of the 
trademarks would be sufficient.” (Phil. Nut Industry, Inc. vs. Standard Brands, Inc., 65 SCRA 575). 
16. The problem to be resolved is whether or not petitioner correctly claims that' respondent's 
trademark SULMETIME was copied from its trademark SULMET giving rise to a confusing 
similarity between the two in violation of Republic Act 166 otherwise known as the Trade-Mark 
Law.... An examination of the documentary evidence submitted by the parties confirms the findings 
of the Director of Patents that there are striking differences between the two labels, Exhibits B and 
C, which preclude the possibility of the purchasing public confusing one product wi4h, the other. 
Said labels are entirely different in size, background, colors, contents, and pictorial arrangement; in 
short, the general appearances of the labels bearing the respective trade-marks are so distinct 
from each other that petitioner cannot assert that the dominant features, if any, of its trademark 
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were used or appropriated in respondent's own. Thus, looking at the two labels Exhibits B and C it 
is quite apparent that the source of the product is predominantly indicated thereby discounting 
petitioner's assertion that the SULMETINE trademark is a plain copy of its own with intent to pass 
respondent's article as coming from the same source as that of petitioner's medicinal preparation. 
(American Cyanamid Co, vs. Director of Patents, 76 SCRA 568). 
17. It seems clear that the words “Valentine” and “Victorias” and the names and places of business 
of Victorias Milling Company, Inc, and Ong Su are the dominant features of the trademarks in 
question. The petitioner has not established such a substantial similarity between the two 
trademarks in question as to warrant the cancellation of the trademark “valentine” of the 
respondent Ong Su. (Victorias Milling Co. vs. Ong Su, 79 SCRA 207). 
Sec. 23. Actions; and damages and injunction for infringement. Any person entitled to the exclusive 
use of a registered mark or trade-name may recover damages in a civil action from any person 
who infringes his rights, and the measure of the damages suffered shall be either the reasonable 
profit which _the complaining party would have made, had the defendant not infringe his said 
rights, or the profit which the defendant actually made out of the infringement, or in the event such 
measure of damages cannot be readily ascertained with reasonable certainty, then the court may 
award as damages as reasonable percentage based upon the amount of gross sales of the 
defendant or the value of the services in connection with which the mark or trade-name was used 
in the infringement of the rights of the complaining party. In cases where actual intent to mislead 
the public or to defraud the complaining party shall be shown, in the discretion of the court, the 
damages may be doubled. 
The complaining party, upon proper showing, may also be granted injunction. 
See. 24. Power of court to order infringing material destroyed. In any action arising under this Act, 
in which a violation of any right of the registrant shall have been established, the court may order 
that all labels, signs, prints packages, wrappers, receptacles and advertisements in the possession 
of the defendants, bearing the registered mark or trade-name or any reproduction, counterfeit, copy 
or colorable imitation thereof, and all plates, molds, matrices and other means of making the same, 
shall be delivered up and destroyed. 
Sec. 25. Authority to determine right to registration. In any action involving a registered mark or 
trade-name the court may determine the right to registration, order the cancellation of registrations, 
in whole or in part, restore cancelled registration, and otherwise rectify the register with respect to 
the registration of any party to the action. Judgments and orders shall be certified by the court to 
the Director, who shall make appropriate entry upon the records of the Patent Office and shall be 
controlled thereby. 
Sec. 26. Action for false or fraudulent declaration. Any person who shall procure registration in the 
Patent Office of a mark or trade-name by a false or fraudulent declaration or representation, oral or 
in writing, or by any false means, shall be liable in a civil action by any person injured thereby for 
any damages sustained in consequence thereof. 
“The penalty of prison correctional in its minimum period or a fine ranging from P500 to P2,000, or 
both, shall be imposed upon: `any person who, by means of false or fraudulent representations or 
declarations, orally or in writing, or by other fraudulent means shall procure from the patent office 
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or from any other office which may hereafter be established by law for the purpose, the registration 
of a tradename, trade-mark, service mark, or of himself as the owner of such trademark, trade-
name or service-mark, or an entry respecting a trade-name, trade-mark e;~ service mark.” (Par. 3, 
Art. 189, Rev. Penal Code, as amended by Rep. Act. No. 172) 
Sec. 27. Jurisdiction of Court of First Instance. All actions under this Chapter and Chapters VI and 
VII hereof shall be brought before the proper Court of First Instance. 
The Director of Patents correctly ruled that he has no jurisdiction over the issue of unfair 
competition. Under Section 27 of the Trade Mark Law, Republic Act No. 166, all actions for unfair 
competition shall be brought before 
the proper Court of First Instance. (Victorias Milling Co. vs. Ong Su, 79 SCRA 207). 
Sec. 28. Appeal. Appeal may be taken from any judgment or final order of the Court of First 
Instance in the same manner as in other actions. 
CHAPTER VI - Unfair competition 
See. 29. Unfair competition, rights and remedies. A person who has identified in the mind of the 
public the goods he manufactures or deals in, his business or services , from those of others, 
whether or not a mark or trade-name is employed, has a property right in the goodwill of the said 
goods, business or services so identified, which will be protected in the same manner as other 
property rights. Such a person shall have the remedies provided in Section twenty-three Chapter V 
hereof. 
Any person who shall employ deception or any other means contrary to good faith by which he 
shall pass off the goods manufactured by him or in which he deals, or his business, or services for 
those of the one having established such goodwill, or who shall commit any act calculated to 
produce said result,, shall be guilty of unfair competition, and shall, be subject to an action therefor. 
In particular, and without in any way limiting the scope of unfair competition„ the following shall be 
deemed guilty of unfair competition: 
(a) Any person who, inn selling his goods shall give them the general appearance of goods of 
another manufacturer or dealer, either as to the goods themselves or in the wrapping of the 
packages in which they are contained, or the devices or words thereon, or in any other feature of 
their appearance, which would likely influence purchasers to believe that the goods offered are 
those of a manufacturer or dealer other than the actual manufacturer or dealer, or who otherwise 
clothes the goods with such appearance as shall deceive the public and defraud another of his 
legitimate trade, or any subsequent vendor of such goods or any agent of any vendor engaged in 
selling such goods with a like purpose; 
(b) Any person who by any article, or device, or who employs any other means calculated to induce 
the false belief that such person is offering the services of another who has identified such services 
in the mind of the public; or 
(c) Any person who shall make any false statement in the course of trade or who shall commit any 
other act contrary to good faith of a nature calculated to discredit the goods, business or services 
of another. 
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1. A. S. Watson & Co., a manufacturer and dealer of soda water and other soft drinks, adopted and 
registered as a trade-mark for its products the figure of a unicorn and dragon on either side of a 
Chinese pagoda. Its products were sold in bottles specially made for the purpose with its trade-
mark blown on the side in large raised letters in such a manner that it easily attracted the eye. On 
these bottle labels bearing the company's trade-mark were pasted. The accused used the `bottles 
o f A.S. Watson & Co. as containers of the aerated water products manufactured and sold by him 
and pasted on the side of the bottles labels containing his own trade-mark which was not strikingly 
similar or dissimilar to that of A•.S. Watson Co. Held: The accused was guilty of unfair competition. 
Laying down the test of unfair competition, the Supreme Court said: “True test of unfair competition 
is whether certain goods have been clothed with an appearance which is likely to deceive the 
ordinary purchaser exercising ordinary care, and not whether a certain limited class of purchasers 
with special knowledge not possessed by the ordinary purchaser could avoid mistake by the 
exercise of this special knowledge.” (U.S. vs. Manuel, 7 Phil. 221). 
2. Plaintiff had for some time been using its registered trade-mark for use on wrappers of cigarettes 
consisting of the word “La Sevillana” and the figure of a Spanish young woman in a green and red 
color scheme. Several years later defendant registered a mark consisting o f the name “La 
Valenciana” and the figure of a Spanish young woman in a black and white color scheme. In selling 
its products, however, the defendant printed its trade-mark also in green and red color scheme 
which gave it a general appearance similar to that of the plaintiff. Held: This constituted unfair 
competition. The Court also held that the defendant may use its registered trade-mark in a different 
color scheme not similar to that of plaintiff. (La Yebana vs. Chua Seco & Co., 14 Phil. 534). 
3. Plaintiff, a manufacturer of cigars, had sold its cigar products for many years with a paper ring or 
band of a chocolate brown color, with letters and lines upon it in gold. This ring or band had 
become well-known to the trade and was of great value in the sale of cigars. The defendant, also a 
cigar manufacturer, used bands or rings on his products of similar shape -and with substantially the 
same color and style of wrapper. Held: Under the circumstances, the defendant was guilty of unfair 
competition. The use of the green band, however, did not constitute unfair competition since the 
defendant's cigars with the green band were easily distinguishable from that of the plaintiff. 
(Alhambra Cigar & Cigarette Mfg. Co. vs. Mojica, 27 Phil. 266). 
4. Both plaintiff and defendant were manufacturers of chocolate candy, the plaintiff having been in 
the business for many years prior to the defendant. Both their products were in the shape of flat, 
circular pieces, each package containing five pieces. The packages were cylindrical in shape and 
of practically the same diameter and length, and were wrapped in the same quality and color of 
paper. The printing on both packages extended longitudinally and the corresponding lines on each 
were printed in the same size and type, although the handling was lighter and some of the lines 
were printed in italics on the defendant's packages. The printed words on both packages were 
different. Held: “If the contents of two packages are the same commodity, it was no defense to an 
action for unfair -competition to show minor differences in the size or shape of the packages or in 
the color or wording of the labels or wrappers of the packages. If the exterior size, shape, color and 
description, i.e., those things which go to make up the general outside appearance of the article 
are so substantially similar as to likely deceive the ordinary purchaser, exercising ordinary care, the 
defendant is guilty of unfair competition.” (Rueda Hermanos us. Felix Paglinawan, 33 Phil. 196). 
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5. The plaintiff, a candy manufacturer, had fm many years made use of a pictorial representation of 
a rooster upon the packages and wrappers used in connection with his business, and in advertising 
his goods had made continuous use of a rooster as his trademark. Two of his workmen left his 
employ and organized a corporation which engaged in the business of manufacturing candy. This 
corporation adopted as its trade-mark an oval panel which has as its central and predominating 
feature two large and highly colored roosters in an attitude of combat and has made extensive use 
of his trade-mark on the containers in which it put its candy on the market. Held: The defendant 
was guilty of unfair competition. (Clark vs. Manila Candy Co., 36 Phil. 100). 
6. Plaintiff had been selling his product under the name of “Palatol” for many years prior to the 
registration of defendant's trade-mark. The formula of the defendant's product was substantively 
the same as that of the plaintiff and placed in bottles of the same shape and appearance. The 
labels of the defendant's product contain the English word “Blandol” and below it in large Chinese 
character the words “Pu Li To.” Held: Although the word “Blandol” is not similar to “Palatol.” the 
Chinese words “Pu Li To” would easily mislead Chinese customers to believe they were 
purchasing plaintiff's products. This constituted unfair competition. (Parke, Davis & Co. vs. Kiu Foo 
& Co., 60 Phil. 928). 
7. In the present stage of development of the law on trade-marks, unfair competition and unfair 
trading, the test employed by the courts to determine whether non-competing goods are or are not 
the same class is confusion as to the origin of the goods of the second user. Although two non-
competing articles may be classified under two different classes by the Patent Office became they 
are deemed not to possess the same descriptive properties, they would, nevertheless, be held by 
the courts to belong to the same class if the simultaneous use on them of identical or closely 
similar trade-marks would be likely to cause confusion as to the origin, or personal source, of the 
second user's goods. They would be considered as not failing under the same class only if they are 
so dissimilar or so foreign to each other as to make it unlikely that the purchaser would think the 
first user made the second user's goods. 
Such construction of the law is induced by cogent reasons of equity and fair dealing. The courts 
have come to realize that there can be unfair competition or unfair trading even if the goods are 
non-competing, and that such unfair trading can cause injury or damage to the first user of a given 
trade-mark, first, by prevention of the natural expansion of its business and second, by having his 
business reputation confused with and put at the mercy of the second user. When now-competitive 
products are sold under the same mark, the gradual whittling away or dispersion of the identity and 
hold upon the public mind of the mark created by its first user, inevitably results. The original owner 
is entitled to the preservation of the valuable link between him and the public that has been created 
by his ingenuity and the merit of his wares or services. Experience has demonstrated that when a 
well-known trade-mark is adopted by another even for a totally different class of goods, it is done to 
get the benefit of the reputation and advertisements of the originator of said mark, to convey to the 
public a false impression of some supposed connection between the manufacturer of the article 
sold under the original manufacturer new article being tendered to the public under the same or 
similar mark. As trade has developed and commercial changes have come about, the law of unfair 
competition has expanded to keep pace with the time and the element of strict competition in itself 
has ceased to be the determining factor. The owner of a trade-mark or trade-name has a property 
right in which he is entitled to protection, since there is damage to him from confusion of reputation 
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or goodwill in the mind of the public as well as from confusion of goods. The modern trend is to 
give emphasis to the unfairness of the acts and to classify and treat the issue as fraud. 
A few o f the numerous cases in which the foregoing doctrines have been laid down in one form or 
another will now be cited: (1) In Teodoro Kalaw Ng Khe vs. Lever Brothers Co. (G.R. No. 46817)- 
decided by this Court on April 18, 1941, the respondent company (plaintiff below) was granted 
injunctive relief against the use by the petitioner of the trade-mark “Lux” and “Lifebouy” for their 
pomade, they having been originally used by the respondent for soap; the Court held in effect that 
although said articles are non-competitive, they are similar or belong to the same class. (2) In 
Lincoln Motor Co, vs. Lincoln Automobile Co. (44 2nd, 812) the manufacturer of the known 
automobile was granted injunctive relief against the use of the word “Lincoln” by another company 
as part of its firm name. (3) The case of Aunt Jemima Mills Co. vs. Rigney & Co. (247 F 407) 
involved the trade-mark “Aunt Jemima” originally used on flour, which the defendant attempted to 
use on syrup, and are so related as to fall within the mischief which equity should prevent. (4) In 
Tiffany & Co, vs. Tiffany Productions, Inc. (264 N.C.S. 459); 23 Trade-mark Reporter, 183), the 
plaintiff, a jewelry concern, was granted injunctive relief against the defendant, a manufacturer of 
motion pictures, from using the name “Tiffany.” Other famous cases cited on the margin wherein 
the court granted injunctive relief, involved the following trade-mark or trade-names: “Kodak” for 
cameras and photographic supplies, against its use for bicycles; “Penslar” for medicines and toilet 
articles, against its use for cigars; “Rolls-Royce” for automobiles, against its use for radio tubes; 
“Vogue” as the name of a magazine, against its use for hats; “Kotex” far sanitary napkins, against 
the use of “RGtex” for vaginal syringes; “Sun-Maid” for raisins, against its use for flour; “Yale” for 
locks and keys, against its use for electric flashlights; and “Waterman” for fountain pens, against its 
use for razor blades. (Ang vs. Teodoro, 74 Phil. 50). 
8. In order to determine whether the defendants are liable for unlawful competition and have 
deceived the public plaintiffs' manufacture or proceed from the same source as plaintiff's goods, all 
the surrounding circumstances must be taken into account, especially the identity or similarity of 
their business, how far the names are a true description of the kind and quality of thee articles 
manufactured or the business carried on, the extent of the confusion which may be created or 
produced, the distance between the place of business of one and the other party, etc. (Ang Si 
Heng & Dee vs. Wellington Store, Inc., et al., No. L-5431, Jan.10, 1953). 
9. It is well settled that one may be declared unfair competitor even if his competing trade-mark is 
registered. (Alexander & Co, vs. Ang, No. L-6707. May 31, 1955; Parke Davis & Co. vs. Kin Foo, 
60 Phil. 928; Ed. A. Keller & Co. vs. Kingwa Meriyasu Co., 57 Phil. 262; La Yebana Co. vs. Chua 
Seco & Co., 14 Phil. 534; People vs. Lim Hoa, L-10612, May 30, 1958). 
CHAPTER VII - False Designation of Origin and False Description 
Sec. 30. False designation of origin and false description forbidden. Any person who shall affix, 
apply, annex or use in connection with any goods or services, or any container or containers for 
goods, a false designation of origin, or any false description or representation, including words or 
other symbols tending falsely to describe or represent the same, and shall cause such goods or 
services to enter into commerce, and any person who shall with knowledge of the falsity of such 
designation of origin or description or representation cause or procure the same to enter 'into 
commerce, shall be liable to a civil action for damages and injunction provided in Section twenty-
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three, Chapter V hereof, by any person doing business in the locality falsely indicated as that of 
origin or in the region in which said locality is situated, or by any person who 'believes that he is or 
is likely to be damaged by the use of any such false description or representation. 
CHAPTER VIII - Assignment and Transmission of Rights 
Sec. 31. Rights assignable and form of assignment. A registered mark or trade-name, or one for 
which application to register has been filed shall be assignable with the goodwill of the business in 
which the mark or tradename is used, or with that part of the goodwill of the bunlnnMn connected 
with the use of and symbolized by the mark or trade-name, and in any such assignment it shall not 
be nvvvv~;rcr_y to include the goodwill of the business rnnncx•tc+,l with the use of and symbolized 
by any other mark or 1 r•ncle-name used in the business or by the name or nt.,ylv under which the 
business is conducted. Upon payment of the required fee, the Director shall record assignmrnta in 
due form in books kept for that purpose.  
The assignment must be in writing, acknowledged before a notary public or other officer authorized 
to administer oaths or perform other notarial acts and certified under the hand and official seal of 
the notary and other officer. 
An assignment shall be void as against any subsequent purchaser for valuable consideration 
without notice, unIess it is recorded in the Patent Office within three months after the date thereof 
or prior to such subsequent purchase, 
Sec. 31. Issuance of certificate of registration to assignee. A certificate of registration of mark or 
tradename may be issued to the assignee of the applicant, but the assignment must first be 
recorded in the Patent Office: In case of change of ownership the Director shall, at the request of 
the owner and upon proper showing and payment of the required fee, issue to such assignee a 
new certificate of registration of the said mark or trade-name in the name of such assignee and for 
the unexpired part of the original period. 
CHAPTER IX - Review of Orders or Decisions of Director 
Sec. 33. Appeal from action of Director. Any party who has been denied registration of a mark or a 
trader:ame, or to the renewal of the registration, or to any interference, opposition or cancellation 
proceeding in the Patent Office, may appeal to the Supreme Court from the final order or decision 
of the Director. (Amended by Rep. Act No. 865). 
Sec. 34. Procedure on appeal. Sections sixty-three to seventy-three, inclusive, Chapter VIII of 
Republic Act No. 165, entitled “An Act creating a Patent Office, prescribing its powers and duties, 
regulating the issuance of patents, and appropriating funds therefor,” shall be applicable to the 
appeals herein provided. 
CHAPTER X - Importations prohibited 
See. 35. Goods bearing infringing marks or tradenames. No article of imported merchandise which 
shall copy or simulate the name of any domestic product, or manufacturer, or dealer, or of any 
manufacturer or dealer located in any foreign country which, by treaty, convention or law affords 
similar privileges to citizens of the Philippines, or which shall copy or simulate a mark or trade-
name registered in accordance with the provisions of this Act, or shall bear a mark or trade-name 
calculated to induce the public to believe that the article is manufactured in the Philippines, or that 
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it is manufactured in any foreign country or locality other than the country or locality where it is in 
fact manufactured, shall be admitted to entry at any customhouse of the Philippines. In order to aid 
the officers of the customs service in enforcing this prohibition, any person who is entitled to the 
benefits of this Act, may require his name and residence and the name of the locality in which his 
goods are manufactured, a copy of the certifi. cate of registration of his mark or trade-name to be 
re,. corded in books which shall be kept for his purpose in tht Bureau of Customs, under such 
regulations as the Collector of Customs with the approval of the Secretary of Finance shall 
prescribe, and may furnish to the said Bureau facsimiles of his name, the name of the locality in 
which his goods are manufactured, or of his registered mark or trade-name, and thereupon the 
Collector of Customs shal) cause one or more copies of the same to be transmitted to each 
collector or other proper officer of the Bureau of Customs. 
Sec. 36. Goods with false designation of origin and false description. Any goods marked or 
ljt'belled in eon 
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Lravanl.ltrll or IIii• is ions of Section thirty, Chapter VII haraut, mliall n,,t hc iniported into the 
Philippines or admltfac) to anl ry at ;wy customhouse in the Philippines. 
C11 A I”I'E1: X1 - Provisions in Reference to 
l-'nrcign Industrial Property 
See. 417, Ui' qhl., of foreign registrants. Persons who are nationals of', domiciled in or have a 
bonafied or effective I)IIRIIIt,MH (jr commercial establishment 'in any foreign country, which is a 
party to any international convention or lrtral•y rc•li,ling to marks or trade-names, or the represnlnn 
or unl'iiir competition to which the Philippines may he a Irar•ly, r+hull }„~ entitled to the benefits and 
subject to the prowl: ic~nv of this Act to the extent and under the contllt.lunn t•nM•nlial to give effect 
to any such convention and Ireullen r,u lonv as the Philippines -shall continue to be a party 
Lhvrc•lo, except as provided in the following paraVntph;+ of this section. 
No registration of a mark or trade-name in the PhilIfrPlrrc~t by a person dcscribed in the preceding 
paragraph of Ihiv section shall be granted until such mark or trade. nnme ham been registered in 
the country of origin of the applicant, unless the applicant alleges use in commerce. 
l-'or the purposes of this section, the country of origin of the applicant is the country in which he has 
a bona title ;und effective industrial or commercial establishment, or if h,• has not such an 
establishment in the country in 
which hc is domiciled, or if he has not a domicile in any of the countries described in the first 
paragraph of. this section, the country of which he is a national. 
An application for registration of a mark or tradename under the provisions of this Act filed by a 
person described in the first paragraph of this section who has previously duly filed an application 
for registration of the same mark or trade-name in one of the countries dcscribed in said paragraph 
shall be accorded the same force and effect as would be accorded to the same application if fiLd in 
the 'Philippines on the same date on which the application was first filed in such foreign country: 
Provided, That - 
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(a) The application in the Philippines is filed within six months from the date on which the 
application was first filed in the foreign country; and within three months from the date of filing or 
within such time as the Director shall in his discretion grant, the applicant shall furnish a certified 
copy of the application for or registration in the country of origin of the applicant, together with a 
translation thereof into English, if not in the English language; 
(b) The application conforms as nearly as practicable to the requirements of this Act, but use in 
commerce need not be alleged; 
(c) The rights acquired by third parties before the date of the filing of the first application in the 
foreign country shall in no way be affected by a registration obtained on an application filed under 
this paragraph; and 
(d) Nothing in this paragraph shall entitle the owner of a registration granted under this section to 
sue for acts committed prior to the date on which his mark or tradename was registered in this 
country unless the registration is based on use in commerce; 
(e) A mark duly registered in the country of origin of the foreign applicant may be registered on the 
principal register if eligible, otherwise on the supplemental register herein provided. The application 
thereof shall be accompanied by a certified copy of the application for or registration in the country 
of origin of the applicant. (Par. (e) inserted by Rep. Act No. 638). 
The registration of a mark under the provisions of this section shall be independent of the 
registration in the country of origin and the duration, validity or transfer in the Philippines of such 
registration shall be governed by the provisions of this Act. 
Trade-names of persons described in the first paragraph of this section shall be protected without 
the obliga 
tion of filing or registration whether or not they form parts of marks. 
Any person designated in the first paragraph of this section as entitled to the benefits and subject 
to the provisions of this Act shall be entitled to effective protection against unfair competition, and 
the remedies provided herein for infringement of marks and trade-names shall be available so far 
as they may be appropriate in repressing acts of unfair competition. 
Citizens or residents of the Philippines shall have the same benefits as are granted by this section 
to persons described in the first paragraph hereof. 
Sec. 37 of Rep. Act No. 166 can be availed of only where the Philippines is a party to an 
international convention or treaty relating to trade-marks, in which case the trade-mark sought to 
be registered need not be in use in the Philippines. (Romero vs. Maiden Form. Brassiere, 10 SCRA 
556). 
CHAPTER XII - Construction and Definitions 
Sec. 38. Words and terms defined and construed. In the construction of this Act, unless the 
contrary is-plainly apparent from the context - 
The term “trade-name” includes individual names and surnames, firmname, trade-names, devices 
or words used by manufacturers, industrialists, merchants, agriculturists and others to identify their 
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busin~ess, vocations or occupation; the names or titles lawfully adopted and used by natural or 
juridical persons, unions and any manufacturing, industrial, commercial, agricultural or other 
organizatlunw engaged in trade or commerce. 
The term “trademark” includes any word, name, Aymbol, emblem, sign or device or any 
combination thers4if adopted and used by a manufacturer or merchant to Identify his goods and 
distinguish them from those manufactured, sold or dealt in by others. 
The term “service-mark” means a mark used In the sale or advertising of services to Identify the 
serYlor of one person and distinguish them from the service of others and includes without 
limitation the marks, names, symbols, titles, designations, slogans, character names and distinctive 
features of radio or other advertising. 
The word “business” includes vocations or occupations. 
The term “mark” includes any trade-mark or servicemark entitled to registration under this Act, 
whether registered or not. 
The word “registrant” includes the owner of a registered mark or trade-name. 
CHAPTER XIII - Fees 
Sec. 39. Fees. The following fees shall be paid: x x x x x 
Sec. 40. Collective marks and collective trade-names. Collective marks and collective trade-names 
belonging to cooperatives, associations or other collective groups or organization may also be 
registered under the provisions of this Act, even though the said collectivities may not possess an 
industrial, commercial or agricultural establishment. Foreign collectivities may not, however, 
procure such regis. tration if the existence of such collectivities is contrary to the laws of the 
country of origin. 
Such collective marks and collective trade-names, when registered, shall be entitled to the 
protection provided herein in the case of marks and trade-names, except when used so as to 
represent falsely that the owner or a user makes or sells the goods on which the mark or trade-
name is used, or so as to represent falsely the origin of the goods or services. 
The other provisions of this Act relating to marks and trade-names shall apply to collective marks 
and collective trade-names, except that the part of paragraph (e), Section four Chapter II hereof, 
relating to geographically descriptive marks or trade-names shall not be applicable in appropriate 
cases. 
A “collective mark” or “collective trade-name” is a mark or trade-name used by the members of a 
cooperative, an association or other collective group or organization. 
CHAPTER XIV - Miscellaneous Provisions 
Sec. 41. Reservation in favor of prior registration. Owners of marks or trade-names registered 
under the provisions of the laws in force prior hereto, the registrations of which are still subsisting 
under the said laws, are hereby granted the right: 
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(a) Within one year after the taking effect of this Act to surrender their certificates of registration 
and procure the issuance of new certificates, in which event they shall be entitied to the benefits 
and subject to the provisions of this Act; or 
(b) Within one year before the expiration of the period for which the certificates of registration was 
issued or renewed, the registrant may renew the registration upon filing an application therefor, as 
provided in Section fifte.:n Chapter III hereof. If said application is granted, a renewal certificate 
shall be issued by the Director in accordance with the provisions of this Act. 
Sec. 42. Renewal of registrations which expired during the war. The provisions of this Act to the 
contrary notwithstanding, registrations under prior laws which expired after the eighth day of 
December nineteen hundred fourty-one, and which the owners were not able to renew for causes 
arising out of the war, may be renewed within one year after this Act takes effect, and non-use of 
the mark or trade-name may be shown to be due to special circumstances. If the application for 
renewal is granted, a renewal certificate to commence from the date of the cxpiration of the prior 
registration shall be issued by the Director in accordance with the provisions of this Act. 
Sec. 43. Pending applications. All applications for registration pending on the effective date of this 
Act may be amended, if practicable, to bring them under the provisions of this Act, without the 
payment of any additional fee. The prosecution of such applications whether amended or not and 
the grant of registration thereon shall conform to the provisions of this Act. 
Sec. 44. Repealing clause. Act Number six hundred and sixty-six of the Philippine Commission, 
approved March six, nineteen hundred and three, and all laws amendatory thereto, Act Numbered 
thirty hundred and seventy of the Philippine Legislature approved March sixteen, nineteen hundred 
and twenty-three; Act Numbered thirty-two hundred and two approved December three, nineteen 
hundred and twenty-four; and all other acts or parts of acts, inconsistent herewith, are hereby 
repealed. 
Sec. 45. Effective date. This Act shall take effect on its approval. 
Approved, June 20, 1947. 
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CHAPTER X: THE LAW ON PATENTS (REPEALED) 

Publishers’ Update on repealed RA No. 166 as of 1997:  

RA 165, as amended has been repealed as of 1998, by “The 
Intellectual Property Code of the Philippines” that was approved: June 6, 
1997, and is effective as of January 1, 1998. Reference to subsequent 
amendments are also included here.  The original Chapter X in the fourth 
edition is maintained here 
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Republic Act No. 165 June 20, 1947 
AN ACT CREATING A PATENT OFFICE, PRESCRIBING ITS POWERS AND DUTIES, 

REGULATING THE ISSUANCE OF PATENTS, AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR 
 
CHAPTER I - Organization and Operation 
Section 1. Patent Office. - There is hereby created a “Patent Office” under the executive 
supervision of the Department of Justice, where all records, books, drawings, specifications, and 
other papers and things pertaining to patents shall be safely kept and preserved. 
Section 2. Officers and employees of the Patent Office. - The Patent Office shall be under the 
direction of a Director who shall have an assistant to be known as Assistant Director. The Director 
and Assistant Director shall be appointed by the President with the consent of the Commission on 
Appointments of the Congress of the Philippines, and shall hold office during good behavior. The 
Director shall receive a salary of seven thousand two hundred pesos a year, and the Assistant 
Director a salary of six thousand pesos a year. 
To carry into effect the provisions of this Act, there shall also be in said office such other officers 
and employees as may be appointed by the Secretary of Justice upon recommendation of the 
Director. 
The term “Office” used in this Act means that Patent Office. 
The term “Director” used in this Act refers to the Director of Patents or the Assistant Director of 
Patents when acting as or performing the duties of the Director. 
Section 3. Special technical and scientific assistance. - The Director is empowered to obtain 
the assistance of technical, scientific or other qualified officers or employees of other departments, 
bureaus, offices, agencies and instrumentalities of the Government, including corporations owned, 
controlled or operated by the Government, when deemed necessary in the consideration of any 
matter submitted to the Office relative to the enforcement of the provisions of this Act. 
Section 4. Seal of Office. - The Office shall have a seal with which patents and other papers 
issued by it shall be authenticated. The form and design of the seal shall be approved by the 
President of the Philippines. 
Section 5. Publication of laws and rules. - The Director shall print, or cause to be printed, and 
make available for distribution, pamphlet copies of the laws and of the rules and regulations of the 
Office, and may print circulars of information relating to matters within the jurisdiction of the Office. 
Section 6. Publication of certain matters in the Official Gazette. - There shall be published in 
the Official Gazette a suitable view of the drawing, if there be a drawing, and the claims of each 
patent issued; the rules and regulations duly promulgated and the amendments thereto; an annual 
index of the names of investors and patentees and the title of the inventions covered by the patents 
issued during each fiscal year; all notices and decisions required under this Act to be published; 
and such other information relating to patents and other matters within the jurisdiction of the Office, 
as may, in the discretion of the Director, be useful to the public. 
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CHAPTER II - Inventions Patentable 
Section 7. Inventions patentable. - Any invention of a new and useful machine, manufactured 
product or substance, process, or an improvement of any of the foregoing, shall be patentable. 
Section 8. Inventions not patentable. - An invention shall not be patentable if it is contrary to 
public order or morals, or to public health or welfare, or if it constitutes a mere idea, scientific 
principle or abstract theorem not embodied in an invention as specified in section seven hereof, or 
any process not directed to the making or improving of a commercial product. 
Section 9. Invention not considered new or patentable. - An invention shall not be considered 
new or capable of being patented if it was known or used by others in the Philippines before the 
invention thereof by the inventor named in an application for patent for the invention; or if it was 
patented or described in any printed publication in the Philippines or any foreign country more than 
one year before the application for a patent therefor; or if it had been in public use or on sale in the 
Philippines for more than one year before the application for a patent therefor; or if it is the subject 
matter of a validly issued patent in the Philippines granted on an application filed before the filing of 
the application for patent therefor. 
CHAPTER III - Application for Patent 
Section 10. Right to patent. - The right to the patent belongs to the true and actual inventor, his 
heirs, legal representatives or assigns. If two or more persons have an invention jointly, the right to 
the patent belongs to them jointly. If two or more persons have made the invention separately and 
independently of each other, the right to the patent shall belong to the person who is the first to file 
an application for such invention, unless the contrary is shown. 
Section 11. Applications by non-residents. - Any person filing an application for patent who is 
not a resident of the Philippines must appoint an agent or representative in the Philippines upon 
whom notice or process relating to the application for patent may be served. In the event of death, 
absence or inability of the agent or representative, a new agent or representative must be 
appointed and notice thereof must be filed in the Office. Upon failure to maintain an agent or 
representative of record in this Office, service on the Director shall be deemed sufficient. 
Section 12. Who may apply for patent. - An application for patent may be filed only by the 
inventor, his heirs, legal representatives or assigns. 
Section 13. The application. - The application for patent shall be in English or Spanish, or in the 
national language with its corresponding English translation, and signed by the applicant, and shall 
include a statement giving the name, address, and citizenship or nationality of the applicant and of 
the inventor, if the applicant is not the inventor, and: 
(a) A specification; 
(b) Drawings, where the invention can be shown by drawings; 
(c) Power of attorney if the filing is through an attorney; 
(d) The assignment or a certified copy of the assignment of the invention for recording, where the 
application is filed by one who derives his title from the inventor, or proof of title if the derivation is 
not by assignment; 
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(e) A sworn statement by the inventor of his inventorship; or such sworn statement may be made 
by his heirs or legal representatives in case of death or incapacity of the inventor; however, such 
sworn statement will not be required if a certified copy of a previously filed foreign application 
containing the same is filed; 
(f) The appointment of a resident agent or representative in cases coming under section eleven 
hereof; and 
(g) The required fee. 
Section 14. The specification. - The specification shall include: 
(a) The title of the invention; 
(b) A brief statement of its nature and purpose; 
(c) A brief explanation of the drawings, where there are drawings; 
(d) A complete and detailed description of the invention in such full, clear, concise and exact terms 
as to enable any person skilled in the art or science to which the invention relates to make and 
practice the invention; and 
(e) A distinct and explicit claim or claims of the subject matter which the applicant claims as new 
and seeks to have patented. 
Section 15. Applications previously filed abroad. - An application for patent for an invention 
filed in this country by any person who has previously regularly filed an application for a patent for 
the same invention in a foreign country which, by treaty, convention, or law, affords similar 
privileges to citizens of the Philippines shall have the same force and effect as the same applicant 
would have if filed in this country on the date on which the application for patent for the same 
invention was first filed in such foreign country: Provided, That the application in this country is filed 
within twelve months from the earliest date on which any such foreign application was filed, and a 
certified copy of the foreign application together with a translation thereof into English, if not in the 
English language, is filed within six months from the date of filing in the Philippines, unless the 
Director for good cause shown shall extend the time for filing such certified copy. 
CHAPTER IV - Issuance of Patent 
Section 16. Formal examination of the application. - When an application for patent has been 
filed the Director shall determine whether it complies with the formal requirements. If the 
application is defective in this respect the applicant shall be notified on the specific defects and a 
time fixed, not less than four months, within which such defects may be remedied. 
If the applicant fails to request reconsideration or to remedy the defects within the time fixed by the 
Director, or within such additional time, not exceeding four months, as may be granted, the 
application shall be denied. 
Section 17. Multiple inventions in one application. - If several independent inventions which are 
not so closely related as to be proper in one application are claimed, the Director may require the 
application to be restricted to a single invention in the same manner as notifications of defects in 
the application. A later application filed for an invention divided out shall be considered as having 
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been filed on the same day as the first application provided the later application is filed within four 
months after the requirement to divide becomes final, or within such additional time, not exceeding 
four months, as may be granted. 
Section 18. Issuance of patent. - If the original or corrected application is in order, the Director 
shall issue the patent and shall, as soon as practicable, make the publication required by section 
six, Chapter I hereof. 
Section 19. How issued. - The patent shall be issued in the name of the Republic of the 
Philippines under the seal of the Office and shall be signed by the Director, and registered together 
with the specification and drawings, if any, in books and records of the Office to be kept for the 
purpose. 
Section 20. Content of patent. - The patent shall contain the patent number, the title of the 
invention, the name and residence of the inventor and of the patentee if the patentee be other than 
the inventor, the date on which the application was filed, the date on which it is issued, and a grant 
to the patentee, his heirs or assigns, of the exclusive right to the invention throughout the Republic 
of the Philippines for the term thereof. A copy of the specification and drawings shall be annexed to 
the patent and be a part thereof. 
CHAPTER V - Term of Patent 
Section 21. Term of patent. - The term of a patent shall begin on the date when the patent is 
issued as shown on the face thereof and shall expire seventeen years thereafter. However, a 
patent shall cease to be in force and effect of the patentee fails to pay the prescribed annual fees 
within the prescribed times hereinafter provided or if the patent is cancelled in accordance with the 
provisions of this Act. 
Section 22. Annual fees. - The first annual fee on a patent shall be due and payable on the 
expiration of four years from the date of issue. In a similar manner, annual fees on subsisting 
patents shall be due and payable on the fifth and each subsequent anniversary of the date of 
issue. If any annual fee is not paid within the prescribed time, a notice of the non-payment shall be 
published in the Official Gazette and the patentee shall have six months from the date of the 
publication to pay the fee together with the surcharge required for the delayed payment. A notice of 
the lapsing of a patent for non-payment of any annual fee shall be published in the Official Gazette. 
Section 23. Reinstatement of a lapsed patent. - Within two years from the date on which the first 
unpaid annual fee was due, a patent which has lapsed for non-payment of any annual fee may be 
reinstated upon payment of all annual fees then due and the surcharge for reinstatement, and upon 
proof satisfactory to the Director that such non-payment was due to fraud, accident, mistake or 
excusable negligence: Provided, however, That such reinstatement shall not prejudice the rights 
acquired by a third person while the patent was not in force. 
CHAPTER VI - Surrender, Correction and Amendments of Patent 
Section 24. Surrender of patent. - Any patentee, with the consent of all persons having grants or 
licenses or other right, title or interest in and to the patent and the invention covered thereby, which 
have been recorded in the Office, may surrender his patent or any claim or claims forming part 
thereof to the Director for cancellation. 
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Section 25. Correction of mistakes of Office. - The Director shall have the power to correct 
without fee any mistake in a patent incurred through the fault of the Office when clearly disclosed 
by the records thereof, to make the patent conform to the records. 
Section 26. Correction of mistake of application. - On payment of the prescribed fee the 
Director is authorized to correct any mistake in a patent of a formal or clerical nature, not incurred 
through the fault of the Office. 
Section 27. Form and publication of amendment. - Amendment or correction of a patent as 
provided in sections twenty-five and twenty-six hereof, shall be accomplished by a certificate of 
such amendment or correction authenticated by the seal of the Office and signed by the Director, 
which certificate shall be attached to the patent if the patent has been returned to the Director. 
Notice of such amendment or correction shall be published in the Official Gazette, and copies of 
the patent furnished by the Office shall include a copy of the certificate of the amendment or 
correction. 
CHAPTER VII - Cancellation of Patents 
Section 28. General grounds for cancellation. - Any person may on payment of the required fee 
petition the Director within three years from the date of publication of the issue of the patent in the 
Official Gazette, to cancel the patent or any claim thereof, on any of the following grounds: 
(a) That the invention is not new or patentable in accordance with sections seven, eight and nine, 
Chapter II hereof; 
(b) That the specification does not comply with the requirement of section fourteen, Chapter III 
hereof; or 
(c) That the person to whom the patent was issued was not the true and actual inventor or did not 
derive his rights from the true and actual inventor. 
Section 29. When patent may be cancelled at any time. - A petition to cancel a patent on any of 
the grounds specified in the next preceding section may be filed at any time by the Solicitor 
General. 
Section 30. Requirements of the petition. - The petition for cancellation must be in writing and 
verified by the petitioner or by any person on his behalf who knows the facts, and shall specify the 
grounds upon which it is based, and include a statement of the facts to be relied upon. Copies of 
printed publications or of patents of other countries, or other supporting documents mentioned in 
the petition shall be filed therewith, together with the transaction thereof into English, if not in the 
English language. 
Section 31. Notice and hearing. - Upon the filing of a petition for cancellation, the Director shall 
forthwith serve notice of the filing thereof upon the patentee and all persons having grants or 
licenses, or any other right, title or interest in and to the patent and the invention covered thereby, 
as appears of record in the Office, and of notice of the date of hearing thereon on such persons 
and the petitioner. Notice of the filing of the petition shall be published in the Official Gazette. 
Section 32. Cancellation of the patent. - If the Director finds that a case for cancellation has 
been made out he shall order the patent or any specified claim or claims thereof cancelled. The 
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order shall not become effective until the time for appeal has elapsed or, if appeal is taken, until the 
judgment on appeal becomes final. When the order or judgment becomes final, any rights 
conferred upon the patentee by the patent or any specified claim or claims cancelled thereby shall 
terminate. Notice of cancellation shall be published in the Official Gazette. 
Section 33. Cancellation for fraud on the inventor. - In the case of the ground specified in 
paragraph (c), section twenty-eight hereof, if the petition for cancellation is made by or on behalf of 
the true and actual inventor from whom the patentee fraudulently derived the invention and is 
successful on this ground, a patent may be obtained by such inventor, if he does not have a patent, 
notwithstanding any knowledge or use or publication of the patent cancelled: Provided, That the 
true and actual inventor shall file an application for patent for such invention within six months after 
the order of cancellation has become final. The term of such patent, however, shall expire 
seventeen years from the date of issue of the patent cancelled. 
CHAPTER VIII - Compulsory Licensing 
Section 34. Grounds for compulsory license. - Any person may apply to the Director for the 
grant of a license under a particular patent at any time after the expiration of three years from the 
date of the grant of the patent, under any of the following circumstances: 
(a) If the patented invention is not being worked within the Philippines on a commercial scale, 
although capable of being so worked, without satisfactory reason; 
(b) If the demand for the patented article in the Philippines is not being met to an adequate extent 
and on reasonable terms, without satisfactory reason; 
(c) If by reason of the refusal of the patentee to grant a license or licenses on reasonable terms, or 
by reason of the conditions attached by the patentee to licenses or to the purchase, lease or use of 
the patented article or working of the patented process or machine of production the establishment 
of any new trade or industry in the Philippines is prevented, or the trade of industry therein is 
unduly restrained; or 
(d) If the patented invention relates to food or medicine or is necessary for public health or public 
safety. 
The term “worked” or “working” as used in this section means the manufacture and sale of a 
patented article, or the carrying on of a patented process or the use of a patented machine for 
production, in or by means of a definite and substantial establishment or organization in the 
Philippines and on a scale which is adequate and reasonable under the circumstances. 
Section 35. Notice and hearing. - Upon the filing of a petition under section thirty-four hereof, 
notice shall be given in the same manner and form as that provided in section thirty-one, Chapter 
VII hereof. 
Section 36. Grant of license. - If the Director finds that a case for the grant of a license under 
section thirty-four hereof has been made out, he may order the grant of an appropriate license and 
in default of agreement among the parties as to the terms and conditions of the license he shall fix 
the terms and conditions of the license in the order. 
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The order of the Director granting a license under this Chapter, when final, shall operate as a deed 
granting a license executed by the patentee and the other parties in interest. 
CHAPTER IX - Rights of Patentees and Infringement of Patents 
Section 37. Rights of patentees. - A patentee shall have the exclusive right to make, use and sell 
the patented machine, article or product, and to use the patented process for the purpose of 
industry or commerce, throughout the territory of the Philippines for the term of the patent; and 
such making, using, or selling by any person without the authorization of the patentee constitutes 
infringement of the patent. 
Section 38. Experimental use of invention. - The making or using of a patented invention when 
not conducted for profit and solely for the purpose of research or experiment, or for instruction, 
shall not constitute infringement. 
Section 39. Temporary presence in the country. - No patent shall prevent the use of any 
invention in any ship, vessel, aircraft, or land vehicle of any other country entering the territory of 
the Philippines temporarily or accidentally, and such use shall not constitute infringement of the 
patent, provided such invention is used exclusively for the needs of the ship, vessel, aircraft, or 
land vehicle and not used for the manufacture of anything to be sold within or exported from the 
Philippines. 
Section 40. Rights of third parties prior to application. - Any person who has purchased or 
acquired of the inventor, his legal representatives, or assigns, or who, with their knowledge and 
consent, constructs any newly invented device or other patentable article, prior to the filing of the 
application therefor, shall have the right to use and sell the specific thing purchased, acquired or 
made, without liability therefor. 
Section 41. Use of invention by the Government. - The Government of the Philippines may use 
any patented invention at any time for governmental purposes, and the manufacture or use of the 
invention by or for the Government for such purposes shall not constitute infringement of the 
patent, but the patentee shall be entitled to receive a reasonable compensation for the use of the 
invention. 
CHAPTER X - Actions and Remedies for Infringement 
Section 42. Civil action for infringement. - Any patentee, or anyone possessing any right, title or 
interest in and to the patented invention, whose rights have been infringed, may bring a civil action 
before the proper Court of First Instance, to recover from the infringer damages sustained by 
reason of the infringement and to secure an injunction for the protection of his rights. 
If the damages are inadequate or cannot be readily ascertained with reasonable certainty, the court 
may award as damages a sum amounting to a reasonable royalty. 
The court may, according to the circumstances of the case, award damages in a sum above the 
amount found as actual damages sustained provided the award does not exceed three times the 
amount of such actual damages. 
Section 43. Limitation of action for damages. - No damages can be recovered for acts of 
infringement committed more than four years before the institution of the action for infringement. 
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Section 44. Damages not recoverable for want of notice or marking. - Damages cannot be 
recovered for acts of infringement committed before the infringer had actual notice of the patent, 
unless the patentee or those exploiting the invention on his behalf or under his authorization have 
given notice to the public that the machine, device, articles or process is patented either by placing 
thereon the words “Philippines Patent” with the number of the patent, or when from the nature of 
the article this cannot reasonably be done, by placing such notice on the package or container in 
which the device or article is supplied to the public, or is descriptive or advertising matter used in 
connection with the patented machine, device, article or process. 
Section 45. Defenses in action for infringement. - In an action for infringement the defendant, in 
addition to other defenses available to him, may show the invalidity of the patent or any claim 
thereof on any of the grounds on which a petition of cancellation can be brought under section 
twenty-eight, Chapter VII hereof. 
Section 46. Patent found invalid to be cancelled. - If the court shall find the patent or any claim 
thereof invalid, the Director shall, on certification of the final judgment to the Office, issue an order 
canceling the patent or the claims found invalid, and shall publish a notice thereof in the Official 
Gazette. 
Section 47. Assessors in infringement action. - Two or more assessors may be appointed by 
the court. The assessors shall be so qualified by the necessary scientific and technical knowledge 
required by the subject matter in suit. Either party may, as a preliminary question, challenge the 
fitness of any assessor to sit in an action. 
Each assessor shall receive a compensation in an amount to be fixed by the court and advanced 
by the complaining party, and thereafter to be taxed as costs in favor of the prevailing party. 
Section 48. Criminal action for repetition of infringement. - If infringement is repeated by the 
infringer or by anyone in connivance with him after final judgment of the court against the infringer, 
the parties liable shall, without prejudice to further civil action, be punished by a fine not exceeding 
ten thousand pesos and imprisonment not exceeding five years, or both such fine and 
imprisonment in the discretion of the court, in a criminal action instituted for the purpose. The 
criminal action herein provided shall prescribe in two years. 
Section 49. Appeal. - Appeal may be taken from the judgment of the court in the civil and criminal 
actions herein provided in the same manner as in other actions. 
CHAPTER XI - Assignment and Transmission of Rights 
Section 50. Transmission of rights. - Patents and the inventions covered thereby shall be 
protected as and have the applicable rights of other property. Inventions and any rights, title or 
interest in and to patents and inventions covered thereby may be assigned, or transmitted by 
inheritance or bequest. 
Section 51. Assignment of inventions. - An assignment may be on the entire right, title or 
interest in and to the patent and the invention covered thereby, or of an undivided share of the 
entire patent and invention in which event the parties become joint owners thereof. An assignment 
may be limited to a specified territory. 
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Section 52. Form of assignment. - The assignment must be in writing, acknowledged before a 
notary public or other officer authorized to administer oaths or perform notarial acts and certified 
under the hand and official seal of the notary or other officer. 
Section 53. Recording. - The Director shall record assignment, licenses and other instruments 
relating to any right, title or interest in and to inventions, and patents or inventions covered thereby, 
which are presented in due form to the Office for registration, in books and records kept for the 
purpose. The original document together with a signed duplicate thereof shall be filed, but if the 
original is not available, an authenticated copy thereof in duplicate may be filed. Upon recording, 
the Director shall retain the duplicate, and return the original or the authenticated copy to the party 
filing with a notation of the fact of record. Notice of the recording shall be published in the Official 
Gazette. 
Such instruments shall be void as against any subsequent purchaser or mortgagee for a valuable 
consideration and without notice unless it is recorded in the Office within three months from the 
date thereof, or prior to the subsequent purchase or mortgage. 
 
Section 54. Rights of joint owners. - If two or more persons jointly own a patent and the 
invention covered thereby either by the issuing of the patent to them jointly or by reason of the 
assignment of an undivided share in the patent and invention or by reason of the succession in title 
to such share, each of the joint owners, shall be entitled to personally make, use, or sell the 
invention for his own profit, subject to any contract or agreement, but neither of the owners shall be 
entitled to grant licenses or to assign his right, title or interest or part thereof without the consent of 
the other owner or owners, or without proportionately dividing the proceeds with the other owner or 
owners. 
CHAPTER XII - Designs 
Section 55. Industrial designs. - Any new and original creation relating to the features of shape, 
pattern, configuration, ornamental, or artistic appearance of an article or industrial product may be 
protected as an industrial design by the author in the same manner and subject to the same 
provisions and requirements as relate to patents for inventions insofar as they are applicable, 
except as otherwise hereinafter provided. 
Section 56. Six months publication. - The period of one year specified in section nine, Chapter 
II, and section fifteen, Chapter III, hereof, for inventions shall be six months in the case of designs. 
Section 57. Notice of registration shall be published. - Notice of the registration of the design 
shall be published in the Official Gazette. 
Section 58. Term and extension thereof. - The term of the design registration shall be five years 
from the date of registration. 
Before the expiration of the five-year term upon payment of the required fee, or within a further time 
thereafter not to exceed six months upon payment of the surcharge, the owner of the registration 
may apply for an extension for an additional five years. The application for extension must be 
accompanied by an affidavit showing that the design is in commercial or industrial use in the 
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Philippines or satisfactorily explaining non-use. In a similar manner an extension for a third five-
year period may be obtained. 
Section 59. Marking. - The marking required by section forty-four, Chapter X, hereof, shall be 
“Philippines Design Registration,” or appropriate abbreviation, and the number of the registration. 
Section 60. Infringement. - Infringement of a design registration shall consist in unauthorized 
copying of the registered design for the purpose of trade or industry in the article or product and in 
the making, using or selling of the article or product copying the registered design. Identity or 
substantial identity with the registered design shall constitute evidence of copying. 
CHAPTER XIII - Review of Orders or Decisions of Director 
Section 61. Appeal from the action of Director. - The applicant for a patent or for the registration 
of a design, any party to a proceeding to cancel a patent or to obtain a compulsory license, and 
any party to any other proceeding in the Office may appeal to the Supreme Court from any final 
order or decision of the Director. 
Section 62. Stay. - A petition for review of any order or decision of the Director rejecting in whole 
or in part an application for a patent or registration of a design, shall not stay any order or decision 
of the Director in respect of any other applications then pending for a patent or design registration; 
but the Director shall proceed to act on such other applications without regard to such petition 
unless the Supreme Court shall otherwise direct. 
Section 63. How appeal is perfected. - An appeal from an order or decision of the Director shall 
be perfected by filing with the Director a notice of appeal and the payment of the required appeal 
fee and filing with the Supreme Court a petition for review, within thirty days from notice of the 
order or decision appealed from. 
Section 64. Contents and notice of petition. - The petition shall contain a summary statement of 
the issues involved and the reasons relied upon for allowance of a review. Copies of the petition 
shall be served upon the Director and all other parties in interest. 
Section 65. Docketing fee and deposits for costs. - Upon filing the petition for review, the 
petitioner shall pay to the clerk of the Supreme Court the docketing fee and shall deposit the sum 
of one hundred pesos for costs. 
Section 66. Elevation of copy of record. - Upon the filing of the petition, notice thereof shall be 
served by the clerk of the Supreme Court upon the Director, who, within thirty days thereafter, shall 
certify and forward to the Supreme Court a copy of the record as the same appears in this Office. 
Section 67. Answer of respondent. - Upon receipt of the record, the clerk of the Supreme Court 
shall serve notice upon the Director and all other parties in interest, requiring them to answer within 
ten days from service. Copies of such answer shall served upon the petitioner. 
Section 68. Power of court. - The Supreme Court may, on petition filed within five days after the 
filing of the answer, allow the parties to adduce additional evidence material to the matter at issue, 
which shall constitute a supplementary record to be considered in connection with the record on 
appeal. 
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Section 69. Representation by Solicitor General. - In all appeals from an order or decision of the 
Director the Solicitor General shall appeal on behalf of the Director. 
Section 70. Briefs on appeal. - Upon receipt of the answer to the petition or upon conclusion of 
the presentation of additional evidence, the clerk of the Supreme Court shall notify the parties, and 
the petitioner, within thirty days from such notice, shall file twenty copies of his brief upon the 
adverse parties and, within thirty days from such service, the adverse parties shall file twenty 
copies of their brief together with proof of service of five copies thereof upon the petitioner. 
Section 71. Inclusion in calendar. - Upon the filing of the respondent's brief, or after the 
expiration of the time for its filing, the case shall be included in the regular calendar, unless the 
court advances the hearing for special cause shown. 
Section 72. Oral argument, its duration. - Each party is entitled to one hour for oral argument, 
extendible in the discretion of the court. 
Section 73. Rules of Court applicable. - In all other matters not herein provided, the applicable 
provisions of the Rules of Court shall govern. 
CHAPTER XIV - Penalty for False Marking 
Section 74. Penalty for false marking. - Any person who falsely represents or indicates that any 
device, article or product made or sold by him is patented, or is the subject of a registered design, 
by making or having on the device, article or product, or on their containers or packages, or using 
in advertising or displays used in connection with them, or with any process, words expressing or 
implying that the device, article, product or process is patented or registered, shall be subject to a 
fine of not less than one hundred pesos nor more than one thousand pesos, or imprisonment for 
not less than one month nor more than one year, or both, in the discretion of the court. Actions 
hereunder shall prescribe in two years. 
Section 75. Fees. - The following fees shall be paid: 
For filing an application for patent, which shall include the cost of publication in the Official Gazette, 
two hundred pesos; 
For annual fees due at the beginning of the fifth and each succeeding year, one hundred pesos 
each year; 
For surcharge for delayed payment of an annual fee, twenty-five pesos; 
For reinstating lapsed patent, one hundred pesos; 
For filing a petition for cancellation, except when filed by the Solicitor General, fifty pesos; 
For filing a petition for a compulsory license, one hundred pesos; 
For copies of records of the Office, two pesos per photostat sheet, one peso per hundred words of 
typewritten copy; 
For each certification of copy of any records, ten pesos; 
For recording assignments, and other documents relating to title, and license, ten pesos; 
For notice of appeal from the order or decision of the Director; twenty-five pesos; 
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For filing application for registration of a design, fifty pesos; 
For renewing design registration, fifty pesos; 
For surcharge for delayed renewal of design registration, twenty pesos; and 
For services not otherwise specified, the Director shall provide, by regulation, the fees therefor. 
CHAPTER XVI - Miscellaneous 
Section 76. Certain priority for filing application extended. - The rights of priority provided by 
section nine, Chapter II; section fifteen, Chapter III; and section fifty-six, Chapter XII hereof for the 
filing of applications for patent for inventions and designs, which rights had not expired on the 
eighth day of December, nineteen hundred and forty-one, or which rights have arisen since the 
eighth day of December, nineteen hundred and forty-one, are extended until the first day of July, 
nineteen hundred and forty-eight, in favor of the citizens of the Philippines or citizens or subjects of 
countries which have extended, or which now extend, or which within said period ending the first 
day of July, nineteen hundred and forty-eight, shall extend substantially reciprocal privileges to 
citizens of the Philippines. 
Section 77. Disqualification of officers and employees from acquiring patents and design 
registrations. - All officers and employees of the Office shall not, during their employment or for 
one year thereafter, apply for a grant of patent or for the registration of a design, or acquire, directly 
or indirectly, except by hereditary succession, any patent of invention or design registration, or any 
right, title or interest therein. 
Section 78. Rules and regulations. - The Director subject to the approval of the Secretary of 
Justice, shall promulgate the necessary rules and regulations, not inconsistent with law, for the 
conduct of all business in the Patent Office. 
Section 79. Records to be public. - The records of the Office shall be open to public inspection, 
and any person may obtain an authenticated copy thereof on payment of the prescribed fees. 
Section 80. Repealing clause. - Acts Numbered Twenty-two hundred and thirty-five, Twenty-
seven hundred and ninety-three, as amended, and all other acts, or parts of acts, inconsistent 
herewith, are hereby repealed. 
Section 81. Reservation of prior rights. - Any rights acquired under laws existing prior to the 
taking effect of this Act are hereby respected and preserved. 
Section 82. Appropriation. - The sum of seventy-five thousand pesos, or so much thereof as may 
be necessary, is hereby appropriated out of any funds in the National Treasury not otherwise 
appropriated, for the initial expenses of the Office, including organization expenses, salaries, 
supplies, equipment, and other sundry expenses until June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and forty-
eight. 
Section 83. Effective date. - This Act shall take effect on its approval. 
Approved: June 20, 1947 
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CIVIL CODE PROVISIONS ON INVENTIONS 
“Art. 721. By intellectual creation, the following per, sons acquire ownership: 

x x x x x 
(4) “The scientist or technologist or any other person with regard to his discovery or invention.” 
“Art. 722. * * * * The scientist or technologist has the ownership of his discovery or invention even 
before it is patented.” 
“Art. 724. Special laws govern copyright and patent.” 

 

******************************************************** 

 

 

Case Updates on Patent Decision: 

Del Rosario vs. Court of Appeals et al 
G.R. No. 115106 (source) 

 
Facts: petitioner Roberto L. del Rosario filed a complaint for patent 

infringement (total of 10 years) against Jacinto Corporation … for del 
Rosario’s equipment commonly known as the sing-along system or 
karaoke.  

Petitioner learned that private respondent was manufacturing a sing-along 
system bearing the trademark miyata or miyata karaoke substantially 
similar if not identical to the sing-along system covered by the patents 
issued in del Rosario’s favor. He sought from the trial court the 
issuance of a writ of preliminary injunction to enjoin private 
respondent… 

Private respondent assailed the order and requested for the issuance of a 
writ of preliminary injunction and a temporary restraining order before 
respondent Court of Appeals, which was denied; hence, the instant 
petition for review. 

Held: “…both petitioner’s and respondent’s models involve substantially 
the same modes of operation and produce substantially the same if not 
identical results when used. … that petitioner had established before 
the trial court prima facie proof of violation of his rights as patentee to 
justify the issuance of a writ of preliminary injunction in his favor during 

http://www.supremecourt.gov.ph/jurisprudence/1996/mar1996/115106.htm
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the pendency of the main suit for damages resulting from the alleged 
infringement…. 

 

The above decision cited Torts and Damages, 1977 ed on patents: 
“It is elementary that a patent may be infringed where the essential or 
substantial features of the patented invention are taken or appropriated, or 
the device, machine or other subject matter alleged to infringe is 
substantially identical with the patented invention. In order to infringe a 
patent, a machine or device must perform the same function, or 
accomplish the same result by identical or substantially identical means 
and the principle or mode of operation must be substantially the same.” 16 

 

 

 
16 Jarencio, Hilarion U., Torts and Damages in Philippine Law, 1977 ed., pp. 453-454, citing 69 C.J.S., pp. 
851-860. 
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CHAPTER XI COPYRIGHTS AND OTHER INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY (REPEALED) 

Civil Code provisions 
Art. 721. By intellectual creation, the following persons acquire ownership:  

(1) The author with regard to his literary, dramatic, historical, legal, philosophical, scientific 
or other work;  
(2) The composer; as to his musical composition;  
(3) The painter, sculptor, or other artist, with respect to the product of his art;  
(4) The scientist or technologist or any other person with regard to his discovery or 
invention. (n) 

Art. 722. The author and the composer, mentioned in Nos. 1 and 2 of the preceding article, shall 
have the ownership of their creations even before the publication of the same. Once their works 
are published, their rights are governed by the Copyright laws.  
The painter, sculptor or other artist shall have dominion over the product of his art even before it is 
copyrighted.  
The scientist or technologist has the ownership of his discovery or invention even before it is 
patented. (n)  

x x x x x x 
Art. 724. Special laws govern copyright and patent.  

 

The Law on Copyrights and other Intellectual Property 
PRESIDENTIAL DECREE NO. 49 

DECREE ON THE PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY. 
WHEREAS, tremendous strides in science and tech nology have made necessary the updating of 
the Copyright Law to give fuller protection to intellectual property and to encourage arts and letters, 
as well as stimulate scientific research and invention, at the same time safeguard the public's right 
to cultural information ; 
NOW, THEREFORE, I FERDINAND E. MARCOS, President of the Philippines, by virtue of the 
powers vested in me by the Constitution as Commander-in-Chief of all the Armed Forces of the 
Philippines, and pursuant to Proclamation No. 1081 dated September 21, 1972, and General Order 
No. 1 dated September 22, 1972, as amended, do hereby decree, order and make as part of the 
law of the land the following measure: 
CHAPTER I -- PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS 
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Section 1. This Decree shall be known as the “Decree on Intellectual Property.” 
Section 2. The rights granted by this Decree shall, from the moment of creation, subsist with 
respect to any of the following classes of works : 
(A) Books, including composite and encyclopedic works, manuscripts, directories, and gazetteers; 
(B) Periodicals, including pamphlets and newspapers;  
(C) Lectures, sermons, addresses, dissertations prepared for oral delivery; 
( D ) Letters ; 
(E) Dramatic or dramatic-musical compositions; choreographic works and entertainments in dumb 
shows, the acting form of which is fixed in writing or otherwise; 
(F) Musical compositions, with or without words; 
(G) Works of drawing, painting, architecture, sculpture, engraving, lithography, and other works of 
art; models or designs for works of art; 
(H) Reproductions of work of art; 
(I) Original ornamental designs or models for articles of manufacture, whether or not patentable, 
and other works of applied art; 
(J) Maps, plans, sketches, and charts; 
(L) Photographic works and works produced by a process analogous to photography; lantern 
slides; 
(M) Cinematographic works and works produced by a process analogous to cinematography or 
any process for making audio-visual recordings; 
(N) Computer programs; 
(0) Prints, pictorial illustrations advertising copies, labels, tags, and box wraps; 
(P) Dramatizations, translations, adaptations, abridgements, arrangements and other alterations of 
literary, musical or artistic works or of works of the Philippine Government as herein defined, which 
shall be protected as provided in Section 8 of this Decree. 
(Q) Collections of literary, scholarly, or artistic works or of works referred to in Section 9 of this 
Decree which by reason of the selection and arrangement of their contents constitute intellectual 
creations, the same to be protected as such in accordance with Section 8 of this Decree. 
(R) Other literary, scholarly, scientific and artistic works. 
Section 3. The rights granted by this Decree shall not be lost except in the manner specifically 
provided herein. Neither shall they be subject to levy and attachment while in the possession of the 
creator or his heirs. 
Section 4. Nothing in this Decree shall be deemed to alter or in any manner impair any other right 
or remedy of the persons protected by its provisions. 
CHAPTER II - COPYRIGHT 
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Article 1. Scope and beneficiaries of copyright. 
Section 5. Copyright shall consist in the exclusive right: 
(A) To print, reprint, publish, copy, distribute, multiply, sell, and make photographs, photo-
engravings, and pictorial illustrations of the works; 
 (B) To make any translation or other version or extracts or arrangements or adaptations thereof ; 
to dramatize it if it be a non-dramatic work; to convert it into a non-dramatic work if it be a drama; to 
complete or execute it if it be a model or design; 
(C) To exhibit, perform, represent, produce, or reproduce the work in any manner or by any method 
whatever for profit or otherwise; if not reproduced in copies for sale, to sell any manuscript or any 
record whatsoever thereof; 
(D) To make any other use or disposition of the work consistent with the laws of the land. 
Section 6. The creator or his heirs or assigns shall own the copyright in any of the works mentioned 
in Section 2 of this Decree. If the works is produced by two or more persons, the copyright shall 
belong to them jointly and their respective rights thereto shall be governed by the Rules of the Civil 
Code on co-ownership. 
If the work in which copyright subsists was made during and in the course of the employment of the 
creator, the copyright shall belong to: 
(A) The employee, if the creation of the object of copyright is not a part of his regular duties even if 
the employee uses the time, facilities and materials of the employer. 
(B) The employer, if the work is the result of the performance of his regularly assigned duties, 
unless there is an agreement, express or implied, to the contrary. 
Where the work is commissioned by a person who is not the employer of the creator and who pays 
or agrees to pay for it and the work is made in pursuance of the commission, the person who so 
commissioned the work shall have ownership of it but the copyright thereto shall belong in joint 
ownership to him and the creator, unless there is a stipulation to the contrary. 
The creators of a cinematographic or analogous work are the producer, the author of the scenario, 
the composer of the music, the film director, the photographic director, and the author of the work 
adapted. However, subject to contrary or other stipulation among the creators, the producer shall 
exercise the copyright to an extent required for the exhibition of the work in any manner, except for 
the right to collect performing fees for the musical compositions, with or without words, which may 
be incorporated into the work. 
The copyright in letters shall belong to the writer, subject to the provisions of Article 723 of the Civil 
Code. 
Section 7. For purposes of this Decree, articles and other-writings published without the names of 
the authors or under pseudonyms are considered as the property of the publishers, unless the 
contrary appears. 
Section 8. The works referred to in subsections (P) and (0) of Section 2 of this Decree shall, when 
produced with the consent of the creator or proprietor of the original works on which they are 
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based, be protected as new works; however, such new works shall not affect the force of any 
subsisting copyright upon the original works employed or any part thereof, or be construed to imply 
an exclusive right to such use of the original works, or to secure or extend copyright in such original 
works. 
Section 9. No copyright shall subsist in any work of the Government of the Philippines. However, 
prior approval of the government agency or office wherein the work is created shall be necessary 
for exploitation of such work for profit. Such agency or office may, among other things, impose as a 
condition the payment of royalties. No prior approval or condition shall be required for the use for 
any purpose of statutes, rules and regulations, and speeches, lectures, sermons, addresses, and 
dissertations pronounced, read or rendered in courts of justice before administrative agencies, in 
deliberative assemblies, and in meetings of public character. 
A “Work of the Government of the Philippines” is a work created by an officer or employee of the 
Philippine Government or any of its subdivisions and instrumentalities, including government-
owned or controlled corporations as a part of his regularly prescribed official duties. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, the Government is not precluded from receiving and 
holding copyright transferred to it by assignment, bequest or otherwise; nor shall document of any 
work in which copyright is subsisting be taken to cause any abridgment or annulment of the 
copyright or to authorize any abridgment or annulment of the copyright or to authorize any use or 
appropriation of such work without the consent of the copyright proprietor. 
Article II - Limitations on copyright 
Section 10. When a work has been lawfully made accessible to the public, the author shall not be 
entitled to prohibit: 
1. Its recitation or performance (A) if done privately and free of charge; or (B) if made for strictly 
charitable or religious institution or society. 
2. Reproduction, translations and adaptations thereot destined exclusively for personal and private 
use. 
Section 11. To an extent compatible with fair practice and justified by the scientific, critical, 
informatory or educational purpose, it shall be permissible to make quotations or excerpts from a 
work already lawfully made accessible to the public. Such quotations may be utilized in their 
original form or in translation. 
News items, editorials, and articles on current political, social, economic, scientific or religious topic 
may be reproduced by the press or broadcast, unless they contain or are accompanied by a notice 
that their reproduction or publication is reserved. In case of musical works, parts of little extent may 
also be reproduced. 
Quotations and excerpts as well as reproductions shall always be accompanied by an 
acknowledgment of the source and name of the author, if his name appears thereon. 
Section 12. In reports of a current event by means of photography, cinematography or 
broadcasting, literary, scientific or artistic works which can be seen or heard in the course of said 
event may be reproduced and communicated to the public to the extent necessary for the purpose. 
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Section 13. Libraries, public archives and museums have the right, subject to the conditions 
specified in the succeeding paragraphs, to produce for purposes of their activities by photographic 
means, and without the consent of the creator or proprietor, copies of a literary or artistic work. 
Material forming part of the collections mentioned in the preceding paragraph which, by reason of 
their fragile character or rarity, cannot be lent to users in its original form may be reproduced by 
photography for the purpose of loans. Nevertheless, except in cases where special reasons justify 
it, not more than two copies may be made. 
It is equally permissible to make, by means of photography, reproductions of isolated articles 
contained in composite works, as well as brief portions of other published works, in order to supply 
them, when this is considered expedient, to persons requesting their loan for purposes of research 
or study, instead of lending the volumes or booklets which contain them. Each person seeking loan 
may only receive one copy of each article or each position of a work. 
When a copy of a work is found to be incomplete, the missing portions may be reproduced by 
means of photography, provided they only constitute a minor portion of the total work. 
Nevertheless, it shall not be permitted to produce a volume of a work published in several volumes 
or to produce missing tomes or part of magazines or similar works, unless the volume, tome or part 
is out of stock with booksellers, the printing house and the publisher. 
Every library which, by law, is entitled to receive one or two copies of a printed work shall be 
entitled, when special reasons so require, to reproduce, by means of photography or process 
analogous to photography, a copy of a published work, the acquisition of which is considered 
necessary for the collections of the library, but which is out of stock with booksellers, the printing 
house and the publisher. 
A work belonging to the collections mentioned in the first paragraph of this section which has not 
been disseminated may not be reproduced or published without the consent of the creator or 
proprietor. However, such work may be reproduced for purposes of preservation. 
Section 14. If, after the expiration of five years from the date of the first publication of a writing, a 
translation of such writing has not been published in the national or other local language as the 
case may be by the owner of the right of translation or with his authorization, any citizen may 
obtain a non-exclusive license from the Director of the National Library, to translate the work and 
publish the work so translated in the national or other local language in which it has not been 
published ; Provided ; that such citizens establishes either that he has requested, and been denied, 
authorization by the proprietor of the right to make and publish the translation, or that, after due 
diligence on his part, he was unable to find the owner of the right. A license may also be granted 
on the same conditions if all previous editions of a translation in such language are out of print. In 
both cases the terms and conditions of the license, including the royalties of the author or 
proprietor of the original work, shall be stated therein. 
If the owner of the right of translation cannot be found, then the applicant for a license shall send 
copies of his application to the publisher whose name appears on the work and, if the nationality of 
the owner of the right of translation is known, to the diplomatic or consular representative of the 
state of which such owner is a national, or to the organization which may have been designated by 
the government of that state. The license shall not be granted before. the expiration of two months 
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from the date of the dispatch of the copies of the application. Neither shall it be granted when the 
author has withdrawn from circulation all copies of the work. 
The original title and the name of the author of the work shall be printed on all copies of the 
published translation. 
Article III - Transfer of work and copyright 
Section 15. The copyright may, by gift, inheritance or otherwise, be transferred or assigned in 
whole or in part. Such transfer or assignment shall entitle the transferee or assignee to all rights 
and remedies which the transferor or assignor had with respect to the copyright. 
The copyright is not deemed transferred or assigned inter vivos in whole or in part, unless there is 
a written indication that such is the intention. 
The submission of a literary, photographic or artistic work to a newspaper, magazine or periodical 
for publication shall constitute only a license to make a single publication unless a greater right is 
expressly granted. 
Section 16. The copyright is distinct from the property in the material object subject to it. 
Consequently, the transfer or assignment of the copyright shall not itself constitute a transfer of the 
material object. Nor shall a transfer or assignment of the sole copy of one or several copies of the 
work imply transfer or assignment of the copyright. 
Section 17. An assignment or transfer inter vivos, or a license, must be in writing, acknowledged 
before a notary public or other officer authorized to administer oaths or perform notarial acts and 
certified under the hand and seal of the notary or other officer. 
This section and section 19 shall not apply to cases covered by the last paragraph of section 15 of 
this Decree. 
Section 18. If two or more persons jointly own a copyright or any part thereof, neither of the owners 
shall be  entitled to grant licenses without the consent of the other owner or owners. 
Section 19. Every assignment, license or other instrument relating to any right, title or interest in a 
copyright and to the work subject to it shall be filed in duplicate with the National Library upon 
payment of the prescribed fee for registration in books and records kept for the purpose. Upon 
recording a copy of the instrument shall be returned to the sender with a notation of the fact of 
record. Notice of the record shall be published in the Official Gazette. 
Such instruments shall be void as against any subsequent purchaser or mortgagee for a valuable 
consideration and without notice unless it is recorded in the library prior to the subsequent 
purchase or mortgage. 
Section 20. When the creator of a work in which copyright is subsisting dies, it shall be the duty of 
his heirs or assigns to file with the National Library for registration a written notice under oath of the 
date of the creator's death. Until this is complied with, the limitation of remedies established in 
Section 26 of this Decree shall be enforced. 
Article IV - Duration of copyright 
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Section 21. The copyright conferred by this Decree shall endure during the lifetime of the creator 
and for fifty years after his death. In case of works of joint creation, the period of fifty years shall be 
counted from the death of the last surviving co-creator. 
Section 22. In case of anonymous and pseudonymous works the copyright shall last until the end 
of fifty years following the date of their first publication. However, when the pseudonym adopted by 
the author leaves no doubt as to his identity, or if the author of an anonymous or pseudonymous 
work discloses his identity during the period mentioned in this section, the term of the protection 
shall be that fixed in the next preceding section. 
Section 23. In the case of posthumous works which do not fall within the categories of the works 
referred to in the next two preceding sections, the term of protection afforded to their heirs or 
assignees of the creator shall end at the expiration of fifty years after his death. 
Section 24. Irrespective of the provisions of the foregoing sections of this article, the term shall be 
thirty years in the case of: (A) periodicals and newspapers, provided that material contained therein 
in which an independent copyright may be deemed to subsist shall be accorded the length of 
protection appropriate to it; (B) works of applied art; (C) cinematographic or photographic works as 
well as those produced by a process analogous to cinematography or photography or any process 
for making audiovisual recordings. 
Section 25. The term of protection subsequent to the death of the creator provided in Sections 21 
and 23 and the terms provided in Sections 22 and 24 shall run from the date of his death or of 
publication, but such terms shall always be deemed to begin on the first day of January of the year 
following the event which gives rise to them. 
Article V - Deposit and notice 
Section 26. After the first public dissemination or work falling under subsections (A), (B), (C) and 
(D) of Section 2 of this Decree, there shall, within three weeks be registered and deposited with the 
National Library, by personal delivery or by registered mail, two complete copies or reproductions 
of the work in such form as the Director of said library may prescribe a certificate of registration and 
deposit for which the prescribed fee shall be collected. If, within three weeks after receipt by the 
copyright owner of a written demand from the director for such deposit, the required copies or 
reproductions are not delivered and the fee is not paid, the copyright owner shall be liable to pay a 
fine equivalent to the required fee per month of delay and to pay to the National Library the amount 
of the retail price of the best edition of the work. 
With or without a demand from the director, a copyright owner who has not made such deposit 
shall not be entitled to recover damages in an infringement suit and shall be limited to the other 
remedies specified in Section 23 of this Decree. 
Section 27. Each copy of a work published or offered for sale shall contain a notice bearing the 
name of the copyright owner, the year of its first publication, and, in copies produced after the 
creator's death, the year of such death. 
Failure to comply with the requirements of this section shall result in the limitation of the remedies 
established in the next preceding section. 
Article VI - Infringement 
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Section 28. Any person infringing a copyright shall be liable: 
(A) To an injunction restraining such infringement. 
(B) To pay to the copyright proprietor or his assigns or heirs such actual damages as he may have 
due to the infringement as well as the profits the infringer may have made due to such 
infringement, and in proving profits the plaintiff shall be required to prove sales only-and the 
defendant shall be required to prove every element of cost which he claims, or, in lieu of actual 
damages and profits, such damages which to the court shall appear to be just and which shall not 
be less than the sum of One Thousand Pesos, and shall not be regarded as penalty. 
(C) To deliver under oath, for impounding during the pendency of the action, upon such terms and 
conditions as the court may prescribe, all articles alleged to infringe a copyright. 
(D) To deliver under oath for destruction all infringing copies or devices, as well as all plates, 
molds, or other means for making such infringing copies as the court may order. 
(E) To such other terms and conditions, including the payment of moral and exemplary damages, 
which the court may deem proper, wise and equitable. 
Section 29. Any person infringing any copyright secured by this Decree or aiding or abetting such 
infringement shall be deemed guilty of a crime punishable by imprisonment not exceeding one year 
or by fine not less than Two Hundred Pesos nor more than Two Thousand Pesos or both, in the 
discretion of the court. 
Section 30. Unless authorized by the copyright proprietor concerned, importation into the 
Philippines of any piratical copies or likeness of any work in which Philippine copy right subsists is 
prohibited, except when imported tinder the following circumstances: 
First. When copies of the work are not available in the Philippines and: 
(A) Not more than one copy at one time is imported fur strictly individual use only; or 
(B) The importation is by authority of and for the use of the Philippine Government; or 
(C) The importation, consisting of not more than three such copies or likenesses in any one 
invoice, is not for sale hut for the use only of any religious, -charitable, or educational society or 
institution duly incorporated or registered, or is for the encouragement of the fine arts, or for any 
state school, college, university, or free public library in the Philippines. 
Second. When such copies form parts of libraries and personal baggage belonging to persons or 
families arriving from foreign countries and are not intended for sale provided such copies do not 
exceed three. 
Copies imported as allowed by this Section may not lawfully be used in any way to violate the 
rights of the proprietor of Philippine copyright or annul or limit the protection secured by this 
Decree, and such unlawful use shall be deemed an infringement and shall be punishable as such 
without prejudice to the proprietor's right of action. 
The Commissioner of Customs, subject to the approval of the Secretary of Finance, is hereby 
empowered to make rules and regulations for preventing the importation of articles the importation 
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of which is prohibited under this Section and for seizing and condemning and disposing of the 
same in case they are discovered after they have been imported. 
CHAPTER III - RIGHT TO PROCEEDS IN SUBSEQUENT TRANSFERS 
Section 31. In every sale or lease of an original work of painting or sculptor or of the original 
manuscript of a writer or composer, subsequent to the first disposal thereof by the creator, the 
creator or his heirs shall have an inalienable right to participate in the gross proceeds of the sale or 
lease to the extent of five per centum (5%). 
This right shall exist during the lifetime of the creator and for fifty years after his death. 
Section 32. As a condition precedent to making a claim to the right established in the preceding 
section for any work mentioned therein, the work must be registered in the National Library where 
a separate register shall be kept for this purpose. 
The creator or his heirs may designate a society of artists, writers or composers as agent to claim 
the right in his or their behalf. In such case, the society shall forward the proceeds to the creator or 
his heirs upon their demand or at the end of every quarter of each calendar year. 
Section 33. The provisions of this Chapter shall not apply to prints, etchings, engravings, works of 
applied art, or works of similar kind wherein the creator primarily derives gain from the proceeds of 
reproductions. 
CHAPTER IV. - MORAL RIGHTS 
Section 34. Independently of the rights conferred by Chapters II and III of this Decree or the grant 
of an assignment or license with respect to any of such rights, a creator shall have the right: 
(A) To make alterations of his work prior to, or to withhold it from, publication; 
(13) To require that the authorship of the works be attributed to him; 
(C.) To object to any alteration of this work which is prejudicial to his reputation; 
(I))To restrain the use of his work with respect to any work not of his own creation or in a distorted 
version of his work. 
Section 35. A creator cannot be compelled to perform his contract to create a work or for the 
publication of his work already in existence. However, he may be held liable for damages for 
breach of such a contract. 
Section 36. A creator may assign or waive his rights mentioned in Section 34 of this Decree by a 
written instrument expressly so stating, but not such assignment shah he valid where its effect is to 
permit another: 
(A) To use the name of the creator, or the title of his work, or otherwise to make use of his 
reputation with respect to any version or adaptation of his work which, because of alterations 
therein, would substantially tend to injure the literary or artistic reputation of the author; or 
(B) To use the name of the creator with respect to a work he did not create. 
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Section 37. When a creator contributes to a collective work, like a newspaper or an encyclopedia, 
his right to have his contribution attributed to him is deemed waived unless he expressly reserves 
it. 
Section 38. In the absence of a special contract at the time !t creator licenses or permits another to 
use his work, the necessary editing, arranging or adaptation of Such work, for publication, 
broadcast, use in a motion picture, dramatization, or mechanical or electrical reproduction in 
accordance with the reasonable and customary standard or requirements of the medium in which 
the work is to be used, shall not be deemed to contravene the creator’s rights secured by this 
chapter. Nor shall complete destruction of a work unconditionally transferred by the creator be 
deemed to violate such rights. 
Section 39. The rights of a creator under this chapter shall be perpetual and imprescriptible. The 
person or persons to be charged with the posthumous enforcement of these rights shall be named 
in writing to be filed with the National Library. In default of such person or persons, such 
enforcement shall devolve upon either the creator's heirs or the Director of the National Library 
acting in behalf of the heirs. 
The persons named by the creator in accordance with the foregoing paragraph or, in their absence, 
the creator's heirs shall have power to make any assignment or license of the rights provided in this 
chapter which would be within the power of the creator had he lived. If there are no heirs, the 
Director of the National Library shall exercise this power. 
For purposes of this Section, “Person” shall mean any individual, partnership, corporation, 
association, or society. The Director of the National Library may prescribe reasonable fees to be 
charged for his services in the application of provisions of this Section. 
Section 40. Violation of any of the rights conferred by this chapter shall entitle those charged with 
their enforcement to the same right and remedies available to a copyright owner. In addition, 
damages which may be availed of under the Civil Code may also be recovered. Any damages 
recovered after the creator's death shall be held in trust for and remitted to his heirs. 
CHAPTER V - RIGHTS OF PERFORMERS, PRODUCERS OF SOUNDS, RECORDINGS AND 
BROADCASTING ORGANIZATIONS 
Article I - Definition o f terms 
Section 41. As used in this chapter: 
(A) “Performers” mean actors, singers, dancers, and other persons who act, sing, deliver, declaim, 
play in, or otherwise perform literary or artistic work. 
(B) “Sound Recording” means any exclusively aural fixation of sounds of a performance or of other 
sound. 
(C) “Producer of sound records” means the person who, or the legal entity which, first fixes a 
performance or other sounds. 
(D) “Publication” means the issue or offering to the public of copies of a sound recording in 
reasonable quantity. 
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(E) “Reproduction” means the making of a copy or copies of a recording. 
(F) “Broadcasting” means the transmission by wireless means for public reception of sounds or of 
images and sound. 
(G) “Broadcasting organization” shall include a sole proprietorship duly authorized to engaged in 
broadcasting. 
Article II - Performers 
Section 42. Performers shall have the exclusive right: 
(A) To record or authorize the recording of their performance on any recording apparatus for image 
and/or sound. 
(B) To authorize the broadcasting and the communication to the public of their performance. 
(C) To prohibit the reproduction of a recording of their performance: (i) If the original recording itself 
was made without their consent; (ii) If the reproduction is made for purposes different from those 
for which the performers gave their consent; or (iii) If the original recording was made for any of the 
purposes mentioned in Section 44 and the reproduction is made for a different purpose. 
Section 43. Performers shall have the right to decide whether their names will be mentioned when 
their performance is recorded or broadcast. The provisions of chapter IV shall apply to them. 
Section 44. Notwithstanding the provisions of soction 43 of this Decree (performers may not object 
to the recording: (A) of parts of their performance to be used in connection with the reporting of 
current events, or (B) musicians, such damages which to the court shall appear just and which 
shall not be less than Three Hundred Pesos. 
(C) To the remedies provided in subsection (C) and (D) of Section 28 of this Decree but with 
respect only to recordings of their performances and devices for making such recordings. 
Article III - Producers of sound recordings 
Section 46. Producers of sound recordings shall have the exclusive right to authorize or prohibit the 
direct or indirect reproduction of their recordings and the placing of these reproductions in the 
market. 
Section 47. When a sound recording is used with the intention of making or enhancing profit, the 
producer of the recording has the right to a fair remuneration from the user. 
Section 48. The producer of a sound recording may also forbid any use of this recording which 
would cause serious and unwarranted damage of his industrial interests. 
Section 49. There shall be indicated in each copy of a sound recording the title of the work 
recorded, the name of the author and, subject to section 43 of this Decree of the principal 
performers and the date of manufacture. 
Section 50. Within one month after its manufacture; two copies of a sound recording shall be 
deposited, by personal delivery or by mail, with the National Library. Upon such deposit, the 
Director shall issue to the producer a certificate under the seal of the library indicating the fact and 
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date of such deposit. This certificate shall constitute a prima facie evidence of the facts stated 
therein. 
Section 51. No suit for violation of the rights of the producer of a sound recording may be instituted 
until ho has complied with the requirements of the next two preceding sections. 
Article IV - Broadcasting organizations 
Section 52. Broadcasting organizations shall enjoy the exclusive right: 
(A) To relay by wire or broadcast their broadcasts. 
(B) To record in any manner, including the making of cinematographic films or the use of video 
tape, their broadcasts for the purpose of making profit. 
(C) To use such records for fresh transmission or for fresh recording. 
Section 53. The provisions of the immediately preceding section shall not include the right to 
prohibit recording of broadcasts for strictly private use or solely for the purposes of teaching or 
scientific research. 
Section 54. A broadcasting organization, when any of its rights secured is infringed, shall be 
entitled : 
(A) To have such infringement enjoined. 
(B) To recover such damages as may be awarded under the Civil Code. 
(C) The remedies provided in subsections (C) and 
(D) of section 28 of this Decree but with respect only to unauthorized recordings of its broadcasts 
and devices for making such recordings. 
Article V - Term of Protection 
Section 55. The rights granted under this chapter shall expire after twenty years from the end of the 
year in which : 
(A) The performance took place - for performances not incorporated in recordings; 
(B) The recording was made - for sound or image and sound recording and for performances 
incorporated therein. ; 
(C) The broadcast took place - in the case of broadcasts. 
Article VI - Penalty 
Section 56. The prohibitions and penalties provided in section 29 shall apply to infringement of any 
of the rights granted in this chapter. 
CHAPTER VII - INSTITUTION OF ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS 
Section 57. All actions, suits and proceedings shall, regardless of the amount involved, be 
originally cognizable by Courts of First Instance. 
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Section 58. No damages may be recovered under this Decree after four years from the time cause 
of action arose. 
CHAPTER VIII - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
Section 60. All copies deposited and instruments in writing filed with the National Library in 
accordance with the provisions of this Decree shall become the property of the Government. 
Section. 61. The section or division of the National Library charged with receiving copies and 
instruments deposited and with keeping records required under this Decree and everything in it 
shall be opened to public inspection subject to such safeguards and regulations as may be 
prescribed by the director of the library. 
Section 62. The National Library shall collect thefollowing fees : 

X  x x x x x 
CHAPTER IX - FINAL PROVISIONS 
Section 63. The provisions of this Decree shall apply to works in which copyright protection 
obtained prior to the effectivity of this Decree is subsisting: Provided, That the application of this 
Decree shall not result in the diminution of such protection. 
Section 64. Act No. 3134, otherwise, known as the “Copyright Law of the Philippine Islands”, and 
all laws or provisions of law, orders or regulations inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed. 
This Decree shall take effect 15 days after publication in the Official Gazette. 
Done in the City of Manila, this 14th day of November, in the year of Our Lord, nineteen hundred 
and seventy-two. 

ANNOTATIONS 

Infringement. - Infringement is the doing by any person without 
consent of the owner of the copyright, of any thing the sole right to do which 
is conferred by the statute of the owner of the copyright. Infringement 
involves a copying, in whole or in part, either in haec verba or by colorable 
variation.” It follows that to constitute an infringement, a substantial copy of 
the whole, or of a material part, must have been produced.1' Copying is the 
exact or substantial reproduction of an original, using the original as a 
model. There can be no infringement without copying, and similarity, or 
even identity, will not effect infringement where both works are original and 
there is no copying.” In a general way any mode of reproduction, whether by 

                                                 
1  
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printing, writing, photography, or by some other method not yet invented, 
would no doubt constitute copying.2 

Motion pictures. - Motion picture photoplays and motion pictures 
other than photoplays are made distinct and separate classes of copyrights, 
and the provisions relating to infringement are applicable thereto. Motion 
picture photoplays are dramatic works within the statute, and are within the 
meaning of the words `any transcription or record thereof,' giving the owner 
of a copyrighted drama the exclusive right to make transcriptions or records 
for exhibition. They may be infringed by the multiplication or sale of copies, 
or by unlicensed exhibition, or by another motion picture making use of 
parallel situations.' 

Musical work. - The proprietor of a copyrighted musical composition 
is given the exclusive right, for the purpose of copying, publishing and 
vending, to make any arrangement or setting of it, or of the melody of it, in 
any system of notation or any form of record in which the thought of an 
author may be recorded and from which it may be read or reproduced, and 
this secures copyright protection in respect of devices for the mechanical 
reproduction of music.' 

Musical copyrights are infringed by performance in public for profit 
without authority, such as unauthorized performances in a public restaurant 
or hotel dining room for the entertainment of patrons; also an unlicensed 
radio broadcast is an infringing performance, as is, in certain cases, the 
reception of such a program.' The act of registering a musical composition 
and the issuance of a certificate therefor afforded no protection to the 
registered composition unless it is original. (Estrella vs. Santiago, No. L-
6795, Sept. 30, 1942, 1 O.G. 788). 

Radio broadcasting. - Radio broadcasting, for advertising purposes, of 
a copyrighted musical composition is within the protection of the statute 
giving the owner of the copyright the exclusive right to perform the 
copyrighted work publicly for profit.9 

                                                 
2  
9 34 Am. Jur. 451. 
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Art works; prints; pictorial illustration, etc. - The copyright in works 
of art, models, or designs of work of art, reproduction of works of art, prints, 
and pictorial illustrations is infringed by an unauthorized printing, 
publishing, copying, or vending of the copyright work, and ownership of a 
trade-mark gives the owner no right to copy of copyrighted picture of it.10 

Photographs. - Copyrighted photographs are infringed by copying, 
even with variations, if the main design or general characteristics of the 
original are copied. Indirect copying is infringement.” 

CASES: 

Serrano Laktaw vs. Paglinawan 
44 Phil. 855 

Facts: Plaintiff published in 1889 a Spanish Tagalog Directory and 
registered his rights on said work under the Spanish Law of Intellectual 
Property then in force in the Islands. During the American occupation, 
the defendant, without the consent of the plaintiff, published a Spanish-
Tagalog Dictionary which substantially reproduced the work of the 
plaintiff. It was proven that of the 23,560 words in the defendant's 
dictionary, only 3,108 words were defendant's own, the remaining 
words with their corresponding meaning being exact copies of the 
plaintiff's work. It was also proven that the defendant literally 
reproduced and copied for the Spanish words in his dictionary, the 
equivalents, definitions and different meanings in Tagalog, given in 
plaintiff's dictionary copied by the defendant. 

Held: Where one in publishing a Spanish-Tagalog dictionary has but 
copied the equivalents, definitions and different meanings given in 
another Spanish Tagalog dictionary, although making some additions 
of his own and some unimportant changes in the examples to illustrate 
the meanings of the words, such as substituting “Tayabas” for 
“Bulacan” in the expression “Voy a Bulacan” (I am going to Bulacan), it 
is evident that he merely reproduced the dictionary of the other author 
in violation of the Law of January 10, 1870, on Intellectual Property. 

Dictionaries are not common property, but property of the author, 
whose right thereto is recognized by article 7, in connection with article 2, of 

                                                 
10 18 C.J.S. 223. 11 18 O.J.S. 237. 
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the Law of January 10, 1870, and nobody can reproduce them without the 
permission of the author. 

The author of a dictionary published in 1899 having an exclusive right 
thereto, vested under the Law of January 10, 1879, and protected by the 
Treaty of Paris of December 10, 1898, every violator of said right will be 
held responsible for the damages the said author may have sustained. 

Philippine Education Co. vs. Sotto & Alindada 
52 Phil. 680 

Facts: Plaintiff was the proprietor and publisher of a monthly magazine. In 
December, 1927, an article of Austin Craig entitled, “The True Story of 
Mr. Rizal,” appeared in plaintiff's magazine. The article was not 
copyrighted under the Copyright Law but the magazine contained the 
notice “All Rights Reserved.” Defendants, Sotto and Alindada, were 
owner and editor, respectively, of the newspaper, “'The Independent.” 
Sometime after the publication of the article in question in plaintiff's 
magazine, the same article was published in defendants' newspaper in 
weekly serials under the name of the author, Austin Craig, but without 
citing the source of its reproduction. Upon discovering this, the plaintiff 
wrote to the defendant Alindada requesting that it be made to appear 
in the next issue of his newspaper that the article was taken from the 
plaintiff's magazine and that he refrain from continuing to publish the 
same article in the future. The defendants refused to accede and 
plaintiff instituted action against the defendants. 

Held: Under the second paragraph of section 5, Act No. 3134, known as 
the Copyright Law, where one periodical purchases, pays for and 
publishes an article with notice “that all rights thereto were reserved” 
another periodical has no legal right to again publish the article, without 
giving “the source of reproduction” or citing the original from which it 
was reproduced. 

As to the article in question, the provisions of that section do not require 
“notice of copyright.” It is sufficient that the original article contains a 
notice in substance “that their publication is reserved.” 

This exception is confined and limited to “news items, editorial 
paragraphs, and articles in periodicals” and does not apply to any other 
provisions of the Copyright Law. 
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The purpose and intent of the Legislature was to protect an 
enterprising newspaper or magazine that invests its money and pays for the 
right to publish an original article. 

Santos vs. McCullough Printing 
12 SCRA 320 

Facts : Plaintiff Mauro Malang Santos designed for Ambassador Felino 
Neri, for his personal Christmas Card greetings for the year 1959, a 
Christmas card depicting “a Philippine Rural Christmas time scene 
consisting of a woman and a child in a nipa hut adorned with a star-
shaped lantern and a man astride a carabao beside a tree, underneath 
which appears the plaintiff's pen name, Malang.” About 800 cards were 
distributed by Neri in that year. The design was not copyrighted. The 
following year the defendant without the knowledge and authority of 
plaintiff displaced the very design in its album of Christmas cards and 
offered it for sale. Plaintiff brought an action for damages. 

Held: “The author of a literary composition has a right to the first 
publication thereof. He has a right to determine whether it shall be 
published, at all, and if published, when, where by whom, and in what 
form. This exclusive right is confined to the first publication. When once 
published, it is dedicated to the public, and the author loses the 
exclusive right to control subsequent publication by others, unless the 
work is placed under the protection of the copyright law.”  

Decision dismissing case affirmed. 

Reprinting of educational, scientific or cultural books. 

Whenever the price of any educational, scientific or cultural book, 
pamphlet and other written materials, whether of domestic or foreign origin, 
has become so exhorbitant as to be detrimental to national interest as 
declared by a committee composed of the National Economic and 
Development Authority, the Chairman of the Textbook Board and of the 
Director of the National Library, such book pamphlet or other written 
material may be reprinted by the Government or by a private printer. The 
price is exorbitant when it is not less than P35.00. The conditions of the 
reprinting and the royalty to the author of the reprinted book are specified in 
the decree. The application for reprinting must be filed with the National 
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Library. It is prohibited to export the reprinted copies. (P.D. No. 285, 
amended by P.D. 400 and 1203). 


